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PREFACE

It was with reluctance that I agreed to reprint as this book some of the papers I
have written over the past thirty years on Nepalese art and culture. I felt that it
was immodest-akin, it seemed, to creating one's own Festschrift. an assemblage
of essays one's colleagues sometimes compile in tribute. Nepalese colleagues
assured me, however, that this was a misguided, personal view that would not
occur to others. I hope they are right. Since almost without exception my papers
have been published in specialized scholarly journals in the West which rarely
reach Nepal, these same colleagues argued that it was incumbent on m e - e v e n at
this late date-to
make them more readily available. The fact that Madhab
Maharjan of Mandala Book Point so enthusiastically endorsed their views and
urged me forward was also persuasive.
Two recent occurrences-all too typical-seem to justify my colleagues'
opinion that the information in these papers should be more widely available in
Nepal. Not long ago, having gone to Budhanilkantha for darshan of NFirSyana, a
young Nepali would-be guide explained to me that I should also see the copy at
Bdaju. No matter how persuasive my arguments that the image at Balaju was
neither a copy nor a true Sleeping Vishnu (as demonstrated in a paper written
jointly with Gautama Vajracharya a quarter of a century ago), the youngster
claimed that he was right because he had "read it in a book." Perhaps in time he
may read this book--or others modified because of it-to his own profit and that
of the tourists he is so anxious to "guide."
The second occurrence concerns a newspaper quote. Despite 20-year old
studies such as my "Nepalese Caityas as Mirrors of Medieval Architecture."
which establish the remote origin in time and place of the Nepalese multi-roof
architectural style, a correspondent for the Sunday Despatch of May 3 1, 1997 still
wrote that i t "is considered Nepal's own native style which began during the
Malla period." If he chances on this volume he and his readers will learn that
nothing could be further from the truth.
As I read these papers over in the process of preparing them for reprinting
it is evident that certain aspects are out of date. For example. several previously
unreported Licchavi period inscriptions with new data have recently come to light,
new archaeological investigations have been conducted at Hadigaon, and, most
noteworthy, there is the spectacular chance find in 1992 of a Kushan-style royal
portrait dated A.D. 185. It is a find of paramount significance that may

fundamentally affecl the dynastic and cultural history of Nepal. There are other
developn~ents.Since writing a 197.3 paper. reprinted here. the neglected Makhanto1 Gilruda has becn mended iund placed on a plinth and the JalaSayana N5rByana
of Hanuman Dhoka no longer languishes in a foul swamp, both the fortunate
recipients of long overdue care. By contrast, however, many of the objects
discussed in these papers are no longer to be found in the Kathmandu Valley,
having succumbed to thievery or neglect. A case in point is the lamentable state of
the critical BhTmirjunadeval\l'i~nuguptainscription (see "Some Nepalese Stone
Sculptures: A Reappraisal Within Their Cultural and Historical Context," Fig. 3).
Now only the top remains barely visible above the refuse-filled pit the ancient
Yangal-hiti has become. Soon it will be seen no more. Despite these and many
similar changes that time has wrought, some for better, some for worse, they are
essentially details that do not fiindamentally impair the content of these papers
which. I believe, can still be read with confidence.
Because the formats-fonts, page size. etc.-of the selected articles were
so diverse scanning was not a viable option for a reprint edition. Thus their
assembly has been a daunting task requiring computerization and the gathering of
all new photographs. Despite the unified format we have achieved, persons with
an eye for copy editing may be dismayed to find inconsistent style throughout this
volume. But rather than tamper with the originals we have let stand the style used
in the original publication. Thus one finds variable spellings such as, for example,
'colour' (preferred by the English) and 'color' (the American preference). A
Chinese name in one paper may be spelled Wang Hsuan-t'se (the Wade-Giles
system of transliteration) and in another Wang Xuance (the currently accepted
Pinyin). Diacriticals are used in some papers-often capriciously, it appears-but
not in others. The style of bibliographic references also varies from paper to
paper. Regrettably, for technical constraints, the planned inclusion of a master
bibliography, as well as a detailed index, has had to be foregone. The exception to
tampering with the originals is the addition of some color plates and the use
throughout of footnotes (unchanged in content), rather than endnotes. Knowingly,
no changes or corrections have been made in the text which is meant to exactly
reproduce the original. New material or corrections are confined to a "Comment"
appended at the end of the article.
The reprinting of these selected papers would not have been possible
without the gracious permission of the original publishers and, in the case of
photos which are not my own, the permission of institutional and private owners.
To all I extend my thanks. Further, probably none of these papers could have been
written without the knowledge gained from two young Nepalese scholars, Mahesh
Raj Pant and Gauta~naV. .Vajracharya,
.
during a period of intensive collaboration
in the 1960s. Sanskritists a n d historians then. and stellar members of
SalnSodl~anamandala. an esteemed research circle, each has since earned a
doctorate ill foreign lands. Thanks are particularly due, and gratefully given, to
Dr. Vajracharya and to Manuela Fuller who coauthored some of these papers and

have generously permitted them to be reprinted here. I am also grateful to Sarah
Wilke for her diligence and skill in computerizing this diverse and
typographically demanding material into a presentable manuscript and to Madhah
Maharjan for transmuting it to the readily accessible record that became [his hook.
While this volume is divided into sections labeled 'sculpture.' 'painting.'
and 'architecture,' the papers included are less about nrt as an aesthetic experience
than about art which for the most part plays. or played, an active role within the
cultural milieu in which i t was produced. That it can he validated by the c u l t ~ ~ r a l
dimension of historical chronicles, inscriptions. and the living culture is in my
opinion what gives Nepalese art its special appeal and why 1 have spent more rhan
three decades in its study.
Mary Slusser
Washington, D.C.
Scptenber 1997

This compilation, conceived almost a quarter century ago, made sense as a
way of making my research published in diverse Western publications easily
was not realized until
accessible in Nepal. But since the printing unfort~~nately
now, when everything is available on the Internet, i t has become rather rrdundarit.
Nonetheless, one may hope that i t is>ltogether useless since scholars may find ithandy to have printed versions in one readily accessible volume. At least I
hope so.
Mary Slusser
Summit Hotel
Patan
6th November 2005
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SOME NEPALESE STONE SCULPTURES:
A REAPPRAISAL WITHIN THEIR CULTURAL AND
HISTOWCAL CONTEXT+

The Nepalese vum&valis, or dynastic chronicles, are well-established as primary
historical sources for the history of Nepal, or more specifically the Kathmandu
Valley. Because of the chroniclers' transcendent interest in recording pious
undertakings--a gift to a temple or the consecration of an image-the chronicles are
also documents of major but neglected significance in the history of Nepalese art.
That their potential in this respect is worthy of serious exploration, we believe this
paper will convincingly demonstrate'
The chronicles comprise two groups, those compiled in the fourteenth
century. and those in the nineteenth. The later chronicles largely depend on their
predecessors for ancient history and are generally less reliable. They are exemplified
by the well-known History ofNepal edited by Daniel Wright and first published in
A.D. 1877.' Among the older vam&val~$, the Chronicle of the Gopala Kings, the

'

Written jointly will1 Gautamavajra Vajracarya. Reprinted from Arribus Asiue, vol. 35, nos. 112
(1973). pp. 79-138 with permission o f the co-author and publisher.

'

The research which made this paper possible was financed by a grant from The JDR 3rd Fund.
New York. to the Director. Porter A. McCray, and the Trustees o f which the authors take pleasure
In expressing their gratitude.

'

Third ed.. Calcutta. 1966 (hereinafter cited as History). Less well known is the Brahmanical
rescension. o f which many differing versions exist in manuscript and in published form. The best
published edition is by Nayanatha Paudela and Deviprasada Lamsala. editors, Bha&am&ali
[Nepali Language Chronicle]. 2 parts (Kathmandu: Nepal rktriya pustakalaya. V.S. 2020-2023
[1963-19661 (hereinafter cited as ~ ~ ~ v ~ m h vAa less
l i )satisfactory.
.
English-language version is
published by Bikrania Jit Hasrat. H i s r o ~ofNepalas Told by 11s Own and Conremporary Chronicles
(Hoshiarpur [Punjab. India]); V.V. Research Institute, 1970 (hereinafter cited as Hisrory), pp. 23-98.
A coniple~edescription o f the late chronicles will be found in Hasrat, Hisrory, pp. xv-xix. Some are
described by Sylvain LCvi, Lr Ne'pal. 3 vols. (Paris: Emst LCroux, 1905). vol. I,pp. 193-198, and by
Luciano Pelech, Alcdievul Hisrory ofNepal (Rome: lstituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente.
1958). pp. 8-10,
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~o~lardja-vamsirva1liJ
is of outstanding significance. Although it was not compiled
until the late fourteenth century at the coun of Sthiti Malla (c. A.D. 1382-1 395). the
chronicle attempts to treat the full range of Nepalese history. Oral tradition was
unquestionably the chief source of information, supplemented no doubt-as were
certainly the later chronicles-by occasional gleanings from written documents,
many of which have since disappeared. While the political and cultural events, which
l & both periods allude to, were important enough to be never wholly
the v u n ~ ~ l v a of
forgotten, they were frequently misplaced chronologically. and at times hopelessly
muddled to the point of being totally misleading. All the chronicles share a common
fault of time exaggeration. particularly in the matter of regnal periods which are
frequently recorded as of improbable duration. By themselves, therefore. the
chmnicles--early or late-are riot wholly reliable. But because the assertions of the
chron~clersabout events even quite remote from their time can be so frequently fully
corroborated by other evidence. particularly contemporary epigraphs, we may in
general place considerable weight on their testimony. Employed with proper caution,
the chronicles are without doubt a primary source for Nepalese cultural studies.
As an example of the significance of the chronicles in the study of Nepalese
art we shall closely examine a typical passage from the ~opdlar@a-vadiivai~~which
treats of the reigns of three Gupta rulers. ~ i v a ~ u ~Visnugupta,
ta,
and B h ~ m i g u p t a . ~
Although the Guptas are historically documented figures of the Kathmandu Valley
in the sixth and early seventh century A.D., the existence of one ~ i v a ~ uis~ not
ta~
supported by the available epigraphic evidence. It seems probable that this exotic
name is the chroniclers' mistake for Jisnugupta, the father of Visnugupta, for both of
whom the historic validity is attested by ample documentary evidence. Bhumippta,
is apparently the chroniclers' version of Bhuma- or Bhaumagupta, another welldocumented historical figure. As is typical of the chronicles, Bhaumagupta is

! Actually the manuscript has no name but has been so titled by Nepalese scholars because it begins
i
after
with the dynasty o f the Gopila (Gupta) kings. It is also known as the Rendall V a m ~ v a l(VBd)
its discoverer. Cecil Bendall. and as V ' , V' and V' for the separate portions which together comprise
the chronicle. The co~nplexityo f language employed by the compilers, corrupt Sanskrit and littleknown classical Newari. has defied a full translation. One version o f the text has been published by
~arahan-natha,Himava~samskni.(Kathmandu, V.S. 2016 [1959]). vol. I. no. I. pp. 9-25, and another
by D. R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal(Calcutta: Firma K. L. Mukhopadhyay, 1966). part 3, Appendix B.
Both o f these readings have been improved by scholars o f the SarnCodhana-mandala, Kathmandu. but
a l ~Petech,
await further study and publication. For a description o f the ~ o ~ a l a r i / a - v u ~ n & vsee
Medieval Hisroty oj-Nepal. pp. 5-7.2 19-224. There is also a surviving fragment o f another important
early chronicle, known as the VK. described and transliterated by Pecech, ibid., pp. 7-8, Appendix V,
r Regmi. Medieval Nepal, part 3, Appendix C.
pp. 2 13-2 17. and published in ~ e v a n i g a r by

' Copalaruju-vumk~vali. fols. 2 1 b-22b.
Erroneously read as $ivagupta by Regmi. Medieval Nepal, part 3. Appendix B, p. 117.
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chronologically misplaced, however. for he was in point of fact ancestral to Jislu and
Visnu.

Before examining the selected passage of the ~o~alariju-vumk~\~u~~'with
reference
to Nepalese art, it will be necessary to digress briefly to clarify the important but little
known role of the Guptas in Nepalese political and cultural history. On the testimony
of contemporary stone inscriptions it is clear that the Gupta family contested the rule
of the Licchavi dynasty for some 135 years. This was between A.D. 506 and 641.
thereby covering more than a fifth of the period of Licchavi rule (circa A.D. 300 to
850). How the Valley Guptas were related. if at all. to the well-known Gupta line of
India is not clear. The Valley Guptas themselves merely clai~neddescent from the
lunar dynasty6 (the Licchavis. solar) and were of the ~ b h i r a(Gomi, Gomin) cokvherd
caste.' a relationship they omitted to mention in their later documents.%s attested
by more than 40 Licchavi period inscriptions-almost a third of the total number now
known-in which the Gupta or Gomin name appears, at first the Guptas were only
h c t i o n a r i e s at the Licchavi court. But they soon emerged as powerful individuals
who, while in name sharing the rule with the Licchavis. in fact wielded the real
power. In three instances the Guptas appear for a time to have pushed aside the

Raniero Gnoli. Nepalese lnscriprions in Gupta Characters (Rome: lstitlrro italicmo per 11 Aledio ed
Estremo Oriente. 1956, hereinafter cited as Gnoli), Inscr. 56. p. 74 (edited by Gautamava-ira
Vajracarya. "Thankotko ~himarjunadeva ra Jisnugupta silalekha [A Scone Inscription o f
~h~mirjunadeva
and Jisnugupta from Thankot]," P i m i m u (Kathmandu. V.S. 2022 Magha [January
19661, vol. 2, no. 4, issue 8, pp. 2-3). The date, Samvat 59. recorded in both editions has been
corrected to 57 [A.D. 6331 by Dhanavajra Vajracarya. "Licchavikalaka abhilekha~iiadekhapareka
sanlvath nirnaya [A Solution to the Numbers Appearing in Licchavi Inscriptions]," part I. P~rrnitno
(V.S. 2025 K h i k a [Autumn 19681). vol. 5. no. 3. issue 19. pp. 182-183. (All secondary citations to
Purw-nii will be given in brief forms together with the name and identifying serial issue number o f the
journal. The numerous publications o f Dhanavajra and Gautamavajra Vajncarya are distinguished by
the inclusion o f the initials D. or G.) Two eras were employed in the Licchavi period. the Saka and
Aniuvarman (or Minadeva as most Nepalese scholars prefer). The epoch year o f the former is A.D.
78 and of the latter 576, dates to which the A.D. conversions in this paper conform. A description of
the two eras will be found in Luciano Petech. "The Chronology o f the Early Inscriptions o f Nepal."
East ond N'est (Rome. December 1961), n.s.. vol. 12. no. 4, pp. 227-232.

' Gautamavajra Vajracbya, "Balambuko

Ganadeva ra Bhaumaguptako abhilekha [The Balambu
Inscription o f Ganadeva and Bhaumagupta]." Purnima (V.S. 2023 Sravana [July 19661). vol. 3, no.
2, issue 10, pp. 6-7.

' Ibid.. p. 6.
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Licchavis altogether and ruled alone.9 The first to do so was Bhumigupta-or as he
is known in the inscriptions. Bhuma- or Bhaumagupta. His name first appears in
A.D. 540 inscribed on a Sivalinga consecrated by his mother in the memory of her
deceased husband. Anuparama.l0 A few years later, in A.D. 557, we find
Bhaumagupta simultaneously enjoying two of the highest governmental offices,
(niuhuprn~ihura) and
Inspector
General
of
Police
Aide-de-camp
(rnalu~ar~~ud~inJL1ur~r~ukc1).'~
Bhaumagupta's name appears regularly thereafter in the
inscriptions of Ganadeva. A.D. 560 to 567, under whom he continued to hold these
same htgh offices.' That he actually at length emerged a king is suggested by an
inscription which unequivocally refers to him with royal title, ' ~ a r a m u d u i v a t a ~ ~
Bha~magupta,"'~
by two posthumous ones which name him as a former king,I4 and
" Jagadiiacandra

~ e g ~ i iLic~.lim)i-sonakrti
r,
[Licchavi Culture] (Kathmandu: Ratna pustaka bhandara.
V.S. 2026 [1969]). pp. 14. 16-19.27-28 and in an abridged English translation which because of
many errors must be used with caution. "The Gupta Kings of Nepal." Regmi Research Series
(Kathmandu. July 1970). vol. 2, no. 7, pp. 157. 159-160, 164-165, considers there were only two
occasions. Bhaulna (=Bhuma) and Jisnu, but to these it seems Visnugupta (vide post) must also be
added. According to a recent postulate of B i b u h a ~ * a , "Nepilama jaliayana narayana-murtiko
st ha pa^ [The Establishing of Jaliayana NGyana Images in Nepal]," ~ e ~ l ~ ~ ( ~ a t h mV.S.
a n 2027
du,
Kamika [October 19701 (hereinafier cited as "Jalasayana Narayana." Nepal;. 45). no. 45, pp. 10-1 1.
Bhumagupta and Bhaumagupta are two persons. father and son. Thus. if so, there would be still
another occasion. Although this view is not impossible, it is not supported by available evidence and
strong counter arguments may be adduced against it.
"'Gnoli. Inscr. 16. p. 23. Samvat 462 [A.D. 5401.

" Ralnaji Tivari and others, "Pharpinko abhilekha [An Inscription from Pharping]." Ahhilekha~ukgruha(Kathmandu. V.S. 2020 Vai.Cakha [April 19631). part 9, pp. 19-20, dated Samvat 479 [A.D.
5571. The ruler's name is missing from this damaged inscription but it may probably be assigned to
Ganadeva.
'' Gnoli. Inscrs. 19.20.2 1, pp. 26-29,

three docutnents which give Ganadeva's assured range of dates
from $aka Samvat 482 to 489 [A.D. 560-5671,

" Gnoli, Inscr. 20. p. 28. dated Samvat 489 but subsequently corrected to 487 [A.D. 5651 by
Mahejaraja Panta. "Pam Bhagavanalala lndrajj, Ai. Si. Baburama Acarya . . . harile garnubhaeko
Licchavikalako ankavisayako iuddlriko samsodhana [The Correction of Errors Made by Pundit
Bhagwinlal lndraj;, Historian Laureate Baburama Acarya. and Others Concerning Licchavi Period
~ ~ ~ d h ~ V.S.
~ ~ 2019 [1963]). no. 55, pp. 12-15, which would
Numbers]," I r i h ~ s a - s o ~ (Kathmandu.
thus suggest that Ile ruled jointly with Ga~ladevasince this would be two years before the latter's final
inscription of Sa~nvat489.

'' Gnoli, Inscr. 54, p. 71 "hho~taruk~uh~raja.iri-Cbsuruja
. . . ki-Ganodcvasnrotpi~atnoha&i
Bhurnugupra I/), erorh purvarojobhir [venerable great kings i r i - ~ a s u r a j. . . srr-~anadeva.and my
t a . former kingsd." and Inscr. 66, p. 88. a royal edict in which
grandfather s r ~ - ~ h u m a g u ~these
Narendradeva bitterly refers to the misconduct of Sri -Bhumagupta in arrogating to royal use the tribute
from lands which predecessor kings had assigned lo the support of a temple. and which by this edict
Narendradeva restitutes.
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by the ~o~dlardja-varn&vai
which also refers to him as a king.'' Moreover. the
Gopdlar@a-vam~;val<
followed by later chronicles. specifically records an interim
Gopila (Gupta) period between the temporary overthrow of the solar dynasty and its
subsequent restitution.I6 Bhaumagupta may have ruled some part of the as yet
undocumented near quarter-century between Ganadeva's last record. A.D. 567. and
the first of Sivadeva I. A.D. 590." In the latter inscription, however, it is the Licchavi
~ i v a d e v awho is king and Bhaun~aguptais back in his old posts as Aide-de-camp
and Inspector General of Police.
Fortunately for the history of Nepalese art, the story of the Valley Guptas did
not end with the illustrious Bhaumagupta. but continued with his descendants, Jisnu
and Visnu. For after a hiatus during AmSuvarman's rule, c. A.D. 605-62 1. when no
Gupta or Gomin name is recorded, suddenly Bhaumagupta's grandson." Jisnugupta.
emerges as a forceful personality. At first he is a joint ruler with the Licchavi king.
Dhruvadeva. then with the latter's successor, ~hhmrjunadeva.Jislugupta was clearly
a strong personality. He may well have played a key role in altering the rightful order
and, like his grandfather, apparently also ruled alone for a
of Licchavi succe~sion,'~
time. There are two inscriptions which were issued naming him as the sole ruler,"

FoI. 22a, followed by the later chronicles which also accord him royal status, "Nepalako itihasa
rijabhogarnala [Wreath of Kings' Reigns. A Chronicle of Nepalese History]." part 2. Ancient Nepal
(Kathmandu, July 1969 [hereinafter cited as "Rajabhogarnala." Ancient Nepul 81). no. 8, p. 19;
B h a s ~ a m & a l i part I. p. 82.
l6

FoIs. 2 1b-22b; "Rijabhogarnak.' Ancient Nepal 8, pp. 18- 19; ~hcisbvam&val/ part I, pp. 8 1-82.

17SamdDdhana-mar&la, "$ilapatrako abhilekha [A Stone Inscription]." Pl;mimci (V.S. 2024 Kamika
[Autumn 19671). vol. 4, no. 3, issue 15, pp. 33 1-332, dated Samvat 5 12 [A.D. 5901. Regmi, Licchmisamskrti, p. 19 believes that he ruled the entire period and the ~ o ~ b l a r a j a - v a m G v afol.
l i ~ 22a.
followed by the later chronicles. credits him with an exaggerated 45-year rule.
l8 Or in accordance with the postulate of Acarya, "Jalaiayana Narayana," ~ e ~ a 1 / 4 pp.
5 , 10-1 1. 19.
son or nephew.

Gnoli, Inscr. 59, p. 79 (edited by Dhanavajra Vajracarya, "Licchavikalama-dhahika sangha
[Religious Congregations of the Licchavi Period]." firnitmi (V.S. 2024 Sravana [Summer 19671). vol.
i ,
pp. 27-28.
4, no. 2, issue 14, pp. 124-125) and Inscr. 60, p. 80; ~ e ~ mLicchavi-somskrti,
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another in which he is named as king,2' and he issued a coin in his own right.22His
son. Vislugupta. nlust also have thrown off the Licchavi monarch for a brief spell at
least and assumed con~pletepower. This is attested by an edict issued from
Kailasakuta alone, the Gupta seat of authority, an inscription in which the ruler's
name is omitted but the witness is Visnugupta's son and Crown Prince,
Sridharagupta." The ~ o ~ i l a r i j a - v a m & v too,
a l ~ accords
~
Visnugupta royal status,
as do the later chronicle^.'^
Even though the Licchavi kings' names, adorned with all the customary
honorific titles. are circumspectly cited first in the inscriptions, and though they
claimed the traditional royal palace of Managrha as their residence, there is no
question that they were essentially figureheads and that it was the Guptas who
actually exercised the power in the period of joint rule. As an example, while an
inscription at Thankot village purports to be jointly that of ~hirnarjunadevaand
Jisnugupta, it is clearly only Jisnugupta who speaks." For it was in memory of a
Gupta ancestor's warm association with a particular village+ertainly no concern of
the Licchavi ~hTmirjunadeva-that Jisnugupta abolished one of the village taxes to
reestablish the former Gupta tie. In another inscription, too, issued jointly with
. " ~ ~ reveal that it
Dhruvadeva. the words "my grandfather King B h ~ m a g u ~ t a clearly
is in fact only Jisnugupta who speaks. More importantly, from Jisnugupta's time it
was their sons. not the Licchavis', who were boldly named to the succession as
Crown Prince @uvar@a).Jimugupta's son, Vimu, succeeded his father as joint ruler
with ~hlrnarjunadevaand it is Visnugupta's son in turn, Srfdharagupta, who is

'' Dhanavajra V a j i a y a , " ~ ~ l a v a r a h j kJivluguptako
o
palako aprakaiita abhilekha [An Unpublished
Inscription o f Jisnugupta's Time from ~ilavarahi]," f i r n i t n u (V.S. 2024 Vaisakha [Spring 19671).
vol. 4. no. I. issue 13. pp. 6-8.
2

Satyamohana J O S ~ . Nepbli rbsrriyo mudra [Nepalese National Coinage] (Lalitpur: Jagadamba
prakaiana. V.S. 2019 [1962]), p. 56.
I' Gnoli. Inscr. 57, pp. 76-77 (edited by Dhanavajra Vajracarya. "Licchavikalako nyayavyavasthako
eka jhalaka [A Glimpse o f Licchavi Judicial Custom]," Purnima (V.S. 2024 Magha [Winter 19681.
vol. 4. no. 4. issue 16, pp. 356-357). The date o f the inscription is 57 [A.D. 6331 as verified by
Nayaija Panta. "Licchavikalaki abhilekhama dekbpare6 59 samma6 samvatka ankako nirnaya [A
Solution o f the Numbers Appearing in Licchavi Inscriptions up to Samvat 591." Purnima (V.S. 2024
Sravana [Summer 19671). vol. 4, no. 2, issue 14, pp. 101-105. Grateful acknowledgement is made to
Mahesarija Panta who brought this evidence to our attention. To him also special thanks are due for
the painstaking, critical reading o f our manuscript, together with corrections, suggestions, and many
valuable contributions, for which we and the paper are deeply indebted.

'' Fol. 22a; "Rajabhoga~nali."Ancient Nepal 8, p. 19; ~ h u s u v a m ~ v part
a l ~ I,p. R I
'' Gnoli. Inscr. 56, pp. 74-75;
Purnima 8, pp. 1-4.
2b

Cnoli. Inscr. 54. p. 7 1

G. Vajricirya, "Thinkodto ~ h ~ m i r j u n a d e ra
v aJivluguptako silalekha,"
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named as the next Crown Prince. This promise apparently went unfulfilled, however,
for after Visnugupta's last inscription, jointly with ~himarjunadeva.in A.D. 641
the Guptas disappear from Valley history. By A.D. 6432R a Licchavi king.
Narendradeva, is ruling alone and unencumbered and has abandoned the Managrha
palace for Kailkaklita. the prestigious residence of AmSuvannan, which at his death
had been arrogated by the Guptas.
The Guptas were a presence not only in the political but also in the cultural
life of Nepal. This was clearly a family tradition in keeping with the high socioeconomic and prolonged political status they enjoyed. It is Jisnugupta's ancestor
Minagupta Gomin's meritorious act of constructing a pond for a village which in part
concerns his descendant's Thankot edict mentioned above.2v It may be that
Jimugupta's great grandfather, Anuparama. is the same Anuparama responsible for
the verses and the hauntingly lovely Garuda image on the well-known pillar at
Hadigau.I0 The constant endeavor of the Guptas to honor their gods and to pursue
their personal dharma is made abundantly clear by both epigraphic and literary
evidence. They were unquestionably among the most munificent of religious patrons
and have indelibly marked the art of their country with their pious undertakings.
The period of Gupta influence in Valley affairs appears to have corresponded
with that of the growing popularity of Visnuism. Although the Guptas avowed their
Saiva faith among their chosen royal titles, "bhagavat-Pasirpati-bhattarakapadanugrhitah" (favored by the feet of Lord Siva Paiupati), they were no less
devoted Vaisnavas." Bhaumagupta was responsible for erecting an image of Visnu
and a Licchavi-period
in his V d a avatara, according to the ~opdardja-vamkivali.

."

Gnoli, Inscr. 62, pp. 83-84 (edited by D. Vajracaja. "Licchavikalako nyayavyavasthako eka
jhalaka," Purnima 16, pp. 358-359). Our citations are to the superior edited version.
" Gnoli,

Inscr. 67, pp. 90-91. The date Samvat 69 has now been corrected to 67 [A.D. 6431 by D.
Vaji-icirya. "Licchavikalaka abhileknama dekhapareka samvatka ankako nirnaya." part I . Purnimo
19, p. 184.
29

G. Vajracarya. "Thankotko ~hjmarjunadevara Jisnuguptako Silalekha," Purnima 8, pp. 2-3.

I0

Gnoli. Inscr. I 1, pp. 14-17 (edited by D. Vajritziya, "Licchavikiilama dharmika sangha," Purninla
14, pp. 127-130); Pratapaditya Pal, Vaisnava Iconology in Nepal: A Study in Art and Religion
(Calcutta: The Asiatic Society, 1970 (hereinafter cited as Vaisnava Iconology). Fig. 92.
t
.
.

.

G. Vaji-icirya. " T h k o t k o ~hrmarjunadevara Jisnuguptako Silalekha," Pirnirno 8, p. 4; ~ c a r y a ,
"Jalaiayana Narayana," ~ e ~ 45,
a pp.
l ~13-14. A not unusual situation. The history of religious
practice in Nepal shows that few persons, royal or common, were exclusively followers of one sect
only. In all periods we find rulers impartially bestowing their benetices on all the gods, for whatever
particular faith a man avows, he respects and accepts the divinities and beliefs of the others. This
salutary situation is still quite characteristic of modem Nepal.
I'
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inscription names him as the benefactor of the Niirayana of N u ~ u n n a d r a n ~ a . ~ ~
Further, after his donations had been annulled by Licchavi kings, it was his
descendant, Jisnugupta. who restored the ancestral benefices and added others of his
own.33Although we have no records of Jisnugupta having erected a particular Visnu
image. as we have for his grandfather and for his son, by this act it is obvious that he
was also warmly disposed toward Visnuism. Moreover, his attitude respecting Visnu
is especially clearly attested in his inscription at Thankot, where the invocational
With tender familiarity the divine
verses are in honor of Jalaiayana Nara~ana.'~
Visnu is depicted lolling on his snake couch, his ocean-wet body thrilling to the
touch of Laksmi's breasts. Like any mortal on a lazy afternoon, with a finger he
pleasurably explores his ears, [-whence the demons Madhu and Kaitabha were to
arise--(Ed.)] and with half-closed eyes drowsily stifles recurrent yawns behind his
hand.

More than any other member of his family, however, it was Visnugupta who was
~ in the name of this divinity. left a major legacy
especially devoted to V i ~ n u . 'and,
of art monun~entswhich we are about to examine. Let us, therefore, return to the
treats of the reigns of the Gupta
selected passage of the ~opdkrrclja-va~ha11'which
kings. Their era is summarized thus: "King Bhrmadeva [Bhimarjunadeva?] reigned
14 years. After that the Gopala [Gupta] dynasty conquered the solar dynasty and
ta
74 years. He offered Lord Visnu
reigned powerfilly again. King ~ i v a g u ~reigned
of Nandala [Hadigau village]. . . a golden chain for his beautification and donated a
pllgrini's shelter, many fields. a garden. and a building [for his support]. King
Visnugupta reigned 71 years. At Paiupati on the eastern bank of the ~ a g v a t The
established a large stone image of Lord Visnu of the size of his own body. together
with two other Images the size of his two sons on either side of it. Then, again, near
the northern mountain, in the middle of the place named Narasimha, he built a huge
stone image of Jalaiayana Visnu, together with an exceedingly beautiful dwellingplace. He established an image of Vimu in copper or stone in various places on every
eleventh day of the lunar fortnight. He also built a fountain called ParameSvara-

"

Gop~lor~jo-vanr&vol/fol. 22a; Gnoli. Inscr. 54, p. 71.

" Gnoli, Inscr. 54. pp. 71-72.
I4

15

G. Vajracarya. "Thankotko Bhrmarjunadeva ra Jisnuguptako bilalekha," Purnimi 8, pp. 1-4.
Dhanavajra Vajracarya, "Budhanrlakantha-narayanamhiko nirrnankila [The Date o f the

Budhan~lakantha Narayana Image]," Gorkhapofro (Kathmandu. Magha 4 , V.S. 2026 [ I 7 January
19701) (hereinafter cited as "Budhani lakantha." Gorkhoparru ( I 7 January 1970), pp. 5. 8).
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p r d i . At the same place he established a stone image of caru[r]murri Lord Visnu.
King Bhhigupta reigned 45 years. He introduced in Nepal the use of a script known
as GOIT [round] and established Dharanivaraha Visnu. These three Gopala kings
reigned. Then the solar dynasty reigned again powerfully."36
Setting aside the deeds of ~ i v a ~ u ~whose
t a . identification is uncertain, we
shall examine only those credited to the historically established figures. Visnugupta
and his great grandfather, Bhaumagupta. Let us begin with the chroniclers' assertion
that Visnugupta "built a huge stone image of Jalaiayana Visnu." In this they are
proven to be quite correct for Visnugupta's donation is fully confirmed by
contemporary epigraphic evidence." Moreover. the image is one of the most
outstanding of Nepalese stone sculptures, the monumental Visnu ~nantaiayin"of
Budhinilakantha at the northern edge of the Kathmandu Valley (Figs. 1,2). One of
the pertinent contemporary inscriptions, a skillfully engraved and decorated stone
stele (Fig. 3). still stands in ang gal-hii, an ancient fountain in southern Kathmandu.
It is a joint edict of Bhimarjunadeva
the former Licchavi town. Daksinako~T~rama.

Ib~ o ~ O l a r O j a - v a m . s i n a I fols.
i.
2Ib-22b. A published version o f these folios may be conveniently
consulted in Regmi, A.tc.dieval Nepal, part 3 . Appendix B, pp. 117-1 18. The following transcription
is an unpublished corrected reading from the original manuscript, hence there are numerous deviations
from the Regmi reading, several ofwhich are significant. The grammar and orthography o f the original
are transcribed verharim ac lirrerarim.
(fol.2lb) raja sribhimadeva varsa 14 11 tata pdca~suryavamsanirjjityah puna gopalavamsenah
prabhavadraja
krtam
)I
raja
srijivagupra
varsa
74
tena
ca
nandaladvalakanimantilapalavisnubhatarakasa suvarnasankhal;scha (fol. 22a) danam krta 1) dvayo
visobhitam satra datta vahutaraksetravatikigrhasahitam (1 raja sr~visnuguptavarsa 7 1 tena krtam
srrpa~upatisthane
vigmatrtirapurvvatate
vrhacchilamaya
visnubhataraka
pratisthitam
.
.
svitrnapramfinena, putradvayopi Gvasahitenah tatah
utrapravatat madhe nariimhasthane
mahacchilimayavimujalasayana. atisundara avisasahitam krtavin 11 aparanca 11 ekadaiivrata dine dine
ekeka vislupratima tavre sila va pratisthitam nanisthane 11 puna paramesvarapanalike kne 11 tatra ca
catumurti sil&aya vislubhatiraka pratisthitam I( raja srrbhumigupta varsa 45 tena nepale golr nama
aksara pravartate 11 dharanivaraha visnu pratisthitam ete traya gopala rajya karo (fol. 22b) ti 11 atha
bhuyopi saryavamsa prabhavat krta 11
-

11

Gautamavajra Vajri&ya, "Pricina murtikalako visayama [On the Subject o f Ancient Sculpture]."

Purnrma (V.S. 2021 Karttika [October 19641). vol. I, no. 3, issue 3. pp. 14-16; D. Vajracarya.
"~udhanTlakantha," Gorkhciparra (17 January 1970). pp. 5 , 8.

There are several names by which the manifestation o f NGyana lying on the water on the Cosmic
Serpent is known. The serpent, and the water itself, symbolizes the cosrnic ocean, as does also Visnu
whom serpent and water support. The serpent's name is Ananta (endless)o;'&esa (remainder, rest). The
name Sesa, The Remainder, refers to the abyssal waters which did not become manifest as other
and -+in
aspects o f the evolved universe and therefore remained embodied in the serpent. &no
are Sanskrit terms which denote recumbent, andj a l a is a Sanskrit name for water. These words may
be combined in several ways the most common o f which are Jalaiayana Narayana, $esdayana
Narayana, and Visnu Anantdayin. In essence all mean the same, "Visnu recumbent on the endless
serpent on the water."
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+

and Vi~uguptadated in the Aniiuvarman Era 64 [A.D. 6401)' and opening with an
invocation to AnantaSayana Narayqa. Its purpose is to inform the citizens of
~aksinakoligrimathat in return for royal satisfaction with their part in having
dragged a large stone suitable for making a JalaSayana image of Lord Visnu, they
shall henceforth, with specified exceptions, be permitted to wear all kinds of
ornaments.
The other relevant inscription stands near the ancient Bhrngaresvara linga at
sunaythi village. several miles south of ~ a t h m a n d u . ~Issued
'
by the same rulers in
the following year, it too opens with an invocation to Jalaiayana N a r a ~ a n a . In
~ ' this
instance, to express royal thanks for the special efforts the ~hrngaragrarna~aiicull'
(a regional administrative unit) had expended in dragging the needed stone for a
JalaSayana image. the people are relieved of further forced labor together with an
onerous social regulation to which they previously had been subject. In addition to
a Bhrngaragrama, many other p a i i ~ a l lno
~
the poiicalrs of ~ a k s i n a k o l i ~ r a mand
doubt contributed their part in wrestling the huge stone across the Valley floor. but
of these we have no record. It was clearly a special task above and beyond those
nonnally expected of thepaiiculis and the successful completion of it was rewarded
in special ways by the gratified rulers.
There is no question that the Budhanrlakantha image must be attributed
specifically to Visnugupta, rather than to the Licchavi king, ~ h j m i r j u n a d e v ain~ ~
whose name the inscriptions were also issued. This is not only because of the
testimony of the ~opuluruja-vum&irvalLwhich is not to be lightly dismissed, but
because the image was made during the period of Gupta ascendancy over the
Licchavi kings. We have already observed that while edicts were formally couched
in the joint Licchavi-Gupta names, the orders unquestionably emanated from the
Gupta side. TIie enormous Visnu Anantasiyin in particular, therefore. was a decisive
expression of political power. for only someone of Viqugupta's obvious status could
have mobilized the Valley p c r i i c ~ l ~and
s exacted from them a corvke which was
clearly in excess of normal royal expectations. Of this Visnugupta was also quite
aware, hence the special benefices in retilrn for special services rendered.
Actually, neither of the above mentioned inscriptions identifies the
destination of the stone which was to become the JalaSayana image. Again it is the
Gopdlaruja-va&al<
in conjunction with a third contemporary inscription, which
supplies the answer. Chronicle and inscription admit no question that, among three

'' Gnoli. Inscr. 61, pp. 81-82 (edited by D. Vajracarya, "Licchavikalako nyayavyavasthako eka
jhalaka." Purnima 16. pp. 357-358.
4a

Gnoli, Inscr. 62. pp. 83-84 (edited by D. Vajracarya, ibid., pp. 358-359).

'' As established by D. Vajracarya's transcription.
4'

Pal, Vuisnuvu Iconology, pp. 2 . 7 8 .
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similar early Jalaiayana images, our cited documents refer specifically to the one at
Budhinrlakantha. The chronicle states that Visnugupta established the image "near
the northern mountain, in the middle of the place named Narasimha." That
Narasimha was the Licchavi name of ~idhinilakanthais established by a joint edict
of Sivadeva and Arrkuvarman, located within the sacred compound not far from the
image, which is addressed to the citizens of two villages. one of which is
Nara~imha.'~
The Narasimha ri$tha, or place of holy pilgrimage, was well known to
the compilers of the Himavarkhanda, the Himalayan section of the Skandapurana
They describe it as a river confluence on the slopes of the Satarudra. the Mountain
of a Hundred Sivas (now generally called Sivapuri). at whose foot Budhanilakantha
lies.'" Moreover. the ancient t h h a may still be identified. for a half-hour's climb up
the steep slopes behind Budhanilakantha brings one to a venr. the contluence of two
streams. to which the old name, modified as Narasimha Ghat still tenaciously clings.
There are no images to be seen at the sacred confluence, for these were submerged
at the beginning of the century when the streams were dammed as a water reservotr.
the Mohan ~ o k h a r iThe
. old name, too, Narasimha (irthu, was largely abandoned
then in favor of the reservoir's name and is today scarcely known. not even by the
cottagers who dwell but minutes away.45Occasional people still worship at the
traditional site. nonetheless. among whom are the priests of the Narayana image at
~udhanilakantha.Indeed, it is to them and thetr memory of the traditional name.
Narasimha. that we owe the identification of the ancient site.
The huge stone needed for the monumental Jalaiayana Nariyana image
probably came from Kotkhi. a site whose precise location awaits determination. but
which lay in the southwestern part of the Valley,'lbor more likely just outside over the
rim. We know that in the late Malla period Kotkha stone was prized for the making

41

Gnoli. Inscr. 27, p. 35; D. Vajracarya. "Budhanrlakantha."

Gorkhipotra

(17 January 1970), p. 5.

44

Naraharinatha and others. editors. Himovatkhanda (Benares: Yogapracarini, V . S . 2013 [I9561
(hereinafter cited as Himovatkhanda). ch. 117. vv. 1-15, pp. 238-239 and Nepali translation. pp.
246-247.
41

The name was still current in the nineteenth century even for the nearby Budhanrlakantha village.
for one of the late chronicles locates the Jalaiayana Narayana of the Satarudra mountain at
Narasimhasthana ("Rajabhogamala," Ancient Nepal 8, p. 19).

46

D. Vajracarya. "Budhanrlakantha."

Gorkhabatra

(17 January 1970). p. 5. Even now there is a

village of similar name. Kodku, just inside the Valley's southern rim, near Lele, but to our knowledge
there is no quarry there. Geological investigations could no doubt quite easily determine the site where
the stone originates.
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of images. Jitamitra Malla of Bhaktapur had a Kaliyadamana carved from it:'
apparently now lost. He also boasted that whereas former Bhaktapur kings had found
it dificult to get even a single Kotkhi stone, he alone, because of his rapport with the
Patan king. had been able to secure it for various undertakings within the Taleju
temple c o ~ n ~ o u n d . Patan
~ ~ h kingdom
e
included the southwestern part of the Valley
(in which BhmgkeSvara lies) and extended a few niiles south and west over the rim.
Hence we can conclude that this particular fine-grained stone came from this region.
The common. friable. and ofien micaceous stones of the Valley were impractical for
the making of large images, and certainly for one of the size and importance of the
Biidhanjlakantha Narayana. In the fourteenth century. the noble Jayasimha Rama,
too. brought stone from outside the Valley to make the new lingu of Paiupati some
years after the original had been smashed by the M u ~ l i r n s . ~ ~
Given the colossal size of the ~udhan-ilakanthaimage, some twenty-one feet
long and resting on a thick bed of entwined serpents. one can but wonder why it was
not establislled nearer the quarry. say at Bhrngaragrama, instead of dragging the
immense uncut stone the entire breadth of the Valley? Perhaps Narasimhasthina was
considered an especially appropriate site because of its ancient association with
It was certainly not because the site was
Visnu near the Narasimhasthana 11rrha.~~
Bhumbhukkika, the locale of an earlier Jalaiayana image.5' Scholars have been led
, suggestive of
astray in this because the modern Newari name of the site, ~ h u i j a s iis
s~
derives from another name. Bhoyujalasena,
the ancient name." But ~ h u i j a actually

47

Bholanatha Paudela and Dhanavajra Vajracarya. "Bhaktapuraka dui aprakaiita Silalekhako prakka
[Two Hitherto Unpublished Bhaktapur Stone Inscriptions]," Itihasa-som~dhono(V.S. 201 7 [ I 9601,
no. 5 1. p. 7.
a Ramaj~~ e v a and
i others. " ~ u m ~ c o k a kJitimitra
o
Mallako abhilekha [An Inscription o f Jitamitra

Malla from the ~umar~coka]."
Abhilekha-songraha (V.S. 2019 Karttika [October 19621). part 7. p.
24.
~ ~ ~ o ~ l a r . / a - v a r nfol.
& ~54a.
~ ~ There
,
were not two Muslim raids as Petech. Medevol History o j
Nepal, pp. 1 18-120, 122 reports, but a single week-long one in A.D. $349 (Dhanavajra Vajracarya,
"Sa~nsuddinakoakramana [The Invasion o f Shams ud-din]," P i m i m a (V.S. 2022 Maglia [January

19661, vol. 2, no. 4, issue 8, pp. 6-13 and an abridged English version, "Shamshuddin's Invasion o f
Nepal," Regmi Research Series (l970), vol. 2. no. 3, pp. 65-66).

"' I t also lies at the headwaters o f the River Visnu, the ~ i s n u m a t rbut whether this was also the
Licchavi name for the river has not yet been ascertained.

"

Gnoli, Inscr. 36. p. 50 (edited by D. Vajricarya, "Licchavikalama dharmika sangha." Purnima 14,
p. 123).
'I

D. R. Regmi, Ancient Nepal (Calcutta: Firma K . L. Mukhopadhyay, 1969). 3rd ed., p. 320.
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meaning clear water. as the springs were known in the late Malla period." Perhaps
Vislugupta had some special personal association with this region. one of the most
populous and important in the Licchavi realm. It may also have been merely because
of the limpid springs, a necessary adjunct for a representation of Vimu ensconced on
the endless serpent in the cosmic ocean. But there were other springs, equally limpid.
to be found at ~ o d a v a r iand at Pharping, both of which lie much closer to the
presumed quarry site. and the latter of which did become an important Visnu shrine.
apparently in the post-Licchavi or early Malla period.
From the very beginning. when the Jalaiayana image was given form.
sometime just after A.D. 641, and lay in its "exceedingly beautiful dwelling-place."
it must have attracted devotees from far and wide. Many would have eagerly
hastened to worship the marvel they had helped inch across the Valley while it was
still mutely imprisoned within the stone. Although the dwelling-place is now
compromised by mundane structures. colored tile. and cement. the flow of devotees
and admirers seems never to have cea~ed.~?odaythe ~udhanilakanthasci~lptureis
the object of profound veneration by all Nepalese'5 and enjoys daily worship by
numerous devotees and by Brahman priests. The latter-some charged with rites at
the head, others restricted. as are all devotees. to the feet-sing hymns of praise.
bathe, feed. fan. cense. and adorn the image. They pile hlagramas. black fossil
ammonites symbolic of Visnu. around his head, and conclude the daily worship by
covering his brow with a cloth. This is said to check the perspiration induced by the
ardent mountain sun. fully exposed to which Vimu and Ananta lie. The image is also
the object of special worship in the spring. during intercalary months, and on every
ekadas~~,
the eleventh day of the lunar fortnight. There are two special Visnu
"elevenths." ~ a r i s a ~ a nini .early summer when Visnu withdraws to slumber on the

11

D. Vajracarya, "Budhanrlakantha." Gorkhcipatra ( I 7 January 1970). p. 5.

O f this we are not certain for entries in the late chronicles suggest that the image may have been
concealed for a time under debris o f an avalanche from the Satarudra mountain above. There are
varying accounts. some saying that the image was accidentally discovered by farmers, others that
Jaliayana Nittiyam appeared to a king (of variable name) in a dream to whom he revealed his buried
location and commanded to be disinterred and worshipped again (Wright, Hisroiy. 3rd ed.. p. 76;
B h a s ~ o m ~ o lpan
i , 1, pp. 57-58. 81; "Rajabhogamala," Ancient Nepal 8, p. 19).

"

Excepting members o f the royal family who abide by Narayana's orders that on pain o f death they
may not visit him at Budhanllakantha (Wright. Hisroiy, 3rd ed., p. 146; Hasrat. History, p. 71;
Bhasavambvali, pan 2 , p. 87). The chronicles date the event to the reign o f Pratapa Malla. It may
well reflect a more ancient tradition, as ~ c a r y a ,"Jaliayana Nirayana" Nepili 45. p. 24, also
suggests, in which beginning with Vinugupta's successor, Narendradeva. the Licchavi kings refused
to pay homage to the Gupta donation. Acarya traces it to a difference o f faith but this would be
untenable since both dynasties were equally devoted to V i n u and to Siva. I t is possible, however. that
jealousy did keep the Licchavis away and that the proscription against royalty visiting the prodigious
Budhanllakantha image actually dates from the seventh, rather than the seventeenth, century.
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compliant Ananta, and ~aribodhini.when he awakens in the fall. The latter, as an
occasion of special joy, attracts large throngs of devotees. It is no doubt the
Haribodhinl ek&jai17celebration to which a seventh-century Licchavi inscription
refers.56
Tile ~"dhanTlakanthaJalaiayana Narayana is worshipped equally by Hindus
(and Buddhist;. Moreover. although the image is eminently Vaisnava, because it is
Lhelieved to contain the essence of both Brahrna and Siva, a part of the daily worship
i
(worship
is devoted to the deity in his Saiva aspect. This is known as ~ u d r pija
according to the cult of Rudra, a name of Siva), in which a miniature water vessel
(ialahari) is placed on the crown and from which drip the five precious nectars to the
accompaniment of hymns in praise of Siva (Fig. 2). Some people, too, identify the
symbolic lotus bud. an attribute of Visnu and displayed by this image in the lower
right hand. as the vihhuli. or ball of ashes, which the yogis carry. Since Siva is the
archetypal yogi. the symbol thus interpreted reinforces the Saiva aspect of the image
and many therefore worship it as Sankara-~ara~ana.
or Harihara, a syncretic halfSiva. half-Vi~nu.~'
According to our research the image is Goi)worshipped as
~ ~ l a k a n t hLoke~vara,~"espite
a
the similarity of epithets. ~ e w a Buddhists
;
clearly
refer to the image as "Bhuijas~Narayana-dyo," the god Narayana of Bhuijasi, and
worship it as such. Occasional Tibetans from the hills and Newar Buddhist priests
from the towns worship the image as Buddha, but this is partly from ignorance and
partly in keeping with the belief that Buddha, too, was an incarnation of Visnu.
The appellation "~ilakantha,"or Blue-throat, properly an epithet of ~ i v a ,
applied to Visnu has not been satisfactorily explained.s9Priests in charge of the
image claim that it derives from their own ancestor, ~Tlakantha,a particularly wise
and famous priest. Baburama Acarya cites a similar derivation. tracing it to certain
renowned for their cleverness,
late eighteenth- early nineteenth-century .sunnyus~~s,
who-as sannj~isisstill do-resided at the holy site.60This derivation is apocryphal,
however, for at least by the mid-seventeenth century it was already known as

'b
~ a m a j i~ e v a r and
~
others, "Anantalingeivarako Silalekha [ A Stone Inscription from
Anantalingesvara])," Abhilekha-sangraha (V.S. 201 8 VaiSakha [April 196 I]), part I,p. 36.

Harinatha Upadhyaya Dhungela, "Budhan~lakantha," Mayada (Kathmandu, V.S. 2026 Asadha
[Summer 19691, vol. I, no. 3, pp. 4 2 4 3 .
"

58

Regmi, Medieval Nepul, part 2 , p. 565 and Pal. Vaisnuva Iconolog)~,p. 17.

" A n unconvincing attempt has been made by Dhungela, "Budl~in/lakantha." M a y i d h , 3, pp. 44-46.
M

Acarya, "Jalaiayana Narayana," ~ c ' ~ a l i 4p.5 24.
,
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( ~Tlakanthar i r ~ h a . ~
We
' shall explore this problem more hllyJuU~her on. The

''Budhi," is not Buddha62but derives From b d o , and ultimately,vrddhu> Nepali and
Sanskrit words meaning old. major, or large. It serves to distinguish the larger. more
famous image from another Jalaiayana NGyana installed in a pool at Balaju. on the
northwestern outskirts of Kathmandu (Figs. 4, 5). This is the Child. or Little
~ilakan&a,Bdanilakantha. There are Indian parallels to such a distinction between
two similarly named image^.^'

Returning again to our selected passage of the ~op;laraja-vom6~ult',we may recall
that in addition to Visnugupta's donation of the Jalaiayana Narayana image of
Narasimha-sthana, it enumerates still others of his deeds. If. as they say. he
established an image in copper or stone on every ekadusi. and if any have survived.
we are unable to identify them. "He also built a fountain called ~aramesvara-prarnlr.
At the same place he established a stone image of catu[r]murli Lord Visnu." This
entry, just as that for the ~udhinilakanthaimage, also appears to be quite correct for
both the fountain and the image may now be identified. Both are at Balaju: the
fountain, enlarged in the eighteenth century6' to twenty-two spouts. the famous
Baisdhara; and the image. the nearby "Jalaiayana Narayana," or Balanilakantha.

b

(61:'~ecorded
with many other rirthas which contributed their sacred waters to the Rime Pokhari, a large
pond constructed on the outskirts o f Old Kathmandu by Pratapa Malla in A.D. 1670 (Dhanavajra
Vajracarya, editor. Itihasu-sun~bdhanako pramona-prameya. Pahilo bhaga. [Historical Errors
Corrected with Proof. First Part] (Lalitpur: Jagadamba prakiiana, V.S. 2019 [1962], main part, pp.
82-84 (hereinafter cited as ISPP) and T. W. Clark, "The Rani Pokhri Inscription. Kathmandu,"
Bullerin of the School o/Oriental and African Studies ( 1 957). vol. XX. p. 168). That Budhinrlakanthn
is meant, rather than the Himalayan Nrlakantha rirtha at Gosainkunda. seems clear by the inclusion
( o f all three o f the Nrlakanthas: the Himalayan Nrlakantha by what we believe to be one o f its many
' alternate names. ~olahitrdaha;Budhani lakantha simply as N i lakantha; and the Balaju rrrrha,
Bilanilakantha.

1

b1

A common belief which also seems even to have misled Pal. Vaisnava Iconology. p. 17.

'' Dhungela, "~udhanrlakantha," M a r y a d i 1, 3, p. 46
61

Although unsubstantiated by epigraphic evidence, the chronicles assign the building o f twenty-one
spouts to Jayapra&a Malla, the last ruler o f the Kingdom o f Kathmandu. A.D. 1736-1 768 (Wright.
History, 3rd ed., p. 153; Hasrat, History, p. 89). To these. according to oral tradition, King Rana
Bahdura .!%ha(A.D. 1777-1799) added one more, making the Twenty-Wo Spouts. This must have
been toward the end o f his reign or in the years between his abdication and death in A.D. 1805, for
at the time o f Kirkpatrick's mission to Nepal in 1793 there were still only twenty-one spouts (Colonel
Kirkpatrick, An Account of the Kingdom o/Nepaul (London: William Miller. 18 1 1, hereinafter cited
as Account), pp. 14 1 to 142.
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The image at Balaju has long been wrongly accepted as a copy of the
~udhanilakanthaimage, commissioned by Pratapa Malla, ruler of the Kingdom of
Kathmandu A.D. 1641-1674.'' Before demonstrating both the validity of the
chronicle and the rightful place of the ~alanilakanthaimage it will be pertinent,
therefore, to examine this false premise. There is no documentation lo support an
assignment of the iniage to the seventeenth century or to PraGpa Malla in particular,
not even an oral tradition." and the image flatly contradicts it on stylistic grounds.
The gross error in dating is difficult to explain-and even more so a century of its
blind acceptance. In part the error seems to have arisen out of confusion with another
Jalaiayana image. which was a concern of Pratapa Malla, and which we shall
examine further along. Apart from the stylistic and documentary considerations
which preclude the seventeenth century date, a study of the image in historical
perspective alone proves it not to be a donation of Pratipa Malla. Pratapa Malla was
one of the outstanding Malla kings and certainly foremost in pious donations of every
kind. His hand almost alone shaped the Kathmandu Darbar Square and his temples,
monasteries. dharma~lus,fountains, columns. sculptures, and inscriptions spread
throughout his own kingdom and occasionally beyond. Pratapa Malla did not count
modesty among his virtues. He took care to publicize his deeds and achievements,
real and imaginary, with extensive documentation and often in his own verse of
which he boasted himself the laureate (kavhdra).Moreover, he lived in an age when
diaries (thyasaphu.literally, folded book) were kept into which were entered the daily
minutiae of Valley life. It is unthinkable, therefore. that a king who himself left a
record in stone and copper of almost every deed should have neglected to claim such

05

We have been unable to trace the source o f the original mistake. Kirkpatrick (Accounr, p. 142). one
of tlie earliest Western observers. did not so label it, merely stating that both Budha and Bala are
"representations. on a small scale. o f the Himmaleh Neel-khent." But by 1880, at least, the false
attribution was fixed when Henry Ambrose Oldfield wrote. "abour one hundred and fifty years ago the
Niwan built the Bala N i l Khent at Balaji in imitation o f the other" (Skerchesfiotn Nipol [London: W.
H. Allen. 18801. vol. 2, p. 539). Levi. too. labelled the Balaju image "de facture toute rnoderne" and
considered the "true" Jalsayana to be at ~udhanrlakantha(Le NPpol. vol. 2, p. 353). Percy Brown
followed suite. describing the image as "nearly two hundred years" old and "built subsequently to the
larger representation" (Picruresque Nepal [London: Adam and Charles Black, 19121, pp. 182, 184).
Perceval Landon repeated the story again. calling the Balaju image a "smaller reproduction o f the
[Budha] Nilakantha figure" (Nepol [London: Constable and Co., 19281, vol. I.pp. 227-228). Modem
scholars have uncritically accepted the early ascription and have further compounded the error by
gratuitously assigning the image to Pratapa Malla (David L . Snellgrove. "Shrines and Temples o f
Nepal, Arts Asioriques [Paris. 19611, vol. 8, no. 2, p. 112; Ernst and Rose Leonore Waldschrnidt.
Nepol Arr Treasures/rom the Himalayus (Calcutta: Oxford and I B H Publishing Company, 1969), Fig.
8, p. 25; Pal, Voisnavo lconology, pp. 4, 79-80, 17 1, n. 30. Pal, at least, clearly sensed the image to
be earlier and accepted it as a seventeenth-century copy with obvious hesitation.
The attribution to Pratapa Malla, although fully absorbed in the tourist circuit and accepted by
foreigners and Western-educated Nepalese, is essentially a literary one and quite unfamiliar to the
unsophisticated sector o f the Nepalese public.

bb
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a prodigious image, or that at least others should not have mentioned his association
with it. Even the chronicles which devote several pages to his life and deeds are silent
on the issue. So also is D. R. Regmi in his thorough summary of the ruler's
activitiesb7
we
Moreover, quite apart from the evidence of the ~o~alaraja-vamSdval,,
are able independently to establish a pre-seventeenth century date for the image. It
is clearly mentioned in the Nepala-mahurmya, a Nepalese addenda to the
Skandapuruna which escapes positive dating but certainly long predates the
varrnG, a guide to places of pilgrimage in
seventeenth century.68In the r~$rha
the Valley. the Nepula-muhu~myarecommends: "Go to the Western Narayana . . .
then to Buddhasthana . . . then to the Visnumati. Bathe and make oblations to the
manes, then go to Lunthikesa where there is Lord Hari. Having seen Narayana
recumbent on Ananta, then go north, remembering Vimu. At the foot of the mountain
there is NGyana reclining within the serpent's hoods. by the seeing of whom one's
a r i worship her . . . and,
sins are cleansed. Return south to ~ a ~ a v a ~ i s vSiva,
remembering Visnu, go to P a i ~ p a t i . " ~ ~
The passage refers to two Visnu images, each recumbent on a serpent. Lord
Hari at Lunthikesa and, further north at the foot of the mountain, another. That they
are the two ~ilakanthas,Bala and Budha. there is no question. The recommended
rhrha is a k~e~rapradak~irn,
a clockwise geographic progression around the Valley
as
and beyond." I t begins and ends at Paiupati~tha,with the above ~ i r ~ h representing
the closing ones. The Western NGyana [Icai~gu],Buddhasthana [Svayambhunatha],
the Visnumati, and "Lunthikesa where there is Lord Hari [Balaju]," lie within the
same radius. The second Nariyana. "north at the foot of the mountain." corresponds
to the location of ~udhanilakantharelative to Balaju. and due south of which. in
~ a ~ a v a ~ r s vand
a r iPaiupatinatha. We may be
Deupatan, lie the two final ~~'rrhus,
certain that Lunthikesa is BalaJu7' for it is one of several similar deformations of
a the Fountain. from hluri (Newari, fountain) and Isa. the supreme
Hlutikesa. ~ i v of
deity ( h a ) . A similar deformation is Lutikot the Fort of Luti, derived from a fortlet

y&a

'' Medre\-olNepal. part 2. pp. 68-82
68

Concerning the Nepala-mahatmj~asee Levi. Le Nepal, vol. 2. pp. 200-205. 207

Murali Dhara Jha, Nepal Ma&~myajiom Skanda P u r k (Benares: The Prabhakari Co., 190 1 ). ch.
29,vv. 51-61, p. 171.
09

10

The pilgrimage extends over the eastern rim of the Valley into the Panauti-Palancok region and,
curiously, bypasses many important holy sites there and within the Valley. It also occasionally
unaccountably backtracks counter to the prescribed pradahina.
L t v i , Le Nipal, vol. 1, pp. 390-391 erred in identifying Lunthikesa as ~udhanilakanthaas did
Dhungela, "~udhanrlakantha,"Marycidi I, pp. 43-44.

"
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established near the rirrha in the eighteenth century and popular then as the name for
Bdiju among Nepali speakers. With the decay of the fort in the nineteenth century,
the naine Lutikot, too. fell into disuse and was superseded in popularity among
Nepali speakers by Bilaji, or Balaju, the Honorable Little One, as the Narayana
image at the i~>rhais familiarly known. In the Svayumbhu-puram, an undatable work
the iirihu is designated simply as ~ l u t iand
,
but anterior to the seventeenth cent~ry,'~
by that name, or Luthi. it survives still as the preferred name for Balaju among the
Newar community. Moreover, in thepuiic&iga, or yearly almanac, the annual Caitra
full-moon celebration at Baliju even now is identified simply as ~luti-punhi,the
Hluti Full Moon.
To assist the restoration of the magnificent Balaju sculpture to its rightful
chronological place, which we believe to be the mid-seventh century A.D. as the
chronicle tells us. it will be necessary first to consider the Paramesvara-pranal;. For
this was the fountain that Visnugupta is said to have built and the place he chose to
establish another image of Visnu. We may be certain that Paramesvara-pranal, is the
site of the present Twenty-two Spout Fountain at Balaju. For although like Hlutikesa.
too, the name Paramesvara has disappeared, it was still current in the early eighteenth
century prior to the installation of the extraordinary number of spouts which earned
the fountain a new name, Biisdhari (Twenty-two Spouts). Our evidence is provided
by a ihyasclphlc entry which records King Bhaskara Malla's pilgrimage to the famous
i~'riha of Gosainkunda. the Pool of Lord Siva." Also known by many other names
among which are the Newari ones. Sivaluti. Siluti. or Silu, the Fountain of hiva, the
11T1ha lies in the first high mountain range north of the Valley. On a Saturday night
in October A.D. 1714 the king "started for Siruthi [Siluti]. He halted at Paramesvara
the Paramesvara
fountain. After three days . . . he went to Dharmathari."'"hat
fountain refers to Balaju is certain. Yogis who make the annual pilgrimage to
Gosainkunda still follow this particular route. They, too. halt at Balaju, then proceed
i ~harmasthali.
to the village of Dharmathari or, as it is now called. ~ h a r a m t h a l or
There they spend the night before proceeding for the first pass out of the Kathmandu
Valley and on into the mountains. Paramesvara-pratilL the Fountain of the Supreme
Deity (Siva), is essentially the Sanskrit equivalent of Hlutikeia ( ~ i v aof the
l2 Haraprasad Sastrr. editor. The Vrihur Svayambhu Puranom Conrait~ingthe Truditions of /lie
Svuyambhu Ksherra in Nepol (Calcutta: Asiatic Society o f Bengal. 1894), p. 284. Concerning the
Svayambhu-purana see Levi. Le Nepal. vol. I . pp. 207-21 3 .
71

The Newari word go as a specific designation for Siva has fallen into desuetude. but that it once was
the common name is attested by its survival in many compound Newari names where it clearly
signifies Siva. Sain=svami, lord; kundu, pool, pond, hence Gosainkunda, the Pool o f Lord Siva.
Gosain also means " ~ & do f Cows." an epithet o f Krsna, and it is also the name o f a yogic sect.
74

Gautamavajta V a j i & y a . "Aptaaita hy-kaphu (aitihasika ghatanavali) [A Hitherto Unpublished

Ihyiraphu, a Historical Journal]," part I , Purnima (V.S. 2023 Magha [January 1967]), vol. 3, no. 4,

issue 12. p. 35.
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Fountain), which, as we have said, drifted to Lunthikesa, Lutikof Luntikesvara, Luti,
Luthi, Lhuti, or simply Hluti, by one name or another of which the tl'rrha became
familiarly known. Twenty years ago when the Baisdhara was renovated, several
ancient spouts were uncovered behind the present fountain and over which a
cemented promenade now passes.75We ourselves found not far away an ancient
dhoracover, a damaged makara-like creature with the flamboyant floral-scroll tail,
hallmark of Gupta and Licchavi art alike. This ancient piece has now been
repositioned over the central spout of the modern fountain.
Now let us consider the stone "catu[r]murti Lord Visnu" which the chronicle
asserts Visnugupta established at ~ararnesvara-prdi.There are a number of images
near the fountain. a popular mother goddess, or ajima, some less well-known
sculptures, and the recumbent Visnu image. But the latter seems to be a JalaSayana
Narayana, rather than the Caturmurti Visnu mentioned in the chronicle. Actually.
we are not certain whether
from the faulty Sanskrit of the ~opdlaraja-vam~rr~al~text
the entry "cafumurfi" means a Caturmurti Visnu or "four images of Visnu." The
versions of the reigns of the three Gupta kings given in some of the nineteenth
century chronicles, although not without later interpolations. closely compare with
.
or a companion early chronicle must
the account in the ~ o p d l a r d j a - v a k v a l iThis
have been the later writers' model. It is perhaps significant, then, that the later
editions do not use the term cafurmurfi with reference to this donation of Visnugupta.
but say rather that he "established four Jalaiayana images."76 Although not with
reference to the donations of Visnugupta, other late chronicles, too, mention four
Jalaiayana images in the Valley.77The anomaly of the name "caturmurfi." however,
it will be convenient to disregard for awhile.
Further, we have no epigraphic support to the chronicle's assertion that an
i Visn~gupta.~Yhe
stylistic
image of Visnu was established at ~ a r a m e s v a r a - p r dby
evidence of the recumbent Visnu, however, speaks so overwhelmingly in favor of

" According to the superintendent, lndraprasida Pradhina, who has supervised the site for more than
a decade.
16

"Rajabhogamala," Ancient Nepal 8. p. 19.

17

EGlacandra Sarma, editor, "Kiithmindu-upatyakiko eka ijavamsavali [A Royal Chronicle from the
Kathmandu Valley]," part I, Ancient Nepal (July 1968). no. 4, p. 6; Hasrat, Hisrov, p. 28.
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Unwittingly destroyed in the nineteenth century, perhaps. According to one of Visnu's priests, an
inscription which stood nearby and which was believed to pertain to the image was ruthlessly smashed
in the course of a violent priestly quarrel over the rights to worship the image, and in which at last the
Nepalese king had to intervene. We have been unable to trace any remains of the inscription, for even
a fragment, if written in Gupta characters, would have significant bearing on the question of dating the
image.
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Vislugupta's time79that there seems little reason to deny it to him. This is particularly
~ s he established a Visnu image just here,
so since the ~ o ~ l a r $ a - v a m ~ ; v & s athat
and since in the instance of the corresponding Budhinilakantha image the epigraphy
resoundingly proved the chronicle to be correct. Moreover, as we shall see, the
chronicle is equally correct about another important donation which it assigns to
Vimugupta (Fig. 19). A priestly oral tradition. it should be noted, assigns the image
to "Narendradeva." meaning in effect "a remote king." The late chronicles suggest
Sivadeva I (documents from A.D. 590-604) by the entry "Viswadeva [=Sivadeva]
. . . made a large stone image of Vishnu on the northern side of the Bagmati and
~ishnumati."~~

It is perhaps little wonder that the Balaju image has for so long been considered a
copy of the larger, ~udhanilakanthaimage. For stylistically the two are very close
indeed. As Pratapaditya Pal judiciously observed. and this despite the shackles of our
universal brain-washing respecting Balanjlakantha, "the amazing closeness in style
demonstrates once again the difficulty of dating Nepali sculptures with any
absol~teness."~'
The "amazing closeness," however, rather than deriving from the
skill of seventeenth-century hands, almost certainly may be traced to the creative
chisel of the same master sculptor of these clearly coeval works. By the seventeenth
century the pulse which guided the unerring Licchavi-period chisel had long ceased
to beat.
An exhaustive stylistic analysis of the two images is precluded in this paper.
But in lieu of epigraphic documentation. the style of the Balaju image must be at
least cursorily examined to establish its chronology and its rightful claim to preeminence in Nepalese art. The primary index which unmistakably asserts
~alanilakanthato be a sculpture of the Licchavi period is its modelling. For the body
of Visnu is truly that of a god. Independent of bulging muscles or heroic postures, the
divine pre'sence is serenely affirmed by the noble head, the columnar "conch shell"
neck, the massive shoulders, the artfully modelled thorax, slender waist, firm but
'9

The history o f our research on the Balaju image is illuminating in this respect. One partner quite
independently had decided the early date o f the image on appearance only, stating in the second draft
o f the paper "on stylistic grounds alone the image must be assigned to the Licchavi period. But we
cannot say whether before or aRer Visnugupta's Budhani lakantha donation." Meanwhile. the other
partner had established the vital link o f the old names for Balaju and the fountain which. when we
brought our data together. revealed again the chronicle's value, to say nothing o f the value ofjoint
research, and permitted us to document the image more exactly to Visnugupta's decade.
au

Wright, Hisro~y,3rd ed., p. 87

" Vai.~navalcononology, p. 79
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mounding abdomen, and ponderous thighs. The body is smooth and youthhl, a wellproportioned prince in repose, but filled with life force, the prana. pressing from
within in search of form in the suave exterior volumes. Even the divine feet are not
neglected, but are carved with a distinctive fleshy instep, with toes which respond to
the foot's pressure against the immense, elastic coil of Ananta, the serpent couch. and
with nails set into flesh, not stone.
It is especially the superb face, however, which unerringly determines the
chronological position of the Balanilakantha Visnu (Fig. 5). Although the nose is
damaged, its original aquiline profile is unmistakable. The surviving sharp tip and
nostrils are indistinguishable from the BudhanTlakantha image. So also is the
characteristic sensuous, pouting lower lip and the small. angular chin contrasted
against a curious hlsomeness of cheeks and jowls. The faces of both sculptures are
characterized by a noble expression and conform closely to the classical norms of
Gupta sculpture. Such a remarkable face as that of Bdanilakantha Visnu could only
be envisioned in its time. For while the copying of earlier works was a characteristic
of Nepalese art, it is a rare image which does not reveal the stylistic idiosyncracies
of the age to which the copyist belongs. In support of this view we invite a
comparison of the two corresponding ~Tlakanthafaces with a Visnu Madhava
commissioned by Pratapa Malla in A.D. 1670 (Fig. 6)."' While the latter image is
unquestionably a competent carving for its time, the difference in conception and
treatment of the face is clearly discernible. A comparison to be made further on in
this paper between two other faces, one Licchavi, the other Malla. will once again
reiterate this view.
Discussion of the dress and ornamentation of the BalanTlakantha image,
together with the snake couch, must perforce be deferred. Examination of the
accompanying illustrations will amply demonstrate their affinity with other
sculptures of the Licchavi period. As an exception we will note only the superb
crown, a coronet of three separate lobes, each a disc centered with a jewel-emitting
Face of Glory, the ki'rtimukha, surrounded by a bead and petal border. The large
central lobe, badly damaged, towers over and in size exactly equals the lower face.
The Budhanilakantha image wears in nearly perfect condition this same distinctive
crown; it may be seen on the well-known Garudisana and ~rrdharaVisnu images of
Cingu Narayana, on the bronze Visvaipa of the Boston M u ~ e u m , ~and
' in many
other Nepalese images of Licchavi and early post-Licchavi date. We shall examine
this crown again, in certainly its most imposing version, on another donation of
Visnugupta. Again, it is revealing how differently the seventeenth-century sculptor
82

Gautamvajra V a j G e a and Mahesarija Panta, "Rinipokhaiko niiyanako abhilekha."Abhilekho-

sangraha (V.S. 201 8 Kirttika [October 19611). part 3, pp. 24-25.

'' Pratapaditya Pal. "Vaimva Art from Nepal in the Museum," Bosron Museum Bulletin (1967). vol.
LXV, no 340, Fig. 6, p. 46.
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of the Vimu Madhava has interpreted what is meant to be the same classical crown
(Fig. 6).
Two other factors relevant to a reappraisal of the chronology of the Balaju
i m q e are its surface polish and size. Although the surface is now badly deteriorated,
that it once enjoyed the lustrous polish of Licchavi stone carving is evident. The left
cheek, chin. and left breast. over which lies the delicate tracery of the sacred thread,
retain an almost pristine. glossy sheen and small patches of polish are to be discerned
scattered on the body and limbs. These survivals are quite evident in the
accompanying illustrations (Figs. 4. 5). The greater deterioration of this image,
compared to the Budl~llakanthaNarayana. may lie in a quality of stone inferior to
that which Vimugupta took such pains to have dragged across the Valley for making
the larger image. It may also be due to the rather casual veneration of ~danilakantha.
For once the dailyp~rjLlis concluded the image is left unattended. Hence the devotees,
a sparse congregation now, and in noteworthy contrast to Budhanrlakantha, are not
restricted from bcnring their own offerings to the head. Moreover, the nearby village
children have no compunction about total exploration of the composition in search
of coins which have been offered to the divinity.
Perhaps one of the most critical factors pertinent to a reappraisal of the
hlanilakantha Visnu is its size. Indeed, it is to this special factor that the sculpture
owes its present re-evaluation. for it was its monumentality which first made the
Prompted thus to
accepted anachronistic dating of the Balaju image ~uspect.~''
reconsider [he neglected Honorable Little One. only then did its style clamor for
recognition. D\varfed by the ~udhanilakantha to be sure, Little ~ i l a k a n t h a
nonetheless is also an imposing monolith. It measures 14 feet 8 inches in length. 5
feet 6 inches in width. and in thickness is 3 feet 8 inches-statistics which reveal it
to be a not inconsiderable work of art. While such n~onumentalityis perfectly
consonant with sculptures of the Licchavi period. it is rare in subsequent ages. Of
literally thousands of extant Malla period stone sculptures known to the writers. we
can recall but t h e e monoliths which border on the monumental: a slightly more that
7 feet Jalaiayana NGyana at Palhcok (Fig. 18), the 7 feet 3 inches standing Buddha
north of the Svayambhunatha cnilyu. and the largest, an 8 feet 5 inches standing
Visnu at ~ a n a u t i .The standing Buddha at the western side of Svayambhunatha,
almost eleven feet tall, pre-dates the Malla period, and the few monumental images
which are of the Malla and aha period-for example. a crude seated Buddha at the
northern side of Svayambhu, or the graceless ones along the eastern approach-are
in nature architectural, for none are carved from a single stonc.

'' In this discovery Dr. Pratapaditya Pal, Curator o f Islamic and Indian Art,

Los Angeles County
Museum o f Arl, had an indirect hand, for it closely followed his brief visit to Kathmandu, Summer
1971, a week spent in fruitful discussions o f Nepalese art. Having considered at that time how
monumentality was a characteristic o f Licchavi-period art, laler our unbidden thoughts turned to the
anomalous Balaju image and sent us scurrying to study it anew.
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To the attentive reader it will be abundantly clear that nothing has been said about the
attributes which the Bilanrlakantha image holds in its four hands. They have been
neglected because their complexity raises a new consideration in the reappraisal of
the image-its iconographical identification. For the hands of ~alanl'lakantha
perhaps contain the key to the identification of the image as "ca/u[r]rnl;r/iLord
Visnu" and make its attribution to Visnugupta-and its chronological position.
therefore-more secure. These attributes are not those of Jalaiayana Nariyana, the
wheel, club, lotus, and the conch, as exemplified by the Budhanilakantha image.
Only two of Visnu's attributes, the lotus and the conch. are present, and held in the
i lower right and left hands. The upper hands wield attributes exotic to him but
: emblematic of a number of other gods, among whom is Siva. These are the rosary
i (aksamala) in the right hand. and a water pot (kamandalu) in the left.
In the Vaisnava cult treatises a Caturmiirti. or as it is also called. Caturvyuha.
image embodies the four vyuhas. or emanations of the syncretic Vasudevn-VisnuNikiyana. These four t:vuhu.s are the hero-god and fountainhead, Vasudeva himself.
plus three successive emanatory forms. The four vy4has typify the different aspects
(knowledge, lordship, ability. strength, virility, and splendor) of the supreme deity.n5
These multiple aspects rightfully should be represented in one of two ways: either as
four addorsrd standing figures. differentiated ~yrihas(Fig. 2 5 ) or undifferentiated
Para-Vasudeva (both forms common in Nepal). or a composite four-faced
icon-human. lion. boar, and demon-known technically as Vaikuntha. "With such
a body, the God. the greatest in the universe, sustains the whole world."8b
The Balanilakantha image. then. is clearly not the Caturmurti Visnu as
prescribed by the texts. But neither is it the usual Jalaiayana form as embodied in
Budhinilakantha. In fact, our image appears to offer a syncretism unique in the range
of Indian and Nepalese iconography. in which the sculptor has symbolized something
whose meaning, although perhaps recoverable, has been long forgotten. It is.
moreover, perhaps this very distinctiveness. which equally bemused the chroniclers
as to the image's identity and led them, for lack of a more appropriate name, to call
it a "cciru[r]murriLord V i ~ u . "For although in essential concept it must be h k a r a NGyana (Harihara), half Visnu, half Siva, it does not conform iconographically to
the prescribed form of this image any more than to a Caturmurti or a Jalaiayana
Nitray ma.

For further amplification see Jitendra Nath Banerjea, The Dewlopmenr ojHindu lconography, 2nd
ed. (Calcutta: Calcutta University Press, University o f Calcutta. 1956 [hereinafter cited as
Iconography]), pp. 386-388 and T. A. Gopinatha Rao, Elements ofHindu Iconography, 2 vols. (New
York: Paragon Book Reprint Corporation, 1968 [hereinafter cited as Elemenrs]), vol. I , pp. 227-244.
06

Banerjea, Iconography, p. 409.
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Syncretic images in which Siva and Visnu are joined seem to have been
particularly popular in Nepal where sect differences have always been minimized if
irldeed not totally obliterated. But these images are universally divided on the vertical
axis, as are the Indian examples, the dominant right half devoted to Siva, the left to
V i ~ n u . ~In' most instances these are actually half-gods, each replete with his own
distinctive hair or headdress. ornaments and clothing, at times each accompanied by
his respective consort and mount (the latter occasionally a ludicrous half-bull. halfbird), and each inevitably displaying two of his most characteristic symbols. These
are for Siva no~.mallythe trident and the rosary. and tor Visnu, the wheel and the
na
near
conch. A characteristic icon of this type would be the S a n k a r a - ~ a r a ~ a image
tlie Pasupati south gate. an ornate replacement made probably in the sixteenth
century. of a sixth century predecessor." Occasionally, however. the Harihara
concept is less explicit and we are given an image undifferentiated except by its
cognizances. two of ~ i v on
a the right, two of Visnu on the left. Indeed, one of these
undifferentiated I-larihara images. flanked by the respective consorts, stands just a
few feel from the ~ a l a n i l a k a n t h aimage, identifying itself only through the paired
cognizances of the two divinities. trident and rosary, wheel and conch (Fig. 7).
Except for the mixed attributes the syncretic image could as well be the
KumbheSvara Siva (Fig. 10) or the C h g u Naiiyana SrTdhara Visnu. We know of no
I-iarihara image. ho~vever.in which the distinction is made on the horizontal axis as

" That Sir-a is given the right half does not imply superiority over Visnu but reflects rather the position
ol'the male panrler. The left. or female. side is assigned to Visnu because he assumed the form o f a
beaut~fi~l
wonlan. ~ o l i i n so
~ .that he might bewitch the Asuras and cheat them o f their share ofthe
a17ryro. ~mnlonalizingambrosia. churned from the cosmic ocean. and at which titlie. hiva. too, became
enamored o f ~ ~ > ~ ? u - ~ o h r n l .
'"'al.
Ii~~.strn~u
/co~~o/o,q
Fig.
. . I03 (note also Figs. 104-106). O f considerable interest is the lesson
inl~erenlill this panicular co~npositionwith respect to tlie dating o f Nepalese sculptures. The image
stands upon. but not attached to. a pedestal dated, as first misread. Samvat 489. but now corrected to
487 1A.D. 56.51. I t bears a long inscription in honor o f Lord haiikara-~ara~ana
who. o f course. stands
above it (Gnoli. Inscr. 20. p. 28). Dated inscriptions. one with the image, are o f primary importance
In providing ~ncontrovel-tiblelandmarks in the history o r an. It behooves us to treat circu~nspectly
those which are associated. but detached. as is the pedestal o f the hankara-~atiyanaimage. There can
be no question. despite tlie correspondence o f inscribed label and iconography o f the image, that the
present hankara-Nanyana-of a stone markedly different from the early pedestal-is not the one to
which the inscription rerers. but a banal replacement o f the original. In every detail o f style it
proclainis itself to originate at tlie very earliest in a sixteenth-century Malla workshop. To correct
"False speculatio~is"the image. however. with an injudicious disregard fhr the anachronism o f artistic
style and inscription. has been adduced as dated proof o f the appearance o f both the flame halo and
the double lotus base by the sixth century A.D. (Ramesa Janga Thapa, "Nepal1 murtikala [Nepalese
Sculpture]," Ranrjhorn (V.S. 2027 ~ s v i n a[October 19701). vol. 6 , no. 3, pp. 24-25, no. 28). While
conclusions thus drawn are invalid. to be sure. it so happens that not only the flame border but, o f still
greater importance, tlie flame in company with the bead does appear in Nepalese arl by the midseventh, and possibly by the sixth, century. Such an early dating for the flame and bead motif will be
soundly denionstrated further along in this paper.
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the Bdanrlakantha sculptor seems to have done. Moreover. the image is not caused
to display the colnmon Harihara cognizances. but exhibits an altogether distinctive
combination, as we have said.
Despite the Balanllakantha's iconographic anomalies. we are none~helcss
constrained. it seems, to accept it as a syncretic image in which Siva and Visnu are
blended. As the names Hlutikesa and Paramesvara reveal. the Balaju site was
anciently associated with Siva. A curious text of probable sixteenth- seventeenthcentury date. the ~ u n l i k e ~ ~ n r c ~ - ~ ~describes
~ r a ~ i c it~ .as
~ *a Siva kscrra (locality,
preserve) and the abode of rsis. Nearby even now flows a small stream which bears
Siva's name. the MalGdeva Kholi. If indeed it was at Visnugupta's command that an
image superficially Vaisnava was installed in a ~ a i v apresente. and actually
a
espresscd the ruler's own
symbolized both divinities. the ~ a l a n ~ l a k a n t hmerely
eclecticism. For he was a king who declared himself devored to PaSupati's feet yet
erected the most imposing Vaisnava images which ennoble Nepalese art. That his
a
subjects and their descendants equally accepted the essential oneness of ~ i v and
Vimu is also evident. The numerous suwiving Harihara images attest to the syncretic
outlook of the Nepalese and it is made particularl~.explicit by the entries in the
Himavu~kl~r~ndu
and the h'cpula-muhurr~iy~~.
These tests are studded with the
Narayanesvara concept. and the anomaly of a "Naiayana l i n ~ n "is not even
considered.
C o n t e m p o r a ~attitudes toward the ~alanrlakanthainiage aiso help to clarify
its iconography. For whereas most Nepalese presume the image to be Nirayana. [he
priests-Newar
resth ha and Karmicaryas, not Brahmans as at
~udhanilakantha-feel some uncertainty about the nature of their charge. It is
"neither Malladeva nor Hari," they say. and therefore paint the Rimatilaka, or
a
Vaisnava symbol. in the center of the forehead. flanked by the ~ a i v tripuntlrukrr
symbol. At the important yearly festival accorded the rbrhtr in general. the Hlutipunhi. and in which the image also shares, Brahman priests perform the hon-IU(burnt
offering) sacrifice for Balanrlakantha and explicitly name him Harihara.
If we are to penetrate the fundamental ilature of the anomalous Harihara.
however. we must examine the attributes more closely. for it is their purpose. after
all, to symbolize the unrevealed nature of the divinity. Among these cognizances the
most significant is the kun~andulu,the mendicant's water pot, which the image
displays in its upper left hand. Although the moss-covered emblem is now
underwater, there is no question as to its identity. It represents a gourd flask. the
kamandalu, or as this small handleless form is identified in Nepal. the rlmih,, here
held crosswise in the upturned hand (Fig. 8). A similarly shaped. handleless flask

'' fib-~jdbhIlekhal)'asrho-hasrulikhita-prucina
puslakinurn brhu~suciputram[A Master Catalog of
Manuscripts ofthe National Archives] (Kathmandu, V.S. 2025 [1968]), part 8, pp. 245-246, lists three
copies, two in ~evana~a'and one in Newari. At the very outside the character of the text precludes
a date prior to the late fifleenth century.
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occurs f ~ q u e n t l yin the hand of B r a h and
~ ~ of Siva, of Maitreya, the future Buddha,
and. less conlmonly. in the hand of the Bodhisattva Padrnapbi Avalokitesvara. The
serpent dcmigods also display it and numerous Tantric divinities count it among their
is
with a
multitudinous attributes. Moreover. in all these instances the t u m h ~ ~paired
compmion attribute, the ukwmcrku. the former in the left hand, the latter in the right,
just as they are held by ~ilanilakantha.Brahmii, for example, holds the runihi paired
with the aksamn(,la in his well-known representation in Deupatan, in a small relief in
Mrgasthali. ~aiupatinatha.~"
and in a superb and little-known fifth-century image
casually seated by the roadside in Capigau village (Fig. 9)." The rumhi is also
displayed. and again with the ok.rtrmalrr,~in the hands of innumerable Siva
mrtkhu1ir1~u.s.in those of the circa twelfth-century Siva of Kumbhesvara, Patan (Fig.
10). and in the hands of a hitherto unpublished h a , a work of probable ninthcentury date which stands in a private garden in Viblnagara, a suburb of Kathmandu
(Fig. 1 1 ). Two early images of Maitreya may also be cited in which the ~trmhlisheld,
again in conibination with the uk.somulu. One is an accessory image enshrined in a
I ~ ~ L I I . in
U Ci-bahil (Fig. 12). the other. unpublished, one of four addorsed
ligures-three Bodhisattvas and a Buddha--on a small stone cuitycr in a fountain at
Nag-balial. Pian." We have no Nepalese image with which to illustrate these paired
attributes in the hands of the nugu.s, but an example from Nalanda in nearby Northern
India \vould be pertinent. I t is a superb stone sculpture of sixth- or seventh-century
dare in \s;liich a Nagaraja. seated in royal ease upon and canopied by his alter-ego, a
multi-headed serpent. holds disposed in the sanie way as the cited Nepalese images,
.~~
in Nepal and with
these two critical emblems. rumhi and r r k s ~ m u l t rMoreover.
perhaps the greatest pertinence to the enigmatic ~alanilakanthaimage, we find
Ananta, the Cosmic Serpent and personification of Visnu himself. holding the tlrmb,'
in his left hand. although the expected companion emblem in his right. the rosary. is
absent. This is the recumbent. snake-couched figure at the base of the Cangu
Nhyana Visvanipa relief (Fig. 13). The image has been identified as the Jalaiayana

'a1

d!

Thapa. " ~ e ~ amui-tikala,"
li
R a m j h ~ ~VI.
m 3, PI. 14.

Undated but with the donors' names. Kuberaguptah and ~ n ~ k a g u ~inscribed
tah
in Gupta characters !
which conipare closely to those dated to the fifth century and which predate epigraphic changes \
introduced in Amsuvar~nan'stime. c. A.D. 605421 ( ~ a t n a~j ~ e andvothers.
~ Abhilrkha-songraha,
parl9. p. 20).
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'' Nepalese representations o f Pad~iiapinidisplaying these anributes are comparatively rare for his
characteristic pose is with the right hand in the boon-bestowing gesture (varada mlrdra) and the left
holding a lorus.
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Heinrich Zimrner, The Arl ojlndiun Asia: 11s Mylhologv and Tranforma~ion(Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1960 (hereinafter cited as Art), vol. I , PI. A16a, facing p. 23.
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V i ~ him~elf.9~
u
as Ananta.P5and as Bal&a.% With the exception of the exotic and
hitherto ignored attribute, the turnbt: which displaces the prescribed conch, all three
identifications seem to be equally appropriate. For in this context Ananta is an
incarnation of Visnu, and Balarama by iconographic association with nugas is
himself believed to be an incarnation of Ananta." The inclusion of the rumhi in this
particular composition. therefore. either serves a particular symbolic purpose. as i t
unquestionably does in the Balanllakantha image, or perhaps more likely. the Cangu
sculptor inspired by the earlier model. merely preferred the exotic flask in lieu of the
prescribed conch. That this is possible we know from other images. o ~ i cof which we
will meet further along in this paper. in which the Nepalese artist thrust aside the
textual limitations to assert his own individuality. In the instance- of the
Bdanylakantha iniage, however. the r!rmhiwas by no means a random inclusion but
o f remarkable iniage.
symbolizes the u n d e r l y i n ~ i d e o l o g ~this
That the BilanTlakantha is not an ordinary Harihara. anymore than it is an
ordinary Jalaiayana Nirayana is. as we have explained. self-evident. By the inclusio~i
of the flask and rosary. the intent, if we may presume to probe the mind of a sculptor
or donor thirteen centuries distant from our own. is threefold: 1) to reinforce the wellknown general symbolism of Vimu Anantabyin: 2) to provide a clue to an intended
specific local symbolism; and. as paired with the rosary. 3 ) to indicate a particular
aspect of this deity essentially exotic to either the prescribed Harihara or the
Jalaiayana form. The particular aspect of the deity. which rosary and gourd flask
emphasize. is its yogic nature-that of the Supreme Yogi and archetypal ascetic,
~ i v a . "and of Visnu in his yogic aspect. Yogic forms of Visnu. seated or standing.
and reclining on serpents are comnion in Indiag' and some occur in Nepal. A
yogasuna Visnu of probable early seventeenth-century date is enshrined near the
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P. R. Sharma. "Visnu in Visvarupa from Nepal." Bullelin o/Deccan College und Post Grohiaie
Research Insrirure. Poona. XXIV, 1963-1 964, pp. 28-30.
Pal. l/aistima I c o n o l o ~p.
, 52 and "Vaisnava Art from Nepal in the Museum." Bosron hluseum
Bullerin (1967) LXV. 340. p. 50 who in both works mistakenly interpreted the tritnbr as the prescribed
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conch.
%
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Waldschmidt, Nepal Ari Treasures/rom the Himalayas, p. 22.
Banerjea, Iconogruphy, pp. 103, 347.420
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Naturally, in Harihara images in which Siva displays trident and rosary, both aspects, active and
yogic, are symbolized but the yogic aspect is less explicit than in the Ekilanjlakantha image where the
rosary is paired with at least one other yogic symbol, the mendicant's water pot.
w

Rao. Elemenis, vol. I , pp. 79-92.
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Sundhara, Deupatan (Fig. 14). 'Tested in yogic posture, the image by the
cognizances, wheel and conch, held in the upper rear hands, proclaims itself to be
Visnu. The forward hands forsake the prescribed yogamudra to hold in his lap a
sacred water vessel, the bowl-like kalah, purnugha~a,or kumbha. All of the
accessory images spaced around the stele, orprabhaval~', are also in y o g h a n a and
hold the symbolic water vessel. Siva, at the apex, wielding damaru, double-headed
drum. and tri&ula. the trident, seems desirous of concealing his kumbha, rather than
displaying it as do the others. He exhibits it elsewhere in a more forthright manner
where he and Uma, both in yogic posture, each ostentatiously make a show of the
kumbha as primary insignia. As such they are utterly exotic in an otherwise typical
Uma-Mahesvara relief which stands in a fountain beside the Kumbhesvara temple,
Patan. l o '
The ~alanrlakanlhaimage, despite its syncretic overtones and Saiva coloring,
I S then perhaps more correctly to be interpreted as Visnu Yogaiayana. In general
ornamentation and in two of the symbols, lotus and conch, the image is certainly
Vis~u,and the snake couch is also exclusively his. By adding to the latter the paired
yogic symbols par excellence, the mendicant's gourd flask and the rudraha-seed
rosary, his yogic nature is affirnled.'02The rosary, symbolic of the never-ending cycle
the
' inevitable
of Eternity, is equally with the gourd flask, rumbror k ~ m a n d a l u , ' ~
conlpanion of the yogi. He wears these symbolic seeds as a necklace, entwined in his
matted locks, massed as a turban, displayed as an armband, or carried in the hand as
a small rosary. The yogi's rosary, moreover, is identical with those carried in the hand
by all our cited images among whom, of course. is also ~alanilakantha.Moreover,
perhaps modem devotees are not so foolish as we think when they identify the lotus
bud in the hands of both Nilakantha images, Budha and Bala, as a ball of ashes
(vrhhurl). For as a guess. given the Nepalese artist's penchant for invention, perhaps
it was cleverly intended to symbolize both. the true lotus cognizance of Visnu, and
a
carry in yogic aspect. For the ash-ball, equally with the
the rihhitr he, or ~ i v would
gourd flask and the seed rosary, evokes the yogi. It. too, is eminently his, carried in

The image may probably be dated with exactitude to A.D. 1604, the date (Nepal Samvat 724
Kamika) which is inscribed on the lintel of a twin temple, one each of which stands on either side of
the steps leading down into the Sundhara fountain.
I u 1 Pratapaditya Pal, "Uma-Mahesvara Theme in Nepali Sculpture," Boston Museum Bulletin (1968).
vol LXVI, no. 345. Figure l I.

lo* It might be noted that the well-known Vimu Yogaiayana of Aihole has only his ordinary attributes
depicted, arranged separately at either side of his head (Rao. Elernenrs, vol. I, PI. XXXIII).
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Although a distinction between the terms rltmbi and kumandalu is pechaps unnecessary for any
symbolic reason, it might be preferable to adopt the Nepalese term, rumbi, to distinguish the small,
handleless flask carried clasped in the hand from the larger handled vessel, fashioned from a gourd.
of clay, or of brass, which is carried suspended from the hand.
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the hand and from which he bestows the symbolic ti&. or rilaka, on the forehead of
the worthy. It may be seen in the begging bowl of the rudraksa-seed garlanded yogi
photographed at Kurnbhesvara (Fig. 15). Pal, too, suspected something of this yogic
nature in the Balaju image, suggesting it might be Visnu yoganidra (the sleep of
concentration) although he faltered in identifying with certainty the key symbolic
' ~ yoganidra. however, is too simple an identification for
element, the ~ u m b i "Vislu
this iconographically complex image. Its eyes, moreover, are fully open rather than
half-closed as the yoganidru aspect prescribes.
The innate symbolism ofNirayam and the endless Cosmic Serpent. Ananta,
floating on the watery abyss is too well known to need reiteration here.lo5All are one.
"triune manifestations of the single divine, imperishable. cosmic substance. the
energy underlying and inhabiting all forms of life."IM Circulating through the
universe. accumulating in the familiar ponds and streams, filling the sacred kumhhu,
carried in the mendicant's turnbiand kamoradalu, water is to man as ambrosia (umriu)
to the gods. Visnu is its chief personification, but so also is the serpent, universal
symbol of water, his familiar companion. But despite the obvious, explicit symbolism
of Visnu-Ananta, the mind which conceived ~alani'lakantha,it seems. wanted to
make a further point in this respect. This he did by joining to it the iumh,, itself
symbol of the primeval waters whence spring all things animate and inanimate. and
of amrta, the immortalizing elixir.

The fundamental nature of ~alanilakantha.and its emphatic water symbolism, will
be best understood by examining it, however briefly, within the context of the culture
in which it was conceived and of which it remains an indissoluble part. In Nepal,
more perhaps even than in India, water is itself the object of profound veneration. an
attitude crystallized in the uncountable i~$rhas-rivers and streams. turbid ponds and
crystal mountain pools, springs, and even seemingly common man-made wells. It is
essentially to these waters, rather than the accessory images which also may be
worshipped there, that the Nepalese feet have beaten ageless paths. Indeed, these
paths are a web studded with countless holy places to which each Nepali once

'04

Pal. Vaisnava Iconology, pp. 79-80.

"'See, for example. the masterful essays on this subject by Heinrich Zirnrner. Myfhs andSymbols in
Indian Arf and Civilizarion. edited by Joseph Campbell (New York: Random House, 1946 [hereinafter
cited as M y t h andSymbols]), particularly pp. 27-53, 59-68, 72-90; Zirnrner, Arf, pp. 48-67 are also
relevant; Banerjea, Iconography. pp. 344-35 I ; Rao, Elements, vol. I , pp. 263-265.
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Zirnrner, M y ~ h sand Symbols, p. 6 1.
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planned to find his way in the cycle of his life. And death, too, by preference is
bathed by this magic stuff, and upon and within it the last corporeal matter, now ash,
rejoins the sea.
Among these 1irtha.s one of the most important is the Fountain, or the Pool,
of Siva, translated by diverse tongues in a variety of ways-Sivaluti, Siluti, Silu,
~olahitidaha.Gosiinkunda. Gosiinthina, and ~Tlakantha.As we have said, the
tirtha lies in the high mountains, some 15,000 feet above the level of the sea,
between the foothills which ring the Kathmandu Valley and the still higher, snowclad
ramparts beyond. It consists of a chain of limpid pools which, stairstep, descend the
mountain's northern flank and from the lowermost of which, as a thunderous
waterfall. the Trisuli River is born. By no means a natural phenomenon, the river in
fact springs from the rock cleft by Siva's trident, the rrihla, which he thrust here in
his headlong plunge into the nearby pool. For it was to these chill waters in the
Himalayan fastness the Supreme Yogi knew so well, that Siva rushed to slake his
scalded throat. When churning the ocean for the promised amrru, the sparring gods
and demons had caused poison also to well forth. To save his companion gods, Siva
took the dreadful stuff into his own mouth, thereby scarring his throat and earning
him his distinctive epithet, Blue-throat, or ~ilakantha.Moreover, for those with eyes
of understanding. two rocks submerged in the pool which bears his name, are his
recumbent form, the "Jalaiayana Mahadeva." Although one may perform the sacred
~ i l a k a n t h apilgrimage at any time when the mountain passes are free of snow,
normally late May to early November, the preferred time, coinciding with the close
of the rice-planting season. is at the August full moon, Sravana-~ukla-purnima.
Although as the name and legend make clear. the tirthtr is essentially Saiva,
it is. consonant with the eclectic nature of Nepalese religion, not his alone, but of
many other gods as well. For there beside the lingu is the stlrpu. There also is
~arasvatrand there. too. are Visnu and Brahma. The Himavatkhando describes first
Visnu, then Brahrna toiling over the common pilgrim path to join the lonely Siva.'07
Here they companionably repose together. each in his own pool, for a thousand years.
But when each at last goes his way, as any pilgrim must, each leaves behind his name
attached to the pool in which he slumbered and his essence therein. Bathing in these
waters, then, brings man into intimate contact with godhead-which now is to say
Siva and Visnu, for Brahma, of course, has long ceased to count.
a
be perhaps
The syncretic nature of the tirthu of the Pool of Lord ~ i v could
no better illustrated than by a scene from a Buddhist painting (Fig. 16). The painting
displayed for a few days in
is a long, cloth banner, or paubhu. which is ann~~ally
Kathmandu in a venerable monastery familiarly known as Itumbahal. Thepuubhu has
suffered many restorations but in its present condition is essentially of seventeenthcentury date. In this painting, as a minor episode among many events, the hero of the
legend whose story is unfolded therein, makes the pilgrimage to Gosainkunda. He,
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Ch. 46,vv. 5-1 6, pp. 102-1 03 and Nepali translation, p. 102.
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too, toils over the rocky trail and arrives at the mountain-girt pool. Around the edges
are a few naked bathers, a cluster of yogis and some common folk. In the center of
the pond resting on the surface of the water are two images. One is seated in yogic
posture, an ascetic with matted locks piled into the jatamukuta, the other lies on the
water, the ankles crossed and the four arms arranged as a Jalaiayana Narayana. That
both are meant to be Siva is evident by their color. white as prescribed for him, his
third eye, a tripundraka sect mark, and his symbols. the damaru and trisiila, both of
which are also the common yogi's adoptive emblems (Fig. 15). These painted images.
despite all that the artist has carefully delineated, including a curling moustache on
each face. are scarcely two inches in size, and even magnified it is difficult to
ascertain the remaining symbols. The jalahyana image seems to hold the rosary in
his left hand and what can only be identified as a vajra, the thunderbolt of Indra. the
f Buddhists. in the right. The yogdsana image also
Adamantine ~ i a m o n d ~ othe
appears to hold a vajra between thumb and forefinger before the right breast, and,
steadied by the left hand, a kumbha, or more likely bhiksapatra, the mendicant's
begging bowl, in his lap. Since the paubhd illustrates the history of the vihara itself,
is otherwise concerned with the consecration of Buddhist images, and represents the
end result of successive restorations which may in part originate in the fourteenth
century, it is possible that the vajra and arch-Buddhist symbol-if indeed it
be-represents a restoration error. Perhaps in the instance of the jalahyana figure.
where it is paired with the aksamild, it was originally the tumbi In any event, minus
snake couch, the image lies in the characteristic cross-ankled pose of Visnu
AnantaGyin. In this respect, random comments of the concourse of admirers-albeit
sparse these days-who make their way hither during the Buddhist holy month, are
themselves instructive. Too bemused to name the image for what it is. "Jalaiayana
Siva," an altogether unknown iconic type.'"' they follow a more familiar path and call
it "~huijasiNarayana-dyo," the specific name for the Niriyana of ~udhanilakantha.
Some visitors. one-time pilgrims. too. avow to have themselves seen this same
jalaSayana image of the paubhd in the clear waters of Silu, the Fountain of ~ i v a .
That a t,$tha devoted to Siva. and in which Visnu clearly shares, should figure in a
Buddhist story about a Buddhist vihara, and is undertaken and fondly recalled by
Buddhists, is also instructive as to the universal nature of the ~ i l a k a n t h atirthn.
The waters of the tt'rtha of the Fountain of ~ i v anot only descend to the
Ganges in the tumult of the TriSuli River, but as tradition affirms, make their way
also into the Kathmandu Valley by secret corridors. They emerge in two places.
Silently welling forth in a crystal pool by the temple of the Linga of the Sacred Water
Any W a n a images. other than Visnu and Buddha, are very rare. In late medieval representations
Siva and other gods are sometimes shown prostrate under the feet o f the triumphant deities o f other
sect., and there are also. o f course, the nara-Ghanas, or human vehicles. But aside from these. which
in any case represent accessory images, there are principally only two divinities depicted in recumbent
pose, the $esaiayana Visnu and Buddha at death.
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Vessel, KumbheSvara, Patan. the Gosainkunda mother waters make Kumbhesvara,
too, a rt'rrha of eminence. Indeed, when the celestial chalice from which all waters
spring, the orb of the moon, waxes full in August, those who cannot undertake the
arduous pilgrimage to the mountain ~Tlakantha,go to bathe in the pool at
Kumbhesvara. For all know the waters are one and the intimate contact with godhead
therefore the same. This is affirmed by a foolish Patan duck who. last seen in the pool
of Kumbhesvara. was found at length when "the owner, happening to go to Gosain
Than, found it there."I0'
The waters of the Himalayan Fountain of Siva also enter the Valley by way
of multitudinous springs which gush from the flanks of the mountain of'the Rsi
Arjuna of the ~erpents:'~ii~irjuna.
Among those springs, one is another Fountain of
Siva, the ancient ~arameivara-pranali"where there is Lord Hari . . . the Niriyana
recumbent on Ananta." Here, then, at the ancient Siva ksetra, locale of Gosainkunda's
very waters. it seems probable that Vimugupta established a second substitute rt$rha.
By so doing he added an important new dimension absent from the venerable
Kumbhesvara substitute. This was the image of the ~alan-ilakantha,a miniature of
the prodigious Jalaiayana ~Tlakantha believed to repose in the pool at
Gosainkunda"' and a miniature, moreover, in which Visnu, rather than Siva, is
dominant. Hence the new image was at once a representation of the mountain
Ni lakantha image, symbol of the terrestrial waters in general and the Gosainkunda
r t'rrha in particular, symbol of the locality's ancient proprietors, the Supreme Yogi
and the rsis who had long enjoyed the spring-fed, jungle solitude, and symbol of an
indigenous and water-related w g a cult, for that too is eminently there. Moreover, by
incorporating all of these aspects into the body of Visnu, at once jaluk~yanaand
yoga&yana, he assigned a pre-eminent role to his favored god. And for this complex
role, and in a place closest to the source of the mountain-born waters, the elixir of life
which surges forth and flows in undulating, serpent-like streams from the mountain
109

Wright. Hisroty, 3rd ed., p. 167.
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This was apparently once generally believed to be so. for early Western observers were informed
that both images. Budha and Bala. were copies o f the Himalayan progenitor. Kirkpatrick stated that
Siva's repair to the mountain tarn "originated those representations o f Mahadeo under the name o f
Neel-khent, which have been sometimes mistaken for the images o f Narayer" and that the two Valley
images were "both representations,on a small scale, ofthe Himma-leh Neel-khent" (Accounr. pp. 142,
3 10). Oldfield, too, while affirming that "there is no kind o f carving or representation o f Shiva in any
part o f the whole Gosainthan" contradictorily described ~udhimrlakanthato be "an exact imitation o f
the great and original N i l Khent, which does represent Shiva. at Gosainthan" (Sketches, vol. I.p. 2 1 ,
vol. 2, p. 339). Brown also stated that "pilgrims to distant Gosainthan fancy they can trace in the great
unhewn rock . . . the shape o f the god reclining full length upon a bed o f serpents . . . [and] have
constructed at least two much reduced representationso f the lake and its deity in different parts o f the
Valley" (Picturesque Nepal, p. 184). We ourselves, who have also toiled over the pilgrim path to
Godinthan, saw only two enormous adjacent boulders submerged in the icy pond, the largest ovoid,
the smaller round, which could easily be interpreted by the believer as the body and head o f
~rlakantha.
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: of Ajuna of the Serpents, who more eminent than Visnu, its divine essence? For as
the god himself asserts, "I am the Primeval Cosmic Man, Niiyana. He is the waters;
he is the first being; he is the source of the universe . . . I manifest myself as the Lord
of Waters . . . I am the cycle of the year, which generates everything and again
dissolves it. I am the divine yogi, the cosmic juggler . . . who works wondehl tricks
of delusion."'"
The creation of a substitute rirrha is by no means uncommon in Nepal and
ra
king of Bhaktapur
of these one could cite endless examples. ~ h u ~ a t i n d Malla,
A.D. 1696 to 1722, erected in the palace square of his capital the Cara Dhama, four
pitiful little shrines to whi;h his subjects might more conveniently repair than to
1.- Jagannitha, Kedarnatha, ~ a d r i ~ t hand
a , Ramesvaram, prodigious rirrhus of renown
but inconsiderately placed at the four distant comers of India. Pratipa Malla brought
IChadgayoginl's hilltop shrine above Sinkhu to a more convenient substitute spot in
the heart of his capital. There, too. is KageSvara. brought from another mountain
slope, the srupa of Namo-buddha from still another. and the hilltop vajrayogini of
c- Pharping, has a substitute shrine on a knoll just outside of Patan. An even more
intimate example is provided by Nagarjuna itself. or Jamaco as it is known in
~ e w a r iThe
. Buddhist kuddha, or ritual for the dead. should be performed at the
windswept srupu which crowns the mountain. a mere 6000 feet compared to
GoGnkunda's 15,000. Yet nonetheless, here too we find a substitute ~ i r ~ hanother
n,
sGpa barely on the slopes at all. a gentle ten-minute stroll from the ~alan~lakantha.
The relevance of these latter-day examples to Visnugupta's time is not to be doubted,
for Nepalese culture is a continuum in which the present is firmly bonded with the
Licchavi past.
The new r ~ ~ r r h~ai, l a k a n t h aconveniently brought down to the plain, must
have enjoyed great popularity and, to judge by the comments of early Western
o b s e ~ e r s , "one
~ which probably persisted into the nineteenth century. That an entire
local "purana," the Lun~ikeivara,should be devoted to it is alone eloquent in this
respect. In the early eighteenth century it was an important stopover en route to the
mountain Nilakantha, as testified by Bhaskara Malla's three-day halt there, a halfhour distant from his own palace. Its waters, too, with those of Nilakantha, of
~udhanilakantha,of Kumbhesvara, the Ganges, the ocean-in all fifty-one of the
most famous 116-rhosof Nepal and India-were mingled in one vast substitute rirrha.
the
~ o k h a r i which
,
Pratapa Malla established just outside the gates of his
#'

~anT

Ill
In explaining his Cosmic Self to the ageless sage, Maikandeya, in the Marsya Purana in the
moving, masterful translation of Zimmer, Myhs and Symbols, p. 44.
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Kirkpatrick. Account, p. 141; Lkvi, Le Nkpal, VOI. 2 , p. 353; Brown, Picruresque Nepal, pp.

180-181.
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capita]."' Despite the new pond's sanctified waters "illuminated by the jewels of the
~avindra'sown words inscribed on the Visnu Madhava (Fig.
hooded serpents7:the
6)-hte
perverse public shunned it. Believing it to be ghost-ridden, its only attraction
was the preferred place for suicides. Similarly and mysteriously, the Nilakantha
rirrha of Balaju, and the Honorable Little One who reposes in the pool, is now
forgotten. None bathe in its waters. few worship there, and almost no one remembers
that it is one with the lofty Nrlakantha above. Indeed, on Sravana-sukla-pumima,
when the pond at Kumbhesvara is an object of pomp and ritual, when it teems with
festive bathers engaged in a rite of spring planting of which they have no ken, the
imponderable eyes of Balani.lakantha gaze up on the August moon alone.
Yogis, it seems, are not quite divorced from the ancient site nor from the
Our time is witness
dictum that a "yogi should worship the yoga form of Vi~hnu.""~
to a metamorphosis in which ~alanilakanthawill one day be forgotten even by the
yogis. But it is they who now still honor him and indeed, by their so doing,
unconsciously but unequivocally illuminate the entire relationship of the lesser
Nilakantha with the prodigious progenitor nestled among the peaks above. The
"pierced-ear." or kinaphafru yogis of ~ r ~ a s t h a lPaiupatinatha,
i.
perform an annual
pilgrimage in the name of Vislu and Siva, the ~ari-Sankarayafra,as they call it. In 1
this, the complex ramifications of which discussion must be deferred, they make a
pilgrimage to Nilakantha for the prescribed August bathing of themselves and, more
part~cularly,of their patron deity, the Siddha Goraksanatha. The latter, majestically
and at ease performs the arduous journey secreted in the folds of a towering yogic
turban. But his companions, bare-footed and in loin cloths, tumbled locks and
enormous earrings. carrying kamamhlu and aksarnala in hand, go on foot, as indeed
all pilgrims save Goraksanatha must. But what is of profound interest to our
reappraisal of Balanilakantha, the yogis, too, like King Bhaskara Malla, halt at
Balaju going and returning and--demonstrating beyond doubt the intimate
relationship of the three waters--end their odyssey at Kumbhesvara. Returning again
to Mryasthali. bearing with them the distant ~Tlakantha'ssacred water, the jala
prasada. in the ascetic's water pot, the komandalu, they await the waxing of the next
August moon. Then in a timeless cycle of unknown beginning and unimaginable end,
they leave for Nrlakantha on the heights above and touch in their passage the two
lesser manifestations of its waters, Little Nilakantha and Kumbhesvara, in the
beautiful Valley below.

"' Clark, "The Ranr Pokhri Inscription, Kathmandu." BSOAS XX, pp. 167-1 87. These rirthas are
listed in the dedicatory inscriptions, four almost identical stele, one of which is lost, which were set
up at shrines at four comers of the pond. In two of these the Kumbhesvara r&rha is mentioned by that
name, and in another (ISPP, main part, p. 83) it is called Komati which. together with Sarvesvara, is
an alternate name of the Patan rirrha.
'I'

Rao. Elements, vol. I , p. 79.
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The metamnrphosis we mentioned-in the mysterious way of man with his
gods-is that Vispu Yogaiayana, who must certainly once have been the principal
object of the Bdaju halt on a yatra consecrated in part in his name. now plays but a
minor role in the yogis' affairs.'I5 For it is no longer Narayana whom they chiefly
come to worship, but incredibly the nearby ajima, a venerable mother goddess,
Kusana in style, one-time aspect of a serpent cult, and in contemporary cultural
context Sitala, personification of smallpox. But to the yogis she is Umi, consort of
Siva, and it is to her that Goraksanatha primarily comes to make obeisance. At the
same time the yogis make a perfunctory visit (dursanu) to another mdi, a second
mother goddess, submerged in a nearby spring and offering in her forward hands. in
u Deupitan, of Siva and Unia at the temple of
the same immutable gesture of V i ~ in
the Linga of the Sacred Water Vessel, the symbolic vessel of water. the kumbhu. At
Kurnbhesvara, too. it is another "STta~a"whom the yogis worship. a long-forgotten
Viqu in disguise, and "Krsna." a magnificent Vasuki, king of the serpents. images
perhaps already old when Manadeva. the first documented Licchavi king, ascended
the throne of Nepal. l6

'

Summing up the two ~rlakanthaimages. Budhi and Bda, we must suppose that both
were indeed created at Vi~ugupta'scommand. But their long-accepted chronological
relationship must be reversed, it seems. For almost certainly. although both no doubt
may be assigned to the same decade. circa A.D. 633 to 643. the approximate duration

And it must be remarked, the Padmapani Avalokitesvara plays even less. But that he once did is
almost cenain. This is proclaimed by the intimate relationship of Matsyendranatha. the adored patron
of the Valley and teacher of the Siddha Goraksanatha. both of whom are inextricably enmeshed in a
complicated legend. agricultural in origin, in which drought and rain-bestowing serpents play their
expected role. Matsyendranatha is himself a syncretic Padmapani. whose symbols like
Bilani lakantha's, too, are rosary and vase. Padmapi ni, favorite deity of the migas. shares Siva's white
color and sometimes his snake-entwined trident. and has common functions with Visnu. Moreover.
at the untidy little shrine of Goraksardtha, under the great pipal tree by the gateway to Taleju temple.
Kathmandu, we find our clue that this former intimacy was a fact. For outside but flanking the
symbolic feet of Goraksanatha, enshrined in a symPolic cave within the tree itself, are four images:
Vaikuntha-Kamalaja, i.e., half-Visnu-half Laksmi, she with one of her symbols the sacred water
vessel, a six-armed Garuda, who also displays rosary and water vessel, a Siva yogasana, and then.
among all this Hindu Siva-~imuconcourse, the Bodhisattva Padmapini. Here, rather than with rosary
and vase, he is depicted in his more familiar pose with lotus in hand. Further investigations are needed.
to be sure, to bring into focus the complex and altogether wonderful things revealed by the "discovery"
of Balanalakantha
'I6 These images, together with the Balaju $;tala, have been introduced by Mary Slusser, "Nepali
Sculptures, New Discoveries," in Aspects of Indian Art, ed. Pratapaditya Pal (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1972). pp. 93-104. A more thorough study of these and related images is projected.
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of Visnugupta's influence, it is BiidhkTlakantha, rather than Balanilakantha, which
is the royal copy. Although ~danilakanthawas a stupendous composition, in beauty,
in size, and in iconographic complexity, we must conclude that it did not wholly
fulfill Vislugupta's desires. Perhaps he wished an equally distinctive image of Visnu
alone--neither in his yogic aspect, nor symbolic of a rbtha, nor combined with h a .
More probably, as the discussion of what must have been his final donation will soon
attest. the image did not satisfy his burgeoning conception of grandiosity. The mind
of this shadowy ruler of long ago. now given a certain substance by the recovery of
his remarkable artistic legacy, demanded something still larger, an even more
clamorous symbol of his own stature. Thus prompted he commanded the same
master artisan to make a titan of such dimensions as few predecessor kings had
dreamed. and for it offered the best available material, the great block of stone from
distant Kotkhi. And while the ~udhanrlakanthaimage cannot be dislodged from its
rightful place among foremost Nepalese contributions to the world of art, we believe
it falls short of the superb, smaller companion Nrlakantha. If so, it is a repetition of
the comn~onplaceaxiom that a copy, however excellent, is lesser than the original.
The sculptor's creative energy, passionately, patiently, and dexterously were poured
into the Balaju creation. Thus spent. ~udhanilakanthaprofited only by the great
artificer's undiminished skill. Again the reader is invited to contrast these two
splendid faces and consider for himself which is the more divine.
The Bala- and Budha- prefixes, then, rather than young and old, meanings
which have obscured their true relationship, in this context denote their cognate
meanings. small and large. minor and major. The Bdaju image was almost certainly
first simply called "~ilakantha," like the mountain progenitor and as the
personification of the famous t1'rfha it symbolized. With the creation of a still more
titanic titan. it became necessary to distinguish between the two superficially similar
lowland images, one small, the other large. The Nirayana of Narasimha-sthina,
except by its general symbolism of Visnu the Cosmic Waters. lay outside the orbit
of the three related tl'rrhas, the mountain ~Tlakantha,and the two substitute sites
below, Little Nilakantha and Kumbhesvara. But by extension it too became
~Tlakantha,but Blue-throat Senior as distinguished from Little Blue-throat, its
exquisite junior model. Without wishing to labor the point, but perhaps in a manner
of speaking-and in individualistic Nepalese style-~alanilakantha although not a
Catunnurti. was in fact a cururm~rti:Siva the Yogi, the yogic Vimu. Nilakantha (for
a lirrha. too. is divine), and Ananta-Balarama-Visnu in the body of the Cosmic
Serpent within whose jewelled hoods and vast coils the trlune anthropomorphic
divinity reclines. Perhaps, too, NTlakantha and at length Balanrlakantha, were only
the names bestowed by the common folk. But to those who understood the sculpture's
syncretism and its remarkable underlying symbolism, it may have been
Narayanesvara. For as the Himavarkhundu explains, "Nepal is beautified by the
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presence of Narayanesvara who dwells in the water and is incessantly served by
genii.""'

Before taking up the remaining Gupta donations which the ~ o ~ a l a r a j a - v a m ~ v a l ~
records, it will be pertinent to note still a third immense Jalaiayana Narayana image
which, almost incredibly, adorns the tiny Kathmandu Valley. It is also of Licchavi
a . been
date and despite its location in the heart of Kathmandu, like ~ d a n i l a k ~ t hhas
figuratively lost. This image (Fig. 17) is in the grounds of the old royal palace,
H a n G Dhoki, in an area closed to the public. But again it is the chronicles-this
time of the nineteenth century-which have permitted us to resurrect this major but
unseen early image. It was installed by Pratapa Malla. who canalized the waters of
the Budhanilakantha pool to supply that of the palace image. Like the famous
Kdiyadarnana image, in which the child-god Kma chastises the troublesome serpent
Kdiya, and others which Pratipa Malla is known to have brought into the palace,'"
the Hanuman Dhoka Jalaiayana Narayana also was brought from elsewhere. The
chronicle edited by Wright, written some two centuries after the event. states that
Pratapa Malla "built Bha[n]darkhal (in the durbar [italics ours]), and made a tank.
He then went to consult Jalasayana Narayana, and was told not to make an image for
this tank, so he brought an old image, which was lying in a pond near Gyaneswara
[an eastern suburb of Kathmandu. italics ours], and placed it in the tank."'I9
Inexplicably, this perfectly clear passage seems never to have been closely
read.I2OIronically, too, rather than guide scholars to an early image it merely caused
another major one, the Balanilakantha, to be also figuratively lost. Unfortunately it
has not yet been our privilege to inspect the image itsel?'' and our analysis of it has

'I7

Ch. 70, v. 44, p. 155 and Nepali translation, p. 162.

"'Wright, History, 3rd ed., p. 146; Pal Vaisnma Iconology, pp. 88-90,

Fig. 51.
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Wright, History, 3rd ed., p. 145. There are corresponding accounts in other chronicles
(Bh&&arn&ali, part 2, p. 87; Hasrat, History, p. 75).
The most recent important occasion being Pal. Vaisnma Iconology, p. 17 1 , n. 30.

'lo
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When the realization came upon us that the Hanuman Dhoka image must be an ancient one, the
image was totally submerged by the monsoon rains. Our petition to the Royal Palace for access to the
grounds and permission to clear and study the derelict image was not successful.
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perforce been limited to a poor photograph reproduced herewith (Fig. 17).122But a
close study of this reveals the stylistic affinity of the H a n e D h o h image with the
~ i l a k a n t h asculptures and establishes it almost beyond question as roughly
contemporaneous with them. The exact size of the image is unknown to us, but it is
variously reported to rival that of ~udhanilakanthaor to approximate that of
~danilakantha.Father Giuseppe, a Capuchin monk who resided in the Valley at the
close of the Malla period. described the image thus: "At Cui'mandu, on one side of
the royal garden. there is a large fountain, in which is one of their idols, called
h'c>ruyclrr.This idol is of blue stone, crowned and sleeping on a mattress of the same
kind of stone and the idol and mattress appear as floating upon the water. This stonemachine is very large: I believe it to be eighteen or twenty feet long, and broad in
propoflion; but well worked, and in good re~air."'~'
We know that previous to Vi~ugupta'stwo monumental works there already
existed at least one other Jalaiayana Niiyana in the Kathmandu Valley.'24We have
already alluded to it. the Bliumbhukkika Jalaiayana mentioned in an inscription of
Amsuvarman in A.D. 608.12$Unfortunately, Bhumbhukkika can no longer be
identified. It is eminently possible, however, that patient research may establish it to

":The authors consider themselves extremely fortunate that a brief visit to Kathmandu, already noted,
o f Dr. Pratapaditya Pal. Curator o f Indian and Islamic Art, Los Angeles County Museum o f Art,
coincided with the completion o f the first draft o f this paper which he kindly read. We therefore
benefitted immeasurably from Dr. Pal's counsel. criticism, and more especially his professional
opinion concerning several o f the rather startling discoveries we felt we had made. I t was particularly
through Dr. Pal that a photograph o f the Hanulnan Dhoka image was obtained and it was our joint
study o f i t that settled the last remaining doubts about the antiquity o f the image which otherwise could
only be surmised from the chronicle's statement. We are very cognizant o f Dr. Pal's considerable
contribution to this paper and we take pleasure in acknowledging it here. The reader hardly need to
be told the debt the paper also owes to Dr. Pal's l'ui.snuva l c o n o l o ~and many other publications in
Nepalese art. Without them our voyage through the essentially uncharted waters o f Nepalese art
h~storywould have heen infinitely more difficult.

"' Father Giuseppe, "Account o f the Kingdom o f Nepal," A.siutick Reseurches (London. 1801). vol.
2, p. 354.
There may have been others for the late chronicles list four. These names vary but include the
~udhan~lakantha
and Gyanesvara (Hanuman Dhoka) images plus two others o f variable and
unidentified names. VaneSvara/Vagesvara and AvasthanlSvasthana (Hasrat, History, p. 28);
"Rajabhogamala," Ancient Nepal 8, p. 19; Sarma, editor, "Khmsldu-upatyaao eka tiijavamiavalr,"
Ancient Nepal 4, p. 6). Since quartets orgods o f various kinds, each assigned to a specific quarter o f
the Valley, were popular at least by the late Malla period, it is possible that the chroniclers merely
invented one or two Jalaiayanas to round out the characteristic four-part scheme.
'21 Gnoli, Inscr. 36, p. 5 (edited by D. Vajracarya, "Licchavikalama dharmika sangha." Purnima 14,
p. 123).
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have been in the area now known as Gyanesvara, or properly ~ h & v a r a , ' which
* ~ the

i chronicles say was the provenience of the Hanuman Dhoka image. Thus we would

have for the Hanuman Dhoka image at least an early seventh century 1erminu.c ud
quem corresponding to Amsuvannan's mention of it.

r-

In addition to these three imposing Licchavi-period sculptures, there is only
one other large Nepalese Jalaiayana Narayana known to the writers. It lies neglected
in a dry, mountain-side shrine at Pandali [prank113 village near Palaficok, some
twenty-five miles east of Kathmandu (Fig. 18). It is a crude,provincial work, slightly
more than seven feet long, and can be dated to the late fourteenth century. I t was a
donation of Madanasimha Rarna.l2' who with his brother Jayasimha, donor of the
new PaSupati linga. belonged to the powerful Ranlavarddhana family. For the greater
part of a century they were masters of the Bhotarajya, an area between the eastern
limits of the Valley and the ~unkosTRiver.'" The large V~snuimage at the temple
of ~ a n a u tIndresvara
i
Mahadeva. briefly mentioned previously, is undocumented but
may probably also be attributed to the Ramavarddhanas. Both large images were, like
those of Vislugupta long before. no doubt equally expressive of power as well as of
piety.

Retuning to the ~opdlot-@a-va&al&d
the last of Visnugupta's recorded deeds.
i established a
we may recall that "at PaSupati on the eastern bank of the ~ a g v a t he
large stone image of Lord Vimu of the size of his own body. together with two other
images the size of his two sons on either side of it." Thus guided it has been possible
to locate still another totally unsuspected major image of the Licchavi period. For
once again the chronicles prove eminently reliable in the cultural domain and we do
find "at Paiupati on the eastern bank of the vagvatiVa large stone image of Lord
Visnu together with two smaller figures (Fig. 19). But they are in disguise in the
modem Ramacandra temple where as extremely popular images-a colossal central
e tall flanked by two child-like ones-they are worshipped as
figure some G k ~ v feet
h a with his sons Lava and KuSa. At first glance, because of the gaudy decorations
bestowed upon them by their admirers, the images would be dismissed as very late,
-,
126 We

believe the pond may be the Kamala ~ o k h a r ijust
, east of Old Kathmandu and on the edge of
the Gyanesvara suburbs, but further research is needed to establish this with certainty.
12' Dhanavajra Vajrikiya, "Saktihl~
b h i d i r a havarddhanahani ra titkalika Nepal [The Powerful
h a v a r d d h a n a Nobles and Contemporary Nepal])," Pl&ni& (V. S. 2022 Karttika [October 19651).
vol. 2, no. 3, issue 7, pp.34-35.
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Ibid., pp. 12-36; Petech, Mediaeval History of Nepal, pp. 145-1 54.
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or at the very best the &a-Lava-KuSa group Sthiti Malla is said to have erected just
here.'29All three figures are swathed from neck to mid-shin in tinsel-trimmed, yellow
robes, their eyes capped with silver foil. their lips painted ruby, and their feet
sheathed in gilt copper boots. These adornments together with the daily offerings of
flowers and fruit which bedeck them, effectively conceal almost the totality of the
original figures. Indeed. except for the three faces, the nimbus, arms, and symbols of
the larger image, a few inches of shins, and part of the base on which all stand, one
can see nothing of the original composition. The problem is further compounded by
the fact that even the visible parts are thickly coated with black oil. Nonetheless, the
principal image is clearly not Rama but Visnu with the characteristic disposition of
his distinctive symbols, wheel and club, lotus and conch. Despite the fact that these
disfigured, moonlike faces can only be studied within the dim shrine distantly and
frontally, it is not difficult to see their affinity with the ~Tlakanthafaces. The thick
pouting lower lip is particularly evident as is the characteristic pointed chin carehlly
delineated against the well-fed cheeks and jowls. Even the hawklike curve of the
noses may be sunnised from the pattern of highlights seen in photographs made by
electronic flash. This is particularly evident in a detail of the children's faces which
we have not illustrated. The principal figure also has the same long, slit ears as the
~ilakanthaimages. from which are suspended equally heavy ornaments. unseen but
whose bulk impedes the cloth robe from fitting around the neck. The large, barred
disc earrings of the children may be closely compared to a number of other images
which would have been roughly contemporaneous, viz., Prthvi at ~ h u m v a r i h r(Fig.
22), the Hadigau Garuda, and many others. Certainly the most distinctive element of
the visible part of the composition is the vast kirtimukha crown which surmounts the
towering Visnu. Like the N i lakantha images, and other Licchavi period sculptures
we have already mentioned, it is also three-lobed. And like them each lobe is a
separate disc with the striking, jewel-emitting Face of Glory surrounded by a pearl
and petal border. The crown's towering central crest, here exceeding in size the
massive face, is clearly derived from the high crown displayed by Visnu images of
the fifth century from Mathura."' Although one of the Mathura images is only a little
more than three feet tall, in each image, both Nepali and Indian. the great crown
further enhances the monumentality of the figures.
Despite the tawdry. feminizing robe-product of misguided ritual-the
powerful physique of the PaSupati Visnu asserts itself. With its broad shoulders,
slender athletic waist, and firmly planted columnar legs, the image must have more
than fulfilled Visnugupta's desires. For the artist presented his royal patron with an
idealized portrait, a superman, the mahupurusa, pulsing with the power, majesty, and

Izq

Wright. Hisrory, 3rd ed., p. 124.

Zirnrner, Arr, vol. 2, PI. 104; Pal, VaismvoIconology, Fig. 23. The comparison o f the PaSupati and
Mathura crowns was suggested by Dr. Pal.
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even divinity of which Visnugupta no doubt imagined himself to be possessed. As
for the princes, one yearns to see unhampered the artist's total vision of these two
sturdy, well-fed youths.
Oil and paint are no more able to conceal the true character of the arms of the
principal image than the gown the body. One may clearly see the distinctive curve of
Visnu's raised forearms, an unmistakable convention of early Nepalese images.
Moreover, the mobile fingers of flesh and blood which hold aloft the c o h and ga&
need only to be compared with those of the ~Tlakanthaimages. and contrasted with
r
to understand exactly in which period they belong.
those of the Rimr ~ o k h a rVisnu,
Indeed, despite all that has been unconsciously contrived to conceal the image from
us, there can be no question whatsoever that we have before us another magnificent
work of Vislugupta. To see it in the full majesty in which it was conceived, the best
one might hope. perhaps, is to assist at the abhiseka, or ritual bathing. when the
ornaments and paint are briefly removed for annual renewal. Then for a brief moment
would emerge again the portrait of a Gupta king, a resplendent and majestic Visnu.
and his princely sons.
A scarcely visible feature of the image which is. however. of over-riding
interest in art-historical studies, is the flame and bead bordered nimbus framing
Visnu's head. Exactly when the flame and bead border appear together as a decorative
edge of aureoles is a controversial issue. It is generally believed to have appeared
about A.D. 800 after which it became a common feature i ~ ;many areas. However, the
Paiupati Visnu must be dated to the decade of Visnugupta's influence, between the
last document of his father, Jisnugupta, A.D. 633 and the first of his Licchavi
successor, Narendradeva, A.D. 643. Hence, our resurrected image provides the first
incontrovertible evidence of the appearance of this distinctive motif as early as the
mid-seventh century. Bead and flame also border the halo of Krsna in the Hanuman
Dhoka Kaliyadamana composition, a work variously assigned to the sixth or the
seventh century."' Moreover, we have still another incontestable evidence of its early
appearance-and in this instance conveniently stamped with an exact date, A.D.
640-011 the ~ h ~ ~ u n a - ~ i m inscription
i l ~ u ~ tofa yangal-hiG (Fig. 3). For the stele
is completely bordered by the flame and bead motif, already well-developed and
stylized at this early date.'j2 The Bhrngaresvara inscription of A.D. 641, previously
Ill
Pal, Vaisnuva I c o n o l o ~ ,p. 89, Fig. 51, considers it to belong to the sixth century. Stella
Kramrisch, The Arr ofNepal, p. 2 5 , PI. IV, dates it circa seventh century.

'I2 This startling discovery was made in concert with Dr. Pal as we sat far into the night excitedly
discussing some of the material presented in this paper. For the realization struck us simultaneously
:
we held in our hands provided a stamped date for
that the photograph of the ~ a n ~ a l - h i tinscription
the flame and bead motif a century and a half anterior to what we had hitherto believed. Later, working
with an enlarged photograph of the Paiupati image, the authors were able to discern the bead and
flame border on the nimbus, a decoration which cannot be detected in a smaller photograph and only
suspected on the dark and unapproachable enshrined image itself.
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mentioned with relation to the ~udhinilakanthaimage, also bears a version of this
distinctive border. We witness the development of this motif on still earlier
inscriptions. beginning in the last decade of the sixth century, in which both elements
'
the bead is employed as a device
appear but have not yet been j ~ x t a ~ o s e d .In' ~these
to demarcate the decorated upper portion of the stele from the inscribed portion
below. The flame serves only to border the decoratwe portion or of a cakra within
it. In addition to these inscriptions, where both flame and bead appear, there are many
others which employ one or the other motif."4 Of these the earliest, in which there
is a cakra surrounded by nascent flames, stands in the fields below Caukitar village,
an inscription of Vasantadeva. dated Samvat 454 [A.D. 532].'35 Further, on
sculptures, we believe that in Nepal the developed flame and bead border actually can
be traced as early as the sixth century, a date which, however, cannot be substantiated
by epigraphic evidence. For instance. the standing Buddha of Bingemudha-tol,
Kathmandu (Fig. 20). which stylistically cannot be dated lattr than the sixth century, -'
exhibits the flame and bead bordered stele. The flames are still nascent and summary
and are inside the bead border in an arrangement which compares with the Paiupati
Visnu nimbus. Moreover, flames without beads appear on the nimbus of another
Gupta donation. to be dated we believe between c. A. D. 567 and 590. The discussion
of this image, however, we shall defer for the moment.
Despitc our inability to inspect the Paiupati Visnu at close quarters it seems
certain that this towering composition is monolithic. For Visnu's lower hands are
cawed as one with the flanking images and all three figures despite their concealing
boots, must be firmly anchored as a unit with the broad supporting base. The image
is free-standing and attests to the consummate skill of its creator's sense of balance
and distr~butionof weight. For it has apparently calmly withstood more than thirteen
centuries of quakes, incessant scourge of the Valley, which have doomed countless
lesser creations. The broad base is carved into the symbolic mountain pattern, so
characteristic of Gupta and Licchavi art, and in the Kathmandu Valley a convention
imitated into modern times. A fragment of the original stone which escaped oiling
on the forehead of one of the children, suggests it to be the same excellent stone of
i
image. The high quality of the stone perhaps accounts for the
the ~ u d h a nlakantha
remarkable preservation of this image-which has unquestionably seen a Licchavi
temple tumble about it, and others, the latest of which is the Ramacandra temple, rise
in its place. To the extent the image may be inspected the only damage to be detected
is one little finger broken from Visnu's club-wielding hand.

I" Gnoli, Inscrs. 25, p. 33, PI. X X I X ; 29, pp. 38-39, PI. X X X I I I ; 52, pp. 68-69, PI. L I ; and, 53, p.
70. PI. L I I .

Gnoli, Inscrs. 15, p. 22. PI. X V I ; 24, p. 32, PI. X X V I I I ; 34, pp. 46-47. PI. X X X V I ; 36, pp. 50-51
PI. X X X V I I I ; and. 54, pp. 71-72. PI. LI11.

"'Gnoli. Inscr. 15, p. 22. PI. X V I .
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This arresting image of Visnu at Paiupatinatha is infinitely more than a
remarkable object of art, for it also provides an insight into the character of the
imperious king who commissioned it, and in a way perhaps no written document
could. What consummate pride led to the commissioning of his own portrait in the
no doubt
likeness of a colossal divinity! And to join with it his young princes-ne
the Crown Prince Sridhara-personified as two of Visnu's divine weapons. For this
indeed is the princes' role, that of the Ayudhapurusas, or personified attributes. The
one beneath Visnu's outstretched right hand, which displays the lotus bud, is
Padmapurusa, that on the left, $ankhapurusa. In the latter instance. the conch shell,
if present at all. is invisible under Visnu's downturned fingers. but must be there
since the other three emblems are otherwise accounted for. These
anthropomorphizations ofpadma and sbsbnkha are also of considerable iconographic
h e commonly found from the early interest. For w1~erea~~akra~uruSa'and"~adanar~
Gupta period on, the personification of the conch. and infinitely more so the lotus.
is very rare. This uncommon representation may have been ordained because of
Visnugupta's insistence that his sons also be included in the composition. As
ga&miri'must perforce be depicted as female, the cakra and gudr; combination were
precluded and the artist had no alternative. if he were to obey the ruler's command.
but to substitute the less orthodox pair ofpadma and sbnkha. Otherwise the images
follow the textual recommendation that Visnu's hands should rest on the
Ayudhapurusas.
The idealized royal portrait. such as Visnugupta's, had a long tradition. This
is attested by the incident in B h a ' s drama. Prulimi nilaka. wherein Prince Bharata
steps into the royal portrait gallery in which his recently deceased father King
DaSaratha's portrait has been already installed. but fails to recognize his own father.
Portraiture, of course. was much favored by the K u s k kings, who as symbol of their ( 7
claim to be sons of heaven, encircled their heads with a halo. I t is perhaps their)
exaggerated, superhuman portraits which were Visnugupta's inspiration for his own
monumental composition. Moreover, he had models closer at home. for there is little
question that portraiture was a popular affectation by other Nepalese, both kings and
c~mrnoners.'.'~
In these, however, there was a vast distinction. For almost universally,
from the Licchavi period even to the present-and countless examples might be
cited-the mortal, even if a king, is represented as of modest size and in a humble.
devotional attitude before divinity.I3' At most, others dared no more than to represent
themselves in the guise of V i ~ u ' sfaithful servant, Garuda. It is more than possible,
for example, that the m g a u Garuda is a portrait of the Gupta, Anupararna, and that

IJ6

Pal, Vaisnava Iconology, pp. 18-20,

I" The single exception known to us is a gilt image of Visnu ~ r s r k e s awhich King Yaksa Malla
donated in A.D. 1467 in the memory of and according to the proportion of his deceased son (Regmi.
Medieval Nepal, part 3, p. 80).
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it is the mustached face of the first documented Licchavi king, Mhadeva, who gazes
at us in the guise of the monumental C h g u Nirayana Garuda (Fig. 21). "'1t was
Visnugupta alone, it seems. who had the unparalleled audacity to have himself
represented in the very body of the divinity; and this, moreover, of superhuman size
and imperious manner, with his own offspring as the gods's divine emblems. As a
speculation, one cannot help but wonder if this unbridled arrogance of Visnugupta
may not have cost him his throne and at last halted the ever-burgeoning Gupta
influence."' As long as the Guptas showed the proper deference to the lawful
Licchavi dynasty-as they heretofore circumspectly had-they perhaps aroused no
serious popular resistance. But Visnugupta, by the assumption of divinity in such an
awe-inspiring image as the PaSupati Vislu. may have overstepped the toleration point
and brought against himself an outraged people. Rallying to the lawful dynasty they
saw to it that neither Padmapurusa nor Sankhapurusa succeeded to the throne but that
Narendradeva, alone, took his rightful place thereon.

I 'InPal. l/u;sncn~aI c o n o l o g ~ pp.
.
119-120. The date o f the Cangu Garuda is unresolved as is the
! question o f whether i t ever did surmount the inscribed pillar dated A.D. 464. As is well known, the

1

famous pillar stood before the temple door, where a stub still remains, but was brought down either
by a natural calamity or perhaps in a raid, either that o f the Muslims or one o f the many destructive
ones o f the Tirhutiqk. Given the massivity and size o f the Garuda-more than four feet tall-it hardly
seems it could have survived such a fall. But the image is scarcely damaged except for a cleft on the
head--caused by Visnu's cakra claim the priests. since the god felt that Garuda's position on the pillar
elevated above his own seat was intolerable. On the other hand, if it was originally placed on the
ground. as Dr. Pal believes, there are two questions to be answered. Why was such an obviously
important image not placed directly before the temple door, either in front or behind the pillar, since
donors o f all ages are preferably so placed? This preferred space must have at that time been
unencumbered for eighteenrh-century Malla royal portraits enjoy this privilege now. As attested by
comparisons with olhev sites. they would not have pushed the earlier image aside and usurped the
prime place, but rather would have accommodated themselves to the available space. And why was
the Garuda pushed so incongruously and unnecessarily against the face o f an inscribed stele o f
Sivadeva. so that the latter actually leans backward with only inches o f space between the two? Our
feeling is that the Garuda did survive the fall and, with perhaps but further minimal orientation,
because o f its bulk was suffered to remain more or less at the point o f impact. The pillar was also only
crudely set up again by jamming the broken end. together with a number o f its inscribed lines, into the
ground at the comer of the temple. We do not know whether this column, about 15 inches square.
could have supported such a massive crowning element but the base o f the image. a mere 20 x 22
inches. could certainly have been easily accommodated by the wider lotus capital. the debris o f which
was still to be seen in the temple courtyard at the time o f Sylvain Lkvi (Le NPpal, vol. 3, p. 2). The
question also arises. o f course, as to whether the image could be dated to the fiRh century on stylistic
grounds, which Pal believes it could not, and to which the remarkable Garuda o f Makhan-tol.
Kathmandu (Figure 28), perhaps also bears testimony.

"'A speculation to be credited to Dr. Pal whose idea it was.
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We have still not exhausted our unbelievably fruitful passage of the Gopalarajavamkivali It will be remembered that in addition to Visnugupta's overwhelming
contributions to Nepalese art, the passage also records those of his grandfather,
Bhbni- or Bhaumagupta. The compilers are able to recall only two achievements of
this obviously politically important and long-lived personage. a man who for more
than three decades of the sixth century was variously a king or the incumbent of the
two highest posts in the land. But with the characteristic emphasis of the chronicles.
both of Bhaumagupta's remembered deeds are in the cultural domain-that he
introduced the use of a script named GOIT. and that he consecrated an image of
"Dharanivaraha Visnu." Of the new script there is no trace in contemporary
epigraphy and we must assume that either we are ignorant of something which did
transpire or, perhaps more likely, that in this instance the chroniclers have erred. The
~haranivarihaVisnu, however. we believe to be the well-known Varaha avarura.
or Boar incarnation, of Dhumvirihi. Kathmandu (Fig. 22). We have no epigraphic
image, nor any
support for our contention. as in the case of the ~udhan~lakantha
specific index to location as for the ~danilakanthaand Paiupati Visnu. But there are
other indications, if less eloquent, which make the identification almost certain, if not
absolute.
i
is rhe image to which the
There is no confirmation that ~ h u m v a r i hVaraha
chronicles refer, but it is the only extant image which might qualify. For with the
possible exception of a small composition set into the east wall of the Siddhi
~ o k h a r ioutside
,
Bhaktapur, later copied exactly in larger format in Bhaktapur, there
are no other extant V d a images of Licchavi period date. Certainly the Bhaktapur
image is too minor to qualify for special mention as a royal donation. We cannot, of
course, rule out the possibility that there may have been other Varaha images now
lost. A seventh-century inscription, for example. mentions an annual Varaha-yatra'JO
which would suggest that the Varaha avarara had a certain popularity and hence
would have inspired other images. But in their absence it seems that the very
grandeur of the Dhumvarahr sculpture-among the most imposing images in
Nepal-is exactly what led io its special recognition and remembrance as a royal
donation six centuries after the fact.
~ h u m v a i now
. a farm-house studded, rural suburb of Kathmandu. was an
i
Khola)
important Licchavi center. It lay on the right bank of the ~ u d r a m a t (Dhob;
communicating with nearby Hadigau and with Deupitan. also Licchavi sites of prime
~
of Archeology of His
importance. The excavations at ~ h u m byv the~ Department
Majesty's Government, whose published report is awaited, were carried out a quartermile from the emplacement of the Variha image. The site comprises a vast midden
IW

~ e v i r and
r others. "Anantalingesvarako srlalekha," Abhilekha-sangraha (April 1961). part 1, p.

37. The Licchavi.vtitra took place in the early summer, ~~estha-iukla-ekadasi,
but the contemporary
~ariiha-jayantifestival. a simple commemorative o f the "birth" o f Visnu as the Boar, falls in the late
summer. Sravana-sukla-caturthr.
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potsherds through which are scattered innumerable clay images of animals, gods,
and kings. the very quantity of which attests to a dense human occupation. A
Licchavi inscription is found at nearby ~unal-devil4'and important late Licchavi
stone sculptures. one of which is published here (Fig. 1 I), are also close at hand.
Hence ~ h u n ~ v iwould
~ h i have been a likely place to install an image of the obvious
importance of the Varaha.
Stylistically, too. the ~ h u m v a r a h iimage agrees quite well with a sixthcentury date. This date conforms to that formerly proposed by Dr.
but since
revised by him to the seventh century.I4' The upward dating is based on the general
monumentality of the image which Dr. Pal feels does not harmonize with the earlier
date. The upward revision also may have been influenced by the presence of the
tlame border on the nimbus surrounding the boar's head.144This flame motif, as we
have said. was heretofore believed to make an appearance only at the close of the
eighth century. Having observed, however, that in Nepal it was unquestionably
already fully developed before the middle of the seventh century, and according to
the testinlony of the Bangemudha Buddha image, by the sixth century, then the
flame-bordered nimbus should be no obstacle to a sixth-century date for the Variha
image. As we have noted, the flame-ringed cakras are common in the decoration of
Licchavi period inscriptions at least as early as A.D. 593 and are first observed
towards the beginning of the century, A.D. 532.14' We find the identical commashaped flame pattern of the V a d a nimbus, differing only in reverse application,pn
the decoration of the joint inscriptions of Dhruvadeva and Jisnugupta. undated but
belonging to the decade of their rule between A ~ u v a r m a nand ~himarjunadeva,c.
A.D. 62 1 to 63 1 . I 4 ' This does not seem significantly far removed in time from the
period of Bhaumagupta's influence. A. D. 557 to 590.

141

Gnoli, Inscr. 5. p. 8.

141

As stated in conversation with the authors July 1971 and apparently the date to be used in a
forthcorning book on Nepalese sculpture.
144
Altliough not a direct concern or our discussion, it is perhaps worthy o f note that the halos o f the
two images in a single composition are so diverse. the one a flame-bordered, horizontal oval ring, the
other, perfectly plain. solid. and vertically ovoid, the single common denominator being the slightly
peaked terminus o f each. Although the shape o f the Boar's nimbus is obviously partially determined
by the shape o f his head, these two diverse aureoles in a single colnposition sho~lldperhaps caution
us on placing an over-reliance on such details when dating images purely on stylistic evidence.

"'Gnoli, Inscrs. 24, p. 32, PI. XXVIII; 25, p. 33, PI. XXIX: and, the earliest, 15, p. 22, PI. X V I .
I"' Gnoli. Inscrs. 52, pp. 68-69, PI. LI; 54, pp. 71-72. PI. LIII. This is also the same flame pattern
employed on the obverse o f the nimbus o f the Kaliyadamana Krsna, Hanuman Dhoka.
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Hence, considering all these things together with the knowledge that the
donation of noble images was a Gupta family tradition, it seems we must attribute
still one more splendid Nepalese image to them. The Varaha represents the first of
the monumental images-for despite its mere 45 inches it is monumental--of an
amazing production culminating in the three titans generated by the will of
Bhaurnagupta's grandson. Vislugupta. Moreover, and this is important. considering
the proven trustworthiness of the analyzed passage of the ~ o ~ u l u r a j u - v u m G v a l ~ .
amply demonstrated in the instance of Visnugupta's three sculptures. it seems
incumbent on us to accept the chronicle's word concerning the donation of the great
grandfather.'" We may surmise, then, that Bhaumagupta erected the ~hararuVaraha
Visnu at the time he was undisputed king. sometime between A.D. 567 and 590. But
it is also possible that he consecrated the V a d a a few years before or after as an act
of the niost powerful officer of the Licchavi court.'48
The heroic Varaha uvaturu, in which Visnu retrieves the earth from the
demon Hiranyaksa at the depths of the primordial ocean. was popular with Ind~an
artists from the Gupta period. But in Nepal it did not achieve the popularity of two
other heroic incarnations, the Trivikrama and Narasimha. With the exception of
Bhaumagupta's compelling composition, images of the Boar are few indeed. and it
makes only infrequent appearance in the Malla period in stone and in wood. Perhaps
the therianthropic form of the Cosmic Boar was especially difficult for the artists to
conceptualize. although they handled the equally difficult Narasimha theme with
confidence. It seems curious that once Bhaumagupta's sculptor had given the Boar
incarnation form it was not continuously copied by succeeding generations of
sculptors, particularly so since the reproduction of popular images was so
characteristic of Nepalese art. Certain images-the Cingu Narayana SrTdhara Visnu
to cite a single example-inspired almost countless copies which dot the Valley far
and wide and even beyond. We have located one at Tistung, west of the Valley. and

' I ' The later chronicles. too, agree with the Gopularu~u-rut~rBi~uIi
in assigning the image to
Bhhigupta. "Rijabhogamal8" Anctenr Nepal 8 . p . 19; Bhuvn~um.&vali,part I. p. 82. I t is altogether
possible, moreover, that even the chronicle's Jivagupta was indeed a distinct person. rather than
Jislugupta as we suppose. Considering our_scantcontemporary written documentation-a mere 15 1
stone inscriptions to date-the absence o f Jivagupta's name in them may merely reflect our ignorance.
rather than that the oral tradition o f his existence is in error.
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If there should prove to have been an earlier Bhuma, as Baburama Acarya believes, his supposed
kingship would have corresponded to the brief interim period between the last inscription o f
Vasantadeva, A. D. 532. and the first o f Vamadeva. A. D. 538. He was already dead in A. D. 540
when the Sivalinga was consecrated in his memory, since ~ & a . "Jalaiayana Nirayana." NepGli 45.
pp. 9-1 1, conceives Bhuma and Anuparama to be one. And if it were Bhuma, a person distinct from
Bhauma, who actually did consecrate the Varziha image, then i t would have to be assigned to the early
sixth century during his time. We feel, however, that the existence o f a separate Bhuma is so
hypothetical that we may almost certainly date the image as we have.
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in a single old fountain at Cyasal-tol, Patan there are no fewer than six of these
Cangu Narayana copies plus another in a nearby street-side niche.
be counted among the truly great
The Dhumvarahi ~ a r a h a must
achievements of Nepalese artists. Although it may be quite closely compared to the
' ~ Nepali
'
image is not a copy of this or
slightly earlier V d a image of ~ e o ~ a r h ,the
other Indian models. The Deogarh Variha assumes a stance of triumph at a heroic
deed accomplished; the ~ h u m v a r a h rimage still thrusts forward in his final surge
from the depths. Moreover, the vision and the hands of the Nepalese artist have not
only sent the primeval boar surging from the depths "like a great blue m~untain,'"'~
but have virtually released him from the encumbering stone as well. Indeed, it is this
release which helps endow the rather small Nepalese image with a force which even
the colossal Udayagiri Varaha. still firmly imprisoned in the solid rock surface, can
hardly match.'5' Unlike the Udayagiri Varaha the Nepali Varaha is carved almost
flully in the round. Indeed, in the very limited space between the image and the shrine
wall one's fingers can even discern the complete continuation of the udarabandha
and the jewelled belt around the back of the image. This is similar to the treatment
of a later image, the Trivikrama relief of Cangu Narayana, in which the back,
normally not exposed to the devotee, is also meticulously treated (Fig. 23). In another
way, too, perhaps Bhaumagupta's sculptor has excelled over the earlier Indian
versions by depicting Visnu as the boar he momentarily became rather than as the
, to a lesser extent at Deogarh, we are shown
god he is. At Udayagiri, at ~ a d a m iand
a god in human form to which the head of a boar has been attached. At ~ h u m v i r i h i
we are given an image which is essentially a ponderous. fat-bellied beast with human
or godlike touches. He is intinitely capable of uttering "a deep thundering sound
[and] with eyes like the expanded lotus, tossing up with his tusks the earth."ls2 As Pal
has so aptly remarked, "the sculptor appears to have attempted to visualize the
primeval boar it~elf."'~'Withal the vast beast is not without a charming touch of
delicacy-almost whimsy. For his bristly hair is neatly bundled into a bun behind his
ears and from it the falling strands make a delicate tracery across his massive
shoulders. The large lotus, dangling from his left hand, is the Nepalese artist's

I49
N. R. Banerjee, "New Light on the Gupta Temples at Deogarh." Journal ofthe Asiatic Sociery
(1963). vol. 5.110s. 1-2. PI. Vb.

"O
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Rao, Elements, vol. I,p. 13 1.
Pal, Vu~snuvaIconology, pp. 27-28 has also made a similar comparison.
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Rao. Elements, vol. I, p. 130.
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Pal. Varsnavo Iconology, p. 28.
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inventive substitute for the conch prescribed by the Vi~nudharmottarapurarul.'~~
One
lingers expectantly before this vital image hoping to witness the safe deposition of
~ r t h vwhen
r
the great boar, freed of his burden, will delicately snuffle the lotus and
dissolve from mortal view to await his next call to set things right.
In surprising contrast to the ~udhanrlakanthaimage, the Paiupati Visnu, or
even ~danrlakantha.the V d a image is today much neglected. Its devotees are few
and their worship sporadic. A minor annual celebration, the Varaha-jayanti. a
commemorative day such as all the Visnu avarara enjoy at certain appointed times,
~
those who do worship the image rarely do so as Varaha but
is i g n ~ r e d . "Moreover,
as the Tantric female emanatory form, ~ a r & T .For with time Dharani Varaha has
s
each
been gradually metamorphosed into Dhumviriht, one of the four ~ a r a h i who
preside over a special quarter of the Valley. Each has a color and directional
i Capagau,
association, and each is endowed with a special power. The ~ a j r a v i r i hof
immensely popular and solicited among many other things for the welfare of
i
is near Bode vlllage in the
livestock, is "red" and protects the west. ~ i l a v i r i h(blue)
hi
is in the south, where two villages, n i m i and Badagau (not
east, ~ ~ e t a v i r i(white)
Bhadgaon city) claim her shrine, and Dhumvitrihi, helpful as a protectress from
'~~
cholera, guards the north. The prefix Dhum- may derive from d h ~ m r a . hence
i
scheme. Newar
smoky or grey, and thus rounding out the four-part ~ a r a h color
farmers claim it means tiger. in Newari. dhum. More probably it is actually a
, Earth personified. the rescue
corruption of the ancient name Dhara;, i.e., ~ r t h v ior
of whom was the object of Vimu's incarnation as the boar. Thus, although the image
is neither grey nor female, nor certainly a tiger, the Dharas V d a at length became
transformed into Dhumvarih: as it is known today. As a typical Nepalese religious
~
see no inconsistency that the cult object
phenomenon, the ~ h u r n v i r i hworshippers
is male and iconographically wholly distinct from the boar goddess. ~ a r a h i .
Moreover. ~ r t h v and
r the supporting ~ e r p e n t ' are
~ ' easily transformed into her son
and daughter. Actually, with the exception of the Thimi svetavarahi, worshipped in
the form of a small metal boar's head,
- the other ~arihis-at Bode, Badagau, and
-

\

1 )4
Ibid., p. 27, who, however. misinterpreted the lotus as the prescribed conch. We have already seen
an example of such local invention in the instance of the rumbf in the hand of Vimu-Balaha-Ananta
in the Cangu Narayana Visvarupa composition.

When our research revealed that even his birthday was forgotten, our compassion for the neglected
image was so profound that we sang "Happy Birthday to You," a novel puja which puzzled the
farmers hurrying to their early morning tasks in the surrounding fields.
1 56

Pal, Voisnovo Iconologv, p. 5 .

IS7
There does not seem to be a standard identification o f the serpent who is variously interpreted as
~di~em
for, example, Rao. Elemenrs. vol. I , p. 14 1 , or as the vanquished demon. Hiranyaksa, Zimmer,
M y r h ond Symbols, p. 7 8 .
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CapagaGare worshipped in aniconic form as simple stones. But the central emblem
on the shrine toranas, and on masks and images brought to the shrines on special
days of worship conform to expected VarahT iconography. It might be noted in
passing that ~ajravixi.hidepicted on the Capagau temple lorana holds among other
emblems the fish, a very rare varahi representation in India or Nepal."'

As a closing comliientary on the latent potentiality of the chronicles+ven the late
ones-in cultural studies of the Kathmandu Valley, it will be appropriate, if at the
risk of surfeit. to adduce a final example. We have already mentioned PraGpa Malla's
role as a builder, donor, and patron. In the embellishment of his palace he erected
new wings and commissioned new sculptures. But it was also his habit, as we have
already noted, to introduce therein old sculptures which apparently then, even as
now. lay around the Valley in various states of neglect. I t is an unappreciated
testament to the connoisseurship of this remarkable ruler, that. while he made his
selections for pious reasons perhaps, he chose unerringly some of the most
impressive works which the hands of his forbears had fashioned. It was at his
command that two of the outstanding sculpture of all ages, the Gyinesvara Jalaiayana
Narayana and the Kaliyadamana, were brought into the palace compound. Also at
Pratapa Malla's instance no doubt. lesser early images embellish the palace both
within and without. It was he, too, who installed the immense Kala Bhairava just
11 outside the palace gate, which also came from Gyanesvara "near the place from
which he had brought the image of Jalaiayana N a r a ~ a n a . " 'Moreover.
~~
after he had
"set up in the Sundara-chok an image of Narayana, in the attitude of riding on the
Kala Nag after vanquishing him [Kaliyadamana] . . . along with him he placed an
image of Garuda. Both of these images had been found in a place called Sakonha in
the Sankasya-nagari. This Garuda gave much annoyance to the Raja, who in
consequence removed him fo a spof near the Narayana oj'Narayan Hifi [italics
ours],"l6'
Picking up the chronicle's clue, italicized in the preceding quotation, it
became apparent that the entry is quite correct, for indeed an ancient Garuda kneels
before the door of the temple "near the Narayana of Narayana Hiti" (Fig. 24). As in
the instance of the Paiupati Vimu, it is doubtful that minus the chronicle's guidance
this important sculpture ever would have been detected. Tht Nirayana compound
8

Banerjea, Iconogruphy. p. 506.
IS9

Wright, History. 3rd ed.. p. 146. This incident is also recorded in other chronicles, e.g. Hasrat.
Hlsrory, p. 7 5 ; Bhasavam~vali,part 2 , p. 87.
160

Wright, HiFror)~.3rd ed., p. 146.
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contains a modern-looking si'khara temple surrounded by minor images of
corresponding date which invite no particular scrutiny. The Garuda is easily absorbed
into its anachronistic milieu from which it is no small task to distinguish it. Indeed,
bemused by its masquerade of gaudy paint. caked oil. and dirt we had long since
previously dismissed it as unworthy of even a photograph. But the chronicle's entry
invited a second look. and the early age became manifest.I6' Space forbids an analysis
of the Garuda image and we invite the reader to make his own comparison with other
early images published herewith. Collation with the well-known Garuda of Maru-to1
(Fig. 26), dated by its dedicatory inscription to A.D. 168916*is also rewarding. The
latter is almost certainly an enlarged copy of the earlier image and for its age a
successful work in its own right. Pose, ornament, dress, hair-style, and other
particulars closely follow the ancient model. But, like that of the contrast between the
~ a n ~okharT
r
Visnu and the ~ i i a k a n t h aimages, here also we notice distinct
differences in the modelling and the physiognomical features. Compared to the
Narayana Hiti Garuda (Fig. 24), the Maru-to1 image displays a hardness in
modelling, while the facial features are harsh and uninspired, as is expected of a
COPY.
According to the chronicle's entry, the provenience of the Narayana Hiti
Garuda was "Sakonha in the Sankasya-nagari." This was an unidentified site which
we had been able only to
through other chance references in the same ~hronicle'~'
localize on the Tukuca Khola, a small stream which traverses the length of Greater
Kathmandu. However, the name Sikonha survives among the Newar community to
designate a region just north of Nirayana Hiti palace in the L.ajimpat suburb. The
name also occurs in the appellation of a popular image of sarasvatr. the "Sikonha
Sasumaju," which is enshrined on the bank of the Tukuca. The environs of the
~arasvatishrine are littered with architectural fragments of the Licchavi period and
the stream, swollen by the heavy monsoon rains at the time of our visit, itself
revealed one of the earliest and most unusual Uma-Mahesvara panels known in

161
Again, it is Dr. Pal to whom the authors' thanks are due and gratefully given. For without his
authentication we literally could not "believe our eyes" at finding under them still another in a long
chain o f unknown early images. We should also remark that one o f our frequent trips to study the
Garuda by chance coincided with the early momingpuja being conducted for the late image within
the temple. I n the course o f this the voluminous clothing, red and yellow ti&, silver-foil eyes, gilt
boots, and other adornments, like a strip-tease, one by one were removed to reveal before our
incredulous eyes a superb early Caturntiti Vislu. It is not possible to beat the image here but we have
introduced it to illustrate the Catum"rti type o f Visnu image. ~ i g u r G ?
L

Ib1N.S. 810 Karttika, ISPP. main part, pp. 282-283.
Wright, History, 3rd ed., pp. 54, 59.
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Nepal.'" Moreover, a few yards west of the river, the flooded rice paddies yielded a
derelict shrine in which lay among other important sculptural relics, a damaged but
superb early Harihara image (Fig. 27). It is perhaps before this Harihara that the
Narayana ~ i t TGaruda originally made his genuflection. But the Garuda could
equally have originated at the adjacent Narayana Caur (Meadow of Narayana), by
extension also at times called Sakonha, and which is another Licchavi site of
mportance.
Given the age of Pratapa Malla. when every act was conditioned by Tantric
magic, it is tempting to speculate that when the Garuda began to give the raja "much
annoyance," priests Larnbakarna and Jamana Guvaju, his well-known Tantric
counsellors. cautioned him to send the image back. But as a compromise, perhaps,
instead of restorrng it to the desolate ruins of "Sakonha." for which we have not yet
established the Licchavi name, the Garuda was accorded a more functional role
before the nearby Narayana temple.

The evolution of the Garuda image. and particularly its role in Nepalese portraiture,
while manifestly outside our reappraisal of some early sculptures, is a neglected
avenue of research in Nepalese art. The two images which begin and end such a study
stand one at either end of the Kathmandu Darbar Square-in space separated by
yards. in time. some thirteen-hundred years. The closing image would be the late
seventeenth century Garuda of Maru-to1 (Fig. 26), the initial one, the magnificent
Garuda of Makhan-to1 (Fig. 28). Unaccountably neglected, already severely damaged
and embedded in the street before an empty shrine it purposely continues to adore,
the Makhan-to1 Garuda unquestionably predates that of Cangu Narayana and is the
most venerable yet known of a long Nepalese tradition in the representation of
Visnu's celestial mount.
In addition to sculptures of Visnu and his mount. ten~plesand shrines were
dedicated to him in his many aspects. as numerous inscriptions of the Licchavi period
Visnu, of course, was not the only deity so honored, and Buddhist
monasteries, as well as temples to other popular deities were also erected. With the
single excep~ionof a temple ruin within the Paiupati compound, no temple of the
Licchavi period has survived in the Kathmandu Valley. But the quantity of scattered
stone architectural fragments attest both to Licchavi building activity and provide an
insight into the prevailing architectural style. Close parallels with Gupta architecture,

IM This was forthwith reported to the Department of Archaeology, His Majesty's Government, who
no doubt took it into protective custody.
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Gnoli, Inscrs. I , 3, 1 I , 20, 36,40, 54, 56,61, 79, for examples, and there are many others.
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such as the temples at Deogqh and the Aihole-Pattadakal group, are obvious as we
shall discuss elsewhere. But it will be of interest to introduce here two recently
discovered stone reliefs which must have embellished an impressive Nepalese temple
of the Licchavi period (Figs. 29,30).
We are uncertain of the original provenience of the reliefs. They were
recovered about two years ago, together with a hoard of very late stone sculptures,
in the course of renovating the police station adjacent to Hanuman Dhoka,
Kathmandu. One of the reliefs (Fig. 29).166is of Saiva inspiration and is stylistically
and thematically closely related to five other well-known reliefs dispersed in three
Kathmandu sites.I6' They are also very similar to five others in situ on the temple ruin
already noted within the PaSupatinatha compound.168
The other relief (Fig. 30), hitherto unpublished.I6' is probably of Vaisnava
u
par excellcncc. the
inspiration, for it depicts kinnaras flanking the V i ~ cognizance
conch. It is a magnificent work and if we are to judge by it, the temple it decorated
must have rivalled the Gupta temples. Indeed, the Kathmandu relief excels similar
compositions on Gupta temples at Deogarh and ~ihole.""The Nepalese relief is
carved in relatively low relief and the ass-eared. demi-birds lean gracehlly beside the
ornate conch to which they bear floral offerings. The upper halves of the kinnaras are
superbly modelled human male bodies. Their faintly smiling faces are each
surmounted with a tiara and framed with long locks and a wide feather collar. The
lower bird halves are lightly feathered and provided with spectacular tails. floral
scrolls which exuberantly billow out with the ornate abandon of their Gupta
prototypes.
This paper, we feel, has clearly shown the potential as well as the validity of
the Nepalese vam&vul~'s as a major source for research in cultural studies of the
Kathmandu Valley. I t also establishes the importance and rewards of intensive field
study, particularly of surface archaeology which can be as exciting and revelatory as

IW

First published by Thapa. " ~ e ~ amurtikala."
li
Romjhum VI, 3, p. 22. Fig. 17

I6'N. R. Banerjee, "%mati's Penance as Revealed by the Eloquent Stones of Nepal," Ancient Nepol
(June 1968). no. 2, pp. 27-34.
IU
Despite their paramount importance to Nepalese art, neither temple nor reliefs may be illustrated,
for photography is forbidden within the sacred compound which is reserved to those of touchable
castes of Hindu-Buddhist faith.

'"Discovered by chance at the Police Club, Kathmandu, where this and the related Saiva relief are
displayed. Profound thanks are due the Inspector General of Police, Mr. Rom Bahadur Thapa, who
graciously facilitated our cleaning and photographing the two remarkable reliefs.
Irn Banerjea, Iconography, PI. XVI. I; Stella Krarnrisch, Art of lnd~a
Through the Ages (London: The
Phaidon Press, 1965). Pls. 59. 60.
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the more orthodox pick and shovel approach. Equally apparent should be the paper's
debt to a number of interdependent disciplines-history and epigraphy, anthropology
and art, Sanskrit and classical Newari-all of which must be brought to bear on
Nepalese cultural studies. For this reason the paper should equally demonstrate the
value of scholarly teamwork. The lone seeker, inexpertly groping among various
disciplines, risks a scant harvest indeed. Combined work may garner a more
significant yield, as we believe this joint paper amply demonstrates.

In reading this paper it should be kept in mind that since 1973, when it was
published, there have been continuing epigraphical and archaeological finds that
affect certain historical matters as set forth here. The investigations in Harigaon, for
example, have shown that the Garuda pillar at Satya Narayana is unrelated to the
sixth-century Anuparama but postdates A.D. 749 (Giovanni Verardi, Excavations at
Harigaori Kafhniandu [Rome: lstituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente,
19921 vol. 1.24) and a long-overlooked Licchavi inscription at Pasupati predates the
Changu Narayana pillar by almost a century. Most momentous, however, is the
discovery in 1992 of a Kushan-style stonesculpture inscribed with thename of one
Jayavarma. probably a king, and tentatively dated,A.D. 185)(Kashinath Tamot and
Ian Alsop. "A Kushan-period Sculpture from the ReTnof Jaya Varma-. A.D. 185,
Kathmandu. Nepal," Asian Arfs [http://webart.codasianartlarticles/jaydindex.html],
July 10, 1996). This together . ~ i t hother Kushan-style artifacts found in the
Kathmandu Valley may cause some revisions in Nepalese dynastic history.
The colossal Visnu enshrined in the courtyard of lndresvara Mahadeva,
Panauti. mentioned in this paper as undocumented is now known to be the
Tularcana Madhuripu donated by Jayasimha Ramavarddhana ca. A.D. 1400.
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SOME NEPALESE STONE SCULPTURES:
FURTHER NOTES+
In "Some Nepalese Stone Sculptures: A Reappraisal." published in the preceding
issue of Arribus Asiae, we discussed a number of early sculptures. Among them was
a large portrait image of Visnugupta, a ruler of the Kathmandu Valley ca. A.D. 633
to 643.' Continued research directed toward polishing the many rough facets of our
study led to some important addenda respecting the newly found sculpture.
As previously discussed. the image-now
mistakenly worshipped as
ha-represents King Vimugupta and two of his sons in the guise of Visnu and his
personified attributes. the ~ ~ u d h a ~ u r u s~aasn. k h aand Padma. As normally viewed,
and as first published,' the sculpture is largely concealed by cult clothing and
ornaments. To see the images divested of these encumbrances we believed it would
be necessary to await an annual abhiseka or ritual bathing. Further investigation
revealed that in fact the cult clothing (but not the ornaments) of the principal image
is removed every week. For just as men take pleasure in oil massage, so do the gods
and " h a ' s " gown is therefore removed so that he may enjoy being anointed. The
rite, hnded by a special trust, preludes the pre-dawn Saturday worship. As witnesses
to thisp;jd we were able to study, confirm our previous guesses. and photograph the
splendid and pristine vision of a majestic king (Fig. 1). Unfortunately the priest
would not unveil the accessory princes (Fig. 2) whom one still yearns to see fully
revealed. With reference to Visnugupta's kirtimukha crown and flame and beadbordered halo, discussed at length in the earlier paper, the supplementary detail
photograph (Fig. 3) is more revealing than the previously published photograph.
The role of the Paiupati Rama as a lineage deity, or degu also deserves
special comment here. The Newari term degu, or alternately, deguli, deghuri. digu,
devil?, signifies a particular kind of deity with whom an extensive patrilineal kin
group (loosely, a "clan") has special ties and to whom they offer special devotion.

'

Written jointly with Gautarnavajra Vajriciya. Reprinted from Artibus Asiae. vol. 35, no. 3 (1973).
pp. 269-270 with permission of the co-author and publisher.

' Arribus Asiae, vol. 35 (1973), nos.
Ibid., Figure 19.

112, pp. 127-13 1 .
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There is no socio-religious function concerning the kin, or its individual members,
in which the degu, or devili, would not be propitiated and its benevolence sought.
There are countless encounters with one's degu throughout the year, but particularly
at the annual spring degupja when the degus of all the various lineage groups
receive special attention. Degu, or devili, worship is confined to the Newar
community and should not be confused with the autumn Festival of Lights, ~ i v a l ; ,
or ~ i ~ i v a celebrated
li,
by all Nepalese in common with India.
An exact definition of the degu awaits intensive research into Newar culture,
long overdue. Provisionally, however, the degu , may be equated loosely with the
"kul-deora." or kulade\~ard,a Sanskrit term meaning "family deity." Among the
Newars themselves. however, there is no universal agreement that these terms and
the de~tiesthey designate, are synonymous. The testimony of most informants,
corroborated by older-and perhaps the most authentic-vidence
of inscriptions,
establishes the esserltial identity of the two concepts. Yet many Newars vigorously
reject this view and others entertain-but are unable to articulate-an ill-definied
"feeling" that the degu and kuladevara are different. A sifting of the contradictory
evidence suggests that the kuladeva~u and degu do represent one deity but
worshipped in differing aspects (icon or symbol), in differing places (at home or
elsewhere), and at differing time intervals (occasionally or daily). But in this schema,
s , nontoo. there are inconsistencies. Further. the kuladevard of the ~ a r v a t i ~ aor
Newars. although also a "family deity" is not a degu.
Another apparent confusion in defining the degu is that it also may, probably
will, but need not, function simultaneously in a supplementary role as one's "favorite
The fundamental character of degu and isradevaru, however, are
god." or isrude~~ura.
vastly different. The isrudevara may be one or many, is self-chosen, and may be
rejected and replaced at will. The degu is ordained by birth, unique. and immutable.'
I11 modem practice the degu corresponds with one of the many deities of the
Hindu-Buddhist pantheon. Consonant with Nepalese religious practice, Buddhists
frequently worship a Hindu deity as their degu and, in the same way, Hindus a
Buddhist one. From observation of degu worship in practice, especially among the
Jyipu, the conservative Newar farmer caste, there is much to suggest that these
Hindu and Buddhist gods were not always present. The primitive degu almost
certainly was a more humble godling who, under the impact of Indian culture, was
promoted to a more respectable rank within the formal Hindu-Buddhist pantheon.
Indeed, at root the degu may be, as Gopal Singh Nepali suggests, "some dead
ancestor whose identity has been lost to antiquity.'" Heretofore, our own

A woman's degu is ordained by marriage since she does not worship her father's degu but her
husband's. In a ceremony known as durigu ("introduction") she is presented to her husband's degu at
the first annual degupu/iafter her marriage.
The Newars (Bombay: United Asia Publications. 1965). p. 333.
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investigations have not corroborated Mr. Nepali's view. The hypothesis may be wellfounded. nonetheless, as the portrait of Visnugupta in the role of degu suggests.
Vimugupta (but as Rarna, of course) is the dcgu of a particular lineage group
of Uray, one of the largest and most important of the Newar caste groups. Merchants
and artisans, the Uray (or Udas as they are known in Nepali) are of Buddhist
persuasion. But consistent with the common Buddhist and Hindu interchange of
deities, these Buddhist Uray claim Rima of the Hindu pantheon as their degu. That
the Uray in fact worship not Rama. but the image of Visnugupta is perhaps
profoundly significant. For linguistically the term Uray (pronounced "00-rye-eh")
seems almost certainly to derive from ~ b h i r athe
, caste to which Visnugupta himself
pertained. Thus, it is possible that we witness in the Uray's worship of the image as
their degu a totally forgotten but unbroken continuum of ancestor worship in the
portrait of their forbear, Visnugupta.
Certain evidence suggests. too, that another Uray lineage group worship as
their particular degu the Visnugupta donation at Bijdhinilakantha. but of this we are
by no means certain.
Intensive research into degu, or devil,, worship lies ahead, to be sure, to
ascertain the fundamental significance of the Uriy's ties with these two ~ b h i r a
donations. Similar investigations into the contemporary socio-religious role of
equally important Nepalese sculptures may well brighten other dark caverns of the
past.

Fig. 1

Portrait images of King Visnugupta and his sons as Visnu and his
Ayudhapurugas, $@a and Padma.

Fig. 2

A detail of the prince representing s e a .

Pig. 3 A detail of King Visqugupta showing the kit-timkha crown and the flame
and bead-Bohalo.

NEPALI SCULPTURES-NEW

DISCOVERIES~

The art of Nepal continues to be one of the least explored of the Asian art traditions.
Certainly the easily portable objects of Nepali art such as bronzes and
paras (paintings) have long been the subject of study in the West. But by comparison
the in sifu monuments which still perform a functional role in Nepali culture have
been quite neglected. Although the policy of foreign exclusion maintained by Nepal
fiom the eighteenth century until 195 1 effectively barred more than minimal research
within the borders, it is not clear why so relatively few scholars have been attracted
to Nepal in the subsequent decades.
This neglect may perhaps reflect a common belief that the art of Nepal is
nothing but a regional variation of the Indian tradition. Although it is not necessary
to contest the well-founded opinion that "only when the gods of India in their Indian
form came to Nepal did the history of Nepali art begin,"' Nepali art should not be
viewed merely as provincial Indian. As elsewhere in Asia. in Nepal. too. there is to
be found a reinterpretation of the Indian tradition into something quite distinctive. To
accept an Indian source for the art of Nepal is not to deny that the "handling of the
Nepali sculptor's chisel and mallet is his own artistic pulsing (where) has spoken the
Nepali soul."* Unquestionably there is in Nepal a valid field of study awaiting
students of Asian culture. The purpose of this paper is to direct attention to some of
the early sculptures of Nepal. mostly unpublished. and to share the special problems
, goddess
of a puzzling group of images which the Nepalis now worship as ~ i t a l ithe
of smallpox.
In the Kathmandu Valley important examples of the stone carvers' art are
legion. Some are hidden behind crumbling doors in the shrines of neglected viharas
or sequestered in private courtyards. Others stand fully exposed and many perhaps
still where they were first erected more than a millennium ago. Some are in the lanes
and byways, others in the city squares and along the main thoroughfares elbowed by
Reprinted from Aspects of Indian Art, ed. P. Pal. Leiden: E. J. Brill. 1972, pp. 93-104 with
permission of the publisher.

' S. Kramrisch, The Art of Nepal. New York, 1964, p. 16.

' L. S. Bangdela, "~iratakallnamurti [Images of the Kirita Period]." Madhtrparka. Kathmandu,
January 1969, vol. I , no. 9, p. 7.
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commerce and modernization. The ancient fountain courts, the dharas or pranal~&,
shelter them everywhere. Among ttie three old Valley cities, Buddhist Patan has the
greatest number and Hindu Bhaktapur the fewest. Beyond the cities, too, the ancient
images are scattered in the fields and villages, and many still adorn the countless
sacred sites. Curiously, among this rich assemblage of stone sculpture some images
have been widely published while others are scarcely known at all.
The exact position of these sculptures within the matrix of Nepali culture is
equally variable. Given the Nepali penchant for almost universal veneration of their
environment-stones, a particular tree, or any curiosity-rare is the image denied at
least perfhctory worship by a few devotees. Others are the object of almost universal
adoration unhampered by sectarian limitations. Yet for the most part, despite their
excellence and antiquity the early sculptures are not distinguished in worship from
thelr more mediocre companions of later centuries, or indeed from the uncarved
stones which may have preceded them. Further, the Nepalis, despite their profound
religiosity. seem little concerned with orderly identification of their bewildering
multitude of divinities, Hindu and Buddhist. To them a god is a god. Hence, very
frequently an image of one divinity is innocently worshipped in the guise of another.
A case in point is a superb image enshrined in a small temple at Hadigau, an ancient
village nou merged with expanding Kathmandu (Fig. 1). The iconography explicitly
defines the image as Karttikeya,' uncommon in northern India and an unusual, if
indeed not unique. manifestation of the deity in this form now in Nepal. Yet the
Image is worshipped as Bhagavat~;her symbolic sword is depicted nearby; and the
exterior decoration of the small sheltering pagoda temple, the "Bhagavatr mandir,"
is devoted wholly to Bhagavatr and Astamatrka themes4 This is by no means a
unique example. for ~hagavatris unquestionably one of the most popular divinities
in modem Nepal. and less familiar divinities are frequently mistakenly worshipped
in her name. A tine image of ~rdhanarisvara,recently stolen from the Kathmandu

' I would like to acknowledge my debt to Dr. Pratapaditya Pal whose profound knowledge o f Indian
iconography settled my own uncertainty as to the proper identification o f this remarkable image. Here
Kamikeya is depicted with six heads and twelve anns. the principal left one o f which holds his main
cognizance, the spear, and the others o f which hold the various weapons loaned to him by all the gods
for his battle against the demon Tarakasura for whose destruction he was born. Instead o f his own
peacock he rides Visnu's mount Garuda, also a loan for the battle, but the peacock's feathers are
nonetheless seen as a halo behind him. The remainder o f the stele is filled with flames, the lustre
loaned to him by Agni, and below are seen the militant figures o f four deities among whom may be
identified Varaha and Ganesa who also accompanied him into battle. For details o f the legends and
iconography or Karttikeya/Kumara/Subrahmanya see T. A. Gopinatha Rao, Elemenfs of Hindu
Iconogra/~l~).
New York 1968, vol. 2, pp. 4 1 5 4 5 1.
The tynlpanum illustrating the characteristic ~ a h i k u r a m a r d i n rtheme has recently been stolen but
one may see lhe Eight Mothers carved on the roof brackets. Even Nepali authorities seem to have been
mislead in the identification o f this important image o f Kamikeya which is titled "a form o f Visnu"
in the photographic archives o f the Department o f Archeology o f His Majesty's Government.
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Darbar Square. was also worshipped as ~ h a ~ a v a Perhaps
ti.
the multiple arms of the
more esoteric images. superficially like those of the well-loved goddess, lead to this
conhsion of identity.
In this context it would be appropriate to draw attention to a "new discovery"
in early Nepali sculpture which. like the above image, is similarly worshipped in
mistaken guise. This is a small stone relief panel set into the back wall of the semiopen Kaurr& shrine at Jaisidevala-tol. Kathmandu (Fig. 2).5The mutilated relief is
half concealed behind the large stones which symbolize Kaumar~and companion
Astarnatrka divinities. and like them it is thickly coated with black oil and vivid
paints. The panel is of Buddhist inspiration and depicts the adoration of the sacred
puma b l a h by a couple assisted by child acolytes. Originally the panel must have
been part of a decorative frieze around a stupa base such as those seen at nearby
Tukan-bahal or at Cha-bahil.6 In time it must have become separated from its
companions and its Buddhist associations no longer recognized. Because the most
,
the symbol of mother goddesses.
prominent ornament is the sacred k a l a ~ often
someone must have thought it fitting to incorporate the relief into the Kaumari
shrine. Hence the ancient Buddhist relief and the stones before it are worshipped as
symbols of Kaurniri and receive the incongmous blood sacrifice offered in her name.
A similar travesty which might be mentioned here is a case in which the identity of
the magnificent standing bronze Buddha at the hilltop shrine of ~ h a d ~ a y o g i n i .
Sankhu has been quite lost. Eclipsed by the popular yogin;. the Buddha has become
a minor, accessory godling. a paint-besmeared folk idol incredibly known as the
"Blacksmith's Queen." No longer worshipped as the Buddha at all. except perhaps
by the rarest of devotee, the image is popularly invoked in a mimetic ritual to ease
childbirth.'
To pinpoint the time when the Valley sculptors first began to give divine form
to stone is a tantalizing problem. Among the wealth of stone images from the
classical period few bear a date carved on the image itself. The earliest of those that
]
389
do are the well-known pair of Visnu vikranta images inscribed [ ~ a k a Samvat
(A.D. 467). These are followed more than a century later by the recently reported

Unseeing I had passed this relief untold times until it was pointed out to me by Hemaraja Sakya of
the Depamnent of Archeology of His Majesty's Government to whom I gratefully acknowledge my
indebtedness for this and many similar kindnesses.
The panel's provenience was probably not Tukan-bahal, despite the I_atter's proxin~ity,for the
~ a u r n i r and
r Tukan-bahal reliefs are of different heights and the Kaumari relief seems earlier than
those of the st6pa. A detailed comparison of all of these scattered early stone reliefs is pending.

' A more striking illustration of D. Snellgrove's

opinion [Buddhist Himalaya. Oxford. 1957, pp.
118-1 191 of the abject condition of Buddhism in Nepal could perhaps not be found. A fuller account
of this remarkable image and the strange days upon which it has fallen must be given elsewhere.
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Sika-bahil Uma-Mahesvara from Patan [Saka] Samvat 495 (A.D. 573)' There are,
in addition, three or four more positively dated images from the post-Licchavi period,
mostly from the eleventh centuryq and for the most part well known.
A number of images, too, can perhaps be dated on the evidence of closely
associated inscriptions which, however, are not actually engraved on the images
near
themselves. One of these would be a sculpture of Sankara-~iira~ana
Paiupatinatha in which the inscription, dated [Saka] Samvat 487 (A.D. 565), is
carved on a separate block of stone." Another would be the Gamda kneeling before
the Changu Narayana temple if we accept the image as the fallen original from the
Manadeva pillar beside it inscribed [Saka] Samvat 386 (A.D. 464). But this kind of
dating can also be quite misleading. For example, there is no proof that the Garuda
is the original and opinion is divided as to its antiquity. Moreover, in the instance of
image, its later style reveals that it is not the original Sankarathe $ankara-~&i~ana
Narayana to which the inscription refers. In a similar instance, the fact that the
abandoned jalahdri in the courtyard of the Bhagavati temple at Palancok refers to the
consecration of an image of "devi Bhagavatr viJayairr" in [$aka] Samvat 425 (A.D.

' N.

R. Banerjee and B. K. Rijal, "Three Early Sculptures in Stone from the National Museum.
Kathmandu," Ancient Nepal. Kathmandu, July 1968, no. 4, pp. 3 9 4 3 ; "Sankhamula ~ikabahrko
abhilekha [An inscription from Sika-bahil, $ankhamul]," Purnima, Kathmandu V.S. 2025 Vaisakha
[Spring 19681, vol. 5, no. I. issue 17, pp. 76-79, "Himro vaktavya [Our comments]," ibid., pp. 84-85.
An image of NGyana dated [$aka] Samvat 460 (A.D. 538) cited in Abhilekha-sangraha [Collected
inscriptions], Kathmandu: Samsodhanamandala. V.S. 2018 Vaisakha [April 19611, part 1, p. 27 can
no longer be traced.
An exception to this date is the Uma-Mahesvara of Kobahal-tol. Patan whose date is controversial.
The abraded year date written in words rather than numbers is according to Luciano Petech, Medieval
History ofNepal. Rome. 1958, p. 73, undecipherable. Abhilekhasangraha, V.S. 2020 V a i a a [April
19631, part 9, p. 24, published the inscription with the year date 107 and that date was accepted by N.
R. Banerjee in his study "A Note on the Iconography of Uma-Mahesvara in Nepal," Ancient Nepal,
October 1967, no. I, p. 27. P. Pal. "Uma-Mahesvara Theme in Nepali Sculpture," Boston Museum
Bulle~in,vol. 66, no. 345, 1968, p. I00 accepted the year date of 307 published by D. R. Regmi,
Medieval Nepal. Calcutta, 1966, vol. 3, p. 9. Since the day, month, and constellation-Budhavara,
Magha, ~ohinF-ma~ a!l be clearly read, the vexing year date might be verified by calculation whether
the constellation Rohini coincided with Wednesday Magha in A.D. 987 or 1187 or perhaps neither.
Since there are only two other dated Uma-Mahesvara images in the Valley, the Sika-bahil sculpture
and one in a Patan courtyard, at Gachanani, Tyagal-tol, dated [Nepal] Samvat 132 (A.D. 1012)
[Abhilekhasangraha, part 9, p. 241 it would be of more than passing interest to resolve this twocentury discrepancy in dating.

'OR.Gnoli, Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Characters. Serie Oreintale Roma, vol. X. Materials for
the Study of Nepalese History and Culture, no. 2, parts I and 2, Rome, 1956, inscription XX, p. 28.
The date published by Gnoli is [$aka] Samvat 489 but lhave used the date 487 believed to be correct
by Mahesaraja Panta, "Pandita Bhagavanalala lndraji garnubhaeko Liccha-vikalako ankavisayako
aiuddhiko samiodhana [The correction of errors made by Bhagvanlal lndraji and others concerning
Licchavi period numbers]," Itihusasam~dhana.V.S. 2019 [A.D. 19621, no. 55, pp. 12-15.
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503)" does not prove this to be the same image as the ~ h a ~ a v anow
t ; enshrined in
the temple. Indeed. to the extent that the latter can be examined. it would seem to
belong to a much later period.'' Another example of the danger of dating by
associated, but separated, inscriptions would be the curious image of Balabhadra
(Balarama, Balbala) enshrined just outside the Tah-bahal (Red Machendranatha),
Patan. Like the Sankara-NGyana image mentioned above. there is an inscription on
a separate block of stone beneath the image, but the date on its pedestal.
[Amsuvarman] Samvat 109 (A.D. 785), does not convincingly agree with the style
of the sculpture above. Unfortunately. in contrast to the Sankara-N&iyana image. the
severely damaged and fragmentary text offers no help in identifying by name the
image to which it related."
A few images, too. may be very crudely dated on paleographic evidence of
attached, but undated, inscriptions. One is the severely damaged relief at Capat-tol.
Patan which depicts Buddha seated between two attendants. The inscription on the
base, now concealed underground, neglects giving us a date or a ruler's name with
which we might fix the date.I4 But the Gupta characters in which the inscription is
written are believed to predate the rule of M u v a r m a n (ca. A.D. 605-62 1) and. thus.
at least fixes the upper limit for the sculpture's date.I5 Unfortunately, a remarkably
similar relief in a niche at the north side of the Siddhi-pokhari, a pond on the western
outskirts of Bhaktapur, has no inscription at all to help us.Ib Another example of
dating by paleographic evidence would be the inscribed but undated image of
Maiijunatha, Manjusri-tol, Kathmandu (Fig. 3). Here the kutila (late Licchavi)
characters are thought to be anterior to the eleventh century." Such dating, however.

" ~ o g i ~ a r a h a r i ~ t"Paliilcok
ha,
BhagavaL mahisamardini. . . ." Himmorshskrrr. Kathmandu. V.S.
2016 ~ s v i n a[October 19691, vol. I, no. 1, pp. 4-5.
l 2 This may also be true of three other Bhagavatr images, perhaps the ones from the village of Nala
and from Naksal, Kathmandu, and more certainly the Sobha ~hagavatrimage, Kathmandu, all of
which according to the vorn&olis were carved by the same hand as the Palancok image and are
therefore commonly held to date from the sixth century A.D.

I'

Abhilekha-songroho, V.S. 2019 Vaiiakha [April 19621, part 5, p. lo.

I'

Ibid. p. 8.

D. V a j w a , "Licchaviblarna dharmika sangha [Religious congregations of the Licchavi period],"
Purnima. V.S. 2024 Sravana [Summer 19671, vol. 4, no. 2, issue 14, p. 108.
l6 D. R. Regmi, Ancient Nepol, Calcutta. 3rd ed., 1969, reproduces the latter in an unnumbered plate
facing page 1 with what seems an arbitrary date of the seventh-eighth century but assigns no date to
the corresponding Patan image reproduced on the same page.

I'

Regmi, Medieval Nepo1,vol. 3, p. 2.
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is also sometimes less than helpful, for on the evidence of style alone one would be
inclined to assign the image to the first half of the eleventh century."
Although such dated images as the Visnu vikrinta of A.D. 467 or the UmaMahesvara of the following century are infinitely satisfying because they provide
specific, incontrovertible dates in the history of stone sculpture in the Kathmandu
Valley, they are cerainly not the earliest sculptures. They are preceded by a number
of images, undated to be sure, but the relative chronological position of which may
be firmly established on the basis of style. One of these is the yaksa from Hadigau
and another perhaps the anthropomorphized gha!a from N a k ~ a l . ' ~
Three famous images from the ancient site of P a i u p a t i ~ t h may
a also antedate
the earliest of the dated images. These are the two stone sculptures which, along with
many minor ones, share a shrine at Aryaghat beside the sacred vagvati river, and a
third which was formerly in the Mrigasthali forest on the opposite bank of the river.
The three have yet to be identified or fixed in time. The half-buried standing image
at Aryaghat is variously seen as a nobleman, Virupiksa, or Kiratesvara Mahadeva.
The dates assigned to it range widely from the last quarter of the second or beginning
~ ' other singular
of the third century A.D.20to as late as the fifth-sixth ~ e n t u r y .The
image seated at the rear of the shrine at Aryaghat is less well known, and although
it is male. it is popularly referred to as the "King's Mother" (Fig. 4). Bangdela
questions whether it may not be the portrait of a Kicita king and slightly postdate the
companion images of Virup&sa.22The third of the early Paiupatinatha images, now
in the Nepal National Museum, is variously seen as the portrait of unspecified
r ~ y a l t y , ~a 'Kirata kingVz4
or a solar divinity.25Like the standing image at Aryaghat
the dates assigned to the image vary widely, ranging from the "Kirata period" (i.e.,

"A

date suggested by Dr. Pratapaditya Pal in private correspondence with the author

'' Banerjee and Rijal, op. cir.. pp. 37-39,
10

Plates V and VI

Bangdela, op. cir.. p. I I .

" Madanjeet Singh. Himalayon Art. London, 1968, p. I8 1 .
21

Bangdela, op. cir.. p. 1 1-1 2

11

Kramrisch, op. cit., Figure I , pp. 23, 128.

" Bangdela,
15

op. cit.. p. 12.

P. Pal and D. C. Bhattacharyya, The Astral Divinities ofNepal, Varanasi, 1969, pp. 9-10, Plate 1 .
To this might be added my own speculation that the image may represent a Bodhisattva.
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pre-Licchavi) to circa the third century, circa the fourth, the fourth-fifth, and finally
to the early fifth century A.D.26
Clearly, to judge from the uncertainty of identification and dating surrounding
these important images, the study of Nepali stone sculpture has not yet reached the
point where we may speak of it with complete authority. This may be because the
inventory widely available for study is too small, and the same few pieces must
perforce be juggled about. It seems useful. therefore, to signal a number of other
images to help expand our current limited working catalog of important Nepali stone
sculptures. None of these can in all fairness be claimed as a "new discovery," for
each is intimately known to at least some small segment of the local people who pay
regular homage to it. Some, too, have already been briefly noted by Nepali scholars
but too often in obscure Nepali-language journals and without benefit of
accompanying illustration^.^^
Among these sculptures is a group of more than a dozen images which may
prove to be widely distributed in time and to represent a number of diverse divinities.
They are now considered to have a single unifying theme. Whatever deity-god or
goddess--each may originally have symbolized and whenever each was carved,
almost without exception they are today worshipped in the guise of the dreaded
goddess of smallpox. Some are known merely as ajima (Newari, grandmother).
mai (mother), or by the redundant composite expression ujima-mni. Others are
explicitly named Sitala in accordance with the Hindu pantheon. usually modified as
Mother Sitali (~itali-n&or Srtali-miju). Still others take the name of the Buddhist
~ i r i t rwho
,
in Nepal-as in China" and to some extent in northern Indiaz9-has laid
aside her assigned role as protectress of children and merged philosophically with
~ i t a l ato become the presiding deity of smallpox. Indeed, at her most important
shrine. with the exception of the great &pa of Svayambhunatha (and in Kathmandu
at Kathesimbhu). the goddess of smallpox is worshipped both in the name and form
r
her symbolic five children gathered around her. '"But by whatever
of ~ a r i t with
Bangdela, op. cir.; N. R. Banerjee, "Introduction to Nepali Art" in Nepalese Art. Kathmandu, 1966.
p. 77; Singh, op. cir.. p. 167; Nepal. K~tnsrscharrenuir her Koninktyk in de Himalaya, The Hague,
1967, p. 58; Kramrisch, op. cif.
'b

" For

example the provocative article of Bangdela. op. cir., which deserves to be better known, or the
important but vague and scattered references in the volumes of D. R. Regmi, op, cir.

In

A . Getty, The Gods ofNorthern Buddhism, Rutland and Vermont, 1962, p. 80.

29

J. N.Banerjea, The Developmenr of Hindu Iconography, 2nd ed., Calcutta. 1956, p. 383.

There is no question that the Svayambhu image is that of ~ a r i t and
r not ~ h a ~ a v aas
t rit has been
incorrectly identified (D. Snellgrove, "Shrines and Temples of Nepal." Arts Asiariques, vol. VIII, no.
2, p. 114). The present image dates from the early nineteenth century replacing an earlier one which
with certain others in the Valley was dragged out of its shrine and smashed by Ranabahadura Saha,
ruler of Nepal from A.D. 1777-1 799 (Sundarananda Bada. Trira~na-saundarya-garho[Songs about
the beauty of the three jewels], Kathmandu, V.S. 2019 [1962], pp. 154-161, 189-190). It was the
lo
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name they may be called and however diverse their form, each of these images is
believed to represent the same fearful divinity who presides over smallpox. Escape
from smallpox or being cured of it depends on the proper propitiation of STtali, the
personification of the disease. Even those persons who today are vaccinated against
smallpox usually make doubly sure that they are protected by continuing the
traditional homage to STtala-mai.
Apart fiom their unity as "Skdi," these images could scarcely be considered
as a group. Not a few are male, and others are surely examples of mistaken identity
similar to those previously mentioned. Neither can all be said to conform to a single
style or even to share in iconographic detail^.^' Yet a number of these images
worshipped as STta~amay be viewed as a group on the basis of a yet ill-defined
resemblance in style, to be verified through subsequent analysis. To this group we
may assign some ten female images. Three of these are seated in an inelegant posture
with the knees apart and the legs pendant in European fashion @ralambapadasana).
The others sit in the more graceful lalirasana with one leg pendant. usually the right,
and the other folded under the body. One of the first type of images, only a little more
than a foot-tall. is partly buried in the ground just outside the previously mentioned
"Bhagavati," i.e.. Kamikeya, shrine in Hadigau (Fig. 5); a second is enshrined near
the reclining Visnu in the Kathmandu suburb of Balaju (Fig. 6); and the third is
seated in a deep. stone-lined pit in a private courtyard behind Haugal-bahal, Patan
(Fig. 7).j2 Three of the second type of STta~aimages are set in niches in the wall

death o f a beloved queen From smallpox which occasioned the raja's outrage o f smashing the heedless
gods. He later dismissed from the Valley children through whom he thought the disease might spread.
A tragic Newar folk song records this forced exodus and many o f the permanent settlements o f the
Newars in the bazaar towns outside the Valley date from this diaspora. Apparently not only kings
chastized the uncompassionate ~ j t a l a ,however. In the village o f Panauti. east o f the Kathmandu
Valley, there is an unidentifiable headless image worshipped as $;tali which the villagers claimed was
mutilated by an enraged father fiom whom dispite all entreaty the unheeding .$;tala had taken his entire
h cannibal ogress to ~ a r i tthe
l protectoress. see
brood. For the story o f the transformation of ~ i r i the
Getty, op. cir., pp. 84-87 and Banerjea. op. cir.. pp. 380-381.
" I t might be noted that none o f the Nepal images named as $;tala
conform to the inconography
expected o f her according to Indian canons. namely four arms. a winnowing fan in her hair, a broom.
pitcher, and the inauspicious donkey mount. See Banerjea, op. cir.. p. 383 and M . T. de Mallmarln.
Les enseignemenn iconographiques de L 'Agni Purana. Paris, 1963, p. 228.
I' As with so many others, this image too, was shown to me by Hemaraja Sakya whose kindness I
again gratefully acknowledge. Although Ihad been inside Haugal-bahal many times Ihad never passed
beyond into the private courtyard where this exceptionally interesting image is seated in its confined
pit-like shrine almost four feet below ground level. On subsequent visits Si tala's guardians have said
that other outsiders have never seen the image since they have always "chased them away." The image
is depicted seated on a wing-backed throne having carved legs and decorative floral designs on the
side. Overhead is an umbrellalike canopy, above which is sculptured in relief an extremely mutilated
scene in which minor attendant images worship a divinity seated inside a pilaster-framed niche. The
stone retaining wall o f the shrine is perhaps to be dated A.D. 1689 for the numbers [Nepal Samvat]
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facing the shrine of Kamaladi Ganesh, Kathmandu (Fig. 8); three more images are
. ~ - 'another is set into the wall
enshrined near the Bagh Bhairava Temple, ~ i r t i ~ u r and
of a traveller's shelter ('ari) beside the Su-bahal-hiti, Patan.
It is not my purpose and, moreover. it is manifestly impossible to compare in
detail here all of these images known as Sitala. However. even a cursory comparison
reveals that they do have certain traits in common. This is seen primarily in the
similarity of body build and the distinctive treatment of head and framing halo, in
clothing, and particularly in ornaments. All of the images represent maternal-looking.
full-breasted. heavy-limbed feniales which. with one exception. have only two arms.
Many have a plain. horizontally flattened halo behind the head and shoulders. The
halo frames a baldlooking head from which the hair seems to be drawn back tightly
into lateral tresses or buns behind the ears. These tresses are sometimes clearly
defined as "ponytail" hanks. as for example in the Hadigau image; or they may be
engraved beside the head as in the Haugal-bahal image. At least two of the
sculprures, from Hadigau and Balaju. display a distinctive central bun as well.
Clothing, best studied on the Hadigau and Kamaladi images. seems in general
to consist of a skirt tied at the waist with the ends falling between the legs and
arranged in stylized folds flat against the supporting seat. a triple-folded girdle looped
across the abdomen. and a scarf over the shoulders. The most striking element which
most of these images share is the doughnut-like. massive ring anklets. Although the
heavy anklets are \\..ell known in K G a art. in Nepal they are conlmonly taken to be
"Kinta" ornaments named for the tribe widely held to have inhabited the Katlunandu
Valley before the coming of the Licchavi dynasty. These anklets do not appear on
images generally considered to belong to the Licchavi and the later periods. Hence.

809 are boldly carved into one o f the blocks
11
There are actually five images in the Kirtipur shrine but only three o f them conform to the group as
defined here. A fourth is like them except that i t i s seated with both legs folded under the body. The
fifth although seated in lulir&arta and othenvise similar to the four conlpanion inlages has an animal
head. The latter might possibly represent ~arahrbecause o f the fish held in the left hand. but the head
looks more canine than boar-like. I t would then perhaps be ~ivadutiwith the jackal head among whose
attributes also is to be found the fish. See de Mallmann. up. cir.. p. 266 and n. 10. These images are
not worshipped as $:tala despite their marked resemblance to the three ~ i t a l ainlages at the Kirtipur
shrine, and indeed, although an image o f Ganesa attracts a steady stream o f devotees into the Kirtipur
shrine the five nearby images are largely ignored. They are nameless and identified as the deified
sheep. four o f which were eaten in the herdsmen's absence by a clay tiger they had fashio~lrdand for
whom they sought a suitable tongue. The "herdsmen," too, stand nearby in the unrecognized and
.
and/ and across the courtyard is the clay tiger
venerable guise o f a stone relief h a . ~ a r v a t i and
himself, still tongueless and the cult object [Vyagesvara] o f the splendid pagoda temple o f "Bagh
Bhairav" o f Kirtipur.
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images which do wear them are claimed as Kirata by proponents of a non-Indian
indigenous Kirata art style.I4
As distinctive as the doughnut anklets are the heavy ear ornaments which pull
gaping holes in the supporting lobes. Indeed, the mutilated ears of the these images
remind us at once of the Chinese envoy's observation of the mid-seventh century
'~
Licchavis. that it was a mark of beauty to have ears hanging to the s h ~ u l d e r s .The
enlarged ears also call to mind the iconographical injunction that Sitala's ears should
he as large as winnowing fans." Because of the worn and mutilated condition of most
of the iniages. which on all points makes precise comparison difficult, the exact
fc~niisof the ear ornaments cannot be determined. In general they seem to be plain,
horizontal, somewhat barrel-shaped loops. They are not wholly unreminiscent of the
plain. heavy gold ear pendants which, in less exaggerated but nonetheless earnlutilati~igfashion. tlie indigenous Newar farm women wear in the Kathmandu
Valley today. These farm women also did-and occasionally still do-wear massive
miklets. which rather resemble broken doughnuts. and one can but wonder if perhaps
the ornaments adorning the Images and those worn by farm women are not related.
But this is speculative and just one of the many intriguing problems to be solved in
Nepal. This type of earring and mutilated ear is especially well-observed on the
Ralnju and kladigau images but may also be seen on most of the smaller, mutilated
images. An exception to this type is the earrings of the Haugal-bahal image which are
large barred discs rather than loops. but like the latter they descend to the shoulders.
The!. may be closely compared to those on a number of more famous Nepali images,
for example ~hudev-iof the Variha uim/&u at Dhumvarahi." Uma of the UmaMahcsvara of Dugnliiti. Sankhu." and the seventh century Hadigau pillar Garuda. A
single s~randnecklace of large beads overhanging the breasts may also be considered
as a characteristic of'these sculptures. but it is not clearly detined on all the images.

14 '
rile Rangdela paper. op c.i/.. wllicll. however. makes no special reference to these anklets. i3
essentially devoted to establishing the existance o f a Kinra school o f arc in \vliicli lie would place sucli
images as the three Sroln Pasupatinitha. those from Kalnaladi, and certain others. I ain in profound
disagreemenr with Mr. Bangdela's thesis o f a Kiratn origin for these iniages which i s based on
unsubstant~atedassumptions. although he may well be correct that these images belong among the
earllest in the Valley.
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Sylvain I.cvi, LL, Nepcll. I1nris. 1905. vol. 1 . p. 163

j1
Singh, op. ' . ; I . p. 168. One mighl mention that this famous i r v u / ~ r uo f Visnu. like so many other
Nepali inlngcs. is worshipped in the nalnc o f another. To most i t is ~ h u n l v i r a l itlie
~ . hoar-headed
Mother Goddess V X ~ o
I f the northcrtl quarter o f the Valley and protector from epidemic diseases.
l l i e r c are said to bc four Varahis but like the Inore fatnous "four" Ganesas or "foilr" Visnus. the
Varilii s actually esceed four in number but arnong then^ variable lists o f four are coinposed.

'' Banerjee. "A Note on the Ico~lographyo f Umi-Mahesvara in Nepal."

op, cir.. Plate Xa
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The badly mutilated condition of these sculptures, in which limbs are often
broken away and with them identifying gestures and attributes, makes the comparison
of these essential elements almost impossible. As far as their damaged condition
permits any statement, however, it can be said that none is equipped with the
traditional attributes of ,$&I& nor associated with her inauspicious donkey mount.''
The rear hands of the Su-bahal-hiti Sitali the only one of these images with multiple
hands, hold a wheel and an unidentifiable broken object. One image, the Balaju
Ajimidev;. clasps a single child and is. therefore, reminiscent of ~ a r i t with
i
her five
children or, perhaps, of Saptarnitrki who in Indian images are comliionly associated
with a single child each."' Children are rarely shown accompanying the Eight
Mothers in Nepal."' Except for the hand with which Ajiniadevi suppolls hcr child
and the rear pair of hands of the Su-bahal sculpture, the hands of all of the iniages
rest upon the knees. Some may have been empty and palm down while others suggest
that they turned palm outward in varuda tnlldra, as in the case of the broken leli hand
of the Haugal-bahal image.
In addition to the Balaju infant and the Su-bahal cukrcr. the only other
attributes which may be discerned are large lotuses which are held indiscriminately
in either hand in some of the Kirtipur images. Two of the Kirtipur images also hold
a staff in their left hand. There is also a suggestion of a staff in the left hand of the
Hadigau image.
Other images may have held a ball-like object in the right hand as the Capatto1 ~ i r i does
t ~ (Fig. 9). Frequently symbolic of the lotus. this object. when held by
~ a r i t imust
,
represent the pomegranate. symbol of fecundity. and its red flesh the
substitute for the human flesh which Buddha offered to the reformed ogress."' It is
probably also a pomegranate which is represented in the hand of a latter-day metal
replica of the Haugal-bahal ~ ~ t a l On
a . special occasions the stone sculpture is
sheathed in a brass repousse image dating from the sixteenth or seventeenth century.
The metal image differs in detail from the stone sculpture. and whereas the metal
Sltala holds a pomegranate, the stone figure has an exceptionally large oval ball in
her right hand and a fish in the left. The present guardians of the image interpret the

I9

See note 3 1.

" T. A. Gopinatha Rao, op. cir.. vol. I , p. 389
In Nepal the Aaamarka are normally worshipped in aniconic form as a stone or other symbol. As
images with all their attributes and identifying mounts they are frequently depicted on the tympanums
(toronas) and roof brackets of the temples, on mondalo canopies and in similar places. but the
accompanying child is not shown. There are a number of roof brackets which are to be dated around
the fourteenth century and which are among the earliest of woodcarvings in the Valley. The mother
and child theme is frequently depicted on these but there is no other suggestion that they symbolize
the Astamatrka.
"

S. Kramrisch. "Note on the Bodhisattva Image in the Stanford Museum," Arribus Asioe, vol. XXVI,
nos. 3 4 , pp. 286-288; Getty, op. cir.. p. 86.
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oval object as a duck egg which in contemporary Nepali ~ a r i t i / & i t a lworship
a
is
essential among the offerings tendered to her. However, the symbol must be
understood as an exaggerated version of the more moderately sized one held by the
Capat-to1 ~ a r i t and
i like it must symbolize the pomegranate. The fish, no trace of
which may be discerned in the down-turned broken hand of the original stone image,
would be more nonnally an attribute of ~ d ibut, it, too, is one of the indispensable
offerings to tliritilSitala. Perhaps the fish is merely an innovation of the artist, who
like the prescnt guardians of the image also conceived the pomegranate to be a duck
egg and considered the addition of the fish equally appropriate.
On tlie basis of the brief appraisal I have thus far been able to accord these
iniages it would be presumptuous to assign dates or to make comparisons with
specific schools and styles. The need for a thorough study of them is evident.
however. It must be determined whether they indeed represent a remnant group of
iniagcs which \vould belong among the most ancient in the Valley or whether they
are in tact relati\.ely recent newcomers. At the same time other images closely related
to these have more than a passing resemblance to sculptures generally held to be
among the earliest. 'This is particularly true of the three tala images of the first type
and the seated Aryaghat image which they resemble. The solid, forthright-not to say
gross-position of all, with their sturdy bodies and thick limbs, speaks of a certain
stylistic unity. This impression is bolstered still further when all of the images are
conipared in terms of the frequent presence of aureoles (decorated only at Aryaghat),
the heavy earrings. the single strand beads. and the clothing.
The suspicion also arises that certain of these images-and again they would
be those froni Hadigau. Balaju, and Haugal-bahal-are none other than ~ ~ e s t h i d e v i
in her new guise as ~ i t a l a~. ~ e s t l G d ewhose
v ~ , prescribed pose is also like theirs. was
one of tlie most popular divinities in lndia between the fifth and ninth centuries A.D.
Then. as the fortunes of gods go, her worship died out. The old images remained,
however, and at least in northern lndia in time they began to be worshipped again
under the name S~tala." It is not impossible. therefore. that the same phenomenon
was repeated in nearby Nepal. In general is should be said that the closest affinity of
these images seems to be with Kusana art of the second century A.D. Indeed, the
Balaju. Hadigau, and I-laugal images are startlingly paralleled in a Los Angeles image
~ ' images
thought to be Hiiriti and of which the original provenance was ~ a t h u r a . The
may prove to have originated in the art of the Ksatrapas. a people of mixed ~ a k a Parthian culture who ruled western India for the first four centuries of the Christian
era. The unpublished Ksatrapa materials of Dr. U. P. Shah of the Oriental lnstitute
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Rao. up. cir.. vol. I , pp. 38-39, 393 ff. See also J. Auboyer and M . T. de Mallrnann. ".$:tala la
Froide." Arfihus Asiue, vol. XIII, 1950, no. 3, pp. 212,225.
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J. L. Davidson. Art ($the Indian Subcontinent/rom Los Angeles Collecfions. Los Angeles. 1968.
Fig. 10.
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of Baroda demonstrate a remarkable similarity with some of the Nepali sculptures,
but the exact relationships between them will have to be carefully analyzed.
There are several other interesting images worshipped as Sitala which in style
do not belong with the above group. One of these stands among a number of others
hr
in the comer of the Kumbhesvara temple
gathered near the ~ a ~ a l h u k shrine
courtyard, Patan (Fig. 10). With the exception of the great wooden image of Unmatla
Bhairava inside the shrine, entreated among other things as a protector from cholera,
none of these images except Sitala is an object of popular devotion. This particular
Sitala image raises more questions than can be answered. We can only be really sure
of one thing, perhaps: that it is not STtala at all since in fact it represents a male
person. Standing firmly erect,45he is surrounded by five smaller images carved in
relief on the front and sides of the stele. On his right are two males. on his left are
two standing adult females, and above them behind his shoulder is what appears to
be a seated divinity, probably female. Apparently, to the characteristically
undiscerning eye of the Nepali devotee the five images are all seen in the guise of
~ i r i t i ' sfive symbolic children gathered around the mother.
If these five un-child-like images did represent children. the sculpture might
then be taken to be PGcika. Sitala's consort and himself a converted yaksa and also
protector of children. Although this deity is well-known in Nepal as Kuvera, as
Paiicika he is not.46Even when he appears together with his distinctive ram mount
on the selfsame stele with his spouse. as at Capat-tol, those who worship there
recognize Paiicika neither by name nor role. Hence, even though the Kumbhesvara
image is male, the popular mind does not recognize it as Paiicika with his five
children. but as the more familiar spouse.
Actually there are not five, but six small images around the enigmatic
Kurnbhesvara image, for hidden upon his back is still another. Its presence is totally
unsuspected, and it can scarcely be seen at all since the sculpture is firmly embedded
in the ground only a few inches from a wall.'" The rear image, like the side images,
is carved in low sunken relief and depicts a standing female about sixteen inches tall.
She wears a long skirt over which is draped a sash; a scarf covers the shoulders, and
both her hands are pendant. Her right hand is in varada mudra while the left seems
to hold an unidentifiable object. Most of her head and face is concealed by the metal
umbrella erected over the principal image, but her mutilated ears and heavy earrings

Although images o f S i t a l d ~ a r i tare
r normally shown in a seated pose there are other standing
images in addition to this one at Kurnbhesvara which are worshipped as %tala. Two. for example, may
also be seen in Patan, one near the waterspouts of Thapahiti, and the other half-submerged in the water
o f the Naihiti. Cyasal-tol. Neither o f these images seem to be in fact Sita~abut illustrate once again
how images whose true identification has been lost are worshipped in the name o f the deities [nost
popular at the time, similar to the ~ h a g a v a t i l ~ a r t ~ i kconfusion
e~a
already cited.
45

Ib

47

See Geny, op. cir.. p. 156 ff. concerning the fusion and confusion between Kuvera and PaAcika.
The existence ofthis concealed image was brought to my own attentior: by Bangdela, op. cir., p. 14.
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are revealed. This image, together with the side figures, is not of the same style as the

four images forward and was no doubt carved at a later time. It is possible that this
curious sixth image in some way also determines the popular identification of this
deity as $;tala. In India the number seven occurs frequently in SiGla ritual, and
$,tali is the principal figure among the Seven sister^.^' In Nepal a common folk
belief attributes sis sisters to Sitala. and maintains that the seven together preside
over the seven varieties of pox which scourge the Valley.4vThe three small images
at the shrine of Kamaladi Ganesh, too, are considered as three pox sisters in Newar
folk belief; Kachala who brings spots, $;tala who raises blisters, and Vatsali who
carries off the dead.
I t would be appropriate to mention an image. at present in a neglected
courtyard near the National Theatre of Kathmandu although that is not its
provenance. which stylistically relates to the Kumbhesvara Sitala. The image, broken
aid neglected. seems to be unknown and depicts addorsed male and female figures.
one of which-male-is
three-headed.
Another equally enigmatic Sitala is to be seen near Kumbhesvara set into a
niche of a cui!)~~in front of Kvanti-bahil (Fig. 1 1 ) . Far less popular than the
Kumbliesvara image. and by many not worshipped as ~ i t a l aat all, this one. too.
represents a male. Cradling a single child. the crowned image is seated lalirasuna on
a mass of intertwined snakes the many heads of which canopy the god's and those
of the standing ctruri-bearers beside him. One can hardly interpret the image as
Phcika whose normal attributes. except for the child. are missing and to whom the
snakes would be exotic. It would also be incorrect to imagine the figure to be
Avalokitesvara who, in his special form as Dispenser of Fecundity. is represented
wit11 a child in his arms.'' However, perhaps at least in Nepal the snake has become
associated with ~ a r i t i l s i t a l ain some yet to be explained folk way which is not
i
at Svayambhunatha is
prescribed in the texts. The doorway of the ~ a r i t temple
wreathed with intertwined snakes, and the Balaju Sitala has a snake canopy overhead
with the motif repeated on the modern wooden torcrnu over the shrine door. In
another instance, too, snakes are associated with what may be the child protector
motif. This is to be seen in a small, mutilated image beside the eastern stairway of
Svayambhunatha and represents a praying female figure seated cross-legged on
intertwined snakes with a child squatting at her side.
With respect to the Kvanti-bahil image another sculpture (Fig. 12), which
stands abandoned in a narrow cul-de-sac a few feet from the Kumbhesvara ~ i t a l a ,
should be mentioned. Known as ~ a s u k or
i the Nagaraja, this image, also male, is
sheltered by the heads ofthe snakes upon which he is seated. He is crowned, wears

'' Auboyer and de Mallmann, op. cir.. p. 220, n. 94 and p. 226.
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G.S. Nepali. The Newors. Bombay, 1965. p. 310.
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enormous earrings in distended lobes, and has a wide collar. bracelets, and a carefully
arranged dho~i.In his left hand he holds a large lotus. and the right is in vcrruda
mudra. The image is singular both for its comparatively excellent state of
preservation and the fact that it seems quite without devotees. It is possible that this
image, the nearby standing Sitalii and others in the courtyard and outside are among
those which the vam&~crl17edited by Wright cites as having been recovered when the
tank near Kumbhesvara was cleaned out in A.D. 1422 and "eight stone images [were
found] of Narayana, Ganesha. Sitala. Basuki. Gauri. Sanda [Skanda?], Kritiniukha
[Kirtimukha] and the Agama-devatas of Bauddha-margis. which [Sthitimalla] caused
to be erected in various places. To pacify Sitala he erected Unniatta Rliairava. . ."5'
In view of this it may be relevant to discuss here a small ininge in the fountain
between Kumbhesvara temple and Kvanti-bahil (Fig. 13). The image is quite broken
but depicts a standing man holding a staff and worshipped by kneeling devotees. The
face is missing and the position or attribute of the right hand cannot be determined.
yet the boyish body and the presence of the stafi. or spear-the special emblem of
Karttikeya4ertainly identifies the image as his. Indeed. in all probability it is the
recovered Skanda (another name for ICrttikeya) mentioned in the chronicle. But the
bells in his ears. also worn by a similar Karttikeya at Kanialadi Ganesh, Kathmandu
and by the upper tier of heads in the Hadigau Karttikeya. cause the sculpture to be
popularly identified as Ghan&ama (Bell Ears)." Except for the presence of bells the
iconography of the image in no other way accords with the classical description of
the deity with his eighteen arms and numerous distinctive artributes." Traditionally
in addition to his being the protector of cattle one of Ghantikarna's prime
responsibilities is to destroy smallpox. If the image were conceived as his. it may not
have been just chance that it was erected exactly where are the two equally
misunderstood .'~itala.. images of Kvanti-bahil and Kumbhesvara. Actually in Nepal
today Ghantdcama's association with cattle seems quite lost and his role as protector
from smallpox also seems to have disappeared. His current role, a more general one.
is that of exorcizer of evil: to this function he attends during a yearly festival devoted

" D. Wright. Hisroty ofh'cpal. Calcutta. 3rd Indian edition. 1966, p. 124. The author o f the ~,un.b,ali
errs that this event is recorded in a stone stele in the temple compound dated N . S . 542 [A.D. 14221.
The stele is actually dated N . S . 512 [A.D. 13923 thus falling within Sthitimalla's reign (A.D.
1382-1 395) [C. Bendall. A Jorrrnry oflireraty and Archurologrcal Reseurch in h'epul cmd Norrhcrn
lndiaduring rhr IVitirer of 1884-5. Cambridge. 1886. inscription IX, pp. 83-87]. While the inscription
records the general renovation o f the Kumbhesvara site and the building o f a new temple by one
~ a ~ a b h r mnot
a . the monarch himself. it does not specitically cite the recovery o f images from the tank
as the chronicler states. However. the fact that the events noted in the chronicles are so often verified
by other evidence suggests it is quite possible that the images were recovered as described.

"

R. J. Thapa. " ~ e ~ munikala
a l ~ [Nepali sculpture]," Rumujhuma. V.S. 2027 ~ s v i n a[Kathmandu.
October 19701, vol. 6. no. 3, pp. 30-3 I.
" de

Mallrnann, op. cir.. pp. 60-62.
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to him. I t would be quite remarkable if this image were that of Ghantakarna, since,
apparently, no images of this deity have yet been identified even in India.54
With respect to SitalafHiiriti a final word must be said. The Chinese monks
i every monastery they visited
Hsuan T'sang and I-ching reported an altar to ~ a r i tin
in seventh-century northern India. This was the result of the Buddha's command that
because Harit; had foresworn human flesh she was to be fed in all the vihuru.~.the
same food as the monk's themselves ate. "Thereafter, in all the monasteries in India
and Nepal. the conimand of the Buddha was obeyed."55 One can but wonder where
all oCthose altars in the Nepali vihuru.~have gone. Hardly one of the more than two
hundred fifty vihurus still to be traced in the three old capitals of the Valley is
without its twin protectors. Ganesa and Hziritr's spouse Mahakala.56Indeed. in these
now defunct and decadent sites the protectors often take precedence over the
rih~ircl'.r principal deity and frequently are almost the only index that one is in a
vihr,rtr at all. Yet in one vihirrr, Uku-bahil in Patan, an image known as ~ a r i t is
i to
be seen (Fig. 14)." A brass sculpture of no great antiquity. this lone ~ a r i t ia, child
astride each hip, stands quite as she must have in all the vihuras more than a
thousand years ago facing her reformed. and now transformed, cannibal husband
across the way.

I have included this early paper largely to illustrate the undeveloped state of art
historical research in the Kathmandu Valley as late as the 1970s. For written sources
on Nepalese art there was essentially only the "Bible," Stella Kramrisch's Art of
Nepal (New York: Asia Society, 1964)a slim little catalog of the first exhibition of
Nepalese art to be held in the West in which no early Mother Goddess image
appeared. Pratapaditya Pal's compendium of Nepalese sculpture (Arrs oj' Nepal
[Leiden: E. J . Brill. 19731) was yet to come and when it did was also short on early
sculptural material. some of it only recently and willingly signalled by me (op. cit..
pp. xiv. xvi). Much art historical research. then, was essentially dependent upon
fieldwork carried out in the Kathmandu Valley.

$5
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.

Getty, op, cir p. 8 5
pp. 86-87. 160- 16 1

Altliough popularly worsl~ippedas ~ a r i the
t ~ image may actually be identified as another in the
Mahayana pantheon for the vojra, kaluia. and the horse vihana are exotic to Hariij: At one other
rrhuru, roo. the nearby Mahibuddha, the memory but not the representation o f Hariti is preserved.
Mahakala and Ganeia are together on one side o f the entryway and opposite them is an empty
min~aturewall shrine some two or three inches high at which S/talgHariti is worshipped.
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This paper was researched and written in 1 9 6 8 4 9 for presentation at a
conference held at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and represents my initial
attempts to understand and identify the many ancient images that had heretofore
excaped the attention of art historians. I realized that a large number were clearly
outside the Gupta style mainstream and though I posited a Kushan source-whose
influence became abundantly clear to me later on in studying the Newar architectural
canon-as a newcomer to Nepal studies I lacked confidence to boldly proclaim a
"Kushan period." After all, everyone affirmed that Nepalese art began with the
incursion of the Licchavis. Coinciding with my discovery and interest in these early
images, artist-author Lain Bangdel was also intrigued by them but at that time
assigned them to the Kirata, indigenes thought to predate the Licchavi period. More
than a decade was to pass before he would make the Kushan relationship clear in his
splendid Early Sculprures of Nepal (Sahibabad. India: Vikas Publishing House,
1982).
The next decade brought to light the remarkable stone sculpture of what
appears to be a king named Jayavanna, inscribed and dated to the second century
(Kashinath Tamot and Ian Alsop "A Kushan-period Sculpture from the reign of Jaya
Varma-, A.D. 185," Asian Arts, http://webart.com/asianart/articles/jaya/index.html,
July 10, 1996) and the excavations at Satya NGyana (Giovanni Verardi, Excavations
ar Harigaon, Kathmandu [Rome: IsMEO, 19921revealed a level corresponding to the
$&a and Kushan periods in Indian history, discoveries that not only confirm the
existence of Kushan influence in the history of Nepalese art, but may point to a
previously unimagined political presence. What, one wonders, will the next decade
reveal about Nepalese art-and political-history that could not be imagined in the
1960s and early '70s?
Some amplifications. The image of Maiiju~thawhich at the time of writing
this paper was thought to be undated actually has an inscribed date equivalent to A.D.
920 (see my Nepal Mandala, vol. 1, pp. 120,286). The Hadigaon Garuda at Satya
Nirayana is not seventh century but post-dates A.D. 749 (Verardi, op. cir., pp.
11-12). The unidentified image then at the National Theatre is the now well-known
image of four addorsed Hindu deities: Brahma, $iva, Visnu and Durga (see Nepal
Mandala, vol. 2, pl. 431). The image mentioned in n. 45 as half-submerged in
Naihiti, Cyasal-tol, although like so many other early images worshipped as "Sitala,"
is ~ a j a - ~ a k s mthe
i , goddess lustrated by elephants (see my Nepal Mandala, vol. 2,
pls.527-528).

Fig. 1 KWthya. Kotal-tol, W p a u . H:31 inches (original publication P1.XLIXa).

'A

Fig, 2 Devotees warshipping the pzZrqa kalda. ICaumd shrine, Jaisi- devala-tol.
K & M u .H:17 laches CPl.l&IXBZ.

Fig.3 Wjuniitha. Manjusri-tol, Kathmandu. H: 35 inches (Pl. La).

Fig. 4 Unidentified image, the "King's Mother." Aryaghat, PaSupatinWa (Pl. Lb).

Fig. 5 " ~ ~ ~ - m i iKotal-tol,
i."
Hadigm. H:1242 inches (Pl. LIa).

Fig. 6 AjirnPmiii. Balaju. H:31 inches (Pl. LIb).

Fig. 7 "&-hli%"
Haugal-bahal, Pam. H 38 inches (Pl. LIIa).

Fig. 8 Three images of "~-italZi."Kamdadi Gand. H:average 1Oh inches (PI.

m3.

Pi.9 ~

6Capat-tol,
.
Patan. H: 2542 inches (PI. LIIIa).

Fig. 1

Unidentified image. Kvanti-Mil, Patan. H:19b inches (Pl. LIVa).

Fig. 12 VL&.

Kumbhegvara, Patan. H:4b inches (P1. LIVb).

f i g . 13 KiWtikeya (GhaqtWma?). Kwmbbbivm dMrt2. H:21 inches (PI.LVa).

Fig.14 ~2iridUku-bahil, Patan. 22 inches including base and halo (Pl. LVb.

THE WOODEN SCULPTURES OF NEPAL
-TEMPLE IMAGES AND CARVED WALLS+
In the mid-seventh century A.D., Wang Hsiian-t'se [Wang Xuance], the Chinese
envoy to the Nepalese court. made space in his brief memoir for special comment
upon the "sculptured and painted walls" of the Nepalese common houses. More than
a millennium afterwards, when foreign visitors began anew to write accounts of
Nepal, they all marvelled at the quantity and quality of decorative wood-carving (Fig.
I ) . In 1877. for example. Daniel Wright in his History of Nepul, while denouncing
the "obscene groups of figures," pronounced the carving "bold and well-executed."
In 1912 Percy Brown commented on the "riot of carved wood," and a little later
Perceval Landon attested that "nowhere else in the world is wood so exquisitely
treated as an adjunct to architecture." More recently Ronald Bernier has poetically
described the carvings as the temple's "veil of ornament." Yet, paradoxically, despite
the profound in~pressionthat Nepalese decorative wood-carving has exercised on
foreign observers, they-and the Nepalese-have largely neglected the remarkable
repertory of the larger wooden sculptures. While these, to be sure, have been
overshadowed by the magnificent Nepalese bronzes and stone sculptures, they are an
important aspect of Nepalese art and merit our attention.
Nepalese wooden sculptures are essentially of two types: sculptures in the
round or in high relief that are free-standing images enshrined as cult and accessory
objects. and high-relief images that function as bracket supports for the heavy
Nepalese temple roof. The bracket reliefs, both by reason of their exposed position
on temple faqades and by their frequent erotic themes, have gained a certain public
notoriety. Unfortunately, the familiar brackets or rundlas are largely those which date
from the seventeenth- through the nineteenth century, are generally of mediocre
artistic merit and little reflect the high artistry achieved in this realm in an earlier age.
The older, pre-seventeenth-century tundlas, however. lamentably few and without or
with but modest erotica, are scarcely known.
Among many thousands of Nepalese roof brackets early brackets total fewer
than a hundred, distributed among about a dozen sites. The greatest number of places
where early brackets are found is in Patan but there are a few sites in Kathmandu and

' Reprinted from Arrs (fAsio,
the publisher.

vol. 4, no. 5 (September-October 1974). pp. 5 1-57 with permission o f
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Rhaktapur a i d some of the smaller towns-all in or near the Kathmandu Valley. At
some sites only two or three old brackets remain. usually mixed with substitute
companions of'latcr date. The eleven brackets at Twaya-bahal. Patan, form one of the
largest groups. exceeded only by that of the lndresvara temple in Panauti village
where fifty-two early brackets coniprise almost tlie complete original complement.
Most bracket supports of the lowest and largest roofs of the temples are of
superhunian size. those on tlie upper levels progressively smaller. Characteristically,
the best of the early brackets are carved in very high relief that treats not only the
front surfaces of the beam but also the sides (Fig. 2). Considering that the true
function of the bracket is to support rather than to decorate, large sections of wood
are ofien daringly chiselled away colnpletely in an effort to free limbs and ornaments
(Figs. 7-4). Thesc techniques render many of the sculptures in such full relief that
they give the illusion of being in the round. Contrary to the later bracket images
where limbs. weapons and synibols are usually pieced together. the early brackets are
always carved as n unit. To judge by the extant examples, the older brackets were
rarely painted. In contrast to those of later date, liberally daubed with strident colours,
the large majority of early brackets reveal no trace of polychromy.
The typical early bracket is carved in the form of a graceful forest dryad
(jluk~h;)
canopied by leaves and supported by atlantes ensconced in a symbolic rocky
setting (Figs. 2 4 ) . Like their ancient forebears in India, such as those at Sanchi, the
Nepalese dryads are depicted as provocative goddesses of fecundity. with firm
breasts. delicate waists. ample hips and swelling thighs. In keeping with the Indian
models. their pose is triple-curved (/rih/?ungu)and with one arm they reach gracefully
overhead into the burgeoning foliage ofwhich they are the generative source. Some
are accompanied by an infant or a bird, specifically a parrot, symbol of love.
A particularly fine group of yakshi brackets may be seen in Patan at Ukubahal (Rudravarna-~nahavihira)where three still adorn the monastery's interior
courtjrard and six help support the exterior roof overhang of the shrine (Fig. 2). All
of the yakshrs are larger than life and are excluisitely carved in very high relief. The
expressive face of each is surmounted by an elaborate coifrure bound by a jewelled
crown, the elegantly slim body garnished with jewellery and lightly garbed with a
patterned gauzy skirt and fluttering scarves. Now weathered a dulcet grey of textured
wood grain, the sharpness of detail muted by time. these nine superb female figures
certainly may be ranked anlong the all-time masterpieces of carved wood.
Several siniilar but less perfect yakshTs nlay be admired at nearby Twayabahal and seven magnificent ones on a wayside resthouse at Tyagal-to]. A
Kathmandu monastery. Itum-bahal. has three wondrous but weathered and mutilated
masterpieces that challenge the perfection of those at Uku-bahal and Tyagal-to]. Four
kindred yakshrs grace Yatkha-bahal, Kathmandu, where their remarkably beautiful
faces compensate for their plumper and less elegantly attenuated bodies (Fig. 3).
Not all of the early bracket images are carved in the form of yakshis,
however. Some, as on a minor Siva temple at Sulihma-to1 in Patan. depict wildly
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ecstatic dancers. and among the bracket images of the lndresvara temple of Panauti,
in addition to yakshis and yakshas, their male counterparts. there is a host of other
forms. The immense corner brackets are carved alternately as heraldic lions and
griffons, powerful creatures employed not only as functional supports of the heavy
roof comers but also as spiritual defenders of the temple. Of greatest iconographic
interest are twelve images that depict Indian epic heroes. six from the Rcrtnbycina and
six from the Mah-bhara~a.A number of divinities is also delineated. among whom
i two varied images of Chamunda (Fig. 4) are outstanding.
Bhairava, ~ a h e s v a rand
Physically the Indresvara images are less appealing than the glorious creatures
at Uku-bahal and Itum-bahal and at Tyagal-tol. but in treatment of ornament they
have no peer. On every image dress, jewellery. coiffure and symbols are masterfully
handled in minute and incredibly varied detail. Textiles are patterned. scarves artfully
folded and each overlapping plate of armour is meticulously rendered. Hair is
arranged in buns, cascades in ringlets or. as on the Tantric divinities. rises in
billowing flames. Crowns, bejewelled caps, necklaces, pectorals and other ornaments
are cut in a dazzling chiaroscuro of detailed ornamentation. Chains are worked in
convincing links and no less craft is lavished on the weapons of the Pandavas or the
bows of Rama and Laksmana than on real arms destined for royal hands. But
certainly the most remarkable ornamental aspect of the lndresvara images is the
aprons which four of the Tantric divinities wear (Fig. 4). These portray the ritual
garments of human bones enlployed in Vajrayina and yogic exercises in Tibet and
in Nepal. Each apron is skillfilly carved to reproduce in wood each bone bead, each
bell, each medallion and each decorative plaque. One is spellbound before the
virtuosity of the Nepalese carver in delineating in wood the delicate tracery of beads
draped fluidly through space to end in free hanging bells.
None of the Indresvara images is more impressive than the two fearsome
Chamundas. Each fanged, bony face is framed by immense loop earrings and erect
flaming tresses bound by a skull-emblazoned crown. Paragons of death incarnate.
each Chamunda is depicted as an almost fleshless crone with pendant. withered
breasts and each goddess is ornamented with the intricately carved ritual apron. a
wide collar, armlets and bracelets. Each is also accompanied by a bird of prey.
perhaps an owl or a hawk. which haunts the cremation grounds. the abode of the
goddess.
Of particular interest in the carving of all of the early brackets are the minor
figures who perform the role of atlantes supporting the primary images above.
Typically, as at Yatkha-bahal. they are in the form of squatting grotesques whose
twisted, rotund bodies are artfully compressed into the restricted space at the base of
the brackets (Fig. 3). At times we are given a vividiy realistic image, for example. a
bearded and bent old man leaning on a staR at others. as on the Sulimha-to1 temple.
it is an animated drummer who supports the gyrating dancer above. At the Indresvara
temple these minor images are especially remarkable for their variety and liveliness
and in fact they vie for attention with the masterful figures above. On the lndresvara
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brackets the atlantes are always in pairs, males, females, demigods (gunu.~)and, in
the illstance of the heroic Hanuman image, winsome monkeys. In patterned,
synlmetrical compositions these paired figures stand, sit, kneel, squat and cavort (Fig.
4). Some play musical instruments, others display symbols, some lean on a staff,
others gaily dance. Their faces are lively and expressive and some appear to converse
or listen to music. Some are nude, some richly dressed, some bearded, some
elaborately coiffured. A number of pairs are amatory though chaste lovers
(ntithzrtiu) who scarcely foreshadow the blatant. and ultimately ridiculous. erotica
displayed on the bases of the later brackets.
Even less familiar than the superb early bracket carvings are wooden
sculptures in the round and in relieE ordinarily created for worship as enshrined cult
11n3gesor their accessory attendants. General acquaintance with this tradition is
limited by the rarity of important wooden sculptures outside Nepal, and within the
country such images norn~allyremain secreted in recondite shrines to which, except
for the priest. access is forbidden.
As with the bracket images or with bronzes and stone sculptures. Nepalese
free-standing wooden sculptures range from crude folk art in which the carpenter
triumphs over the sculptor to exquisite carvings that stylistically parallel the best in
bronze and stone (Figs. 6 and 7). Generally the sculptor was called upon to carve
images of the popular divinities of the Kathmandu Valley. Most recurrent are various
forms of the Buddha. Avalokitesvara and other Bodhisattvas, Tara. Prajfiaparamita,
Sarasvat;. Indra, GaneSa and Bhairava. To these popular deities may be added many
accessory images such as portraits of donors or devotees, attendant figures of dancers
(Fig. 8), and. less frequently. animal vehicles. parlicularly Indra's elephant. There are
also occasional life-size replicas in the round of historic or folk personages like the
famous Buddhist monk and proselytizer, sunyairT Misra. or Guita-naki. a one-time
Patan indigent popularly revered for having tendered alms to Lord Buddha on the
occaslon of his passage through the Valley town. And finally the wood-carver's art
embraces a host of miniature figures sacred and profane. The latter are chiefly dolls
in the form of a mother and child and while commonly no more than folk pieces.
even these at times reveal the adept hand of the Nepalese artist rather than that of the
artisan.

Sculptures in the round may be carved in one piece or in several. Size is not
always a determining factor. fbr rather sniall images may reveal joins while larger
ones, for example. the life-size image worshipped as Samantabhadra in Naksal-bahal.
Kathmandu (Fig. 9). have none. More commonly. however. the large images
necessitate a certain amount of p~ecingusually of arms or, when seated, a pendant
leg: rarely, as in the dynamic sculpture in I-bahi monastery, Patan (Fig. 1 O), does the
work consist of several separate pieces. This multi-piece technique is reminiscent of
a number of Nepalese bronzes that are either cast in sections or pieced together from
thin sheets of gilt copper repousse. Frequently the wood-carver and metallurgist join
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hands to create a sculpture essentially wooden but with head and hands of gilt metal
(Fig. 1 I).
The perfection of the best Nepalese wooden sculpture may rest solely on the
carver's ability to manipulate a single medium, wood, as in the splendid relief of
Kubera (Fig. 12). In such instances the ornament is fully carved as part of the original
composition. a feature which may also be observed on the charming Prajfiaparamita
and on the dancer from Patan (Figs. 7 and 8). Ornaments usually faithfully duplicate
those familiar to the carver. the goddess's crown. for example, mirroring antique ones
still in use by Buddhist priests. the dancer's leg bells those still worn by the Valley
farmers on festive occasions. At times. however, rather than carving the ornamental
detail in wood. as on these images. the sculptor merely roughed in areas to be
ornamented-particularly crown. earrings. necklace. arnilets and girdle. 'These were
nieant to be subsequelitly covered with repoussc metal ornaments. themselves often
further embellished Lbith inlays of precious and semi-precious stones. I-rrclircntl),both
kinds of ornamentation occur 011a single image. a11 or parts of thc original carved
omanlentation ha\ring been covered over \vith be-leuelled metal ornamt.nts as a Iattcrday offering to the deity.
The use of polychrorny as an adjunct to \\-ooclen sculpture 1s also comliinn.
Sonietinies the entire body is painted in accordance \vith the ordained symbolic
colour of tlie deity. for esample. tlie starkly ~vhiteNaksal imagc or thc ~vhite
Avalokitesvara (Fig. 13 [See also color plate I]). The facial features. too. are often
painted and \\-it11 successive overpainting. as in the Naksal imagc. thc beaut!. of the
original sculpture is compromised. The garments. pre-carved or not. ma). also be
painted in a variety of colours in \vliich usually coarse patterns in mthcr harsh reds.
greens. blues. and yellows predominare. These are often tlie product of frequent
repainting into modern times. but there are mall!. images ~vliicliretain delicate
patterns of subtle colouring (Fig. 1 1). Some textile patterns on older and unretouched
pieces are rendered in minute and exquisite detail akin to the patterns one finds in
Nepalese paintings on cloth or in manuscripts. Often these old painted garments are
concealed by soil and more frequently by cloth garments. latter-day gifts of the
devotees.
Most large sculptures in the round sit or stand on relatively simple l o t ~ ~ s
bases. normally carved together with the image. S~nallerimages and particularly
reliefs are usually carved with head and body haloes and. in addition to tlie lotus
base. are ofien provided with a separate. elaborately c a n e d seat or shrine-like throne.
The accessory thrones with their intricate relief ornament of man, animal. plant and
fantastic creatures are themselves often remarkable examples of the Nepalese woodcarver's art.
It is particularly the many ancient Buddhist monastery compounds of the
Kathmandu Valley, no longer celibate communities but still religious centres. that are
rich in wooden sculpture. Whereas today only a very few, like Naksal-bahal, retain
a wooden (occasionally stone) sculpture as the principal cult object-now usually
superseded by one of metal-almost all have a rich treasure of secondary and
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accessory wooden images. Most of these are relegated to storerooms for
approximately 360 days of the year. However, at a given time of the lunar calendar,
in late summer during the Newar Buddhist holy month of Giila, they are publicly
displayed for a few precious days. This is at the rite of "looking at the gods in the
monasteries." the bahi-dyo-hoyclgu. At that time a particular section of the ground
floor of the monastery is turned into a makeshift exhibition hall where the old
images. wood and metal, and other holy relics-paintings, manuscripts, clothing,
chariots, thrones and shrines, or remaining parts thereof-are assembled in chaotic
fashion (Figs. 8. 10. 14). They are placed behind a waist-high balustrade or latticed
screen and today, at least, guarded against theft day and night. All of these relics are
&splayed for the edification of the pious and so that an annual p@, or worship, may
be bestowed upon them. Thus during the bahi-dyo-boyegu the Buddhist community
makes the rounds of the viharas, marvels at the holy assemblages on display and
tenders to them alms and offerings.
The days of the bahi-dyo-boyegu-traditionally ten, now two or three-are
also those in which the old people recount the legends of the monasteries and of the
many special objects on display. Pointing out the wooden image ofsunyairT Misra
at Yampi-bahal, Patan, they recall his deeds therein and his role in dispatching
disciples to found many other Patan monasteries. In one of these, Pintu-bahi, one may
still see when "looking at the gods in the monasteries" a few precious grains of rice,
miraculously huskless and the size of dates, a once-upon-a-time largesse of the
Buddha to the Nepalese fields in a bygone Golden Age. This is also the time when
the wooden image of Guita-naki is garbed and set out on the balcony of Dhatu-bahi,
Patan, so that Lhe elders may instruct how Lord Buddha preferred the alms of the poor
to those of the king. Although its origin is now forgotten, the tale is actually a
Buddha birth story, or jataka; but no matter, for it has much more relevance to
Nepalese youth when they view old Guita-naki in a familiar Patan locale. The bahidyu-boyegu, too, is the one time of the year when one may make a pilgrimage to the
large wooden image of Avalokitesvara and his attendants in Guita-bahi (Fig. 13),
thus ensuring in Patan belief a happy afterlife. And lastly, the bahi-dye-boyegu is one
of the rare occasions when the general public may glimpse these little-known artistic
treasures of Nepal.
Today not all v i h a s trouble to make a display and with each successive year
not only do fewer v i h a s exhibit but for fewer days and fewer objects are exhibited.
The toll of termites, rodents, damp and increasing theft is enormous, and inexorably
this fragile treasure is being eroded away. Fortunately in the past few years the
Nepalese have themselves recognized the profound importance of wooden-carving
in their rich artistic heritage. To protect a portion of it, at least, they have established
in Bhaktapur an arm of the National Museum devoted solely to the collection,
restoration and preservation of important wood-carvings. Here one may study yearround a most remarkable collection, even if small and imperfect compared to the
breadth of the monastic treasures.
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In addition to the annual display in the vihiras and the permanent collection
in Bhaktapur there is one other occasion when some unusual Nepalese wooden
sculptures may be enjoyed. This is on the occasion of Indra-jatra, a harvest festival
in honor of Indra, the rain-giver, when before the door and at the crossroads
householders and communities set up his image in carved wooden pavilions. At the
same time remarkable masks of Bhairava in carved wood or in metal are also publicly
displayed out of doors.
The antiquity of the art of wood-carving in Nepal is, or course, impossible to
determine. We may assume, however, that it was practised during the time of the
Licchavis, lords of Nepal from about 300 to 850, although no such ancient examples
have yet been identified with certainty. But we have the testim~nyof the Chinese
ambassador to the Licchavi court concerning decorative wood-carving, and we at
least know that the motifs and ornaments of extant wood-carvings are a Licchavi
legacy, for stone antecedents, if not the wooden ones, have survived. Further, we can
surmise from inscriptional evidence that the Licchavis constructed the characteristic
Nepalese pagoda temple of brick and wood. As such it seems probable that carved
wooden brackets were also made and that with these and the decorative carving, freestanding wooden sculptures in the round and in relief, even as in later times, went
hand in hand.
Of the extant wooden bracket images the only ones which can be dated with
some accuracy are those on the Indreivara temple. a memorial donation constructed
in the year 1294. It is probable, but by no means certain, that the brackets of Ukubahal, traditionally a Licchavi foundation, predate these by a century and are to be
assigned to the time of the monastery's restoration by King Rudradeva. who ruled
about 1167 to 1 174. Neither a foundation or restoration date may be ascertained for
Iturn-bahal but a record of donations to the monastery provide a rerminus ad quem
of 1382. Thus the three majestic remnant brackets could date from at least that time
and are probably earlier. For the other early brackets we have no plausible datings
that would fix them in time. Their chronological position, roughly twelfth through
the fourteenth century, must rest purely on their stylistic affinity with the dated or
partially dated ones.
There are a few bracket images-perhaps assignable to the fifteenth or
sixteenth centuries-that are stylistically intermediate between the early brackets and
the typical ones of the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries. The latter are amply
illustrated by Giuseppe Tucci, ~ati-l;la(Nagel, 1969), the former by those on a
minor Visnu temple at Bangemudha-tol, Kathmandu (Fig. 5). Although in these
intermediate brackets the yakshi and atlantes theme persists, the spontaneous
rhythms of the earlier brackets have been lost. The carver is clearly engaged on the
route which leads to the decadence of the later brackets.
In the instance of the free-standing wooden sculptures and reliefs a secure
basis for dating has not yet been established. Eventually dating may depend on the
exploitation of their inscriptional material, an exceedingly important but regrettably
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neglected source. Many of the images in the monasteries were donations and bear
dated memorial inscriptions on their socles. Until now, however, the study of these
has been precluded by the general inaccessibility of the sacred images and by the fact
that so few persons are competent in the language and scripts of the inscriptions,
normally old Newari laced with corrupt Sanskrit. The exact dating of an inventory
of sculptures by this method would undoubtedly provide a touchstone for establishing
a chronological sequence of uninscribed brackets or sculptures whose dating now
depends largely on stylistic relationships to bronzes. The urgency of undertaking such
a study soon cannot be overstressed for the dispersal of wooden sculptures by theft
and their loss due to natural causes accelerates with each passing year. This is all the
more urgent since Nepalese taste no longer accepts brick houses ingeniously
decorated with carved wood; and wood-carving of any kind is rapidly becoming a
thing of the past. From some twenty families of professional wood-carvers who still
actively practised their profession a quarter of a century ago, there now remain only
seven or eight. Moreover the output of these few ateliers, rather than being for
traditional purposes. is essentially oriented toward the tourist trade.

Unfortunately with the passage of almost a quarter century, the prophetic words with
which I closed this 1974 paper have become all too true. Attempted theft has forced
into the interior courtyard the six beautiful brackets at the rear of Uku-bahal, in their
former location made doubly beautiful by the westering sun. Decay and neglect
compronlise those of Itum- and Yatkha-bahal and. those of Tyagal-tol, together with
the pati they once adorned, have disappeared altogether. The bahidyuh hwcryegu (as
correctly transliterated today), already a waning institution in 1974 is now essentially
a thing of the past and dispersed are the treasures the monasteries once displayed and
the people worshiped. The splendid carved wood Cintarnani Lokesvara, second
image from the left in Figure 14, for example, is now in the Los Angeles County
Museunl of Art, one of the brackets from the Narayana temple in Bangemudha-tol,
Kathmandu, was offered for sale in a 1985 advertisment in one of the prestigious arthistorical journals, all of the Sulihma-to1 ~ i v temple
a
brackets are gone. Under the
auspices of the Kathmandu Valley Preservation Trust the Sulirnha temple is now in
the process of being restored and the photographs I took of the brackets in the
1960s-perhaps the only record of these charming carvings-are serving as models
for replacement carvings.
The revival of woodcarving occasioned by the repair and restoration of
monuments and for tourist consumption, while laudable, rarely matches the glory of
ancestral models. One can only be grateful that many of the latter are preserved in the
Woodcarving Museum in Bhaktapur, albeit a museum crying for a broom and duster,
replaced light bulbs, and adequate descriptive labels. Perhaps someday it will be
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rejuvenated along the lines o f the newly reconstructed Palan Museum and these
superb wooden sculptures given the display and attention they deserve. As one o f the
undeniably premier arts o f Nepal these rare examples deserve the best that modem
Nepal can provide.

Fig. 1 Windows of a 17th-18th century common house framed with typical
decorative wood-carving.

Fig. 1 Cwwd wmkm yak& bmckd, C. 12th cerimy, LRu-Wd,Patau

Fig. 3 Carved wooden yaksd bracket, 12th-14th century, Yatkha-bahal, Kathmandu.

Fii. 4 W e s s Chbw#Ei bracket image, 13th c e n ~ r yIaMvara
,
temple,

Pa@@!&-*.

Fig. 5 Carved wooden yaksh'l bracket, 15th-16th century, Visnu temple,
Bangemudha-tol. Kathmandu.

Fig. 6 Polychrome wooden image\ of AmoghapiiSa Lokeivara, 14th-15th century,
Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

Fig. 7 Polychrome wooden image of Prajiiap&amitS, 15th-16th century, from
Patan, now in a private collection.

Fig. 8 Carved and painted wooden dancer with other images of wood and
mralinI&& monasrery, Pam.

Fig.10 A ~ollectionof wooden m
e
s exposed in I-bahi mmasWy, Patatx, for
~*-.lirsr@g~
. m ebwa@Wf. ,
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Fig. 11 Polychrome painted wooden ~ i ~ a r i k a rBuddha
a
nmaily
& s s d in brocade tunic. 17th-18thcentury. Inlaid
txxmwxW cmwn and ear tmmmmts are separate.

Fig. 12 A carved wooden relief of Kubera is hung as a protective pennon at the
comer of a temple.

Fig. 13 Polychrome wooden image of Avalokiteivara and attendants at
Guita-W, E
D
W
. (See also color plate I).

THE SAUGAL-TOL TEMPLE OF PATANt
Recently appeared a brief paper entitled "A Medieval Nepalese Temple of VisnuNarayana."' Since the temple is neither of proven medieval date nor dedicated to
Vimu-NGyana the following discussion may be useful. Its purpose is to rectify the
date assigned to the temple and to identify and date the remarkable image within.'
The temple in question is a small, two-roofed structure of square plan. a
typical Nepalese, or Newar, style temple of brick and wood standing at Saugal-tol.
Patan in the Kathmandu Valley. Although there are inscriptions on stone stelae and
on images within the temple precincts. neither these nor any other documents permit
us to date the temple to the "early middle age."' nor certainly to the "Malla Dynasty
. . . from the 1 I th or 12th century.'"' The truth is that-as for most of the more
prestigious Nepalese temples-we simply do not know when this minor shrine was
built. Lacking evidence to the contrary-stylistic or documentary--one would
certainly assign the Saugal-to1 temple at the earliest to the sixteenth or seventeenth
century, the period embracing the large majority of extant architectural monuments
in the Kathmandu Valley. It may well be a replacement of a number of preceding
shrines which have risen and decayed in the same place, ephemeral and successive
shelters of the ancient divinity enshrined within. From documentary evidence we
know this to be true for such important sites as Paiupatinatha and Cangu Narayana,

Reprinted from Conrriburions ro Nepalese Srudies, vol. 2. no. I (February 1975). pp. 3 9 4 5 with
permission o f the publisher.

'

Shirley M. Black. Orienral Arr n.s.. vol. 18, no. 2 (Summer 1972). pp. 163-165. In the following text
all quotes without source refer to this citation.
The field research which made this contribution possible was financed by a generous grant from the
JDR 3rd Fund, New York, to the director and trustees o f which I take pleasure in recording my
gratitude. I should also like to thank Dr. Pratapaditya Pal. Curator o f Indian and Islamic Art. Los
Angeles County Museum o f Art, for willingly reading through tlie manuscript and for his helpful
criticism.

'

D. R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal, 4 pts. (Calcutta: Firma K. L. Mukhopadhyay. 1965-1966; Patna: pt.
4 published by the author 1966), pt. I, p. 599.
Black, op. cit., p. 164.
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two of the most venerable foundations in the Kathmandu Valley, each now occupied
by a seventeenth century building. This is a well established characteristic of the
history of Nepalese architectural monuments and no scholar attributes to the existing
temples dates from "the 4th to 10th centuries.""
If the Saugal-to1 shrine were of eleventh or twelfth century date it would be
a treasure indeed. For with the exception of Kasthamandapa, a sallal, or rest house
and temple, to be dated anterior to A.D. 1 143; there is no known extant architectural
monument in Nepalese style that predates the Malla period.'
If the post-Licchavi ( " ~ h a k u r ~ " )(ca. A.D. 850-1200) architectural
monuments are rare, those of the Licchavi period (ca. A.D. 300-850) are even more
so. Although it is true that there is a host of inscriptional references to Licchavi
architecture-of which, however, the cited Manadeva victory inscription is not
ones-we have yet to establish the exact nature of Licchavi buildings. That the
Licchavis, even as their descendants, favored more than one temple style is evident.
Surface remains, decorative and architectural, point to the popularity of the North
Indian stone si'khara, and inscriptions affirm the existence of temples of brick and
wood. This is explicit in a charming reference in the Matingrama inscription to a
temple whose "bricks had been disturbed and holes formed so that the mongoose
chase the mice . . . and the timbers . . . had become old."9 But whether the Licchavi
style temple of brick and wood conforms to the latter day Nepalese style temple has
yet to be established. Certainly it is unwarranted to say of Licchavi temples that
"most of them [were] constructed of brick and wood in the multi-roofed Nepalese
style" and that the Saugal-to1 temple "closely follows the earlier Licchavi type of
construction." While it is true that given the remarkable continuum of culture in the
Kathmandu Valley the Nepalese style temple may well mirror Licchavi antecedents,
that is mere conjecture. It is abundantly clear that the archeologist's spade must be

' Ibid.
Mary Shepherd Slusser et al., "Two Medieval Nepalese Buildings: An Architectural and Cultural
Study," Arribus Asioe, in press.

' The Malla dynasty. o f course, did not rule in "the

I Ith or 12th century" as Black affirms. Malla rule
began in the thirteenth century with the advent o f the first Malla king. Ari, enthroned sometime in the
year A.D. 1200. We do not know the initial date o f Arimalla's reign but the last document o f his postLicchavi predessor, Vijayabmadeva. is 320 Magha (January A.D. 1200) and the first o f Arimalla is
321 Kartika, October o f the same year (Regmi, Medieval Ncpol. pt. I,pp. 195-196, 207).
'See Sylvain 1,evi. LC N@pol.3 vols. (Paris: Ernst Leroux. 1905. 1908). vol. 3, pp. 10-18 for the
trar~sliterationand translation o f the inscription.

' Raniero Gnoli. Nepal~,.scIn.scrip/ionsin G'lrpru Charocrers. Serie Oriental Ro~na,vol.

10. Materials
for the Study o f Nepalese History and Culture, no. 2. 2 pts. (Rome: lstituto iteliano per il Mcdio ed
Estremo Oriente, 1956). inscr. 38. p. 53.
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activated and that patient research must preface any generalizations about the exact
nature of Licchavi architecture.1°

Of far greater interest than the modest Saugal-to1 shrine of undetermined date is the
remarkable image enshrined within (Figs. 1-3)'' Rather than "Visnu-Narayana" the
deity is to be identified as Sankara-~ira~ana,
or Hari-Hara, a composite image half
Siva, half Vislu. It will be recalled that such syncretic representations which sought
to reconcile diverse cults in a single image are common in Indian art from early
times. Indeed, it is perhaps on a coin of the Kusana king, Huviska. that we find the
first representation of the Hari-Hara theme.I2 It is sculptured in stone at Kutari and
i
it becomes the fully developed form which was to
still later at ~ a d a m where
characterize the Hari-Hara motif into later times." It was also familiar to Licchavi
Nepal, as attested by a sixth century inscription which records the consecration of an
~ developed images Siva, the right half, typically
image of S a n k a r a - ~ G ~ a n aIn. 'fully
lo Apropos o f the Licchavis i t should be noted that there is no mystery about their system o f dating.
Samvat 386, the date o f Manadeva's Cangu Nariyana pillar inscription referred to by Black, is not
"thought to fall in the fifth century o f the Christian En." It is a firmly established date of the $aka Era
which, inscribed in the month o f Jyestha. corresponds to the year A.D. 464. On the method o f
converting the two eras employed by the Licchavis, $aka and AmSuvarman (or Manadeva), see R. C.
Majumdar, "The Eras o f Nepal," Journal o/the Asiatic Sociely (Calcutta, 1959), vol. 1, no. I,pp.
47-49 and Luciano Petech. "The Chronology o f the Early Inscriptions o f Nepal," East and West n.s..
vol. 12, no. 4 (Rome, December 1961). pp. 227-232. Similarly there is no confusion about the postLicchavi dates that requires clarification by a historian as the Black article suggests. The epoch date
o f the Nepal Samvat corresponds to 20 October A.D. 879 and a simple mathematical calculation (in
which the month must also be considered) provides the appropriate Christian Era conversion.

"

Regarding the Surya sculpture outside the temple and the related Surya images referred to by Black.

i t should be noted that, rather than two, there is only one image dated Nepal Samvat 185 (A.D. 1065).

The illustrations Black designates as the two Suryas o f this date are manifestly the same image. The
A.D. 1065 sculpture, now in the collections o f the Department o f Archeology. His Majesty's
t j . far from Saugal-to1where
Government ofNepal, originated in the sunken fountain o f ~ h a ~ i h i not
the companion image o f A.D. 1083 still stands. Both images have been correctly published by
Pratapaditya Pal in The Astral Divinities oJNepa1 (Benares. 1969), pp. 10-12. Figs. 2.3 and in "Three
Dated Nepali Bronzes and Their Stylistic Significance," Archives ofAsian Art vol. 25 ( 197 1 - 1972),
p. 59, Fig. 3.
" Jitendra Nath Banerjea, The Development o/ Hindu Iconography. 2nd ed. (Calcutta: Calcutta
University Press. 1956). pp. 123-124, 544.
I' Prarnod Chandra, Stone Sculpture in the Allahabad Musuem. No. 203, PI. LXVllla; Banerjea. The
Development o/ Hindu Iconography, PI. XLVI, Fig. 3.
I4

Gnoli, inscr. 20, p. 28; Pratapaditya Pal, Vaisnava lconology in Nepal (Calcutta, 1970), pp.
128-130.
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wears the distinctiveja~umuku~u
headdress and the serpent earring; he may exhibit
he carries two of his principal cognizances. and he is accompanied
the 14rdh~nli~~grr;
by his consort. parvat,, and his mount, the bull Nandi. Visnu is represented on the
.
left. the nomlal position of the female, dictated by his onetime role as ~ o h i n i the
beautiful maiden charged with distributing the divine nectar, or u w l u , churned from
headdress, the earring in
the cosrnic ocean. Typically he wears the tall kir~~umukulu
the form of a mcrkrrr-u, carries two of his chief attributes, and is accompanied by his
consort, Lahsm i and his vahunu. Garuda.
In the temple of Saugal-to], however, the Hari-Hara image is represented in
a far less developed form, and the two gods are to be distinguished principally by
their chief symbols. Siva holds in his upper hand his emblem par excellence, the
trident (irisiilo). Visnu in his upper hand the distinctive wheel (cukra). Rather than
displaying a second cognizance, Siva's lower hand is held in the boon bestowing
gesture (vtrr-citir mudrrr) but Visnu displays in his the symbolic conch. What in the
photograph appears to be a downturned club, or gudu, Visnu's other distinctive
weapon. is actually a sash end.
There is no doubt as to the identity of the critical cognizances, lrisirla and
c ~ ~ k r ~The
i . ~ r i s iisl ~a long weapon with three short prongs and the slightly tapering
handle (half hidden by Siva's forward arm) terminates in a carved butt planted firmly
on the ground beside the deity (Figs. 2, 3). Although Visnu's ccrkr-u is less distinct,
one may easily perceive its spokes and. more clearly, Visnu's fingers thrust through
them (Fig. 3).
Except for the carefully delineated cogniznnces. trident. wheel, and conch, the
two sides of the image appear to be only slightly differentiated. The earrings,
extremely worn, are apparently different and Siva is ~rrdhvulingu.
The image is essentially a high relief composition in which the upper portion,
freed from the stele and in part sumn~arilymodelled on the rear. approaches sculpture
in the round. I t is a hieratic figure that stands rigidly erect, inflexibly frontal. In
contrast to the relatively lean and attenuated hips and chest. the shoulders are broad
and rounded. the arms uncommonly thick. and the legs sturdy. The feet are
distinctively inclined down a sloping pedestal and the forward arms, awkwardly
articulated at the elbow, are held stiffly away from the body. The pendant, boon-

.

" Together with m y colleague. Mr. Gautamavajra Vajrdchaya. I have made a very thorough study o f
the image insilu. It presented a formidable challenge since the deity, in worship, is covered with caked
vermilion and food onerings as well as with thick deposits o f dirt and inold occa5ioned by the leaking
temple roof. Moreover, the upper half o f the image is extremely deteriorated while the lower half is
normally concealed by a stone image o f Mahadeva. Fortunately. we chanced upon the shrine one day
when the latter had been pulled from its socket, perhaps in an abortive attempt at thievery since the
image lay nearby. Profiting by this circumstance we scrubbed the irnge with soap and water-a rite
almost universally approved by the Nepalese as an appropriate if unusual way o f honoring the gods.
It was only after this measure that the spokes o f the cukru and other distinctive features o f the
sculpture became clear.
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bestowing hand of Siva is disproportionately large and weblike in the
undifferentiated carving of the fingers as alternating ridges and grooves. The facial
features are totally obliterated by worship and time.
image is rather simply clothed and ornamented. The
The Sankara-~ara~ana
most elaborate aspect is the large headdress, extremely deteriorated, from which
ribbon-like appendages curve upward to disappear behind the trident and wheel
(Figs. 2, 3). Massive, lobe-distending earrings (apparently of two types) fall just
below the shoulder line. A single strand bead, or rudraksa seed, bracelet (kunkana)
is worn on the forward arms but no other jewelry may be detected on the eroded
image.
is bare and without the sacred thread. The
The torso of the Sankara-~&i~ana
hips are draped in a short dhoti whose sharply curved, excessively thick, and bracketshaped hem reveals the knees and falls between them to the ground in stylized folds.
A sash is tied at the sides in huge. billowing knots and, like the dhoti, terminates near
the ground in a carefully arranged symmetry of folds. A scarf sweeps diagonally up
from the divinity's right to hang over the left arm. Like the other garments it, too.
falls in stylized folds to the ground. It is this sash end, perfectly balancing the
trident's butt at the opposite side. which gives the impression of a downturned club.
Elements of dress-specifically the crescent ribbons of the headdress, the
sash, and the thick dhoti hem-are schematically carved on the back of the image
which can be explored with difficulty in the narrow space between it and the cella
wall. Similarly the backs of the arms are also quite carefdly modelled.
The exact date of the Saugal-to1 Sankara-NGyana is unknown. Examination
of the roughly cut base reveals the image to be uninscribed and nearby stone
inscriptions do not relate to it. Black makes no illusion to the age of the image while
D. R. Regmi inexplicably considered that it "must belong to Yaksarnalla's reign
[A.D. 1428-1482]."'6 It is clear, however. that the Saugal-to1 ~ a n k a r a - ~ i r i ~ may
ana
be dated provisionally to the late fifth or early sixth century. Stylistically it
presupposes a knowledge of Gupta sculpture although it retains a lingering
attachment to $&a and Kusana idioms. But rather than to the Kusana-Gupta works
of Uttar Pradesh, the Saugal-to1 image finds its closest analogies with the early
sculptures of Eastern India. Two Visnu images from Bengal, one from Hinkrail," the
other, Chaitanpur (the well-known "~bhicirika")," are particularly pertinent.

16
Medieval Nepal, pt. I, p. 613 Dr. Regmi also incorrectly describes the image, attributing to it
symbols and vahanos that are to be expected in Hari-Hara images but that are absent here.

" S. K. Saraswati, Early Sculplures oJBengal (Calcutta: Sambodhi Publications. 1962), PI. I, no. 4.
The author assigns the image to the fourth century but most scholars prefer a tifth-sixth century date.

''

Banerjea, The Developmenr o/Hindu Iconography, PI. XXVIII, Fig. 2. The image is usually dated
to the seventh century but a revised dating to the sixth century was suggested to me by Dr. Pal.
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The Saugal-to1 Sankara-N&yana is one of an impressive series of related
images in situ in the Kathmandu Valley. A few of these sculptures, particularly a
group representing the Mother Goddesses, have been introduced e l ~ e w h e r e . ' ~
Subsequent field research has established a current inventory of some fifty
stylistically related images, male and female, representing diverse divinities of the
Hindu pantheon. Among them are more than a dozen standing stone sculptures that
share in greater or lesser degree the distinctive characteristics of the Saugal-to1
Sankara-Nkayana. On epigraphic evidence two among them may be dated anterior
to A.D. 567. The discussion of these and the related images is deferred to a
forthcoming paper that will further place in proper perspective the important image
of Saugal-tol.
From the foregoing it will be clear that the Saugal-to1 shrine rather than
medieval is merely one of a host of similar structures to be dated roughly to the
sixteenth-seventeenth century. By contrast, the image within, not Vimu-NGyana but
~ankara-NGyana,is of considerable importance and is to be ranged within a series
of related images which provisionally may be dated to the late fifth or early sixth
century A.D.

Color plate I1 has been added to this reprint edition to show the condition of this
important image and the loss of attendant sculptures.

''Mary Slusser, "Nepali Sculpture-New Discoveries," in Aspects oflndian Arl, ed. Pratapaditya Pal
(Leiden: E. J. Brill. 1972), pp. 93-104. At the time I wrote the above paper the early images were only
slowly becoming manifest. While I was not then ready to assign to some of them an early date,
subsequent field research leaves no doubt that they should be included within the series of early
images.

Fig. 1 ~ a r i k a r a - ~ & i iSaugal-tol,
~~a,
Patan as seen in the normal state of
worship. H: 36 inches. A late Malla V i g u beside him and Siva
W d e v a in front mcapibdak his dual nature. (Seealso color plate IQ

Fig. 3 ~ a i d c a r a - ~ t i r i ia~detail.
~a,

ON THE ANTIQUITY OF NEPALESE METALCRAFT'

Until recently most scholars agreed that Nepalese bronze sculpture could not be dated
earlier than the thirteenth century.' This view was bolstered by the fact that the oldest
date on an inscribed Nepalese metal image was the equivalent of A.D. 1467.'
Although a dissenting minority of scholars have thought that some images were
much older than the thirteenth century, the dating of these works necessarily rested
on stylistic evidence about which opinions widely differed. Indeed, certain bronzes
like the famed Boston Padmapani have been assigned almost as many conflicting
dates as the number of scholars who have studied them. Recently, however,
Pratapaditya Pal has shown conclusively by means of three dated bronzes that the
Nepalese were not only casting images in bronze but also creating them in repousse
technique by the beginning of the eleventh century.' Now, however, three more
inscribed metal images have come to light which unequivocally thrust back the use
of casting and repousse techniques in Nepal at least another five centuries.
In introducing these three works here. I wish to stress the epigraphic and
historical evidence for their date. Stylistically, they are somewhat diverse, and
present important evidence for the development of post-Guptan metal sculpture such
as the bronze hoards of Nalanda and Kurkihar as well as those from Nagapattinam
in South India and Dhanesvar-kheri in the north. An exploration of this problem.
however, must await another occasion.
One of these newly discovered works is a gilt copper image of the Buddha
$ikyarnuni in the private collection of Ben Heller, New York (Figs. 1-4). Although

Reprinted from Archives ofAsian Art, vol. 29 (1975-1976). pp. 80-95 with permission o f the
publisher.

'

Pratapaditya Pal. "Three Dated Nepali Bronzes and Their Stylistic Significance," Archives o/Asion
Arr, vol. 25 (197 1-1972). pp. 58-59 summarizes these views and draws attention to the prophetic and
dissenting opinion o f Professor Stella Kramrisch.
lbid., p. 59

' Ibid., pp. 58-66.
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sometimes thought to be Indian, the bronze has now been identified as Nepalese and
included in an exhibition of Nepalese art held at the Asia House Gallery, New Y ~ r k . ~
That the Buddha is indeed Nepalese is made evident by the dedicatory inscription
engraved on three sides of the base, for the script, derived from Gupta India, is that
current in Licchavi Nepal. Although undated, the paleographic features of the
inscription may be safely assigned to the seventh century, a date which fully
harmonizes with the style of the image i t ~ e l f . ~
The second early image to be assigned to the artisans of Licchavi Nepal is a
bronze Buddha in the Cleveland Museum of Art (Fig. 5), a work usually identified
as Indian.' Like the preceding image, the Cleveland Buddha is also inscribed and,
further. is dated in an unspecified era. Engraved into the surface, the inscription had
offered difficulties to scholars not familiar with Nepalese epigraphy: the numbers
indicating the date had been particularly difficult, and the reading of parts of the text
had been problen~atic.'Nonetheless, a solution to these problems can be offered
here."
That the inscription is a Licchavi one is not in doubt, as determined by the
paleography of the script, the date it contains, and the cultural evidence supplied by
the four-line text. The name of the convent, Yamgval, in which the donor, the nun
Parisuddhamati, resided is a typical pre-Licchavi (proto-Newar or Kinta) place name
.~
for example. was the name of one of the leading
in the Kathmandu V a l l e ~Yarnbu,

Pratapaditya Pal. Nepul: Where the Gods Are Young. New York: The Asia Society, 1975. fig. I

' Ibid.. p. 70. Pratapaditya Pal and the Nepalese scholar Gautamvajra Vajracharya have deciphered
the inscription; and with the kind permission o f Mr. Heller. Mr. Vajracharya is publishing his reading
and translation in an appendix to this paper. Iam grateful to both Dr. Pal and Mr. Vajracharya for their
asststance in the preparation o f this paper.

" Stanislaw Czuma. "A

Gupta Style Bronze Buddha," The Bullerin of rhe Cleveland Mlrseun~of Arr
(February 1970), pp. 55-67, cover. and figs. 8, 12. 13 and 15.

' Ibid., pp. 61-67.
At the request o f the Cleveland Museum o f Art. the inscription was examined at the Museum in
December 1974 by Gautamavajra Vajracharya, whose presence in Cleveland was tnade possible by
a study grant awarded him by the John D. Rockefeller Ill Fund. Assisted by Pratapaditya Pal, Mr.
Vajracharya deciphered the inscription, which is included as an appendix to this paper.
'More than 80 percent ofthe place names which appear in Licchavi inscriptions are non-Sanskrit ones
adopted from the indigenous occupants o f the Kathmandu Valley; see Dhanavajra Vajracharya.
"Licchavikalako itihasama kiratakalako prabhava [Kirata influence in the history o f the Licchavi
period]." Purnima, vol. 5, no. I (V.S. 2025 Vaisakha [1968]), p. 6. See also, D. Vajracharya,
"Licchavikalika bast1 [Settlements o f Licchavi times]," Purnirnu, vol. 5. no. 2 (V.S. 2025 Sravana
[1968]), pp. 87-109; Baburam Acharya, "Kirata nama [Kirata names]." Nepali, no. 16 (V.S. 2020
Sravana [1963]), pp. 3-3 1. G. Vajracharya informs me that in the Blrre Annals, a fifteenth-century
Tibetan chronicle, there is mention o f a Yamgval (or perhaps Yangal) vihara in Nepal. but I have not
been able to verify this.
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settlements which in time were fused together to form the modem Kathmandu. Gval.
gvala (and its variants gula, gla, gara), meaning "place of deity." is not only an
ubiquitous suffix of place names appearing in Licchavi inscriptions-for example,
survives in Newar village names
Magval, ~ i g v a l .Tegval. and Yugval-but
(Satungal) and in modern Newar neighborhood (tol) designations (Yangal, Tyagal,
Tangal). Moreover, Gvala was the ancient name for Deopatan. the settlement
surrounding the famous Saiva shrine, Paiupatinatha. and is still today the preferred
name among Newars for Deopatan.
The exact location of Yamgval-vihara and the companion vihara mentioned
in the inscription, Caityakda Jinabandhu, cannot be determined. But the inscription
informs us that Yamgval-vihira, and therefore surely Caityakuta Jlnabandhu. was in
Laditagrima, the village of Ladita. This is almost certainly to be identified as modem
Lalitpur (or Patan. its alternate Nepali name), an ancient Licchavi-and indeed. preLicchavi-settlement on the left bank of the Bagmati River across from Kathmandu.
Although the indigenous name for Patan-Lalitpur was Yala (as it is still known to
Newari speakers), it became the Licchavi Yupagrama and, finally. in keeping with
most other important Kathmandu Valley settlements, it acquired an alternate Sanskrlt
name. This was Lalita. or frequently. as in the inscription. Ladita (beautiful.
charming), combined with varying suffixes denoting settlenients of varying size or
~
whence Patan), and
importance- -krama. -hrrrma. -pura. - n q a r a . - p a t / a n ~(from
-grams.
That the inscription on the Cleveland Buddha originated in the Kathmandu
Valley is indicated not only by the use of a typically indigenous name like Yamgval
in conjunction with Ladita (Lalita). the Sanskritized name for Yala-Lalitpur-Patan.
but by the parlicular use of the word pinduka This word occurs liequently In
Licchavi inscriptions where. rather than its use in India to refer to lump tax
assessment, it specifically designates that portion of a crop allocated to a landlord or
trust ( g ~ ~ ~Shh~i ): rather than to a tenant farmer. Thus the donor stipulated that the
proceeds from the yield of this particular part of the crop should be used to provide
a feast for certain worthies at a specified place east of the Caityakuta Jinabandhu
vihara.
That the inscription is a Licchavi one is also borne out by the era date.
Vajracharya reads it as surnvar 5 1 3."' a date in the Saka era corresponding to A.D.

'O That the initial digit is five may be verified by comparing it with the numbers used in other Licchavi
inscriptions. See particularly Dhanavajra Vajracharya. "Licchavikalaka abhilekhama dekhapareka
samvatka ankako nirnaya [A Solution to the numbers appearing in Licchavi inscriptions]." 2 pts.. pt.
2. Purnima. vol. 5, no. 4 (V.S. 2025 Magha [1969]), pp. 280-381. Other useful sources for Licchavi
numbers are D. Vajracharya. "Licchaviblab abhilekhama dekhapareka samvatka ankako nirnaya,"
pt. I,himi&, vol. 5, no. 3 (V.S. 2025 Kirtika [1968]), pp. 181-189; Naya Raj Pant. "Licchaviblaka
abhilekhama dekhapareka 55 samrnaka salnvatka ankako nirnaya [A Solution to the numbers
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591 and eminently compatible with the stylistic considerations of the image. The
$aka era was, of course, employed in Licchavi Nepal through the reign of Sivadeva
I (A.D. 590-604), until AmSuvarman, his illustrious successor, introduced, or at least
gave currency to a new era, the M u v a r r n a n sarnvar, which was used in Nepal from
about its twenty-ninth year until the late ninth century.
The image reportedly came from the Nepalese Tarai." which in the instance
of a small, portable statue may not be important evidence concerning its place of
origin. However, there can be little reasonable doubt that the Cleveland Buddha was
cast in the town of Ladita (Lalita)-Lalitpur-Patan,a renowned center for metallurgical
activity from whose still bustling family workshops so many of the great Nepalese
bronzes have emanated. Nonetheless, the superb Cleveland image is somewhat
flawed by the surprisingly imperfect alignment of the base.'* Given the restricted size
of even modern Patan, the donor nun Parisuddhamati must have dwelt near the
foundry from which she commissioned the Buddha image. And her dwelling place
was the convent of Yamgval, one of the innumerable Patan foundations that existed
in Licchavi Nepal and whose remnants still bestow upon Patan its particular cachet.
Thus identified, the Cleveland Buddha provides important testimony for the
existence of a well-developed tradition of bronze casting in Nepal as early as the
sixth century A.D.
With respect to the Cleveland image it is of interest to note that in one other
Patan convent another nun made a similar donation of a Buddha image, but in stone,
at almost the same time." The date of the dedicatory inscription is effaced, but on
paleographic evidence the stone sculpture may be assigned to Amsuvarman's reign,

appearing in Licchavi inscriptions up to Samvat 551." Purnima, vol. 2. no. 3 (V.S. 2022 Kartika
[1965]). pp. 1-7: "Licchavihlaki abhilekhama dekhapareka 59 sammaka samvatka ankako nirnaya
[A Solution to the numbers appearing in Licchavi inscriptions up to Sarnvat 591," Prim;&, vol. 4, no.
2 (V.S. 2024 kivana [1967]), pp. 101-106; "Licchavikalaka abhilekhama paieka samvatka ankaka
pratilipi [Copies of era numbers found in Licchavi inscriptions]." 2 pts., pt. I, Purnima, vol. 2, no. I
(V.S. 2022 V a i a a [1966]), pp. 1-9; pt. 2, Purnima, vol. 2, no. 2 (V.S. 2022 Sravana [1966]), pp.
1-7; Mahesh Raj Pant. "Licchavi6lako ankaparicaya [An introduction to Licchavi numbers]," Irrhhsasamiodhana, no. 56 (V.S. 2020 [1964]).
"

Czuma, "A Gupta Style Bronze Buddha." p. 63.

l 2 Czuma, "A Gupta Style Bronze Buddha," pp. 65-66. discusses the technical aspects of soldering
the image to its separately cast base and, apparently, of the head to the trunk. It should be noted,
moreover, that the metal analysis of the image reveals slight differences between the composition of
the base and the image. Thus, although highly unlikely, as Dr. Czuma agrees in correspondence with
me, the possibility ofsoldering an Indian image to a Nepalese base cannot be totally ruled out. Further,
as Dr. Czuma points out (p. 64). there is also the possibility, however, remote, that the image may not
have been cast in the same place that it was inscribed.

"

Pratapaditya Pal, The Arts oJNepa1, pt. 1 , Sculplure, Leiden, 1974, pl. 177, pp. 109-1 10.
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ca. A.D. 605-62 1, or shortly thereafter.I4Unfortunately, the relief is too damaged-in
part by villagers using the stone to hone knives and grind clay marbles-to permit
useful stylistic comparisons with the contemporary Cleveland bronze.

In addition to the two inscribed Nepalese images in New York and Cleveland. there
is a third inscribed and dated work which provides incontrovertible evidence for the
existence of sophisticated metal sculpture in Licchavi Nepal. This work is a gilt
copper sheath with the figure of Visnu seated on Garuda done in the repousse
technique. Dated in accordance with A.D. 607, it is installed as the glittering cover
of the most prestigious Vaisnava icon in Nepal, the Narayana of Cangu hill. So
sacred is the icon. however, that neither it nor its decorative sheath have ever been
photographed [see concluding comment], nor have they been viewed by persons
outside the pale of local faith. We must therefore depend on the accounts of Nepalese
scholars who have been able to examine the sheath."
The ancient sheath is said to resemble one dated in accordance with A.D.
1004 now in the Zimmerman collection. New York (Fig. 6). The latter work is
inscribed on its basal portion.16The sheath covering the CGgu Narayana image bears
a similar inscription that informs us: "King AmSuvarman having seen that the first
golden cover of Lord NGyana and G d a had become dilapidated with the passage
of time, for universal well-being had it completely restored according to the old
model in the year 3 1 [A.D. 6071 on Sunday the thirteenth day of the bright half of the
lunar month of Magha in the lunar mansion Pusya.""
Nepalese scholars who have seen the sheath in situ in the Cangu Narayana
temple describe it as resembling in size and appearance the magnificent stone
sculpture of the ninth or tenth century which stands in the temple courtyard (Fig. 7).

l4 Dhanavajra Vajracharya. Licchmikcilaki abhilekha [Licchavi inscriptions]. Kathmandu: Institute
of Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvan University, 1973, inscr. 95, pp. 382-383. Dr. Pal errs in
ascribing a sixth-century date to the image.

' I Until recently outsiders were forbidden even to enter the courtyard. In Sylvain Levi's efforts to
disinter and take rubbings of the now celebrated Cangu Narayana pillar inscription at the turn of the
century, the French savant had to direct his Nepalese military escort to these ends from a distant
gateway (Le Nkpal, 3 vols.. Paris: Ernst Ldroux. 1905-1908, vol. 3, pp. 1-2). Similarly. although a
few persons have known for some time that there was an inscription on the Cangu Narayana image.
even Mr. D. Vajracharya, himself of high-ranking priestly class and a distinguished scholar. had to
surmount many difficulties before actually being permitted to study the inscription.

Ib

Pal. "Three dated Nepali Bronzes." pp. 58-59.

" Vajracharya,

L i c c h m i ~ l a k iobhilekha. inscr. 76, pp. 3 17-3 19.
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Although it is probably stylistically distinct from the original cult image or its gilt
cover, the cotutyard sculpture essentially duplicates the original. Indeed, it seems that
the enshrined icon is the prototype of all subsequent Nepalese works on the
Garudasana theme. I t is perpetuated, for example. not only by the early courtyard
GaruJrisana and a nearby companion image of probable thirteenth century date, but
hy a third composition enshrined near l'aiupati~tha, Deopatan (Fig. 8). Yet these are
but three of many similar Garudasana Visnu images of varying age which are
scattered throughout the Valley. Eventually the type became modified to include. as
in the Zin~mernianplaque and another stone sculpture in Kathmandu."' two of
Visiu's wives. ~ a k s mand
i ~hu-devi,seated at his sides. Later, still other variations
were ~ntroduced.
That the two Buddha images and the C k g u Nasyana sheath-to say nolhing
of tho many otlier images tentatively dated on stylistic e~idence'"~rove to have
such early dates sliould not cause surprise, however. when one considers the
numerous literary and epigraphic references to metalwork in ancient Nepal. The
whose credibility in the
fourteenth-century chronicle. the G'opu1ur~;ju-vcrm~vulii
cultural realm has recently been amply demonstrated,'" is replete with such
references. For example. in about A.D. 400 Vrsadeva. the great-grandfather of
Manadeva I, offered to Lord PaSupatinatha an immense gilt trident. a work of no
mean tech~icalaccomplishment which still dominates the temple's northern side."
, more properly, Jisnugupta, gave the Hadigaon Satya
In the seventh century ~ i v a -or
Narayana a golden chainz2and on the eleventh day of every lunar fortnight his son,
Visnugupta, established votive images of copper or stone." Sivadeva I1 circulated
gold and silver coins, covered Paiupati's temple with a golden roof. and offered the
deity a silver lotus." I-iis successor Jayadeva 11, as recorded i n a stone inscription of

''Pal. "Three Dated Nepali Bronzes." fig. 4 .
' ' I For example, Stella Kra~nrisch.Arl ofNepu1, New York: The Asia Society. 1964, figs. 3-9; Pal,
Nepol. Where [he Gods Are Young, figs. 2. 14.23.36.54.69; "Three Dated Nepali Bronzes," fig. I I
(Same as Pal. 54 above); The Arls o/Nepul: Sculpllrre, pls. 96, 202. 203, 218; Buddhi.vr Arr in
Licchuvi Nepal. Bombay: Mars Publications. 1974. figs. 40. 78.

'"Mary

Shepherd Slusser and Gautarnvajra Vajracharya. "Some Nepalese Stone Sculptures: A
Reappraisal W~thinTheir Cultural and Historical Context." Arrrhlrs Asroc,. vol. 35, nos. 1-2 (1973)
pp. 79-138.

I'

Ibid.. fol. 2 1 b.

"

Ibid.. fol. 22a.

24

Ibid.. fol. 22b
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A.D. 733, also gave a silver lotus to ~ a ~ u ~ a In
t i both
. ~ ' instances the silver lotus may
have been a cover for the lotus-shaped surround of a linga such as has the eleventhcentury bronze in the Samuel Eilenberg colle~tion.'~
From the brush of Wang Hsiian-t'se. the Chinese envoy who thrice visited the
court of Narendradeva in the mid-seventh century. we are also made aware of the
Nepalese familiarity with metalcraft. Indeed, considering the brevity of this memoir.
the number of references to metal would be quite astonishing did it not so perfectly
accord with that we know of Nepalese skills in this field in later times. "All their
utensils are made of copper." the ambassador writes, "they have coins of copper
which bear on one side a figure of man and on the reverse a horse and a bull. . . Their
king, Nalingtipo parendradeva] . . . has in the ears rings of gold and pendants o f
jade, and a breloc belt ornamented with the figure of the Buddha. . . In the middle of
the palace is a tower of seven storeys roofed with copper tiles. . . At each of'the Sour
comers . . . there projects a waterpipe of copper. At the base there are golden dragons
which spout forth water. From the summit . . . water is poured through runnels [.and
streams] like a fountain from the mouth of the golden Makara."" l'he seventhcentury Chinese pilgrim, Hsiian-tsang, heard at Vaisili that Nepal "produced red
copper" and that coins of it were used in c ~ m m e r c e . ? ~
The custom of offering a gilt cover, or supplementary dress, as it were. to the
images of deities is common to India and Nepal. Known in Nepal as kokr or
kavaca, the cover is often given long after the original foundation. For example.
according to the testimony of the ~opdaraja-varnSdvalj.the great stone bull facing
Paiupati's western doorway was established in the mid-fifth century by Dhannadeva.
Manadeva's father. but it was not sheathed in gilt copper until the late thirteenth
~entury.?~
Similarly, the Mother Goddess worshiped as Sitala in Haugal-bahal. Patan.
a venerable image of about the fourth century A.D. (Fig. 19) has for ceremonial use
a gilt copper k o h of seventeenth or eighteenth century date (Fig. 10). The celebrated
ASoka Ganesa in the Kathmandu Darbar Square boasts four latter-day k o k ~ which
s
he wears in rotation one every Tuesday, his special day of worship. Similarly. the
miniature gilt repousse caturmukha linga illustrated by Pal and dated on stylistic

" D.

Vajracharya. Licchmikdlak; ahhilekho, inscr. 148, pp. 548-562. with the date now corrected to
Samvat 157 over earlier readings.

26

Pal, "Three Dated Nepali Bronzes." fig. 7.

27Translationfrom K. P. Jayaswal. "Chronology and History o f Nepal 600 B.C. to 880 A.D.." Journal
ojBihar and Orissa Research Society, vol. 22, pt. 3 (1936), pp. 238-239.
28

Samuel Beal, Si-yu-hi: B~iddhisrRecords ofthe Western CVorld, First edition 1884; reprint Delhi:
Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, 1969, p. 80.

l9

Gopalaraja-vum&aIi,

fols. 20b. 27a.
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considerations to ca. A.D. 800,30was almost certainly intended to cover a still older
stone lingo employed in domestic worship.
Although often far less beautifid than the original images they cover, the gilt
metal sheaths are thought to embellish the images and to enrich them, as the literal
translation of the word kosb, "treasure," makes clear. An eighteenth century
inscription concerning the encasing of a Sivalinga enshrined at Sulihma-tol, Patan,
is instructive in this respect. The donor of the k o h informs us that "the stone image
of Ratnesvara was black as a cloud. But it glittered like Mt. Sumeru when it was
covered with a golden kosb."" Gilt copper sheathing, it might be noted, is not
confined to icons and lingas but is often applied to stone votive caivas and
particularly to the carved wooden doors and window frames of temples. The latter
sheathings, however. despite their glitter, are almost universally inferior to the earlier
wood carvings they are meant to enrich.

If it was necessary in A.D. 607 for M u v a r m a n to completely restore the kavaca of
G g u Narayana because it "had become dilapidated with the passage of time," we
must assume that the predecessor sheath was of venerable age. But how venerable
we can only surmise.
We do not know the exact foundation date of the temple of Cangu Narayana
nor of the consecration of the stone Garudasana image within. The present temple,
a Newar style structure, or "pagoda," and the largest in Nepal. dates only from the
eighteenth century. But it replaces a succession of temples which, as its predecessor
was destroyed by fire, earthquake, or age, have each in their turn crowned the hill
since at least sometime prior to the reign of Minadeva in the fifth century. Counting
only from the late sixteenth century, there have been several major restorations. King
Visvamalla of Bhaktapur is said to have raised a new temple over the ruins of a
predecessor which "had fallen to the ground" only to have it in turn damaged by
i , grandmother of the Kathmandu ruler, Pratapa Malla, again
fire." ~ a n ~ a r a nthe

'' Pal, "Three Dated Nepali Bronzes,"
I'

fig. I I,pp. 63-64.

The unpublished in situ inscription is in Newari and was translated by Gautarnvajra Vajracharya,

to whom thanks are gratefully given.
" D . R.

Regrni, Medieval Nepal, 4 pts., Calcutta, Patna, 1965-1966, pt. I,p. 564.
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repaired the temple3' but it soon had to be restored again.I4 Within twenty years,
however, the temple had been "gutted by fire" and was rebuilt once more.'j
However, that a temple already stood on the site prior to Mkadeva's time is
clear. Minadeva's Garuda-crowned victory pillar, dated A.D. 464, no less than
Amsuvannan's gilt kuvaca, was offered to the preexisting deity.I6 This is evident
from the text of the pillar inscription referring to the enshrined image. Moreover, that
Visnu is apparent, for the deity is pictured as soaring aloft on his
it was G&ana
celestial mount to watch over the affairs of the three worlds.
By exactly how long the Nirayana of Cangu antedates Manadeva's pillar is
unknown. The chronicles, early and late, concur in assigning the temple to King
Haridattavarman. a Licchavi king for whom there are no extant inscriptions but who
appears to be a bona fide historical ancestor of ~ a n a d e v a . "That the chronicles'
attribution may indeed be correct receives indirect epigraphic support from two
inscriptions relating to Icangu Narayana. Icangu is one of four culturally related
Visnu temples, of which Cangu is one, which the chronicles agree were all
simultaneously consecrated by Haridatta." Thus. when an inscription of A.D. 1200
at lcangu states that the temple was built by Haridatta, the Icangu inscription by
extension also confirms Haridatta's connection with Cangu Narayana.3ySimilarly,
a mid-seventh century inscription at Kebalpur village associates certain affairs of the
Icangu temple with King Vasuraja, Haridatta's son.40If Haridatta was indeed the
founder of Cangu Narayana, the original stone Garudasana Visnu would be dated
roughly to the beginning of the fourth century A.D.
Thus dated. the first gilt sheath could have been offered to Cangu Narayana
at any time between the early fourth century and Amsuvannan's donation of A.D.
607. Given the protected location of the image, accessible only to the officiat~ng
priests, one would expect, however, that the "passage of time" between the original

"

Daniel Wright, Hisroty ojNepul, 3rd ed., Calcutta. 1966. p. 143. At least ~angaranris the accepted
name for Pratipa Malla's grandmother, although an unpublishedrh.Guphu suggests that this may not
be so.
l4

Regmi. Medieval Nepal. pt. 2. pp. 148-1 49.

I'

Ibid.. p. 877.

l6

D. Vajracharya. Licchavika1ak;l obhilekha, inscr. 2 , pp. 9-39

" Gopilarcija-vm9;vaIii

Gopalaraja-vam&aIi,

fol. 19b; D. Vajracharya, Licchmikdlah abhilekha, pp. 3 18-3 19.4 1 6 4 17.
fol. 19b.

' q " I ~ a n g ~ kabhilekha
o
[The lcangu inscription], " Abhilekha samgraha, pt. 9 (V.S. 2020 VaiSakha
[1963]), pp. 26-27.

D. Vajracharya, Licchmihlaki abhilekha, inscr. 109 and commentaries pp. 3 18,4 18.
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donation and An~suvarman'shad been considerable. Thus, the first cover would
certainly have been given at the latest in the previous century. If it were given almost
exactly a century before, it would date from the reign of Minadeva I, ca. A.D.
464-505. who gave to the d e i t y 4 r at least had inscribed-the famous Garuda pillar
which once stood before the temple door.
In any event, from the three inscribed images-two cast and one in repousse,
and two of which are securely dated-we now know on the firm basis of epigraphy
that the art of metallurgy flourished in Nepal at least as early as the sixth century
A.D. Further. from the technical sophistication of the three images, coupled with the
explicit testimony of the inscribed Narayana sheath, we can safely deduce that the
Nepalese were already master metalsmiths long before that time.

The Cangu Narayana gilt metal sheath is of profound interest not only for its early
date but also for ~echnicaland cultural considerations which still have to be explored.
For. in contrast to other Nepalese metal sheaths, the one covering Garuda Narayana
IS in two separable parts. one for Visnu's head and neck, the other for the remainder
of the composition. This makes possible the daily removal of the gilt metal head so
that the underlying stone head it presumably conceals can be lustrated. Moreover,
these two pans are now of quite different dates, the one seventh century A.D., the
other seventeenth. Although there is no question that the inscribed major part of the
sheath is Amsuvannan's donation, the existing head was offered by King
Bliupalendra Malla of Kathmandu in Nepal Sarnvat 8 14 (A.D. 1694). Bhupalendra's
gift is not only recorded in an in situ inscription at the temple4' but is corroborated
by a lhyusuphu (diary) entry.42Inscription and diary entry agree that Bhupalendra
renewed the gilt head, the forana of the temple, and performed an extensive korydhzrti
yajiia (burnt offering) which lasted for several days. Moreover. from another diarist
we learn that eighteen years previous to Bhupilendra's donation the head was already
dilapidated. a condition probably occasioned by the constant daily handling during
worship. Thus: "In N.S. 796 Pausa-Sukla [A.D. 16761 while performing the daily
worship of Garuda Narayana. when the priest removed the head, the neck and its

"01. I . no. 6 (V.S. 2010kvina [September 19531). pp. 34-37. The fact that the
gilt head postdates the body was brought to my attention by G.Vajracharya, who has demonstrated
once again his unfailing cooperation respecting our parrallel researches into the cultural history of the
Kathmandu Valley.

" Samrbta-sonde&,

Regrni, Medieval Nepal, pt. 3, app. 111, p. 37.
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ornament broke off."'" This particular entry not only clarifies why Bhupiilendra's gift
was in order but makes abundantly evident the practice of removing the gilt head
during the daily worship. It may also explain why the seemingly well-protected
sheath had become so "dilapidated with the passage of time" that King AmSuvarman
had seen fit to restore it "according to the old n~odel."
The knowledge that the Cirigu N G y a n a gilt cover is in two separable parts.
essentially a unique instance as far as we now know.44 provokes many tantalizing
questions. One, of course. is whether Amsuvarman's sheath and the earlier one it
replaced were similarly in two parts so that the head could be removed and. if so,
why was the custom ordained with respect to this image alone? Or was only the
upper part of Amsuvarman's sheath damaged during one of the many destructive
fires and quakes at the temple which thus necessitated such a partial replacement'?
But if so. why did Bhupiilendra not replace the entire sheath. as would be normal in
such circumstances. rather than merely the head'? Further. could the underlying stone
image also have a removable head. or is it perhaps headless. either by accident or
design? Clearly. these questions will have to be answered by further research. both
anthropological and art historical. An examination of the sheath itself would certainly
at least clarify whether Amsuvarman's donation was created in two parts or one.
Meanwhile. attending such study. we may speculate that the original gilt
cover was in two parts. This is suggested by Amsuvarman's dedicatory inscription
in which the word kavacu rather than kosb is employed. The latter means "treasure"
and normally signifies a metal sheath which entirely covers a cairyu, lirigu, or the
visible front part of a image or relief. The word kavacu. however. implies armor,
specifically a coat of mail. or in general usage. a jacket. The use of the specific term
kuvaca, then. rather than the more general one. k o k ~ ,seems to imply that
AmSuvannan did not renew the head but only the lower portion covering the god's
torso and his mount Garuda. Thus. it is conceivable that the head which fell apart in
the priest's hands in A.D. 1676 was actually that given by Amsuvannan's
unidentified predecessor in the fifth or sixth century. The constant handling of the
head during daily worship suggests, however. that this head was more probably a
post-Muvarman replacement-indeed, perhaps one of several-for which we have
no record. Moreover, the head quite possibly had already been renewed even prior
to M u v a r m a n ' s gift since surely, given the daily handling, the original head would
by then have been the very part most in need of restoration.

41

Gautamvajra Vajracharya, "Aprakiiita thyasaphu [An unpublished diary]," pt. I, Pltrniniu, vol. 3.

no. 3 (V.S. 2023 Magha [January 19671). p. 2 5 .

" Mr. G. Vajracharya informs me by letter that the Tilmadhava Vimu o f Bhaktapur. an early Licchavi
stone sculpture, also has a two-piece metal sheath with a removable head. The sheath is o f recent date,
however, and very likely was modeled after the famous Chgu Visnu cover. I n any event, i t seems to
be the only other known example o f a two-piece sheath.
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There remains the question of why the C h g u Narayana sheath. in an almost
unique usage, should have been conceived in two parts. Although a removable head
may certainly facilitate the daily lustration of the god, this ritual cannot be the reason,
for other deities are not so worshiped. If their underlying image is to be bathed the
entire sheath and all other clothing and ornaments are ceremonially removed and,
after the bathing, replaced. Thus, it seems that there must have been a very special
reason to occasion the two-part sheath of Cangu Narayana and the priestly practices
associated with it. Indeed, we may surmise that it may have related originally to the
Concerned by
legend of the headless Visnu recorded in the ~u~u~uthu-hruhmunu.
Visnu's dazzling popularity. the jealous gods arranged to have him beheaded. but
later, distraught by the loss of such a peerless deity, the malefactors besought the
Asvinas, the heavenly physicians, to restore Visnu to life.45
In Nepal. however, the legend of the headless Vimu has assumed a puzzling,
if not to say pointless, twist as told in the Ncpulu-muhcirmyu, an addition to the
Skunda-pur.&u of probable medieval date. Visnu, it seems. in one of his many battles
against evil. beheaded a demon who being also a brahmin thus caused the god to
commit one of the five most heinous crimes. Knowing himself to be cursed with like
fortune. Vimu wandered aimlessly until he arrived at the Cingu hill. where this curse
was indeed fulfilled by the hermit SudarSana-the name of Visnu's symbolic cukra,
it may be noted. His crime expiated, but minus a head, Visnu declared: "Freed from
this curse I shall stay here, Oh Sudarsana: Worship me here. Persons who worship
me on the twelfth day of' the moon or on the day of the full moon. as well as
Wednesday. will definitely reach heaven.""'
The medieval Nepalese legend. pointless as it seems out of context. almost
certainly represents a local attempt to explain the peculiar two-piece image of the
I
offered it. The meaning of the
famous deity of Cangu hill and the P I ! ~ L(worship)
daily removal of the gilt head seems to have been already lost by the time the legend
was recorded. but the custom was perhaps originally a syn~bolicreenactment of
V i ~ u ' sdecapitation by the jealous gods and subsequent restoration by the Asvinas.
I t is further possible that another legend. intimately associated with King
Manadeva I, is related to the Cangu Narayana image and its peculiar sheath. An
unwitting parricide tricked into decapitating his sire, the remorseful Manadeva
confided his own head to the one-time Gum-vihara. and now hilltop shrine of
Vajrayogini near Sankhu. As such. in the form of a colossal bronze Buddha head, the
penitential ro),al head is even now \vorshiped. If. as seems possible. Manadeva was
associated with the headless Visnu legend by an original gift of the two-part sheath
to Cmgu Nimyana+r perhaps the first of many restorations-this may be reflected
in an extremely garbled state in the parricide legend.

4

<

T. A . Gopinatha Kao. Elcnretirs ofHindu Iconogruphy. 2 vols.. Madras. 1914, vol. 1 . p. 75.

'"' Nepulu-nruhu~n~)~(~,
ch. 2 ,

vv. 1-69.
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Cangu Narayana, it may be recorded, also has an alternate icon in the form
of a large silver vessel (knlah) into whose waters the god's essence is transferred for
occasional sorties from the temple. For not only do the Nepalese toil up the Hill of
the Palanquin (Newari, cangum) to pay their respect to Garuda Narayana, but he
returns the compliment by coming twice a year to Kathmandu. The historical origin
of this practice is lost in the mists of time but folk tales abound concerning it. One
such tale avers that Visnu keeps coming to Kathmandu to announce to the King of
Nepal his intention to quit the Valley. But because the populace, cleverly instructed
by a king of long ago. places inauspicious symbols along his route, at each descent
the deity judiciously returns to his ancient hilltop abode to await a more auspicious
day for undertaking the proposed journey.

The newly deciphered inscription of Ckgu Narayana is of profound importance not
only in the study of Nepalese art but also in the study of Nepalese history. It is the
only Licchavi inscription to include the vara (weekday) designation together with the
supplementary components demanded for exact calendrical reckoning." It thus
provides the first incontrovertible evidence that the Licchavi year was karrrikatii
rather than cairridi. i.e.. that Licchavi reckoning began with the month of Kartika
(ca. October 20) rather than the month of Caitra (ca. April 20).46Nepalese scholars
have believed this to be so for some time through analysis of inscriptions. For
example. Nirapeksa's Cangu Narayana inscription dated Saka 427 Kartika-suklatrayodaSr refers to Manadeva as the reigning king.49But in the PaSupati Suryaghat
inscription dated in a differenr month of the same year. 427 Asadha-pratipada,
Minadeva is referred to as the "late king" (Manadevo babhzh~a).'~
Because. of course,
Kartika precedes &idha in kdrrrikddi reckoning there seemed little question that the
aka era as employed in Licchavi Nepal was kurtrikadi. Similarly. it appeared
through a study of the inscriptions prior to that now known on the Cangu Narayana
kavaca, that kdrrrikddi was the system followed in AmSuvarman era reckonings. For
example. an inscription at Ailatalingesvara erected in the reign of Narendradeva
Curiously, what is now taken to be the last known Licchavi document, a manuscript dated 30 I , also
includes the vara in the date. However. the era is unspecified and has been variously identified.
Although i t is now conceded to be Amsuvarman's, hence A.D. 877, the disagreement about i t has
invalidated the manuscript date as proof o f the system o f Licchavi reckoning (D.Vajracharya,
Licchavikalak~abhilekha, inscr. 190. p. 599).
4'
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Shankannan Rajvamshi. Licchavisamvnrko nbhrsa [Clarification o f the Licchavi era], Kathmandu

(V.S.2030 [1973]), pp. 5-16.
49

D. Vajracharya, Licchavikalaka abhilekha, inscr. 19, pp. 79-8 I.
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Ibid., inscr. 20, pp. 82-87
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recommends a list of annual religious ~ b l i ~ a t i o n sThat
. ~ ' the list begins with the
special worship of ~irtika-iukla-ekid& seemed to demonstrate clearly that the
AmSuvannan year was hrtfikddi. But with the newly deciphered inscription on the
kmlaca there is no doubt concerning which system they followed. For the $aka era,
then. depending on which month amplifies the year date, the conversion numbers
would be +78 or +79 and the AmSuvannan era numbers +575 or +576. Thus Licchavi
dates no longer need to be converted by imprecise round numbers but can be
rendered with exact correspondence to the Christian era date. The karffikddisystem,
it may be noted, was continued in the succeeding era, the Nepal Samvat. But when
the Saka era was reinstated in late medieval times it was reckoned then in the caifradi
system. as in India, as is also the Vikrama Samvat, the official era used in modem
Nepal.
The Cangu Narayana gilt sheath inscription also serves to underscore once
again the catholicity of worship in Nepal so characteristic of all times including
today. Amsuvarman was an avowed Saiva who declared himself to be "favored by
the feet of PaSupati," yet saw no conflict in giving the paramount Vaisnava deity, the
Garuda Narayana of Cangu hill, a splendid gilt cover as a token of his esteem.
The inscription on the Zimmerman plaque (see Fig. 6 ) . it might be noted, is
also of considerable historical significance, for it exactly doubles the known
inscriptions for the King Udayadeva in whose reign the k o k was offered.
For art historical studies, however, the importance of both repousse sheathes
and the two cast Buddha images is certainly their significant role in dispelling the
darkness that has heretofore shrouded the antiquity of Nepalese metalwork. By means
of these newly discovered works we now know that rather than beginning in the
thirteenth century. metallurgy has for a far longer time gone hand in hand with the
other arts for which Nepal is so justly famous.

Ibid., inscr. 129. pp. 485-489. Only the first digit. an eight. may be read. thus dating the inscription
between 80 and 89 (A.D. 656-665). a time well within Narendradeva's reign. This particular
inscription is ofmore than passing interest because among other things it provides a clue to the identity
o f the fourth Vimu temple consecrated by King Haridattavarrnan.the other three being &gu, Icingu,
and Sikhara Narayana. The fourth temple was apparently located in the once bustling settlement o f
Harnsagrhadranga on the south side o f the Valley, a site which has now reverted to paddy fields. The
Natayana was known as Lokapilasvamin and the celebration o f his day o f consecration, according to
the inscription. fell on ~artika-sukla-duadasdi.
the very day the important Four Narayana-jatra is now
observed. Thisjulru entails a visit, traditionally on foot. to all four deities in a single day, a circuit o f
about 44 miles. Pilgrims have no idea, however. that the fourth Narayana. usually considered to be
Visankhu Natayana, is actually a somewhat recent substitution for King Haridatta's ancient foundation
at Harnsagrhadranga. Indeed, i t would seem that Visinkhu Niayana has displaced Bhutesvara Ganesa,
the deity who appears to have been the occupanl o f this curious grotto shrine at least at the time o f the
redaction o f the Nepalu-muhurtnya, perhaps about the 15th century.
"
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I. The Heller Buddha Inscription
1 a. matapitrpuroganam

1b. satvanam duhkhaiantaye dhyanadevo yatirbhaktya

Translation:
For the removal of sorrow of his mother, father. and other sentient beings, the
image of Ganda [Buddha ~ a k ~ a m u nisi ]being consecrated by the devout
monk Dhyanadeva.

11. The Cleveland Museum Buddha Inscription

1 . lideyadharmmoyam laditagrame yamgvalvihare sa[kya] bhiksunya

2. parisuddhamatya yadattra punyarn tadbhavatu sarvvasatvana3. manuttarasarvva jiianavaptaye//samvat
4a. 500 10 3//caityakuta jinabandhuviharapurvvabhuddese

4b. pindakena bhojanam karttavyal//
Mistake for karttavyam

'

Translation:
This [image] is the pious gift of the sakya nun Parisuddhamati who lives in
Yamgval convent in Laditagrama. Whatever merit there may be in this
[deed], may it lead to the attainment of supreme enlightenment of all sentient
beings. Samvat 5 13. A feast should be provided [from the proceeds of ]
pindoka at the locale east of Caityakuta Jinabandhu monastery.

Gautamvajra Vajracharya
Los Angeles County Museum of Art
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The enshrined image of V h u at Changu Narayan, which had not been published at
the time of this paper, can now be seen in very poor reproductions in Mohanprasad 1
Khanal. Cagun&ciyanah aitihosiku samagri (Historical Materials from Changu
Narayan) (Kathmandu: Tribhuvan University. Research Centre for Nepal and Asian
studies. 1983), Pls 10-1 1. See also J. Lidke, Vishvarupa Mandir, A Study of Changu I
Narayan. Nepal's Most Ancient Temple (New Delhi: Nirala Publications, 1996), pp.
69-71. 165-167 for more on the ritual beheading of Visnu as the Cosmic Sacrifice.
With reference to the apparent anomaly between the composition of the image
and base of the Cleveland Buddha, mentioned in note 12, it appears this should
occasion no concern. Even though image and base may be made by the same workers
and cast in the same shop, the casting may be at quite different times and the metal
of quite different composition. This is in part related to the "filling of the crucibles
with a mixture of scrap and fragments from older statues and household vessels"
(Axel Michaels, The Making of a Statue: Lost- Wax Casting in Nepal ([Stuttgart:
Franz Steiner Verlag Wiesbaden GMBH, 19881, p. 44).
The circa fourth century date I ascribed to the Mother Goddess illustrated
in Figure 9 would now be dated second or third century, although I would not have
dared to do so in 1974 when writing this paper. As I have commented elsewhere
(p. 107), at that time the received wisdom proclaimed that Nepalese art did not
begin before the fourth century and the arrival of the Licchavis. Thus, despite the
sculpture's manifestly archaic appearance, one could not presume to date it prior
to their arrival.

/

Fig. 1 Buddha hlcyamuni, gilt copper, 7th century, H. 1g3i4in. Collection Ben
H d h . New Yak.

Fig. 2 Detail of Fig. 1, right side of inscribed base.

Fig. 3 Detail of Fig. 1, front of inscribed base.
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Fig. 4 Detail of Fig. 1, left side of inscribed base.

Fig. 5 Buddha ~ayarnuni,bronze, A.D. 591, H. 18 in. The
Cleveland Museum of Art (Purchase from the J. H. Wade
Fund, 68.40).

Fig. 7 Gmwana Wigu, 9th-10th century, stone, H.32.5 in. C&gu Niiriiyaqa
c o w a d , Nepal.

Pig. 8 Gm@sana Vhgu, ca. 10th century, stone, H. 21 in. Deopatan, Nepal.

Fig. 9 ''sital&" an unidentified goddess, ca. 4th century, stone, H. 38 in.
Haugal-bahiil, Patan, Nepal.

T H E PURANDI HOARD:
METALWORK FROM ELEVENTH-CENTURY NEPAL'

One day in 1976 an important event in the history of Nepalesc art took place in the
hamlet of Purandi. Lying aniong the wrinkled footllills of the I lin~alayas.I'urandi i s
several miles west of Pharping. an ancient town perched on the southwest rim ol'the
Kathmandu basin. Purandi can only be reached on foot. a four-hour walk lion1
Pharping ovcr steep and difficult trails (fig. 1 , Map). On the day in question. while
repairing a water conduit, some Purandi men encountered a hoard of gilded copper
objects that may have lain undisturbed at the spot for more than a millennium. l'hc
Department of Archaeology of His Majesty's Government in Kathmandu was notified
of the find. I t took possession of the hoard but made few records and did not
investigate the site. The material. sixteen pieces in all. is now among more than 050
objects in the national collection of bronzes conserved in the Patun Museum.'
The hoard. so miraculously kept intact and secure. comprises three gilt copper
architectural fragments. two cast bronze bells. and eleven small gilt copper repot~sse
plaques.' The plaques are pierced with from two to eight rough but evenly-spaced

'Reprinted from Arribus Asiae vol. 56. nos. IG! (1996). pp. 95-143. with pennission o f the publisher.

'

Formerly known as the Patan Bronze Museum. the niuseunl is housed in parts o f the old royal palace
in Patan. It is currently dismantled while the building i s being restored but the reopening is planned
for 1996. Although the collection includes a few objects o f other materials. most are o f metal. Patan
is therefore a particularly fining place for the museum since the town has long been a center o f the
metallurgical arts. Many o f the pieces in the collection undoubtedly originated in the small family
workshops nearby. Such shops continue to fabricate metal objects in more or less traditional ways.
both to replenish the despoiled Tibetan monasteries and to tap the burgeoning tourist market.
"Shopping for Buddhas," as a recent book is entitled, is still possible in Patan.
The Department o f Archaeology accession numbers are 633 (the three architectural pieces), 645 (the
two bells) and 634 through 644 (the plaques). Most pieces were published soon after their discovery
by the then director o f the department, Ramesh Jung Thapa. "Phakhelma phela pareka dhatuka
pratirniharu [Metal images discovered at Phakhel]." Ancient Nepal, nos. 41-42 (August-November
1977). 15-25. figs. 1-3.20-29.34. Phakhel is the name ofan administrative division in which Purandi
lies. Except for one image employed polemically (15-16, n. 5). the author paid scant attention to the
rest o f the hoard or to the inscriptions.
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holes, presumably for affixing thcni to an exterior temple wall. a practice common
in contemporary Nepal (Fig. 2).
Three plaques are rectangular, and are of similar size. the largest 27.0 cm
high. The remainder are round. three almost exactly thc same size (1 6.6 and 16.7 cm)
and live are much smaller with an average diameter of 1 1.0 centimeters. All feature
representations of the gods or their attendants: Karttikcya, Candra, Harihara.
Ardhanarisvara, two goddesses. and. on the small plaques, five attendant figures.
With the exception ofthe badly damaged Harihara image. most are in relatively good
condition although Sew have escaped at least some lioles, breaks, cracks, and partial
loss of gilding. Several have never been cleaned and are encrusted with a hard, brown
deposit.' All are similarly bordered with a wide band of flames or flame-like motifs
and various contigurations involving plain repoussC moldings and seriate beads (Figs.
3-4. 6. 8. 10-2 1 ).
The most important plaque. because it bears a long dated inscription (Figs.
3-5 and Appendix). depicts ~ r d h a n a r i i v a r a ,the Lord who is Half Woman.
Composed in corrupt Sanskrit and inscribed in archaic letters, the inscription is of
cnnsiderahlc historical and art historical importance. Its content will be discussed
Surthcr on. It is dated mepal] Sanlvat 185, the equivalent of A.D. 1064.' This date

' I n an unfortunate attempt at conservation under misguided foreign expertise. seven Images were
coated with Ballastoil, an organic oil used for cleaning steel objects. Other oils may also have been
used. As a result o f the oil coating. poor storage conditions. and high humidity. a copper stearate
corrosion subsequently fonned on them. Later this was partially removed with acetone. but at the time
I studied the pieces (October 1993) corrosio~lwas evident requiring fur-ther treatment. The
inappropriate treatment and its reversal. o f not only these objects but some 250 to 300 other rnetal
objects In the bronze Inusrum collection are discussed by Constance Stro~nberg.a metals conservator.
in an unpublished report entitled "Patan Darbar Conservation Project. National Museum o f Bronze
Art. Final Report for 'On-the-Job Training in Metals Conservation.' 26/12!91 - 3 111!92." Stromberg
also prov~deda list o f t h e stored pieces which needed in~~nediate
attention. alnong t l ~ e ~the
n seven
objects from t l ~ ehoard. According to examination and treatrnent reports on tile at the museum.
between February I 4 and July 17. 1097. only two plaques (acc. nos. 638 and 639) received the
reconllnended treatment. This included not only acetone swabbing but what appears to be somewhat
physically injurious treatment wit11 knives and scalpels.

' Year one ofthe Nepal (or Newari) Sa~nvat(era). abbreviated N.S. or NS. begins October 20. A.D.
879 and ends in 880. Because the month. Mirgaiirsa. the second ill the Nepal era calendar. is included
in this inscription. 879 years are added to convert to a Conllnon Era date. When the name o f the Nepali
month is lacking. a conversion by the addition o f 880 years has the greater probability o f being correct
since only the first two and a half months o f the Nepali year correspond to the Gregorian year in which
i t began (A.D. 879) and nine and a half months in the following year. A conversion date citing both
years is also acceptable. On the conversion o f Nepalese ems. see Mary Shepherd Slusser, Nepal
Murzdulu (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1987). 1. 389-9 1 and pallicularly Lucinno Petech.
h!edievul Hisro~vof ,Vcpul, c. 750-1482 (Rome: lstituto italiano per il Medio ed Estrerno Oriente,
1984), 1 1-20. Thapa. "Phakhelma phela pareka dhatuka pratirnaharu." 16. published the date as N.S.
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may be applied to the rest ofthe images in the hoard since they are technically and
stylistically comparable to the dated image and some are named in the inscription.
Except for what appears to have been rather vigorous cleaning of the inscription, the
~rdhanarisvaraplaque remains essentially in the condition in which it was found.
retaining a hard brown coating that obscures the details. Besides the intentional holes
for attachment. the plaque has several other holes as well as severe cracks. which
make it one of the most fragile of the group.
Some two-fifths of the Ardhanarisvara plaque. the largest of the three in
rectangular format. is devoted to the inscription (Figs. 4-5). The image proper is
quite small. only 16.3 cni high. As the name implies. the Lord bvho is Half Woman
consists of a single image in which the Lord ( ~ i v a and
)
his consort Panfati are
combined: the right half ~ i v athe
. subsidiary left. Parvat,. Facing fonvard and sharing
I ~ aR lotus
N )
pedestal
a broad. pointed halo. the joined pair stand erect ( S L I I F I ~ ~ ~ ~on
composed of five large petals above which is engraved a series of vertical grooves.
In one of his two anns Siva carries a large trident the long shaft of which rests on the
ground beside him. The trident balances the long stem of pirvati's lotus which
a
in his other hand the
springs directly from the supporting lotus pedestal. ~ i \ . carries
mendicant's waterpot (kumnndr~lu).parvat, holds between her thumb and indes
finger a rosary (tnilcii. As further emphasis of his yogic aspect. Siva wears the
ascetic's massed locks (jufa) and a coiled serpent for an ear ornament. A plain
bracelet is visible on his secondar!. arm. Parvat; wears a rosette earring and a wide
bracelet composed of a massive band completed by a scries of thinner rings. She
shares with
a third eye. broad necklace. and. in part. a crown. The crown
consists of a wide band with two large rosette-like crests, one in the center.
ornamenting both deities. the other confined to parvat; ~ i r v a t i ' sl'emininity is
emphasized not only by the presence of her breast but by a subtle swelling of her hip
which contrasts with the slimmer. masculine form beside her (Fig. 5 ) . The pair wear
s
and Parvatj's
a broad, ornamented girdle. low on the hips. which secures ~ i v a ' rihhoti
long skirt. Both garments are elaborately .engraved with diverse textile patterns and
fall in folds berween their legs. A long sash with swallow-tail ends-seen more
clearly on ~ k a t l ' shalf-hangs at their sides. Draped across her upper anns. I'arvati
wears a shoulder scarf. depicted with parallel, incised lines. which conlinue over the
deities' common torso.

125, but the middle sign is clearly an archaic late Licchavi Period form. a vertically barred circle. used
to designate "80". Cf. Shankarman Rajvamshi, Nepali L~pivikuso[Evolution o f Nepalese scripts].
(Kathmandu: Kailash. V.S. 2039 Asadha [1982]), pl. 84. Official Nepali reckoning is now Vikram
Samvat (V.S.), beginning fifty-seven years before the common era.
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A second rectangular plaque bears a representation of another conjoint pair
which in size corresponds almost exactly to the ArdhaniriSvara image. In this image
type. known as Harihara or Sankara-Narayana, alternate names for Siva and Visnu,
Siva again commands the right side with Visnu assuming the subordinate position
on the left (Fig. 6). Like the ~rdhanir/'svaraimage, the pair stand erect on a lotus
pedestal (this one doubled) and wear a broad, flame-bordered halo. The plaque is so
hadly damaged that $ivats right side is missing as are the attributes he may have held.
Fortunately. enough of his image remains to leave no doubt as to its identity. An
enlblematic crescent moon emblazons the god's high juh, and a serpent dangles from
his ear (Fig. 7).
The half image of Visnu is complete. In contrast to his mendicant companion
with matted hair and fearsome ornament. Visnu is resplendent in a high crown and
pr~ncelyjewelry-rosette earring. chased upper armband (a companion of which Siva
also wears). and massive bracelet. He carries two attributes: in the upper hand a large
discus through ~ ~ I i i clieh tluusts his fingers and in the lower hand, a conch shell. The
t1s.o gods have a single oval. vertical third eye. wide ornamental collar, and broad
sash (11clurtrhtrndl7rr).The sash encircles their common waist. depends in a wide loop
over their thighs. and drops (on Visnu's side) in ankle-length. swallow-tail folds.
Be[\veen their Icgs. falling in mannered pleas almost to the ground. are the ends of
a patterned dholi worn low on the hips. It covers their thighs. and Visnu's knee. A
sacred thread is rcpresented on Visnu's torso. Consisting of small, punch-marked
circles enclosed by a pair of thin incised lines. the thread passes under the sash to
disappear at the girdle that secures tlie dhoti.
The third and last rectangular plaque, shorter than the companion two,
represents the god Kirltikeya (Figs. 8-9). In high repousse he sits astride his peacock.
The bird's body and wings are also repousse but its tail-feathers are chased. creating
a resplendent aureole around the god. The peacock's beak is damaged and his feet are
missing. along uith the lower edge of the plaque. The plaque's right side is damaged
and partly missing and there are several holes in addition to the six intentionally
plerced ones.
'rhc slightly pot-bellied deity carries in one hand his emblematic lance, of
u
a large boss,
impressive size. and displays in his outturned palm ( ~ ( ~ r u dn71idrcI)
presumably the symholic pomegranate (mululu17g~)containing the seeds of the
universe. I-ie has a round third eye and is richly ornamented with a tall, single-crested
crown with fan-shaped ties over the ears, large floral earrings. wide necklace in
repoussi.. upper armbands, and plain bracelets and anklets. He wears a sacred thread
and is costunled in a dllori. waistband, and shoulder scarf. Worn low on the hips. the
clho~iis embellished with a textile pattern in punch-marked rosettes. The god's
costume is completed with a sash and scarf represented by shallow. thinly chased
lines. The sash is worn at the waist and the shoulder scarf, after passing under the
arms. ends above the shoulders in fluttering swallow-tails.
Among the three largest circular plaques, all approximately 16.7 cm in
diameter, the most elaborate depicts Candra, personification of the moon, aloft in his
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chariot drawn by seven geese (Figs. 10-1 1). The god, slightly smiling within an
ovoid nimbus, sits on a large lotus with rather bulbous looking petals elaborated with
chased details. In each hand he holds a large eight-petaled flower, suspiciously like
Surya's lotuses, although for Candra the texts prescribe white water lilies (k~rmudu).'
He has a third eye-a shallow engraved circle-and over his piled hair wears a threelobed crown with lateral. fan-like ties. rosette earrings. and a single-strand necklace
) , god wears a coat
fashioned in repousse. Costumed in northern style ( ~ d i c ~ u v c s nthe
decorated with rosettes. patterned trousers (?), and high. cross-hatched boots.
Somewhat incongruously. Candra also wears over his heavy coat a diaphanous
shoulder scarf with floating swallow-tail ends.
Accompanying the moon god is a charioteer who like his master has a
pleasant expression and like him wears a coat and is ornamented with crown and
earrings. Before his breast he holds the reins of the seven flying geese. One, with
widespread wings. faces forward. the others. three to each side. are in profile.
The other two large round plaques bear the representations of goddesses. One
of them. perhaps laksm;. sits at ease on a large lotus (Fig. 1 21° She is smiling and
holds the stem of a large budding pink lotus before her left breast. Her other hand is
displayed in the boon bestowing gesture and between thumb and forefinger she offers
a large boss-here perhaps symbolizing the lotus. She has a round third eye and
wears a tluee-lobed crown beneath which strands of hair are visible. Other ornaments
consist of rather plain. circular earrings. wide ornamental collar indicated by
somewhat sketchy chasing. punch-marked wreath descending to her well-marked
navel. girdle with a large, central ornament, and wide. many-banded bracelets similar
to those worn by pimati (Fig. 4). The goddess's costume is completed by a patterned
skin and the familiar fluttering scarf.
The plaque is now devoid of gilding in the undecorated areas around the
goddess. perhaps the result of rather heavy-handed conservation methods ? The
companion Candra medallion is also devoid of gilding in some of the undecorated
areas. but enough remains to testify to original all-over gilding, which was probably
also present on the goddess medallion.

T.A. Gopinath Rao, Elemrtirs ofHindu Icotiagruphy 1. pt. 2 (New York: Paragon Book Reprint
Corporation. 1968). 319. (In the original version ofthis paper Surya's flowers were misidentified as
"sunflowers.")

' Thapa, "Phakhelma

phela pareka dhatuka pratimaharu," 22. fig. 28 identifies the goddess as

Vasudha.
'This image was one of seven from Purandi treated with gun oil. During the subequent re~novalof the
corrosion with acetone. the plaque was subjected to some rather vigorous cleaning with knife and
scalpel to remove dirt and, as labeled in the conservation report, "patina" (encrustation?). Little
wonder if there were loss of gilt.
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The goddess on the other plaque, still encrusted and unidentified beyond the
generic " ~ e v i . "is also seated at ease on a large lotus pedestal (Figs. 13-14).' She
holds in her left hand a splendid blue lotus. While displaying the absence of fear
gesture (crhhuyu mudrd) with her right hand before her breast. she somewhat
miraculously manages with index finger and thumb to balance a large boss in the
upheld palm. Compared to the goddess depicted on the other plaque, this figure
wears an altogether different crown and earrings but the same annulate bracelets,
patterned skirt. and floating scarf.
The remaining live plaques are circular, practically the same size with an
average diameter of 1 1.0 centimeters. and are similarly bordered with a flame-andpearl motif. Each represents a seated male (Figs. 15-21).' All the images hold
exceptionally large cognizances in one hand and most gesture symbolically with the
other. Three are labeled with a few rough characters inscribed beside their heads: two
as " B i ri~rrkulugcrni. " and one as " & IIirikumi simhugunu " (see ~ppendix)."'The
as it appears in the three inscriptions, refers to one or more
word gum. or gr~tli/g~rm
a Ganesa. Since the principal deities
attendants or followers. particularly of ~ i v or
narned in the inscription were offered to Siva the gunus most likely represent his
attendants. Alternately. they could relate to an image of Ganesa, missing from the
hoard but named anlong the newly consecrated images on the Ardhanarisvara plaque.
One ofthe named gun0 troupe is slightly pot-bellied and, one leg pendant, sits
at ease on a decorative cushion (Fig. 16). In his left hand, pressed against his thigh,
he holds the thick stem of a lotus bud and displays a clenched fist, palm outward,
before his right breast. He is nimbate. has a round third eye. and wears a three-lobed
crown. earrings. necklace of large raised beads, and bracelets (visible only on his left
arm). A pair of thin incised lines delineate his sacred thread. It tenninates at his sash.
depicted with a similar pair of lines. Much lower on his abdomen the gun0 wears a
textile-patterned ~lholiand around his shoulders the familiar scarf with fluttering,
swallow-tail ends.
The second named guno also sits comfortably. legs crossed, on a patterned
cushion (Fig. 17). In one hand he holds his cognizance. a large beribboned staff or
standard. and raises his other hand palni outward, before his breast. The fist is not
clenched but the tips of thumb and index finger are joined to form the virurku- or
tyhkhyunu tnudru. the gesture of explanation or argumentation. The gunu is also
nimbate. has a round third eye. and wears a bead necklace and bracelets. His
distended earlobes, pierced with large holes, are without earrings. His hair is piled

' Thapa, '.Phakhelnla phela pareka dhatuka pratimaharu." 22, fig. 29 identifies the goddess as ~ a u r i .
" Gun oil

was applied to all live plaques. Although it was subsequently removed with acetone,
corrosion is s t i l l evident, particularly on acc. no. 640.

'" Thapa. "Phikhelma phela pareka dhatuka pratimaharu.'' 22, made no mention o f these inscriptions
and concluded that the five were temple guardians (dikpdu), identified (in order o f accession numbers
640-44) as Kubera. Vayu. Yama. Varuna, and Agni.
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in a jara drawn together with a ribbon bearing a large ornament. He has a sacred
thread but no sash and wears a patterned lower garment and shoulder scarf with
fluttering ends.
The last of the three ganas to be named also sits comfortably on a large
patterned cushion, one leg pendant (Figs. 18-1 9). His cushion rests on a low stool.
two short legs of which are visible. and he leans against a large. textile-patterned
bolster. Similarly ornamented and dressed as his named companions, albeit with
differences of detail, he also displays the gesture of exposition. His principal attribute
is a mace with a crowned, human-head finial. which rests against his left shoulder.
The names of the remaining two guna.v are not inscribed. But like the named
gums, they sit on cushions and are similarly ornamented and dressed (Figs. 20-2 1 ).
One bears a large sword, the other a plant. The plant-bearer. uniquely. does not
display his right hand before his breast as do all his companions but holds it before
his abdomen. supporting in its upturned palm an exceptionally large, unidentifiable
object.
Another small, gilt copper circular plaque, not part of the hoard. is also in the
Patan collection. Recovered from a would-be thief and long predating the
accessioning of the Purandi hoard, it very likely is a companion piece (Figs. 22-23).
It is almost the same size as the group of five small roundels-12.0 cm in diameter
compared to their average 11.0 cm and the largest of which is 1 1.8 cm-and shares
numerous technical and stylistic details. The image on the roundel does not depict a
follower of Siva (or Ganesa), however, but the great god himself. Nimbate and seated
on a lotus, rather than a cushion. he alone among the six images has four arms. With
one hand he displays before his breast the vyakhyana mudra, some interpretation of
which is common to four of the ganas. In the other hands he holds a beribboned
trident, a rosary, and a k a m a h l u . The deity's hair is piled into a ju/arnukura, bound
and ornamented. His right earring is a coiled serpent such as ~ i v awears in his
manifestation in the Ardhanirkvara and Harihara plaques (Figs. 4, 6-7). The image
also has a third eye, not the gana's engraved circle, but a relatively large oval
vertically positioned on his forehead. It may be compared to the vertical third eye on
the Harihara image and probably on the encrusted Ardhanarisvara image.
The three architectural fragments-two bell-shaped segments and one
lotiform-are from one or more temple finials. All are of gilded sheet copper. The
smallest piece, with a diameter of 21.5 cm, is an amalaka, the lotiform connecting
member of a temple finial assembly. It compares with those utilized in the finial
(gajura) of extant Nepalese temples. It would have connected bell-shaped sections
(ghar36) like the two found with it. A long engraved inscription encircles the rim of
the larger piece (Figs. 24-25). It is dated the day of the full moon of Karttika, the
initial month of the Nepal Samvat year 140, equivalent to A.D. 1019 (see Appendix).
Two small cast bronze bells also accompanied the hoard (Fig. 26). Both have
large suspension loops and the clappers are still in place. One bell is cracked. Large,
downturned lotus petals decorate the shoulders and various moldings and motifs
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ornament the sides. On one there is a row of k~'rrirnukhas framed by valance-like
swags and both bells feature rows of vujrus. The vujru motif suggests that the bells
may have belonged to a Buddhist monastery. At either side of the suspension loop
of the slightly larger bell is a miniature nugu in the form of a male torso canopied
with three serpent heads. Both figures hold their arms upraised before their chests,
hut their hands and what they may have held, if anything, are now missing.

Only one image in the Purandi hoard. that of ~rdhanikkvara,bears an inscribed date,
wepal] Samvat 185. equivalent to A.D. 1064. Two others, Kirttikeya and ~ a n k a r a Narayana. also can be dated the same because they are specified among the newly
consecrated images named on the plaque. That the remaining images, including the
a
(Figs. 22-23). may be assigned the same approximate date is
isolated ~ i c plaque
evident by their closely shared style. Body proportion, best observed in the standing
Images of ~ r d h a n i r i s v a r aand Harihara. is linear and modeling summary. All the
images have ovoid faces dominated by singular eyes-large. almond-shaped. and
prominent. They are set into deep sockets under well-defined eyebrows that form a
continuous line \villi a well-developed nose. Chins are firm and well-shaped and lips
are rather full. The upturned corners of the mouth give the deities a benign expression
that compensates for the apparent aloofness signaled. at least in the standing images,
by their rigid bodies.
Ornament and dress also define the images as contemporaneous. All wear
similar jewelry composed of repousse and chased elements. Certain ornaments are
replicated from image ro image. as. for example. the wide annulate bracelet worn by
the dated ~ a r v a t and
i by the seated goddesses on the two larger roundels (see Figs.
1. 12-14). Both standing deities. Ardhanarisvara and Harihara, wear a sash at their
waists and a skirt or dhoii low on their hips, as do all the seated images insofar as the
garments can be discerned. Particularly typical is an airy shoulder scarf--even
Candra wears one as an outlandish accoutrement to his heavy coat.
Technical considerations also suggest that the images were executed as a
single commission by the same artisan or artisan family, and perhaps even in haste.
In general the workmanship, if not shoddy. is less than fastidious. Circles are
approximate. moldings waver. and seriated pearls often vary in size or are eschewed
altogether in favor of sinipler hatching (Fig. 18). Thin. shallow lines, punching. and
a mix of chasing and repoussi surface decorations are found on all images. Visnu's
sacred tlvead and ~ e v i ' swreath are both represented by a series of shallow, punchmarked circles. Conventions such as the curious U-shaped index finger of some
deities-~arvati, ~ e v iand
, the seated ~ i v afor
, example-appear to reflect personal
idiosyncracy rather than established style.
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Dated comparative material is scarce. Before the discovery o i the Purandi
hoard in 1976, there were ostensibly eight dated sculptures from eleventh-century
Nepal. Four were stone and four metal. The stone sculptures, all in Patan. are an
image of Umi-Mahesvara (A.D. 1012), one of Avalokiteivara (A.D. 1060), and two
images of Surya from Thapahiti and Saugal-tol, respectively dated A.D. 1065 and
1083 (Figs. 3 1-35 and Table)." Three of the nietal images are in private collections,
the location of the fourth is unknown. They are a gilt copper repousse plaque of
Visnu Garudasana (A.D. 1004, Fig. 29). a cast bronze Sivalinga (A.D. 1045-46). a
cast image of Visnu (A.D. 1052). and a cast copper iriiage of Vasudhara (A.D.
1081-82).'2 In the intervening years, five more dated eleventh-century metal
sculptures have come to light. three in the the treasure of the Narayana of Chmgu
village and two in the collections of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. They
are, in the treasure. a cast pedestal with an Atlas figure. support of a missing Visnu.
and two gilt copper repousse V i m triads. dated respectively. A.D. 1038. 1050. and
1087. and, in the museum, a copper repousse roundel (A.D. 1068) and a plaque of
Durga (A.D. 1090)."
Only a few of these dated sculptures are helpful for comparing with the
Purandi material. One of the three Changu Narayana images. the cast pedestal. is
irrelevant. The abraded faces of the Caturmukha-linga have limited application as
does the tiny rsiimage on the roundel (Fig. 39). The disputed dates of several of the
group disqualify them for our purposes. For comparison, then. there are essentially
only seven firmly dated eleventh-century images: two Patan Suryas. the cast bronze
Vasudhara and four gilt copper repousse plaques: Garu&ma Visnu. Durga. and the
two Visnu triads.
" The image of Ulna-Mahesvara was first published by D. R. Regmi. hIeJimu1 h'epal (Calcutta: Firma
K. L. Mukhopadhyay, 196546). pt. 1 (1965). pl. 4. Regmi mentioned the Avalokitesvara with
reference to the pedestal inscription but it seems to have been first illustrated by Pratapaditya Pal. The
Arts ofNepal (Leiden: E.J. Brill. 1974). pt. 1. Sculpture (hereinafter cited Sculpture). fig. 5 1 . The
Thapahiti Sirya was fust published by Stella Krarnrisch, The Arr of Nepal (New York: Asia Society,
1964), pl. X and, along with the Saugal-to1 Surya by Regmi, hledieval Nepal. pls. 6-7. Both Suryas
have also been published by Pratapaditya Pal and Dipak Bhattacharyya. The Astral Divinities ofh'epol
(Varanasi: Prithivi Prakashan, 1969). 10-12. figs. 2-3 and Pal, Sculpture. figs. 28-29. The Thapahiti
Surya is now in the custody of the Patan Museum but the Saugal-to1 image remains in siru.
l 2 Three of the metal images were first published by Pratapaditya Pal. "Three Dated Nepali Bronzes
and Their Stylistic Significance," Archives of Asian Art 25 (1971-72). figs. 1-2, 5-10. and the
V a s u d k image in Nepal: Where the Gods are Young (New York: Asia Society. 1975), fig. 4 1 . All
have subsequently been published in Ulrich von Schroeder's compendium, Indo-Tibetan Bromes
(Hong Kong: Visual Dharma Publications. 1983). figs. 83C. D. F, 85F.

" The Changu Narayana images have only been published once, by Mohan Prasad Khanal, Cangu
n a r & a n a h aitihasika s ~ m a g r ~ [ H i s t o r i cmaterials
al
from Changu Narayana] (Kirtipur: Centre for

Nepal and Asian Studies, V.S. 2040 [1983]), inscrs. 10-12, pls. 29-31. The roundel was first
published by Ian Alsop, "Repousse in Nepal." Orientatiom 17, no. 7 (1986). 18, fig. 5: the image of
Durga by Pratapaditya Pal, Art of Nepal: A Catalogue ofthe Los Angeles County Museum of Arr
Collection (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 1985). 97, fig. S17.
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TABLEOF LICCHAVI
TRANSITIONAL
PERIODINSCRIPTIONS
CENTURY

OTHER INSCRIPTIONS
Colophons $

Copper or Stone
Licchavi Period,
200 on stone:
l'ransitional Period. 2
or 3 on stone (see
Petech. Medievul
Hislo? of h'epal
119841.43)

thru 8th

CP.

9th

tAS3011877
Nepal era
begins A.D.
879

several on stone

loth

NS?28/907
(see n. 49)
tNS401920
2 or 3 others

several on stone

SCULPTURES
Stone

Metal

t S S 389lAC) 467 Visnu Vikrbnta.
Tilganga. Psupatinath
SS 3891467 Visnu Vikianta.
Lazimpat (National Museum).
Kathmandu
t S S 4951573 Uma-Maheivara.
Siku-bahi. Patan
AS 65164 1 Jalaiayana Narayana.
Budhanilkantha. Kathmandu
AS 180 MaghalAD756
Avalokitesvara. Yangu-bahal. Patan
( or NS?, see below)

t S S 513lAD 591. Buddha. cast.
C'lcveland Museum of A n
t A S 3 11607 Garudisana Visnu.
repoussk. Changu Nirayana
AS 172 AsadhaJAD 748. Visnu. cast.
location unknown (or NS?. see below)

401920 M a j u n a t h a Kathmandu
1071987 Uma-Mahesvara.
Kvabahal (Ghaybu), Patan

t 1031983 Visnu, repoussk, Los
Angeles
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I Ill1

34

several on slone

t 14011019 Purandi
finial. Patan Museum

12th

81

I I on stone; 2 on
copper (see Nepal
.hlandula I.2 1, n. 20)

SS=$aka Sarnvat
AS=Amsuvarman Samvat (a.k.a Manadeva)
NS=Nepal Samvat

13211012 Uma-Mahesvara.
Ganchanani, Patan
18011060 Avalokitesvara.
Yangubahal. Patan (or AS?)
t 18511065 Surya. Thapahi~i,Patan
t20311083 Surya. Saugal-101. Patan

t 12411004 Garudasana Visnu.
repousst. private colleclion
t 15811038 cast h e x o f Visnu triad
wlanendant figure. Changu Narayans
t 166110454 $ivalinga, cast. private
colleclion
t 17011050 Visnu triad
repousst Changu Narayana
17211052 Visnu. cast, location
unknown (or AS?)
t 18511065 Ardhanirisvara repoussk,
Patan Museum
t 18811068 repoussk roundel.
Los Angelcs
t20211081-2 Vasudhitra, cast, private
collec~ion
t20711087 Visnu triad, repousd.
Changu Narayana
t 2 1011090 D u r g k repousst. Los
Angeles

27911 159 Suva. Naksal.
Kathmandu
t29611 176 Ganeia, Changu
NarHyana [as now verified. the
pedestal is not one with the image
which therefore is undated.]

t22611106 isn nu-~aksmi-~aruda,
repoussk. Changu Nitrayma
t24111 121 Visnu-Laksmi-Garuda..
repousst. Changu Nirayana
t28711 167 Vasudhara. cast. private
collection

6 Dated or with ruler's name
t Unquestioned date
successive unspecified dates-NSIAD
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If there is indeed an emergent style peculiar to this century, the Purandi images
conform to it. They and the seven dated pieces share a common linearization.
summary modeling, and lack of conviction. It is a vision of deity in marked contrast
to that of the preceding centuries. The body of the boy-god. Maiijunatha, for example.
consecrated in A.D. 920. is firm and elastic and the volumes sufficiently pronounced
that although carved in relief, the image appears to be full round (Figs. 27-28). The
sense of vitality is so coninlanding that-if it were not a sacrilege-ne
feels that one
could actually pinch the young god's well-fed cheeks. His single, severe, flameb~rdered~ruhhumumhla
also proclaims an aesthetic removed from eleventh-century
iniages with their complex bead and flame borders and halos and their burgeoning
interest in greater surface ornamentation. In some Purandi images particularly, the
ornamental borders overwhelm the images of the deities they were meant to
embellish.
Certain dated eleventh-century images especially invite conlparison with
those from Purandi. One is the inscribed gilt copper repousse plaque of Visnu astride
Garuda. consecrated in A.D. 1004 (Fig. 29).14Somewhat mindful of the little Purandi
Karttikeya. astride his own mount the peacock, the Visnu is more imposing and more
than twice as large. Unlike Karttikeya. fashioned as one of a company, the Visnu
plaque was apparently a special commission to provide a glittering sheath ( k o k ~ .
kavucu) for at1 existing image in some other material. Thus it is a much more finished
and sophisticated work. Technical superiority notwithstanding. Visnu like Kirttikeya.
and indeed all the dated eleventh-century images, is hieratic. devoid of the apparent
lile force animating sculptures like the masterful Maiijunatha. Visnu's lower limbs
are particularly unconvincing and the legs of the man-bird which bears him even
more so. In representing the gods on their mounts, sunbird and peacock, each artist
emphasized the bird's tailfeathers in the same way to enhance the ornamental quality
of his work. Althougli Garuda's portrayal with peacock tail-feathers is unusual anlong
examples of this revered and centuries old image type. there is at least one other
example in which Garuda has been endowed with them (Fig. 30).15
Other notable comparisons between the Purandi images and the Visnu k o k ~
include the type of crown worn by both Visnus. the one Garuda borne, the other, the
half-god Hari of the cotnposite Harihara image (Fig. 7). The adoring wives at Visnu's
i conlpanion
side display wide annulate bracelets such as those worn by ~ a r v a t and

" The exact date is April 19. verified by Petech. Aledievul History of Nepol(1984). 35, doc. 2. The
inscription is transliterated and translated by Ian Alsop in Pratapaditya Pal. Arr ofthe Hi~traluya.~:
Treusuresfiom Nepul und Tibet (New York: Hudson Hills PressIAmerican Federation o f Arts. 1991).
191.
I' Examples o f Garudasana Visnu may be seen in Pal, Sculprure, pls. 109-1 1 and Mary Shepherd
Slusser. "On the Antiquity o f Nepalese Metalcrafl," Archives ofAsian Arl39 (1976), tig. 8. The metal
sheath on the prototype image o f the enshrined Changu Narayana i s illustrated by Khanal, Canglr
naruvanuku airihusika samagri, pls. 10- I I.
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goddesses, while the spouse on the deity's leli wears a diadem with a single high crest
i
13). Each consort sits on a puffy. textile-patterned
like that of the Purandi ~ e v(Fig.
cushion as do the Purandi ganus. The most noteworthy coniparison between these
eleventh-century works is Visnu's physiognoniy with a slightly smiling mouth and
distinctive bulging eyes. hallniark of the Purandi images.
The two eleventh-century stone images of Surya from Patan also share
common aspects with the Purandi images. Carved only eighteen years apart and for
the past many decades. at least. installed scarcely a quarter-mile from each other in
the same southeast quarter of the city. the pair is iconographically and stylistically so
similar they could have been made by the same artisan or a ~ t i s a lamily."'
~i
The earlier
image, removed from Thapahiti many years ago to the Nepalese Department of
Archaeology. was consecrated only a few months after the Purandi ~rdlianirisvara
and related plaques." Thus it \vould not be surprising that they would exhibit he
same attentuated body proportion then in vogue and lack the verve of tenth-centur!.
predecessor images. The damaged face of the Saugal-to1 Surya. it1 .si/r/ and lo~ig
abused. offers little by way ofcomparison. but the enormous eyes and gentle ~ n o u ~ l i
animating the otherwise retnote Thapaliiti Surya leave no doubt that it is one in
aesthetic vision with the Purandi images (Fig. 3 1).
The remaining firmly dated eleventh-century images. the Changu Niriyana
Visnu triads, the Los Angeles repousse Durga. and the privately oivned cast
Vasudhara are difficult to compare with the Purandi material beyond noting their
general common characteristics. A specific point of con?parison is the distincti\,e
eyes which Durgi shares with the Purandi deities. Disappointingly. the Changu
NGyana images cannot be examined at first hand nor satisfactorily in the published
illustrations.

In 1984 Ian Alsop tabulated all the known pre-sixteenth century metal images from
Nepal that bore an inscribed date." In a millennium of prolific image-making.
between the first. A.D. 591. and the last. A.D. 1482, there were no more than
thirteen. To this number should now be added the overlooked Purandi image.
published in 1977. the five introduced in Alsop's paper. and others subsequently

I b The inconography o f these much-published images is discussed by Pal and Bhattacharyya. The
Astral Divinifies oJNepul. 10-12. figs. 2-3, and reprised by Pal. Sculpr~rre.142-143, figs. 28-29.

"The Thapahiti Surya i s dated in the month o f Asadha. N.S. 185 (A.D. 1065).
la

Ian Alsop, "Five Dated Nepalese Metal Sculptures," Arribus Asiue 45, nos. 213 (1984). 207-16.
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published by Alsop and Pal-a total still short of two dozen.'' More than half were
executed in the Transitional (or l h k u r i ) Period, a more than three-century span, ca.
A.D. 879 to 1200. sandwiched between the waning ~icchavilkbhiraGupta era and
the waxing Malla era (see Table).
If few nietal sculptures bear inscribed dates earlier than A.D. 1500, there are
even fewer Nepalese stone sculptures that do. In a 1974 tally of all inscriptionally
dated Nepalese sculptures, nietal and stone, Pratapaditya Pal was able to cite fewer
than a dozen in stone with inscribed dates." To this corpus few have been added
since and. like the inscribed metal images, most fall largely within the Transitional
Period (see Table)."
A scr~tpulouslist offirt?ily dated sculptures would exclude even some of this
pitit'ully sniall number of "dated" images because. for one reason or another, the
datcs ascribed to them are controversial. One. for example. is the previously
nient~onedstotie sculpture of Uma-Mahesvara in worship at Ganchanani. Tyagal-tot,
in Patan (Figs. 32-33). The date mepal] Samvat 132 (A.D. 1012) is not inscribed on
the image itself but on a separate pedestal whose size bears little relation to the image
~t supports.*' Thus there is no guarantee that the inscription refers to the existing
image. In Nepal images are often displaced and pedestals recycled. Stylistically there
seems nothing amiss with an eleventh-century date for this sculpture and. excepting
a metal replacement of ~ i v a ' smutilated face in 1967. the images may well be the

" Tliapa. "Pliakhellnn phela pareka dhatuka pratimaharu." 16: Alsop. "Five Dated Nepalese Metal
Sculptures": Alsop. "Repousse in Nepal." 18, fig. 5; Pal. Arr ojNcpul. 94-95. figs. S 13. S 17. The
conbersion date. A.D. 1190. provided for tlie Durga image in the latter is incorrect and should read
1090. On the corrected Ardhanarisvara date see 11. 4 above.
20

Pal. Scrrlp~ure.pls. 1-2. 9. 27-29, 34-36. 38. 51. The caption date "1032 (?)" for the UmaMal~esvaraillustrated in pl. 51 should be 1012. The J a l ~ a y a n aVisnu. pl. 12, does not bear an
inscription but is firmly dated by incontrovertible inscriptional reference (Mary Shepherd Slusser and
Gautani Vajracharya. "Some Nepalese Stone Sculptures: A Reappraisal Within Their Cultural and
t4istorical Context." Arrihlrs Asioe 35. 110s. 112 (19731. 84-89).

'' Since Pal's tally. the irnage o f Maiijunatha.

stylistically dated by him to the eleventh century
(S~~III~IU~L~
33. pl. 33). lias been dated by inscription to A.D. 920 (Slusser. Nepul Mondula 1.286, n.
100). The tally oniiued the Changu Nardyalu Ganesa, which has not been illustrated to date but whose
inscription was first published in 1961 (Ahhilckhu-.rotngroha. no. 2 [V.S. ZOI8j). subsequently by
others. anlong whom Regnii, btedicvtrl Nepal, pt. 3. inscr. 9. and most rece~itlyby Petech. A~iedievul
tfivror), ojNep.pcrl( 1984). 70-7 1 doc. 5.

'' The image was first illustrated by Regmi, Medievol Nepal (1 965), pt. I, pl. 4. The inscription was
first published in Ahhilekltu Sumgrahu. no. 9 (V.S. 2020 Vaisakha [1963], 24. again by Regmi.
Mediei,ol Nepul, pt. 3 (1966). 3. inscr. 4 and discussed exhaustively by Dhanavajra Vajracharya.
"Madhyakalaka Suruka kehi abhilekha" [Some early medieval inscriptions], Conrrihu~ionsro Nepalese
Sudies 5. no. I (1977). 1 13-1 5. With a verified date o f June 5. 10 12 it is published in part by Petech,
Medieval Hisror)' o/Nepol(1984). 36, doc. 5. I n a footnote to tlie entry Petech comments that the
inscription was first mentioned in 1958 but provides no reference.
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original Sankarasomi (Umi-Maheivara) whom the dedicatory lines invoke. This
probability is bolstered by the sculpture's location in Tyagal. It is the current name
for ancient Tegval, the location cited in the inscription. Nonetheless, the image must
be excluded from the list of bona fide dated sculptures if we are to maintain a
rigorous approach. allowing only ones that bear inscribed-and unequivocal--dates.
Similarly, the date ascribed to the iniage of Avalokitesvara at Yangu-bahal
in Yanamugal. Patan, is also carved on a separate supporting pedestal. In this case the
problem is further compounded by differences of opinion respecting the unstipulated
era. Until the end of the Transitional Period three principal eras were employed,
usually but not always consecutively: $aka. Amsuvarman (a.k.n. Manadeva). and
Nepal, respectively beginning 78 or 79 years, 575 or 576 years. and 879 years after
the inception of the Common Era (anno Domini). These diverse eras were universally
rendered with the non-specific "Samvat," assuming the reader would divine which
one was meant. In this case, the inscribed date "Samvat 180" has been construed by
some as the Amiuvarman Samvat and by others as the Nepal Sanivat, thus giving a
choice of date for the image of A.D. 756 or 1060." While the weight of evidence
heavily favors the earlier Amsuvarman era. it does not resolve the image's date.
Although the pedestal inscription invokes an image of Avalokitesvara. it is not
necessarily the image now on the pedestal which, as Pal has thoroughly discussed.
is stylistically incompatible with such an early date (Figs. 34-35).'' Thus either the
image is a replacement or we simply do not yet know the timespan of a given style.
A similar but even more insoluble problem concerns the bronze image of
Visnu, originally published by Pal as one of three newly discovered dated eleventh
century images." Unlike the two stone sculptures. the date of the bronze is engraved
on a pedestal that is part and parcel of the image it supports. Like the Yangu-bahal
Avalokitesvara, however, opinions differ respecting the identification of the
unspecified era. The image was first published by Pal in 197 1-72 dated N.S. 172
~ s a d h a l ~ 1052
. ~ . as verified by the author and Gautam Vajracharya. both
presumably working from a photograph since the whereabouts of the image 1s

Dhanavajra Vajracharya. the foremost authority on Nepalese epigraphy, identifies the era as
Minadeva (Amiuvannan) and published it as inscription 172 in his compendium of early inscriptions
(Licchovikuluku ahliilrkliu [Licchavi period inscriptions] (Kirtipur: Institute of Nepal and Asian
Studies. Tribhuvan University. 1973). The historian D. R. Regmi, hlcdic\~ulA1~~puI,
pt. I , 85 also
argues for the early era while art historian Karl Khandalavala favors the Nepal Samvat ("The
Chronology of the Arts of Nepal and Kashmir." Lulir Kulu. no. 19 [1979]. 34). IF. as it now seems, the
Minadeva Samvat is hrrtikadi like the Nepal Sa~nvat.1.c.. begins with the month of Karttika, then it
began in A.D. 575. Since the month of Magha. which falls in the following C.E. year, is provided in
the inscription, the conversion date is A.D. 756 (or if the Nepal Samvat. A.D. 1060).
2'

24

Pal, Sculplure. 34; Pal, Buddhisr Arr in Licchavi Nqcrl(Bombay: Marg Publications. 1974). 10.

'' Pal, "Three

Dated Nepali Bronzes." 60-6 1, figs. 5-6.
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~nknown.'~
AS reported in a footnote, Vajracharya had previously suggested that the
unspecified era should be referred to the Amsuvarman (Minadeva) era and in 1973
the inscription was so published by Dhanavajra Vajracharya in his compendium of
Licchavi Period in~cri~tions.~'
As with the Yangu-bahal Avalokitesvara, Pal held that
such an early date. the equivalent of A.D. 748, is stylistically incompatible with the
image. When he republished the image in 1974 he conceded that the image was
"possibly consecrated in the year 1052" and placed a question mark after that date in
the plate caption." It remained thus dated, "1052 A.D.(?)," when published by von
Schroeder in 198 1 .'9
Meanwhile, Ian Alsop took up the problem in a masterfully expounded paper
published in 1984." The apparent discrepancies between the date of the inscription
and the style of the iniage notwithstanding. Alsop's well-reasoned conclusion was
that "we call tentatively consider an eighth-century date for this Visnu."" The
likelihood of ever verifying the date of this "dated" Visnu seems remote, particularly
since the location of the image is unknown.
The dates of certain other "dated" images fluctuate as they respond to
improved. or at least different. readings of the inscribed date. In the case of the UmiMahesvara stone relief at Kva-bahal (Ghaybu), Patan (Figs. 36-37). the identification
of the era has never been questioned but the year date has. Long considered N.S.
307lA.D. 1 187. the date has been corrected with a more sophisticated reading to N.S.
107lA.D. 987." A similar change in the interpretation of the year date affects the
chronology of the well-known Surya image of Naksal. Kathmandu. Formerly read as

'"lbrd . 60. n. 7
'' Ibrd, n. 10: D.Vajracharya.

Licchuvikuluku obhilekhu. inscr. 17 1. I n Nepul iLlundc~luI. appendix
4. inscr. 171. 1 questioned this assignment. Mohan Prasad Khanal also supports the earlier date
("Canguko ~ e ~ anlurtikala
l /
[Nepali sculptural art from Changu [Narayana]." C'onrrih~rrionslo
.4'c~pulcscS~rrdies8. no. 7 [June 198 I]. 172-73).
' V a l . .Sculpr~rre,33. pl. 3 1.
1v

von Schroeder. Indo-Trherun Brot1:e.s. fig. 83C.

"' Ian Alsop. "l'robletns in Dating Nepalese Sculptures: Three Images o f Visnu." C'onrribfrrions lo
h'epulesc Srrrdrc,.s 12. no. 1 ( 1984). 26-3 I .
"

Ibid. 3 1

" The 307 reading is by Regrni, Akdieval Nrpul, pt. 3, 9 , inscr. 19. The corrected version is in
.~lbhhrlpkhu-.surngruhu.
pt. 9 (V.S. 2020 Vaisakha [1963]), 24 and D. Vajracharya, "Madhyakalaka
iuruka kehi ahhilekha". 103-108). For a discussion o f these dales, see Slusser, Nrpul A4undirIir 1. 43.
of Nepu1(1984), 32, doc. I,n. 3.
n. I S and Perech, blt!dievul Ili.sfor~~
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N.S. 1791A.D. 1059, the date is now considered to be a century later. N.S. 2791A.D.
1 159.-'-'
In the absence of a body of sculptures with fixed, or even equivocal dates, two
other methods have been employed to date Nepalese images: stylistic con~parisonand
inscriptions. dated or undated, associated with but not on the image itself. Neither
method is without pitfalls. For example, in the case of paleography, the I-iarigaon
pillar Garuda by reason of its accompanying but undated inscription has been
accepted almost universally as of the fifth-sixth century. Archaeologists have now
demonstrated stratigraphically that it cannot predate A.D. 749." Similarly. the image
of Mafijunatha. enshrined in Kathmandu (Figs. 27-28), was dated paleographically
to the early eleventh century on the basis of an inscription believed to be ~ n d a t e d . ' ~
The inscription is now known to include a date that almost certainly can be construed
as N.S. 401A.D. 920.jb~ l t h o u g hthe proposed eleventh-century date, to be sure. was
not so far astray it was nonetheless wrong. misplaces the image chronologically, and
confuses any attempt to date other images stylistically on the basis of those with
presumed fixed dates that in fact may be wrong."
Precisely because there are so few dated Nepalese sculptures. the
overwhel~ningmajority must be dated on the basis of stylistic analysis. It is. of
course. a fundamental and often powerful tool that at times has proven superior to
dating by other methods. Pratapaditya Pal. for example. used it to successfully date
the Harigaon Garuda as a seventh or eighth century work despite the contrary
"evidence" of the inscription on the pillar supporting it." Nonetheless, stylistic
analysis is not without limitations and weaknesses. One has only to reflect on the
range-and mutability-f
dates which have been assigned to given images on this

" The earlier date was provided by Regmi, ~ ~ e d i e vh'epal,
al
pt. 3. inscr. 7, the later one by Gautam
Vajracharya, "Pkcin murtihlako visayama [On the subject of ancient sculpture]," PUrnima 1. no. 3
(V.S. 2021 [1964]), 14-18.
14

Giovanni Verardi, Excavations or Horigaon. Kathmandu (Rome: lstituto italiano per i l Medio ed
Estremo Oriente) 1. 1 1, 23-24.

I*

Pal, Sculpture, 33, fig. 33.

Ib

On the date, see Slusser. Nepal Mandolo I. 286, n. 100.

I7
See, as one example, how the chronologically misplaced Mahjunatha image affected the relative
placement of another undated image and, as another example, how the misdated Kva-bahal/Ghaybu
Uma-Mahesvara sculpture skewed the relative chronology of Nepalese Uma-Mahesvara images (Pal,
Sculpture. 80; Pal. "Uma-Mahesvara Theme in Nepali Sculpture," Boston Museum of Fine Arts
Bulletin 66, no. 345 [1968], 100).

I'

Pal. Sculpture. 73. pl. 101.
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basis." This proposition becomes manifest if we return to the disputed Visnu of
Smivat 172. How would this image have been dated stylistically if it had not borne
an inscribed date? Given its cogently argued "eleventh-century style," who would
have proposed an eighth-century date, which, in fact, may be correct? Or might it
have been dated altogether differently than one of the two widely separated dates
already proposed? Clearly this is a possibility since in commenting on this image the
esteemed art historian Karl Khandalavala avowed that "without the inscription we
would frankly have assigned it to the thirteenth ~entury."~'
A similar example. fully discussed by Alsop is a repousse image of Visnu in
the collection of the 1,os Angeles County Museum of Art (Fig. 38).41The image bears
an unequivocal date in accordance with A.D. 983 but its style proclaims a much later
date that would almost certainly have been assigned to it without the incontrovertible
evidence to the contrary stamped on it. Likewise, the third image discussed by Alsop,
a bronze Visnu triad dated by inscription in accord with A.D. 1698. Stylistically it
seems so much earlier that one authority has admitted that "but for its [inscribed]
date. [the] br0nz.e could . . . have been assigned to the thirteenth-fourteenth
century.""
The foregoing examples should leave no doubt as to the hazards of dating
Nepalese sculptures. stone and metal, by any of the methods at our
disposal-inscribed dates on the image; inscriptions. dated or undated, associated
with but not on the image; and. stylistic analysis. The glaring fallibility of the latter
is all too evident when it would date two images as contemporaries-the Visnu of
Sa~nvat172 and the Visnu triad of A.D. 1698-whose inscribed dates in fact
proclaim them to be centuries, if not a millennium, apart. In view of such manifest
weakness, coupled with our inability even to date securely some "dated" images. can
we really fix the date of undated images within a half or even a quarter century? "The
wise historian." Alsop cautions, "will perhaps refrain from such pinpoint phrases as
the 'first half or the 'second half of any given century when assigning a date to an
uninscribed sculpture." To assign such dates. he continues, "when there are either no

" Pal. "Three

Dated Nepali Bronzes." 66. n. 9 also remarks to this effect and on p. 65, recapitulates
the dating vicissitudes o f 1l1econtroversial bronze Vajrapani in the Stanford University Museum. Note
also how differently two equally eminent art historians. Pratapaditya Pal and Karl Khandalavala. dated
scores o r Nepalese images published by the former and favorably reviewed by the latter (Pal.
Sculprurr. and Pal. Nepul Where rhe Gods ure Young; Khandalavala, "The Chronology o f the Arts o f
Nepal and Kashmir." Lcllir Kulcl 19. 32-40).

"' Ibid..34.

''Alsop. "Problems

in Dating Nepalese Sculpture." 24-26; Pal, Arr ojNepal, 94-95.235, color pl.

S13.

" Alsop, "Problems

in Dating Nepalese Sculpture," 3 1
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or precious few dated sculptures from the centuries preceeding or following the
suggested date amounts to little more than whistling in the dark."4'
The problem inherent in our ineffectiveness in dealing with the chronology
of the sculptural tradition of Nepal may well lie in a perspective conditioned by other
art traditions in which style is deemed to evolve on a regular trajectory through time.
This proposition has also been considered by Alsop and others but is worth
reiterating in the context of this discussion. Except in the broadest sweep, it is not
certain that such a straightforward evolutionary pattern holds for Nepal and is made
less certain by the unsettled history of certain images discussed above. The culture
of the Kathmandu Valley-the historic Nepal-and of the artists and artisans who
worked within its small compass, represents an unbroken continuum of at least a
millennium and a half. Geographically isolated and slow to change, the culture is a
conservative one that, as I have noted elsewhere, conditioned the perpetuation of
image types. Like the revered Changu Garudasana Visnu. once established. image
types were stubbornly clung to for many years, the sanctity of the original model
perhaps ordaining minimal change in the copies. It may well be on the evidence of
two of the disputed images, the Yangu-bahal Avalokitesvara and the Visnu of
Samvat 172, that style has a similar history. Perhaps both sculptures are eighth
century as the inscriptions affirm and if so we are forced to reassess our traditional
view of Nepalese sculptural style as a chronological phenomenon. Some styles may
have originated in a very different time than the one in which they have been
artificially placed.
Again, conditioned perhaps by very different art traditions as well as limited
acquaintance with the Nepalese cultural milieu, the literature respecting Nepalese art
abounds with references to "schools." Most metal images were undoubtedly made
in one very small town, Patan, that even today takes scarcely fifteen minutes to walk
across. It has a long n~etallurgicaltradition. It is in Patan that the first known dated
Nepalese bronze, the Cleveland Buddha of A.D. 591. was fashioned and Patan is still
Given the demonstrable conservatism of Nepalese culture.
witness to this a~tivity.~'
Patan artisans of old almost certainly sat cheek by jowl-as artisans still d o - e a c h
in his own little ground-floor workshop, fully aware of his neighbors' affairs, what
he was producing and what it looked like. The well-known Newar commercial
competitiveness would have provided sufficient motivation for this neighborly
interest. Thus, given the size of the town, and of the Kathmandu Valley itself, if there
were other centers of metallurgy than Patan, it hardly seems possible that there could
have been schools producing sculptures that as a group were distinguishable from
those produced by other schools. At most there may have been particular family
traditions passed from father to son that made a discernible difference in the way the
images produced by that household looked compared to those of the family's

Slusser. "On the Antiquity of Nepalese Metalcraft." 81-84, figs.2-5.
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competitor households. Siddhi Raj Sakya, a practicing Patan bronze caster, for
example. is acclaimed for his superior skills and recognizable manner but together
with his would-be emulators their combined output could scarcely be defined as a
school. If we can extrapolate From the present, schools are unlikely to have existed
in the Valley of Nepal. In pondering the same question. Alsop observes that "there
is little doubt that there were several prosperous and highly regarded ateliers thriving
at any given time in the tiny area of the Nepal Valley. Some sculptors were willing
to experiment with unprecedented forms, while others were surely reactionaries,
enanlored of the work of their forefathers and scornful of experimentation. These
latter would never have had far to go to find a suitable model in a center of culture
that can easily be traversed in a single day."45Thus rather than schools determining
style in a given time frame, it seems more likely that it is the particular skills and
personal vision of the individual artist that account for the appearance of a given
image. Illis would be the most likely explanation for such an "anachronism" as the
ornate Visnu of A.D. 983, which so confounds us because it doesn't "belong" there.

The exact source of the Purandi material is unknown. The hamlet in which it was
found can only be reached on foot and is one of many Tamang settlements scattered
over the hilly terrain bordering the Kathmandu Valley (see Map). Consisting of a few
modest houses and some cuiryas among terraced fields, Purandi lies athwart the
principal footpath linking Pharping on the Kathmandu Valley rim with towns farther
west. such as Bhimphedi and Tistung. which lie on or near the Kathmandu-India
highway. the Tribhuvan Rajpath. Local informants report that the hoard came from
a recess beside the path near a former water conduit at the south edge of the village.
When I examined the overgrown niche and its terraced surroundings, almost twenty
years after the find. I observed no archaeological remains, and no historic inscriptions
are reported for the district. Given the absence of such remains and the fact that the
hoard lay so near the main path linking the Pharping roadhead and the Tribhuvan
Rajpath, it is conceivable that the niche merely represented a way station en route to
art markets in one direction or another. Whether the hoard was actually dug up,
indicating an ancient concealment, or lay nicely assembled above ground is unknown.
Since one of the finders has died and the other could not be located an answer is
seems probable that the ternple to which these
unlikely to be f o r t h ~ o m i n g .It~ ~

4'

"Problems in Dating Nepalese Sculpture," 32.

"The circumstances which led to the intervention by the Department of Archaeology, as reported by
Thapa, "Phikhelma phela pare6 dhatu6 pratimaharu," 15, n. I , seem to favor the theft theory. That
a detail of armed police accompanied the recovery team is also suggestive in this respect (personal
communication October 1993 from Purna Harsha Vajracharya, a member of the team).
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objects-and the related Siva p l a q u ~ n c belonged
e
lies elsewhere and has been or
is still mined for its gilded remains. Where it might be among the rolling hills is
anyone's guess. That it may not be too distant from Purandi is made clear by the place
names mentioned i0 the two inscriptions.
The earlier of the two, inscribed on the gilt finial section and dated mepal]
Samvat 1401A.D. 1019. mentions a district (visayu) called Phanapingu. the other. on
the ~ r d h a n a r i i v a r aplaque. dated mepal] Samvat 1851A.D. 1064. mentions a king
then ruling over Taistungu (see Appendix). Both places can be identified. They are
previous names for two old settlements, Pharping and Tistung. Tistung lies in the
small Tistung-Cliitlang Valley. once a long day's westward march from the
Kathmandu Valley over the rugged hills in which Purandi lies (see Map). It was a
thriving Licchavi settlement. Beginning with a stele dated A.D. 512. many o r their
inscriptions and a few associated artifacts have been found there and in nearby

chit la^^^.^'

No Licchavi Period inscriptions have been reported from Pharping and we do
not know the age of the settlement. It enters history in the Transitional Period. when
in the eleventh century it appears as one of the many powerful fiefdoms that emerged
with the dissolution of the strong central government imposed on the Kathmandu
Valley by the Licchavis. and their rivals. the ~ b h i r aGuptas. Hereditary nobles.
kn0n.n as rirbulldr.avlr~a,a corruption of Sanskrit rujnpzr~ra,meaning "king's son,"
governed the fiefdom. Thus. the rulers may have been Licchavi or Gupta
descendants. Whether of royal lineage or not. as high feudatories (mcrho.snninn~a.s),
as they styled themselves, they behaved like kings. Even when Pharping was at last
nominally absorbed by the Patan kingdom in the Malla Period, the masters of Patan
were still treating as equals with these powerful nobles into the late sixteenth
cent~ry.~'
A chief source for the political history of the "Dark Ages" of the Transit~onal
Period, when few inscriptions on stone or copper are known, is manuscript colophons
that often provide dates, places, names of reigning kings, and other useful
information. Few date to before the eleventh century but from then on. as Buddhist
manuscripts poured out of the riharas, colophons become numerous.J9 Even so, in
the eleventh-century there are only about thirty-four-a number more than doubled
41

D. Vajracharya. Licchm~ikulakc;abhilekha. inscrs. 23. 73-74. 82, 104; Slusser. Nepal Mundulu I.
236.
Slusser, Nepal Mandala 1.62. On Pharping history, see Petech, Medieval History o/Nepul ( 1984).
194-95.
The last and only manuscript colophon in an Amsuvannan era dare is 3011A.D. 877. The first
colophon in the Nepal Sanvat may be 28lA.D. 907. but the identification of the era is uncertain (Naya
Raj Pant. "Licchavikalah abhilekhama dekhapareka 55 sarnmaka ankako nirnaya [A solution to the
numbers appearing in Licchavi inscriptions up to Samvat 551," Purnima 7,2:3 [V.S. 2022 Karttika
( 1965)l. 1-7.)
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in the twelfth-which contain politically useful information respecting those
turbulent years.'0 Considering this paucity, it is surprising how often a particular
family of nobles named Jiva is mentioned between A.D. 1066, the first colophon
d
1 128. the last.5' If the Jivas were not kings, they were sometimes
reference, a ~ A.D.
kingmakers. They bore the title rnahu.vamun~uand lived in Udayapura, a place that
so far has defied identification.
, the Purandi
One of the members of this powerful family, Udaya ~ i v a had
temple finial made in A.D. 1019, when another Jiva. the illustrious high feudatory
(.ci.~n~crhasomanru)
Kiranakara Jiva, was overlord of Phanapingu district (visaya).
Since in Nepali usage, this ancient Indian administrative term refers to one of the
sniallest spatial units. it was probably a very restricted area indeed and Kiranakara
Jiva may in fact have been a large frog in a small pond.52
The importance of this hitherto unpublished inscription for Nepalese history
is evident when we consider that it is not only the only record from the Jivas' own
hands but that it extends the known span of their influence by a half-century. Further,
if they could claim to be mahasamunras by A.D. 1019 they must have been already
well established in the preceding century. Just as the inscription lengthens the history
of the J i vas, so does it of Pharping, for which it provides the earliest record of the
existence of that unruly state. The Purandi inscription may also supply a clue to the
location of Udayapura. Because of the now manifest Jiva involvement in the district
of Pharping, Udayapura. their home base according to the colophons, was most likely
somplace within that district.
The second Purandi inscription, on the ~ r d h a n a r k a r aplaque, also provides
important information for a period of Nepalese history in which so little is clear. The
plaque and the companion images were consecrated at Taistungu in p e p a l l Samvat
185lA.D 1064 during the "victorious reign of the supreme king of the great kings,
the illustrious Arjunadeva." No king by that name has surfaced among the
O' Petech. Medier!al Hisroty ofNepal ( 1984). 3 1-76. I t was the blocked roads o f feuding Nepal, which,
according to the famous Buddhist teacher, ~t;sa (982-1054). prevented him from returning to India
from Tibet (David Snellgrove. Buddltisr Hinialcrya [Oxford: Bruno Cassirer, 19571. 157).

" Petech, M r d i c ~ ~Hivto~ofNepal(l984),
al
45, doc. 4; 48 (one doc.); 54; 57, doc. 2; 58. The name
~ r v also
a occurs on two o f the metal sculptures discussed in this paper. One, by name Bhuvana ~ / v a .
appears on the Los Angeles Visnu o f A.D. 983 (Alsop. "Problems in Dating Nepalese Sculptures,"
33). I t seems unlikely that he should be counted among the Udayapura nobles since he is identified
as belonging to "the most excellent Vaidya family." N o place name i s discernible in the effaced
inscription. The name Hetu Jiva is the initial one among the persons from Kadulaka village listed on
the controversial bronze Visnu o f Samvat 172. If he is o f the noble family, then either the bronze
should be dated A.D. 1052, well within the family's known period, or the Jiva family's roots are
profound indeed.
On Licchavi Period administrative units and titles such as mahasdmanta, many o f which survived
at least through the Transitional Period, and some even into modem times, see Slusser, Nepal Mandala
I, 25 11.47.47, 85-86; Petech, Medieval Hislory o/NepaI (1984). 175.

I'
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Transitional Period dynastic lists so patiently pieced together by scholars over the
years. Among the royal dynastic lists provided by the ~ o ~ a l a r a j a - v a m & v aal ~ ,
fourteenth-century chronicle critical to Nepalese studies. there is, however, mention
of a Nagirjunadeva to whom it ascribes a three-year reign. Professor Petech affirmed
in his 1958 volume on the history of medieval Nepal that "nothing is known about
him and no document of his reign is extant. I suggest rather doubtfully that he . . .
reigned . . . about NS 182-185, i.e.. 1062-1065 A.D."~'By the time of his 1984
revised edition. the author had located a colophon mentioning Nagarjunadeva
reigning in N.S. 188fA.D. 1067-68 and amended his regnal dates to ca. 1066-69."
Meanwhile, the Purandi inscription names an Arjunadeva ruling in A.D. 1064
and he is again named king on a gilt copper roundel in the Los Angeles County
~'
the similarity of the names and
Museum of Art, dated A.D. 1068 (Fig. 3 ~ ) . Given
the overlapping regnal dates it seems likely that Nagarjunadeva and Arjunadeva are
the same person who reigned from late A.D. 1064 through some part of A.D. 1 068.56
How this king (Arjuna-INagarjunadeva) could be ruling in A.D. 1064 when other
documents attest to the reign of his predecessor. Pradyumnakamadeva, at the same
time (ca A.D.1060-66) is not clear.s7Perhaps they are indeed two separate kings.
Arjunadeva ruling over the Tistung-Chitlang Valley while Pradyurnnakaniadeva
reigned over the Kathmandu Valley. and Nagarjunadeva succeeding the latter there
ca. A.D. 1067-68. Beyond the single reference to Tistung provided by the Purandi
inscription, however, we know nothing about the political status of the TistungChitlang Valley between A.D. 621. the last Licchavi record. and the eighteenth
century.s8

" Petech. Medievol Hisror).of ,Yepol (c. 750-1180) (Rome: lstituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo
Oriente. 1958), 45.

'4

Petech, Medievol Hisroty ojNepoI(1984) 46.

"

Alsop. "Repousse in Nepal." 18, fig. 5. The text o f the inscription is not provided nor particulars
o f date or place.
56

Different names for the same Nepali king are not unusual. The versions in the chronicles frequently
disagree, for example, BaladevdBalantadevaand PradyumnakhadevdPadmadeva (Petech. Medievol
History ofNepol[1984]. 43.45).
" Petech,

Medievol History of Afepo1(1984), 4546. It is because o f this discrepancy that Professor
Petech cautions against assuming the two names refer to the same king (personal correspondence,
March l I, 1994).

Hemanta Rana arid Dhanavajra Vajracharya. Tirfungo-Ciflongohhekoko erihasiko sumagri
[Historical collections from the Tistung-Chitlang region], Institute o f Nepal and Asian Studies,
Tribhuvan University, Historical Collections, Series no. 3 (Kirtipur: Institute o f Nepal and Asian
Studies, Tribhuvan University, 1972), 18-2 1, inscrs. 5-6.
"
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The Ardhaniriivara plaque provides no name or location for the Siva temple
to which the gilded plaques were affixed and except for the written record it has
passed into oblivion. Where the temple stood is unknown-save perhaps to those few
who may mine its gilt remains. That the ruler of Tistung is mentioned suggests that
it was in that locale, either in the Tistung-Chitlang valley, or as is customary with
inlportant temples, on one of the commanding heights among those in which Purandi
lies.
Similarly. we know nothing about the the "Illustrious Lord Dudvista" to
whom Udaya ~ i v presented
a
a gilded finial or the location of the temple it adorned.
Turbulent as were the politically obscure years following the LicchaviIGupta
heyday. when the throne was divided and shuttled between kings and would-be kings
~
the
whose right to rule was often decided by hilltop barons such as the J I V family,
cultural life of the Kathmandu Valley continued apace." Stone and metal continued
to be carved, cast, and hammered into the forms of the cherished gods and into gifts
for their te~nples.None of these cultural artifacts has been identified as royal
comn~issions,no doubt because the kings were too busy holding on to their unstable
thrones. But somewhat ironically it is the artifacts, together with the sacred writings
of the Brahmans and Buddhists, that confirm that these kings once reigned at all.
Several of the royal line whose names end with -deva are mentioned in the eleventhcentury inscriptions mentioned in this paper: Gumkamadeva on the Uma-Mahesvara
pedestal at Kva-bahal (Ghaybu), Udayadeva on the Visnu plaque of A.D. 1004, the
joint mlers, Bhoja- and Rudradeva on the Uma-MaheSvara pedestal at Ganchananitol, ~aksnrkarnadevaon the Changu Nhyana pedestal and Harsadeva on one of the
images, Pradyumnakatnadeva on the Surya image at Thapahiti-tol, and, of course,
Arjunadeva on the Los Angeles roundel and the ~rdha&%vara plaque. These kings
had nothing to do with the commissions but, fortunately for historians. were
mentioned by the donors.
By the eleventh century. while the kings and nobles were intent on grasping
and consolidating political power, there were currents flowing at an altogether
different level. It was then, to judge by the dated images discussed in this paper, that
a recognizably different style of perceiving the images of the gods came into vogue.
Whether it was actually a product of the eleventh century or a revival of an eighthcentury style, the mute lips of the Yangu-bahal Avalokilesvara and the Visnu of
Samvat 172 are unable to elucidate. This challenging task awaits future historians of
Nepalese art.

39
For a summary of the political conditions and cultural niilieu of the Kathmandu Valley in the
Transitional Period, see Slusser. Nepal Mandala, I , 4 1-5 I .
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APPENDIX

The inscriptions enlploy one of the varieties of early Newari script but preserve the
style of Licchavi numbers. The language is intended for Sanskrit. the spelling faulty.
The illscriptions present many difficultics and have been translated through the
efforts of Dr. Mahesh Raj Pant with notable contributions by Shyarn Sundar
Rajvarnshi and Professor Luciano Petech. I am profoundly grateful for the help of
these scholars.

I. On the gilt finial
A. Transliteration
sam\.at 1 0 0 3 0 karttika purnnamisyam sri phanapingu visayodhipati
niahiimatta sr; kiranakara j ivasya pravarttamanel tatraivottara pinrakel
sri dudvista bhattarakasya puspa cchatra gosthikalianil puksum
talnriharidhi \'kina udaya jiva pakena suvarnna rasita ramra
prasthako'yam pradattanl itit(
B. Translation
In the year 100 [and] 40. on the day of the full 11ioon. in Karttika,' in the
. overlord
reign of the high feudatory.' the illustrious Kiranikaraj ~ v a the
of the illustrious district' of Phanapinyu.' there, in the north. in Pinraka.
udayaj7vapaka, one of the trustees of the flower- and parasol [offering]
trust.' resident of P u k s u m t j m h a ? offered a gilded copper finial to the
illustrious lord Dudvista.'
C. Comment
1. The date is equivalent to the day of the full moon, Thursday. October
22, A.D. 1019.60
2. tncrhusutnuntu
3 . \isayu, a territorial administrative unit. in Nepal smaller than the
visaya of ancient India
corresponding
4. Also PhanapiPhanapinga, a former name of Pharping. a thriving town
on the southwest rim of the Kathmandu Valley
5 . plrspu cchutra gosthikanum, reference to a trust (gosthi) in charge of
offering flowers and ceremonial parasols to the deity
6. The inclusion of "~amraharu"in the village, or neighborhood name.
suggests it may be derived from "t~mrak;ra."the occupational caste
name of Newar coppersmiths.

W

This calculation was made by Shyarn Sundar Rajvarnshi, to whom I am very grateful.
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7. The reading of the deity's name is uncertain. 4; dudvisla
hkarr&akc~sj~a nmight be construed alternatively as h-i
uJdis~ahhn/~arukrr.
i.e.. "the illustrious deity for whom [the finial] is
meant." In any event. no deity by name "Dudvista," or proposed
variations, can be identified.
11. ~ r d h a n i r i s v a r aimage

A. Trrulsliteration
1. svasti samvat 100-80-5 maghasiramase sri taistungu visaya
2. mahar5jidhiraja paranla rnahesvara srinlad rarjjunadevasya vijaraja
3 . rajanaka i r i vidhyadhara sirnhasya putra s r i padmodara simha saha
dharnla pata[n i]
4. iri kumuda lachirni tasya mvatau tatjala subha dhva rnatitatrau prapita
5. rthena sviti sattanana dhana gotra sriya pravarddhanarthana siga
6. vaca s r ~ n l a dis; pumsiva bhatarakaya I candradityavidhita
7. vasupa bhataraka ganapati kumara bhataraka sankara na8. rayana lalita mahesvaradi taustau devarnurtti prastharata vi9. snuh sapattarn iti 11 o 11

B. Translation
Hail. In the year 100 [and] 80 [and] 5, in the month of ~ i r g a i ~ r s ain, ' the
district of Taistungu.' during the victorious reign of the supreme king of
the great kings. the devout worshipper of Mahesvara.' the illustrious
.
was the
Arjunadeva. On the death of the illustrious Kumuda ~ a k s m iwho
legally marr~edwife of the illustrious Padrnodarasirnha, the son of the
feudatory ruler.4 the illustrious Vidyadharasirnha. for the increase of
, ~gods Candra,
truth,' wealth. lineage, and prosperity, offered to ~ i v athe
Surya, Brahrna. and Kubera,' as well as the gods Ganapati and Kumara,
~ a n k a r a - ~ a r a ~ aLalita
n a . Mahesvara.' and others. The eight divine icons,
[together with one of] Visnu [were offered].'
C. Comment
1 . inscribed "nuighasira" for "m&ga~irsu, the second month in Nepal
Samvat reckonlng, thus A.D. 1064
2. modern
Tistung
. . .
3. n~crl~arajadhiruja
puranla muhesvaru
4. rujanaka, title of feudatory rulers or of nobility, often a lesser
feudatory than a r@n, a royal title originally used by imperial rulers6'
"

" D. C. Sircar. Indian Epigraphicul Glossary (Delhi: Banarsidass,

1966), 279.
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5. translation uncertain. the word is surru (existence) but may have becn
meant as s u r y (truth)
6 . plrmiiva, literally the "masculine Siva," perhaps to distinguish his
portion from the female portion of the conjoint Ardhanarisvara form.
one of the consecrated icons
7. candrudiryovidhalu~~as~~pu-cundr~~dily
(moon. sun), vidharu (name
for Brahma), vusupu (protector of wealth. i e Kubera)
8. reference to the Ardhanarisvara image
9. reading uncertain. offered [also] to Visnu? or also an image of Visnu
offered to Siva? The word preceding Visnu in line 8. pru.\rhurcrra, is
untranslatable. It may be a corrupt form ofprrrsfara(stone) and it' so
signifies that unlike the other images. the one of Visnu was ofthat
material. Of the eight (or nine?) images mentioned, four are among
those ~nakingup the hoard: Candra. KumardKarttikeya. SankaraNarayana. and Lalita Mahesvara ( ~ r d h a n a r ~ s v a r a )

.

111. Inscriptions on the gcrria plaques
1. Transliteration
srT thakula gani
sr; thakula gani
sri tirikami sirnhagana
2. Translation
For the first two inscriptions: The honorable chief attendant.
For the third: The honorable Tirikami of the Simha troupe [of
followers/attendants].
3. Comment
The translations are problematic. In the case of the third inscription, the
also mean "wife" so an alternate
first syllables of the word "~irikami"
translation might be "the honorable wife of Kami of the Simha troupe."
This seems unlikely, however. since the image the inscription is engraved
on appears to be male. It is possible that the "Simha troupe" relates to the
donor family of that name. The title "rhukkura" (chief, person of rank) was
an honorific so widely applied to rulers of the Transitional Period that
retrospectively, in a dynastic sense, the name "Thakuri" was applied to the
period.62Thus "rhakula." as the title is spelled here. may refer to the
Simhas and the five guna plaques are meant to represent their divine
attendants.

62

On this misnomer see, Slusser. Nepal Mondola, 1.42
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In the Table of Licchavi and Transitional Period Inscriptions accompanying this
paper I listed as of "unquestionable date" a stone sculpture of GaneSa located in the
Changu Nariyana courtyard, reported in various sources to be inscribed with the date
N.S. 296 (A.D. 1 176). However, after the publication of this paper when 1 was able
to examine the image I discovered that the inscription was actually not part of the
image but on a separate pedestal. Thus, the dated pedestal may have no original
relation to the image which must therefore be excluded from the corpus of dated
~n~ages.
After the publication of this paper a colleague sent me a photograph of
another Ganesa. a gilt copper repousst plaque he had seen in the hands of a London
antlques dealer. Technolog~callyand stylistically similar to the other images of the
Purandi hoard the plaque is quite possibly the missing Ganesa image mentioned in
the ~ r d h a n a r i a ~ a rinscriplion
a
(Fig. 40). Tantalizingly, the photograph reveals a
substantial inscription but insufficiently clear to permit decipherment. The current
whereabouts of the plaque are unknown.

Map The location of Purandi vis-a-vis Pharping, Tistung, and the principal trails
and roads. Courtesy of Niels Gutschow.

Fig. 1 The terrain through which the footpath winds (middle distance) linking the
hamlet of Purandi with Pharping and the Tribhuvan Rajpath.

Fig. 2 Reminiscent of the pierced plaques of the Purandi hoard, a group of gilt
copper repoussk plaques is nailed to the faqade of an eighteenth-century
temple elevation. Changu NSriiyw, mu& portal.

Fig, 3 Wprj.tm engmved on the upper portion of the ArdhanWthrma plaque,
dated NB.lB5 Milrgas'irgri (AD.lW] in the reign of King Arjunadeva.
$Swtllao Appmdk Fig. 23

Fig. 4 ArdhanWs'vara,conjoint image of ~ i v and
a Pi4rvati. Gilt copper repousse
height: 27.0 em. Patan Museum, acc. no. 636.

Fig. 8 KiWtikeya, or Kumfa as he is referred to in the Ardhaniiriivara
inscription, astride his mount, the peacock. Gilt copper repousd; height:
18.5 em.Patan Museum. acc. no. 634.

Fig. 9 Some of the repoussti work on the Purandi images, as revealed in fhis detail
of the KWtilceya image, pmj- as much as 5 or 6 cm.

Fig. 10 Seven geese guided by a charioteer draw Candra, personification d the
mm, thorn the skies. Gilt copper nepuss&dimem: 16.7 cat,J?atm
Muslerum. me. ma. 6%.

Fig. 11 Detail of Candra.

-

Fig. 12 This goddess, perhaps Lakmi, sits on a lotus, holds a budding pink lotus,
and in her outstretched hand offers another lotus in the form of a symbolic
hoss. Gilt copper repus&, diameter: 16.6 cm.Patan Museum, acc.
no. 639.

Fig. 13 Awaiting cleaning and conservation this image of Devi holds a large blue
lotus in one hand and displays a symbolic lotus in the other hand. Gilt
copper repousd; diameter: 16.8 cm. Patan Museum, acc. no. 637.

Fig. 14 Detail of Devi showing her distinctive crown and annulate bracelet.

Fig. 15 The five roundels of the Purandi hoard bearing images of gaws, attendants of ~ i v or
a Gqela, and, lower right, the separate plaque of Siva (see
Fig,22). Gilt copper repous&.

Is"!.
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Fig. 16 Identified on the plaque as "iri fhakula gaqi", this gana holds a lohls as
his principle cognizance. Gilt copper repousd; diameter: 10.3 cm. Patan
Museum. acc. no. 640.

Fig. 17 This gana is also identified as "4ri [hakula gani" but displays a banner as
his principal cognizance. Gilt copper repousse diameter: 1 1.8 cm. Patan
Museum.acc. no. 641.

Fig. 18 Named on the plaque " h i tirikami simhagaw-," and seated on a
cushioned stool, this attendant holds as his chief cognizance a
human-headed mace. Gilt copper repow&; diamekx: 10.9 cm.
Patan l4!%i&a~bn.aoe. no. 64,

Fig. 23 Detail of ~ i v aFig.
, 22.

Fig. 24 Part of a temple finial assembly, this bell-shaped portion was offered to a
temple by Udaya ~ i v aa, Pharping feudal chief, in N.S.140 Wttika
(A.D.1019). Oilt copper; height: 19.3 cm; diameter: 28.5 cm. Patan
hluseum, m.no,633.

Fig- 29 M of Fig. 24 with text of the engrad inscription.
.IS@
i&@mdk
Pig*12

Fig. 26 Because these bells from the Purandi hoard are decorated with thunderbolts, they may have come from a Buddhist monastery. Cast bronze;
height: 21.0 cm and 22.0 cm. Patan Museum, acc. nos. 64511,64512.

Fig. 27 Enshrined in Kathmandu, this relief image of Mafijuiri is named
Msr?ijunWiain &e inscription which dates it to A.D. 920. Stone; overall
W@t: @a0 cm ~ h a g de y , 66 em).

Fig. 28 Detail of Maiijunlitha.

Fig. 29 Garudasana Vi>~lu.
consecrarea In A.D. 1004. U I I Lcopper repoussk:
height: 43.5 cln. The Zimmernian Famlly Collection, photograph courtesy
of Jack Zimmerman.

Fig. 30 Like the eleventh-century predecessor, this Garuda is also endowed
with peacock tail-feathers spread as an aureole around the deities he
mx-rth. ClmguNmIiyZim c
o
S W . ca 17th century.

Fig.32 This image of UmB-Mahegvara may have been consecrated in A.D. 1012,
but the date is inscribed on a separate pedestal. Stone, c m , height: 63.0
nn; wid* 4 . 0 em.Chr&&m&Tpgal-tal, hmi

Pig, 35 I3etailoS the Yangu-bahal A v ~ ~ v a r a .
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Fig. 37 Deraid af =a-bahd Umii-MaheBvm.

Fig. 38 This image of V i ~ g ua p p too ornate for the da@ inscribed on it,
quivdent to A-D. R83. Gilt home repouss&height: 47.3 c m Los
Cqmty b a r n of A& WG* npr. M.?f&lS,7,C i B of f& : .,
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39 h d W r o u n d e 1 depicting a h&iga worshiped by a rgi, dated A.D. 1068
in them@n of hjunadva. Gilt copper repom&, diameter: ca. 22.0 cm.Los
m
e
s CQCrx4tyM u m 8 drt, aoc. no,M.85.125. Rwchtksedwith Iincts
byb4m Hmyltanan m m h - & y
d
~

Pig. 40 This hrcge, whereabouts now unkmmn- was ~mgri@ededa*ye- ago
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Appendix Fig. 1

Copy of the finial inscription of N.S. 140. Prepared by Shyam
Sundar Rajvamshi.

Appendix Fig. 2 Copy of the ArdhaniiriSvara inscription of N.S. 185. Prepared
by Shyam Sundar Rajvanishi.

SERPENTS, SAGES, AND SORCERERS IN CLEVELAND'
;K.
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A quarter century ago Mrs. Albert S. lngalls presented to the Cleveland Museum a
fragmentary Nepali painting on cloth (Fig. 1 [see also color plate 1111; Figs. 2.
13-1 S).' Worn and no longer an arresting object of art, the new acquisition entered
the Museum's study collection. When Stella Kramrisch assembled her epochal
exhibition of Nepali art for Asia House in 1964. she included it in her catalog. On the
hasis of some of the scenes. she entitled it ~ , r / l Mul~utmnya,
~a
a name signifying
"eminent places of pilgrimage." This was the first scholarly attention to the painting,
and apparently the last until 1974 when I asked to examine it.
I t was at once evident that the Cleveland painting was incomplete and
pertained to a horizontal banner. a cloth scroll such as those occasionally exhibited
in the Kathmandu Valley today. Among existing examples. the majority are on
Buddhist themes, as is the Cleveland scroll. Thus nonnally they are only seen in the
onetime monasteries, still called viharas, when they are strung around the open
courtyards for a few prescribed days each year (Figs. 3 and 4). For the most part. as
in the Cleveland fragment, the banners are of narrative intent. The story is related in
successive vignettes arranged in two or more superin~posedregisters. regarded from
left to right. top to bottom. The individual scenes, each conceived as miniatures. are
usually separated by clumps of trees or similar artifice, the horizontal registers by
narrow bands of floral decoration or, more often, by ribbons of explanatory captions
lettered in gold on black.
Such banner paintings continue a long tradition familiar in India from at least
Mauryan times. ca. 322 to 183 B.C. Itinerant showmen, such as the yamaparika
described later in Bina's Harsacarira, carried the rolled painting from town to town

'

Reprinted from The Bullefin ofthe Cleveland Museum of Art, vol. Ixvi, no. 2 (February 1979). pp.
67-82 with permission of the publisher.

' CMA 54.788 Illustrations from Svqyombhu-purana [Traditional history of the deit Svayarnbhu].
Opaque water colors on cotton, IS JI x 5 I !h inches (39 x 130.2 crn.). Nepal, dak&&it?
of Mrs.
Albert S. Ingalls. Exhibition: New York, Asia House Gallery. 1964: The Art of Nepal, cat. by Stella
Kramrisch, no. 96, p. 150.
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where they served both to amuse and instruct the populace,2 even as they do in the
Kathmandu viharas today. In ancient India such painted scrolls were apparently also
sometimes strung across the gateways leading into the towns or on the ceremonial
archways (loranus) erected in front of religious structures. Indeed, on the famous
toranas of the Great Stupa of ~aiichi.it is these very banners (their ends rolled up)
that appear to have been translated into stone (Fig. 5). In India narrative painting also
made its way onto the walls of private and public buildings, creating veritable art
galleries referred to as painted rooms (chirra&las).' In Nepal certain rooms of
palaces and mansions continued to be painted in this way into the nineteenth century
(Figs. 6 and 7).4So also were Nepali monastery and temple walls. One of the oldest
known inscriptions in the Kathmandu Valley, ca. mid-fifth century A.D., speaks of
a vihara painted with scenes from the ~ i n n u r~i a r a h ,there are a number of existing
viharas and temples. for the most part structures of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, which exhibit such wall paintings in their cellas or on their exterior walls
even now (Fig. 8).' The same style of narrative painting was also employed in
illustrated manuscripts known as kulupusroka, "art" or "picture books." Apparently
influenced by the tradition of scroll painting, the manuscripts were similarly painted
In successive scenes arranged in a number of superimposed registers (Fig. 9).'

'

Cala~nburSivarama~nurti.Sonskrir Literorure and Art-Mirrors of lndion Clrl~ure.Memoirs o f the
Archaeological Survey o f India, no. 73 (Calcutta, 1955; reprinted New Delhi, 1970), pp. 96-97.

' Ihid. pp. 92-95, and C. Sivarama~nurti,"Chitrasalas: Ancient Indian A n Galleries." Triveni. V11
(1934), 169-185.
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The paintings which have survived in the seventeenth-century palaces o f the Malla Period (aiid some
~vliichhad survived until destroyed in 1969 [Fig. 61)- for the most part adhere closely to the banner
scheme described above. The surviving nineteenth-century murals o f the Shah Period palaces and
mansions are somewhat more freely executed and often conceived on a larger scale. Examples o f the
later works may be seen in Deepak Shimkada, "Nepali Paintings and the Rajput Style," Arrs of
Asio. IV. no. 5 (1974). 3 8 4 3 . figs. 5-7. In all instances. i t may be noted, the Nepali murals are not
frescoes, but the pigments are applied to dry plaster.

c ~ h reference
e
is probably to the well-known Kinnari Avodino, a tale still popular in Nepal. The
monastery stood near the Dharmadeva stupa in Chabahil village. a Kathmandu suburb (Dhanavajra
Vajracharya, Licchavikrrlub-obhilekhu [Licchavi Period inscriptions], [Kathmandu, 19741, inscr. 1).
"Although now in lamentable condition, the best example of exterior painting in this style is to be seen
on the walls o f the "Bagh Bhairab" (Vyaghresvara) temple in Kirtipur village; a good example o f
r
Panauti village.
interior painting survives in the ~ r a h m a n temple,
'The Nepali Kalapustaka from which my illustration is drawn is discussed by Pratapaditya Pal, "A
Kabpustaka from Nepal." Bulletin of the American Academy of Benores, 1 (1967), 23-33, who also
illustrates some o f the folios in Voismo Iconology(Calcutta, 1970). figs. 1-3, 13-15.53.63-65. The
[manuscript, it is interesting to note, despite its predominatly Hindu orientation, includes some scenes
from the popular Buddhist Kinnori Avodano (see Pal, "A Kalapustaka from Nepal," figs. 57, 58).
=
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The Cleveland scroll, continuing as it does a long tradition in the history of
Indian and Nepali painting, is of profound interest on quite another level. however.
When whole, it summarized in picture and caption one of the most intriguing -legends
. - .. in the legend-filled valley of Kathmandu. Both an oral tradition and consecrated in
certain Buddhist texts, the legend consists of myriad threads raveled from a complex
tapestry of history, religion, folklore, and more. Unlike many myths and fairy tales.
however, the Nepali legend is not only concerned with gods, demigods, and events
in imaginary realms, but also with historical personages and existing places.
Moreover, it is a living legend made tangible in customs which concern the Nepalis
and their gods even now. Of particular significance. the legend permits us to peer into
the vanished world of medieval Nepal: a tantric world. a strange and tangled one
wherein tantrism made fact and fancy one. A world where Mahasiddhas, the Great
Perfected Ones. empowered by their hard won magical skills. controlled the very
gods themselves and were the preferred counselors of kings. A world wherein the
valley's holy serpents spoke and sometimes took the form of men. and where men
betimes, in turn. took thsirs. A world. however. not of such nlarvels alone but a
marvelously creative one in which, under the nimble fingers of men, the gods took
visible form in bronze and paint. Indeed a world not only of the modest banner. its
pictures faded and captions effaced, but also the same world which gave to the
i Bodhisattva of Wisdom) and its painted Bejeweled
Museum its gilded ~ a i i j u i r (the
Buddha Preaching, indisputable chefs d'oeuvre of Nepali art (Figs. 10-1 2).'
-:
On the internal evidence of the scroll, it is possible that about .half
of
- . .- . .. it.
measuring more than four feet and the terminal portion, is preserved in Cleveland.
Like the more familiar vertical Nepali paintings on cloth-for example. the ~ U I LorI
paubhav illustrated in Figure 1 I-the horizontal banner is painted in opaque water
colors on cotton. The palette consists primarily of varied greens and blues. salmon.
red, black, white, and gilt (see Fig. 1). Backgrounds are predominantly green. blue.
salmon, and white; vegetation is green; and water pale blue. White is for stupas,
salmon for fire and ~ i v a l i n ~ ared
s , and orange flecked with gilt for clothing, and gilt
for ornaments and flesh. Red and black serve to model and outline figures. Perhaps
too often displayid in some vihira courtyard or too long carelessly kept. the banner
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64.370 Mafijuki (Bodhisa~tvao j Wisdom).Gilt bronze. H . 30 A' inches (78.1 cm.). Nepal(l5th
century. Purchase. Leonard C. Hanna Jr. Bequest. Exhibitions: New York. Asia House Gallery, 19751
Nepal: Where the Gods are Young, cat. by Pratapaditya Pal, no. 22, p. 4 1 .
CMA 73.69 Bejweled Buddha Preaching. Opaque water colors on cotton. 43 % x 32 '/1 inches (109.5
x 82.5 cm.). Nepal, completed in Kathmandu in A.D.[1648XN.S. 769 Marga). Purchase from the J .
H. Wade Fund. Published: Pratapaditya Pal, "The Bhimaratha Rite and Nepali Art," Oriental
Art. XXIII, no. 2 (Summer 1970), 183. fig. 9.
CMA

',,

The term rhanka (and its variants), often applied to such paintings, should properly be reserved to
the Tibetan counterpart. It is a term unfamiliar in Nepal where the word paubhu or pauba is the
preferred designation for all banner paintings, vertical or horizontal. I have also heard Newars refer
to the latter as bilompo.

'i
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fragment is stained and soiled, its colors faded, and whole areas of the painted
surface have flaked away. We know nothing respecting the why and when of its
dismemberment.
The painting is dated, bearing in the lower right comer the legend "completed
Samvat 755 ~aitra-iukla-daiami,"viz., the tenth day of the waxing moon in the
spring of<63$" This date corresponds exactly to the time when Nepali trade with
Tibet, of lo@-standing though it was, was approaching its apogee. Whole colonies
of Newars-as the principal Nepal-, or Kathmandu,Valley inhabitants were then
known-settled in Lhasa and other trading centers. They dealt in varied goods, not
the least of which were the objects made in Nepal to serve the Buddhist faith. It was
at this time that Tibet, for centuries the recipient of Nepali influences in art and
Buddhism, began in turn to exercise a cultural influence on Nepal. To this the
Cleveland banner bears ample testimony; for example, the stupas observed in the
painting are not the Nepali hemispheres one would expect to find in a Nepali
painting. but typical Tibetan chorrens looking rather like upturned wineglasses. It is
the Tibetans, too, who have contributed the clouds, the horses, the style of the
figures. and the distinctive headgear, textured fabrics, and fluttering scarves they
wear. Nepali painters when not so influenced preferred tigures in the Rajput style
then popular in court circles, the familiar dress of Rajasthani and Pahari paintings.
It is worn by the donors of the Preaching Buddha, by the king and musicians below.
and by the same king illustrated elsewhere (Figs. 11. 12, and23).
But despite the obvious Tibetanization of the banner fragment, much is
Nepali. The temples and shrines with upswept "pagoda" roofs are purely so. Nepali
also is the treatment of the homa (a rite in which precious goods are sacrificed in
flames), and unmistakably Nepali are the Hindu gods and Sivalingas included in a
painting"n~eant
- - - - to
- - be on Buddhist themes? Only in the Kathmandu Valley do
Buddhism and ~rahmanism,fhe stupa and the linga, exist side by side on such
congenial terms. From Nepal also comes the language and script of the captions, the
Newari of her traders." The synthetic character of the painting suggests that it may
have been commissioned by one of them domiciled in Tibet, a well-established
custom at that time. But whether the painter was a Tibetan or a Nepali, he borrowed
freely from both traditions to tell a Buddhist story dear to Nepal.

''>

'"The era en~ployedis the Nepal Samvat whose epoch year corresponds to A.D. 8791880. The month
Caitra corresponds roughly to the last half o f March and the first half o f April.
" Newari is a Tibeto-Burman language distinct from the national language. Nepali, whose roots are
Sanskrit. There are various Newari scripts, affinals o f ~ e v a n a ~ a rOften
i.
they are closely related to
those once current in nearby parts o f India, as testified by many Indian mansucript pages in the
Museum collection. The script used in the scroll was the one most commonly employed during the
closing centuries o f the Malla Period in the Kathmandu Valley, i.e., from the sixteenth century almost
to the end o f the eighteenth.

Serpents, Sagw, and Sorcerem In Cleveland 1261

The subject matter of the Cleveland scroll is drawn from the famous Nepalese
Buddhist text known as the Svayumbhu-purana [Traditional history of the ,deity
Svayambhu]. This is a mah=tmya, a class of religious texts which both extols sacred
sites and serves as a pilgrim's guide to them. The date of the Svayamhhu-purana is
unknown, but it may have been redacted around the sixteenth century.'' Mythical in
nature, it is obviously a compilation of diverse materials long transmitted orally.
Moreover, despite the text's apparently purely local natwe-filled as it is with Nepali
characters and places-many of its legends may well have their roots in Central Asia.
They seem to have come to Nepal by way of Khotan, a country with a parallel cycle
,, of legends." As the title implies, the principal thrust of the Svayambhu-puruna
#?concernsthe primordial Buddha-Svayarnbh". the Self-Created or Self-Existent, a
$renowned deity of Nepal whose history and traditions it purports to tell. But in
keeping with the mahitmya genre, it includes brief references to many other sacred
places of less esteem in the Kathmandu Valley. A number of them are Brahmanical
which, with typical Nepali eclecticism, it is considered fitting to include in an
,
: ..< ..... :.
ostensibly Buddhist text. 'I' ' * . ,.
The majority of the second& sites which the Svayantbh;-pwLInu extols are
located on the banks of the Bagmati, the valley's chief river, or its affluents. One of
these is the Vishnumati or, as Buddhists prefer, the Keshavati. reminder of its
miraculous origin in the hair (kesb) of the tonsured monks. As tributary to the
Ganges, the Bagmati and its affluents share in that sacred river's mystique. Like it.
the Nepali rivers have miraculous origins--differing in accordance with whether one
their beds courses that
is Hindu or Buddhist-and most bear the name of the
divine substance, water, life-giving and life-sustaining. It pertains to a cosmic
moisture which issues from the moon to
- and mystic,
. -.
network, terrestlial,- celestial,
circulate as rain, sap, blood, milk. semen, and amrra-the immortalizing ambrosia
of the gods?It is also the substance of ponds and wells, issues from the fountains. and
fills the sacred jar-the purna kalasb. Water is also the preferred abode of the
serpents, one of whose primary symbols they are, beings of profound veneration in
Nepal. Beaded along the Nepali riverbanks, therefore, are countless eminent places
(

-

l2

I
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The w o r d p u h signifies "belonging to ancient times," an "ancient tale." or "traditional history."

It also refers to a class of sacred books of Hinduism, the Puranas, of which there are some eighteen
principal ones. The Svayambhu-purana, a tardy imitation of these texts, is thoroughly discussed by
Sylvain Lkvi, Le Nkpal, ~ t u d ehistorique d'un royaume Hindou. 3 vols., Annales du Musee Guimet.

XVII-XIX (Paris, 1905-1908). 1,207-213. An English summary of one Nepali edition may be found
in Rajendralala Mitra, The Sanskrit Buddhisr Literature o/Nepal (reprinted, Calcutta, 197 I), pp.
245-255. A classic published version, in ~evaniga",is that edited by Hara hasad Shastri, The Vrihut
Svayambhu Puranam (Calcutta, 1894).
" J. Brough, "Legends of Khotan and Nepal," Bulletrn o/ the School of Oriental and Ajrican
Studies, XII, pt. 2 (1948). 333-339. As I have discussed in my Nepal Mandala (Princeton University

Press forthcoming), other specific influences in Nepali culture can also apparently be traced to Central
Asia, probably by way o f Khotan.
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of pilgrimage. the r,Grhas, which beckon the faithful, Hindu and Buddhist, to prayer
and penance. Pilgrimage to them to bathe in their waters and worship their presiding
deities is held to confer untold merit in this life and the next. It is one of the most
compelling of Nepali religious urges.
-- -- --

- .

Among the scores of riverine tirthas in the Kathmandu Valley, the Svayambhupurana extols the virtues of relatively few. They are grouped into two formal sets,
twelve of primary and ty&e of secondary importance. To these are added a few
lakes. pools. or waterfalls in which bathing is also meritorious. Although it is the
Buddha himself who enumerates these tirthas, they are neither Buddhist nor Hindu
but are in charge of the serpents worshiped by all. The Buddha also lists eight other
significant places of worship, Sivalingas which in the Buddhist tradition owe their
~ i kother
e t h h a s , they are therefore non- sectarian?^
origin to ~ v a ~ a m b h u . ~the
number of them are also situated near streams or ponds.
The painted version of the Svuyambhu-purana conserved in Cleveland
consists of two registers framed by narrow plain bands and divided by another
bearing a few inscriptions. The latter, together with captions inscribed directly on the
illustrated fields. are somewhat effaced and cannot be fully deciphered.I4The subject
matter of the two registers is nonetheless clearly defined: the lower one is devoted
exclusively to Svayambhu. the upper one to a number of the riverine t k h a s and
some of the Sivalingas. Indeed, the painting in effect serves them as an illustrated
f .=
guide.
More than a dozen riverine tirthas and f p of the $ivalingas are illustrated
in the upper register of the Cleveland scroll. Together they apparently represent more
than half of the original painted complement since successive numbers in the
As in the Svuyambhu-put-&. each
inscribed band below begin with the fig~re'four.'~
Illustrated tirtha is characteristically situated at a confluence (veni, dobhana), a
mingllng of waters conceived to augment the tirtha's virtue. Many are identified by
captions which name the tirtha, the streams which sanctify it, and the deity who
presides over it Of the identifiable tirthas, more than half correspond essentially to
those which comprise the primary twelve recommended by the Svayambhu-purana
(Fig. 2: A3.4.6. 7. 11. 12, 14). Others do not figure in the Svuyamhhu-puranu at all
and must represent the prefesnce of the painter or his client (Fig. 2: A l , 2, 16).
,-

'

'%autamvajra Vajracharya has kindly read for the Museum all the captions which he could decipher.
I t is probable that more intensive study would improve the readings and permit us to identify the
subjects o f the painting more fully.
" It is this number which suggests that Cleveland owns about half o f the original banner. However.
most banner paintings are much longer than the approximate eight or ten feet this would make the
original. Thus the numbered tirthas may have been preceded by many other subjects o f which we are
2 -,.. p
t
. , L.-...3 \ ' . , . , ~ , . , ,
ignoranl.
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In the painting, each Grtha is distinguished by a field of color, often contained
by the meeting streams. In each field is a group of seated figures, one of whom is the
tirtha's presiding deity. He is a serpent (naga) in anthropomorphic form. seated in
royal ease, his consort by his side. Behind the naga and nagini, serving both as 1
prabhdmandala and throne, are their alter egos in polycephalous serpent form. The '
nagas are distinctively colored and often named, in keeping with Nepali Yklore.
I S
o*
belong to a company of nine valley familiars and correspond to those that
1 preside at the tTrthas listed in i h e ~ v a ~ a m b h u l ~ u r aFacing
h a . the naga pair and
engaged in their worship are a number of persons, usually three. As at &mkara-thha
(Figs. 2: A3; and 13), one of them is usually aureoled in gilt, while another, seated
before a flaming brazier, a sacrificial ladle (sruk, sruva) in hand, performs the homa.
As identified by his headgear, this person appears to be a lama in some scenes, in
t
of Absolute
others perhaps a crowned vajrdcdrya, the Vajrayana ~ u d d h i s Master
- S-L,-k- r%-,.*
Power.
p , ~",
+. A
@@ a@* of the tkhas clearly correspond to known sites frequented today.
One exception, illustrated at the upper left corner of the painting, is the ~ a y u r i tirtha, depicted as the domain of Tiksaka-naga, a serpent of valley renown (Figs. 1;
2: A l ; and 14).16Another apparently represents the most famous Nepali riverine
tirtha of all, a sacred place of many names (Figs. 1; 2: A16). One of them is
Panchanadi (i.e., "five rivers") for the number held to meet there. Two of the five are
the Bagmati and Vishnumati, three are mystic and invisible streams which secretly
course from India. According to the caption, Vasuki-naga-one of the chief valley
nine-is the presiding deity, but he is not illustrated. Near Panchanadi dwells the
famous Bhairava of the south, Daksina Bhairava, as he is named in the painting, or
~ a c a l Bhairava,
i
his more familiar name today. A dread form of Siva, Bhairava is
prominent in the painting as a seated corpulent figure aureoled in flames (Figs. 1 ; 2:
A16). Immediately above him is a pond whose identifying caption is unfortunately
effaced (Fig. 2: A5). It may illustrate the Pond of Indra (Indradaha), a tTrtha of
continuing valley renown, or perhaps Taudaha, a pond of particular significance to
the valley's serpents and to the legends which concern them. Indeed, their king, the
Nagaraja Kirkotaka, resides even now in a jeweled palace within its depths.
In addition to the assernblies at the tirthas, the riverbanks are populated with
other gods and demigods, and with halingas, shrines, and temples, near which
penitents bathe. But these gods and their devotees, interesting as they are, must not
detain us from more intriguing matters illustrated in the register below.

.-.

!

The primary legend among those intertwined in the Svayambh-pur& concerns the
history of Svayambhu. Jataka-like, it is explained to the other gods and demigods by
the visiting Buddha Sikyamuni in one of whose former lives it began. At that time

?-;"'~hetirtha is named for ~aharni~u;, chief of the Paflcaraksas, the set of five Buddhist spell
goddesses. The h h a once lay on the banks of the Tukucha Khola a stream whose course has altered,
and the site is now sacred to ~aurnari,one of the Hindu rnatrkis and a form of Durga.
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the Kathmandu valley was filled with an immense lake, the Dwelling Place of the

' Serpents (Nigavisa) or ~ a l i ' sPond (~alrhrada),named for the serpent queen who
dwelt therein. In the midst of this expanse, supported on a resplendent lotus, the
primordial Buddha, the Self-Existent, Self-Created (Svayambhii), chose to manifest
himself as a flame, or, as some say, an image of crystal. In time the Bodhisattva
Maiiju~r;elected to drain the lake to make Svayambhu-jyoti~pa(Svayarnbhu-in-theForm-of-Light) accessible to worship. Thoughtfully, he first transferred the Nagarija
Kirkotaka, his queen Kd:-nigini, their retinue and treasure to the pond of Taudaha.
That done, he breached with his sword the enclosing valley rim through which the
impounded waters foamed away. With them glided some of the serpents, strangers
- . court, but they later returned to take up their abodes in the Bagmati
to Karkotaka's
and its tributaries. Next ~ a i i j u i r created
i
a city near Svayambhfi-jyotirupa-the
origin of Kathmandu-and peopled it with devotees. In time, as all Buddhists should,
the Mahasiddha Santikara (or Santikaracarya) came to worship the renowned
Svayambhu-in-the-Form-of-Light. Through untold austerities this former king of a
distant realm had become a Great Perfected One, half-sage, half-sorcerer, possessed
of powers immeasurable. Thus, simply at his command, ViSskarma, the architect
of the gods, enclosed Svayambhu, the flame, in a resplendent stupa. So originated the
famous mound, premier beacon of valley Buddhism, raised for all to adore on a
hilltop near Kathmandu.
Although this legend provides the main theme of the Svayambhu-pur&a, the
:-painterof the Cleveland scroll barely alludes to it in some of the final scenes (Figs.
1; 2: B14-15; and 15). Dispensing with the story altogether, he merely shows the
Buddha Sdcyamuni engaged in telling it to the gods and demigods. His auditors, as
the inscriptions inform us, are "the monk Kaiyapa, other monks, all the deities, the
serpents, yaksas, demons ghosts, spirits (rakrasas, bhutas, pretas). Brahma, Visnu,
Siva, and Indra." The Buddha with Brahma on his right is depicted beside the stupa
whose history he tells and on the opposite side are a very Nepali-looking Hanuman
and Garuda. In the foreground are gathered the rest of the divine company, in
curiously inattentive poses and each carefully identified by adjacent captions. In
treating the main theme of the Svayambhu-purana by means of this artifice, the
painter cleverly reserved the rest of his canvas to a secondary legend of the
Svayambhu-purana which clearly interested him or his client far more. It is told in
successive scenes, each defined as a geometric field of color (Figs. 1; 2: B1-13).
Somewhat haphazardly arranged, together the colored squares and rectangles
resemble a collage or a spread of slightly overlapping photos.
In the Kathmandu Valley the successful raising of irrigated rice depends on
the timely abundance of rain. Normally delivered in copious supply by the summer
monsoon. the rains nonetheless sometimes arrive sufficiently later or in such scant
supply as to entrain drought and famine, a threnody of Nepali history. Despite the
apparent lushness of the Kathmandu Valley, drought is a real concern and the quest
for rain an incessant preoccupation. It is little wonder, therefore, that in an essentially
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fanning community some of the most important deities are rain givers and that so
many customs and legends are rain related. So. indeed. are those which have come
to be entangled in the Svayambhu myth. It is such a story which the painter of the
Cleveland banner has chosen to tell.
According to popular legend. recounted in the Svayamhhu-puruna and
embroidered in countless oral variants, there once fell upon the Kathmandu Valley
a severe drought. The dry and crusted fields could not be planted and the terribing
specter of famine loomed ahead. As the chief dispensers of rain. the nagas had all
been properly worshiped and constant were the pilgrimages to the tirthas where they
dwelt. But despite the pleas of their devoted suppliants. the nagas obstinately
withheld their customary boon and no rains come. Even the prayers of King
Gunkimadeva, the valley's compassionate king. were of no avail. Realizing that in
the face of impending calamity even-kings were helpless, Gunakamadeva sought
advice from the renowned Mahasiddha ~antikara.~ h . 1~antikara-among
~
the
contrivances which link the rainmaking legend to Svayambhu-was. to be sure. the
same ~ a n t i k a r awho had created the stupa. Now Mahasiddhas-onetin~ekings and
beggars. weavers and merchants, abbots and boatmen. persons of no matter what
caste. class. or condition-were those who through unimaginable efforts. physical
and mental, had become Great Perfected Ones. They were in effect Great Magicians.
tantric practitioners both sage and sorcerer. capable of performing extraordinary
feats. They were thought to be able to fly, to see and hear over vast distances. to
divine the most secret thoughts of others. and to know all things respecting the
present, past, and future. They could live or die as they chose and be reborn when and
how they pleased. And above all. they could command the gods themselves.[Such
was Ratnaraksita, a historical figure of the thirteenth century who lived for a while
in Nepal. He had "encountered many yi-dams (tutelary divinities) face to face . . . On
one occasion he heard . . . the music with which the Nagas and Asuras [demons]
honour Avalokitesvara on his holy mountain. . . He could impart knowledge through
consecration and the diikint's came in person to receive the sacrificial cakes. He
petrified a mad elephant by fixing his eyes in the appropriate glance. . .""]
Thus it is not surprising that Gunakamadeva should turn to a Mahasiddha for
help. He was not deceived, for the omniscient Sintikara, knowing full well at whose
door to seek the arrested rains, immediately advised the king what to do. This is the
subject of the first scene in the lower register of the existing part of the painting
(Figs. 1; 2: B1; and 16). It is Sintikara who stands beside his creation, Svayarnbhu
stupa, while Gunakamadeva, brandishing a sword, sets off on horseback to
accomplish the task the Mahasiddha has set. If the gas will not willingly give rain.
as is their custom, Sintikara has told the king, they must be coerced. Since even the
gods are subservient to the Mahasiddhas, this Santikara will do. But first the king
must assemble the nine principal serpents of his realm, many of whom preside over

"

David L. Snellgrove, Buddhist Himalaya (Oxford, 1957), pp. 105-106.
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the tirthas depicted in the upper register of the painting. These @as must be ranged
in a mystic diagram, a mandala, so that Santikara can perfom the tantric ritual
known as n a p sadhana and through it procure the needed rain. To be effective, it
is imperative that the exact number of nagas prescribed by the Great Magician be
present.
J,- rrt ;;
r. s
In due course, at flfe k@g's command, the required number of serpents
assemble. All save one. This is t h e ~ i g a r i j aKarkotaka, who by his absence vitiates
the mandala. Santikara therefore instructs the king by what magical means the
recalcitrant naga can be brought by force. This is probably the subject of the third
scene in the painting, although the captions are illegible (Figs. 1; 2: B3; and 16). In
any event. the niagic proves effective and in the next scene, as verified by the
captions. we see the king laying hold of Karkotaka (Figs. 1; 2: B4). In the painting
- seized
- - Vasuki-naga
- and brings him to Santikara;
the mounted Gunakamadeva also
in the
- -latter's
- -~
presence. the captions affirni,
- - the niga becomes -a Siddha.
- - This episode:
is pictured at thhbeznll~ngof thefirst complze Gene aithe bottom of the painting
(Figs. 1; 2: B6; and 16). In the same scene are several of the other nagas assembled
on San~ikara'sinstruction. As at the t h h a s above from which they have come, each
naga. now witliout consort. is pictured in human form. each
- - -with serpent
- - - -alter
- 90
behind
- _ _him.
_ One of the naga assembly is the serpent king. Karkotaka. whom
~antikaraquestrons respecting the denied rains.
Apparently no explal-lation is forthcoming. but since the mandala is now
complete. ~ a i t i k a r aproceeds with the naga sadhana. The serpents cannot withstand
the powers of his mantras. and the released rains begin at once to drench the parched
I fields. To commelnorate the event.Dhe grateful King Gunakamadeva (or alternately]
~ i n t i k a r e s t a b l i s h e beside
s
Svayambhu a shrine known as Nagapura, "the mansion
of the serpents." These events. the falling rain and the commemorative shrine, are the
subjects of the vertical scene following the assembly of nagas (Figs 1 ; 2: B7).
The _c!qv_e_r Sintikara, however, has not quite finished with the nagas.
Divining that the serpents might again capriciously withhold the rains, he refuses to
release them until each has donated a little blood." With it he reconstructs the serpent
mandala on cloth, in a manuscript. or both. after which he dismisses the llagas to their
rivers and ponds. By means of'the substitute mandala. he instructs the king, the
serpents can be made to yield if at some future time they again withhold the rains.
Against this eventuality, the mandala is carefully stored in Nagapura.
the rainmaking
In both text and illustrated account of the ~vayurnbhu-~ur&>,
legend closes with the abdication of Gunakamadeva in favor of monkhood and the
installation of his successor. Narendradeva. Gunakamadeva's choice is a joyous one,
and he departs with an escort of musicians (Figs. 1; 2: B8; and 17). In the scene
immediately above, the new king Narendradeva is introduced, seated on a dais in
- 1

" There is another version. among many, in which the sorcerer's rite is ineffective until the nagas
themselves proffer their blood and instruct him in its use.
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company with three ministers (Fig. 2: B9 and 17). Below. we see his abhiseka, the
ceremonial lustration by which kingship is confirmed (Figs. 1; 2: B 1 1; and 17). It is
accomplished by attendants who from auspicious vessels (Mhalash) shower him
. In the pajnting
with that most precious and consecrating substance, w a t e ? ( ~ i ~18).
the legend closes with Sktikara. in a Lama's cap, preaching to a rapt audience about
- .
the.state
- - -ofNepalese religio_n')(~igs.1; 2: B 12 and 17).
In the-l*end?o~.the Svayambhu-purana, as with all Kathmandu Valley
legends, only a tenuous line separates fact and fancy; for example, the geologists
have now shown us that the valley soils are in fact of lacustrine origin and the
subaqueous gases and flaming waters that characterize valley legend are a reality
even now. The miraculous origin of Svayambhu stupa. however, is tempered with the
almost certain knowledge that it was constructed in>efifth.sntury A.D. by a
Buddhist king.I9 But then again. in favor of factual threads, there were three Nepali
kings named Gunakamadeva. the dates of whose reigns and some of whose deeds are
reasonably well fixed. Narendradeva also is a well-authenticated king of seventhcentury Nepal; his name is inextricably linked with the gas and with the rainmaker
par excellence, Rato Matsyendranatha, at once Mahasiddha and Bodhisattva.
Moreover. in one instance at least, we know exactly when legend leaves off and
history begins. It happened less than a quarter-century after the painter of the
Cleveland banner dried his brushes on a spring day in 1635.
In that year ~ a k s mNarasimha
i
Malla still wore the crown of the Kingdom
of Kathmandu, one of three citystates into which the larger kingdom had splintered
by that tinie. Although he wore the crown, he did not rule for he was quite mad. So
much so. that in 1641 he was removed and his eighteen-year-old son Pratapa Malla
placed upon the throne.20Pratapa Malla proved to be a remarkable king. one of the
most brilliant and interesting, if licentious and boastful. of all the grand procession
- . . a poet, and master of all the
of Nepali monarchs. He considered himself a linguist.
arts of peace and war. Artists, poets. and dramatists were welcomed in the palace. His
court teemed with astrologers and priests, both Buddhist and Brahman, and among
6
them was many a tantric of r e n o w n y ~ h eking's deeds were numerous, and he took
care to record them on copperplates and stone steles. on the statues and paintings he
commissioned and at the many temples and public works which bloomed at his
command." Even pious works commissioned by others in his reign often included
the king's name and sometimes his portrait as well. The donors of Cleveland's
Bejeweled Buddha Preaching, for example-a Kathmandu family who lived not far
from the palace-recorded that it was painted "during the reign of the King of Kings,

'' This dating is substantiated in Nepal Mandala.
20

Pratipa Malla's birth date is verified for Nepal Sarnvat 743 Jyestha (A.D. 1623)
<\t..f-A

" One of the stone steles is in the~hluseurncollection: CMA 78.24 Stele with Padn~apani.Stone. H.18
% inches (46.4 crn.). Nepal, dated 1674. Gift of Claude de Marteau
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the Illustrious Pratapa Malla" and saw to it that his portrait occupied one of the
border vignettes (Figs. 1 1 and 12). It is quite possible that it is there because the king
attended the consecration of the painting. From Pratapa Malla's reign, which ended
in 1674. inscriptions abound. None perhaps is more interesting than the one he
installed near Svayambhu stupa in the shrine known as Santipura.
Santipura, the mansion of Sintikara, is a mysterious place now guarded by
locked doors and defended by fierce divinities of the Buddhist faith. Santipura
originated as Sintikara's dwelling place, so it is claimed. a cave excavated. in the
shadow of the stupa he had miraculously created. It is one of five mansions (puru), a
set of;enownedPtantric shrines arranged around the stupa. Another of the set is
Naiapura, a hypaethral shrine which lies between the two. This is the shrine which
the Svayarnh/~t~-pur&a f i n n s was built by Gunakamadeva to honor the serpents and
to house the rainmaking
- - mandala
- -inscribed in their blqod. But Pratipa ilia
believed. & l n o s i ~ e ~ a ldoTthat
is
the malliaala was in fact stored in ~ a n t i ~ u where
ra
its owner, the Mahasiddha, had secreted it.
4~~
&
2In the seventeenth year of Pratapa Malla's reign, so the king recorded by
~ i n t i ~ u r adoor
' s on a stone stele. a merciless drought gripped the kingdom.22As in
Gunakamadeva's time. the parched fields again could not be planted and the
terrifying specter of famine stalked abroad. Even the pleas of the king, addressed
with proper munificence to- the
- - most
- - prestigious
- - - - - of
- the
- - valley
- - - gods,
- - went unanswered.
Pratiipa Malla therefore declared that the time had come to seek the serpent mandala
whose need ~ a n t i k a r a had long ago foreseen. Addressing himself to the
vujracuryus, the Buddhist priests in charge of ~ i n t i ~ u rthe
a , king bade them to go in
rairunaking
charm
stored
within.
Paralyzed
by fear before Santipura's
search
of
the
-- - mysteries. the priests were unable to comply. Undaunted, the king determined to seek
the charm himself. Entering the cave. he found it to be arranged in twenty-seven
rooms in one of which he found the coveted rainmaking charm. In the Svayambhupurhu the charm is a banner bearing the blood-inscribed serpent mandala. But there
are manifold ramifications of the same rainmaking legend--one of which. The
Twelve-Year Well. concerns a rainmaking tantra inscribed in serpent's blood by
~ i n t i k a r a . ~In' writing of his adventures, the king must have been influenced by this

-

-

11

The inscription, In Sanskrit. is largely devoted to hym_ni?gt k go$ but concludes with a few verses
concerned with bringing the drought to an end. I t was first published in the original, with a Nepali
translation o f the concluding verses, in Samkr~a-sandeb,1, no. 12 (Kathmandu. V.S. 2010 [I9541).
86-93. I t is discussed at length by Gautalnvajra Vajracharya, "Pratapa Mallako $antipuraprabesaV
[Pratipa Malla's entry into $antipura], Pirni~no4. 1, no. 4 (Kathmandu. V.S. 2021 Magha [1965]).
31-44.

" Like Nagapura and h t i p u r a . The Twelve-Year Well, whose story I recount in Nepal Mandala, is
not merely the stuff o f legends.The well exists in Kathmandu where it is cleaned with ordained
regularity. lastly in 1969. Between times. whenever the nagas choose to deny the rains. w'ith the
permission o f the King ofNepal. the valley farmers open the well, Into it. from hntikara's
- -tantra
. they
intone 108 hymns in praise o f Karkotaka, king o f the serpents, who comes to hear them in the cool
depths below.
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famous story. involving a number of places in his own realm. Thus he found not one
(charm in Sintipura. but two, paubha and tantra. Returning with them to the light of
day, the rains at once fell and joy again filled the land.
Like Gunakamadeva's rainmaking adventures. those of Pratapa Malls are also
memorialized in a painting (Fig. 19). Prepared in water colors on a thick, handmade
multilayered paper. the painting is a folkish one, purely Nepali in style. In the casual
possession of a Kathmandu family, the unprotected painting is now ragged and tom.
and parts of it have quite crumbled away. It purports to illustrate the interior of the
mysterious ~ a n t i ~ uand,
r a aided by Newari captions, the king's adventures within.
At top and bottom of the painting are two long inscriptions.2J One, in Sanskrit,
duplicates the Santipura stele in which the king compresses his rainmaking
adventures into a few verses. They follow the self-styled "King of Poet's" hymn to
the gods. one of whom is Samvara, a fierce deity of tantric Buddhism. The other
inscription, in Newari, enlarges upon the rainmaking quest. supplying many
picturesque details that are lacking in the stone inscription. Because of the
outrageously laudatory character of the king's titles (praksri) which preface the
Newari inscription. it is likely that the painting was prepared at the king's direction
and dates from his reign. The only date on the painting. however. is the one
concluding the facsimile stone inscription. viz.. N.S. 778 (A.D. 1658).
The compositional scheme of the painting of Santipura is very odd indeed.
It is conceived in two adjacent sections, the left and right sides of the rectangle, to
view one or the other of which. or to read the inscriptions, the painting must be
turned top to bottom. The king's adventures commence in the lmtekti comer of the
painting, as viewed in Fig. 19. There we see the audacious king, lamp in hand,
preparing to enter Santipura. He carries with him. so the captions affirm. .'fish,
lentils, cow-milk. and other articles of worship." The door through which the king
is about to step leads into a rectangular room, identified as "three rooms of the
southern part converted into one." Behind it lie six square rooms. In these, which
compose the first of three levels, the king does not tarry but descends by a stone
staircase to the middle level. Here he finds nine rooms; in the central one of which
is illustrated a lotus mandala fianked by a lamp and other sacred paraphernalia. There
the king met Mahiiamvara, whom he worshiped, and found "concealed in a copper
1 milk pail" a copy of the &mvara-tantra. Up to this point, the inscriptions inform us.
Santipura's guardian priests-vajracaryas from Svayarnbhu and Makhan-bahal. a
I Kathmandu vihara-have
accompanied the king. But the second level. which they

- ..

" h e painting is discussed and the captions and part o f the inscriptions tca_ns_~rib_ed
in Newari and
Nepali by Vajracharya, "Prafipa Mallako $antipuraprabesa." pp. 37-44. According to the author (p.
34) there are other similar paintings, but 1 have not seen them. I am indebted to;Vajracharya for
~~-L,T
arranging for me to study and photograph this example.
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believed to be the end of the cave. is their customary halting place. Thus, they go no
farther.
By turning the painting upside down, we can view the third level to which by
a broad staircase the king alone descends. Again there are nine rooms, only four of
which remain whole in the damaged painting. The stairway opens directly into a
room occupied by three enormous butterflies whose flapping wings extinguish the
king's lamp. He pushes on, nonetheless. into the next room. It is inhabited by
terrifying spirits. illustrated by four creatures symbolizing raksasu, bhuta, pretu, and
pihcu. They cause the monarch no trouble for the clever king by providing himself
with foods for the hungry spirits (the "fish, lentils, and cow-milk") is able to pacify
I them. Continuing his explorations. the king encounters nagas in another room (now
,) missing) and in still another Santikara himself. Seated in meditation (sumadhi),
j Sintikara is pictured as a dessicated anchorite since "only his bones and spirit
! remain." Beside him is shown the paubha. the rainmaking charm and object of the
k~ng'squest. Now Pratapa Malla can go no farther. His way is blocked by an
underground pool. It can only be seen by means of a small hole, illustrated at the
upper edge of the pond. through which "a cool breeze came." Here the king seats
himself in saniidhi. contemplating his companionable lamp, inexplicably relighted,
and "n~editatesand inspects everything before completing his task and returning"
(Fig. 19).
According to Pratapa Malla's account, there were twenty-seven rooms in
Sintipura. In the illustrated version, when whole, they were divided by levels into
three sets of nine each. counting the "converted" foyer as three.'5 Given this
particular number. or sets of numbers. it is evident that the rooms are nothing more
or less than / I N ~ U . S ,the unit by which the ancient Indian architectural manuals, the
\~&~u-ki.sir~~s,
organized terrestrial space in harmony with the cosmos.26Optimally,
" townieandcities were to be laid out in a grid of padas, the most auspicious number
of which was eighty-one. i.e., nine sets of nine. Such grids were in effect "mandalas
to walk on," mystic diagrams in which everything had its ordained place in the
cosmos. In capital cities, for example, the palace and its chief object, the divine king,
occupied the central pada, the most auspicious point of the mandala. Thus the three
r a also mystic diagrams, mandalas of nine padas each and
levels of ~ a n t i ~ u are
together one-third of the most auspicious number possible. At the heart of one,
moreover, reigned Sarnvara and in another, Santikara and the serpent mandala. The

r
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is possible that the "converted" room in the painting corresponds to $antipura's enclosed
rectangular foyer. also on the south side, which is open to the public. Passage beyond i;today'
defended by a locked and guarded entry. The fafade through which it passes is covered with
nineteenth-century murals, arranged in the traditional superimposed registers.
% O n the Indian concepts o f the organization o f space see, for example, D. N. Shukla. V&tu-kistru. I.
Hindu Science o/Architecture (Lucknow, 1960). or Binode Behari Dun, Town Plonning in Ancienr
lndio (Calcutta. 1925). ,. *a r - < ' . b b ,
71, L I ~ ,7,,+
'
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auspicious and mystic number nine also explains why Santikara insisted that
Glrnakamadeva assemble exactly nine serpents for the original rainmaking mandala.
Viewed from the perspective of the twentieth century, it is difficult to judge
the historicity of Pratapa Malla's adventure. It is obvious that much of it is directly
inspired by the Svayambhu-purana in which many parallels may be demonstrated.
It is a text the king must have often read or heard from his Buddhist counselors and
illustrated versions of which he must have seen. It is not at all improbable that as a
prince, and later as king, he was familiar with the Cleveland scroll, then perhaps
yearly displayed in some vihiira in the Kathmandu realm. However. many of the
picturesque details of Pralapa Malla's quest are uniqut!to the later accountsnand musl
be sought outside the Svayambhu-puranu. Perhaps they only existed in the fertile
imagination of the vainglorious king, but in his favor is the date recorded for the
event. It occurred on the fourteenth day of the waning moon of Asadha, Nepal
Sarnvat 778, viz.. late June 1658. Since the monsoon rains on which the valley's rice
culture depend normally commence in April or May, the date would be quite
consonant with a delay in its normal onset. Thus that year there may have been good
reason to coerce the inconstant nagas. What the king actually did in the three hours
he is alleged to have been in S&tipura. or what the terrifying noises were that
reached the safely waiting priests and courtiers without, are beyond conjecture. The
folk tradition. however. affirms that the quest was made in the way the king
described, that the drought was ended because of it, and that the wonder-working
charms were afterwards restored to Santikara's care within. When again the;
capricious Ggas withhold their boon, who will have Pratipa Malla's audacity to seek ;
the paubha and the tantra in Santipura remains to be seen.
-

COMMENT

-Ud

-

In 1979 when this article was published, in keeping with the then belief I referred to
Kathmandu Valley v i h a s as "onetime monasteries." But as David Gellner's critical
studies show, many appear never to have been "monasteries" in the sense of a
community of celibate monks (see e.g. Gellner, Monk, Householder and Tantric
Priest [Cambridge University Press, 19921. p. 163).
I do not know whether the rituals associated with the Twelve-Year Well are
still observed.

Fig. i Uustrations from Svayambh55-porrd@. Opaque water colors on cotton,
15% x Sb inches (39 x 130.2cm).Nepal, dated 1635. The Chelaad
U
ef Art. Om d Ms. Niberp S. Ingalls. e m 54.788.
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Fig. 2 Key to scenes from the Svayamhhii-purina.
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15. Unidentified niga, worshiping devotees
( t , u j r i c i r y a : ) ) .and Sivalinga
16. Keshavati and P p ~ m a t iGyiina-Grtha
;
:
[Panchanadi]: Vasuki- niga; Daksina t,,*
[Pacali] Bhairava
17. Scene of tliscourse. unidentified
18. Demons and spirits discourse with
unidentified t t i p
19. Unidentified scene of worship
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1. ~Zntikarabeside Svayambhii stupa advises
King G u n a k h a d e v a
2. ~Zntikaraworshiping Svayambhiijyotiriipa (?)
3. Sintikara instructing Gunakimadeva (?)
(4., King G u n a k h a d e v a captures Nigarija
KFirkotaka
5. Unidentified scene, captions mention
~Zntikaraand Gunakimadeva
6. Gunakimadeva captures Visuki-niga who ;
becomes a Siddha (left); assemblies of
nZgas wherein ~Zntikaraquestions
Kiirkotaka
7. The rains fall and Nigapura is established
8. Gunakimadeva departs for monkhood with
musician escort
9. King Narendradeva with ministers
10. Narendradeva with courtiers (?)
11. Narendradeva's abhiyeka
12. Smtikara preaches about religion in Nepal
13. Unidentified enshrined deity and worshipers
14. Svayarnbhii-stupa
15. Buddha Siikyarnuni tells Svayarnbhii's
history to the gods and demigods
16. Departure of unidentified being
accompanied by musicians
I
17. Unidentified demon and others with
inscribed date line, Samvat 755
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Fig. 3 A painted scroll rEisphyed in a monastery courtyard during the annual
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Fig. 5 The triple crosspiece on the torayus at the Great Stupa at ~ginchlvery likely
memoridize the cloth banners that were often strung over ancient Indian
Baseways.
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Fig. 6 Badly damaged and now destroyed, these paintings illustrate the story of
Krishna on an interior wall of a Kathmandu palace, 17th-18th century.

Fig. 7 A defeated demon, detail from a mural in Thapathali mansion, Kathmandu,
ca. 18%.
ap-t.;,?
\

Fig. 9 Folio Trom an illustrated manuscript which clings to rhe tradition of narrative
painting typifiedby the CIeveland banner. KalSpustaka, Nepal, ca. 1600.
\ d*. e4.. "4. +y
Univewity Libmy, Cambridge.
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Fig. 10 Maiijuf 1 1 ihe Lourrraurc vci of Wisuvrrr,, a Nepalesr: culture hero,Y'
brandishes the truncated sword by which Buddhists claim he drained the
Kathmandu Valley. Gilt bronze. H. 3 m 4 inches (78.1 cm).NepaZ 15th
cmtwy. Pumhase, LeMard C. Hama Jr. Bequest. c
m 64.370.

Fig. 12 Detail of Fi.11 showing the third scene, bottom left, where the
donors included a portrait d King Pratiijm MaUa, whose subjects
@leywene.
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Fig, 13 Detail of Fig. 1. ~ ~ a p ~ l a - ounder
i i ~worship
s
at h n k w a - h a (top);
unide-d
tiverine gods, their devotees, and an enshrined 6ivalhga
(center); N&zinak;a-ha as a ~ s P O u t i n ~ ~ tvb-his
a i n a copiously
tumkbU linga Qmmm)CF~E-2:#3,41,10,13,14),
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Fig. 14 Detail of Fig. I . -~ayh%<ktha
(top left), SomaSikhi-nSga (top right);
- -unidentified
srtha
and
fleeing
flame-envelopedyogini (center); Ninnalat.\~,,i.
-&, \J.-,
&ha and lustrated lings-atthe confluence of the Vishnumati and an
sl '~~~
affluent (Fig. 2: Al, 2,8, 12).
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Fig. 15 Detail of Fig. 1. Seated beside Svayambhii stupa, Buddha s%ikYarnuni
relates his history to the gods and demigods pig. 2: I3 15).

Fig. 16 Detail of Fig. 1. htikara, King Gunakmadeva, and the nagas, from the
rainmaking legend (Fig.2: B1-3,5,6).

Fig. 17 Detail of Fig. 1. Gunakiimadeva's jubilant departure to become a monk
(Fig. 2: B8). the installation of his successor (Fig. 2: B9- 1 l), and
~mtilcarapreaching (Fig. 2: B 12).
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Fig. 18 Detail of Fig. 1. The abhi~ekaof Narendradeva (Fig. 2: B 1 l),

Rg.19 A r e c o n s ~ o aof ~gnti~lae,
in whose chambers lay the rainmaking
cham. Opaque water colors on multi-layered paper. 17th centmy.
Mvae collectim, Kathmdu.

ON A SIXTEENTH-CENTURY PICTORIAL
PILGRIM'S GUIDE FROM NEPAL+
At tumbled-down Yampi-viha in the Nepalese town of Patan, the month of August
1967 marked the last annual display of a banner painting that had been consecrated
in the same vihara in another summer exactly 402 years before. Commissioned in the
time of certain nobles who then ruled the city, the painting (pata, paubha)
commemorated a restoration of Svayambhu stupa, the premier Buddhist shrine in the
Kathmandu Valley. As such, the restoration is the dominant motif, occupying most
of the upper half of the work (Fig. 1 [see also color plate IV], Fig. 2). But more than
a record of this event. the inscribed and dated commission comprises a map of the
Kathmandu Valley that locates a number of towns and sacred sites. Linked by wellpeopled pathways, towns and shrines are relatively correctly oriented with respect to
Svayambhu, to each other, and to the river system that courses among them. Many
can be identified by placement, by symbols, or by inscribed labels. Most exist today,
still linked each to each by well-traveled ways.
The painting when last displayed in the vihara was, like the monastery itself,
in a deplorable state (Fig. 3).' Framed by crudely stitched, coarse white cotton,
perhaps provided by the pair of pious eighteenth-century donors shown in an
appliqued cartouche below, the painting was dirty, crumpled, and tom. Over time,
when it served as an icon, it had been liberally spattered with red and yellow colors
flicked at it during worship, and everywhere the paint, chalky from damp. was
flaking away, taking with it precious inscriptions. Worse, at some time when rolled
for storage a rodent had gnawed it, leaving a series ofjagged holes along one side.
Though it is always disheartening to see objects of religious significance removed

'

Reprinted from Archives ofAsian Art. The Asia Society, vol. XXXVlll (1985). pp. 6-36 with
permission o f the publisher.

'

Mary Shepherd Slusser, Nepal Mandala, A Culfural Histoty ofthe Kathmand~rValley. 2 vols.
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), vol. 2, map 8 shows the location o f Yampi-vihara.
There are in effect two viharas of the same name, adjoining establishmentsthat lie opposite the North
Stupa in Patan, numbers 18 and 19 on the map. One o f them, number 19, is in ruins; the other.
"Yarnpi-vihara founded by sunyaiimisra,"
or in common parlance. I-bahi I, is the one in which the
painting was displayed. When appropriate I will use Nepal Mandala as a source book throughout; the
voluminous sources on which it is based may be consulted there.
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from their rightful milieu. in this instance one can scarcely lament. It is clear that in
another year or so this painting, like many another in the Kathmandu Valley, would
have been a total loss, both to the vihara and to the history of Nepal.
Since the painting appeared in the secular domain it has been published
several times' but has not yet received the detailed attention it merits as the important
document of Nepalese culture it represents. It is to remedy the neglect that I address
this article.

Svayambhunatha, "Lord Self-Existent," has dominated the Kathmandu Valley
landscape for a long time. Crowning a wooded hillock known as Cowtail Hill
(Sahyeigu. singum) just west of Kathmandu (Fig. 4), Svayambhu is far more than
an isolated stupa. Attracted to the stupa's sacred aura, there have come to cluster
around it through the ages temples and shrines, votive caityas and sculptures, heraldic
piI1a1~s.vajras, mandalas, prayer wheels and inscriptions, a vihara, some Tibetan
gonpas. dharmaialas, secular habitations, and more (Figs. 5-7). In Nepal the
Svayambhu complex is a Buddhist preserve without parallel in cultural importance.
As far as we now know, Svayambhu stupa was a royal foundation about A.D.
300.' Without sectioning the existing monument. whose core is almost certainly the
king's donation. we know neither the size nor the appearance of this original
structure. What we do know is that through the centuries the monument has been
constantly restored. enlarged, and modified in order to repair decay or outright
destruction. for doctrinal reasons, or-by increasing the monument's size and
splendor-to earn religious merit.
We do not know when the first restoration or modification took place, but
eloquent enough are carved stone plaques auached to the drum, barely visible at the
rear of tunnel-like ground-level niches occupied by bronze animals (Fig. 8). The
latter pertain to the gilt Tathagatas, the Vajrayana pentad. seated above in shrines
engaged to the dome. Stylistically the plaques suggest that they adorned a seventhcentury stupa modification. Then and at each successive modification they were

"eodore
Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks on a Newari Painting o f Svayambhunath, Journal
of the American Oriental Society 93 (3) (1973): 335-340, who first saw it in the hands o f a curio
dealer in 1968 (p. 337 n. 17); Pratapaditya Pal, Nepal: Where the Gods Are Young (New York: The
Asia Society, 1975). pp. 69. 84; Pratapaditya Pal. The Arts ofNepal, part 2. Painting (Lciden: E. J.
Brill, 1978). pp. 81, 132. pl. 108; Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. 2, pls. 86, 87, 495.

' Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. I,pp. 23,275-276.
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spared the ignominy or impiety of entombment, a nicety frequently enjoyed by other
sculptures on similarly enlarged stupas4
Beginning with the late eleventh century there are many records respecting
, ' of which is the Patan painting under
the repair and renovation of ~ v a ~ a m b h uone
discussion. According to the dedicatory lines on the bottom. this took place in Nepal
S ~ v a685lA.D.
t
1565. The inscription comprises two lines of Newari script and is
written in Newari mixed with Sanskrit. It is badly defaced and no longer can be fully
deciphered. What can be read is: "Good fortune. Samvat 685. the tenth day of
sadha ha?], Sunday. On this day the reconsecration ceremony of sri Syatngu [or]
Svayambhu was completed. On this date at Yampi-vihara . . . which lies in the
[Patan],
in the reign of the three nobles -srl srT
northeast comer of Manigla
Jayanarasimhadeva, Sri Sr i
Jayapurandarasimhadeva.
and Sri
Sr i
Jayaudhavasimhadeva, may [something?] be."6
The year of the restoration is certain enough,' as is the day of the month. but
which month is uncertain. Only the letter 'a' survives. apparently from Asadha,
corresponding to June-July, or ~ S v i n (September-October).
a
the two months of the
Nepali calendar beginning with that letter. Very likely it was the former, at once
overlapping the Buddhist sacred month and ensuring completion of the work prior
to the onset of the monsoon rains and the intensive agricultural tasks accompanying
them. But in either case, the summer was that of 68511 565.
We do not know who paid for the restoration or who commissioned the
painting commemorating it. Since the name of Yampi-vihara figures so prominently
in the inscription, perhaps both can be attributed to the samgha of that vihara. or to

' Ibid., vol. 2, pl. 452.1 studied and photographed the plaques in March 1982, but to my knowledge,
Ulrich Wiesner in Nepal. Konigreich irn Himalqa. Geschichte. A'unst und Kultur (Cologne: DuMont
Buchverlag, 1976), pl. 85, is the first scholar to have taken notice o f them. Three of the plaques depict
the familiar Wheel and Deer motif, the fourth. on the north side. is a Nagaraja seared between
pilasten. Because o f the interfering bronzes the plaques are difficult to see and almost impossible to
photograph. Much suggests that they were flanked by companion plaques that may have encircled. or
partially encircled, the drum. See for comparison Slusser. Ncpal Mandulu. vol. 2. pl. 224.
Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. I,pp. 298-300
The original, as deciphered by Gautarnvajra Vajracharya and A. Peter Burleigh, reads as follows:
Sreyostuu samvat 685 a . . . disi adityavara thva dina kunhu sr;ma_t Sr;ir;syamgu
[I]
svayarnbhu . . . pratistha sampurna yanana thva dina kunhu . . . srisr~ja~anarasim
nadeva ~r~~r~ja~a~ulandalasimnadeva
[Sr;]fr jayaudhavasimnadeva tribhaya
[2]
thakulasa prajyayasa manigla purvottara . . . Sri yampivihara . . . bhavantull
'Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 suggests alternative readings, N.S. 715 or 725, dates
corresponding to A.D. 1594 and 1604 ( i f converted, as does the author. by adding 879 years rather
than 880, the customary number when the month is in doubt). Intensive study leaves no doubt that the
numbers are 685, a date corroborated by the known span o f rule o f one or more o f the nobles
mentioned in the inscription, vir, N.S. 680-717lA.D. 1560-1597 (see this article, note 80). It should
be pointed out that Riccardi's reading was hampered by the condition o f the pata at the time he studied
it, when some o f the inscription was still pleated into the stitching o f the cloth border.
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a wealthy donor or donors belonging to it. It is unlikely to have been the nobles
named in tlie inscription. Nara-. Purandara-, and Udhava-simha, brothers who are
known to have ruled Patan at that time, since the inscription says only that the event
took place during their reign.' In any event, since the painting commemorating the
restoration was niade in Patan. where it remained for four centuries, it is clear that
people from Patan were intimately associated with the restoration. This fact is further
supported by the emphasis on places within the Patan kingdom, depicted in the map
below.
Records respecting Svayambhu show that replacement either of the central
mast (ya-i)or repairs to the elaborate finial attached to it have necessitated the most
frequent intervention, apparently roughly at intervals of not fewer than about fifty
years.' Thus it is not surprising that the Yampi-vihara pata commemorates a repair
of this type. in this inslance probably only to the finial. The yasti itself was replaced
not long after in a lengthy restoration beginning about A.D. 1594."
The stupa. tlie focal point of the painting. is set against a background of
glowing cinnabar red. the ground color of the entire upper section and a felicitous
comple~nent10 the silver-gray ground below (see Figs. 1, 12 [see also color plates IV,
V]). Black and white, muted tones of pink and beige, and a touch of blue-green
essentially complete the palette. Like the monument itself (see Figs. 5.6), the painted
stupa is starh wh~teand is crowned with a gilt spire of thirteen rings, the bhumis. or
stages of perfection. which rise above a square harmika. The latter bears a pair of
eyes, niost likely an allusion to the guardian Lokapalas believed to dwell within."
The dome is draped with a lacy gilt valance, perhaps representing gilt metal like the
upper surround of the actual harmika but more likely reference to the swags of
saffron stain w ~ t hwhich stupas are honored in conteniporary Nepal (see Fig. 6).
Three of the engaged chapels are also shown, gilt and red, each occupied by a gilt
image of one of the Vajrayana pentad or his consort. With utmost impunity workers
clamber over the sacred monument since it is imagined still devoid of its sacred
essence (atmaFto be restored when the work is done, on the day of reconsecration.
that summer day of A.D. 1565. Using a system of pulleys, these men and others
below are engaged in the final stages of the repair, hoisting into place a new gilt
parasol, crowning element of the complex finial. The parasol is an emblem of royalty
and in Buddhist iconography relates to the Buddha's position as Cakravartin, the

In Nepal Mandolo, vol. I, p. 299, vol. 2. pl. 495, 1 erroneously considered it their commission.
Respecting the political role o f this fanlily in Patan affairs see ibid., vol. I.pp. 62. 112. 124. 199.

' Ibid.. p. 299.
lo This is the usual date given but an unpublished diary (thyasaphu) in Kathmandu records that the
work was started in N.S. 7 1 1 Caitra1A.D. 159 1.

I'

Slusser. Nepal Mandala, vol. I , p. 1 53.
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Universal Monarch. Two parasols are shown. One could be the damaged one, the
other its replacement. More likely. in the traditional Indian and Nepali manner of
painting, it is a synoptic view of the installation of the latter. From each parasol
dangles a long banner (patuka) shown as an undulating white streamer among the
beige-colored ropes.
Meanwhile the stupa is being circumambulated in the prescribed clockwise
direction by a band of musicians playing cymbals. drums. and horns. an allusion to
the typical Newar bhajana, the devotional music that accompanies all religious
ceremonies (Fig. 2:D/E4/5). They are followed by a few mo~lksdistinguished from
the lay musicians by close-cropped hair. halos. and red monastic garb. Like all lay
males in the painting. the musicians wear their hair in a bun high on the occiput and
are garbed in a long white double-breasted gown. long-sleeved. belted in red, and
furnished with a beige cummerbund that doubles as a shawl. Females. none of whom
are on the sacred hill and only a few of whom are below. are distinguished principally
by c o i f h e . For them the bun has shifted to the nape. Their coslunie usually differs
little from that of the men. but a few are more colorfilly garbed in red blouse. red and
white skirt. and beige shawl (Figs. 2:Eff-2, G-8; 9). The restoration is also assisted
by monks who. seated in groups of twos and threes. read from holy texts or. vajra and
ghanti in hand, perform the burnt offering oblation (homa) (Figs. 2:C-3; 10). Other
monks wander around as supervisors or stand in devout attitudes while raymen
prostrate themselves or gaze rapturously at the work in progress. Unaccountably, t\vo
of the seated laymen are nimbate like the monks (Fig. 2:ClD-3). Most likely they
represent the donors. who in other paintings are occasionally placed near the stirpa
rather than in the more customary place at the bottom (see Fig. 25)."
The stupa is viewed from the east. the traditional principal approach by means
of a long, steep flight of stairs, summarily shown in the painting.'3 An auspicious
lotus mandala. in red and white. is shown on the lowermost step. and caityas stand
on other steps. A monk bearing a staff and begging bowl and four laymen ascend
toward the stupa. The laymen. in the traditional load-bearing method of Newar
farmers, carry shoulder poles (nol) on which are suspended baskets. most likely
imagined filled with offerings. Behind them two more men bear a large red vessel,
obviously heavy with liquid since it is suspended between them on a single pole
(Figs. 2:D/F-4/5; 11). They are accompanied by a second group of musicians.
grouped near a shrine at the riverside below (Fig. 2:F-4/5). Traditionally the atrna of
any sacred object undergoing refurbishing is stored in a vessel of water (puma
kalaia); thus there seems little doubt that the stairway scene represents the triumphal
return of the atma of Svayambhu for the reconsecration (pratistha) mentioned in the
" A. W. Macdonald and Anne Vergati Stahl. Newar Art (New Delhi: Vikas Publishing House. 1979).
pl. I; see also an eighteenth-century paubha in the Museum of Fine Arts. Boston (acc. No. 2 1.1659).
" A comparison with the existing stairway may be seen in Slusser, Nepal Mondrrla, vol. 2, pls. 26,
27.
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dedicatory inscription. That the scene is indeed a ceremonial procession is further
suggested by two individuals who better to regard it lean from pavilions at the top of
the stairway while two others look on from a vantage at the foot. From farther afield
come still Inore processionalists. laymen and monks, wending toward the stairway
from a long pathway on the right. From across the river arrives still another group,
laymen only and one riding a pitifully small horse. A few other laypeople also seem
to be on their way to the ceremonies.
Anlong the numerous monks and laypersons, one individual particularly
commands attention. Seen center left, he appears to be racing headlong up the
Bagniati in the direction of the Svayambhu celebration from whence a monk bearing
an unidentified gilt object and a layman expectantly come to receive him (Figs. 1;
1:F/3: 12). Hair knotted in yogic jata secured with a gilt band from which flying locks
escape. the person is clothed in a red cape-like garment and girdle. He wears a gilt
collar. gilt earrings, and carries a skull cap (kapala) and thigh bone (?) wand, perhaps
reference to a death's head wand (khatvanga). The large disc earrings suggest that he
is a Kanphatta, or "slit-ear" yogi. so named for the sect's custom of slitting the ear
pinna for the insertion of heavy emblematic disc earrings. His prominence in the
painting suggests that in the sixteenth century at least, a Kanphatta played some
special role in this Buddhist celebration, but further research will have to illumine
what that role may have been.
The stupa is conceived atop Cowtail Hill, a luminous red field circumscribed
by a trefoil arch. or nimbus, in effect a prabhamandala enclosing the sacred
monument The nimbus is composed of narrow beige, red, and white bands. the latter
scalloped. surrounded by a complex pattern of gray and black to symbolize rocks. Up
and down these rocky slopes. dotted with occasional caityas and images and
frequented by dogs orjackals and horses. a number of laymen clamber. some carrying
shoulder poles.
Attached lo the nimbus. left and right, are two sinuous bands of scale-like
ornament, a second convention for representing hilly terrain (Fig. 2:D-2, B/D-6).
The right band is divided lengthwise by a prominent pathway. These bands together
with the nimbus serve to demarcate Svayambhu-ksetra. literally the "field" over
which Svayanibhu radiates his blessings with greatest intensity.
With blithe disregard for the laws of perspective or of gravity, the Patan
painter has surrounded the stupa with a multitude of shrines and freestanding
sculptures, many in the places they are found today. In this sacred area of the painting
the structures are largely unidentifiable stereotypes, and few of them, or the images
withln and round about. can be identified. Most of the latter depict standing or seated
Buddhas and bodhisattvas, often flanked or surrounded by acolytes and attendants
(Figs. 2:AlB-5, 13). Some delineated in gilt palnt may particularize bronzes and
conlrast w ~ t hothers that are flesh-colored and gowned in red monastic garb.
The schema is by no means as generalized as it appears, however, for certain
of the celebrated tantric shrines known as "mansions" (pura) are depicted with
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remarkable fidelity, both in appearance and in the place they actually occupy with
respect to the stupa. There are five of these mansions at Svayambhunatha, much
venerated even now. Three bear the names of Vedic nature gods. Vasupura.
Vayupura. and Agnipura (earth. wind. and fire), while two are associated with
serpents, Nagapura (or vaiiga) and !$antipura (see Fig. 7). Thc Vedic names
notwithstanding. the quintet is intimately associated with Vajrayana Buddhism,
specifically the concept of the Vajrayana pentad. and it is godlings who are
worshiped there now.
In the painting Vasupura may be seen just above the three seated monks at the
left (south) of the stupa (Figs. 2:B-3; 14). Although today the shrine contains a
motley assembly of late images. in [he painting i t is symbolized by a dragon-like
creature. Very likely a serpent is meant. a fitting symbol of earth since serpents are
the elect denizens of the underground realm. Naga- or Pata-loka.
Vayupura is just above. or given the painter's idea of perspective. behind
Vasupura and in relatively correct relation to it (Fig. 14). As it does today. the painted
shrine contains several natural boulders, which in Nepal symbolize many things.
Moving to the right side of the painting. north-west of Svayambhu stupa, we
find Agnipura (Fig. 2:A-516). Again quite properly placed as we compare the plan
(see Fig. 7). the shrine is represented by a beige-outlined square centered by a white
emblem. The latter represents the curious white-plastered rock that is the object of
worship in the shrine today.I4 Below and slightly to the right of Agnipura is
Santipura, a mysterious cave shrine defended by locked doors. fitting symbol chosen
by the painter (Fig. 2:B-6).I5
The last of the five mansions is Nagapura. a beige rectangle enclosing a
serpent, seen immediately above the right-hand group of workmen engaged in
hauling up the parasol (Fig. 2:C-5). Nagapura exists as a hypaethral shrine on the
north side of the stupa, a large pit faced with ancient architectural remains.I6
Significantly, it is adjacent to the engaged shrine of Amoghasiddhi. the north-facing
Tathagata whose seat is a coiled snake. If a sculptured snake, rather than an
imaginary one, once occupied the floor of the shrine, it is no longer visible.
A sixth shrine in the painting also bears mention. as well as the seemingly
pointed omission of another. The former. illustrated at the end of a short path
branching off the Santipura approach, is represented by a rectangle divided into three

"See ibid., pl. 439.
" O n the mysteries o f fabled Santipura see Mary Shepherd Slusser, Serpents Sages. and Sorcerers in
Cleveland. Bullerin of the Cleveland Muse~imofclrr L X V l ( 2 ) (1979): 67-82.
Ib Contrary to my assertion in Nepal Mandala, vol. I , pp. 276 n. 33. 300 that there were
disconcertingly few remains o f the Licchavi period at Svayambhunatha, renewed field study in 1982
revealed many more, including these and other architectural remains I had simply previously
overlooked.
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white fields and centered by a gray circle (Fig. 2:B-5). Its prominent inclusion
suggests that it once had considerable significance. and though it exists today as a
large ground-level tank it is in a state of abandon. Newar elders associate it with the
Santipura mysteries.
The missing shrine is the temple of Hariti, a large multistory temple at the
western side of the stupa, now one of the most prominent features on the platform
and of profound cultural significance (see Figs. 5,7). The temple's relative position,
again taking the Patan painter's notion of perspective into account, is just where the I
i
,> large sculpture of Figure 13 is shown (Fig. 2:PJB-5). In earlier research I was unable :
to secure a foundation date for the Hariti temple, and by its absence here one may
speculate that it did not exist in A.D. 1565, the painting thus providing a terminus a
quo for the temple.
Finally. the little structure at the very top of the painting may well represent
~escandra-bah.11.
the site of an old vihara west of the stupa (see Figs. 2:A-4/5; 7).
But there is nothing beyond location to substantiate this identification.

,

THETOWNS A N D SACRED
SITES
Of equal interest with the Svayambhu restoration that dominates the upper half of the
painting is the map of the Kathmandu Valley that occupies the lower half. Oriented
to Svayambhu. the map's vertical axis, top to bottom, is west-east, the horizontal
axis, left to right, south-north. Demarcating the less sacred precincts of the Valley
from the glowing field of Svayambhu by a contrasting pale gray ground, the painter
has imposed on it a very good facsimile of the Valley's river system. Among the
affluents he has disposed in their proper places towns. temples. and sacred places
linked by an interlocking network of pathways. The latter are portrayed as pale pink
ribbons bordered in black, the rivers by broad white bands superimposed with paired
thin black lines and outlined in red.
The Bagmati, the principal stream and an affluent of the Ganges. meanders
across the painting from the lower right (north) to disappear southward in a curve at
the left edge (see Figs. 1,2,4). The Vishnumati, its principal tributary, joins it about
half way across the painting. Another of the Bagmati's affluents, the Manohara (or
possibly its affluent, the Hanumante), branches toward the bottom right of the
painting to disappear among the rocks that flank the inscription. A minor but
culturally important stream, the Bhacha Khusi, is faithfully shown joining the
Vishnumati in the middle right ground; it is balanced on the left by another affluent,
probably the Balkhu Khola. The Nakhu Khola is represented by the half-circle curve
at the far left. I am not sure about the identity of the remaining affluent. It may be the
Khodu Khola or the Godavari. All the rivers are to be imagined flowing toward the
south, the left side of the map.
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As for the towns and sacred sites, the painter has taken pains to identify them
by location, symbol, or in several cases an inscribed label. Excluding Svayambhu and
the immediate shrines already mentioned, by one means or another about two dozen
additional places can be identified and correlated with the contemporary topography.
I shall discuss the labeled sites first.
At least nineteen places bear identifying labels (see Fig. 2) though given the
condition of the painting one or two labels may have disappeared. Some have been
painted out in white and relabeled. As in the dedicatory inscription, Newari script and
a mixture of Sanskrit and Newari is employed. In four labels (Fig. 2: 11-1 4) the suffix
deia (country, city) is spelled "desa." a variant unrelated to relabeling. One label is
illegible and two others can be only partially deciphered (Fig. 2: 10, IS, 19). The
remainder are legible, and fifteen of them can be identified with existing
establishments in the Kathmandu Valley (see Fig. 4). This more than doubles the
number of labeled sites previously identified."
~ label reads, poses no problem (see Fig. 2).18 It is
1. ~ r i v i j y a s \ ~ aasr ~the
easily identified as vidy&varT. the name of a goddess whose shrine lies in a vihara
on the eastern slope of Svayambhu hill and the right bank of the Rhacha Khusi.
exactly as our cartographer painter has located it (see Figs. 1. 2.4).IYNewars know
; Yogini). She is considered to
her as Besah, and she is also called ~ k & a ~ o g i n(Sky
be one of a set of Four Yoginis, each concerned with a quadrant of the Valley. Just
as we see this popular yogini in the vihara today. the painter has faithfully depicted
her red in color and with characteristic upflung leg (Fig. 15).
2. $ri svakagamthi, our next labeled shrine, is that of Sobha ~ h a g a v a t ;
(Durga), whose shrine lies on the opposite side of the Bhacha Khusi from that of
Vidyasvari, as it is faithfilly located in the painting (see Figs. 1.2. 4).20One of four
famous manifestations and a goddess of considerable importance, Sobha Bhagavati
is envisaged in the form of Durga ~ahisasuramardini.the militant Durga, without
the buffalo, the form in which the painter has symbolized her." In the painting she
shares the double shrine with a dancing yogini.

Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 identified the six sites I have numbered 4 4 . 8. 15, and
17. He also noted that in some cases the labels appeared to have been rewritten, a fact corroborated
by the Japanese restorer. who pointed out that two different ink compositions were involved.
"

In

Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks. pp. 338 reads "sr; vikesvar;."

' For the location o f Vidyasvari see also Slusser, Nepal Mandala,vol. 2, map 4. no. 4.
lo

Ibid., no. 3 . Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 reads "srr sukha gamthi."

"

On the deity see Slusser, Nepal Mandala. vol. I , pp. 309-3 10.
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3. Pulnco is Pulchok, a vihara-crowned hill immediately west of Patan and
separated from Svayambhu by both the Bagmati and its affluent the V i s h n ~ r n a t i . ~ ~
The painter has positioned it correctly with respect to the rivers and to Patan, the
square below (see Figs. 1, 2. 4). The hill is symbolized-as are others in the
painting-by a conlplex configuration representing rocks or rocky terrain comparable
to the border of the prabhamandala above. Stairs lead up to the shrine, which is
supported on a lotus and which contains a gilt image of Avalokitesvara. A vulture
clings to the hillside.
manipla y w n l u d e ~is the city of Patan. or Lalitpur, which has borne
4. 61'
many names in its long history-ne
of them Minigala (and variants such as Manigla
in the inscription below). Another is Yala, a name still used by Newars. Yamla is the
painter's spelling of the latter, and desa (country) is the medieval Nepali designation
for city."
The city is represented by a red square bordered in beige and white outlined
in black (see Figs. 1.2.4). The middle white band is patterned with thin black lines
reminiscent of the rocky prabhamandala above. The border symbolizes the city walls.
Mandala fashion, they are pierced by four gateways, two temple-like structures or
toranas viewed from the side and two perhaps seen from above. Through them pass
paths in all directions. one of which leads to Pulchok (see Fig. 2:3).24
The painted city contains two temples, nine small shrines, a caitya, and five
devout persons (a sixth seems to have been eaten by the rat). None of the structures
can be identified. The most logical symbol of Patan, however. would be Rato (red)
Macchendranatha, a deity of uncommon importance in that locale. The sketchy black
lines barely visible against the red of the cella of the lower temple could be construed
as the peculiar little god (shown upper right, Fig. 26), and its is most likely he whom
the four persons adore.
The other large temple may well be Yampi-vihara, the painter's own. Here
the pale gray-colored deity is quite clear, seated and multiarmed. The principal hands
are held before the breast in what may be the teaching mudra.
The number of small shrines depicted in Patan may be meant only to show
the devoutness of the city and to represent a purely random number dependent on the
space. They may have a more specific symbolism; that there are nine suggests that
they may pertain to the Nine Durgas (Nava-durga), an assembly of Mother Goddesses

The label is badly water damaged and very difficult to make out. Riccardi, Some Preliminary
Remarks, p. 338 considers it illegible. The old vihara o f Pulchok has been tom down recently to make
way for an elaborate replacement, in part a Buddhist hostel.

"

Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 and n. 2 1 reads "st--manigal yamla desa," commenting
that the first name derrives from Minagha, a Licchavi palace, though in fact the name is rooted in an
altogether different source. On this and other Patan names see Slusser. Nepal Mandala, vol. I, pp.
97-98. 109-1 12.
24

On Patan's walls and gateways see Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. I, pp. 99-100, vol. 2 , map 8.
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of great significance in the Kathmandu Valley. Patan, nonetheless, is the traditional
. ~ ' deities within are of no
bulwark of an assembly of ten, the ~ a i a m a h a v i d ~ aThe
help since in keeping with all the smaller shrines in the painting they are represented
by relatively formless squiggles and dabs.
5. &r'Yamgalade~ is the southern half of Kathmandu. once a city in its own
right.26It is situated exactly as it should be. across the Bagmati and north of Patan
(Figs. 1.2.4, 16). Like the latter, the city is walled and except on the northern (right)
side is provided with gateways in and out of which lead pathways.
Inside the square are shown one large and three small structures and several
people. The small shrines have no apparent special significance. and no specific
deities can be made out. The large structure is unmistakably Kasthamandap, two of
this building's four distinctive comer pavilions faithfully shown and occupied by
persons who lean from them like the spectators at the head of the Svayambhu stairs.
Kasthamandap still exists in the southern half of Kathmandu, a dharmasala known
as the Wooden Pavilion (kasthamandapa), from which the modern name of the city
derives. Built sometime before the end of the twelfth century A.D. it served first as
a royal council hall and market exchange. then as a hostel for Nathas." Disciples of
Goraksa- or Gorakhanatha, they are a Saiva (and Sakta) sect of wandering ascetics
to which the Kanphatta also belong. One of the Nathas is in fact seated at the upper
side of the square (see Fig. 16). Legs bound with a yogapatta, he is evidently seated
on the cadaver of a jackal whose head and tail are visible behind." The yogi is
apparently engaged in penance outside the city walls at the cremation grounds toward
the Vishnumati. A second Natha, more cursorily drawn, is seated on the bank of the
Bagmati. not far from the city's eastern gate (see Figs. 2:G-5; 16).
The deity illustrated inside the dhannasala is singularly difficult to make out.
But it can only be Gorakhanatha, an image of which has occupied the sanal since the
? ~ painter, however. may intend to symbolize the god by his
fourteenth c e n t ~ r y .The
paired feet, a conventional form in which that deity is more often worshiped.

" Ibid., vol. I , pp. 322, 324,345.
26

On the history of Kathmandu see ibid., pp. 87-95 and vol. 2, map 7. Riccardi. Some Preliminary
Remarks, p. 338 reads "sr: yamgal desa" and identifies the name as part of Kathmandu

''

On Kasthamandap see Mary Shepherd Slusser and Gautamvajra Vajracharya. Two Medieval
Nepalese Buildings: An Architectural and Cultural Study, Artibus Asiae 36 ( 3 ) (1974): 180-212.
28

Compare with the Natha and jackal in an earlier Nepali paubha (Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. 2. pl.
592).

l9

Slusser and Vajracharya, Two Medieval Nepalese Buildings, fig. 33.
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6. hi yambude& is the northern half of Kathmandu, also once a separate
city.'' Again, the town is seen as a red square surrounded by walls and pierced by
gateways through which lead various pathways (see Fig. 2). On one of them issuing
from the western gateway is one of the groups bound for the Svayambhu ceremonies
(see Figs. 1. 2:F-6, 4)." Inside the town is one multistory temple and several
undifferentiated shrines in which are equally undifferentiated deities represented by
dabs of gilt. As appropriate symbol for Yambu, the painter has elected a famous
manifestation of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara known as Seto (sveta, white)
Macchendranatha. His shrine is Jana-bahal, an important vihara still active in the
northern part of the modem city. Oddly, instead of the stark white we would expect
for the deity, the painter has chosen gilt. Colored white, Seto Macchendranatha
stands at the upper left of the painting illustrated in Figure 26. He is paired with Rato
Macchendranatha, who stands on the opposite side.-'*
7. .!hJthan~bahiliis Tham-bahil, a common name for ~ikramaiila-vihara,an
existing establishment that formerly lay north of the Kathmandu city walls, just as the
painter has located it (see Figs. 1.2, 4).13In the principal ground floor shrine he has
placed a gilt image of Avalokitesvara and by dabs of gilt suggested the presence of
tantric images in the agama shrines above. He has also disposed a number of lesser
shrines around the monastery, in the same fashion we see it today.
History suggests that Tham-bahil was part of a medieval fiefdom, an entity
If so, one would expect it to be walled
separate from any of the parts of Kathmand~.'~
around as are other towns. But perhaps the gateway shown conspicuously midway
between Yambu and the vihara is significant in this respect.
8. ~rikhasvacaitais the label provided for a stilpa that can be identified as
BodhGtha or Bauddha, an important monument in the Kathmandu Valley (see Figs.
1,2, 4).15It is also known as Kh&tr, Khisa, and Khasau, a name apparently derived
from the stupa's ascribed role as the reliquary of the Kiiyapa Buddha. It lies
northeast of Kathmandu, the general direction in which the painter has attempted to

10

Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 and n. 25 reads "srl yambu desa" and identifies Yambu
with all o f Kathmandu.

" For a detail see Slusser. Nepal Mandala, vol. 2 , pl. 87.
IZ As discussed iurther along, this painting was consecrated in Kathmandu. which probably explains
why the white manifestation is given the place o f honor at the right o f Svayambhu though in fact the
red manifestation. infinitely more important. should logically have been placed there.

"

Riccardi. Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 reads " S ~tha~nba
I
hity." For the location o f Tham-bahil
see Slusser, Nepal Mandalu, vol. 2 , map 7, no. I .
" Slusser, Nepal

Mutcdula, vol. I . p. 363 n. 50.

" Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 and n. 24 reads "s;
it as Bodhnatha.

khasva ciatya" and also identifies
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place it, given the limitations of the canvas. Almost certainly a Licchavi foundation,
Bodhnatha, like Svayambhu, has undergone many transf~nnations.~~
9. 5%; golvodeh is Deopatan, an ancient settlement called among other
names, Gvala (see Figs. 1,2.4).17It is the locale of the premier Brahrnanical deity of
the Kathmandu Valley, Siva Paiupati, who is worshiped in the form of a
caturrnukhalinga, the icon the painter has selected to symbolize the town. The linga
is enshrined in a multistory temple around which cluster several lesser shrines.
evocative of the site today. The town is walled but lacks gateways though paths lead
in various directions. One path goes to Tham-bahil, along which a confrontation with
a monkey seems to be taking place. Deopatan lies in the same direction as Bodhnatha
but closer to Kathmandu, just as the painter has shown it. He has also situated the
temple properly on the right bank of the Bagmati, the sacred river that flows past
Pasupati's shrine on its way to the Ganges.
h ~ ~ ' ~ u l dand
e hin, either
10. The label may be construed as s ? ~ ' ~ a d eor
case escapes identification (see Figs. 1, 2)." Like Deopatan, the site is walled but
without gateways. Pathways connect it to Patan and to the next town to the right
(north). Within the square is a single temple in which is enshrined a large Sivalinga.
Since the painter located it immediately southeast of Patan and due south of the next
identifiable town. Thecho, we should expect to be able to correlate it with a local site.
which I am unable to do. Although unsupported by location or either reading of the
label, one wonders if the shrine may be Kumbhesvara. A prestigious linga inside a
walled compound in Patan itself, Kumbhesvara is one of eight famous Sivalingas that
according to the Svayambhu-purana were created by Svayambhu." This might be
reason enough for including it in this painting.
11. hT rheocodesa employs the alternate spelling "desa." as do the sites
numbered 12, 13, and 14. It corresponds to modem Thecho, a fair-sized Newar
village that lies due south of Patan, exactly as the painter places it (see Figs. 1.2.4)."
The walled square is shared by a temple and a stupa, neither of which can be
identified. Pathways connect it to Patan and to Pul-or Padesa. What may be the
Khodu Khola is indicated nearby.

On Bodhnatha see Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. I , pp. 167, 174-175.277-278; vol. 2, map 3, no.
5,figs.24,25,pls.215,216.
l6

"On these names see ibid., vol. I , pp. 104-106. Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 n. 23
reads "sr; otva desa," or alternatively, "ilva desa."
10

Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks. p. 338 reads '.srT (pa) desa."

Rajendralala Mitra, The Sanskrit Buddhist Literature o/Nepal (reprint Calcutta: Sanskrit Pustak
Bhandar, 197 1). p. 249.

l9

'O

Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 reads "sr; dhaba."
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12. &,'~hashiadesa is the Newar village of Sanagaon, or Thasi as it is often
still known to Newars (see Figs. 1, 2, 4).4' It lies southwest of Patan, much as it is
located in the painting. A walled square with a single pathway connecting it to the
next village. Thasi contains only a stupa and a single devotee.
13. .!&~jan/aladesais Harasiddhi, a Newar village that actually lies between,
rather than beyond. Thecho and Thasi (Sanagaon) as in the painting (see Figs. 1, 2,
4).42Known ro Newars as Jala. Harasiddhi village is the home of a fearful goddess
from whom it takes its names. To the Newars Harasiddhi is ~antala-devior ~ h a v i n i trisakti. and it is apparently these triple energies that the painter has attempted to
represent within the square.43There are three standing figures, now quite defaced.
Two of them, coiffed like laywomen in the painting, turn slightly toward a central
figure viewed frontally. The three occupy all of the walled enclosure.
The town has a single gate toward which two men from the neighboring
village head. one bearing a vessel of water and a container of offerings for the
goddess, the other following on horseback. Just above the enclosure the artist shows
a large temple, most likely that of Harasiddhi for which he could not find space
inside the square. Though temples number in the thousands in the Kathmandu Valley,
Harasiddhi's is one of only two that have four superimposed roofs, a distinction
nonetheless disregarded by the artist. Of considerable interest is that even now older
generation men, some of whom are priests of this temple, wear their hair pulled in
a bun exactly as laymen are coiffed in the painting.
14. ~ r pampodesa,
l
though the label is clear, is a place that escapes
identification." There is a good chance that it might represent Pharping, a Newar
village in the general direction of the others (see Fig. 2:ll-16) that like Pharping
were embraced in the Patan kingdom (see Figs. 1,2,4).
Inside the square are five shrines, none of which house identifiable images.
Below them are seated two men engaged in worship. The object of worship cannot
be distinguished but it is somewhat similar to the symbol representing Gorakhanatha
in Kasthamandap above. If it is the same. then the men are worshiping the god's
sy~nbolicfeet, just as we in fact find Gorakhanatha represented in his important cave
shrine at Pharping. But if Pharping is meant, one would expect a Buddhist painter of
a Buddhist painting to symbolize it by Vajrayogini, one of the Four Yoginis, whose
temple is nearby. If the deity is indeed Gorakhanatha, perhaps the choice is related
to the three Nathas so conspicuously shown in the painting.
'To my knowledge, among the several names that Pharping has borne, Parnpo
is not one. Phampi and Phanapi are, however, and Pampo may be the painter's

4'

Ibid. reads "sr; thasi" but did not identify i t with Sanagaon

" Ibid.
" On

reads " ~ rjambhala
i
desa."

the goddess Harasiddhi see Slusser, Nepal Matldalu, vol. I,p. 338-340. 348.

" Riccardi, Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 reads "sr;

yampi desa."
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version of them. Thus, though likely, the identification of Parnpodesa as Pharping
remains conjectural.
15. [,!hi]thernideh is the village of Thimi, a large Newar village that lies
between Kathmandu and Bhaktapur and that was long a bone of contention between
these warring ministates (see Figs. 1, 2, 4).45In the painting it is represented by the
customary symbolically walled square, here without gates and enclosing a single
shrine. The latter houses an impressive ekamukhalinga. a one-faced Sivalinga. To
which shrine the artist refers is not clear, for there are no particularly renowned Siva
)
supreme.
shrines at Thimi today. There the goddess ~ a l k u m a r (r ~ d a k a u m a r ireigns
16. hi nrmbhudeb is apparently Lubhu, another of the several Newar
villages that once were part of the Patan kingdom and that the Patan painter has
properly clustered south of the Bagmati and ManoharatHanumante rivers (see Figs.
1, 2, 4)." Lubhu is symbolized by a deity that occupies the entire square. Red in
color, displaying eight arms. and in the dynamic archer's pose (pratyalidha), we must
suppose it to be ~ a h a l a k s m i a. celebrated goddess of L.ubhu even now.
;
is the city of Bhaktapur, or as it is known to Newars.
17. ~ r khapodeb
Khvapa (or similar variant) (see Figs. 1.2. 4).47Bhaktapur is one of the three largest
towns in the Valley and in the painter's time was the capital of a ministate that in size
and importance far outshone Patan. However, the painter shows it without gateways
and far smaller than either sector of Kathmandu, of his own capital city Patan, or
even of some of the little villages of the Patan kingdom. Pampodesa for example.
Further, he has minimized its importance even more by squeezing it among the
latter's possessions. Thecho, Thasi. Harasiddhi, Lubhu, and Pharping (?). In this
instance the painter as cartographer has turned politician.
The chosen symbol for Bhaktapur is Bhairava. whose fearful face quite fills
the single temple in the enclosure (Fig. 17). It is the famous Bhairava whose
magnificent temple is one of the glories of Bhaktapur even now, and whose annual
chariot procession commands Valley-wide attendance.
18. The label below the shrine adjacent to Bhaktapur is badly flaked and
altogether illegible (Figs. 1, 2)'"' That it does not represent a town but an isolated
shrine is suggested by the absence of walls. The fact that it is situated on a hill across
the river from Bhaktapur (the wrong one if the Manohara is meant) suggests that it
represents S e a Viniyaka, a famous Ganesa temple located in just this way (see Fig.

'' Ibid. reads "srr thami" and identities it as Themi or Thimi
46

Ibid, was unable to make out more than "sn? desa" of the damaged label in the wrinkled condition
in which he studied it.

47

Ibid. and n. 20 reads "srr khapa desa" and identifies it as Bhaktapur. On the varied names o f the
latter, see Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. I, pp. 100-102.

'"iccardi,

Some Preliminary Remarks, p. 338 also reported it to be illegible.
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4:23). In the painting there is a large image enshrined, but like the label, this image
is too damaged to identify.
19. The label of the shrine in the lower right comer is almost obliterated but
& i .. . baha can be deciphered, so clearly a vihara is meant (see Figs. 1, 2).49It is
represented as an isolated shrine, a single temple enclosing a stupa.
In addition to these labeled sites, several other sites can be identified quite
convincingly on the basis of location or symbol. One of them is the town of Sankhu
and its related hilltop shrine sacred to Vajrayogini (see Figs. 1,2:PJB-2; 4:25-26).
The village is shown as an enclosure containing a large temple, nine small shrines
(like Patan's nine. perhaps the Navadurga), a fountain, and a woman. Paths lead in
and out, and one of them climbs over a band of scale-like ornament to the hilltop
shrine. Inside the latter, red against a red ground, may be discerned the goddess
Vajrayogini, her leg upflung in the characteristic pose of this type of deity. Village
and shrine are in this instance situated with complete directional disregard since
actually both lie a good distance east of Svayambhu, quite the opposite direction from
their painted location in the upper left comer. But we must suppose that the painter
simply ran out of space below or, more likely, wished to give this very important
Buddhist (and Hindu) site a prominent place in the upper register embraced by the
aura of Svayambhu.
A second identifiable shrine is circumscribed by the left leg of the
prabhamandala and the adjoining rocky formation that demarcates Svayambhu-ksetra
(see Figs. 1. 2:E-2). It consists of a large stupa situated on a hill. At the base,
enclosed in a red square and flanked by worshipers, is a now waterlogged but
unmistakable animal. The latter can only be the famous Bhairava of the hilltop
village of Kirtipur, Bagh Bhairava, worshiped in the form of a tiger. The stupa is thus
the celebrated mound at the opposite end of the village (see Fig. 4:5).
Just below Kirtipur another hill is shown surmounted by a shrine, now badly
damaged (see Figs. 1, 2:E/F-2). Inside the shrine is a standing gilt image, too
damaged to identify. Nonetheless, given the hilltop site, its juxtaposition with
Kirtipur. and its proximity to the Bagmati there can be little doubt that the site is
Chobar and that the image is that village's celebrated Adinatha (see Fig. 4:4). The
deity is one of the Four Brothers, four famous manifestations of Avalokites~ara.~~
A third shrine is far more problematical since little of it survived the rodent's
depredations (see Figs. 1, 2:G-112). However, a large temple is delineated
surrounded by several smaller shrines and a caitya. Among them, in keeping with
sacred places today, a dog scurries. From the temple a path crosses the Nakhu Khola
to enter Patan's south gateway. Logically, the temple must be that of Rato

" Ibid.

'O

reported i t illegible.

Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. I,p. 342 n. 169
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Macchendranatha, a deity of many names and personalities who divides his time
between the village of Bungamati and the town of Patan. The former lies south of
Patan across the Nakhu Khola (see Fig. 4:3), just where the painter places this group.
Because of this and since it is inconceivable that the Patan painter would have
omitted the shrine of a deity of such importance to the Valley in general and to Patan
in particular, we are probably quite safe in our identification.
Like Bungamati, there are other shrines in the painting that probably can be
identified by virtue of location. One lies just above Patan and adjacent to Pulchok
(see Figs. 1, 2:G-213). It consists of a hill surmounted by a large shrine of Cianesa.
A path leads to it from Patan's west gateway. Though the Ganesa shrine would be an
anomaly today, the mound beneath can scarcely be interpreted other than the West
Stupa, one of four ancient mounds on Patan's periphery.
Another shrine whose identity can be little questioned lies in the center right
of the painting (see Figs. 1,2:D/E-718). It consists of two elements: a rough rectangle
interrupted on one side by a path, and, right, a rock-rimmed circle symbolically filled
with water (Fig. 18). The latter is obviously a pond, the former a fountain supplied
with two makara spouts. From one of them a woman fills a container. Given the
location just north of Svayambhu. Vidyasvari. and Sobha Bhagavati, fountain and
pond no doubt represent Balaju, the site of several sacred spring-fed pools and a
famous fountain with twenty-two makara spouts (see Fig. 4:9). Around them has
developed a religious complex of signal importance in the Kathmandu Valley.
Last, a small shrine toward the bottom right can very likely also be identified
by location (see Figs. 1.2:H-718). Enclosed in a small square is a symbol composed
of a triangle set among what likely represents three lotus petals. In Nepal the triangle
is a mystic diagram that symbolizes Mother Goddesses. Given the shrine's location
adjacent to Deopatan and to Pasupati illustrated within (see Fig. 2:9), there is little
r ~ of
, her many names. In reality her
doubt that the goddess meant is ~ u h ~ e s v aone
shrine, a hypaethral pitha, lies across the Bagmati from Pasupati, whose Sakti she is
considered to be by some (see Fig. 4:21). Buddhists name her Nairatma or identify
her as one of the Four Yoginis, at least two of which, Vidyasvari and Vajrayogini of
Sankhu. the painter has included. But at her shrine the goddess is ardently worshiped
by all in the same physical form, a yantra or yoni-cakra such as the painter depicts."
There are many other temples, shrines, caityas, stupas, and a few fountains
(also sacred) scattered throughout this well-filled canvas. They may represent specific
sites as distinct as the foregoing identifiable ones. They may also simply be included
to satisfy the painter's sense of horror vacui or, more likely, to vividly illustrate the
religiosity of the Kathmandu Valley. The same is true of the free-standing sculptures
of the Buddhas, bodhisattvas, Ganesa and Mahakala, the painter's favorites (see Figs.
1; 2:AB-5, DIE-3, E d , D-5, G-7; 9), none of which can be correlated definitely
with existing ones.

'' On Guhyesvari see ibid., pp. 327-328.
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As is evident from the dedicatory inscription and the canvas itself, the primary
purpose of the Yarnpi-vihara painting was to memorialize the devotion bestowed on
Svayambhu by a certain person or persons. The painter, it is equally evident. has
faithfully discharged this commission and more. In size, color, and location
Svayambhu dominates the canvas. By gathering around it the other religious
establishments in reduced size and on a field muted in color, he has proclaimed the
paramount position that Svaya~nbhuholds among them. at least in the Buddhist view.
Even Pasupati. the premier Brahmanical site, has not escaped this classification. But
while illustrati~igthese twin themes-the restoration and Svayambhu's place in the
religious hierarchy-the painter has sacrificed nothing to artistic considerations.
Rather, he has woven a striking composition, coherent, wonderfully colored, and
eminently satisfying esthetically. What is more. with amazing fidelity he has at the
same time provided a pictorial pilgrim's guide to the principal sacred places of the
Kathmandu Valley and supplied a glimpse, however fleeting, of those who
frequented them in A.D. 1565.
.Architectural, figurative. and natural motifs are lavishly employed throughout
the canvas. crowding it, like the Valley itself, with almost overwhelming numbers of
sacred places and a like population density. Though, as we have seen. the sacred
places are for tlie most part easily identifiable, out of geographic context the
individual temples, shrines, and stupas are not. They are stereotypes that for tlie most
part only vaguely imitate the particular buildings in question. Kasthamandap with its
distinctive pavilions is a notable exception (see Fig. 16). Frontality is the mode
except for a few shrines and gateway structures that are viewed from the side (see
Fig. ?:Am-314. GIH-3. G N 4 ) . In keeping with Nepali sacred architecture most of
the temples are sumiounted with a finial (gajura), sometimes gilt, not unlike those on
existing structures. A few terminate in exuberant foliage (Fig. 19). perhaps simply
a product of caprice or possibly a reference to the vegetation that periodically sprouts
from temple roofs, bringing decay in its wake. But stereotypes notwithstanding, the
artist has made it a point throughout to indicate the upswept roof corners typical of
Newar-style architecture (see Figs. 14, 15, 19).
Like the intensively farmed Valley itself, the painting has relatively few trees.
flower-like stylizations dotted here and there and somewhat whimsically colored.
Significantly, tlie majority pertain to Cowtail Hill, even now its slopes comparatively
well wooded. Perhaps the number in the painting also reflects the Buddhist legend
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that proclaims that the Siddha Nagirjuna, scattering his shorn locks over the hill,
commanded "all kinds of trees to grow at the sublime ~ t u ~ a ! " ~ '
Dogs or jackals, horses, vultures, and crows abound. and there is a monkey
or two (Figs. 2:E/F-2. (3-617; 18,20). Dotting the paths and rocky slopes, the diverse
fauna also comfortably frequents the sacred places just as it does still in
contemporary Nepal. The ungainly little horses, brown or white and no larger than
dogs, serve both as riderless landscape props and as transport. This is an intriguing
matter since in the Kathmandu Valley now there is scarcely a horse and any kind of
animal transport is atypical.53Traditionally the standard burden bearer is the human
back.
But above all the landscape is occupied by people. Primarily intent on serving
the gods, they travel the crowded pathways between the towns and the sacred places
within, clamber the rocky heights to an isolated shrine, or flow toward the
Svayambhu celebration. For the delectation of Svayarnbhu they play diverse
instruments and sing, but they take care not to neglect the lesser gods. To them some
bear offerings while others sit or stand in devout attitudes around their chosen
shrines. A few pursue more mundane ends-here a couple tete-a-tete or there a
woman at a fountain (see Figs. 2:E-2. DIE-7; 18). The majority are laymen who bear
their inseparable shoulder poles but there are a goodly number of monks and a few
women. There are no children, and surprisingly-as one would expect at the pratistha
ceremony at Svayambhu-no vajracaryas, the distinctively crowned priests so
evident in many other Buddhist paintings, early and late (see Fig. 26).
As noted earlier, each type of person, monk or lay, male or female. is
distinguished by dress and coifire. Except the Kanphatta. none wear ornaments. Not
all monks are nirnbate, and at least two laymen, probably the donors. are (see Fig.
2:ClD-3). Linear and two-dimensional, as is the entire canvas. the figures are
depicted without benefit of modeling. Posture is characterized by curiously outthrust
hips that give the figures an exaggerated swaying motion (Fig. 2 1). They are by no
means static stereotypes. however. Animated by a variety of arm positions and
gestures, individuals often appear to walk in one direction but gaze in another. Others
assume quite natural positions as they confront a monkey on the pathway, sit or kneel
before the shrines, climb the difficult slopes, or carry out the parasol installation on
the stupa (Figs. 9,20,22,24).
Full profile is the preferred way of depicting faces (Fig. 23) but a threequarter view is also common. Then the further eye is visible and occasionally the end
projects slightly (Fig. 21). Frontality is reserved to the gods or to their special
servants, one of whom is the penitent Natha seated outside the city walls (see Fig.
52

Turrell Wylie, A Tibetan Religious Geography ofNepal, Serie Orientale Roma, 32 (Rome: lstituto
per il Medio ed Estrerno Oriente, 1970). p. 19.

*'In this context i t is interesting that an early seventeenth-century kalapustaka (picture album)
illustrates what i s essentially a veterinarian's text on horses (Pal. Arts o/Nepal, part 2 , pp. 17-18, pl.
179).
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16). Universally somewhat stem and expressionless, the faces of monks and
laypeople alike are without recognizable ethnic stamp. They are characterized by a
full forehead undemarcated from a large nose, a full lower lip, and a prominent,
almost pointed, chin (see Figs. 9-1 2, 20-24). Usually the eye consists of a dotted or
vertically barred half moon over a horizontal line that angles up sharply at the inner
comer. A number of monks have bow-shaped eyes. Both monks and laypeople often
exhibit a tika, a sacred symbol on the forehead (see Figs. 21,23). The eyebrow is a
hairline arc. ears are noticeably large, and creases in the neck are common.
The human figures, the flora and fauna. and the architectural motifs that
together compose the painting are introduced for their symbolic or ornamental value,
not to create a landscape. Neither are they meant to imitate nature, but to
conceptualize it. Even so, it must be admitted that the draftsmanship and technique
of our painter do leave something to be desired. A vulture cannot be distinguished
from a crow, and. scarcely. a dog from a horse, the latter uncommonly awkward and
improbably small (see Fig. 20). In general the paint seems to have been laid on first,
the outlines and details later sketched in black. designs that often do not correspond
to the painted ground beneath (see Fig. 23).54Further, while rigidly adhering to
geographical principles, the painter is quite undaunted by laws of perspective or
gravity. If it pleases him, notably at Svayambhu, shrines stand on end or upside down
and the gods within and worshipers without must manage as best they can (see Fig.
13). The viewer is left to determine that a prostrate devotee is not airborne (see Fig.
2:B4). that the pulley mechanism is on the ground (if indeed not on the stupa dome)
(see Fig. 2:BlC-5) or, below, that a person kneels beside a fountain. not on some
curious box (see Fig. 24). But these limitations-this naivete. if one will-are after
all minor considerations when we reflect on what else the painter has accomplished
in conceptualizing and giving form to complex notions in an undeniably spectacular
composi tion.
Stylistically, the Patan painting proclaims its relationship with other Nepali
paintings of the tifteenth and sixteenth centuries A.D. that. abandoning the
naturalistically modeled figures and idealized faces of fourteenth-century paubhas
and still earlier manuscripts. also employ a linear mode. In these later paintings the
human figure, form enclosed by lines, became a conventional stereotype
characterized by an exaggerated swaying posture such as we see in the Patan
painting. Equally distinctive, the faces are commonly shown in "three-quarter profile
and are distinguished by long noses, prominently looped chins and bow-shaped eyes
with their ends projecting slightly."s5 There are no landscapes, but simply as in the
Patan work an array of landscape elements used symbolically and ornamentally.

'4

A technique alypical of what i s to be expected o f other paintings of the period (ibid., p. 65).

I'

Ibid., p. 99.
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Nonetheless these later artists. the Patan painter among them. still worked
within the confines of inherited traditions that continued to exert an influence in
many ways that are beyond the scope of this article. However. an example is
provided by the city gateways viewed from the side in the Patan painting.
Consciously or not, these gateways appear to derive from models as remote as the
twelfth century at least. On a manuscript cover of that date we see the chariot of the
banished Vessantara exiting through a city gate that could easily be that of one of the
Valley towns depicted in the Yampi-vihara paubha.5b Or. unnoticed. the horse of a
fifteenth-century paubha could join those who tread the painted Valley pathways or
ascend rocky Cowtail Hill (see Fig. 20).57And finally, the musicians with their drums
and horns of earlier paintings, the well-known Vasudhara-mandala of A.D. 1367, for
example.58would not be uncomfortable at the Svayambhu celebration. Given the
continuum of culture that so characterizes the Kathmandu Valley, it is probable that
they, like the musicians of the Patan painting. are not temple performers but simply
Newar farmers engaged in singing and playing devotional music (bhajana) for the
glory of the gods, a genre of activity that is the sine qua non of every Newar social
or religious gathering in the Kathmandu Valley to this day."
But in the instance of the Patan painter. it is evident that the ideas he had
inherited, though woven into a composition of consummate skill, had by now become
repetitive formulae that had seen their day. Stylistically the painting comes at the end
of a long tradition that in less than a century would cede to new currents, from India
and Tibet, that in painting would bring about a total break with the past. The Patan
painter's great-grandsons might well worship the old-fashioned painting as an icon.
but they would paint their own in a very different fashion. an example of which may
be seen in Figure 26.
One question, to which now there is unlikely to be an answer, concerns the originality
of this composition. In Nepal paintings were often copied because of their inherent
religious virtue or because having become faded or damaged it was a way to preserve
the content if not the actual work. The latter might be retired or discarded altogether.
Pal has given a very convincing demonstration of this respecting a fragmentary pata
in the Los Angeles collections and a later copy in Benares60 He has also briefly
drawn attention to the marked similarity between the upper register of the Patan

56

Ibid., pp. 4 6 4 7 , pl. 32.

I'

Ibid.. pl. 86.

'' Ibid.. pp. 66-67, pl. 72.
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Slusser, Nepal IClandala, vol. 2, pl. 497.

w

Pal, Arts o/Nepal, part 2, pp. 22-23, pls. 7, 8.
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painting and that of another, now in New Delhi (Fig. 25).6' The latter was painted in
Kathmandu in A.D. 1664. a century later than the Patan example; but as stated in the
inscription it was a copy of a predecessor painted in A.D. 1433. The lower registers
of the two are altogether different and need not concern us here.
The upper register of the Kathmandu painting is concerned with a restoration
of Svayambhu, a composition despite obvious differences in style and detail that is
markedly like the Yampi-vihara painting. Like it, the stupa is shown on a red ground
beneath a nimbus. here five-fold, which also helps circumscribe the shrine-filled
compound.h2Around the stupa there is the same flurry of activity as workmen install
a new parasol. using the same system of pulleys disposed in exactly the same places
as in the Patan painting. In both paintings two parasols are shown, in the same
position and from each of which a streamer depends in the same way. Beside the left
streamer of the Kathmandu painting we even see in almost exactly the same position
the seemingly airborne devotee previously mentioned in the Patan work (see Fig.
2 : B / C 4 ) . Not far from the prostrate devotee. a group performs the accompanying
religious ceremonies, as in the Patan version, and like it. nearby is a pair of seated
donors.
Among the may companion shrines. the five mansions may also be discerned
in the Kathmandu paubha. Essentially they are located as in the Patan painting,
though Agnipura unaccountably has been moved to the opposite side, above
Vasupura and Vayupura. Of special art-historical interest is the inclusion of the
temple of Hariti, conspicuously absent in the earlier work. Situated next to the
patterned end of the right banner. the shrine contains a crowned image of Hariti, who
holds in her arms the five emblematic children, also crowned. Like certain other
modernizations apparent in copied work^,^' the inclusion of the then-existing Hariti
temple may have been another. Thus it may show us that the temple was constructed
in the intervening century between the two paintings, dated respectively A.D. 1565
and 1664. If so, we need less likely lament the eighteenth-century destruction of the
enshrined image. later replaced. since by the sixteenth century the art of stone carving
had long been in decline and the Hariti image is therefore unlikely to have been
counted among the masterworks of earlier times.64
Architectural history is further served by the Kathmandu painting in the
instance of the two tall sikharas, Pratapapura and Anantapura, absent from this

''

Ibid.. p. 24, pl. 9; first published in Stella Kramrisch, Arl ofNepal (New York: The Asia Society,
1964), p. I S I , pl. 97.

'' 1 have not seen the painting and a description o f its overall coloration does not seem to have been
published. Kramrisch, A r l ofNepal, p. 151 mentions red as the ground color o f the upper register.
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painting but so conspicuous in all later paintings of the Svayambhu compound (Figs.
7, 26).65Apparently they were not included because they did not exist in 1664. Thus
the painting corroborates 1668 as the foundation date of the two temples, though
earlier dates have been proposed.66
Despite a few modernizing touches, there is little doubt that the seventeenthcentury painter was intent on making a faithhl copy of the fifteenth-century work his
effort was to replace. As Pal has written, because of religious demands, originality
Thus
was not the object of copyists, but rather conformity with the existing
one must conclude that at least by A.D. 1433 some painter had already established
the compositional formula repeated in the two later paintings of Kathmandu and
Patan. One suspects that the painting of 1433, or some version of it, was well known
to the Patan painter, who in his own selective way reproduced it in 1565just as it was
copied again in 1664. That the earlier model might have been well known should not
surprise us when we consider that many such paintings, including those privately
owned, were annually displayed in the viharas on the occasion of bahi-dyo-boyegu,
"Looking-at-(or Displaying)-the Ciods-in-the-Viharas." It was (and theoretically still
is) incumbent on each vihara to display religious objects for a few days of the
Buddhist holy month, and equally incumbent on pious Buddhists to make the rounds
to see and worship them6' Indeed, it was for this very celebration that the Patan
painting was last displayed. Thus the Patan painter in his rounds of the Kathmandu
viharas may well have seen and committed to memory the painting-most likely at
the instance of the donors themselves-to be later recreated in his own workspace
in Yampi-vihara. This would be no great feat considering his reconstruction of the
entire topography of the Kathmandu Valley in the same painting. A parallel is
provided by a relatively recent event in Kathmandu in which a sculptor is known to
have made repeated visits to one vihara to "memorize" the image later reproduced
for another.69
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For other examples see Pal, Arts ofNepal, part 2, pl. 12 1; Macdonald and Stahl. Newar Art, pl. I .

Foundation dates are variously given as N.S. 767lA.D. 1647, 77511655. and 78811668, the latter
derived from an in situ inscription at Anantapura: Heinrich Seemann, Nepal 2029 (Stuttgart: Emil
Bandell. 1973). p. 88; Daniel Wright (ed.), History ofNepal (3rd ed., reprint Calcutta: Ranjan Gupta,
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HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS

Since it seems that some predecessor painting, either the A.D. 1433 pata from
Kathmandu or another. provided the model for the upper register of the Patan
painting, we must wonder what inspired the lower one. The idea of illustrating holy
places in their relative geographic context is common in Nepali painting. The
customary vehicle is a long narrow, horizontal cloth scroll that can be rolled or furled
at will, usually for display in the vihara courtyards (Fig. 27). Painted in one or more
bands. ofien captioned, and viewed from left to right, the scrolls are didactic and
o f en narrative. In superimposed registers, murals and a few paubhas employ the
same format.'" Not unlike the Yampi-vihara painting, some scrolls illustrate no
apparent story but provide compendia of the sacred sites of the Kathmandu Valley,
and sometimes of the events respecting them. A nineteenth-century scroll
occasionally displayed in Kva-bahal (Hiranyavarna-mahviha). Patan is an example
(Fig. 28). All the principal sacred places and a number of towns are graphically
illustrated. some further identified with written labels. They occupy a landscape of
cloud-capped mountains, rolling hills. and meandering streams enlivened with
diverse flora. fauna. and people. the latter largely occupied with religious affairs.
Given the limitations of the long narrow format. the shrines are so well organized
topographically that, labeled or not, most can be easily identified. For example. in the
accompanying detail, Pasupati and Guhyesvari, shown in the foreground
encompassed by the sacred Sleshmantaka grove, are accurately depicted in their
proper spatial relationship and each set on its proper bank of the Bagmati. The two
are also properly located with respect to the surrounding shrines; the Jalaiayana
Narayana of Budhanilkantha, upper right, for example. is placed quite where it
should be with respect to them.
Another example of such a compendium is provided by the upper register of
a fragmentary scroll in the Cleveland Museum of Art. Based on the Svuyumbhupurunu, it details a number of holy places (tirthas) situated along the Bagmati and
Vishun~atirivers. They are named and located in an order among which a number can
be correlated with sites frequented today." Even in scrolls that are essentially
narrative, the places involved are illustrated with topographical sensitivity. A scroll
displayed in Guita-bahil (Gustala-vihara), Patan. that among other subjects narrates
the vihara's history, provides a virtual plan of the quarter of the city in which it is
located (Figs. 27. 29). Illustrated on the right in the accompanying detail, the vihara
is properly related to the pair of existing stupas while round about, much as we see
them today, are the houses, dharmasalas, fountains, wells. and the many caityas that
characterize that Buddhist stronghold. Even the city wall, now defunct. is shown.

" Ibid.,

"

pp. 196-1 98, 206. 304 n. 179, vol. 2, pl. 200.

Slusser. Serpents, Sages, and Sorcerers in Cleveland, pp. 72-75.
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No known scroll predates the end of the sixteenth century,72the majority
belonging to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and painted in Rajput style
tempered with Tibetan influences then in vogue in the Kathmandu Valley. But in
some instances, as at Itum-bahal, Kathmandu, we know that the currently displayed
scroll is a copy of an earlier one since it is still stored in the vihara." Inasmuch as the
scrolls were meant to be displayed in the open courtyards (and some probably outside
Hindu temples) where they were exposed to the elements, it is unlikely that they
endured very long and had to be copied again and again. Though the compositional
scheme probably remained constant, style did not, reflecting whatever was in vogue
in the copyist's time. This was certainly true in the case of the previously mentioned
Los Angeles painting. a fifteenth-century work faithfully copied in the nineteenth
century but in a radically different style. Thus though earlier examples are all too rare
or nonexistent. there is little doubt that the late scrolls rest firmly on antecedents. not
only in Nepal but in India, where they date back at least to the time of Gautama
Buddha himself.'"
The scrolls that provide illustrated compendia of the sacred places seem to be
the pictorial equivalents of "religious geographies." pilgrim's guides or mahatmyas
that extol the salient aspects of the sacred places and that provide directions to
them.75One is the well-known Svayambhu-purana, another is the Nepdn-muhb~n~ya,
a guide that describes the sacred geography of the Kathmandu Valley from the
Brahmanical ~iewpoint.'~
Ideally, so recommends the latter, one's pilgrimage should
begin and end with Pasupatinatha. In the Buddhist view such a pilgrimage begins and
ends with Svayambhunatha. More than likely, therefore. although the Yampi-vihara
painting commemorates a particular event in Svayambhu's history and extols it above

" Pal, Arts of Nepal, part 2, pp. 96-97, pl. 136
" There are reasons to believe that the Kva-bahal scroll is also a copy of an earlier version. It is
interesting to note that someone has recently copied it again. a faithfully rendered mural transfer
occupying a connecting hallway in the luxury-class Hotel Yak and Yeti in Kathmandu.
14

Pal, Arts oJNepa1, part 2. p. 96; Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. I, pp. 303-304. The remnant murals
on the Bagh Bhairava temple at Kirtipur, which. as in similar murals. are essentially a series of
superimposed scrolls made permanent as a wall painting. are illuminating in this respect. Stylistically
they can scarcely postdate the mid-fifteenth century and thus in effect affirm the existence of
horizontal scrolls at that time. Though we know that the Licchavis practiced mural painting we know
nothing of the format (Slusser. Nepal Mandala, vol. I , p. 39).
" As Wylie. A Tibetan Religious Geography ofNepal, p. XV distinguishes them from geographies in
the sense of an objective and scientific study of topography. flora, and fauna.
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Prajfiapratisthana. V.S. 2028lA.D. 197 1 ).
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HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS

Since it seems that some predecessor painting, either the A.D. 1433 pata from
Kathmandu or another. provided the model for the upper register of the Patan
painting. we must wonder what inspired the lower one. The idea of illustrating holy
places in their relative geographic context is common in Nepali painting. The
customary vehicle is a long narrow, horizontal cloth scroll that can be rolled or furled
at will. usually for display in the vihara courtyards (Fig. 27). Painted in one or more
bands. often captioned, and viewed from left to right, the scrolls are didactic and
often narrative. In superimposed registers, murals and a few paubhas employ the
same format." Not unlike the Yampi-vihara painting. some scrolls illustrate no
apparent story but provide compendia of the sacred sites of the Kathmandu Valley,
and sometinles of the events respecting them. A nineteenth-century scroll
occasionally displayed in Kva-bahal (Hiranyavama-mahaviha), Patan is an example
(Fig. 28). All the principal sacred places and a number of towns are graphically
illustrated, some further identified with written labels. They occupy a landscape of
cloud-capped mountains. rolling hills, and meandering streams enlivened with
diverse flora, fauna, and people, the latter largely occupied with religious affairs.
Given the limitations of the long narrow format. the shrines are so well organized
topographically that, labeled or not. most can be easily identified. For example, in the
accompanying detail, Pasupati and Guhyesvari, shown in the foreground
encompassed by the sacred Sleshrnantaka grove, are accurately depicted in their
proper spatial relationship and each set on its proper bank of the Bagmati. The two
are also properly located with respect to the surrounding shrines; the Jalaiayana
Narayana of Budhanilkantha. upper right, for example. is placed quite where it
should be with respect to them.
Another example of such a compendium is provided by the upper register of
a fragmentary scroll in the Cleveland Museum of Art. Based on the Svayambhupuruna, it details a number of holy places (tirthas) situated along the Bagmati and
Vishumati rivers. They are named and located in an order among which a number can
be correlated with sites frequented today." Even in scrolls that are essentially
narrative. the places involved are illustrated with topographical sensitivity. A scroll
displayed in Guita-bahil (Gustala-vihara). Patan, that among other subjects narrates
the vihara's history, provides a virtual plan of the quarter of the city in which it is
located (Figs. 27. 29). Illustrated on the right in the accompanying detail, the vihara
is properly related to the pair of existing stupas while round about, much as we see
them today, are the houses, dhmasalas, fountains, wells, and the many caityas that
characterize that Buddhist stronghold. Even the city wall, now defunct, is shown.

'' Ibid., pp. 196-198, 206, 304 n. 179, vol. 2, pl. 200.
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No known scroll predates the end of the sixteenth century," the majority
belonging to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and painted in Rajput style
tempered with Tibetan influences then in vogue in the Kathmandu Valley. But in
some instances, as at Iturn-bahal, Kathmandu, we know that the currently displayed
Inasmuch
'
as the
scroll is a copy of an earlier one since it is still stored in the ~ i h a r a . ~
scrolls were meant to be displayed in the open courtyards (and some probably outside
Hindu temples) where they were exposed to the elements, it is unlikely that they
endured very long and had to be copied again and again. Though the compositional
scheme probably remained constant, style did not. reflecting whatever was in vogue
in the copyist's time. This was certainly true in the case of the previously mentioned
Los Angeles painting, a fifteenth-century work faithfully copied in the nineteenth
century but in a radically different style. Thus though earlier examples are all too rare
or nonexistent. there is little doubt that the late scrolls rest firmly on antecedents, not
only in Nepal but in India, where they date back at least to the time of Gautama
Buddha h i m ~ e l f . ~ "
The scrolls that provide illustrated compendia of the sacred places seem to be
the pictorial equivalents of "religious geographies." pilgrim's guides or mahatmyas
that extol the salient aspects of the sacred places and that provide directions to
them." One is the well-known Svayambhu-purana, another is the Nepbl~r-mahirmyu,
a guide that describes the sacred geography of the Kathmandu Valley from the
Brahrnanical viewpoint.76Ideally, so recommends the latter. one's pilgrimage should
begin and end with Pasupatinatha. In the Buddhist view slich a pilgrimage begins and
ends with Svayambhunatha. More than likely, therefore. although the Yampi-vihara
painting commemorates a particular event in Svayarnbhu's history and extols it above
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Pal, Arts of Nepal, part 2. pp. 96-97, pl. 136.

There are reasons to believe that the Kva-bahal scroll is also a copy of an earlier version. It is
interesting to note that someone has recently copied it again. a faithfully rendered mural transfer
occupying a connecting hallway in the luxury-class Hotel Yak and Yeti in Kathmandu.
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Pal, Arts ofNepal, part 2 , p. 96; Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. I , pp. 303-304. The remnant murals
on the Bagh Bhairava temple at Kirtipur, which, as in similar murals, are essentially a series of
superimposed scrolls made permanent as a wall painting, are illuminating in this respect. Stylistically
they can scarcely postdate the mid-fifteenth century and thus in effect affirm the existence of
horizontal scrolls at that time. Though we know that the Licchavis practiced mural painting we know
nothing of the format (Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. I, p. 39).

''

As Wylie, A Tibetan Religious Geography of Nepal. p. XV distinguishes then] from geographies in
the sense of an objective and scientific study of topography, flora, and fauna.
Slusser. Serpents, Sages, and Sorcerers in Cleveland, p. 72; Mitra, The Sanskrit Buddhist Literalure
of Nepal. pp. 245-255; Muktinath Khanal, Nepola-rnahatmya (Kathmandu: Nepala ~ a j a k r ~ a
Prajrlapratisthana. V.S. 2028lA.D. 1971).
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all other sacred sites, like the scrolls it too is fundamentally a pictorial pilgrim's
guide. But it is destined for Buddhists, for whom Svayambhu is the lodestar.
What makes the Patan painting unique is the employ of a vertical format
instead of the usual horizontal one. What we do not know is whether it was the Patan
painter's fecund imagination that selected it or whether, as for the upper register,
there were existing models for inspiration. Perhaps a chance discovery in some
recondite corner of a Valley monastery will someday provide the answer. So far,
however. the Patan painting stands alone.
We h o w little about the apparent Nepali penchant for map making, but this
activity may have a long history. A century ago Sylvain Levi wondered whether
. ~ ~mentions an eighteenthcartography might be indigenous to the H i m a l a y a ~He
cenlury map of the Kingdom of Nepal that had been acquired by a European who
assessed it as "the best map of Indian [hindou] origin that I have ever seen." Levi felt
that the idea had not been transmitted recently by Catholic missionaries or Muslims,
and that if it had foreign antecedents at all, they were far more remote. In support of
this view he cites a map of Kamanipa sent by that country as a gift to China in A.D.
638. Kamarupa was a close neighbor of Nepal and no stranger to it.78Thus it may
well be that in Nepal as well. map making is a venerable science culminating in the
pictorial pilgrim's guides such as the scrolls or the Yampi-vihara painting. If so it is
little wonder that these guides are composed with such cartographic finesse.
The pictorial ordering of the religious geography of the Kathmandu Valley
may well also relate to the Nepali idea of physically ordering the sacred places in
space. a fundamental aspect of local culture. The Valley is visualized in quadrants
over which reign in their respective quarters one each of sets of four divinities, such
as the Four Ganesas. the Four Yoginis, or the Four Narayanas. Arranged in
accordance with religiously ordained directions. other sacred places comprise sets of
interlocking cosnlic diagrams (mandalas), which together make of the whole
Kathmandu Valley a complex mandala to walk on.79
The scrolls and vertical paintings of Nepal are also a source of its history,
sources rare enough that one must often clutch at straws. however slender they may
seem to be. In contrast to other art media, notably bronzes and stone sculpture,
paintings provided relatively ample space for inscriptions that could be easily penned,
not only by the artist specialist but by any literate person. Thus inscriptions on
painting tend to be far more common and more informative than the brief inscriptions
occasionally encountered on other art media. As in the dated Patan painting, even if
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Sylvain Levi. Le Nkpal. Prude hisrorique d'un royaume liindolr ( 3 vols.. Paris: Ernest Leroux,
1905-1908), vol. I , pp. 72-74

"

Slusser, Nepal h4undulu, vol. I , pp. 9, 10, 3 1 , 32, 370. 373.

'' Ibid., VOI.

I , pp. 256, 344-348; Neils Gutschow, Sludrraunr rrnd Rirual der newarischen Sradte im
khhn;rdu-Tal; eine architekruran~hropologischeUnrersuchung(Stuttgart: Verlag W . Kohlhammer,
1982).
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the painting is not a royal donation, the then ruler (or rulers) and his domain are
frequently mentioned, often amplifying the known dates of a given reign or providing
other useful historical indices.'O In turn, such names, when the regnal period is known
from other sources. help to correctly date the painting, particularly when damaged
dates have led to misreadings. Pal provides several examples of such rectification^.^'
No less relevant than kings and their reigns is the balance of the inscriptional
matter. It may include the donor's-but
rarely the painter's-name
and titles
(important clues to caste and class), the names of the vihara. neighborhood, or town
where it was painted, when it was painted. the reason for the commission. and more.
items of considerable importance to the historian of arc and culture. A good example
of inscriptional content. richer than the brief Yan~pi-viharalines, is provided by a
long inscription of a painting already alluded to (see Fig. 26). It reads:
Honor to Dharmadhatu Vagisvara." honor to Vajradhatu caitya. honor to
~aksacaitya."~
Today in the place of ~ikyasimhaTatl~igata.~'
in the period known as
At the same time care has to be taken that the misreading o f dates does not make for false history.
An understandable difficulty with the damaged date o f the Patan painting led Riccardi. Some
Preliminary Remarks. pp. 338. 340 to several wrong conclusions about the reign o f the nobles
mentioned there. While i t is true that the inscriptions for these rnahapatras are few, they are sufficient
to show that one o f the three brothers. Narasimha, was long dead by even the earliest date Riccardi
proposes. N.S. 715; in 710 Kartika his brother Purandara had already consecrated a temple in his
memory in the Patan main square. Udhava's first and last known inscriptions span the years N.S.
680-689lA.D. 1560-1569. so the fact that his name appears in the inscription adds nothing new to
history. When the date is read as A.D. 1594 or 1604 it is a distortion o f it. Further, by 725: 1604 (or
1605 in customary reckoning since the last month is Asadha or Asvina), Purandara, the last survivor.
had already been deposed for several years. His last inscription is dated 717 Jyestha. a month before
the first one o f his successor. Sivasimha. the Malla king. in 718 Kartika. Both dates correspond to
A.D. 1597. In this instance the only contributions o f the Patan inscription to political histoy are to add
one more inscription to the corpus for Udhava and to provide additional affirmation that the brothers
ruled Patan collegially from time to time. Sources for these dates are Dhanavajra Vajracharya (ed.),
Itihasa-samiodhanako pramana-prameya (Sourcesfor Correct Hisrory). Part 1 (Patan: Jagadamba
Prakiiana. V.S. 2019lA.D. 1962), main part, pp. 10-14; Shankarman Rajvamshi. Siddhinarasirnha
Mallabhandi a g d i b Pitanaka Sasakaharuka keh; tadpatra (Some Palm Leaf Land Deeds o f Patan's
Rulers Previous to Siddhinarasimha Malla). Pirnrma 12. 3:4 (V.S. 2023 Magha1A.D. 1967). pp.
19-20; Dilli Raman Regmi. Medieval Nepal, part2 (Calcuna: Firma K. L. Mukhopadhyay. 1966). p.
265; A. Peter Burleigh, A Plea for Talapatras. The Rising Nepal (20 March 1972); 5 and A
Chronology o f the Later Kings o f Patan, K a i l a h 4 (1) (1976): 19; Slusser. Nepal Mandala, vol. I.p.
199.

" Pal. Arts of Nepal, part 2, pp. 23 n. 4. 34-35.

" Epithet o f ~ a i l j u i ~ c o m r n omisapplied
nl~
to the goddess ~ s n r s a v i j a ~presumed
i,
occupant o f the
stupa and whose iconography here also borrows from Manjusri.
81

100.000 (laksa) caityas, symbolized in the center o f the painting

" Gautarna Buddha
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Bhadrakalpa, in the part of Bharata,'5 during Kali-y~ga,'~
in the island known as
~umbudv~~a,''
in V&ukiksetra." in the holy place known as & ~ ~ a v a r t a ,in
' ~Nepalamandala,w on the western bank of the Bagmati, in the northwest comer of
.$arnkhanadi:' east of the Ke~avati,~*
in the place where there are many temples, on
' pitha known as Upachanda, in the residence of
the hill known as G ~ ~ u c h ain, ~the
Heruka, Vimpaksa . . near Svayambhu caitya, during the reign of Mahirajadhiraja
Ginfan Yuddha Vikram Shah, a generous T ~ l a d h a rwho
~ ~ lives in Nata-to1 of
K a n t i p ~ rand
, ~ ~who is known as Jesta Dhanaonta, his wife ~aksrnrdhar:, their son
Mahanta. and other members of the family desired to perform some religious work
. ~ ~ finishing the rite, they commissioned
so they made ten million clay ~ a i t y a sAfter

..

81

India.

"A

mythical time. as is Bhadrakalpa above

87

In Buddhist lore. one o f several mythical continents, in essence India.

88

The realm o f the serpent Vasuki, i.e., the Kathmandu Vally.

BY

Aryan territory, i.e., northern India.

9)
Country o f Nepa1.a term applied essentially to the Nepal, or Kathmandu, Valley and the adjoining
territory.

" One o f several names for the confluence o f the Bagmati and Vishnumati rivers.
92

Another name o f the Vishnumati, west o f which lies Svayambhu.
Cowtail Hill.

94

95

a

Newar family and subcaste name. merchants o f the UrayIUdas caste.

A neighborhood o f Kathmandu.

The standard number is 100,000. In discussing this genre o f painting some scholars, ignoring the
inscriptional content that declares otherwise. have supposed the painting itself to be a symbolic way
of donating the holy symbols. But when Nepali art is viewed within the culture that produced it, we
see that the donation was real enough. The making o f miniature clay caityas, each endowed with a
grain of rice to symbolize its atma, is the work o f women and children throughout the Buddhist holy
month. At its close the thousands o f caityas are taken in procession for disposal in the sacred rivers.
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this pata. In N.S. 929 m i k a krsna pratipada this work was fini~hed.~'
By its virtue
may the donor receive the seven prosperities such as friends. wealth, and
descendants. Good fortune."q8
Setting aside the prolix preamble, which laboriously pinpoints Svayambhu in time
and space, it is evident how informative the inscription is: name of ruler, his domain
and time; name of the donors, their caste, and where they lived; what rite they
performed and when; the exact day of the year on which the painting was finished,
and much more that cannot be explored in the present c o n l e ~ t . ~
If the inscriptions of paintings are important to a study of the Nepali past, no
less so is the pictorial content. A few paintings deal overtly with historical events, the
Sena raid on Nepal in the Iturn-bahal scroll, for example, or in a vertical painting the
tuladina ceremony in which a Kathmandu king weighs his son against like measure
of gold and gems as royal offering to the royal tutelary.'00In others like the Yampivihara painting, the information is more covert-the absence of the Hariti temple. for
example. Such paintings also provide important information respecting clothing.
ornaments. and dress of the period, the kinds and appearance of ritual objects and
tools, secular and religious occupations. and in the case of the Svayambhu restoration
paintings and the Itum-bahal scroll,I0' clues respecting architectural techniques. A
close examination of no more than the Laksacaitya painting (see Fig. 26), full as it
is of early nineteenth-century life, sacred and secular, will more than bear out the
value of paintings in the study of Nepalese culture.
The Yampi-vihara painting, it should now be clear, is not only a pleasure to look at.
it is much more. It has proved eminently instructive in matters of an history, political
history, geography, and social and religious practices. In the history of art it reveals
the persistence of remote traditional motifs in otherwise new styles, as well as the
exchange over long periods of time of compositional themes among Nepali painters
in different locales. At the same time it establishes that such interdependence did not
vitiate the ability to create individual and refreshing works that are at times, as in this
painting, unique. Art history is also served in the matter of the probable dating of the
Hariti temple, and political history by the apparent gateway to Tham-bahil and the
pictorial treatment of Bhaktapur, a traditional rival to the Patan kingdom. The
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The first day of the Newar lunar calendar year. about October 20, A . D . 1808

98

The translation was kindly prepared by Gautarnvajra Vajracharya.

99

On the illuminating content of another inscription, see Pal, Arrs ofNepal, part 2. pp. 17-1 8

IW

Ibid., pl. 220: Slusser, Nepal Mandala. vol. I , pp. 56-57, vol. 2, pl. 66.

lo'

Slusser, Nepal Mandala, vol. 2, pl. 106.
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presence of the Nathas and the absence of the expected vajracaryas raises questions
that a search in other sources may answer. Finally, and most notably, the painting
clearly establishes the Nepalis' mastery of geographic concepts, a matter all too long
ignored.
The Patan painting that we have so patiently regarded in this article serves
another purpose as well. It makes abundantly clear that the paintings of the
Kathmandu Valley are more than religious paintings-the Nepali view--or objects
of esthetic delectation-the typical foreign view. Nepali paintings, both content and
inscriptions, deserve to be attentively examined and reexamined to better
comprehend the vast reaches of the Nepali past to which they provide such superb
pathways.

This painting, now in the permanent collection of the Virginia museum of Fine
Arts. Richmond. Virginia. has been convincingly interpreted as a commemoration
f of the "revitalization of all the major monuments through the reconsecration of the
Mahachaitya" (see Dina Bangdel, "Reconsecration of Svayambhu Mahachaitya,"
in John Huntington and Dina Bangdel, The Circle of Bliss [Chicago: Serindia
Publications. 20031. p. 112-14). Made possible by the delay in publication of this
compilation, thc'comment is dated 2005.
b,

Fig. 1 Svayambhunltha and sacred sites of the Kathmandu Valley, opaque
watercolors on cotton, H. 1.01 m. A.D. 1565. Collection A. Peter Burleigh.
(See also color plate IV).
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Fig. 4 Map of the Kathmandu Valley locating sites depicted in Fig. 1. Numbers in
parentheses refer to the labels identified in Fig. 2. Line drawing by Yeorgos
Lampathakis. 1 Pharping(?)/Pampodesa (14). 2 Thecho/Thecodesa ( I I),
3 Bungamati, 4 Chobar, 5 Kirtipur, 6 Svayambhijniitha,
7 VidyiiSvar~/~ijyisva~
( I ) , 8 Sobha ~ h a ~ a v a t ~ / ~ v a k l g a (2),
m t h9i Biiliiju.
10 P%tan/Miinigalayamladeia (4), l l West Stupa, 12 Pulchok/Pulaco (3),
13 YangZllYamgaladeSa (S), 14 Ya~nbu/Yambude&a
(6), 15 ThrTinbahilnhiimbahili (7). 16 Harisiddhi/Jantaladesa (13), 17 Sgnlgaon
(Thasi)masivadesa ( 1 2), 18 LubhuJRumbhudeia (16),
19 ThimiKhemideSa (IS), 20 Deopiitan (Pasupati)/Golvade$a (9),
21 G u h y e i v ~ 22
. BodhnBthaJKhasvacaita (8). 23 Surya Viniiyaka.
24 Bhaktapur/KhopadeSa (17), 25 Siinkhu, 26 ~ajrayoginl(of Sankhu).

Fig. 5 Svayarnbhii stupa,

H&G temple, and adjacent shrines and

Liochavi caitya in $Ist iimgmd.

caityas, a

Fig. 7 Plan of Svayambhuniitha stupa compound. Line drawing by Yeorgos
Lampathakis. A Svayambhunatha, B Pratapapura, c Anantapura,
D ~eicandra-bahil,E Unidentified shrine, F ~ a r a temple,
6
1 VZsupura,
2 Vgyupura, 3 Agnipura, 4 hntipura, 5 Niigapura.

Fig. 10 Assisting at rhe restoration ceremony, monks read from a palm leaf
mimuscript and perform the horna smifioe. Detail ofFig. 1 (Fig. 2:C-3).

Fig. 1 1 Accompanied by musicians, below,the s a d a?mais tebnned to -.
Svayambhii in a vessel of water for the e m o n y d-SI ...------. - - .

&%SG&&bi**-

-

Fig, 12 A KFmphnrtta yogi speed6 along the Bagmati toward Svayambhii. Detail of
Fi.1 (Fig. 2:F-3). (See alw color plate V).

i

Fig. 13 An image of a Tathagah surrounded by acolytes, typical of the
generalized sculptures and skewed perspective in the stupa precincts.
Detail of Fig. 1 (Fig. 2 : m - 5 ) .
=XL.k

Fig. 14 Viis,,,ra and, above, Viiyupura, two of the five tantric shrines depicted
in SvayambhMcsem. Betail of Fig. 1 (Fig. 2:B-3).

e

Fig. 15 The enshrined yogini vidy$&&. Detail of Fig. 1 (Fig. 2:E-6).

Fig. 16 A Nfitha seated on the cadaver of a jackal does penance outside the walls
of Southern Kathmandu (YahgZil). Detail of Fig. 1 (Fig. 2:FlG-5).

Fig. 17 The face of Bhairava symbolizes the town of Bhaktapur. Detail of Fig. 1
(Fig. 2:H-6).

Fig. 18 The sacred site of Biilfiju is symbolized by a fountain and a pool. Detail of
Fig. 1 (Fig. 2:D/E-718).

Fig. 19 An unidentified Buddhist shrine surmounted with exuberant vegetation
houses one image in the main cella,. another in the agama above.
Detail of Fig, 1 pig. &:C/D-7).

Fig. I8 The sacred site of B U j u is symboIized by a fountain and a pool. Detail of
Fig. 1 (Fig. 2:0@-718).

Fig. 19 An unidentified Buddhist shrine surmounted with exuberant vegetation
houses one image in the main cella,. another in the agama above.
Detail of Fig. 1 (Fig. 2:C/D-7).

Fig. 20 A layman, a horse, and a dog or jackal climb up differently symbolized
rocky slopes. Detail of Fig. 1 (Fig. 2:C-718).

Fig. 21 The posture of these strolling laymen with exaggerated outthrust hip is
typical, as are their faces. Detail of Fig. 1 (Fig. 2:E-7).

Fig. 22 The realistic posture and gestures of people like these three laymen help
ta mimate&e G ~ W . h t d i of Fig.4 (Pig. 2:C-6#).

Fig. 23 As in the figure of fhis monk,the painted ground often does nut
c v d to Ehe outlines drawn over it, Detail d Rg. 1 (Fig.2:E*2).

Fig. 24 Lack of mrspgtive suggests that the central person kneels on a box rather
&-beside a fountain. Detail of Fig. 1 (Pig. 2%-3).

Fig. 25 Seventeenth-centurycopy UI a fifteenth-century painting, upper
register restoration of Svayambhti, lower, a Buddhist couple
engages in a rite of passage. Opaque water colors on cotton, H. 1.52
m. A.D. 1664. Collection of Mrs. Sumira Charat Ram, New Delhi.

Fig. 26 A Kathmandu family celebrates 1-caitya
at Svayambhfi,
Seto and Ri3k-1(white and red) MacchendranHtha flanking the
st*.
Opaque water coiors on cotton, H. 96 cm. AD. 1808.
CsWtion of Asian AJ%Muse-tlm af Ban Frculcisco, the; Avery
& 4 F l m & w - m . Plumpi& QO-q,
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Fig. 27 A painted scroll displayed in Guita-bahil, Pa@ for Ehe m u d "-15(01D b @ i ~ ~ - t h & h h - i a - ~ V ~ ? '

Fig. 28 Detail of a painted scroll displayed at KvCbaha, Patan, illustrating the
religious geography of the Kathmandu Valley, foreground Pasupatinatha
and companion shrine of Guhyesvari.

Fig. 29 Guita-bahil monastery, right, faithfully located among the features of the
surrounding neighborhood. Detail of Fig. 27.

AN INDIA-IMPORT DEVI MAHISASURA-MARDINI
SCROLL FROM NEPAL+
Traditionally, Nepalese paintings on cotton cloth employ soluble, opaque
watercolours that remain on the surface of the fabric. But an entirely different type.
hitherto unremarked in Nepal, has recently come to light from Bhaktapur, one of the
medieval city states of the Kathmandu Valley. It is a scroll. or banner. in horizontal
format in which the design and colour were accomplished in a quite different way.
The design is part Nepali, part Indian, the colour produced by fiber-penetrating dyes.
It is in fact an imported Indian textile product known as kalamkar1: a Persian word
meaning 'pen work,' with reference to one of the ways the designs were executed.
To produce such textiles Indian craftsmen employed mordants and dyes in
astonishingly complex processes that resulted in brilliant and colourfast works that.
no less than the traditional Nepali paintings, are in fact works of art.' They were
extremely time consuming to produce, costly, and prized far afield. foreign
consumers often supplying exotic designs for incorporation among the traditional
Indian ones. Not without reason these skilled craftsmen have been named 'master
dyers to the world' (Gittinger, 1982). That Nepal was also part of this 'world' has
now become evident from the Bhaktapur banner. It is clearly a product of two
cultures and two countries and a document of considerable importance from many
perspectives.
As with many traditional Nepalese watercolour paintings on cloth. whether
paubhd in vertical format or bilampo, as such scrolls are often called, in a horizontal
one, the Bhaktapur scroll was displayed in the open as occasion demanded. As a
result, sun, rain, and bird-droppings coupled with a blithe lack of care over a probable
two centuries have left but a pallid spectre of the resplendent original. Nonetheless,
the banner, now in a private collection in the United States. is miraculously complete.
Impressively large, it measures almost seven metres wide by more than one and a half
metres high. Surrounded with various decorative borders, its principal design is a
long arcade filled with nine near metre-high images of the militant goddess Durga in

' Reprinted from South Asion Studies, vol. 6 (1990). pp. 43-69 with permission of the publisher
'

For examples of some of these paintings now in various museum colleclions see Gittinger, 1982,
especially figs. 70, 79-100, 103. 108-1 16, 120, 12 1 .
',
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her role as ~ e v ~r a h i ~ u r a - m a r d i nShown
i.
in female emanatory forms of diverse
gods, she is engaged in slaying the buffalo demon Mahisa, here in human guise.
s flanked on one side by a like-sized image of GaneSa
These nine Durgk or ~ e v r are
(atvpically also slaying Mahisa) and on the other by superimposed images in smaller
format of the Lion- and Tiger-headed &kin&. 'singhini (Siha)' and ' ~ a g h i n ;
( m a ) ' (Figs. 2. 5 [see also color plates VI, VII], Figs. 1 , 3-4, 6-9). Originating as
the Buddhist &kinis. Simhavaktri and Vyaghravaktc fearful psycho-sexual partners
of the yogins, the latter pair are viewed today as defenders, companions, and even
children of the Mother Goddesses. In Bhaktapur they function particularly as part of
the troupe of masked persons known as the Navadurga.
Iconographically. eight of the nine goddesses conform to the typical
Nepalese Asta-mitrka (Eight Mothers) complement, the eight hkris or female
i
~ r a h m a n i ,~ a h e s v a r i ,
counterparts of diverse gods which ~ e v incorporates:
~ a u m i r i~aisna\'i,
,
~ d i~ndrini,
.
Camunda and ~ahalaksm;,the order in which
they appear on the scroll. In Bhaktapur the eight are a fixed mandalic set essential to
i the final image in the
the spiritual protection of the city. By adding ~ a h a k a l as
series. in essence reduplicating Camunda. the set is expanded to nine. In Bhaktapur
this is a highly significant number related both to a somewhat different set of nine
mother goddesses, all forms of Durga, and to an ensemble of gods, goddesses, and
demigods who cyclically materialize in the form of some dozen masked men. Despite
the anomaly of number and complement, the latter are also known as the 'Nine
Durg& (Navadurga),' and it is they who comprise a critical company, long the sine
qua non of Bhaktapur's community, intellectual, and emotional life.*

The fabric used for the ~ e v banner.
r
as for all kalatnk;r< is cotton. Z-spun and plain
weave, it has a thread count of 16.5 warps per centimetre, 13.4 wefts. Woven in four
pieces, the fabric is joined by somewhat crude seams that bisect the banner
horizontally and vertically. The warp threads coincide with the horizontal axis of the
banner and with a length of six and three-quarter metres determine its width. The

' In the Nepalese context there are very different connotations o f the term 'Navadurga'

which must
be borne in ~nind. The nine Durgas o f the banner complelnent with the reduplicated
CamunddMahakali does not have an exact counterpart in colnmon use, the Nine normally being
composed o f the Asta-ma& plus Tr~~ura-sundari
.-another form o f Durga. But to further complicate
matters, the term 'Navadurgi' is also applied to a troupe o f more than nine costumed and masked men
who personify only seven o f the Eight Mothers as well as various gods and demigods who are not
'Durgas.' The eighth mother, Maliilaksmi, is included in the troupe as an enshrined image but is not
personified. Where necessary to distinguish which group is meant, I refer to the latter as the 'Nine'
Durgas. One o f the most comprehensive accounts o f the cyclical ritual o f the incarnate deities, the
'Navadurga,' may be found in Gutschow and Basukala, 1987. See also Levy, 1987.
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weft measure of the two separate pieces is somewhat variable. but each is about 80
centimetres. Seamed, the wefts provide the banner's total height of 156 centimetres.
The upper edge of the banner is finished with a sturdy, centimetre wide band
of card-woven threads reminiscent of braiding. It is composed of different coloured
threads, red, pink. and green (or blue), woven into an attractive small geometric
pattern. At one time suspension loops of the same material were stitched to it at about
60 centimetre intervals. but now only remnants remain.
The scroll is lined with what appear to be various seamed together, recycled
domestic textiles. They are of rather coarse cotton. much patched and of various sizes
and designs. One large piece bears an all-over design of small, closely-spaced floral
repeats known as b i ~ a sor bitis (Fig. 9); another. alternates stripes with stylizcd
floral repeats; and a third, far more worn than the other pieces. bears a large overall
pattern, now indistinguishable. The transverse decorative bands of solid red with
which two of the textiles terminate suggest that they may have been discarded saris.
dupattas, or similar pieces of clothing. Whatever their original purpose, all are clearly
of Indian manufacture.'
i
gives little idea of its bygone splendor
As viewed today, the ~ e v banner
when over the footpaths. in someone's pack basket. it finally reached its destination
in Bhaktapur. This probably occurred around the mid-eighteenth century, as I shall
discuss further on. Now, the overall fabric, both the facing and lining. are so
begrimed that at first glance it gives the impression of a muddy monochrome. There
are a number of holes. some gaping and some crudely patched. fortunately for the
most part relatively small where they affect the representations of the deities. The
upper edge of the banner is the most damaged where one by one the original
suspension loops pulled away with time and use, taking with them not only the cardwoven edging but pieces of the primary textile itself. The missing loops were
replaced-if at all-by various crude methods, in some instances by simply jabbing
a hole through the banner proper to accommodate a coarse loop of rag or cord.
Several loops were replaced by an interesting technique in which the fabric was
bunched around a terra cotta pellet or a seed and a cord or bit of rag tied around the
resulting lump. In addition to all this there are a number of stains. as if things had
been spilled from time to time, and a few splotches of what appear to be bird lime.
deposited most likely at times when the banner was on public display. The left end.
also tom, is particularly soiled, in essence glazed with oily grime, no doubt derived
from the many hands which have furled and unfurled the banner over the years. There
is no evidence of worship with coloured powders and liquids that spatter many
Nepali paintings on cloth.

' Examples o f such textiles are abundantly represented in the specialized collections o f the Textile
Museum, Washington, D.C., the Calico Museum in Ahmedabad. India, and in similar repositories.
Illustrations o f comparative materials may be seen in Irwin and Hall, 1971, pls. XI, 60-62 ff.;
Gittinger, 1982, figs. 4 5 4 9 .
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The salient design of the Bhaktapur banner is provided by the large images of ~ e v t
Mahisaiura-mardin1 and Ganesa and the superimposed pair, the Lion- and Tigerheaded 'singhin? and 'Bighini.' The ten large images taken together with their lotus )
pedestals are very impressive, each just under a metre tall, with singhinr and Bighini
half that size. Ganesa, at far left, precedes the goddesses-in order Brahman:,
~ a h e s v a r i ,~ a u m a r i ,vaisnav;. varahi, ~ndranr,Cimundi, Mahilaksmi, and
M a I d d ~Each
.
deity inhabits its own shrine, one of the flower-bedecked alcoves or
arches that together comprise a long arcade that traverses the width of the banner.
singhini and ~aghinrareexceptions, their smaller images placed one above the other
in a single half alcove with which arcade and banner terminate.
Within their respective alcoves, each deity is displayed against a background
of glowing red. and each stands on a flamboyant lotus pedestal, no two of which are
alike in colour or design. Exceptions are the identical modest pedestals of singhini
and ~ a g h i n i .
Ganesa and the nine goddesses all mime the ~ahisasura-mardin;theme in
which the all-powerful Durga destroys the demon Mahisa in human shape. Striking
the divinities place their left feet on the struggling asura,
a heroic pose (prury~~lidha),
their right on their vahana which excepting Mahalaksmi's lion, are
uncharacteristically aggressive.
Each deity possesses five pairs of arms. the principal set clutching a skull cup
before the breast and displaying the characteristic mudra of the Mother Cioddesses
in which the thumb and ring finger inscribe a circle (Slusser, 1982,1, p. 237, n. 95).
An exception is Ganesa who holds what is probably a radish in his right hand and
forgoes the dreadful kupalu in favor of his typical bowl of sweets-luddu-into
which he calmly dips his trunk (Fig. 1). With their upper arms the ten deities
invariably brandish a sword and shield, with the lower right thrust a trident into the
asura's breast, and with the lower left seize a lock of his hair. Cimunda and M a h i W ~
make double use of their uppermost hands to spread behind them flayed skins, one
human, the other an elephant. In all instances the remaining two pair of limbs grasp
weapons and attributes associated with the deity represented.
With the exception of v&;, these ten deities are viewed in strict frontality.
~ a r a h lhowever,
,
exhibits her boar head in profile, a characteristic she shares with
i not with the animal-headed Ganesa)
the animal-headed singhini and ~ i g h i n (but
(Fig. 5). singhin: and Bighin; are also differentiated from the major ten in posture,
number of arms, and other matters. Each is limited to four arms, one pair busy with
double-headed drum and death's head wand, the other with chopper and skull cup.
Heads turned toward the gods, the two smaller figures dance quite alone as the final
actors in the banner display.
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several different stamps to achieve a single finished motif (Gittinger, 1982, Fig. 168).
In the case of the Bhaktapur banner, however many stamps were used to design the
arcade and borders. they were applied with such meticulous care that it is difficult to
distinguish where the repeats begin and end.
The designs for the images of the deities were achieved in a quite different
way. After receiving the desired representations from Nepal, a matter to be discussed
below, it was the Indians' problem to transfer them to the fabric. We do not know in
what form the illustrations of Ganesa, the Mother Goddesses. and the intriguing little
n r received. They may have consisted of nothing
demigods singhinT and ~ a ~ h iwere
more than small scale ink drawings such as those found in the Nepalese artists'
manuals whose small pages severely limited the size of the drawings (Fig. 10).They
could also have arrived in the form of polychron~en~anuscriptminiatures (Fig. 1 1 )
or as large size paintings on multi-layered paper, both common in Nepal. In any
event, the Indian artist had to rescale the Nepali samples to fit the banner and to
create a stencil over which a muslin bag filled with crushed charcoal could be tapped.
or 'pounced,' to produce the desired outline. Given the highly individualized
representation of each of these deities. the accessory asuras and vahanas. the
permanent design could only be established by painting the mordants over the
preliminary lines by hand. The gargantuan task this imposed can be best appreciated
by studying the intricacy of the design of a single deity. multiplying it by ten arid
adding ~ i n g h i nand
l ~ighini.
In whatever way the permanent design was created-by hand for the Nepali
contribution, printing for the Indian one-the colours then had to be filled in.
Depending on the colour or shade sought. mordants of various kinds had to be
laboriously painted on and the cloth dyed-a process repeated several times with
varying dyes. In the case of the ~ e v Tbanner the much-used purple was probably
achieved by overpainting one mordant with another, most likely alum and iron
acetate.' The brilliant red such as that surrounding the deities within their alcoves
required the combination of alum and an alizarin-bearing dye, possibly from madder.
To rid the fabric of tannin and so ready it for the succeeding colours. a cow dung
bleaching bath was necessary. Indigo could then be surface applied and where green
was required, overpainted in yellow.' Despite the Indian dyers' skill. the turrnericderived yellow most commonly used was fugitive and faded over time. which
explains the difficulty noted earlier in determining whether certain colours of the

'NOtests have been made on the banner to determine precisely what dyes were used. Those mentioned
here are the ones traditionally employed.
'Contrary to long held opinion that the discovery of the technique o f surface painting with indigo was
made in the eighteenth-century European textile industry, replacing the more dificult one o f vat
dyeing employed hitherto, it has now been established that the method was being used in India at least
by the f i t halfofthe seventeenth century and probably earlier (Irwin and Hall. 1971. pp. 5, 177-1 78;
Gittinger, 1982, p. 26).
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Bhaktapur banner were intended to be blue or green. In all instances the accumulated
grime causes further difficulties in colour determination.
When all these and more multifarious steps had been accomplished to the
satisfaction of the artists and artisans involved, the banner was washed and suncured. lined, furnished with an upper edging and suspension loops and ready for
delivery. Then it must indeed have been fit for the gods for whose honour it had been
commissioned and created. And though sun and rain, time and lack of care have
taken their toll. the banner still retains enough of its lustre to remind us of what it
must have looked like when for the first time it was proudly displayed at some shrine
devoted to the beloved goddess depicted on it. Which shrine we cannot be sure,
except that it was in Bhaktapur.

Although the banner provides our first recognition so far that Nepal was among the
consumers of India's textiles, it is not surprising that they, like so much of the rest of
the world. should have been. As we know from the Biblical reference cited above,
lndian dyed cottons must have reached the shores of the Mediterranean long ago.
That they traveled even farther west is clear from an eighth-century Anglo-Saxon
complaint about priests 'wearing garments dyed with Indian colours' (Irwin and
Brett. 1970. p. 2). Evidence for their continuing popularity in the west is provided by
fragments of Indian mordant-dyed cotton, dated around the fifteenth century, that
were recovered from the dry sands of medieval Fostat, now a part of modern Cairo
(Irwin and Hall. 1971, pp. 1-13; Gittinger, 1982, pp. 31-57).
Indian textiles wcre also highly prized in the east. They had been shipped to
China as early as the fifth century A.D. and in the early days of the English and Dutch
East India Companies, founded respectively in 1600 and 1602, the factors observed
the quantities of dyed cottons being exported to the Malay Archipelago. The English
made them an important part of a triangular trade: Indian textiles were purchased
with bullion and traded further east for spices which, transhipped to England earned
bullion and so on around. By way of England, Indian textiles were also re-exported
to Africa, the West Indies and elsewhere. It did not take long, however. as these
brilliant, colourfast, washable and altogether remarkable textiles began to appear in
European ports for the textiles themselves to become a prized import in their own
right. They grew to be called 'chintz,' a term derived from the native word chitta
meaning 'spotted cloth,' or from Hindi citrd, meaning 'to paint.' To Portuguese
traders these colourful textiles were 'pintados.'
But seventeenth-century Europeans, no less than the Persians, Thai,
Indonesians and other customers before them, also had their own ideas about the
designs they wanted and to get them sent musters, or patterns, to India to be executed
by Indian craftsmen working in their traditional way. With respect to certain east
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coast textiles, for example, a representative of the Dutch United East India Company
wrote that '[they] are painted here according to musters which are given the painters
which they then imitate completely and extremely well . . .' (Irwin, 1956, p. 30).
These musters, however, were rarely if ever complete designs but simply isolated
elements that together with familiar motifs gleaned from various sources over time,
the cotton painters incorporated into an overall design in accordance with their own
decorative conception. That this was accepted and even desirable is clear from orders
such as one sent fiom London in 1694 in which cotton painters were sought 'that can
work to the perfection of a Pattern that will be sent you . . . and let them use their
own fancyes in those works and colours which they can best perform, for it is not
material what the fancyes . . . are, so they be finely done and lively colours' (Irwin,
1956, p. 33).
There is little reason to doubt that such craftsmen, long accustomed to suiting
any market, did exactly the same with the Nepali commission. They took the designs
of the deities sent from Nepal but incorporated them into a pattern otherwise of their
own choosing. It was a familiar one they had used in the production of tent hangings
and screens since the time of the Mughal emperor Akbar ( 1 54 1-1605). When Akbar
and his successors travelled around their domains they set up elaborate. luxuriously
appointed tent cities, enclosing them with miles of mordant-dyed cotton screening
simulating the walls they had left behind around their cities of brick and stone (Fig.
12).' Known as qanars, these screens consisted of long. one or two metre high
hangings supported-by poles and fastened with tent pegs and ropes. Typically the
designs emulated the arcades familiar to Mughal architecture and were decorated
with a series of flower-decked. cusped arches, each occupied by a large flowering
plant and each itself mindful of the sacred mihrab of the mosque (Gittinger, 1982.
Fig. 70). Sometimes the upper edge of the hanging was decorated with stylized
merlons imitating the battlements of real walls.
It is not difficult to see that the Mughal qanat provided the immediate
inspiration for the design of the Bhaktapur banner whose horizontal format.
undoubtedly stipulated by the Nepalis. corresponded to that of their own traditional
watercolour bilampo. The flowering plants that in the Mughal hangings would have
occupied each arch or alcove of the arcade were simply replaced with the Nepali
deities. For this substitution there were antecedents in seventeenth-century Indian
hangings. the oldest to survive, in which large scale figures. secular and sacred, rather
than plants occupy the arches." However, the familiar plant-filled arch endured on
banner as a minor border motif in greatly reduced format composed of the
the ~ e v T
pavilions that traverse the banner above the arcade. The pavilions also hark back to

' There are other Mughal paintings that show these cotton screens around tent encampments, e.g.,
'Rustam Encamped.' Lowry and Nemazee. 1988, fig. 15, p. 92.

' Irwin and Hall. 1971. colour pl. I, pl. 7, pp. ix, 19-21 and particularly a 17th century hanging in the
Prince of Wales Museum, Bombay. accession #66.11 (Varadarajan, 1982, cover and end papers).
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another aspect of the qanai design, their long row of architecturally embellished
domes essentially replicating the latter's painted battlements. This comparison is
borne out by one of the Fostat fragments whose terminal border consists of an
uninterrupted row of motifs shaped almost exactly like the pavilions (Fig. 13). In the
Fostat design the plant-filled arches, or mihrabs, of the Bhaktapur banner pavilions
have been elevated to a separate decorative element repeated along the borders of the
textile.
An examination of the decorative aspects of Mughal art with its emphasis on
plants and plant motifs, testifies to the source of the remaining design elements of the
Nepali banner. The Mughals, no less than other clients of the Indian textile workers,
while fully admiring their skills as dyers were dissatisfied with their native designs.
Babur is said to have been contemptuous of them; Akbar and his successor Jahangir
rectified the problen~by importing foreign artists from Turkey, Persia, China and
elsewhere to teach these old dogs new tricks (Irwin and Schwartz, 1966, p. 5 1). It is
essentially this eclectic spectrum that provides the colourful setting for the Nepalese
divine ensemble-Hindu deities inhabiting an otherwise essentially Muslim world.

That the banner was made in India cannot be doubted but it is difficult to say exactly
where. There were many centers of kalamkar~productionin India, often shifting or
disappearing altogether as occasioned by famine, war. or other adverse conditions.
Those of western and northeastern India were relatively close and one strong
candidate is from Central India, the Burhanpur region of the Deccan, from which
have survived a number of eighteenth-century hangings decorated with plant-filled,
floriated arcades that have much in common with the Nepali banner (Irwin and Hall,
1971, colour pl. V, pls. 10. 1 I; Gittinger, 1982, Figs. 70-73). An even more likely
candidate seems to be the more distant Coromandel Coast in the Madras region. The
fabrication of large temple hangings, commonly with architectural design aspects,
was long a specialty of this area and certain places such as Masulipatam, north of
Madras. were particularly renowned. Indeed, it was from here that Akbar
cornmissioned his own tent hangings and camp screens (Gittinger, 1982, p. 115).
Although medieval Nepal is known to have had intercourse with the Deccan and
South India, there is no record of any with this particular part of India (Slusser, 1982,
vol. I , p. 46). But it is unlikely that the court aristocracy, at least, would have been
ignorant of the fame of these coastal artisans as the fabricators of large hangings that
might be suitable for Nepalese temples.
Whatever the exact place the banner was made. it is well known that the
courts of the Malla kings who ruled the several city states in the Kathmandu Valley,
of which Bhaktapur was one, maintained close contacts with Mughal India and with
the Mughal-influenced Rajputs domiciled there and in the Nepalese hill states
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several different stamps to achieve a single finished motif (Gittinger, 1982. Fig. 168).
In the case of the Bhaktapur banner, however many stamps were used to design the
arcade and borders. they were applied with such meticulous care that it is difficult to
distinguish where the repeats begin and end.
The designs for the images of the deities were achieved in a quite different
way. After receiving the desired representations from Nepal. a matter to be discussed
below, it was the Indians' problem to transfer them to the fabric. We do not know in
what form the illustrations of Ganesa. the Mother Goddesses, and the intriguing little
demigods ~ i n ~ h iand
n i BighinT were received. They may have consisted of nothing
more than small scale ink drawings such as those found in the Nepalese artists'
manuals whose small pages severely limited the size of the drawings (Fig. 10). They
could also have arrived in the form of polychrome r~lanuscriptminiatures (Fig. 1 1)
or as large size paintings on multi-layered paper, both common in Nepal. In any
event, the Indian artist had to rescale the Nepali samples to fit the banner and to
create a stencil over which a muslin bag filled with crushed charcoal could be tapped.
or 'pounced,' to produce the desired outline. Given the highly individualized
representation of each of these deities, the accessory asuras and vahanas, the
permanent design could only be established by painting the mordants over the
preliminary lines by hand. The gargantuan task this imposed can be best appreciated
by studying the intricacy of the design of a single deity. multiplying it by ten and
adding ~ i n ~ h iand
n i Baghini.
In whatever way the permanent design was created-by hand for the Nepali
contribution. printing for the Indian one-the colours then had to be filled in.
Depending on the colour or shade sought. mordants of various kinds had to be
laboriously painted on and the cloth dyed-a process repeated several times with
varying dyes. In the case of the ~ e v T
banner the much-used purple was probably
achieved by overpainting one mordant with another. most likely alum and iron
acetate.' The brilliant red such as that surrounding the deities within their alcoves
required the combination of alum and an alizarin-bearing dye, possibly from madder.
To rid the fabric of tannin and so ready it for the succeeding colours, a cow dung
bleaching bath was necessary. Indigo could then be surface applied and where green
was required, overpainted in yellow.' Despite the Indian dyers' skill, the turmericderived yellow most commonly used was fugitive and faded over time. which
explains the difficulty noted earlier in determining whether certain colours of the

'No tests have been made on the banner to determine precisely what dyes were used. Those mentioned
here are the ones traditionally employed.
vonttary to long held opinion that the discovery of the technique of surface painting with indigo was
made in the eighteenth-century European textile industry. replacing the more dimcult one o f vat
dyeing employed hitherto, it has now been established that the method was being used in India at least
by the fust halfof the seventeenth century and probably earlier (Irwin and Hall. 1971, pp. 5, 177-178;
Gittinger, 1982. p. 26).
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Bhaktapur banner were intended to be blue or green. In all instances the accumulated
grime causes further difficulties in colour determination.
When all these and more multifarious steps had been accomplished to the
satisfaction of the artists and artisans involved, the banner was washed and suncured, lined, furnished with an upper edging and suspension loops and ready for
delivery. Then it must indeed have been fit for the gods for whose honour it had been
commissioned and created. And though sun and rain, time and lack of care have
taken their toll. the banner still retains enough of its lustre to remind us of what it
must have looked like when for the first time it was proudly displayed at some shrine
devoted to the beloved goddess depicted on it. Which shrine we cannot be sure,
except that it was in Bhaktapur.

Although the banner provides our first recognition so far that Nepal was among the
consumers of India's textiles. it is not surprising that they, like so much of the rest of
the world. should have been. As we know from the Biblical reference cited above,
Indian dyed cottons must have reached the shores of the Mediterranean long ago.
That they traveled even farther west is clear from an eighth-century Anglo-Saxon
complaint about priests 'wearing garments dyed with lndian colours' (Irwin and
Brett. 1970. p. 2). Evidence for their continuing popularity in the west is provided by
fragments of lndian mordant-dyed cotton, dated around the fifteenth century, that
were recovered from the dry sands of medieval Fostat, now a part of modern Cairo
(Irwin and Hall, 1971, pp. 1-13; Gittinger, 1982, pp. 31-57).
lndian textiles were also highly prized in the east. They had been shipped to
China as early as the fifth century A.D. and in the early days of the English and Dutch
East India Companies, founded respectively in 1600 and 1602, the factors observed
the quantities of dyed cottons being exported to the Malay Archipelago. The English
made them an important part of a triangular trade: lndian textiles were purchased
with bullion and traded further east for spices which. transhipped to England earned
bullion and so on around. By way of England, Indian textiles were also re-exported
to Africa, the West lndies and elsewhere. It did not take long, however, as these
brilliant, colourfast, washable and altogether remarkable textiles began to appear in
European ports for the textiles themselves to become a prized import in their own
right. They grew to be called 'chintz,' a term derived from the native word chitta
meaning 'spotted cloth,' or from Hindi cijra. meaning 'to paint.' To Portuguese
traders these colourful textiles were 'pintados.'
But seventeenth-century Europeans, no less than the Persians, Thai,
Indonesians and other customers before them, also had their own ideas about the
designs they wanted and to get them sent musters, or patterns, to India to be executed
by lndian craftsmen working in their traditional way. With respect to certain east
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coast textiles, for example, a representative of the Dutch United East India Company
wrote that '[they] are painted here according to musters which are given the painters
which they then imitate completely and extremely well . . .' (Irwin, 1956, p. 30).
These musters, however, were rarely if ever complete designs but simply isolated
elements that together with familiar motifs gleaned from various sources over time,
the cotton painters incorporated into an overall design in accordance with their own
decorative conception. That this was accepted and even desirable is clear from orders
such as one sent fiom London in 1694 in which cotton painters were sought 'that can
work to the perfection of a Pattern that will be sent you . . . and let them use their
own fancyes in those works and colours which they can best perform, for it is not
material what the fancyes . . . are, so they be finely done and lively colours' (Irwin,
1956. p. 33).
There is little reason to doubt that such craftsmen, long accustomed to suiting
any market, did exactly the same with the Nepali commission. They took the designs
of the deities sent from Nepal but incorporated them into a pattern otherwise of their
own choosing. It was a familiar one they had used in the production of tent hangings
and screens since the time of the Mughal emperor Akbar (1 54 1 - 1605). When Akbar
and his successors travelled around their domains they set up elaborate. luxuriously
appointed tent cities, enclosing them with miles of mordant-dyed cotton screening
simulating the walls they had left behind around their cities of brick and stone (Fig.
1 2 ) . ~Known as qanats, these screens consisted of long. one or two metre high
hangings supported by poles and fastened with tent pegs and ropes. Typically the
designs emulated the arcades familiar to Mughal architecture and were decorated
with a series of flower-decked, cusped arches, each occupied by a large flowering
plant and each itself mindful of the sacred mihrab of the mosque (Gittinger, 1982.
Fig. 70). Sometimes the upper edge of the hanging was decorated with stylized
merlons imitating the battlements of real walls.
It is not difficult to see that the Mughal qanar provided the immediate
inspiration for the design of the Bhaktapur banner whose horizontal format.
undoubtedly stipulated by the Nepalis, corresponded to that of their own traditional
watercolour bilampo. The flowering plants that in the Mughal hangings would have
occupied each arch or alcove of the arcade were simply replaced with the Nepali
deities. For this substitution there were antecedents in seventeenth-century Indian
hangings, the oldest to survive, in which large scale figures, secular and sacred, rather
than plants occupy the arches." However, the familiar plant-filled arch endured on
r
as a minor border motif in greatly reduced format composed of the
the ~ e vbanner
pavilions that traverse the banner above the arcade. The pavilions also hark back to
There are other Mughal paintings that show these cotton screens around tent encampments, e.g.,
'Rustam Encamped,' Lowry and Nemazee, 1988, fig. 15, p. 92.
'O Irwin and Hall, 197 1, colour pi. I, pl. 7, pp. ix, 19-21 and parlicularly a 17th century hanging in the
Prince o f Wales Museum, Bombay, accession #66.11 (Varadarajan, 1982, cover and end papers).
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another aspect of the qanar design, their long row of architecturally embellished
domes essentially replicating the latter's painted battlements. This comparison is
borne out by one of the Fostat fragments whose terminal border consists of an
uninterrupted row of motifs shaped almost exactly like the pavilions (Fig. 13). In the
Fostat design the plant-filled arches, or mihrabs, of the Bhaktapur banner pavilions
have been elevated to a separate decorative element repeated along the borders of the
textile.
An examination of the decorative aspects of Mughal art with its emphasis on
plants and plant motifs. testifies to the source of the remaining design elements of the
Nepali banner. The Mughals, no less than other clients of the Indian textile workers,
while fully admiring their skills as dyers were dissatisfied with their native designs.
Babur is said to have been contemptuous of them; Akbar and his successor Jahangir
rectified the probleni by importing foreign artists from Turkey, Persia, China and
elsewhere to teach these old dogs new tricks (Irwin and Schwartz, 1966, p. 5 1). It is
essentially this eclectic spectrum that provides the colourful setting for the Nepalese
divine ensemble-Hindu deities inhabiting an otherwise essentially Muslim world.

That the banner was made in India cannot be doubted but it is difficult to say exactly
in India, often shifting or
where. There were many centers of kalarnkar~~roduction
disappearing altogether as occasioned by famine, war. or other adverse conditions.
Those of western and northeastern India were relatively close and one strong
candidate is from Central India, the Burhanpur region of the Deccan. from which
have survived a number of eighteenth-century hangings decorated with plant-filled,
floriated arcades that have much in common with the Nepali banner (Irwin and Hall,
1971, colour pl. V, pls. 10. 1 1 ; Gittinger, 1982, Figs. 70-73). An even more likely
candidate seems to be the more distant Coromandel Coast in the Madras region. The
fabrication of large temple hangings, commonly with architectural design aspects,
was long a specialty of this area and certain places such as Masulipatam, north of
Madras, were particularly renowned. Indeed. it was from here that Akbar
commissioned his own tent hangings and camp screens (Gittinger, 1982, p. 115).
Although medieval Nepal is known to have had intercourse with the Deccan and
South India, there is no record of any with this particular part of India (Slusser, 1982,
vol. 1, p. 46). But it is unlikely that the court aristocracy, at least, would have been
ignorant of the fame of these coastal artisans as the fabricators of large hangings that
might be suitable for Nepalese temples.
Whatever the exact place the banner was made, it is well known that the
courts of the Malla kings who ruled the several city states in the Kathmandu Valley,
of which Bhaktapur was one, maintained close contacts with Mughal India and with
the Mughal-influenced Rajputs domiciled there and in the Nepalese hill states
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(Slusser. 1982, I, pp. 68-69). Staunch Hindus. the Mallas firmly resisted Islam but
warmly embraced Islamic culture. The fidelity with which they adopted Mughal
dress, ornament, and weaponry, for example, is readily apparent in painted and
sculptured portraits of nobility from the mid-seventeenth century on (Fig. 14)."
Although Mughal architecture per se largely materialized only in paintings, certain
elements such as the cusped arch and the familiar ogival wall niches were commonly
incorporated into otherwise traditional architecture. A good example is provided by
a circa seventeenth-century Kathmandu palace interior. now destroyed, in which the
cusped arch was employed and decorated with repeats of conventional flowering
plants after the fashion of those pictured on the columns of the banner arcade
(Slusser. 1982, vol. 2, pl. 138). The cusped arch also provided architectural settings
in Nepali paintings of corresponding date (Fig. 17).
This emulation of things Indian continued in subsequent centuries. as we
know from the counsel of the first Shah king. Prithvi Narayan, the Nepalese ruler
from 1769 to 1775. He censored his newly-conquered Newari subjects for
fraternizing with Indian 'hooligans and prostitutes who in rooms lined with paintings
cause the Nepalese to forget themselves in melodies woven on the drum and sitar'
(Pant et al.. eds., 1968. p. 331). And as late as the nineteenth century the usurping
Rana Prime Ministers were dispatching cultural missions to Rajasthan to 'inquire into
the customs and manners of the ladies and gentlemen of the palace of Mewar . . .'
(Riccardi, 1975, p. 200).
Given these demonstrably close cultural contacts of Nepal and India. it is
evident that there was nothing to inhibit the commissioning of a temple banner
abroad but in fact every reason to do just that. The very fact that such a work would
come from India, the then admired cultural arbiter, might have provided the
motivation. Its cost alone. which must have far exceeded a locally painted temple
banner, would have reflected favorably alike on its donor and the deities in whose
honour it had been confected. We have yet to identify this donor but it was most
likely someone of wealth at the Malla court of Bhaktapur.
As a result of the study of this banner we also now know that it did not
represent a unique kalamkor~importbut that Nepal must also be named as more than
a one-time client of the Indian textile market. One piece of evidence is provided by
the banner itself. Applied to the face at its lower edge directly beneath the
i
is a small appliqukd repair patch measuring about 12
representation of ~ n d r i nthere
by 15 centimetres. It is of no ordinary material but represents a fragment of an
entirely different kalamkdr~decorated with three large bit&, the characteristic
mango-shaped motif usually associated with Mughal decorative style. It must have
been applied long after the ~ e v Tbanner had reached Bhaktapur and begun to
deteriorate and must have been taken from a discarded kalamkdrr that had
deteriorated even further.

"

Other examples may be seen in Slusser 1982, vol. 2, pls. 67,68, 70,239,429, 575, 586, and 595.
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Moreover, there are at least two other surviving kalamkdri$ in the Kathmandu
Valley, both still in use. One was recently employed as a portable curtain during a
ritual dance (pyikha) performed in Harisiddhi village (Iltis, 1987, Fig. 5). The other,
far smaller than the Devi banner and inferior in workmanship, is still being displayed
at a shrine in Bhaktapur (Fig. 16).12Very likely there are still other examples waiting
to be recognized.

It is difficult to assign an exact date to the DevT banner. Stylistically the Nepali
deities who inhabit the arcade are perfectly compatible with the seventeenth century.
This is well illustrated by comparison with the three Mother Goddesses seated under
cusped arches of a Nepalese paubhd painted in Bhaktapur in 1679 (Fig. 17) (Pal,
1985, p. 220, pl. 25). The comparison is particularly apparent in the repertory of
ornament: both sets wear the inevitable paired flags at the sides of the same type of
crown beneath which thrust the same conventional scallops of hair hung with pearls
and both sets wear the same type of earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and paired
garlands. Comparisons are also possible between accessory figures. ~ahesvari'slion,
for example, shares conventions in the two representations-belled collar, multitufted eyebrows. scrolled tufts of fur at the shoulders, and the particular set of
markings on the legs. Moreover, the chin of the human upon which C h u n d a squats
bears the same conventional curlicue as do the asuras in the banner. Thus, other
considerations aside, it would be plausible to date the Devy banner at approximately
the same time as the Bhaktapur painting, the late seventeenth century.
But the art of the late Malla Period, particularly from the mid-seventeenth
century through the eighteenth is marked with the same conservatism apparent in
earlier years. Once Nepali artists had adopted new ideas, now emanating chiefly from
Tibet and Rajasthan, they saw little reason to modify them and perpetuated the once
new modes virtually unchanged. On the basis of style alone we can do little better
than to place the banner within a broad time frame embracing almost two centuries.
It is the contribution of the lndian craftsmen that may provide the best index
to the date of the Bhaktapur banner. Technical analysis suggests that it was painted
sometime between 1750 and 1800, a period which produced excellent kalarnkiri's
such as the banner but presaged the ultimate decline of the skilled mordant-dyed

'' Both examples, previously unrecognized as Indian imports, were brought to my attention at an
International Conference-Seminar o f Nepalese Studies held in Stockholm. June 1987, at which I
presented a preliminary paper on the Bhaktapur banner (Slusser, n.d). Conferee Niels Gutschow was
reminded o f a similar banner he had photographed in Bhaktapur in 1973 (Fig. 18) and Linda lltis
recalled the one photographed during her study o f the Harisiddhi dance drama between 198 1-1 983.
Gutschow has since informed me that the Bhaktapur banner was still being displayed as recently as
1988.
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cotton paintings." The fact that the banner used block printing so extensively- if so
well-argues for this later date as well as the fact that the warp threads parallel the
horizontal axis of the banner, a careless orientation that allows for greater sag than
is possible in earlier hangings in which the warps are arranged vertically.
Given the approximate date provided by the technical aspects it seems likely
that its commission emanated from the court of the last king of Bhaktapur, Ranajit
Malla (reigned 1722-1 769), perhaps from the king himself. The competition among
the rulers of the city states as to whom should most beautify his capital with temples,
sculptures, and paintings in honour of the gods is legendary. Equally so was their
wealth, garnered by virtue of their strategic location athwart the Trans-Himalayan
trade route. It was Ranajit who in 1753 raised the Golden Gate which leads to the
temple compound of Taleju, royal tutelary and manifestation of Durga. The gate in
its reckless squandering of gold provides an arresting example of the lengths these
kings went to please the gods with expensive offerings. Thus it would be eminently
in keeping to order from India, even the distant Coromandel Coast, an exotic and
costly banner. Such an import cannot have failed to exacerbate the jealousy of rival
kinglets while it performed its principal function of pleasing the gods.
Whenever and by whomever the banner was commissioned, it is not
surprising that such a costly import in honour of Durga would be sought for display
in Bhaktapur. Durga, or 'BhagwatT7 (Bhagavati) as she is usually referred to in
Nepal, is Bhaktapur's principal protective deity who reveals herself in manifold
forms. As the collective Eight Mothers she presides in non-iconic form at the
mandala configuration of shrines (pch) which protectively encircle the city, and in
iconic form occupies corresponding temples within (dyahche). l 4 Seven of these
collective forms are principal figures in the masked representations of the 'Nine'
Dug&. As a manifestation known as ~ri~ura-sundari
she occupies a pair of shrines
(pith, dyahck) within the confines of the former royal compound of the Malla kings
and is the ninth mother goddess whose presence transforms the Asta-mitrka into still
another ensemble, the Navadurga. Durga is also the goddess Taleju, tutelary of the
Malla kings, of the Licchavi kings long before, and a deity of profound ritual
significance still (Slusser, 1982, I, pp. 316320). Finally, ~ u r ~ a - B h a g a v aist i~ e v r ,
the omnipotent destroyer of evil as embodied in the buffalo demon Mahisa. It is the
most common guise in which her devotees worship her in ubiquitous representations
in wood, paint, and stone (Fig. 18).
Perhaps at no other time than the great ten-day autumnal celebration. Dasain,
is Durga's importance to Bhaktapur more apparent. Known locally as ~ o h a n i
(myahani). Dasain is the critical time when all these manifestations-Eight- and

" The technical analysis of the banner was conducted by Dr. Mattiebelle Gittinger, specialist in Asian
textiles.

"

These binary shrines may be observed on the map of Bhaktapur in Slusser. 1982, vol. 2. Map 9.
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Nine Mothers. ~ri~ura-sundari,
Taleju, the seven emanations included in the 'Nine'
Durgi troupe. and DevT ~ahi~ura-mardini-interact with each other and with the
entire human co~nrnunity.The beginning of the celebration signals the regeneration
of the various deities labelled the 'Nine Durgas' who are embodied in masked men,
divinities ritually deceased during the preceding monsoon planting and rice growing
season. and who will die again at the following one. In the first eight days of the
festival members of this troupe successively visit thepzhs of the Eight Mothers and
the ninth Durga. On the same
on the ninth day present themselves to ~ri~ura-sundari,
day they ritually slaughter a water buffalo, symbol of Mahisasura, and are invested
with the masks that make them divine. On the tenth day the newly divinized troupe
r
before
pay homage to Taleju, veritable embodiment of ~ e v ~ahisasura-mardin7
whoni-as everywhere throughout the city and, indeed, all Nepal-vast numbers of
buffalo (together with lesser and less costly creatures) are slaughtered in the yearly
reenactment of her victory. It is during Dasain also that the Devi-mahatmya text
which recounts the exploits of the goddess is read. recited, and dramatized by the
populace.
I have said earlier that we do not know for what Bhaktapur shrine the ~ e v T
banner was intended. One educated guess would be the pt'th of ~ r h a nfor
i it is
precisely here that many of the major events and esoteric rituals of Devils festival,
Dasain, take place. It is here. for example, that the cycle of the masked dancers
annually begins and ends with the death, cremation, and eventual mythical rebirth of
the masks. Here, too, the first ritual slaughter of Mahisa takes place and it is here, at
~ r a h m a n i ' sdistant p~'th outside the former city walls, that all of ambulatory
Bhaktapur streams to pay homage and seekprasad, a ritual bestowal of a portion of
the initial sacrificial buffalo. Significantly perhaps, it is at ~rahmanT'stwin shrine,
her dyahck inside the town that the second Bhaktapur kalamkari is displayed (Fig.
16).If the ~ e vbanner
i
described here was a royal commission, as I have surmised,
it might also once have been displayed on or near the Taleju temple in the Malla
palace compound, at once serving a didactic purpose and as a specific offering to her.
Although less likely, it might even have once embellished the walls of some royal
chamber in lieu of mural painting, not unlike background curtains sometimes
depicted in Nepalese paintings."
It is not likely that we will ever know by whom the remarkable ~ e v i
~ahiskura-mardinibanner was commissioned nor where it was normally displayed.
But one thing we do know is that Nepal, no less than much of the rest of the world,
was familiar with the magnificent textile products of neighbouring India and that
someone in Bhaktapur took advantage of that knowledge to bypass native painting
in favour of an import which they perceived to more justly honour their beloved
patroness, Durga.

" See,

e.g.,the manuscript covers illustrated in Pal, 1978, fig. 5 I .
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(Slusser, 1982, 1, pp. 68-69). Staunch Hindus, the Mallas firmly resisted Islam but
warmly embraced Islamic culture. The fidelity with which they adopted Mughal
dress, ornament, and weaponry, for example, is readily apparent in painted and
sculptured portraits of nobility from the mid-seventeenth century on (Fig. 14)."
Although Mughal architecture per se largely materialized only in paintings. certain
elements such as the cusped arch and the familiar ogival wall niches were commonly
incorporated into otherwise traditional architecture. A good example is provided by
a circa seventeenth-century Kathmandu palace interior. now destroyed, in which the
cusped arch was employed and decorated with repeats of conventional flowering
plants after the fashion of those pictured on the columns of the banner arcade
(Slusser, 1982, vol. 2, pl. 138). The cusped arch also provided architectural settings
in Nepali paintings of corresponding date (Fig. 17).
This emulation of things Indian continued in subsequent centuries. as we
know from the counsel of the first Shah king, Prithvi Narayan, the Nepalese ruler
from 1769 to 1775. He censored his newly-conquered Newari subjects for
fraternizing with Indian 'hooligans and prostitutes who in rooms lined with paintings
cause the Nepalese to forget themselves in melodies woven on the drum and sitar'
(Pant et al.. eds.. 1968, p. 331). And as late as the nineteenth century the usurping
Rana Prime Ministers were dispatching cultural missions to Rajasthan to 'inquire into
the customs and manners of the ladies and gentlemen of the palace of Mewar . . .'
(Riccardi, 1975, p. 200).
Given these demonstrably close cultural contacts of Nepal and India. it is
evident that there was nothing to inhibit the commissioning of a temple banner
abroad but in fact every reason to do just that. The very fact that such a work would
come from India, the then admired cultural arbiter, might have provided the
motivation. Its cost alone. which must have far exceeded a locally painted temple
banner, would have reflected favorably alike on its donor and the deities in whose
honour it had been confected. We have yet to identify this donor but it was most
likely someone of wealth at the Malla court of Bhaktapur.
As a result of the study of this banner we also now know that it did not
represent a unique ka~amkdri'im~ortbut that Nepal must also be named as more than
a one-time client of the Indian textile market. One piece of evidence is provided by
the banner itself. Applied to the face at its lower edge directly beneath the
representation of 1ndtiq7 there is a small appliqued repair patch measuring about 12
by 15 centimetres. It is of no ordinary material but represents a fragment of an
entirely different kalamkdri decorated with three large bitis, the characteristic
mango-shaped motif usually associated with Mughal decorative style. It must have
i
had reached Bhaktapur and begun to
been applied long after the ~ e v banner
deteriorate and must have been taken from a discarded kalamkarr that had
deteriorated even further.

"

Other examples may be seen in Slusser 1982, vol. 2, pls. 67.68.70.239.429, 575, 586, and 595.
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Moreover, there are at least two other surviving kalamkdris in the Kathmandu
Valley, both still in use. One was recently employed as a portable curtain during a
ritual dance (pydkkh) performed in Harisiddhi village (Iltis, 1987, Fig. 5). The other,
far smaller than the Devr banner and inferior in workmanship, is still being displayed
at a shrine in Bhaktapur (Fig. 16).12Very likely there are still other examples waiting
to be recognized.

It is difficult to assign an exact date to the Devi banner. Stylistically the Nepali
deities who inhabit the arcade are perfectly compatible with the seventeenth century.
This is well illustrated by comparison with the three Mother Goddesses seated under
cusped arches of a Nepalese paubha painted in Bhaktapur in 1679 (Fig. 17) (Pal,
1985, p. 220, pl. 25). The comparison is particularly apparent in the repertory of
ornament: both sets wear the inevitable paired flags at the sides of the same type of
crown beneath which thrust the same conventional scallops of hair hung with pearls
and both sets wear the same type of earrings, necklaces, bracelets, and paired
garlands. Comparisons are also possible between accessory figures. ~ a h e i v a r i ' slion,
for example, shares conventions in the two representations-belled collar, multitufted eyebrows, scrolled tufts of fur at the shoulders, and the particular set of
markings on the legs. Moreover, the chin of the human upon which C k u n d a squats
bears the same conventional curlicue as do the asuras in the banner. Thus, other
r
at approximately
considerations aside, it would be plausible to date the ~ e v banner
the same time as the Bhaktapur painting, the late seventeenth century.
But the art of the late Malla Period, particularly from the mid-seventeenth
century through the eighteenth is marked with the same conservatism apparent in
earlier years. Once Nepali artists had adopted new ideas, now emanating chiefly from
Tibet and Rajasthan, they saw little reason to modify them and perpetuated the once
new modes virtually unchanged. On the basis of style alone we can do little better
than to place the banner within a broad time frame embracing almost two centuries.
It is the contribution of the lndian craftsmen that may provide the best index
to the date of the Bhaktapur banner. Technical analysis suggests that it was painted
sometime between 1750 and 1800, a period which produced excellent kalamkari's
such as the banner but presaged the ultimate decline of the skilled mordant-dyed

" Both examples, previously unrecognized as Indian imports, were brought to my attention at an
International Conference-Seminar o f Nepalese Studies held in Stockholm, June 1987, at which I
presented a preliminary paper on the Bhaktapur banner (Slusser, n.d). Conferee Niels Gutschow was
reminded oTa similar banner he had photographed in Bhaktapur in 1973 (Fig. 18) and Linda lltis
recalled the one photographed during her study o f the Harisiddhi dance drama between 198 1-1 983.
Gutschow has since informed me that the Bhaktapur banner was still being displayed as recently as
1988.
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cotton paintings." The fact that the banner used block printing so extensively- if so
well-argues for this later date as well as the fact that the warp threads parallel the
horizontal axis of the banner, a careless orientation that allows for greater sag than
is possible in earlier hangings in which the warps are arranged vertically.
Given the approximate date provided by the technical aspects it seems likely
that its commission emanated from the court of the last king of Bhaktapur, Ranajit
Malla (reigned 1722-1769), perhaps from the king himself. The competition among
the rulers of the city states as to whom should most beautify his capital with temples,
sculptures, and paintings in honour of the gods is legendary. Equally so was their
wealth, garnered by virtue of their strategic location athwart the Trans-Himalayan
trade route. It was Ranajit who in 1753 raised the Golden Gate which leads to the
temple compound of Taleju, royal tutelary and manifestation of Durga. The gate in
its reckless squandering of gold provides an arresting example of the lengths these
kings went to please the gods with expensive offerings. Thus it would be eminently
in keeping to order from India, even the distant Coromandel Coast, an exotic and
costly banner. Such an import cannot have failed to exacerbate the jealousy of rival
kinglets while it performed its principal function of pleasing the gods.
Whenever and by whomever the banner was commissioned, it is not
surprising that such a costly import in honour of Durga would be sought for display
in Bhaktapur. Durga. or ' ~ h a ~ w a t(i~' h a ~ a v a tasi ) she is usually referred to in
Nepal, is Bhaktapur's principal protective deity who reveals herself in manifold
forms. As the collective Eight Mothers she presides in non-iconic form at the
mandala configuration of shrines (psh) which protectively encircle the city, and in
iconic form occupies corresponding temples within (dyahche). l 4 Seven of these
collective forms are principal figures in the masked representations of the 'Nine'
Durgis. As a manifestation known as ~ri~ura-sundari
she occupies a pair of shrines
(p~jh,dyahcht?) within the confines of the former royal compound of the Malla kings
and is the ninth mother goddess whose presence transforms the Asta-m&ka into still
another ensemble, the Navadurga. Durga is also the goddess Taleju, tutelary of the
Malla kings, of the Licchavi kings long before, and a deity of profound ritual
significance still (Slusser, 1982, I, pp. 316-320). Finally, ~ u r ~ a - ~ h a ~ aisv~aet vi i ,
the omnipotent destroyer of evil as embodied in the buffalo demon Mahisa. It is the
most common guise in which her devotees worship her in ubiquitous representations
in wood, paint, and stone (Fig. 18).
Perhaps at no other time than the great ten-day autumnal celebration, Dasain,
is Durga's importance to Bhaktapur more apparent. Known locally as ~ o h a n i
(myahani), Dasain is the critical time when a11 these manifestations-Eight- and

" The technical analysis o f the banner was conducted by Dr. Mattiebelle Gittinger, specialist in Asian
textiles.

''These binary shrines may be observed on the map o f Bhaktapur in Slusser, 1982, vol. 2. Map 9.
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Nine Mothers, ~ri~ura-sundari,
Taleju, the seven emanations included in the 'Nine'
Durgi troupe, and Devr ~ahisisura-mardini-interact with each other and with the
entire human community. The beginning of the celebration signals the regeneration
of the various deities labelled the 'Nine Durgas' who are embodied in masked men,
divinities ritually deceased during the preceding monsoon planting and rice growing
season, and who will die again at the following one. In the first eight days of the
festival members of this troupe successively visit thep17hs of the Eight Mothers and
the ninth Durga. On the same
on the ninth day present themselves to ~ri~ura-sundarr,
day they ritually slaughter a water buffalo, symbol of Mahisasura, and are invested
with the masks that make them divine. On the tenth day the newly divinized troupe
pay homage to Taleju, veritable embodiment of Devi ~ahisasura-mardinibefore
whom-as everywhere throughout the city and, indeed, all Nepal-vast numbers of
buffalo (together with lesser and less costly creatures) are slaughtered in the yearly
reenactment of her victory. It is during Dasain also that the Devi-mahatmya text
which recounts the exploits of the goddess is read, recited, and dramatized by the
populace.
I have said earlier that we do not know for what Bhaktapur shrine the ~ e v j
banner was intended. One educated guess would be thepl71h of Brihmani for it is
s
precisely here that many of the major events and esoteric rituals of ~ e v i ' festival,
Dasain, take place. It is here, for example, that the cycle of the masked dancers
annually begins and ends with the death, cremation, and eventual mythical rebirth of
the masks. Here, too, the first ritual slaughter of Mahisa takes place and it is here, at
Brahrnani's distant p;h outside the former city walls, that all of ambulatory
Bhaktapur streams to pay homage and seek prasad, a ritual bestowal of a portion of
the initial sacrificial buffalo. Significantly perhaps, it is at ~ r a h m a n i ' stwin shrine,
her dyahck inside the town that the second Bhaktapur k a l a m h r i is displayed (Fig.
16). If the ~ e v banner
i
described here was a royal commission, as I have surmised,
it might also once have been displayed on or near the Taleju temple in the Malla
palace compound, a1 once serving a didactic purpose and as a specific offering to her.
Although less likely, it might even have once embellished the walls of some royal
chamber in lieu of mural painting, not unlike background curtains sometimes
depicted in Nepalese paintings.'s
It is not likely that we will ever know by whom the remarkable DevT
~ahisisura-mardinibanner was commissioned nor where it was normally displayed.
But one thing we do know is that Nepal, no less than much of the rest of the world,
was familiar with the magnificent textile products of neighbouring India and that
someone in Bhaktapur took advantage of that knowledge to bypass native painting
in favour of an import which they perceived to more justly honour their beloved
patroness, Durga.

"

See, e.g.,the manuscript covers illustrated in Pal, 1978, fig. 5 1

Fig.2 A vertical segment of the banner depicting ~rilhmaniand ~aheihva6,the
,

iaktis or female emanations of B-l
(See also colot plab YI).

and Shiva.

4ij
I rt

(Fi.3 The goddess ICaumZ6, emanation of the god Kumih.

Fig. 4 ~ a i ~ n a vthe
i , female counterpart of Vishnu.

Fig. 5 The boar-headed goddess ~kzih;,emanation of VarBha, one of Vis
avatar's. (See also color plate VII).
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Fig. 6 Indra's emanation, 1ndrG.

Fig. 7 The fearful C&~~I;I@,
of complex origin, is a hideous manifestation of
Dur@ as ministrant of death and destruction.

Fig. 8 Mahdaksn.., ....-Ciin.-,_la, is a l ~ --- -~mplexorigin but in Nepal .always one of the standard Eight Mothers and has a special role in the
Bhaktapur Nine DurgH ensemble.

Fig. 9 ~ a h & F i C , who in practice and iconography parallels CFimundB, and the
terminal pair of attendants, singhi6 and ~ i i g h i 6 .The banner is folded to
expose a part of the lining made of typical b ~ pimprinted
Indian textiles.

Fig. 10 Small drawings such as these illustrating a sixteenth-cen
Nepalese
artist's manual might have provided h e designs of the g e s horn which
the Indian craftsmen worked. Ink on multi-layered paper, 6.2 x 21.5 cm.
Photograph courtesy of the Los Angeles County Museum of Aa,fmn the
collection of Dr. Robert Cola.

Fig. 12 A circa 1589 Mughal painting depicting a drunken Babar
returning to camp includes a secti011of the clotb walls
(qamt)surrounding the encampment. Opaque watercobw,
ink, and gold on paper, 23.7 x 13.7 cm. Photagrqh
& x w w yof the Arthur M.S*
GgtIery, WShdm

bmitution, W
-

D.C.

Fig. 13 Fragment of a fifteenth-centuryIndian textile excavated at Fostat
(near Cairo) with borders decorated with plant-filled mihrabs; one bordcn
W&ed wi& a TOW of mrlon-likt ornament mmjniscant of battlmmt&,
-

2

-

-

G
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Fig. 14 The dress, ornament, and weaponry, together with the blossom- a d m i i
aesthete's pose of this seventeenth-century Malla king, possibly Sri
Nivasa of Patan, illustrates some of the ways in which Mu&d influence
the Nepalem 80biEt-y.Palydmme paint on wooden mtBu5cdpl
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Fig. 15 Occasionally publicly displayed in the Kathmandu vihara known as Itumbahal, this paubhd employs the floriated cusped arch as the setting for a
pair wba, appear to distribute alms to ~ f and
d Bhdmva and two
,qqWy fqm-fd a a ~ O p~q w ,water colours on cotton.

Fig. 16 A much smaller kalamK,, i p h ~ ~ ~ g r a p hine d1973 when displayed at one
of ~rahmad'sshrines, provides further evidence that the ~ e vbanner
i
was probably but one of many similar imports into medieval Nepal.
Photograph courtesy of Niels Gutschow.

Fig. 17 The three Mother Goddesses, ~aheSvari,~aum%ri
and, CtimundSi pictured
in this paubhii consecrated in Bhaktapur in 1679 are in every way
stylistically compatible with those depicted in the full ensemble on the
later ~ e banner.
4
Opaque water colours on cotton, 59.6 x 50 cm.
Photapph c o ~ s of
y the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, gift of
.Mr.md Mm.M i c U Doudw.

Fig. 18 This circa fourteenth-century Bhaktapur stone sculpture of ~ e v i
Mahisaura-mardini testifies to her longtime popularity in that city.

A DOCUMENT ON HIMALAYAN PAINTING^
Pressed between a pair of painted wooden manuscript covers originating in
Kathmandu. Nepal and now in the collection of the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,
Smithsonian Institution, are two folios of handmade paper. One represents what may
have been the sole undispersed page of the original manuscript the covers were meant
to protect. Of midnight blue ( n ~ l a ~ a fand
r a ) handsomely lettered in gold in a Tibetan
script that provides little evidence for dating, it represents folio 88 of an
unidentified-and scarcely identifiable-Buddhist canonical text (Fig. I [see also
color plate VIII]).' The Sanskrit legend in gilt Raiijana script which adorns the
outside of the top cover provides no clue to the title of the manuscript since it is
simply a pair of common mantras (Fig. 2 [see also color plate IX]).'
The other folio, the purpose of this essay. is of thick. multilayered yellowish
paper and bears on each side line drawings in black ink of five figures. ostensibly
models for the ten subsequently painted inside the two wooden covers (Figs. 3 4 [see
also color plates X. XI]). The red squiggles, spatters, and smears 01.1the folios are
apparently related not to the original drawing but to the preparation of the subsequent
painting. While the drawings certainly guided the painter. as a cornpanson with the
paintings testify. they did not restrict him for there is considerable variation between
the two. Thus drawing and painting, still miraculously together, provide a very usehl
document in the study of Himalayan painting. They particularly illustrate that while
painters of religious subjects were bound by strict iconographical and canonical rules,
they were not simply copyists but artists who felt free to manipulate their material in
individualistic fashion.
The sketch illustrated in Fig. 3a was the model for the painting done on the
inside of the top cover (Fig. 3b). Fig. 4a for the inside of the bottom cover (Fig. 4b).
The sketch for the top cover. which I have arbitrarily designated folio a, depicts five

Reprinted from Ariibus Asiae, vol. 52. nos. 112 (1992). pp. 1 19-130 with permission ofthe publisher.

'

Tmslated by Professor Manhew Kapstein of Columbia University and by Susan Sinberg Landesman
whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged.

' O m padmosnLa vimale hum phar/om man, padme h i m hrih. According to Landesman the word
'vimale' should probably have been rendered 'vimala' and in general the text folios were "written in
an unscholarly manner" (personal communication).
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figures. three seated flanked by two standing. The latter represent monks, each with
a long staff and a begging bowl and drawn in three-quarter profile as if walking
toward or worshipping the central three. The monk at the left is identified as ''6;
&kc (&kyaJ' by a nearby notation in Devanagari script. The two are probably
meant to represent Sariputra and Maudgalyayana, two of the chief disciples of
Siikyarnuni Buddha, the central figure. The latter touches the earth with his right hand
(hhuniispurSk mudra), holds a begging bowl in his lap and, unexpectedly, wears a
necklace
On the Buddha's proper right is the goddess Prajiiapiramita. She displays in
her upper right hand the eponymic manuscript, in her left hand a rosary (mulu), and
with her principal hands forms the teaching or preaching gesture (dharmacakru-,
pru\wr/unu mudrcr) before her breast. The companion goddess on the Buddha's left
probably represents Sadaksari Mahavidya, the feminine personification of the
fomlula "om ni~inipcrdt~ichrrm," which is lettered on the cover, and an assistant to
Sadaksari 1,okesvara.' She holds her principal hands together before her breast in the
gesture variously identified as greeting (namaskara) or offering (afijali), displays a
rosary in her upper right hand and a lotus in her upper lefi. All three, the Buddha and
flanking goddesses. are depicted in the lotus or diamond posture (padmasunu,
\lujru.wtirr)and are supported on a lotus blossom, that of Sakyamuni the most ornate
and garnished with stem and leaves.
All of the figures, deities and disciples. are surrounded by a circle of radiance
( p r a h h u t ~ ~ u t i dconsisting
~ ~ l ~ ~ ) of a separate halo around the head (iirukakra)
encompassed within a larger aura. Groups ofjagged lines, representing n~ountains.
and curlicues for clouds provide a rudimentary landscape setting. A crescent moon
is sketched in the upper left corner but if there ever was a corresponding sun in th:
right corner it has been effaced.
On the reverse. folio b (fig. 4a). the central sketch is of Tara, one hand
displaying the expected r:ura~iumudru, the other holding a lotus. She is seated in
and like the goddesses on the obverse of the folio is
royal fashion (I~~li~usunu)
provided with a lotus seat and aureole within the larger aura.
Flanking Tara are two ferocious protectors. Vighnantaka on her right,
Vajrapani on her left. Each lunges to the right (pratydlidl?a), is aureoled and
surrounded by flames. Vajrapani, girded with a tiger skin, brandishes n vajra in the
right hand and menaces with the lefi fhratzu niudrri). Draped in an elephant hide and
tramples Ganesa, the Obstacle. and displays in his principal
a tiger skin, Vigh-taka
hands a chopper and skull cup. In the secondary right pair, he holds wreath and drum
and in the left pair, trident and noose. These attributes actually belong to Mahakala,
an iconographic confusion to which I will return.
-

'

-

Marie-Thcrese de Mallmann. ln~roducliona I'iconographie du idr~rrismehouddhiytre (Paris:
Bibliolhkque du centre de recherches sur I'Asie centrale et la haute Asie. 1975) p. 330.
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The three deities, Tara and the ferocious protectors, are flanked by two
mortals. They lack halo and aura, are seated in noble fashion (sartvaparyunka) on
what appears to be cushions, and gaze toward the gods. The one on the left is
Vajrusurv~l[sic] j u [a Newari
identified by a Devanagari notation above as "6;
honorific]." Although he wears an elaborate crown (mukuta) and displays the same
principal emblems as Vajrasattva, thunderbolt and bell (vajra, ghanta), the image is
of a Buddhist priest (vajracaryu) who makes use of the same emblems.
The companion mortal on the right wears simple headgear, holds a gilt
tasseled wreath (niuli) in his right hand and a manuscript in his left. He also is
identified by an enigmatic and partially effaced Devanagari notation: "/ha(to, la??)."
Most likely the image represents the donor of the now dispersed manuscript and its
painted covers.
This side of the folio lacks landscape elements.
The paintings essentially follow the plan of the sketches, each cover adorned
with five images symmetrically arranged against a rudimentary landscape. The
primary colors are gold and red but orange is also favored. These colors are
supplemented by blue. pink, green, black and white. Dull green is used as a ground
color.
The three central figures of the top cover (Fig. 3b) conform rather closely to
the sketch model. a central Buddha (now without the necklace) flanked by the
goddesses Prajf'iiparamita and ~ a d a k s a rMahavidya.
~
The divine skin of all three is
gilt, their principal garments are red with gilt patterns. and other draperies and
trailing scarves are orange, pink and gilt. The Buddha's haio is red outlined with gilt.
the goddesses' are green with gilt outlines. The remainder of all of the
prabhamandalas, the auras. are shown as an array of thin. closely spaced. undulat~ng
gilt lines against a colored background, green for the Buddha, pink for the goddesses.
That of the Buddha is surrounded with sprays of green and gold leaves and pink
peach blossoms. As in the sketch, all three divinities are seated on lotuses, in the
painting colored pink; and again replicating the sketch, that of the Buddha the most
elaborate. Complete with large, gilt edged, dark and light green leaves the lotus
emerges from a pool represented by a few irregular concentric black lines against the
green ground.
With the flanking standing figures the painter abruptly departs from the
model. The monks of the sketch are replaced with altogether different images, the
bodhisattvas Vajrapani, left, and ~afijuir;. right. The former is identified by a
scarcely visible gilt vajra supported on a pink lotus above his right shoulder, the
latter by an equally inconspicuous emblem, a sword, on a lotus blossom at his left
shoulder. Each bodhisattva displays varada mudra, one with the left hand. the other
with the right; and with the opposite hand each displays u n k u h nmudri or kar/ar~'-
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finger and thumb are j ~ i n e dLike
. ~ the central images,
the bodhisattvas' skin is gold; their garments are gilt patterned brocades in which red
and orange predominate. They also are fbmished with gilt-rimmed halos. red like the
Buddha's. and auras of gilt rays against a colored ground, in their cases orange.
As for the landscape. the jagged mountains of the sketch survive just at the
outer edges of the painting but elsewhere become smoothly rounded hills above and
behind which billow pink and orange clouds.
With respect to the bottom cover (Fig. 4b) the painter again replaced two
images with other choices. the goddess Vasudhara supplanting the central T h a , and
the fearful Krodha, Hayagriva, supplanting Vajrapani. The goddess displays her
characteristic emblems, which, clockwise, are a manuscript, bouquet of rice stalks
(dh~n~umaiijari),
water vessel (kalab), varada mudru, bouquet of jewels
(r~rnamuqar~
and
) , a Buddha image (homage to the Tathagata).' Unaccountably,
while all the deities of the top cover are depicted with golden skin. and yellow is one
of the prescribed iconographic constants for Vasudhara, she is given white skin. In
conformance with the deities of the top cover, this anomalous Vasudhara wears red,
orange and gilt garments. has a halo, here red, and radiates golden rays against a
colored background. in her case dark blue. The radiant Circle of Light is surrounded
with billowing pink clouds which almost meet the large-petaled pink lotus upon
which she sits in royal ease.
The ferocious Vajrapiri's replacement, Hayagriva, is identified by three pale
green horse heads tucked into his flaming locks. Colored vivid red, nude except for
a tiger skill around his hips, the snarling Krodha brandishes a host of fearful weapons
s arms and exhibits flayed human skin, elephant hide and the characteristic
in h ~ six
ensemble of terrifying ornaments. His supplementary heads, right and left, are
painted green and white.' The untamed flames that sunound the Vajrapini of the
a
into a flame-bordered
sketch are for the painted ~ a ~ a g r i vcompressed
prabhcimandala of gilt rays on a dark blue background.
In keeping with the sketch, the companion protector at the right of the central
image is Vighnantaka. Colored a dark blue-green he is encompassed by a
prubhumandala of brilliant red and gold where, again, the unchecked flames of the
sketch are now confined to its border. The ferocious protector displays the same
emblems and attributes depicted in the sketch and. as there, tramples GaneSa. The
k t a . the gesture in which ring

h'ar/ari-hasro is the term used by R.S. Gupte, Iconography of the Hindus, Buddhisrs and Joins
(Bombay: D . B. Taraporevala, 1972), p. 7. On this tnudra see M. Slusser. Nepal Mondalo, A Culrurol
Hi.sroty of /lie Korhtnundu Vulley, 2 vols. (Princeton: Princeron Universiq Press, 1982), vol. I , p. 237
n.95.

' Mallmann. Inrroducrion. p. 44 1
"ccording to Mallmann (ihid.. p. ISO) blue is the expected color for the right supplementary head
and there should be eight, rather than six, arms.
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latter is painted white. sumptuously robed in red, green and gilt, and clutches in the
left hand a bowl of sweets (laddu) and in the right a radish, emblems that are only
suggested in the sketch.
In both sketch and painting the iconography of Vighnantaka is blended with
that proper to Mahdda, a well known anomaly.' As Vighmktaka, and the only male
deity prescribed to do so, he tramples G d a , the Obstacle (vighna), but eschews his
own attributes for those of the popular and equally ferocious deity of somber hue.
Although images that are iconographically closer to Vighnantaka's sadhuna are not
unknown,' by the time the sketch for the cover was prepared and the painting
completed, the hybrid type seems to have been well-established and in Nepal. at least.
constant (Fig. 5). Since to contemporary Nepalis the Buddhist Mahakala and the
Hindu Bhairava are essentially one, this hybridization is subconsciously recognized
by the name they most commonly bestow on it. "Vighnantaka Bhaira~a."~
The last of the ten images of the paintings. the priest and the presumed patron,
quite faithfully replicate the design established by the sketch. Their skin colored
white. the two wear orange-colored garments patterned in gold. over which are
thrown red and gold shawls. The priest's mukura is black and gold. the patron's
headgear striped and patterned in gold on red. Each is seated on a red and gold carpet
spread over a thick blue and gold cushion. As in the sketch. both are identified by
Devanagari script, here in gold beside each head. Unfortunately, both names have
been purposely scratched out so only a few letters can now be deciphered.''
Although the sketched composition of folio O is devoid of landscape
elements, they are provided in the painted version on the bottom cover. At the left
edge there is a scrap of jagged cliffs which imitate those sketched on folio a but. as
on the painted top cover, the rest of the landscape is composed of rounded hills
behind some of which billow pink and orange clouds and above which hover other
cloud forms.

' Mallmann. "Notes d'iconographie tintrique. I1 De Vighnantaka B Mahakala," Arts Asialiques 2 (I),
1955, pp. 4 1-46; and Introducrion, pp. 449-450.
See for example those illustrated by Ulrich von Schroeder, Indo-Tibetan Bronzes (Hong Kong:
Visual Dharma Publications, 1981). Figs. 27F, 36A, 36B and 40G. See also the Nepalese Vighnantaka
image dated 1297 discussed by Ian Alsop, "Five Dated Nepalese Metal Sculptures," Arribus Asiae.
45 (213). pp. 2 10-2 1 1 . Fig. 2.

"($4

'O Beside the vajrcicitya.
m j u , " beside the patron, "$1 xr (ma7?)(ndra or n~ro)"as kindly
transcribed by Ian Alsop whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged. Examiriation by stereo
microscope with blue filters in the light beam in the Conservation Laboratory of the Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, failed to clarify the damaged inscriptions.
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The covers are nicely carved with an S-curved profile and a central raised
boss, that of the top cover utilized for the mantras inscribed in gilt (Fig. 2). Painted
red. the exteriors except for the inscribed portion are covered with a closely-spaced,
intricate floral pattern in very dark green.
The paintings made from these sketches were executed in the seventeenth or
eighteenth century, most likely by a Newar artist employing Tibetan idioms suited
to a Tibetan patron. Insofar as the restricted format of the manuscript covers allows,
the paintings reflect the late evolutionary phase of a style popular in eastern Tibet
a
Of necessity compositionally far removed
known as Karmagadri (Kar m a ~ G bris)."
from the thanka paintings in which the style is hlly expressed, the manuscript covers
nonetheless share to the extent they can the elements which define the style. Like the
thankas, they employ the palette in which vivid red, orange and gold predominate and
use the same "painstakingly accurate ornamental decoration."I2 In keeping with the
Karlnagadri school the covers also incorporate the typical conventions of Chinese
landscapes-rolling hills and stylized cliffs. distinctive clouds arranged in floating
patches and puffy masses which outline figures and terrain, and specific floral motifs
such as the peach blossom." An examination of a color reproduction of an eighteenth
century Karmagadri thanka painting of Sakyalnuni Buddha and the Eighteen
Arhats-its
totally different composition apart-well
illustrates a common
dependence on discretionary elements.I4 The Buddha images of the two works,
thanka and manuscript cover, with their gilt-patterned garments, and their type of
prahh;mar&la edged with clouds and peach blossoms, are almost interchangeable
and both landscapes depend on cloud-wrapped, rounded hills punctuated with
patches of stylized cliffs. Even the treatment of the gilt-outlined lotus leaves is
shared.

' I Giuseppe Tucci. Tibcrun P a i n ~ e d S c r o I I3
~ ,VOIS.
(Rome: La libreria dello stato. 1949), vol. 1, pp.
283-286; P. Pal. "Tibetan Religious Paintings in the Virginia Museum o f Fine Arts, pt. 2:
1600-1900." Arrs it1 Ij'irginiu. vol. 28. nos 213. 1988, pp. 13-14: P. Pal. Art of Tibet (Berkeley, Los
Angeles. London: Los Angeles County Museum o f Art and University o f California Press. 1983, pp.
121, 162. 164-165; Susan L . and John C. Huntington. Leaves from the Bodhi Tree: The Arl of Pula
Itidio (8th-12th crtiruries) and Irs lnrernarionol L q u c y (Seattle. London: Dayton Art Institute and
University o f Washington Press. 1990), pp. 300-301, cat. #124; J. Huntington, "Book Review and
Discussion o f Style in Tibetan Painting," Orietirarions, vol. 16, no. I 0 (October 1985), pp. 50-58:
Richard Bartholomew. "Tibetan Thangkas." The Titnes qf Indiu Annual 1967. pp. 29-38.

I'

Tucci. T~hcrunPuit~rrdSc~rolls.
vol. I. p. 285.

" Chinese-derived landscape elements are generally thought not to have been developed in Tibet
before the eighteenth century, but the fact that by 165213 landscape designs were included in a Newari
artist's sketch book shows it to Ilavt: been formulated far earlier (P. Pal, Arr o/NepuI [Berkeley. Los
Angeles. London: Los Angeles County Museum o f Art and University ofCalifornia Press]). 1985, Fig.
D9. p. 161.

I'

Pal, Arr of Tibrr (1983), PI. 27
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Despite the Tibetan text and obvious Tibetan style employed to decorate the
covers, it seems likely that rather than a Tibetan the painter was a Newar working for
a Tibetan patron. The figures themselves are delineated in a predominantly Nepali
style and the Devanagari notations on both sketch and cover further suggest a Nepali
hand. The replacement of Tara by Vasudhira, a Buddhist divinity little known in
Tibet but one of profound importance in Nepal, is also suggestive in this respect as
is the peculiar iconography of Vighnantaka, a syncretism de rigucur by this time in
Nepal.
Far more interesting than the rather ordinary Karmagadri style paintings of
the covers are the sketches that felicitously accompanied them. As is now well
known, Newar artists commonly prepared sketchbooks as aide mGmoire.~.'~
Typically
they are in rhyasaphu format in which rectangular folios of handmade paper only a
few inches in length and breadth are glued together accordion fashion. Penned in
black (rarely, red) ink-occasionally with touches of color-the sketches are usually
positioned helter-skelter and occupy both sides of the folios. Subjects may be
confined to one folio, a small part of it. or may occupy two or more folios (Figs. 5.
6). Predominantly on Buddhist themes. sketches are of iconographically complex
deities, of arhars, mahasiddhas, and monks. of gestures. postures and details of
clothing and ornament. architectural, geometric. floral motifs and more." Many like
the remarkable manual compiled in Tibet in 1435 by one, J i v a r h a . a Newar artist,
are filled with designs belonging to the Tibetan artistic repertoire and include deities
that are not commonly worshipped in Nepal such as certain demonic beings or the
Four Kings, regents of the directions." Frequently the sketches are accompanied by
brief notations, usually in Newari, which identify the figures or stipulate the proper
colors.
Although it seems likely that there were also many independent pages of
sketches similar to the one discussed here, as loose sheets more easily dispersed than
the thyasaphus, few are known to have survived and of those that have none is

" Although scarcely a decade ago it was believed that if such sketchbooks had existed none had
survived (P. Pal, The Arts of Nepal, 3 pts.. Pt. 2, Painting [Leiden: E. J . Brill. 1978). p. 20). scores
of such manuals have since come to light. Many are in the collections of the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, some of whose folios are illustrated and discussed by Pal. Art ofNepal. pp. 145-181;
and a few are in the collections of the Newark Museum (Valrae Reynolds et al.. Catalogue ofThe
Newurk Museum Tibetan Collections, vol. 3, Sctrlpture and Painting, mewark: The Newark Museum,
19861. Figs. 7-10).

Representative folios may be seen in Pal. The Arts ofNepal, Pt. 2, Painting. PI. 219; idem. Art of
Tibet (1983). Figs. 1.2; idem, Art ofNepal, Figs. Dl-D3I; Huntington, Leuves. Fig. 93.
" Discussed at length by J. Lowry. "A Fifteenth-Century Sketch Book (Preliminary Study)," in A.
Macdonald and Y. Irnaeda, eds.. Essais rrrr I'art du tibet (Paris: Librairie d'Amerique et d'orient.
1977). pp. 83-1 18; Pal, The Arts ofNepal, Pt. 2, Painting, pp. 156-157; idem. Art of Tibet (1983).
p. 120.
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c ~ m ~ o s i t i o n a lEven
. ' ~ among the myriad ~hyasuphudrawings now known, a
completely worked out composition is rare.I9 Never before has a sketch of any kind
been related to a completed painting as is the one discussed here. Thus the folio is
triply precious as one of the few surviving independent sketches, as one containing
a complete composition. and as one still miraculously related to the painting for
which it was the model.
Why the completed paintings in part so faithfully followed the drawings yet
made radical substitutions of several of the intended figures is an intriguing question
that is unlikely to find an answer. Did the Newar artist make the substitutions in favor
of deities he himself preferred? Or after having been shown the sketch did the patron
ask for the changes? Or was there some factor intrinsic in the text the covers were to
protect that affected the change? Or was there still another plausible cause? In any
event. from this rare juxtaposition of model and painting we know that painters
allowed thenlselves some measure of latitude in following the models they were
given or which they themselves apparently sketched with such frequency. It is also
clear from these and other drawings that artists did not depend on verbal cues alone.
neither oral ones from their teachers nor the written injunctions set down in the
sadhanus, the prescribed iconographies of the deities.
Except for their importance in relation to the paintings. the sketches on the
folio though adequate for their purposes are. like the paintings that followed, fairly
commonplace. An examination of the known corpus of drawings reveal that while
many are of a corresponding level of accomplishment, and some very crude indeed,
still others come close to qualifying as masterworks. Certainly the remarkably
expressive study of a head included in a fifteenth-century Nepalese manual is a case
in point (Fig. 6)." That there are no known large scale drawings, Nepali or Tibetan,
to equal it and that so few small drawings have survived relative to the number of
paintings may be due to the belief that a sketch was not a proper work of art." Thus
they were not treasured or admired by artist or patron. Their purpose was functional;
only the finished paintings, properly colored and consecrated, were of value.
The painted covers and their pen and ink model help to illustrate the
complexity inherent in the study of Himalayan painting. As with them, we are often
hard put to demonstrate with ironclad certainty whether a painting was by a Tibetan

l o Two such single pages o f sketches are illustrated by Pal, The Arr of Tibet (New York: The Asia
Society. 1969). Figs. 3, 4; two Tibetan ink drawings on cloth are illustrated in idem, Art of Tibet
( 1983), Fig. P I 9.

IV

For some exceptions see Pal. Art ofNepal. Figs. D 19. D2 I,D30.

" Illustrated as color plate D l , p. 53, and discussed by Pal, ibid, p. 153. See also the assured character
studies from the same thyasaphu, idem, The Arts ofNepal, Pt. 2. Painting, PI. 2 19.
?'

Pal, The Arts o/Ncpal, Pt. 2 , Painting. p. 29.
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or Newar hand and in which country, Tibet or Nepal, it was actually painted. When
we consider that many Newar artists lived in and traveled to and from Tibet and that
many took such pains to record as sketches the deities and ways of portraying them
then favored in Tibet, it is little wonder that this should be so. On the basis of our
relatively newfound knowledge respecting the drawings, paintings that are now
labelled "Tibetan" may actually only be "Tibetan style" produced in fact by a Newar,
even one working in Nepal.
There is a virtual absence of Tibetan pen and ink drawings except the ones
Tibetan artists may have prepared at the behest of their Newar colleagues." Jivarima,
the fifteenth-century Newar artist, apparently was assisted by a Tibetan: and some of
the Tibetan-style drawings in the manual Srimantadeva prepared in Lhasa in 165213
bear Tibetan notations suggesting that they were actually drawn for him by a
Tibetan." In any event. drawn by Newar or Tibetan, the purpose was to aid Newars
in the preparation of Tibetan-style thankas for the Tibetan market. With such manuals
in hand they could even paint them back at home in Nepal, supplying Tibetans who
came to worship at renowned places of Buddhist pilgrimage such as Bodhnath or
Svayambhunath, or exporting them to clients in Tibet.
The exotic Karmagadri style of painting had little vogue in Nepal itself. An
artist like Srimantadeva might well employ it for Tibetan patrons but the Nepalese
preferred the altogether different Pahari and Rajasthani styles at that time emanating
from India. But that the sketches assiduously assembled in Tibet were nonetheless
important iconographic carriers is demonstrated by the frequency with which SinoTibetan landscape elements were injected into Indian-derived paintings that
otherwise are so different.
The obvious interest ofNewar artists in the Tibetan Buddhist pantheon and
the ways of representing it in paintings provides visual documentation of the reverse
flow of influence in things Buddhist. Long the purveyor to Tibet of Buddhist art and
knowledge, Nepal by the time of the oldest dated sketchbook-Jivarama's
of
1435-was becoming the recipient. For Tibetan consumption, at least. Tibetan deities
and Tibetan ways of representing them were embraced by Nepalese painters, and
Nepalese Buddhists in general began to look to nearby Tibetan monasteries to
revivify their faith. By the seventeenth century Tashilunpo (bKra shis lhun po), on
the route to Lhasa, was particularly favored. A Newari inscription on an unpublished,
privately owned nineteenth-century painting of Cakrasamvara is worth citing in this
respect: " s ~ T vajracarya Jiiandra of Mantrasiddhi-mahavihara . . . in Kantipur
[Kathmandu] made [this painting], his dharma consciousness having arisen while
residing in Tasirumbu-mahavihira [Tashilunpo] in the pure region of Jhisakse
[Shigatse] . . ."

One exception, sketches on cloth, may be seen in Pal. Art ofNepul. PI. P19.

" Lowry. "A Fifteenth-centurySketchbook (Preliminary Study)," p. 83; Pal, Art ofNepal, p. 161.
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One must wonder whether in earlier times when the Buddhist currents still
flowed north. whether sketches and sketchbooks were among the vehicles by which
the Pda style was transmitted to Nepal and Tibet. If so, in keeping with the apparent
general disdain of drawings as objects of religious significance, none has survived
and the Newar Jivarama's manual of 1435 is the oldest we have.24
The modest sketch discussed in this paper is the only Himalayan one from
any age that can be directly correlated with the paintings executed after it. By what
quirk of fate they remained together we cannot know. We can only be grateful that
they did and that this unique pairing has been preserved so long and so well.

As Lowry, op. cit., p. 86 observes, sketches such as Jivarama's as models for paintings did continue
a long tradition as can be seen from drawings retrieved at Dunhuang which were clearly intended for
a siniilar purpose.

'4

Fig. 1 Obverse and revme of folio 88 of an unidentified Buddhist cantext,
gold Tibetan script on blue-black paper. Arthur U S&cIderGatlIer)r,
Smithsokm hstitution (S1991.143.4), gdt of Mr. d Mrs. H. Robert
Slusser. Phm& courtesy of the Gallee. (See also color pWe WfQ.

Fig. 2 Exterior of the top cover of the manuscript with green painted foliate
&sign on a crimson ground surrounding mantras in gilt Raiijana script.
x 4 in~hes(36.8 X 10.2 cm). Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian
b t i W o n CS1991.143.I), gift of Mr.and Mrs. H. Robert SJusser.
Pb@graph courtesy of the Gdety. (See also color plate DC).

Fig. 3 Pen and ink sketch for the top cover of the manuscript (a), and the painting
done from it (b). Photograph courtesy of the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,
Smithsonian Institution. (See also color plate X).

Fig. 4 Pen md ink sketch for the bottom cover (a) and the painting done from it (b).
Photograph courtesy of the Arthur M.Swkler Gallery, Srnithsonian
Wtuticm (See
color plate XI).

Fig. 5 "Vighniintaka," drawn over two folios of a Nepalese artist's manual dated
1653. Ink on paper, 3't4 x 73/4 inches (8.2 x 19.2 cm). Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, Indian Art Special Purposes Fund (M.8 1.56). Photograph
courtesy of the Museum.

Fig. 6 Ascetic's head. Qpaque watercolors on paper, 251, x 8VZinches (6.2x 21.6 cm).
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, gift of Dr.Robert Coles (M.82.169.14).
Photugaph aovtesy ofthe Museum.

THE "SPICE GODDESSES":
NOTES ON A TIBETAN PAINTING+
Almost three-quarters of a century ago the Smithsonian Institution received a large
bequest of art objects from John Gellatly (1 853-193 I), a New York businessman.
patriot, and art collector. American art, particularly paintings by Gellatly's
contemporaries. dominated his collection, which also embraced a wide range of nonAmerican objects. Their presence, in the words of the collector. was intended "to
I prove that the great American Renaissance 1860-1910 holds its own and in much
: surpasses the European Renaissance . . . and to surround the American paintings with
master-pieces of the world's art."' They were to be the foil against which American
art could be judged.
Since 1933. when the collection of 1,640 objects arrived in Washington. D.C.,
it has remained in the custody of the National Museum of American ~ r t . Over
'
the
years public access to the non-American objects within the Gellatly collection
became increasingly limited. Accordingly, in 1985 other museums within the
Smithsonian were entrusted with the research and care of some of these objects. One.
a small Tibetan painting on loan to the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, is the subject of
this paper.
Acquired in New York in 1930 during a period of frenzied collecting that
preceded Gellatly's death the following year, the painting was housed in the Oriental
Room of the collector's galleries.' It came to the Smithsonian cataloged as "East

'Reprinted from Archives o/Asian Art, vol. 46 (1993). pp. 53-62 with permission o f the publisher.

'

Letter from John Gellatly to Gari Melcher. painter and chairman o f the Art Commission o f the
National Gallery o f Art, dated March 27, 1929, Gellatly File. archives o f the National Museum o f
American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
At the time o f the bequest the museum was called the National Gallery o f Art. It has been twice
renamed since-the National Collection o f Fine Arts in 1937 and the National Museum o f American
Art in 1980. The gift was made in 1929 and accessioned by the Smithsonian that year (NMAA
1929.8). but the objects were not brought to Washington until 1933 (Gellatly File).

'

Gellaly's galleries were at that time in rented quarters in the Heckscher Building. 730 Fifth Avenue.
New York (Gellatly File).
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lndian Art" and described as "one framed miniature painting, 'The Goddess of
Spices.' 15th century, Sanskrit inscription below." An additional attribution as
"Hindu" appears on some early lists in the archives of the National Museum of
American Art. These initial ascriptions have remained unchanged in the more than
sixty years the painting has been in custody of the Smithsonian, where it has
remained in storage, unstudied and ~npublished.~
This small painting, neither "East Indian" nor "Hindu" nor inscribed in
Sanskrit, is actually two paintings back to back on a double-sided, flabellate object
yet to be identified (Figs. 1-2 [see also color plates XI], XIII]). Composed of a
circular piece above a wide lower part of irregular shape, the object's total height is
34.1 centimeters (1 3Ve inches), the diameter of the circular section 23.2 centimeters
(9% inches). It is constructed of five layers of thick, handmade paper sandwiched
within a covering of fine silk fabric. Also wrapped around the edges of the object, the
fabric is barely visible to the naked eye but can be observed where coats of ground
and paint have worn away.' The silk fabric is of high quality, closely woven,
balanced. and plain. I t is made from unspun filaments, unwound intact from the
cocoon and arranged in bundles. The fibers are now shiny and dry and the woven
partern has disintegrated in some of the exposed areas.
A yellowish ground covers the paper and silk support. From traces of arsenic
revealed by X-ray diffraction and X-ray florescence, the ground color can be
identified as orpiment, also used in the painting as a yellow pigment. The blue
pigment is probably indigo. sometimes mixed with white. Vermilion provides one
of the red colors. madder (alizarin), the other. The remaining colors are green. white,
black. and gold. What at first glance suggests mica in the pigments, under X-ray
diffraction tests proves to be an efflorescence of shiny, transparent bubbles of pure
sulphur. irregular in size and shape. These bubbles are confined to the yellow colored
areas or those immediately adjacent to them.
The completed painting appears to have been burnished to a low gloss. The
edges of the circular part are more highly polished than the rest, perhaps due in part
to handling.
All these layers-paper. fabric, ground, and pigment-are pierced through in
several places-some two dozen S-curved slits in the upper section and a few
irregular openings in the lower section. Some cracking and breakage of the narrow

' The painting was illustrated in black and white in the program leaflet o f the American Committee
for South Asian Art Sy~nposiumV, Current Research in South and Southeast Asian Art and
Archaeology, organized by the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.,
April 19-21, 1991.

' The paper, pigment. and textile analyses of this object have been carried out by Martha Smith and
Janet Douglas, Department o f Scientific Research. Arthur M . Sackler Gallery and Freer Gallery o f Art.
and Jane Merritt, Division o f Conservation. Harpers Ferry Center. National Park Service, to whom
thanks are gra~efullygiven.
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strips appear between the slits, and much of the paint is crackled. The edges of the
circular section are somewhat worn and dirty, and one side is more soiled than the
other. An irregular tear and two small perforations are found at the top edge. Overall.
the object is in very good condition, the colors bright and vibrant.
A female divinity is depicted on the upper section of each side (Figs. 1-2).
One is 13.3 centimeters (5% inches) high, the other 14 centimeters (5% inches). On
the obverse-an arbitrary designation-the skin of the goddess is green, that of the
one on the reverse. red. Thus it will be convenient to distinguish the two
representations as the Green Goddess and the Red Goddess.
The Green Goddess is depicted in the full bloom of youth, a "sensuous
immortal." whose opulent form is modeled in dark green shading contrasting with
a lighter green applied as skin color. She faces forward in a graceful. restrained
dancing pose, tilts her head left, and gazes in the same direction. Forming the ku~akamudra, her left hand holds a slender pink plant stem with paired green leaves and a
terminal pod which supports a golden vessel filled with vegetation b u r n u kalak).*
The supporting plant represents the pink lotus (Nelumbo nucijiera), while the smaller
plant in the pot is the nagapuspa (Michelia champaca), a fragrant flower of the
magnolia family used in India as an offering and a hair ornament for women. It is
often planted near temples.'
The dancing deity balances in her right hand a large pale orange bowl filled
with an unidentifiable material upon which rests a green bag tied with a pink and
gold cord.' That the pouch is meant to contain incense (Skc.. dhupa) is clear from the

Although the plant stem appears pink. it is actually a combination o f vermilion and yellow. Similar
combinations o f colors. such as madder and white. which look lavender. provide an apparent broader
color spectrum than actually exists.

' These identifications have been verified by Dan H. Nicolson o f the Department of' Botany. National
Museum o f Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, whose interests include the flora o f Ind~a.For
illustration o f the lotus (Nelunibo nuci/t.ra). see K. M . hlatthew. lll~rstratronsofthe Flora ofthr
Tamilnadu Carnatic, vol. 2 o f The Flora of the Tamilnadu Carnatic (Tiruchirapalli. India: Rapinat
Herbarium, St. Joseph's College. 1982). fig. 21. Cecil J. Saldanha and Dan H. Nicolson. eds.. Floru
ofHassan District, Karnataka, India (New Delhi: Amerind. 1976). illustrate Michelia chatnpaco at
fig. 4 and describe it as "very fragrant, used as an offering and worn in the hair by women (34)." See
also Dan H. Nicolson et al., An Interpretation of C'an Rheede's Hortus Moluhariclts (Konigstein:
Koelz Scientific Books, 1988), p. 169. Marie-Thkrese de Mallrnann. A propos d'un MS. illustre du XI'
~[iecle], Oriental Art l l (4) (Winter 1965): 224. remarked that the nuguprc@a. the Sanskrit
designation o f Michrlia chatnpaca, is probably identical with the n&akesara. The latter. Mesuru
firrea, belongs, however, to a different family (Cluisiaceae) and differs visually from the tiugcrpu.+u.
On Mesura ferrea, see Saldanha and Nicolson. Flora, pp. 128-129. and Nicolson et al.. .4n
Interpretation. p. 84.
The contents o f the bowl are depicted with overlapping concentric lines, an idiom that in Indian art
is frequently used to symbolize water but that here cannot since the bag rests on, rather than in, the
material.

a
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Tibetan inscription on the handlelike lower part: "You who bring down a rain of
divine incense powder. you hold various sorts of incense powder. May you worship
with a shower of incense powder pervading all clothing, ornaments. and coiff~res."~
The torso. arms. and lower legs of the Green Goddess are bare; her costume
ornate and colorful. Slie wears a long. undulating scarf around her shoulders and a
tightly fitting, below-knee lower garment embellished by a pair of floor-length
rippling sashes at the sides and a pair of short pleated sashes between the legs. The
shoulder scarf is blue-green. lined with red. and decorated with gilt five-petaled
flowers. The lower garment is dark green and patterned with red. star-centered circles
interspersed with red dots in groups of three. The waist-to-ground sashes are
lavender; the shorter, central ones yellow and red.
The Green Goddess is royally ornamented. She displays a five-crested tiara
with fan-shaped. lateral crests above the ears. fastened with dark green ribbons
fluttering upward. Peeping beneath the tiara's edge, small hook-shaped curls escape
from an elaborately piled, off-center pompadour. Straight, widely separated strands
of hair cascade over her shoulders. Other jewelry consists of two large circular
earrings each with one small pendant, necklaces, armbands, bracelets. and leg and
foot ornaments. Most of the jewelry is represented in pairs: a rather plain piece
matched with a crested one. A long, thigh-length garland interspersed with ornaments
and a jeweled belt complete the ensemble. Except for the tiara and belt. which
include green jewels. all the ornaments are red and gold.
The head of the Green Goddess is surrounded by a plain red halo banded with
l u with an all-over. redblack lines. She stands within a t r i l o b a t e p r u h ~ m u ~filled
on-red vine scroll pattern. Three bands. a narrow gilt one separating two plain red
bands of unequal width. outline the pattern. Jet black areas through which narrow,
cur\.ed slits have been cut. eleven on one side, twelve on the other, flank the
yrubhamundulu. (The slits appear white in the illustrations.) This device may
represent flames.
Beneath the goddess is a multicolored, three-pronged thunderbolt emblem
(vujra). surrounded by exuberant, vermilion foliage. Clockwise. the prongs are blue,
white, and yellow around a blue and gilt center. Presumably the motif represents a
double vujra or visipavujra (all-vajra) with the fourth prong concealed by the dancing
goddess. A rainbow of colors blending into one another in bands of varying
width-red. yellow, blue. and red--encircles the entire composition.
The lower section contains the Tibetan invocation transcribed earlier. Lettered
in gilt against black. with the text area outlined in gilt, the inscription, and circular
section above. is supported by a plant composed of three parts springing from a
" The translation is by Matthew Kapstein, Department of Religions. Colu~nbiaUniversity, but
according 10 the Tibctologist Hugh Richardson a slightly different reading is possible: "Mother, the
possessor of the fragrance of a cloud of incense; Mother, who brings down a shower of divine
inccnse." 'The assistance of these scholars with the translation and with kindred matters is gratefully
acknowledged.
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cluster of leaves. The central part represents a lotus. Its stem-red, thick, and
stiff-terminates in a dark blue-green pod, its seeds marked with gilt circles and
separated from a perianth of drooping blue-green lobes by a narrow red collar. This
collar-like feature may represent a corona of stamens in stylized form.I0 Beside it are
smaller flowers, their blue stems separated from a cream, orange-red, and red
blossom by a red collar." The foliage is pierced through in several places. which. like
the slits above, permits the passage of light.
The reverse of the object reiterates the composition of the opposite side but
varies in detail. These variations are expressed in the arrangement of colors and
designs of the vegetal motifs and the thunderbolt and the appearance of the Red
Goddess (see Fig. 2).
Haloed in yellow with a double blue-green border, the Red Goddess is
depicted within aprabh-ninndala similar to that of the other goddess. Like her green
companion, she is dancing but far more vigorously. her right leg flung high and her
clothing swirling. She faces forward. her torso bent right, and gazes to the right. her
head in three-quarter profile. With a body no less voluptuous than that of the Green
Goddess. the red image nevertheless has far less shading. Shading is largely reserved
to demarcate the brilliant red body from the red, scroll-filled background.
The bare torso and limbs of the Red Goddess are contrasted with her colorful
shoulder scarf and lower garment. Perhaps from the motion of the dance, the scarf
billows, its white upper part evading the figure's shoulders to pass behind her head,
the blue ends looping skyward before dividing to fall toward the ground. Low on her
hips the goddess wears an elaborate multipatterned garment divided into bands of
blue separated by a yellow band shaded with red. This garment is further embellished
with sashes. Short blue sashes decorated with small gilt circles fall at her sides. and
long, blue, cream-lined sashes bearing large, irregularly shaped motifs in gilt hang
between her legs.
The ornaments of the Red Goddess essentially replicate those of the Green
Goddess, although her long, beaded garland is more plain. She is also adorned with
an additional ornament, a red and gilt object displayed on her towering coiffure.
Regular scallop curls frame the forehead, strands of straight hair mantle her
shoulders.
Exhibiting a somewhat enigmatic mudra with her left hand. the goddess
balances a large casket in her right hand.'* This casket has a plain stepped base, and
the visible side is decorated with fine geometric ornament in red and yellow. Its
cover, painted blue-green in a patten1 suggesting tiles. has a long jeweled gilt finial,

lo

On this feature. see Matthew. Illustrarions, pl. 2 1, no. 7.

"

Dr. Nicolson was nor able to identify these flowers and believes them to be essentially decorative.

l 2 Dimcult to decipher, the mrtdri seems to consist o f a fist through which the thumb protrudes
between the index and middle fingers, or perhaps between the middle and ring fingers.
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and with its upswept comers is reminiscent of Chinese architecture. The inscription
indicates that. like the upheld pouch on the obverse, the casket also contains incense.
The invocation reads: "Wafting clouds of blended incense, you hold a little incense
house that is red and green. You combine and fabricate pleasing fragrances and you
splendidly worship with a special diffusion of a fragrance.""

Who are these splendid goddesses, bearers of incense offerings in pouch and casket?
From the use of Tibetan in the inscriptions-a language that in religious affairs could
scarcely relate to Hinduism-and from the dominant vajra motif beneath the
goddesses, it is clear that they belong to the Buddhist pantheon and that their
offerings are intended to please a Buddhist deity. Although they carry incense and
may be meant to be personifications of it, it is difficult to identify them as D h u g the
Buddhist goddess of incense, whose textual description (sadhana) does not conform
to either manifestation. Dhupa is described as seated, and her customary color is
a ,
black or dusky, rarely white, and in a single instance, red.I4 With Puspa, ~ i ~and
Gandh (representing respectively, flowers, lightllamp, and perfume), Dhupa is one
of a group that personifies ritual offerings. When shown together the four qualify as
yogin& and are often enlployed as directional guardians in mandalas, in Dhupa's
case. the south. When making her offering, she is said to proffer it with both hands
in a censer or in a vase or in solid form as a baguette. Thus in posture, color, and
manner of presenting her offerings. the textually described Dhupa does not conform
to the Green Goddess or to the Red Goddess. Like them. however, the goddess
Dhupa is said to be of peaceful mien. attractive. ornamented and crowned, and
dressed in divine garments. That one of her alternate names is Vajradhupa, coupled
with the prominent display of the vajra in these two paintings, suggests, however,
that, despite their differences, the two images were in fact meant to represent this
goddess. If they do represent Dhupi perhaps her role as a yogini has influenced her
depiction in a dancing pose. That she is depicted as a dancer, rather than as seated as
the texts direct, may also relate to the Tibetan conception of the proper manner of
presenting offerings by female devotees. As evident in Tibetan paintings, it is as

I'

The translation is by Matthew Kapstein, to whom thanks are again gratefully offered.

I' Marie-Therise de Mallmann, lnrroducrion b I'iconographie du ldnrrisme bouddhique ( 1975; reprint
Paris: Librairie dlAmerique et d'orient, 1986), pp. 155-156. On Dhupa, see also Benoytosh
Bhattacharyya. The Indian Buddhist Iconography (Calcutta: Mukhopadhyay, 1956). pp. 13 1,24 1,256.
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dancers that females, singly or in groups, proffer their gifts.'%evertheless. until a
more precise identification can be made, it will be most prudent to continue to call
them simply the Green Goddess and the Red Goddess.

Considerations of style suggest that these paintings were made in central Tibet
around the fifteenth century by a Tibetan master of Nepali style." They may be
assigned to a school known variously as "Bal bris." the Tibetan global designation
for Nepali painting and for Tibetan painting in the Nepali manner; "Sakyapa" (or Sa
skya, pronounced Shakya), for the Buddhist sect in whose monasteries it was most
used; "composite (i.e., Tibeto-Nepali) style"; "Tsang (gTsang) style," after the
Tibetan province in which most Sakya monasteries were located; and sometimes
"Ngor," after a specific Sakya (Sa skya) monastery by that name known to have been
decorated by the Nepalis in the early fifteenth century."
The Sakya sect, named after its principal monastery. originated as a monastic
order by the twelfth century but rose to political and cultural preeminence only as a
result of its close ties with the Mongol emperors of the Yuan dynasty in China
(1279-1368).18 Largely domiciled in Tsang. a province in central Tibet south of the
Tsang-po (Brahmaputra) and adjacent to Nepal, the Sakya monasteries include.
among others, Gyantse Kumbum (rGyal-rtse SKU-bum).Narthang (sNar-thang), Ngor
(Ngor Evam chos Idan), Sakya (Sa skya) and Shalu (Zhwa lu).
Just when the Nepali painting style emerged to prominence in Tibet, began
to be practiced by the Tibetans themselves, or was embraced so warmly by the Sakya

I s Pratapaditya Pal, Art of Tibet: A Catalogue o/the Los Angeles County Museum ofArt Collection
(expanded edition Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1990). no. P49; Pal. Tibetan
Religious Paintings in the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Part I : Fourteenth-Fifteenth-century
Thankas. Arts in Virginia 22 (1-3) (1987): 57, fig. 13.
I b This is also the date provided in the notes accompanying the 1929 acquisition (Gellatly Files), but
from whence it came is a mystery considering the notes erred on all other counts.

I'

John C. Huntington. Book Review and Discussion of the Problems of Style in Tibetan Painting,

Orientariom (10) (October 1985): 50-5 1; Susan L. Huntington and John C. Huntington, Leavesfrom
the Bodhi Tree: The Art of Pula India (Eighth-Twel/rh Centuries) and Its International Legacy

(Seattle and London: University of Washington for Dayton Art Institute, 1990). pp. 288. 293,
297-299. 345 n. I; Gilles Beguin, D i e m et dkrnons de I'Himaloya: Art du Bouddhisme hmaique
(Paris: Editions des musees nationaux, 1977), pp. 125-126; Pratapaditya Pal. Tibetan Paintings
(Basel: Ravi Kumar, 1984). pp. 61-73; Giuseppe Tucci, Tibetan PaintedScrolls, 3 vols. (Rome:
Libreria dello Stato, 1949). vol. 1 p. 277; vol. 2 p. 333.
I8

Huntington, Book Review, p. 50; Huntington and Huntington, Leaves, pp. 303,559, 574; Tucci,
Tibetan PaintedScrolls, vol. I, pp. 7-23; Pratapaditya Pal, Art ojTibet, p. 1 1 8 .
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sect is not clear. As the wealth of the sect increased through imperial patronage, it
was reflected in the aggrandizement and beautification of the Sakya monasteries. For
these purposes they often turned directly to the Nepalis or more specifically the
Newars, the ethnic group typically responsible for Nepali art. The Nepalis were
invited to decorate at least one Sakya monastery, Ngor, at its foundation in 1429, and
' ~ many
at about the same time they worked at Shalu and the Gyantse K ~ m b u m .But
other centers, by no means limited to Tsang province, also profited by the art of the
Newars. As Tucci has remarked, "there was no convent which, at the moment of its
fouidation or of its greatest prosperity, was not embellished by them with statues or
frescoes."20But the walls and portable objects in the monasteries of central Tibet
were painted not only by Newars but by Tibetans who won renown for their mastery
of the Nepalese style." Indeed, even the most expert connoisseur of Himalayan
painting styles is often hard pressed to identify a given painting as executed by a
Newar or a Tibetan working in the former's style or even. in the case of portable
paintings, whether made in Nepal or Tibet. Often it can be determined only by some
particular feature such as an inscription that may include the painter's
Many specific motifs and compositional features defining this style favored
~'
by the Sakya sect are applicable only to hll-scale paintings on walls and ~ 1 0 t h .But
a sufficient number occur in these small paintings to unequivocally confirm their ties
to the school and to provide an approximate date of their execution.
In conformance with all Sakya-style paintings, the dominant color is red with
the primary complements green and blue. True to the Nepali aesthetic, the foundation
of the school, the two goddesses are full-bodied with softly rounded shoulders,
hemispherical breasts, narrow waists, and fleshy, rounded limbs. A well-defined
sense of volume is achieved in the classical way by color modeling or shading. Even
such specific Nepali conventions as the manner of depicting the armpit with an
angular line is observed.24Likewise, the facial features of the two goddesses.conform

'' Tucci. Tiheran Painred Scrolls. vol. I , p. 333; Pal. Art of

Tibet, p. 1 1 8.

Tucci, Tibetan Painred Scrolls, vol. 1 , p. 277.

lU

"

Huntington and Huntington. Leaves, p. 27

'' Tucci, Tiberan PainredScroll.~,vol. I , p. 279; Pratapaditya Pal, Art ofthe

Himulayas (New York:
American Federation o f the Arts. 199 1 ), pp. 153-1 54: Pal, Arr ojTibet. p. 139; John Lowry. Tiberan
Art (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office. 1973). p. 73.

For some particularities o f the style see Huntington and Huntington, Lewes, nos. 1 1 7-12 1 , pp.
339-352; Pal, Tiberan Paintings, 62; Bkguin, Dieur et dimom, pp. 125-126.

"

"The convention is used in a thirteenth-century Nepali miniature painting on paper of Mahapratisara,
a mid-fifteenth-century painting of Siva on a manuscript cover, and on the attendant goddesses on a
p o u b h dated 1525; see Fong Chow, Arts from the Rooflop of Asia: Tibet, Nepal, Kashmir, Bullerin
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to the Nepali canon, those of the Red Goddess are even somewhat Indianized.
Conventions such as the Red Goddess's little nub of a chin and semidetached farther
eye correspond to those found in well-known Nepali paintings. In fact, the face of the
Red Goddess is almost replicated in the female deities depicted in several paintings.25
Another convention favored by the painters of the Sakya or Bal bris school
is the space-filling vine scroll motif. Apparently derived from the Pala tradition and
long favored by the Nepalis, this motif, as with so many of their paintings, occupies
A specific
the overall background within theprabhdrnarvkrlasof the two g~ddesses.'~
comparison may be made between the large volutes with ragged tendril tips preferred
here and those that animate certain Nepali paintings, such as a mid-fifteenth-century
Saiva manuscript cover in the collection of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art
b ~the Zimmerman Family Collection.*' As expected, the
or a somewhat l a t e r p a ~ in
scroll pattern is equally at home in paintings from central Tibet.2B
The hallmark of the Sakya or Bal bris style of painting is an architectural
motif consisting of a pilaster or column in the form of stylized vegetation (Fig. 3).
Typically, in miniature, such pilasters support arcades of compressed trefoil arches
and, in a larger format, bear the elaborate forana of the shrine in which an image may
be placed. Their base is often a vase of abundance-the sacred water vessel (puma

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (May 1971): 388; Gilles Beguin. Merveilles de I'enllrminure.
Miniarures er rouleaux enl~rminbdu NPpal el du Tibet (Geneva: ~ d i t i o n sde Cremille. 1990). p. 47;
Pal, Art ofthe Himalayas, no. 37.

2'See, for example. the donor figures in the lowermost registers o f the Los Angeles Vishnu mandala
o f 1420 and the British MuseumVasudhara mandala o f 1504 (see Pratapaditya Pal. Art of Nepal: A
Caralogue of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art Collecrion [Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University o f California Press. 19851, color pl. P121, and Beguin. Merveilles, 4849). The use o f the
semidetached farther eye may also be seen in a detail from the Vasudhara mandala illustrated in
Bkguin, Merveilles, p. 49. For the replication o f the Red Goddess's face, see the attendant goddesses
~ h r k u tand
i Tara in the AmoghapA painting illustrated in Pal. Art ofrhe Himalayas. no. 57.
2b The vine scroll motif appears on the throne cushions and asprabhamandala fill in eleventh- and
twelfth-century Piila manuscript miniatures and in those o f Nepal o f similar date (Mallmann, A propos
d'un MS illustrd, p. 229; Jeremiah P. Losty, Bengal, Bihar. Nepal? Problems o f Provenance in
Twelfth-century Illuminated Buddhist Manuscripts, 2 pts., Oriental A r t 3 5 , (3) (Autumn 1989): pt. 2,
figs. 16-17; Pal, Art ofNepal, color pl. P5. It may be appropriate at this juncture to explain my entry
in Nepal Mandala, 2 vols. (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1982). vol. I,p. 46, in which I
stated that "contrary to widely accepted opinion, !%la influence on Nepalese an was minimal." What
Imeant was that Gupta art, rather than Pa14 was the fundamental source o f Nepali art. Ido not deny
subsequent Pala influence; see Huntington and Huntington, Leaves, pp. 257-259.

" For

the manuscript cover see Pal, Art ofNepal, color pl. P14, and Beguin, Merveilles, pp. 46-47;
for the painting, see Pal, Art of the Himalqvas, pl. 75, no. 37.

28

See, for example, the space-filling scroll in a painting o f the goddess Nairatma surrounded by the
Sakya lineage executed at Ngor monastery around 1600 (Pal, Tibetan Paintings, pl. 39).
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kala&)-and
their capital, a stylized lotus composed of several elements in
contrasting colors: a flat. seed-filled pod separated from a fan of drooping petals by
a narrow collar. The pod supports a variety of objects such as a plain bracket, a stupa,
a mythical creature (kinnara or makara), and, most frequently, a flaming mirror
(darpana).29
To my knowledge, the first appearance of this motif is in late twelfth- or early
thirteenth-century Nepali manuscript miniature^.^' It is lavishly employed to frame
Prajflapiramita in the oldest Nepali paubha to bear a date (1 379) and is ubiquitous
thereafter in both Nepal and Tibet." Indeed, most Sakya-style paintings with
architectural motifs employ this device.
Even in the small Gellatly paintings, in which architectural features such as
arcades or shrines are not present, this hallmark motif of a pilaster or column is
included. Modified to accommodate decorative and compositional demands, the
pilaster masquerades as the stiff-stemmed lotus ornamenting the handle-like lower
section of the object. Dispensing with the water vessel. as is not uncommon in the
larger paintings where the pilaster is used, the base consists only of the vegetation
that would have filled it. The flat, seed-filled pod of the capital becomes the support
of the inscription and the entire circular section above.
Its Nepali character notwithstanding, this painting was most likely executed
by a Tibetan master of the Nepali style, perhaps for one of the many monasteries of
the Sakya sect domiciled in Tsang Province. The most obvious clue is the inscription,
although an inscription in Tibetan does not preclude a non-Tibetan hand for the
painting. Stronger evidence is provided by the nature of the material on which it is
painted. Tibetans sometimes paint on silk, the Nepalis do not.'2 Thus it would be

'' For examples of the pilaster in Nepali and Tibetan paintings see Gilles Beguin, Art PsotPrique de
/'Himaloyo: La donation Lionel Fournier (Paris: ~ditionsde la reunion des musees nationaux, 1990).
nos. 9, 17, 34; Beguin, Merveilles, pp. 38-39; Pal, Art of Tibet, nos. P13, P15, P18; Pal, Art ofthe
Himalryar, nos. 34. 37, 86-87; Pal, Tibetan Paintings, pls. 25-26, 29, 32, 35-36, 39-40; Pal, Art of
Nepal. pl. P25; Marylin M, and Robert A. F. Thurman, Wisdom and Compassion: The Sacred Art of
Tibet (New York: Abrams. 199 1 ), nos. 4.64.

For example, the ca. I200 Sivadharma manuscript covers in the Nepal National Library (Bkguin,
Merveilles, pp. 38-39). A modified version appears to be incorporated in an eleventh-century wall
painting at Tabo monastery, Spiti (David Snellgrove and Hugh Richardson, A Cultural History of
Tibet (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1968), facing p. 80.
" Beguin, Art LsotPrique, pp. 33-35, no. 9; Pal. Art of Tibet, nos. PI 3, PI 5; Pal, Art of the Himalayas,
no. 87; Pal, Tibetan Paintings, pl. 36.

John Huntington. The Technique of Tibetan Paintings, Studies in Conservation 15, no. 2 (May
1970): 124, states that the Tibetans used silk as a support "fairly often," although Pal, Art of Tibet, p.
1 14, avers that they "rarely, if ever" did. Ann Shaftel. Notes on the Technique of Tibetan Thangkas,
Journal of the American lmtirute for Conservation 25 (1986): 98, remarks that rather than as a
s u p p o "silk
~
is more often used for embroidered picture panels." The most comprehensive work on
I'
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most unlikely that a Nepali would choose such an exotic material on which to
execute these paintings. For the creation of their pious artworks, the prelates of the
Sakya sect monasteries also favored Chinese artists who often worked side by side
.~~
influenced by Chinese painting styles, the Tibetans
with the N e p a l i ~ Probably
experimented with the use of silk as a painting support.34Either as a borrowed motif
or copy of an actual Chinese import, the tile-roofed casket in which the Red Goddess
proffers her incense may also be assigned to Chinese influence.
The ground color also suggests a Tibetan origin. David and Janice Jackson
affirm that some Tibetan painters, "particularly those from eastern Tibet, preferred
a gesso that had a slightly ochreish hue."I5 This is the same color employed for the
ground of the Gellatly paintings, achieved by orpiment, whereas the ground for
Nepali paintings is usually white.
A probable date of execution around the mid-fifteenth century for the Gellatly
painting seems plausible. The closest stylistic parallels are with Sakya-style paintings
made between about 1450 and the first quarter of the sixteenth century. Specific
examples are the Vishnu mandala dated 1420 in the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art, the Vasudhara mandala dated 1504 in the British Museum, and the
Amoghapasa-Lokesvara dated 1525 in the Zimmerman Family C o l l e c t i ~ n . ~ ~

the technical aspects o f Tibetan painting notes that "in the past, scroll paintings were executed on other
materials [besides conon] such as silk . . . In addition, one occasionaliy comes across paintings made
on block-printed silk . . ." See David P. Jackson and Janice A. Jackson, Tibetan Thongka Painting:
Method and Marerials (London: Serindia, 1984), p. 126. Tibetan paintings on silk o f considerable
antiquity are known, such as the ninth-century examples from Dunhuang or a tenth- or eleventhcentury painting in the Zimmerman Family Collection; see Roderick Whitfield. The Art ofCenrra1
Asia. 3 vols. (Tokyo: Kodansha and the Trustees o f the British Museum), vol. 1, pls. 17. 20. vol. 2,
2 1-22; Mission Paul Pellior: Bannieres et peinrures de Touen-houong conservPes au MusPe Guimer
(Paris: Librairie Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1974). vol. 14 (text), pp. xviii-nix, vol. I 5 (plates), pls. 28-29:
Pal, Arr ofrhe Himalayas, no. 79.
I'

Pal, Tiberan Painrings. p. 62.

"The use o f silk may have begun during the Tibetan domination o f Dunhuang (A.D. 78 1-847). when
paintings on silk were executed in mixed styles and bore inscriptions in both languages. Tibetan and
Chinese; see, e.g., Whitfield, Art of Central Asia, vol. 1, pl. 16, vol. 2, pp. 21-22. The Zimmerman
tenth- or eleventh-century painting on silk (Pal, Art of rhe Himalayas, no. 79) shows marked Central
Asian influence and was most likely painted in that region. The rainbow colors encircling each Gellatly
painting are common to Dunhuang paintings and ultimately may be o f Central Asian inspiration; see
Mission Paul Pellior, vol. 15, pls. 62, 119; Whitfield, Art ofCenlro1 Asio, vol. I pl. 15; Mythologie
asiorique illurtrke (Paris: Librairie de France, 1928), fig. 1 and facing p. 222. The rainbow mandorla
motif may also relate to a now lost Pala or Gupta tradition (Huntington and Huntington. Leaves, pp.
263,342-345).
" Jackson and Jackson,
16

Tiberan Thangko Painting, p. 20

Pal, Arr ofNepol, pl. PI I;Btguin, Merveilles, pp. 48-49; Pal. Arl ofthe Himalayas, p. 75, no. 37.
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Magnified inspection of the 1420 Vishnu mandala reveals the same peculiar
phenomenon of sulphur efflorescence on the yellow color-and that color only-as
observed in the Gellatly paintings.

For what purpose was this complex object confected of paper and silk and given into
a master painter's hand to complete? In Buddhist ritual incense is personified as a
deity itself and in real or symbolic form it is one of the principal offerings to the
gods." Thus the most likely use for the object is as a symbolic offering on an altar
before one or more Buddhist icons. Unlike real, and ephemeral, incense, the symbolic
gift in pouch and casket borne by the painted goddesses-perhaps Dhupa
herself-would be abiding.
In support of this theory, Matthew Kapstein thought he might have observed
something similar on Tibetan altars. Hugh Richardson also recalls having "a vague
memory of seeing less elaborate and artistic objects of the sort in rectangular trays
of 'auspicious' flour, rice, etc., also on stands in front of tombs and altar^."'^ These
"less elaborate and artistic objects" might compare to the simple. pentagonal wooden
plaques painted with Vajrayina images that are placed on the altars of some Tibetan
monasteries." I have observed. however, nothing comparable to the Gellatly object
in use on the altars of Tibetan gonpas in Nepal or Ladakh, nor have I located a match
through a perusal of photographs of Tibetan altars or of paintings in which offerings
are represented nor through correspondence or consultation with Tibetologists, nor
by an examination of Tibetan ethnographic collections, nor by the descriptive
literature respecting them4' Thus the use of the Gellatly object as a symbolic incense
offering is by no means established.

17

Eleanor Olson, Caralogue of rhe Tibetan Collection and Other Lamaisric Articles: The Newark
Museum, 5 vols. (Newark: Newark Museum, 1950-1 97 1) vol. I , pp. 27-37; Jackson and Jackson,
Tiberan Thangka Painting. p. 152.
Is

Communicated in a letter from Wladimir Zwalf, British Museum, July 3 1 , 1991.

"Li Jicheng. The Realm of Tiberan Buddhism (San Francisco: China Books and Periodicals, 1985).
p. 178, figs. 135-136; Ferdinand D. Lessing, Yung-ho-kung: An Iconography of rhe Lamaisr
Ca~hedralin Peking, wirh Notes on Larnaisr Mythology and C u l ~ Reports
,
from the Scientific
Expedition to the North-westem Provinces of China under the Leadership of Dr. Sven Hedin
(Stockholm: Elanders Boktryckeri Aktiegolag, 1942), vol. I , pls. XIX. XXII.
Some such sources are William Woodville Rockhill, Notes on the Erhnology of Tibet Based on the
Collectron in the U.S. Nurional Museum (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1895); Peter
H. Pon, Introduction to [he Tiberan Collecrion of the Narional Museum of Ethnology, Leiden (Leiden:
Brill, 195 1); Olson, Caralogue ofthe Tiberan Collection); Li Jicheng, Realm of Tiberan Buddhism.
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If the object did serve as a symbolic gift, it is unclear how it was supported
on the altar. Incense baguettes, barley dough effigies (gtor ma), and similar offerings
are commonly stuck upright in a bowl of uncooked grain.4' Conceivably the Gellatly
object could have been displayed in the same way. But why was the lower portion so
carefully painted and perforated for the transmission of light? Further, the lower
portion exhibits no sign of wear such as would be expected from years of contact
with rough grains. The crude holes near the upper edge and the tom remains of what
may have been an earlier hole above them suggest that at one time the object might
have been suspended.42 But such a method seems inconsistent with the singular
design of the object.
Why. then, this design? It would be far more difficult to cover an irregular
shape with fabric than a square or rectangle. so it would seem that some other
consideration dictated the more difficult approach. I propose that the design was
chosen to symbolize a mirror, a primary object in Hindu and Buddhist thought, ritual.
and iconography. Known as darpana in Sanskrit and me long in Tibetan. the mirror
is an auspicious object imbued with synlbolic meaning. serves ritual and magical
functions, is a cognizance of some deities and, like incense. in authentic or symbolic
form, is a standard offering to the gods. If tangible. the mirror is customarily of metal
with a polished reflective surface and an aureole of symbolic flames. Supported by
a pedestal or sometimes suspended. it is one of the characteristic ritual fixtures on
altars and offering tables, actual and representational." In the Buddhist dotnain the
mirror is numbered among the Eight Glorious Offerings, as the symbol of sight is one
of the Offerings of the Five Senses. and may be used to facilitate meditati~n."~
It also

See, e.g.. The [Newark] bl~rserrtn24 (Fall 1972): fig. 30; Jackson and Jackson. Tiheran Thungku
Painring, p. 152. and altars arranged with them in Hsi-[sang i shu (Tibetan an), 2 vols. (Shanghai:
4'

Association of Literary and Art Circles of the Tibetan Autonomous Republic. 199 I), vol. 2, pls. 233.
243. 245.
42

Conceivably the tear was not related to the perforation but represents the remains of a tripartite
Buddhist symbol consisting of a lunar crescent, solar disc. and flame (nyizlu), which surmounts many
sacred things including objects of circular shape. See Jacques Bacot. DPcorarion ribPraine (Paris:
Librairie des Arts Decoratifs, 1924 [?I), pl. VIII, and Wladimir Zwalf, Heritage of Tiber [London:
British Museum, 19811. fig. 45 (Fig. 4 in this article).
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Olson, Curulogue ojrhe Tiheran Collection, vol. 2, pl. XXIII, pp. 4 2 4 3 ; Pal, Arr of Trher. pl. R33;

Lessing, Yung-ho-kung, vol. I, pp. 65-66; L. Austine Waddell, The Buddhism of Tiber or Lamaism
(London: Allen, 1895). p. 445; Fokke Sierksma, Tibet's Terrrhing Deities: Sex andAggression in
Religious Acculrurarion (The Hague and Paris: Mouton. 1966). pls. 2 1,30; Gerd-Wolfgang Essen and
Tsering Tashi Thingo, Die Gorrer des Himalaya buddhisrische Kunsr Tibers, 2 vols. (Munich: PrestelVerlag, 1989), vol. 1, 1-1 13, 183.
Olson. Calalogue of the Tibetan Collecrion, vol. 2, p. 42; Waddell. Buddhism of Tiber, p. 393;
Lessing, Yung-hekung, p. 65; Blanche Christine Olschak and Geshe Thupten Wangyal, The Mysric
Arr ofAncienl Tiber (New York: McGraw-Hill. 1973). p. 45.
44
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symbolizes enlightenment (bodhicitta),a recognition that reality is only a reflection
of mental images and is without substance.45In ritual practice the mirror may serve
as a temporary abode for a deity within whose infinite depths it may reside for a time.
During the consecration or restoration of a sculptured or painted image, ritual bathing
(abhiseka) may be accomplished by lustrating its reflection in a mirror, a technique
especially useful for painted images.46The mirror can also be used to capture the
reflection of otherwise invisible demons, who, seeing their own horrible forms, flee
in terror. It is also employed in divination and exorcism rites, especially those
connected with illness and death.47
In paintings of the Sakya or Bal bris school to which the Gellatly object
belongs. the portentous flaming mirror is omnipresent. It is consistently incorporated
into architectural motifs and is the most common object to surmount the ubiquitous
Thus it may well be that the singularly erect, stiff "lotus stem" in
vegetal pila~ter.~'
the lower portion of the Gellatly paintings doubles as the vegetal pilaster. Just as in
paintings in larger format, the pilaster's flat lotus pod terminal supports an impost or
transitional member (here inscribed) and the circular mirror above. As mentioned
earlier. the sinuous slits surrounding the pruhhamandalas most likely provide the
flame element. The absent vase of abundance. from which the vegetal pilaster often
but not always, arises. may have been supplied by an actual object in a configuration
not unlike the British Museum painted wooden Amitayus plaque with a separate
vessel to hold it (Fig. 4)." Perhaps in this way, supported by the sacred vessel, the
Red Goddess and the Green Goddess presented their immutable gift of incense to the
gods. But if so, why is there no wear on the "handle," and why, if it were to be
concealed in a kulah. was i t so carefully painted and pierced? The answer may lie
with the holes in the upper rim. testimony that the object was suspended. In this way.
gently revolving above the altar, the pierced "flames" would seem to flicker and
periodically each goddess would be viewed in turn. One side of the object is more
soiled. however; if it had been suspended. it seems each side would be equally soiled.

'"ucci,
Tibetan Pain~edScrolls.vol. I . p. 3 12: Lessing, Yung-ho-kvng, 65; Olson, Caralogue of the
T~betanC'ollection. vol. 2, p. 42.
Tucci. T~betanPaintedScrolls, vol. I. pp. 3 12-3 13; Essen and Thingo, Garter des Himalaya, p.
239; Olson. Catalogue. vol. 2, p. 42.

46

Lessing, Yung-ho-kung, p. 66; Ren6 de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons ofTibet: The
Cult and Iconography of the Tibetan Protective Deities (The Hague: Mouton, 1956), pp. 462-464;
Essen and Thingo, Giirrer des Himalaya, p. 239; Waddell, Buddhism ojTibet, p. 493.

47

48

Bkguin, Arr esorkrique, pp. 33-35, no. 9; Pal, Arl of Tibet, nos. P13, P15; Pal, Art ofthe Himalayas,
no. 87; Pal, Tibetan Painrings, pl. 36.

"Zwalf, Heritage ofTibet, p. 86, fig. 45. For similar combinations o f vessel and plaque, see also Pal,
Art ofTibet (1969). no. 1 18; Essen and Thingo, Cotter des Himalaya, vol. I , pp. 1-166.
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This disparity cannot be explained as a latter-day event since while in Gellatly's care
the object was framed to expose both sides.
The form might suggest that the object was designed as a fan. In the hands of
the worshiper, the moving fan theoretically would assist in "wafting clouds of
blended incense" before the gods. But, again, the lower portion of the Gellatly object
is not suitable as a handle and there is no evidence for the attachment of one.
If the circular area represents a mirror. why were the goddesses represented
since normally mirrors serve as vehicles only for temporary residence? Some
precedent exists in Tibeto-Chinese inscribed metal mirrors, one of whose surfaces
bears relief images of Buddhist deities."
Clearly there is much to learn respecting this enigmatic object and its
charming pair of painted "spice goddesses." Further study is dictated, but meanwhile
the conjectures presented here may be useful in stimulating a search for a fuller
understanding of this challenging cultural legacy. Fortunately this small object has
well endured its devious journey through time and across space. As a sometime
sacred and withal beautiful acquisition. it remains no less honored in its present
abode than in some distant monastery in Tibet.
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Joseph Deniker and E. Deshayes. (eds.). Oeuvres d a r t et de haute curiosit6 du Tibet: Bronzespeinrures-sculptures, art el religion houddhiste el tooisteformant l a premi2re parrie de l a collecrion
G. (Paris: lrnprirnkrie de I'art, E. Moreau, 1904). pp. 233-234. nos. 826-828.

Fig. l b Detail

Fig. 2a,b The "Spice Goddesses": a, reverse, the Red Goddess, 15th
century, Tsmg Province (?). Tibet, opaque watercolor and
gilt an silk wer layered paper with cutwork; b, detail. H.
34. I crn. LTS1985.1.584 National Museum of American
Art, Smithsonian Institulion. Gift of John Gellatly,
1929.8.584. Courtesy Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,
Smitbonian btitutim. (W also color plate XDk,b],

Eig. 2b Detail

Fig. 3 Some variations of the pilaster motif in Nepali and Tibetan paintings,
12th-17th centuries,compared with the "lotus stem" of Fig. 1. A, Nepalese
manuscript miniature, ca. 1200, B, Nepalese paubha, 1379; C, Tibetan
thanka, 1450-1500; D, Tibetan thanka, 16th century; E, Tibetan thanka,
ca. 1600, F, Nepalese paubhl, 1679; G, "Lotus stem" from Fig. 1. A, from
Gilles Bkguin, Merveilles & l'enluminure: Miniatures et rouleaux
enluminis du Nipal et du Tibet (Geneva: &itions de Crkmille, 1990),
p. 39; B, from Bbguin, Art botirigue de l'tiirndlaya: La donation Lionel
Fournier (~aris:~ditions
de la &union des musks nationaux, 1990).
p. 34; C from Pratapaditya Pal, Art of the Himalayas (New York: American
Federation of the Arts, 1991), pl. 87; D, E from Pal, Tibetan Paintings
(Basel: Ravi Kumar, 1984), pls. 36.39; F from Pal, Art of Nepal: A
Catalogue of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art Collection (Berkeley
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1985), pl. P25. Drawings
by Karen Sasaki.

Fig. 4 Vessel of Immortality with inscribed plaque depicting Amitiiyus,
the Buddha of Eternal Life, 19th century, painted wood. H. 26.6 cm.
1894.3-10.77 Courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum. -

Part I11
Architecture and Minor Arts

TWO MEDIEVAL NEPALESE BUILDINGS:
AN ARCHITECTURAL AND CULTURAL STUDY+

Among the imposing concourse of Nepalese temples there are two anomalous ones,
the Kasthamanda~aat Kathmandu and the Dattatreya at Bhaktapur. Although both
primarily now serve religious functions and are considered to be temples, both
buildings were originally sattals, a type of dharmahlu, or free public rest house. As
two of the oldest extant buildings in the Kathmandu Valley. the traditional seat of the
capital and the cultural center of Nepal. these two structures deserve special study.
It is to Kasthamandapa and Dattatreya, then, and to the more modest structures to
which they relate, that this paper is devoted.'
The construction of a free public rest house, or dharmukilu. is an institution
common to both India and Nepal. By providing free shelter for others the donor
acquires merit favorably affecting the condition of his inescapable
rebirth. It is a very ancient practice. as we shall explore further along. In Nepal the
custom has existed at least from the early centuries of the Christian era, as historical
records attest, and, in harmony with the general continuum of culture, has persisted

'

Written jointly with Gautamavajra Vajricirya. Reprinted from Arribus Asiae, vol. 36. no. 3 (1974),
pp. 169-2 18 with permission o f the co-author and publisher.

' The research which made this paper possible was financed by a generous grant from The JDR 3rd
Fund. New York. To the Director. Porter A. McCray. and the Trustees o f the Fund the authors take
pleasure in acknowledging their gratitude. Dr. Pratapaditya Pal. Los Angeles County Museum o f Art,
with his usual goodwill has kindly critically reviewed the text. for which the authors are very grateful.
A l l o f the architectural drawings were made by Mr. Wolfgang Korn from field analyses o f existing
structures in the Kathmandu Valley. Mr. Korn worked especially diligently i n assisting the authors'
na
and particularly in preparing
physical survey o f the Dattatreya and the ~ a k s m i - ~ a r a ~ astructures
the drawings o f the Indra-sattal in Khadpu. Certain o f M r . Korn's suggestions respecting the
architecture o f these buildings have been grarefully incorporated in the text. M r . Madan Singh
Tamrakar deserves special thanks as a constant field companion and assistant who made many
contributions to the paper. not only as skilled architectural drahsman, but as a sensitive witness to
Newar culture. Mr. Vajri*a
has ferreted out and translated all o f the complex Sanskrit and Newari
records upon which the historical interpretation o f the study depends. The photographs were taken by
Dr. Slusser who is also responsible for the written text.
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into modern times. Today under rapidly accelerating acculturation to foreign
standards, the custom is waning, few new dharmagiI& are built, and many of the old
ones are decaying away or are being converted to other uses.2
The dharmagila is an ubiquitous feature of the countryside and townscapes
of the Kathmandu Valley. Normally less imposing than the more famous "pagoda"
temples, the free public shelters are equally characteristic of Nepalese architecture
and in fact outnumber the temples. Morphologically, dharmakila and temple are
closely related. each representing functionally differentiated aspects of the
architecture of the Newars.
The Newars, while in fact an ancient ethnic amalgam, generally may be
considered as the indigenous occupants of the Kathmandu Valley and its contiguous
regions. Legendary dynasties apart, the Newars seem to have been first organized into
a viable political entity by the Licchavis (ca. A.D. 300-850), and following their
decline,' again by the Mallas in A.D. 1200. The Malla kingdom endured until 1482
when it began to dissolve into a number of still more petty "kingdoms," or city-states,
Conquered in
the most important of which were Kathmandu, Patan, and Bhaktap~r.~
A.D. 1768169 by the Siha dynasty (perhaps of Rajput descent) from its mountain seat
of Gorkha, west of the Valley. the three ~ewar-stateswere joined with numerous
equally petty hill states to forge the modern nation of Nepal.
Traditionally, the Newars, merchants, craftsmen, and farmers, are by
preference town dwellers. Communally oriented, they crowd together in dense
It will be understood that throughout the paper we are referring only to the practices o f the
Kathmandu Valley together with its nearby areas. The dharmu&las and commercial inns o f the
lowland Tariii and the surrounding mountains. sbucturally. and in part func~ionally,unrelated, are. o f
course. beyond our purview. We use the present tense in describing the dhorma.wlas o f the
Kathmandu Valley because, the declining tradition notwithstanding, they are still a functional
institution. Despite mushrooming hotels and the swarming Datsuns of Kathmandu city. most Nepalese
still frequent the timeworn paths, afoot like their ancestors and like them, too. still bearing their own
burdens. Their orientation is to the traditional cultural patterns in which the dharrna.~las,in their
various ways, play a continuing role.

'

This is the so-called "Thakuri" period. shadowy centuries o f political anarchy which until they are
better known will be best to leave unlabeled, referring to them. as many Nepalese historians now do.
simply as the post-Licchavi period.
The Malla kingdom was not sundered by Yaksa Malla's "baneful division" o f it among his sons, a
common but erroneous interpretation o f Nepalese history (shared. for example, by Luciano Petech.
Medieval HistotyufNepal. Serie Orientale Roma, vol. 10, Materials for the Study o f Nepalese History
and Culture, no. 3 [Rome: lstituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 19581, p. 168). Joint rule
was a common practice even during the Licchavi period and as joint rulers the Malla king's sons
inherited the kingdom intact. Dissolution o f the kingdom only began after the father's death in 1482
and was not a fact until Ratna, the most restless son, appropriated Kathmandu to his personal rule in
1484 (see Dhanavajra Vajriicirya ed.. Irihho-samsbdhonako promana-promeya. Pahilo bhaga [The
proof o f corrected errors o f history, pt. I ] (Pam: Jagadamba prakiiana. V.S. 2019 [1962], main pt.,
pp. 133-1 34 [hereinafter cited as ISPP]).
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communities, their houses closely packed along the narrow streets. Newar hands
fashioned the three Valley cities, the one-time capitals, and the numerous ancient
i
of the Valley moved into the Malla
towns and villages. The new ~ o r k h i lmasters
house literally, adopting, if sometimes grudgingly, the Newar cities and the buildings
within as they found them.' New styles, largely Mughal and at length European
inspiration, were introduced into the ~aditionalarchitectural milieu only toward the
middle of the nineteenth century.
The traditional buildings6+ommon house, palace, temple. monastery, public
shelter, and other types of community structures-the essential matrix of the Newar
settlements, compose a unified architectural style. Provisionally, and for want of a
better term, we shall call it here "Newar style."' All buildings of the Newar style,
whether farmhouse or palace, modest shelter or temple, share the same techniques
of construction, and all use the same primary duo of simple building materials, earth
(brick, tile) and wood. Individual buildings within the style are differentiated
according to functional demand and cost.

The dharmahsi;la, the particular type of Newar style building pertinent to our
discussion, ranges from a simple lean-to of very modest size-shelter at the bare
large, imposing, multi-storey structures that in gross
minimum (Figs. 1,3-5, 7ot-)
appearance are not unlike the related temples (Figs. 2 1,26,36). These shelters go by
many names, Sanskrit, Nepali, and Newari, the distinctions between which will be
~
phalaca, mandapa, madu, sarral, or
discussed further along. But a ~ l - ~ a rphale,
~ r t h v r ~ i r i ~ athe
n a fust
, Saha ruler of the Valley and of Nepal, considered the "three-citied Nepal
a cold stone." deeming no good could come of dwelling where people "drink water from wells," but
died before he could realize his dream of building a new capital high on the Valley rim (Nayaraja
Panta et al., 61
eta ~ ~ h v ~ l u u & ashako
m
upadeh [The counsel of His Majesty ~ r t h vNarayana
i
&a] (Patan: Jagadamti prakkna. V.S. 2025 Pausa [1968]), p. 323). The common immigrants from
the hills eschewed the Newar villages altogether, preferring to perpetuate their own ancestral-type
hamlets composed of individual cottages scattered among their fields. Both kinds of villages. Newar
and Parvatiya, typify the present settlement pattern of the Kathmandu Valley.
From which we exclude the skhara temples, an altogether different architectural tradition of wellestablished Indian origin.

'

A practical label for these traditional buildings still has to be coined. "Pagoda style" is a poor but
well-entrenched term which, with its specific connotation of Asian tiered-roof temples. excludes not
only single-roof temples but all other stylistically related buildings. Admittedly, "Newar style" is little
better, for although it identifies the practitioners of this way of building in Nepal. it obscures its
primitive antecedents. These, by no means established, are almost certainly not of local inspiration.
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of these terms-may be conveniently embraced by the common
Sanskrit term, dharmakila, literally "charitable asylum."
The principal function of all Nepalese dharmakilas is shelter. But they
perform many subsidiary services as well, which all types share in some degree. In
them the wayfarer-pilgrim,
sadhu, and yogi, hillman, farmer, and distant
townsman-may shelter briefly from the hot sun or rain, or pass the night. In the
.g. more substantial shelters of town and city, professional holy men may stay for weeks
on end or even years.
These dharma&Ias have no furnishings, kitchen, or domestic staff such as
one normally associates with an inn. At best, the more substantial ones may be
partially carpeted with straw mats. On these, or more commonly the bare floor, the
traveler spreads his own bedding, often no more than a thin, all-purpose shawl. Food
is cooked nearby or within over a three-stone campfire (Fig. 2), or in the towns,
sometimes procured ready-cooked.
Characteristically, a dhurma&la is built beside a water source-river, pond,
well, or fountain (Figs. 3,4, 10. 12). Frequently, if water is not already provided by
nature at the selected site, the donor earns two-fold merit by constructing a water
source at the same time as the inn. Thus water is always at hand for bathing and
cooking. The surrounding fields are the country dhurmakila's toilet and in the towns
and cities one goes out to the fields or manages as best one can.
The dhurmuS;I& not only serve the transient needs of the itinerant, but also
the social. religious. and economic needs of the nearby resident community." Indeed,
in its community usage, the dharmaiiIu is a concrete expression of the closely-knit,
communally-oriented society so typical of the Newars. Just as the wayfarer does, the
community. too, turns to the dharmakilu for casual resting and for occasional
sleeping accoinmodation for guests or visiting relatives. In the shelter of the
dharmaSdla certain farm and household tasks may be performed in company with
one's neighbors engaged in similar tasks. At peak harvest time i t serves as a shady
place to thresh, and as a temporary barn, silo, and granary. The dharmahla, too, is
the venue of certain social gatherings. the storyteller's seat. and particularly the
r- established site of the bhajana, group vocal and instrumental praise of a favored
deity. The dhurma&ia serves as schoolroom and certain kinds function as a
community council hall where local affairs, usually of socio-religious nature, are
treated. Many types of dhurmashlas also incorporate permanent shrines and thus
perform a dual role, both shelter and temple. Others are closely associated with a
particular temple. In the contemporary milieu the dharmakilus are frequently

(

' There is another type o f traditional Newar community building, the capifa (cap&,

capita, copula)

which duplicates many uses to which the dharrnagik;is put by neighborhoodcommunities. But strictly
speaking this is not a public rest house and therefore outside the domain o f the present discussion. The
name capta and its alternates, however, is often equally applied to various kinds o f dharmahl&. I t
may be derived from the Sanskrit carurparra, carurparrika, a "four-sided building."
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appropriated by squatters for private use as a dwelling or shop, but this usage is not
traditi~nal.~
The simplest, most common type of d h a r m a a , devoted to minimal shelter,
the
of Nepali parlance. phale or phalaca in Newari, is everywhere in the
Kathmandu Valley, in the towns, villages, and countryside (Figs. 1, 3-7). The larger
more developed types, the mandapa and sartal (Figs. 9-1 7,2&23,24,29,30,36-38)
are normally to be found only inside the villages and towns or at pilgrimage sites.
Country shelters stand spaced conveniently along the paths and roads (Figs. 1,4), at
crossroads, at the bridges and fords (Fig. 3), and mark the approaches to all the larger
towns and cities. In the settlements shelters are located beside the city gates (now
largely gone), are scattered throughout the byways (Fig. 5), dot the principal and
lesser squares. and are beside most temples and shrines. Dharma&las are also
erected at almost all isolated temples. shrines. or other holy places throughout the
Kathmandu Valley, and frequently encircle there an open courtyard and the temple
nucleus.

Before examining the two culturally prestigious. largest, and most venerable of
Nepalese dharma9;1&, Kitharnandapa and Dattitreya, it will be pertinent to explore
the dharmakila in general, briefly viewing the architectural types and social
institutions of which these larger buildings are a part.
The Nepalese dharmakila assumes many physical forms. These may be
distinguished and classified only summarily because of shared architectural style and.
for the most part. shared cultural functions. But, broadly speaking, there are three
principal types of public shelter, the pLdi @hale, phalaca), the rnandapa or madu, and
the satral. Further subdivisions, primarily on architectural differences, are also
possible.
The common piit ' I

The simplest and most omnipresent free public shelter is the p ~ t i ' ~
Characteristically, the patl7 is a partially enclosed, roofed platform (the phale)

An exception is the+;-like

porch built into private houses which often serves the owner as a shop.

"One of the Newari names, phale orphalacd (which means platform, the basic element of this or any
dharmasala), is perhaps more appropriate to designate the common Newar style shelter than the
Nepali word, p a t i But pari denotes any inn, charitable or commercial, everywhere in Nepal and is
the most commonly employed term for these simple Valley shelters as well. A Newar speaking his own
tongue would call themphale orphala& speaking Nepali or English, he would certainly employ the
common Nepali name. Thus we have followed the usual practice and designate them by the Nepali
name, purl.
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constructed either as a lean-to against and between other buildings, as a colonnaded
porch built into a building (usually a private house) (Fig. 6 ) , or as a freestanding
r ~
siructure with saddleback (double-pitched) roof (Fig. 7). Frequently the p ~ roof
slopes in four directions, the hipped roof (Figs. 1. 3,4), or, reflecting the common
house roof. attaches a short pented collar to the gable ends as a quasi-hipped roof
(Fig. 5).
Typically the plan of the common
is rectangular, but occasionally it is
square. L-shaped, or even hexagonal." Construction materials are the familiar Newar
building elements, primarily brick, tile. and wood plus a limited supplement of clay
and stone. The standard platform size is approximately six by twelve feet, the floor
of which is raised two or three feet above the ground. The platform is nonnally made
of brick, or brick-faced earth fill, spaced at intervals with short stone piers, and
floored with planking. Flooring is often of brick, less commonly of stone, and at
times of beaten earth. Earthen floors are less common than they seem to be, for often
the original floor planks have decayed and have not been replaced.
has only one solid wall, the rear one, of brick
The majority of con~monprrll~~
which is homemade but kiln-fired. At times one or both ends of the p i t l a r e also
bricked. The front, and-when unbricked--the ends, are colonnaded with widely
spaced wooden posts, each set above the corresponding stone pier in the platform
below.
Both in form and structure thepal~roof,whether saddlebacked or hipped, is
the same as the roofs of all Newar style buildings. It consists of a wooden framework
of beams. rafters. trusses, and posts. held together by wooden pegs. The framework
is in turn covered with wooden lathes which support a thick layer of waterproofing
clay into which are pressed small. interlocking tiles. The ridge line, hips, and similar
joints are protected with larger tiles, overlapping and frequently arranged like a
slightly collapsed loaf of sliced bread (Fig. 8). Corner finishing tiles (kumpa) are
usually aviform (considered "birds of heaven") and give to the otherwise straight roof
profile the characteristic unswept "pagoda" look.
The Newar-style roof with its burden of wood. clay, and tile is very heavy. On
the pari, essentially as on other buildings, too, the roof is supported in one of two
ways. It may rest directly on the solid walls and bracketed wooden columns (Figs. 1,
3, 5), or on an intermediate, false half-storey of brick (Fig. 4). The latter method,
esthetically more pleasing, elevates the roof and provides space for a cornice to
which may be attached wooden braces, or runalas, which assist in supporting the

' I A decayingpiri o f hexagonal shape, perhaps unique, stands opposite the main ~hrmasena
temple
of Kathmandu.
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wide overhang of the heavy roof. Although uncommon in the pati, this half-storey
can be floored to provide attic-like storage space.
i is usually
The carved decoration of the wooden elements of the common p
summary. but there are exceptions. 'The solid rear wall is commonly provided with
one or more niches into which are set small stone relief images of gods and a stone
dedicatory plaque. often dated and commemorating the donor of the

The ma~idapaor mudu

Closely related to the common pati in function, and sharing with it many basic
elements of construction. is another type of dhormak7la, a columned pavilion. It is
known in Nepali by the Sanskrit name, m d a p a , a derivation of which, mudu, serves
the Newari speakers (Figs. 9-12).
Like the commonpdti~the mandopa is essentially a roofed platform, but it
is always completely unwalled and in ground plan uniformly square or very slightly
oblong. The small. or common mandnpu, invariably has sixteen wooden columns.
four on each side and four grouped in a square configurat~onIn the center (Fig. 1 1 )
These sixteen columns are such a universal feature of the munrlupa that they have
earned it the colloquial name. sorah khurra [or khurrc]. "the sixteen legged."
The rnavadapa is most cornn~onlya one-storey structure. But frequently. too.
other mandapas, stacked in diminishing scale, expand the structure to two or three
storeys. These multi-storey structures of mandapa plan, however, normally employ
on each storey many more columns than the basic sixteen and are usually designated
satrals. This expanded form will be discussed further along.
The roof of the mandapa conforms structurally to that of the common puti
but, as demanded by the ground plan, is always hipped. Unlike so many pari.v. the
mandapa roof is never supported directly on the walls and bracketed columns but by
means of the intermediate half-storey and tunalas (Figs. 9-12). This half-storey is
often floored and frequently has a square, brick-wall core which rests directly on the
four center posts (Fig. 18). These center posts are often more sturdy than the
peripheral twelve, and when the brick core is absent, are also taller. Then they reach
up to the main, or tie, beam of the roof framework and function as queen posts (Fig.
1 1). The marulapa colunms, roof brackets. and other wooden elements are frequently
elaborately carved.
The mandapa shares all the functions of the common pdti and performs
additional services as council hall and bourse. In the mandapa community and
neighborhood affairs are discussed and it is the approved place for much decisionmaking concerning the celebration of local festivals. Formerly, too, the mundapa
seems to have functioned as a public weighing station and center for market price
exchange. There were also mandapas reserved to royalty which served particularly
as council halls and at times as coronation sites.
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Some of these architecturally modest mandapas were once buildings of
considerable cultural importance. The small m d p a at Paknajol stood at one of the
northeastern gates of old walled Kathmandu. There it played a well-defined role as
ritual reception hall for gods, kings, and other mortal dignitaries. Even now, in
attenuated manner, it continues to perform certain ritual functions.
More famous is the Jewel Pavilion, Manimandapa, of Patan (Fig. 9). It is the
northern one of a pair (Fig. 12) which flank the stairs leading into the ancient
fountain. Manidhara,12 in the Patan Darbar Square. Adjacent to the Malla royal
palace. Manimandapa served as the council hall and occasional coronation place of
kings." Its southern twin was the town weighing station. Manimandapa was also, as
it remains today, the convocation site for priests and astrologers to decide the
auspicious moment for initiating the annual festival of the Valley's beloved patron,
Red Matsyendranatha.
The foundation date of these twin mandapas is unknown. Manimandapa, at
least, predates A.D. 1701 when "the conference room of kings had become old and
. . . King Yoganarendra had it renovated.""

The satral
One can scarcely establish a convincing distinction between the sattal (Skt. sartra,
"alms
and the common pitland mundapa. It shares with them both function
- house")
-.
and. essentially, form. and often in common practice, at least, their names. There is
a difference. however, which primarily lies in degree of function. For the sattal,
albeit a free public shelter, caters to a more permanent occupation-ften
of God as
well as man-than do the common *Land maradapa. The sartal belongs essentially
to the wanderer; the preferred domicile for fixed religious communities is the

" Legendarily considered to be the oldest fountain in Patan. its Licchavi date, at least, is suggested by
the discovery o f an inscription within, normally under water. dated Samvat 492 [A.D. 5701. Although
there is no specific mention o f the fountain in the inscription (contrary to the published English
summary) it is probable that the trust o f lands which the inscription records did concern the foundation
or one o f its carved stone spouts (Hemaraja Sakya. Ahhilekha-prakah [Discovered inscriptions]
[Patan: Karuna prakkana. 19691 inscr. 3. pp. 5-6).
" ~ah~ndrasimha
(=Bhaskara) Malla, ruler o f Kathmandu. and o f Patan for a time, received the Patan
crown in Manimandapa in A.D. 1722 (D. R. Regrni. Medieval Nepal, 4 pts. [Calcutta: Firma K. L .
Mukhopadhyay. 1965-1966; Patna: self-published, 19661, pt. 3. app. 4. p. 128).
" ~ a m a j l~ e v a r ret al., eds.. "Manigalabajara Manimandapako abhilekha [The Manirnandapa
inscription o f Mangal Bazaar]." Abhilekha-sangraha pt. 6 (Kathmandu. V.S. 2019 Sravana [June
19621). pp. 2 1-22.
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monastery, the vihara for the Buddhist monks and the marha for their Hindu
counterparts."
More and better space then eitherpdtror mandapa offers is achieved in the
sattal by expanding the number of storeys, two, three, or rarely, four, and by creating
protected quarters. For mortals, these quarters are usually in the upper storeys,
reached from the interior by means of steep, wooden stairways with trapdoor
closures,just as one finds in the Newar farmhouse. In the smaller sartals, the stairway
is masonry, and outside at one end of the building. Rather than for privacy. the
enclosed quarters are devised for protection from the elements. Even this protection
is minimal, depending as it does on pierced wooden lattices or a sparing supplement
of brick walling, usually partial. In essence, too, the sattal, like the more modest
dharmasalas, provides no other amenities than the basic one of shelter. But this
suffices the wandering ascetic, who often establishes himself in a saftal for an
indefinite stay which may prolong to years.'6
The second aspect which distinguishes the sarral from other kinds of
dharmasalas, is its customary incorporation of a shrine, making it both rest house
and temple. These sorral shrines are usually located on the ground floor where they
are readily accessible to the worshiper. They may be quite open, the sacred precinct
merely railed or demarcated with a square cloth canopy. At times the shrine is semienclosed with lattices, but most commonly it constitutes a brick-walled room which
may usurp a substantial part of the ground floor. Less frequently, subsidiary shrines
or images are installed in the upper storeys, too.
Like the mandapa, the sarral is an institution of towns and villages where it
is a characteristic feature of the open squares. It also may be located at a place of
pilgrimage where. as in the town, too, it is always closely associated with a particular
temple. The satral serves the established community, whole village or neighborhood.
in all the ways of a common dharma6la. But also it is at once temple, and marubpalike, council hall, bourse, and, if of royalty, occasional coronation place.
The more ambitious sarrals, rather than individual donations (unless of a
king), are built by communal associations, the guthi, and are maintained by trust
finds established for this purpose.

I s Ln actual practice the Nepalese matha is difficult to distinguish institutionally from the sattal. But
architecturally it is quite distinct and corresponds more closely to the Buddhist vihara. A number of
the matha buildings still stand in the Kathmandu Valley (thirteen in Bhaktapur, six in Patan, and one
or two in Kathmandu), but only a few still function as monasteries. The rest. like the decaying vih&as.
too, are falling into ruin or still shabbily house descendant families of former inmates. An exception
is the principal Bhaktapur marha, the Monastery of the Priests (Pujari-matha) (Fig. 4 1 ), now totally
restored by His Majesty's Government in cooperation with the Federal Republic of Germany.
16

Now a rather uncommon practice, but it can still happen. An Indian ascetic, installed in a

dhcrrmakib beside a famous Nepalese temple, once affirmed that he had resided there three years and

expected to stay another nine. This was to witness the brief, twelve-year cyclical welling forth of a
magic lake, now covered by the temple.
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Three architectural types of satfals may be distinguished, even though
functionally they are one. These are:
1) a small, rectangular building corresponding to the comrnonpd except for
its additional second storey, usually latticed, frequently richer decoration, and
occasional inclusion of one or more enclosed shrines (Figs. 13-16),
2) a medium to large, two or three-storey structure, each floor basically a
columned tnatdapa in diminishing size and one or more of which is screened; it may
be well decorated and usually incorporates a shrine (Figs. 17,26, 36),
3) a medium to large, two-and-a-half-storey structure of rectangular plan, the
ground floor devoted to one or more brick-walled shrines surrounded by a columned
porch, the intermediate half-storey walled, and the top storey an open, or partially
open, pavilion (Figs. 2 1-24).
The sartal is particularly basic to our investigation of Kasthamandapa and
Dattatreya. Especially to place them in perspective, therefore, it will be pertinent to
examine some specific examples of lesser suttals with reference to their architectural
peculiarities and to their cultural role.
The simplest,pclr~'-likesat~alis well illustrated by the Sundhari-sattal, a short
distance east of the main square of Patan (Figs. 13-15). Known also as the Krsna
temple. after one of the deities enshrined there. the sattul was built in A.D. 1700. The
donors were relatives of Yoganarendra Malla, ruler of the Patan kingdom from 1684
to 1705, who graced the consecration ceremonies for the new building."
Characteristically. the new sa,/al was established beside a water source. in this
instance the famous Fountain of the Golden Spout, the Sundhara. This, the sutral's
donors. as a further act of piety, renovated in the following year."
Despite being a royal donation, the sattal is of a modest size, a little less then
twenty-four feet long and ten feet wide. In basic ground plan (Fig. 15) conforming
i the Sundhitri-sattal is distinguished by the addition of a second
to the common p
storey, the presence of large enclosed shrines on each storey, and by the richness of
its decoration (Fig. 14).

" AS recorded in a stone inscription fixed inside the ground floor shrine and recently publisl~ed
by
Hemaraj Sakya and T. R. Vaidya, Medieval Nepal: Colophons and Inscriptions (Kathmandu: T . R.
Vaidya. 1970)- inscr. 53. pp. 189-192.

"As recorded ~nan in siru inscription published by Regmi, Medieval Nepal, pt. 4 . inscr. 109, p. 237.
The founlain (but not the golden spout) niay have originally supplied Matingrama. a Licchavi
setilement which with many others at length became Patan. The fountain's antiquity is suggested by
the numerous architectural and decorative fragments o f Licchavi date in and around it and by a
Licchavi stone inscription which still stands beside it (Raniero Gnoli, Nepolese Inscriptions in Gupta
Churacters. Serie Orientale Roma, vol. 10, Materials for the Study o f Nepalese History and Culture,
no. 2, 2 pts. (Rome: lstituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1956), pt. I, inscr. 38, p. 53
(hereafter cited as Gnoli). In Patan the Sundhara is the only one where water is obtained at ground
level. Characteristically, this is explained by a wondrous legend, still heard in the bazaar and recorded
in part by Daniel Wright. History ofNepal. 3rd ed. (Calcutta: Ranjan Gupta. 1966), p. 168.
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Originally the upper floor, here reached by an outside stairway, could be
screened at will by lowering intricately carved, wooden swing lattices, a feature in
perfect correspondence with the upper storey windows of a Newar house. But now
only fragments of the much decayed lattices of the saffal remain.
A rather unusual feature of the upper storey is the presence of an agamu, or
secret shrine, a masonry-walled room in front of which is the screened sleeping area.
The ground floor shrine, immediately below the agama, just as it would be in a
Nepalese vihara, must have been originally consecrated to Visnu, and two of his
consorts. Krsna's exploits as the divine cowherd, recounted in Book Ten of the
Bhagavafa-purana, are intricately carved on a long narrow frieze which surrounds
the top storey balcony. This, together with other carvings and decorations lavished
on the satfal-including atlantes-carved stone piers of the platform-makes this
otherwise simple structure an appealing representative of Newar-style architecture.
With its delicate charm the saffal certainly was an important ornament of the once
temple-filled neighborhood square. now ravished by time and neglect.
At present, the principal function of the sutful is that of a temple. Its only
social function is to serve as the nightly venue of a group of local residents who
gather to perform the hhajana, or worship in praise of Krsna.
Another of these small, pafF-like saffals-and they are common-may be
seen in the square of Ikhalakhu in western Patan (Fig. 6). A third smaller and more
simple than the Sundhara-sattal, Ikhalakhu-sattal is of L-shaped plan, modestly but
well decorated, and has no large shrine. Residual construction elements attest that the
upper storey was formerly latticed, but no trace of these remain and the upper storey
is now quite open.
The foundation of the Ikhalakhu-sattal predates A.D. 1663 but it owes its
present form to a restoration effected in A.D. 1741. I 9 This was at the instance of a
Patan citizen in memory of his deceased son. At the same time an image of Narayana
(now missing) was affixed to the wall and a trust fund established for an annual
ceremony of feeding and worshiping cows at the saffal
Ikhalakhu-sattal particularly illustrates the problem of classification and
nomenclature of the Nepalese dharmasiila For although typologically a sorial, it is
referred to in the inscription as a sattalphale, hence both satfa1 and pat,: and its
common name is Juga-phalaca. Culturally the modem name is not altogether
inappropriate- inasmuch as the saffal has no further function beyond that of the
common pati.
An excellent illustration of a medium-sized sattal of mandapa plan is
provided by a ruined one in the village of Khsdpu (Figs. 17-20). Known also as
Srikhanda~ura,or Sandalwood City, an alternate Sanskrit name, the village is some

l9 The fust date is provided by an unpublislled rhykaphu, or daily journal, which records: "the fall of
a thunderbolt on Ekhalarnkhu-satara.In the evening of 783 Jyestha h a budhavia Edkhilarnkhupura
was struck by lightning [and two men] were killed." The restoration date is given in an unpublished
inscription affixed to the building.
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two miles south of B a n e g a well-known old Newar town just east of the Kathmandu
Valley proper.
The very fact that the Khi5dpu sarral is now an almost useless ruin in
imminent danger of total collapse, makes it an interesting structure to study. For, laid
open like a model of sartal architecture in particular and Newar building style in
general. the unfortunate surral's ruinous condition provides us with a visual section
which otherwise must depend on the architect's pen. In its decay, as a study of
Figures 17 and 19 makes clear, the sarral illustrates from foundation platform to
pinnacle the many characteristic techniques of the Newar style of building not easily
perceived in complete buildings.
The Khiidpu sarral, despite its two storeys, is only slightly more than thirteen
feet square and is simply a "sorah khurla, " a sixteen-column mandapa, over which
is constructed a second, smaller, maradapa-like storey. The twelve peripheral columns
of the ground floor are more delicate than the center group of four on which rests
much of the weight of the superstructure (Fig. 20). In this instance the burden does
not rest directly on the bracketed pillars but on a transitional brick-wall core such as
we have previously described (Fig. 18). Upon the core, and directly over the four
sturdy ground floor pillars, rise the corresponding four pillars of the murnfapa above.
The small scale of the upper mandapa-in
the Khiidpu sarral a mere
pavilion-precludes repeating the twelve peripheral columns of the lower storey.
They are replaced instead with twelve slanting. bracket-like members which act as
partial supports for the roof.
The history of the Khiidpu sarrul is now forgotten by the villagers and no
inscriptions record it. But judging by its use of carved columns of the type found in
Kasthamandapa (Figs. 18.28) and a number of the most ancient viharas, one must
assume an early date. one which certainly well predates the seventeenth century.
Locally know as the Indra-sattal for its intimate association with that deity,
the Khiidpu .sarral seems less to have been a permanent inn than a temple and
co~nmunitycouncil hall. It once incorporated a permanent but apparently modest
shrine to Indra, and at the sarral were decided all the details concerning that deity's
lengthy annual celebration. Formerly, too, in keeping with the Valley-wide custom
of displaying images of Indra in raised open pavilions for the duration of his long
festival, an image of Indra was exposed in the upper pavilion of the surrul. This
custom suggests that unlike the upper storeys of most so/fals that of Khiidpu was
never enclosed by screens. Its diminutive size, too. almost certainly precludes its use
as a dormitory.
Ruined and shrineless the Khadpu sarral still serves the villagers while it
stands. Even now the open square beside it is the center of the harvest festivities of
Indra, the raingiver, and, until the fruits of his largesse can be taken to each
individual home. i t is stored within his former shrine (Fig. 17).
A small .sarral, known as Thasamadu. similar to that at KhBdpu, may also be
seen in Katlunandu at Thaymadu-tol, or as it is known to Nepalis, Bangemudha-tol.
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Of two storeys and rectangular in plan, Thasarnadu no longer functions as a sarral but
has been completely renovated by squatters into a dwelling above and a shop below.
The sortal was formerly of considerable cultural significance and was particularly
associated with the small Narayapa temple across the street. an ancient shrine
recently rebuilt as new. Thasamadu once pertained to the sect of ~ a n p h a t t ayogis,20
described further along, who recently unsuccessfully tried to reclaim it from the
squatters. The building may well date from at least the fifteenth century although our
earliest documented date, a passing reference in a journal (~h~asaphu)
is A.D. 1679
(N.S. 799 Bhadra)."
The third and last discernible architectural type of sarral may be illustrated
by a near derelict structure known as the Laksmi-Narayana temple (Fig. 21 ). The
building stands-and may do so only for a few more years-in
the heart of
Kathmandu, in Maru-(madu-)tol, in the shadow of Kasthamandapa. No longer even
identified as a sarral, the structure is known as the Laksm~N&iyana temple because
of a small three-quarter temple posteriorly attached to the northern, rear wall of the
sarral. The temple. together with advanced decay and disastrous renovations to suit
those who dwell in the top floor and those who do business in the ground floor. has
altered the original building almost beyond recognition. Nonetheless, examined
against the background of dharmashla architecture, the building leaves no doubt as
to its original function.
The primitive structure will be best understood from a study of Figure 22. our
sketch reconstruction of the original. together with the elevation (viewed from the
principal and southern faqade), and the plans and section which include the exotic
temple structure (Figs. 23, 24).
The sarral is a rectangular. two-storey structure, or two and a half if we
include the transitional half-storey. The entire ground floor is devoted to three large
shrines enclosed by brick walls and surrounded by a colonnaded porch. at once
ambulatory (pradaksinaparha) and c o m m o n p ~ r lThe solid masonry walls of the
large central shrine, rather than columns, support the superstructure and are continued
upward as the walls of the half storey. As previously noted, the function of the half
storey is esthetic, a way of arranging graceful elevation for the roof. or as here. for
the entire superstructure.
The columns of the upper pavilion rest directly over the core walls and
together with peripheral columns and slanting brackets support the heavy, hipped
roof.22Examination of the top storey reveals that, with the exception of narrow

'O

Panta et al., & Ipinca Prlhvinir6ano Ghako upadek. p. 1063.

"

Regmi, Medieval Nepal, pt. 3, p. 6, fol. 14

" Exceptionally, despite the satral's several shrines, the roof lacks the characteristic finial which, goddenoting, marks almost all religious structures. Indeed, their rare absence-the shrine of Asoka
Ganeia, Kathmandu, or the temple o f ~ajravirahi.Capagaii, for examples-is sufficiently unusual
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masonry piers at the comers, it was almost certainly an unwalled, colonnaded
pavilion, surrounded by a columned balcony, open or, more probably, fitted &th
protective lattices to provide the expected sheltered sarfal dormitory. All of the
intercolumnar space of the pavilion has been crudely filled in by the present tenants,
but here and there the old columns remain.
We have been unable to reconstruct the history of this important building. To
judge by the superb carving of the columns and shrine doors of the ground floor, the
buildings must long antedate the seventeenth century. But the earliest date associated
with the building corresponds to A.D. 1780 (N.S. 900 Magha), inscribed on the
tympanum over one of the shrine doors.
The history of the religious use to which the primitive saftal was put is
equally obscure. The principal ground floor shrine is empty of images and the worn
and dusty carvings over the door-perhaps a yoginiand the trinity Buddha, Dharrna,
and Sangha personified-are effectively silent. Avalokitesvara is worshiped in the
eastern shrine and an image of ~ a i i j j u ~ ris: worshiped before the closed door of the
western one. With the exception of the image of Mahakala standing in the ground
floor ambulatory, all of the remaining iconography of the building is Vaisnava. It
includes roof brackets carved as Visnu avararas, balcony reliefs of Krsna fluting,
and, or course, the Vaisnava-decorated Laksmr-Niiriyana temple. Speculatively, it
seems possible that the original sarral, in its temple role, was devoted to Buddha, but
with later addition of the Laksmi-Narayana temple was renovated to depict the
corresponding Vainsava themes. Certainly the Vaisnava roof brackets and pavilion
reliefs do not seem to belong to the same time as the delicately carved columns of the
ground floor.
The building now, of course, has no function as a surml. As we have said, the
upper pavilion has been completely renovated as a dwelling place and the ground
floor ambulatory parcelled out among a number of petty merchants each of whom has
made his own crude modifications. The defunct shrines serve the merchants for
a
although still in worship,
storage purposes and even the ~ a k s m i - ~ a r a y a ntemple,
is not spared that indignity.
Two almost identical safrals, the Inn of the Lions, or Simha-sattal, and
~ a v t n d r a ~ u r also
a
stand in Madu-tol, which thus possesses along with
M a r n a n d a p a four large safrals in a single crowded square. The Simha-(or to use
-)
like the nearby ~aksmi-Nirayana,
has been altered
its ancient name, S I I ~ Bsafral,
almost beyond recognition. It has the distinction, however, of retaining its upper
pavilion in its original use as a sarrul. There under the watchful eye of Krsna seated
within a large latticed shrine, mendicant ascetics sleep wrapped in their thin shawls
even now. Afternoons find the shopkeepers chatting and resting within, while the
evenings are devoted to the hhajanu of Krsna.

to invariably occasion a wondrous tale o f explanation.
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The very large, four-storeyed, triple-roofed Kavindrapura, a seventeenthcentury royal donati~n?~
is empty and derelict. Its open porch serves as a fruit stall,
beside which in one comer is a small shrine at which is worshiped from time to time
the damaged image of "N&adyo," Siva Nataraja.

Kisthamandapa, the Wooden Pavilion, is a three-storey sarral of mandapa plan, the
largest dharmakila in the Kathmandu Valley, or indeed of any type of
'~
building-palace unit or temple-in traditional Newar style (Figs. 2 ~ 3 2 ) . In
breadth just short of sixty-six feet and almost the same in height. Gthamandapa, or
Madu-sattal, its alternate Newari name, is nonetheless only the simple sorah khurra
writ large. Like the morphologically related common wayside pati or the village
mandapa, Kasthamandapa is erected on a raised brick platform, here of necessity
more massive and therefore stepped (Fig. 29). Four short flights of stairs. one on each
side, give ready access to the vast, tiled ground floor.2sThe ground floor is essentially
a columned mandapa, modified within by the addition of brick corner piers and
partial brick partitions-special
features demanded by the massive
superstructure-and without, by the addition of a porch with an elevated pavilion in
each comer. The porch and its pavilions are exotic to the basic mandapa, which they
surround, but considerably increase the ground floor space. Each of the pavilions
functions as a small pari'and in one of them the nightly bhajana takes place.
The interior section of the ground floor, the true m d a p a , corresponds to the
little Kh5dpu ruin, with four large central columns surrounded by smaller peripheral
ones, all bracketed (Fig. 31). At Kasthamandapa, however. rather than the expected
twelve peripheral columns there are thirty-two. This is occasioned by pairing the
columns for extra strength and by repeating the corner columns (displaced by the

By Pratipa Malla, ruler o f Kathmandu A.D. 1641-1674. The dedicatory inscription is published in

Samskrta-sandesh vol. I, no. 4 (Kathmandu, V.S. 2010 Sravana [July 1953]), pp. 1-6. See also
Wright, History ofNepal, p. 145 for the chronicle's account o f the foundation.
21

Its closest competitors are the temple o f Cangu NGyana and lndresvara Mahadeva (~anautj

village), respectively thirty-two and thirty square feet. Vasantapura, or the Nautale, the nine-storey
pleasure pavilion o f the Hanuman Dhoka palace, built in Newar style at the command o f the first
Gorkhili king in A.D. 1770, is much taller than Kasthmandapa but less than thirty feet at its widest
(cf. Fig. 25).
15

This is now blocked with a picket fence as a conservationmeasure o f the Depamnent of Archeology,
His Majesty's Government. which carried out a major restoration o f the building in 1966
(Rameiajanga
"Wamandapa, Ancient Nepal no. 3 (Kathmandu, April 1968). pp. 33-39, in
Nepali; pp. 41-43. English abstract). The small tiles o f the floor date from this time, too, replacing
older ones approximately a foot square.
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intruding piers) as engaged columns at each side of the piers. The four central pillars,
each twenty feet tall and fifteen inches square, are provided with massive capitals
(Fig. 27). Heavy beams rest on these pillars which, assisted by the surrounding
columns and masonry piers. bear the burden of the two-storey structure. The roof
over the added porch and pavilions depends in part on the mandapa columns and
beams for its support, but also particularly on two series of smaller, additional
columns devoted to this purpose.
The second storey of W a m a n d a p a , reached by a steep open stairway with
trapdoor closings, like the Khiidpu ruin repeats the ground floor mandapa in
diminishing scale.26Its four centrally grouped columns, now shorter and reduced to
ten inches square, rest directly above the massive four of the ground floor (Fig. 3 1).
These are in turn surrounded by the expected peripheral columns, in a pattern again
repeating that of the ground floor. Like the lower floor, too, the second storey
niundupu 1s surrounded by a narrow balcony, protected by a wide roof overhang
supported in part with a special set of columns. (Fig. 28).
The third and top floor is reached by ladder through a trapdoor and repeats
u . four central columns are further reduced by a third (now five
anew the t n u d u ~ ~The
inches square) but are no larger than the surrounding columns. The latter-now
minus the stone piers, supertluous at this level-are evenly spaced, with six columns,
rather than the expected four, on each side. Like the large mandapas below, the
uppermost mundupu, too, is encircled with a balcony. Almost a duplicate of the
vestigial upper pavilion at Khiidpu, the topmost floor of Kisharnandapa is also open.
Residual elements (grooves and catches on the slanting struts of the balcony) attest
that the pavilion was originally fully lattice-screened as we have reconstructed in
Figure 32.
The roof of Kasthamandapa is made by the same techniques and materials
used for any Newar style building. The four central posts of the topmost pavilion
serve as its queen posts, just as they often do in the roof of the village mandapa. Of
the hipped variety, the roof is tiled and finished with a gilt finial. The hips and joints
of all the roofs have surrendered their former "breadslice" tiles in favor of cement,
an anomaly dating from the recent restoration of the building.
Kasthamandapa is very modestly decorated. The four massive ground floor
pillars are uncarved, their severity relieved only by the lion-head and foliate capitals
almost indistinguishable in the shadowy heights above. All the smaller columns and
brackets are simply carved and correspond stylistically to those found in many of the
oldest Newar style buildings (Fig. 28). An exception to the general plainness of the
decoration is the wooden balustrade of each of the four ground floor pavilions. These
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The upper floors are now closed to the public but our entry was authorized by Mr. Ramesh Jang
Thapa, Director o f the Department o f Archeology, His Majesty's Government, to whom we take
pleasure in acknowledging our gratitude. Without Mr. Thapa's courteous cooperation our study o f the
upper floors would not have been possible.
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balustrades (now much restored) alternate groups of turned rails and relief panels of
divinities beneath which is a delightful miniature frieze fringed with wooden
pendants.
As is characteristic of most sattrrls, Kasthamandapa, too, has a religious
affiliation and contains a principal shrine and several minor ones. The main shrine
occupies the center of the ground floor mandapa, guarded at each corner by the four
great sustaining pillars. A simple, cloth-canopied, railed enclosure demarcates the
shrine. Exposed on a dais within is the image of Goraksanatha. the chief cult object
of the sattal, to which we shall return further along (Fig. 33). Images of GaneSa, each
a different aspect, are set into niches in the ground floor corner piers. Shrines of
many other deities, Buddhist and Hindu, were dismantled during the 1966 restoration
of the suttal." The motifs of the pavilion friezes. too, in keeping with the former
eclectic assembly of deities within. are Buddhist and Hindu, the linga beside the
stupa.
More sparsely decorated even than the modest little Sundhara sattal, and in
tmth a rather squat and ungainly building. Kasthamandapa, nonetheless, commands
a preeminent place in the history ofNepalese culture. In the architectural realm alone. 1
it qualifies as the most outstanding Newar style building. both in size and antiquity. )
And beyond this claim, the old .sartal is significant for its intimate association with
the broader aspects of Nepalese culture, playing a well-defined role in religion. social
practices, and folk belief. Its history is entwined with that of the development of the
capital city, its namesake and in whose heart it stands. Witness to and participant in
some eight centuries of Nepalese cultural development. Kasthaniandapa presides.
even now, over the rapid westernization of the capital around it. .!;
We cannot establish an exact date for the foundation ofl(asthama11dapa. But
circumstantial evidence almost certainly points to a time anterior to. or in. the early
twelfth century A.D. These dates fall in the post-Licchavi ('.~hakurT") period o f ,
Nepalese history. a meagerly documented "Dark Ages" between the decline of the
Licchavi state and the emergence of the Malla one. It is characterized by political
anarchy in which the Kathmandu Valley was fragmented into innumerable states or
"kingdoms" even more petty than the city-states of the late Malla period. Their
capitals correspond to a number of the old Valley towns.
Kathmandu did not then exist even as the singularly small city-in extent
)
(Fig.
scarcely a square mile-it was to become as a Malla (and early ~ a h a capital
34). The post-Licchavilearly Malla Kathmandu consisted of three separately named
and separately governed states, the "three cities" (svamde@. Two of these lay in the
northern half, one in the southern, of the subsequently unified city.*' The boundary

'' Thapa, "Kasthamandapa," pp, 3 3 . 4 1.
I8

The history of the city's growth from several Licchavi hamlets established at the favorable site at
the junction of the two rivers is a complex historical problem which must be set aside for discussion

elsewhere.
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between the northern and southern states lay just south of the present city's central
Dhoka and its southern extension, Madu-to], named after the sartal
square, Han*
within.
In conformance with a general phenomenon of the post-Licchavi period, in
which-at least for literary purposes-many Valley towns were given alternate
Sanskrit names, the settlement surrounding Madu-to1 also acquired one. This was
Kasthamandapa, the City of the Wooden Pavilion, as we find it first used in a
! ' ~ can be little doubt that the "wooden pavilion"
manuscript dated ~ . ~ . ' l i b - 3There
is the wondrous, outsizedsarral which by then had already become a landmark in the
area. The sattal not only dominated the central town square but stood just beside the
highway from India to Tibet, an ancient Licchavi artery. There, as a monumental
edifice it began to symbolize, and at length became synonymous with, the city itself.I0
The new city name. Kisthamandapa, appears in the twelfth century,jl the thirteenth,I2
and with increasing frequency thereafter.]' Subsequently the name embraced the two
contiguous cities, ultimately united to the central one as the Malla capital.
Kisthaniandapa as a city name remained current into the seventeenth century,
alternating then with a newly coined name, Kantipura. In the eighteenth century, on
the G o r W i tongue, KAhamandapa became Kithmadaii, the Kathmandu of today's
accepted usage.
While we may almost certainly accept A.D. 1143, the first documented use
of the name Kishamandapa, as the terminus a quo for the foundation of the s a ~ r a l , ' ~
"N.S. 263 ~ s v i n aISPP..
,
main pt., p. 110.
10

This may have been a relatively rapid process. The installation of a large image of Hanuman at the
Kathmandu Malla palace gate in A.D. 1673 quickly led to both gate and palace being dubbed
" H a n k i n Dhoki," the Hanuman Gate. The popular name eclipsed the previous name of the palace
which we have yet to recover with certainty.
I'

Sakya and Vaidya, Medieval Nepal. colophon 8, pp. 15-16.

'2

ISPP. main pt., pp. 1 10-1 1 1.

'I Ek&ui-&na ~ c i r y a"K&m&O."
,
Pragati vol. I, no. 2 (Patan, V.S. 20 I0 [I 953]), pp. 26-27; y o g i
Naraharinatha. "KAhamandapa," Samshrta-sonde& vol. 1 . no. 6 (V.S. 2010 [September 19531). pp.
4-10; ISSP, main pt., pp. 110-1 15; Thapa. "Kasthamandapa." pp. 37-38.
14 Evidence for a still earlier date may be at hand. Our KAhamandapa research revealed a manuscript
copy of the Astasahasrika-PrajAaparamita in possession of a guthi, or trust association, which is
closely associated with the sattal and within whose precincts the association performs an annual
ceremony. ~ G h f m e m b e r claim
s
that the manuscript contains the history of the sartal, its foundation
and subsequent renovations. Unfortunately, as a jealously guarded sacred relic, the manuscript beyond
a brief perusal has not yet been made available for study, and it has not been possible to veriFy the
gulhiars' assertions. That it is an early manuscript there is no doubt, for the colophon records that it
was completed in N.S. 210 Phalguna (A.D. 1090) in the reigh of King Harsadeva (ruled ca.
1085-1 099).
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our first firm date appears two centuries later. This is A.D. 1333 (N.S. 454 Marga)
as recorded in a copperplate inscription (famrapafra) affixed to the saffal itself."
Curiously, despite the overwhelming evidence for the antiquity of the building, the
compilers of the nineteenth century chronicles, the Nepalese vam&val~s,credited it
to the reign of ~ a k s m Narasimha
i
Malla, ruler of Kathmandu from A.D. 162 1 to
1641.I6 Some fixed the date precisely at A.D. 1595, pleasingly exact to be sure, but
anterior to ~ a k s mNarasimha's
i
reign." Beguiled by the chroniclers' dating, many
scholars have followed suit." Nepalese scholars rectified the matter twenty years ago
by publishing documentary evidence which traced the building to the fourteenth
century.I9 A decade later, newly found supplementary documents pushed the saffal's
history back yet two more centuries4'
Although an eleventh-twelfth century foundation date for the satfal can hardly
be questioned. certainly the building now standing has been much restored. Buildings
of brick, tile, and wood demand constant repair (to judge them today, at least) and
Kasthamandapa must ofttimes have been repaired and renovated. Ordinarily, these
repairs would have been a rather piecemeal operation-here a column or two. there
a few roof tiles, or perhaps at length a new roof. These repairs, while certainly
gradually substituting new elements for old seem to have made no major alterations
of the original plan. The recent extensive restoration of the badly deteriorated
building, while replacing many elements, also carehlly respected the basic structure.
But while we are no longer sure which parts of the extant building are original we
may be almost certain that among them are to be counted the great platform and its
four central columns.
We do not know who built the saftal. It may have been the gift of a group. a
customary proceeding even for a small saftal, of an individual, or most probably, as
Baburima ~ c a r y suspects,
a
a king4' Two legends, one local. the other Rajasthani.

" Regmi,

Medieval Nepal, pt. 3, app. A, inscr. 27, pp. 18-19.

Ib Wright, History of Nepal, p. 143; Bikrarna Jit Hasrat, Hisrory ofNepal as Told by 11s Own and
Contemporary Chroniclers (Hoshiarpur, Punjab: V . V . Research Institute Book Agency, 1970). p. 73
(hereafter cited as Hisrory of Nepal).
11

Hasrat, History ofNepal, p. 73

Arnbrose Oldfield, Skerchesfrom Nipal, 2 vols. (London: W. H. Allen, 1880), vol. I , p. 103:
Perceval Landon, Nepal. 2 vols. (London: Constable and Co.. 1928), vol. I p. 43; David Snellgrove
"Shrines and Temples o f Nepal," Arts Asiariques vol. 8, no. I (Paris, 1961). p. 106.
" Henry

IP

40

~ c i r y a "Kathrnadafi,"
,
and Naraharinatha. "Kastharnandapa."
ISPP. main pt.. pp. 1 10-1 15
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name individual. but different donors. The Nepalese tale, recorded in the chronicles42
and still current in the bazaar, tells of a Kathmandu citizen4' who, chancing to
apprehend a wishing tree. or kalpavrka, demanded of it another tree with which to
build a sarral. The wish was granted and the tree-felled, according to Kathmandu
tradition. on the banks of the Ikhipukhu, the Boundary Pond, even now a scant halfmile away-was duly delivered. Not only was the prodigious tree sufficient to
construct the desired sartal+ven one the size of Kasthamandapa-but enough
scrapwood remained, according to popular belief, for building a vihdra and a second
smaller sarral as well. Both of these stand nearby, the vihdra the decaying Torumulamahavihara, or Sikhamu-bahal. the sutral, the Inn of the Lions, previously
mentioned.44
The R a j a s t h i legend occurs in a sixteenth-century pilgrim's guide, the hinatha-tir/kavali4' According to the Indian account, the builder was the Venerable
Lopi. Lopipada or Lopinatha, a saint (siddha) belonging to the Nathas, a Saiva sect
of wandering ascetics. Lopipada himself brought the tree from Siva's Himalayan
abode, Mt. Kailasa, "long ago" to Kathmandu where, "covering over a pond [at the
selected site. he] cut the tree into four pillars upon which he built a three-storey
b~ilding.'"'~
In Kathmandu. even now, the name of Lopipada is perpetuated in the
nightly hhajana performed in the sarral, as they sing "Siddha Lopipada, who wears
the harahara garland and who performs yoga . . ."47But it is not clear whether this
is a recent
represents an oral tradition-as would be customary in the bhajana-r
borrowing from a literary source.
D. R. Regmi, without revealing his source. suggests a similar origin for the
foundation of Kasthamandapa with the entry. "it is said that the Kathmandu temple
was built by a visiting monk of the [Natha] sect from Gauda in the thirteenth
cent~ry."~'
Hisrory ofNepal, p. 143; Hasrat. Hislory ofNepal, p. 73.

" Wright.

'I A "biseta" (viseto) according to the chronicle, i.e.. a temple servant as these persons were once
known.

"

The popular Newari nanie o f the vihro. Sikhamu, means wood (sg and knots (khon). Although the
sarral is now called Simha-sattal for the gilt lions added to i t in the nineteenth century, the original
name was Silya, a name meaning "excess wood."
" Acir-ya,

"Kathmadac," pp. 27-28: Naraharinatha, "Kasthamandapa." pp. 2-3

'' Acarya. "Kathmadau,"

pp. 27. That the building should be built over a pond is in keeping with a
recurrent motif in Nepalese legend in which many temples, and more particularly the stupas, are
believed to be built over ponds or fountains.
" Thapa,

"Kasthamandapa." p. 39.

'Wedieval Nepal. pt. I , p. 558.
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In reality the Natha association with Kisthamandapa dates only from the late
fourteenth century, as we shall document further along. Originally Kasthamandapa
must have belonged to royalty and its primitive functions to have closely
corresponded to those performed by the twin mandapas beside the Patan royal
palace. In the oldest ~amrapatraattached to the building, that of A.D. 1333,
Kdhamandapa is referred to as the "building of the three royal families" (tribhaya
chem) and thus may have pertained to the entire svamdeh The great sarful must
b have been primarily a royal council hall and in it, just as in the little Manimandapa
of Patan, coronations were doubtlessly held. At least we know that there once existed
a pattamandapa, or coronation pavilion, at ~urnavatr-nagara(one of the many
alternate names of Kathmandu) which probably is to be equated with
Ka~thamandapa.~~
Kishamandapa was also the temple of Lord Pacali (Pacali-bharahra), whose
name is invoked in the tamraparra of A.D. 1333 still affixed to the building." In the
inscription Lord P d i is petitioned as the divine witness to a political pact and made
guardian of certain funds deposited as a gage in his temple. the sarrul.
Unquestionably the deity may be identified as the tutelary god of one of the
Kathmandup-ficalis @-ficalib), an ancient administrative unit whence the modern
pafic&ara institution of modem Nepal is descended. Even in the Licchavi period it
was the custom of thepaficali to worship a special tutelary deity and to participate
is to be
in a communal feast.s' That the deity of this particular Kathmand~~aficdli
equated with the deity now known as Pacali Bhairava seems probable. Pacali
Bhairava is today a much revered deity, essentially regional and particular to the
southern half of Kathmandu. His annual festival terminates at Hanumin Dhoka, the
old palace near Kasthamandapa. and on every twelfth year the Nepalese king
exchanges swords with the deity at a small sunken shrine just in front of the principal
f a ~ a d eof the imposing sarral Thus the continuing intimate association of Pacali
Bhairava with the sites strongly suggests that the sarral was formerly his shrine.
That similarly the sartal has Buddhist associations also seems clear.52It may
not be altogether fortuitous that the name of the legendary founder. Lopipada,
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Nayanitha Paudela and ~ e v i ~ r a i a dLamsala.
a
eds.. BhLisLivam~ali[Nepali language chronicle],
2 pts. (Kathmandu: Nepal Rastriya Pustakalaya, V.S. 2020-2023 [1963-19661, pt. 2. pp. 18-19
identifies the city, and an inscription at Paiupatinitha refers to the paramondapo therein, ~amskrrasandesb vol. 1 , nos. 10-1 2, p. 46, line 18.
'O

As previously cited, Regmi, Medieval Nepal, pt. 3, app. A., inscr. 27, pp. 18-19.

" Gnoli, inscr. 52, p. 69.
There is no indication that the satral was "dedicated to the Buddha," as the English summary states
in RameSajanga Thapa. "Kasthamandapa," p. 41. This is a misinterpretation o f the cited colophon
which does not mention the sarral, but the city. The error does not occur in the author's original Nepali
language contribution, p. 33.

'2
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resembles that of Lui-pi, or Luyi* a historical figure of the late tenth-early eleventh
The harmony
century, who is generally taken to be the first Buddhist ~iddhacarya.~'
of his dates with those of the saffal's probable foundation suggests at least a possible
"i link between the two. His companion
- - and
- co-author,
.
Dipankara Sri-jiiana, is known
~ ~ unfortunately we know nothing of the travels of
to have gone to Tibet in 1 0 4 2 but
Lui-pa into or through Nepal.
Credence to a former Buddhist association with Kasthamandapa is lent by
contemporary Buddhist practice. A trust association (guthi) of Buddhist Newars
devoted to Kasthamandapa affairs, who live in an adjacent courtyard, perform an
annual ceremony in the sarral. This is on the occasion of the Buddhist festival,
paiicaddna (the five offerings), celebrated in Kathmandu on the fourteenth day of the
dark half of the month of Bhadra. At that time the g-irh~~installsfor worship in the
northwest pavilion of Kgsthamandapa Buddhist images, a banner painting (para), and
the old manuscript mentioned in note thirty-two. At the nearby crossroads they erect
an ancient, collapsible wooden pavilion (stored meanwhile at ~avindra~ura-sattal)
which they claim is the true "wooden pavilion" constructed from the wood of the
single tree. From this pavilion they distribute cooked rice as their offering to the
Buddhist officiants of the Kathmandu viharas.
Kasthamandapa, like the twin to Manimandapa, very likely also served as a
market exchange. This is suggested by the Nepalese legend of the sarral's foundation,
cited above. As a reminder to the wishing tree, which had promised to remain in the
city until such time as oil and salt were sold at par, the celebrants of the special
annual worship at Kasthamandapa "called out loudly that salt and oil were not sold
at one price to that day."5s
In addition to these special functions, the safral must have served the
townspeople in all the many supplementary ways we have already discussed for the
village mundapa.
Kasthamandapa, however, was destined to assume an altogether new and
:primary role as temple to Goraksanitha and lodging for his disciples, the Nathas. One
i school of the Nathas ("lords, patrons") is known as the Kinphatta, or "pierced-ear"
yogis, after their custom of slitting the ear pinna for the insertion of heavy disc
earrings, the mystic Kjnphatta badge of initiation. They are akin to the Kapalika, or
"skull men," also Saiva and allied to the Pkupatas, devotees of Lord Siva Paiupati.
The Kapalika are extremists who, formerly at least, decorated themselves with human
bones and carried a human skull as an alms and food bowl. They have a long history
in India where in the seventh century A.D. their grisly dress prompted comment by
51

As brought to our attention by Dr. Pratapaditya Pal (Shasibhusan Dasgupta. Obscure Religious
Culfs. 2nd. ed. [Calcutta: Firrna K. L. Mukhopadhyay, 19621, pp. 7, 386).
14

Dasgupta. op. cit., p. 7

" Hasrat, Hisrory

of Nepal, p. 73
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the celebrated Chinese pilgrim, ~ s i l a n - t s a n ~The
. ' ~ poet Bina also describes the
Gpdikas in his tale, Harsacarita. Similarly, the early appearance of the ~ a p a l i k a s
in Nepal is suggested by a mid-seventh century reference to "teachers garlanded with

skull^."^'
There are now very few Kapalikas in India and none, as such, in Nepal. But
the Kusale, a Newar unclean caste
some of whom bear G p d i k a as surname,
are clearly their descendants. Called also J O ~ the
~ , Kusale, like the Nathas. claim
Goraksanatha as their patron. They are now family heads and for the most part
occupy themselves with their ordained menial tasks, among which are important
But once a year certain of them still
ritual functions in Newar funeral ceremonie~.'~
don their gruesome bone ornaments and, Siva's hmaru in hand, mutely go a-begging
in the ancient way. a brief resumption of their ancestral role as Kapalikas.
The intimate assoc~ationof Kasthamandapa with the Nathas and their patron.
the siddha-and, as some believe, Siva reincarnate, Goraksanatha--dates from the
late fourteenth century. It is attested by inscriptions, legends, the character of its
occupancy into recent times. and by the presence within of Goraksanatha as the chief
cult object.
The popularity of the Goraksanatha cult in Nepal-affirmed by teeming
inscriptional references-flowered between about A.D. 1367 and 1482. a remarkable
period of Nepalese history corresponding to the rise of Sthiti Malla and the reigns of
his sons and of his grandson, Yaksa. Indeed, Sthiti saw fit to mark his devotion to the
cult by a rather spectacular deed, the gift of Kishamandapa as a temple for the great
siddha and a lodging for his disciples. This was in A.D. 1379 as recorded in one of
the oldest copperplate inscriptions fastened to the sunal. "In N.S. 499 . . . The
Hariganas [followers of Hari (=Siva), i.e.. the Kapalikas] received this building of
Yamgala [another of the city's many names] by order of Jayasthiti Malla . . . from
this day it was theirs . . . It is given by the king."'' Goraksanatha. too, is mentioned
in the text.

56 Samuel Beal. Si-yu-ki. Buddhisr Records ofrhe Wesrern World. 2 vols. (1884: reprint ed.. Delhi:
Oriental Books Reprint Corp.. 1969), vol. I . p. 55 and n. 197, p. 76.

" Gnoli,

inscr. 59. p. 79; Regmi, Medieval Nepcrl, pt. I, p. 599

"The Kusale rank higher than some outcastes in the traditional social hierarchy but their standing is
very low indeed. despite Nepalese law which now forbids this discrimination of caste. They are
considered 'poni na calne. " that is unfit persons from whom to receive drinking water.
59

Gopal Singh Nepali, The Newars (Bombay: United Asia Publications, 1965), pp. 135-145 passim.

* Samskrra-sonde&

vol. I, no. 6, pp. 5 4 . The published transcription is too faulty to permit a full
understanding of the text. We have been unable to rectify it yet because of the difticulty of reading the
original, a blackened and warped plaque nailed high overhead in an almost inaccessible place on the
beams.
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Subsequent inscriptions also attest the new bond between Kasthamandapa,
the Nathas, and their tutelary deity. One of these, for example, a rarnrapatra dated
A.D. 1465 ( N . S . 585 Asadha), invokes the Natha patron, Goraksanatha, and names
Another, dated A.D.
the sartal as a residence for yogis in whose care it is entru~ted.~'
1485 (N.S. 605 S v i n a ) makes provision for feasting yogis on their return from the ',
arduous pilgrimage to Gosainkunda, a Saiva pilgrimage site in the high Himalaya, ,1
and to which the Nathas even now annually repair.62
In attenuated manner, too, even when the numbers of wandering ascetics had
dwindled away in favor of settled family life, the satral. like the mahas and viharas,
remained in the hands of their descendants. The Kanphatta of the matha of
Mrgasthdi, Paiupatinitha, until recently asserted their legal ownership by collecting
rent from the shopkeepers installed within the precincts of the old sattal Baburirna
~ + a , in his exploration of the satral twenty years ago, noted the number of Kusale
families-former Kapalikas, as we have seen-established in makeshift quarters
More recently, Bikrama Jit Hasrat, resident in Kathmandu
throughout the b~ilding.~'
just prior to 1966, noted that the sattal held a "swarm ofjogis, men and women who
s a to support them."64It was essentially
live there, [and] a tax called ~ o ~ i - ~ aisi raised
these Kusale, or "jogis." who comprised the forty-five families which together with
their dwelling units were removed from the sarral when the building was restored in
1 966.65Since that date Kishamandapa became a protected historical monument and
accommodates no permanent residents. The top storeys are closed and only the
ground floor remains accessible for use as a common patl'and for the worship of
Goraksanatha. Official worship is performed by the Kanphatta yogis domiciled at the
D h o h malha who like their brethren yogis of Mrgasthali claim but
nearby Han*
cannot exercise ownership of the antique sarral
The sarral may be emptied of Nathas, but their patron, the ~ a i v asaint and
Siva avarura, Goraksanatha, remains. Represented in the form of a stone image of
moderate size and uncertain date-but probably installed ca. 1379, the date of Sthiti's
gift to the Hariganas-Goraksanatha sits on a dais in yogic posture at the heart of the

Regmi, Medrrval Nepal, pt. 3. app. A , inscr. 71. pp. 79-80
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Dhanavajra Vajracirya, "Licchavikalaka sasanasambandh; paribhasika sabdako vyakhya-[An

explanation of administrative terminology o f the Licchavi period]," Purnitna vol. 3, no. 2, issue I0
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great mardapa (Fig. 33). His right hand is turned against his breast, the left dangles
as if to hold an attribute which now cannot be discerned. The long hair, emblematic
disc earrings, and miniature charm box, or yantra, around his neck almost certainly
identify the image as Goraksanatha. Some, however, believe it to be the legendary
builder, Lopipada, and still others identify it with the Buddhist siddha,
Padmasambhava.
If, as it seems, the image does represent Goraksanatha, it is in the Kathmandu
Valley a rare representation indeed. For representations of Goraksanatha are very
uncommon and he is almost always worshiped in the form of his symbolic footprints
(padukd), detached feet, or less frequently, a single hand in abhaya rnudra TO our
certain knowledge, at no other of his several shrines in the Valley-and these are
numerous-is Goraksanatha worshiped in iconic form.@Indeed, as first noticed by
the devoted Newar scholar, HemGja !$ikya,the single other example which predates
s
on a small stone relief affixed to the wall of an
the irruption of the ~ o r k h d i occurs
obscurepiri7in P a t a ~ ~There
. ~ ' an image of Goraksanitha, his identity emphasized by
the inclusion of the padukd above, is flanked by two Natha disciples. Teacher and
disciples are seated in yogasana, wear the distinctive symbolic earrings of the
Kinphatta, and are accompanied by a large trisula, emblem of ~ i v and
a symbol of
his followers (Fig. 35). The relief bears a short inscription, dated A.D. 1616 (N.S.
737 Kartika), and records the establishment of a trust fund by one, Amrtanatha, for
the purpose of worshiping his teacher. Goraksanatha, and for the annual feasting of
Kusale families.
The history of the introduction of the Goraksanatha cult into the Kathmandu
Valley is fraught with uncertainty. In Valley tradition Goraksa~thais considered the
disciple of an even more famous Natha siddha. Matsyendranatha (traditionally
identified with Lui-pi, it may be noted). and their legends and cults are inex-tricably
linked. The many strands of the tangled web of their story. made more tangled by
contradictory versions prevalent among Hindus and Buddhists, may never be
unravelled, nor the history of the advent of either into Nepalese culture be ~larified.~'

The Nathas installed in the marha adjacent to Hanuman Dhoka. however, claim that they worship
an image, rather than the paduki, of Goraksanatha. If so it may well be of aha date.
" Sakya

and Vaidya, Medieval Nepal, inscr. 21, pp. 10Ck101. Goraksanatha is also the tutelary deity
of Gorkhi, town, former kingdom, and seat of the a a dynasty, some forty miles west of the Valley.
The town bears the deity's name and is the location of his famous cave shrine. +-

Sylvain Ltvi, Le Nhpal: ~ r u d eHistorique d'un Royaume Hindou, 3 vols. (Paris: Ernst Ltroux.
1905-1908), vol 1. pp. 347 to 357 gives a full account of the tangled relations of these two Nathas as
observed from the differing viewpoints of Hindu and Buddhist, and briefly discusses their possible
antiquity. Relevant material respecting these enigmatic members of the complex Nepalese pantheon
may be consulted in David Snellgrove, Buddhis~Himalaya (London: Bruno Cassirer, 1957). pp.
I 1 6 1 13; Petech. Mediaeval Nepal, p. 30; Gopal Singh Nepali. The N e w s , pp. 3 17-32 1; and G. W.
Briggs, Gorahnotha andrhe Kdnphatta Yogis (Calcutta: Oxford University Press. 1938). p. 228ff.
6'
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But for both siddhas a venerable antiquity is suggested which clearly long predates
the presentation of the imposing sattal to the devotees of the one. Goraksanatha.
Certainly, for the past six centuries these Hariganas, treading barefoot in the ancient
ways to Siva's Himalayan abode, have rested in the remarkable dharma&la given
over by royal decree to their use in the main square of the Valley town.

Dattalreya presides over the large square of Tacapal at the eastern end of Bhaktapur
(Figs. 36-40). Less celebrated architecturally and historically than Kasthamandapa,
and a third smaller, Dattatreya nonetheless is worthy of greater interest than it has
heretofore been accorded. Considered by layman and scholar69alike to be a temple,
Dattitreya in fact may be so defined only by reason of the function it now performs.
Architecturally it does not conform to any of the several characteristic patterns of
N e ~ a temple
r
building and is, in fact. a sutlul subsequently modified and convened
into a temple. Its chief cult object-and whence the current name of the building-is
Dattatreya, saint. sage, and yogi, an uvafur-aof Visnu in particular and with Brahrna
a Hindu trinity incarnate. At the Bhaktapur shrine it is particularly the
and ~ i v the
deity's Vaimava aspect that is emphasized. Visnu Visvarupa presides on the metal
relief loruna, or tympanum, over the shrine entrance. and Visnu's vnhanu, Garuda,
perches on a tall pillar set before the temple. A small stone relief of Dattatreya as a
meditating yogi is also to be seen beside the shrine entryway.
The original building was a three-storey .~atralof square nlundupu plan,
morphotogically one with the Khadpu sarfal and with Kasthamandapa and roughly
between them in size. Subsequently, to Improve upon an existing shrine or to
establish a new one, the sat,ul was extensively remodeled, modifications
which-functionally at least transformed it into a temple. Extensive changes were
made to the existing structure and a new element, a small ancillary porch, was joined
to the western faqade of the old building.
Examination of the accompanying drawings (Figs. 38, 39) attest the
correspondence of the primitive structure with the mandapu su~lalspreviously
described. It was of square plan, 38 feet 8 inches on each side, including the plinth
which extends as a two foot wide shelf around the building proper. The ground floor
m d p a was almost certainly once open, as we see in Kasthamandapa still, and like
it consisted of the niandupu proper surrounded by a roofed, colonnaded porch. But
when the sarral was converted to a temple the marvlapa proper was walled in, except
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for a small doorway, and the surrounding porch became its covered ambulatory, a
feature consistent with many true Newar style temples of square plan. The
ambulatory was further enclosed by fitting lattices between the columns, a posterior
addition attested by their clumsy attachment. The porch no longer serves as an
ambulatory but has been partitioned haphazardly into several sections.
Functionally the converted mandapa corresponds to the sanctum. the garbha
grha, of a bona fide Newar style temple of square plan. Structurally its large size is
atypical of them. It is not possible to examine the interior of the sanctum, but one
must presume the presence there of the four central bearing columns. as we have
reconstructed them in the drawings.
The upper storeys are also essentially columned mandapas of successively
diminishing size, each surrounded by a roofed but otherwise open balcony.
comparable to Kasthamandapa. Similarly, too, the upper storeys must have been
reached formerly by an inner stairway. The conversion of the ground floor into a
closed sanctum necessitated a new route, accomplished by an altogether
unconventional arrangement of exterior ladders and trapdoors. One ladder leads from
the ambulatory through and over the lowermost roof to a second outside ladder which
accedes to a trapdoor in the second storey balcony floor. At this level one rejoins the
original ladder-like interior stairway.
Modifications of the upper storeys is relatively slight and largely consists of
partial crude bricking of intercolumnar spaces to semi-enclose the mandapm That
the upper floor was fom~erlylatticed is suggested by the same residual elements one
sees in the corresponding storey at Kasthamandapa.
It is the large, two storey porch attached to the western facade of the sulral
that particularly obscures the true dharmag;la morphology of the Dattatreya temple.
In this Dattatreya closely compares to the ~ a k s m i - ~ a r a ~ ainn aMadu-tol.
Kathmandu. in which a supplementary temple structure was joined similarly to a preexisting suNal. The porch of the Dattatreya is slightly more than ten feet wide and
extends laterally across the full width of the building. It is surmounted by a nonfunctional half cupola which is attached to and intermpts the second-storey balcony.
The structural anomalies attendant to the latter-day addition of this porch are
everywhere apparent. The marked break between the old and new sections of the
plinth is obvious, and the original ground floor peripheral columns are still in place,
as is the railed balcony of the second storey (Fig. 40).'O The narrow antechamber
created in front of the shrine by the porch addition is atypical of Newar style temples
of any kind. It was perhaps a vague imitation of the entry hall, or mukhamundapu.
common to Indian temple architecture. More probably this resemblance is fortuitous.

70
The failure to better integrate the supplementary porch with the earlier structure seems to be typical
o f the remodeling techniques o f the Newar architect and may be seen in many other buildings in the
Kathmandu Valley. In craftsmanship they were, o f course. capable o f creating a unified building but
it seems simply not to have been a concern.
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since rather than an axial hall guiding the devotee to the shrine, the porch is
transverse to it. Further, it may be noted that the most common Nepalese practice is
to reserve entrance to the shrine for the temple priests alone.
Little has been known of the history of the Dattatreya. Heretofore our only
evidence has been the conflicting entries in the chronicles which credit it to at least
three different builders: Yaksa Malla, ruler of the Kathmandu Valley, A.D.
1428-1482, and his son Raja as co-builders; Visva Malla, ruler of Bhaktapur,
, A.D. 1589.'~Scholars have accepted Yaksa
1548-1 560:71and a queen, ~ a n ~ a & in
Malla to be the builder. This is the correct attribution as now confirmed by an
unpublished bilingual Sanskrit and Newari inscription, a large stone slab leaning
against the northern end of the porch (Fig. 36). The stone is so badly damaged that
not a single complete sentence remains. But sufficient to our study are several critical
and revealing fragments. The inscription records the completion of some particular
work carried out by King Yaksa Malla. From the isolated word "mandapa"together
with the name of the presiding lunar mansion (naksafra) in the preceding date line
we can deduce that the unidentified work was almost certainly the sanal. For the
naharra is Punarvasu, considered by the s&fra Muhrra-cinfamani as a particularly
auspicious sign under which to erect a building.
The year date is unfortunately effaced in the inscription but Yaksa's son Raja,
among others, is mentioned. If, as the chronicle asserts, Raja was co-builder with his
father. the son's death by 1467" establishes a terminus ad quem for the foundation
of the sarral. That Raja Malla was associated with the building is perpetuated by
legend, at least. According to the incumbent chief priest, the mahanra, the temple
site-reminiscent of Kasthamandapa's legend-was a pond. In the middle was an
island embellished with a large tree, under which a famous guru died. The latter's
disciples built a shrine there in his memory and it was this which Raja Malla later
renovated to make the existing structure.
That Yaksa's (and perhaps his son's) original donation was a sartal for Saiva
ascetics, instead of a temple to Dattatreya, is also suggested by the fragmentary
inscription. For rather than to Dattatreya (of whom there is now, at least, no
discernible mention) the invocation is to Siva Nataraja. Further, the building's
primitive or popular name was formerly merely Tao Capda, "the grand rest house."74
Not unlike the transferral of the name of Kktharnandapa to the city, it is from the
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[Wreath of gods chronicle] (Kathmandu:

pt., p. 13 1 documents Raja's death previous to N.S.588 Kartika [1467].

As ascertained from an unpublished inscription dated N.S.883 V a i M a (A.D. 1763) affixed to the
nearby Pujari-matha.
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imposing Tao Capala that the name of the surrounding neighborhood, ~ a c a ~ aisl ,
derived.
Since the building long postdates the foundation of Kktharnandapa. to which
as an original mandapa sa~talit so closely compares, the Bhaktapur sarral was
possibly even built to imitate it and was consecrated to the same use that the
illustrious Kathmandu satfal then had. The Bhaktapur legend in this respect is
suspect for, inspired no doubt by the Kathmandu legend, it also claims for Dattitreya
a miraculous construction out of a single tree. Further. we know that Yaksa Malla
established the Yakseivara temple near his palace at the western end of the city in
. ' ~ buildings,
imitation of, and as a substitute for, the temple of ~ a i u ~ a t i n a t h aBoth
therefore, the sartal and the Paiupatinatha copy, may have been forerunners in the
artistic competition among the three capitals which so characterized their relations
in the centuries after Yaksa's death.
It is possible that to ViSva Malla, Yaksa's descendant, we owe the
modification of the sarral to the Dattatreya temple. Indeed, this train of events is
suggested by the chronicle entry itself which states that having built the Dattatreya
temple ViSva Malla made it over to the Sannyasis [yogis] for whose residence he
built a matha . . ."16 Thus it is possible that the new marha-to be identified as the
nearby Pujiri-matha (Fig. 41) which even now is intimately associated with the
Dattatreya temple-was offered to the yogis as substitute quarters for their sarral
turned temple. If so, the date of the beautiful Pujiri-matha would also be ascertained
in the second half of the sixteenth century during ViSva Malla's reign. Legend,
however, assigns the matha to the same disciples who built the first primitive
memorial shrine on the island nearby.
Other evidence, however, suggests that the renovation of the sarral as a
temple to Dattitreya was effected by Jitimitra Malla, ruler of the Bhaktapur kingdom
from A.D. 1673 to 1696. According to an unpublished inscription carved on the
Garuda pillar in front of the Dattatreya, one Krpalagiri's "guru's guru" was the first
p~&i
of the Dattitreya temple. We know from another inscription, also unpublished.
engraved on a bell in the Pujiri-matha that Krpalagiri was the presiding pujari of the
DatGtreya in N.S. 883 VaiSakha (A.D. 1763), during the reign of Ranajit Malla. His
teacher's teacher, then, may be presumed to have been installed in the reign of
Ranajit's grandfather, Jitamitra. A recently discovered and unpublished
thyasaphu also credits the building of the Dattatreya to Jitirnitra.

" B h o W h a Paudela, "Yakseivara-mandira [The Yaksesvara temple]," Purnima vol. 2, no. 1 , issue
5 (V.S. 2022 Vaisakha [April 1965]), pp. 16-21, shows that despite lack of inscriptional proof the
temple may be assigned with certainty to Yaksa Malla although the earliest known date associated with
it is A.D. 1487 [N.S.607 AEidha], at which time Yaksa's widow endowed the pre-existing temple in
honor of her deceased consort.
'6
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The curious porch of the Dattatreya that has so radically compromised the
original building was not added until A.D. 1849. It, together with the gilt doorway
of the sanctum. was donated by the presiding mahanra in memory of his guru's
guru."
At present Dattitreya has no function as a satral. An exception is a single yogi
who at the time of our study had permanently installed himself in one of the
partitioned sections of the former ambulatory. The sartal's ancient function as a
dharmasiild for yogis seems to be attested, however. at the annual Siva-ratri, the
night watch of Siva. At that time thousands of pilgrims, sadhus, and yogis pour into
the Kathmandu Valley to pay their respects to Lord Siva PaSupati. Many yogis also
walk another seven miles beyond to the Dattatreya temple where naked and ashbesmeared, they gather around their fires in the open square immediately adjacent to
the temple. Drawn to Dattitreya, perhaps, by that deity's yogic association as god of
charms and spells. this assembly may also perpetuate a more ancient venue within the
satfal.

The study of Nepalese architecture heretofore has been confined almost exclusively
to temples and viharas of the late Malla period. These buildings are largely of the
seventeenth and eighteenth century, plus a few survivals from the fifteenth and
sixteenth, and, in Kasthamandapa, a single example from the eleventh or twelfth
centu~y.'~
But these buildings, of course, mark only the culmination of a long process
of evolution of the architectural tradition of the Kathmandu Valley. For although
archeology has yet to reveal any complete structures, the presence of a variety of
buildings anterior to Kasthamandapa is well attested by inscriptional references and
by the occurrence of numerous architectural fragments above ground.
Inscriptional references usually are to temples and monasteries, but there is
occasional note of other structures as well. Dharrna&lds of various types, for
example, are mentioned in Licchavi period inscriptions. Entries such as "a building
and a field connected with a fountain." "near the little Ponti-mandapa," "the
Brahmans who live in Slmha-mandapa," or "the water source east of the place where
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According to the Garuda stambha inscription

'B lndreivara Mahadeva o f ~anautr
village may be another early exception, a question o f dating to be
discussed elsewhere. The eleventh-twelfth century date proposed for a small temple in Patan by
Shirley M . Black. "A Medieval Nepalese Temple o f Visnu-Narayana," Orienral Arl, vol. 18, no. 2
(Summer 1972), pp. 163-165, i s incorrect as I have discussed in "The Saugal-to1Temple: Further
Notes on the Shrine and Its Sculpture," in press.
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the people rest their burden^"'^ leave no doubt that the dharma&la as we have
described it for contemporary Nepal was a well-established Licchavi institution as
well. The post-Licchavi documents are equally eloquent. From them we learn that in
A.D. 1171 "the wise man Jayacandra commissioned a spout of pure water together
with the nearby parrikd [pa!i], granted a- field as a trust for keeping the road clean,
and gave four coins to roof the pari." Similarly, King Somesvaradeva (ca.
1178-1 183) built a sarral and ca. 1328 an unidentified donor offered in Bhaktapur
a mandapa together with a dhara." From these and similar documents. then, it is
clear that the dharmahh has been an important Nepalese institution of all times. not
merely of the later periods whose building still happen to be intact.
The frequent association of late Malla period dharmakilas with ancient
fountains suggests that many of the extant dharmasiI& represent pious replacements
of ruined structures, originally joint gifts with the fountains. A pdrrruin on the road
to Capagafi village, for example, is at best a century or two old, but its adjacent
fountain predates A.D. 1472, the date of repairs recorded in an inscription on the
fountain." Similarly, the eighteenth-century Sundhara-sattal almost certainly
represents the last of a succession of dharmakilas that rose and fell beside the
fountain, perhaps once a source for Licchavi Matingrha.
Despite its antiquity in Nepal, the dharrnahla in its various forms and
functions was neither of local inspiration nor did it originate with the Licchavis. It is
rooted in the ancient institutions of India. and perhaps ultimately the Near East. Of
its Indian derivation, the vasru-kisrras, or architectural treatises, provide ample
testimony. We find in the SElras, for example, as definite regulations concerning the
construction of the dharmaiila as those governing the lofly temple. For example, the
roadside shelter, the mirgah-la, "shall generally be built for every kroSa [a measure
of about two miles] . . . The rest house may be a pillared hall with walled enclosures.
platforms for taking rest and cooking rooms . . . Ponds and wells. cart stands and
sheds for bulls, horses and elephants . . . shall be arranged."" And while the simple
Nepalese roadside p i t i i s a far cry, to be sure, from the elaborate maiga&?a-the
vastu-Gslra recommends, in its essentials it is no less than the same "pillared hall
with . . . platforms for taking rest [and] ponds and wells . . . arranged."
iv
Gnoli, inscr. 62, line 15, inscr. 83, lines 54-55, "Leleko silalekha [A stone inscription from Lele],"
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Similarly, the Nepalese village sorah khutta and city mandapa sattal are the
simple Himalayan counterparts of Indian mandapa and sabha, which like the
marga&la, are demonstrably ancient Indian institutions. The primitive Indian
mandapa, a square or rectangular pillared hall, was at first a separate structure
associated with, but not attached to, the temple as it was to become in later times."
It then served the same multiple purposes as its rustic Himalayan descendant. Like
the latter, the early Indian mardopa was both a rest house and a place of congregation
for transient and local residents alike, a concert hall and a stage, and a hall for
teaching, preaching, and learning. It was also a court ofjustice and a coronation site.
The sabhd, structurally and functionally related to the mandapa, and perhaps
its progenitor. was the assembly hall and council chamber of the palace, even in
Vedic India." For its construction the &tras recommend the "abundant use of pillars
. . . [to] make them look like pillared halls with corridors and galleries all around
supported by separate pillar^."'^ And here, a royal sabha, is the primitive
Kasthamandapa defined. Similarly, Manimandapa, the Patan royal council hall,
unimposing and rustic to be sure, is nonetheless also a pillared sabhi-and so named
in an inscription within8'-in form and function the same as its more resplendent
forerunners. Like other dhormaGl&, Kisthamandapa and Ma+mandapa replace, one
suspects, a continuum of more ancient structures. For Manimqdapa, one of these
might have been the sabha of the fractious Patan nobles whose palace,
Vanthunihman. stood nearby." And earlier still, perhaps, it was the site of a Licchavi
s a b h joined to the ancient fountain in the center of the then Y~pagrarna.'~
If so, the
Licchavi sabha, we may be sure, traced its own inspiration to antecedent Indian
structures. Among these. of course, was the Maurya pillared hall of Pitaliputra, itself
rooted in the columned Achaemenid structures of Susa and Ecbatana.

Percy Brown, Indian Architecture: Buddhist and Hindu Periodr, 5th ed. (Bombay: D . B.
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The study of the rather simple architectural form represented by the ~ e ~ a l e s e
dharmahla has a value beyond mere illumination of an overlooked architectural type
or beyond recounting the specific histories of one or two old buildings. The
dharmahla has a particular pertinence with reference to the Newar style temple and
its genesis. Analysis of the dharmahla, together with all the representative forms of
Newar style architecture, reveals a fundamental unity. The temple, as merely the most
prestigious unit, must then be studied within this broader framework, rather than as
an isolated form. To illustrate, it is evident that certain Newar style temples are
architecturally intimately related to the dharma&ld beyond the general unifying
interrelationship of techniques and materials. The very popular Mother Goddesses
are commonly worshiped in aniconic form (usually stones) in a simple shrine open
to the skies. The open shrine, no doubt the primitive norm, is perpetuated even when
the deity is endowed with the sophistication of a temple structure. And in these
instances the sanctum sanctorum is frequently architecturally nothing more or less
than the common patrsupplemented with expected temple features (Fig. 42). This
and similar comparisons, manifestly beyond the purview of this paper, must be
understood before we can come to terms with the Newar style temple.
Study of the dharma9;Ia has a particular bearing on the contentious issue of
the temple's genesis, local or foreign. Now, certainly. there is no correspondence of
Indian temples with those in Newar style. Yet as recently as A.D. 1793 the similarity
of the architecturally closely related dharma.&Id types of the two countries moved
Colonel Kirkpatrick to observe that the Nepalese wooden buildings "appear to differ
nothing in their figure or construction from the wooden blundubs occasionally met
with in other [sic] parts of India.goIf, as we believe, the Newar style temple and the
dharma&la are architecturally one. and given the immediate Indian source of the
dharmagild, it seems unlikely that for the temple alone the current of influence was
reversed. Thus, while the ultimate origin of the temple may not be India, the
testimony on the related dharmakila suggests that it was not Nepal. Proportionately
as the modest dharma&la clarifies this issue, so does it illumine the history of the
art of building in a wider Asian context.

PO

Colonel Kirkpatrick, An Account ofthe Kingdom o/Nepavl(18 1 I : reprint ed., New Delhi: ~ a i l j u s n

Publishing House. 1969). p. 159. Although Kirkpatrick termed the Nepalese buildings "wooden
temples" his continuing remarks make clear that he refers to the dharmahla: "Beside these [wooden
temples], KhltmindO contains several other temples on a large scale, and constructed of brick, with
two, three, and four sloping roofs, diminishing gradually as they ascend . . ."
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Fig. 2 Hill traiders preparing breakfast at a p@i in Khidpu village.

Fig. 3 ~ d f beside
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the Rosi River at the entrance to Khiidpu village.

Fig. 4 Trailside p ~ $and sunken fountain near ~anaudvillage.
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Fig. 5 P&' on the main street of Khokanii village.
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Fig. 7 Two typical forms of the p ~ t belevation, sections, and plans.

Fig. 8 Detail of Newar style roof tiling.

Fig. 9 M m q @ p a , a royal sabb-, Patan Darbar Square.

Fig. 10 A wqqfapa serving as a temporary bam, ~ t m i l g tviI1age.
i~

Fig. 1 1 A typical mu!ida/~u,elevation, plan,
and section.
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Fig. 13 The Sundhiirii-sattal, Patan.

Fig. 15 Sundhrirri-saltal elevation, section, and
plans.

--

Fig. 17 Indra-sattal, Khi5dpu village.

Fig. 18 The ground floor rnanqizpa of Indra-sa#al, showing central columns and
brick core.

Fi.19 The top m a w p a of Indra-sattal.

Fig. 20

Indra-sattal elevation,
section, and ground
floor plan.

Fig. 21 ~ a k g d - ~ W i y q w s a t t aKathmandu.
l,

Fig. 22 Sketch reconstruction of the ~aksrni-~ririi~ana-sattal.

Fig. 23 ~ a k s m r - ~ 2 r i i ~ elevation
ana
of the southern faqade and section from north
to south showing the added temple structure.

Fig. 24 ~ a k s m ~ - ~ ~ r 3 ~ a n a - ~ a t t a l
plans.

Fig. 25 A scaled comparison of the various kinds of c/lru~~tirc~.iril(i.s
and their relation to the largest civil and temple structures in Newar style. L. to R .
Vasantapura, palace pavilion. Cangu Narayaqa temple, KiistIiarnar!dapa.
Dattalreya. Indra-sattal. ~ a k s n 1 ~ - ~ 5 ~ 5 ~ a n a - sSundhSra-sattal.
attal,
and a
colnnion l~iit7 (scale 1 :200).

Fig. 26 KBsthamwdapa, the ~ a k s m i - ~ 5 r B ~ ~ a - s a and
t t a la, ~ i v atemple, Madutol, Kathmandu.

Fig. 27 Capital of one of the four central ground floor pillars, KBghwq&pa.

Fig. 28 Bracketed cdumns of the second storey, I@&arna&pa.

Fig. 29 Kisthamandapa, elevation.

Fig. 30 Kastharnandapa, section.

Fig. 37 Kssthamandapa as is appeared with latticed top pavilion.

Fig. 34 Greater Kathmandu showing in black the extent of the Malla and early
aha capital. The westernmost white portion is Madu-tol.

Fig. 35 Gmdqaniltha and disciples, stone relief affixed to ap6$ wall, Patan.
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Fig. 37 Damtreya viewed from the east as it appeared as a sattal.

Fig. 38 Dattiitreya elevation from the east and
north-south section.

Fig. 39 Dattstreya plans.

Fig. 40 Dattatreya showing summarv attachment of the m h to the second storey
balcony.

Fig. 41 Piljljari-matha, Bhaktapur.

Fig. 42 ~ahi3l&d temple, Thhdcot village.

INDRESVARA MAHADEVA, A THIRTEENTH-CENTURY
NEPALESE SHRINE+

A number of temples in and near the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal, are known to have

been founded at least as early as the fifth century A.D.' but there are few whose
elevations can be shown conclusively to predate the seventeenth century. Because of
the importance to the history of Nepalese art and architecture, it is relevant therefore
to signal a temple whose elevation can be dated with some certainty to the late
thirteenth century.
a lndresvara Mahadeva and
The temple in question is consecrated to ~ i v as
stands in Panauti village, a few miles east of the Kathmandu Valley proper (Figs.
1-5). Worshiped in the form of a four-faced linga (carurmukhalinga), Indresvara is
the chief deity of the locale and his shrine a rirrha (place of pilgrimage) of national
consequence. The temple is built of brick and wood in the typical Newar style canon
("pagoda"), and is of square plan, the type most commonly employed to house a
Sivalinga (Fig. 2). Measuring thirty feet on each side, the temple is the second largest
of its kind.' Architecturally, however, the shrine is disappointing, being somewhat
ungainly and severe. But by virtue of the remarkable wood carvings it incorporates
(Figs. 1 1, 13-25,28-33), the temple ranks among the foremost art treasures of Nepal.
'Reprinted from Arribus Asiae, vol. 4 I, nos. 2/3 (1 979). pp. 185-225, with permission of the publisher.

' Among them are Paiupatinatha and Changu Narayana, the foremost shrines of Nepali Hinduism,
whose histories are discussed in my Nepal Mandala (forthcoming Princeton University Press). The
research which made both book and paper possible was financed by a generous grant from the JDR
3rd Fund, New York. to whose Director and Trustees I take pleasure in acknowledging my gratitude.
The present paper was delivered in absentia at the IXth International Congress of Anthropological and
Ethnological Sciences, Chicago, August-September 1973 but regrettably was delayed in publication.
Changu Narayana exceeds it slightly with a thirty-two foot plan. The Kathmandu palace pavilion
known as Vasantapura is taller; the dhorrnas5Ia Kasthamandapa with its sixty-six foot plan dwarfs
both temples and is the largest Newar style building of any kind. But both buildings, while
morphologically related, are functionally distinct from temple architecture (Slusser and Vajracharya
1974: 180-212, fig. 25).
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If the date of A.D. 1294 which I propose for the consecration of the temple is correct,
IndreSvara Mahdeva is the oldest dated temple elevation in Newar style yet known
to us.' It thus becomes a key link in a chain which, spanning a millennium and a half,
unites the architecture of the Licchavis with Malla Nepal. Of further importance,
such a date would pinpoint in time the temple's splendid wood carvings and provide
a touchstone for dating similar Nepalese carvings and the temple elevations they
adon.

Panauti is one of several large Newar communities which lie beyond the eastern rim
of the Kathmandu Valley. Most are venerable settlements and many are known to
predate the Licchavis, rulers of Nepal from about A.D. 300 to 879. Panauti. a huddle
of closely packed houses and numerous temples, occupies a narrow strip of land
squeezed between two affluents of the Sun Kosi (Fig. 3). It is thus situated at a
v e n ~ o dobhana,
r
a river confluence, a place considered to be especially auspicious
and sacred. Indeed, Panauti is particularly fortunate in being seated at a triven~: a
confluence of three rivers and thus more sacred still. However, the third, the ~Tlavati,
is a mystic stream, visible only to sages4
According to Nepali tradition, much of the legend of the Vedic Indra
transpired at P a n a ~ t iIt. ~is here that he seduced the beautiful Ahalyi, wife of the sage
Gautama, and here was condemned to bear on his body the stigmata of countless
yonis, female genitalia. The duped Ahalya, turned to stone, may be seen even now
in the temple courtyard (Fig. 5,o). Here also in company with his consort, 1ndrani
or Sac;, Indra performed the penance by which Siva at length transmuted the
yonis into eyes. Indeed, the Panauti river confluence is known as Saci-tirtha in
commemoration of the prodigious austerities performed by SacT at this very place.
Because of its auspicious siteing at Sac;-tirtha, sacred venr or
/riven,: Panauti has long been considered an ideal location for the consecration of

' The oldest Newar style building, however, is lbsthamandapa which predates the temple by at least
a century and a half (Slusser and Vajracharya 1974:206-209). The eleventh-twelfth century date
proposed by Black 1972 for a small temple in Patan is untenable, as I have shown (Slusser 1975).
'Clark 1957:168. n. 8 errs in naming the confluents at Panauti as the ~ilavatT,~ u ~ a v a tand
i . SacT.
The visible rivers are the Rosi (alternately the ~udravati)and the Bhokhusi, "The River from
Banepa," (alternately Punyamata, padmavat;). Sacr is not the name of a river but of the confluence
itself.
Panauti is also important in Nepali Buddhism as the home of Prince Mahasattva, compassionate
donor of his own flesh in the Buddhist Jataka of the Starving Tigress. The event is held to have taken
place on a nearby hilltop, adjacent to which is the stupa of Namobuddk a Buddhist t k h a of renown.
which encloses the prince's remains.
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temples and shrines. This is evident from the number there now and from a
considerable body of archaeological remains. The latter attest to Licchavi occupation
although none of their inscriptions have been found in Panauti as they have elsewhere
in this eastern part of their domain.' By the beginning of the thirteenth century.
Panauti was clearly a place of some significance when as "punanti" or
"~harnatTdesa" it was one of the key towns of the Bhotarajya, the so-called
Kingdom of Banepa.
Banepa, lying a few miles north of Panauti, is another of the old Newar
settlements which occupy the lands between the Kathmandu Valley and the Sun
Kosi. Its traditional Newar name is Bhota.' Like most other towns in and around the
Kathmandu Valley, it enjoyed autonomy during the centuries of Licchavi decline and
dissolution. This is the period from about A.D. 879 to 1200, often labelled '~hakuri"
but best defined as Transitional. From the beginning of the thirteenth century. the
Bhotarijya, viz., Banepa and the several towns it controlled, fell nominally under the
rule of various dynasties of local kings. They frequently styled themselves "mulla."
an honorific which has become to be used in a dynastic sense. Their capital was at
.~
for
nearby Bhaktapurs and many of them originated in Banepa i t ~ e l fNevertheless,
the first two centuries of Malla rule the Bhotarajya continued to enjoy a certain
independence. The Mallas reigned but rule largely stayed in the hands of the
hereditary nobles. None was more influential than the family known as
Rhavarddhana. ' O
The documented history of Nepal is studded with the pious foundations of
kings and nobles who by this means ensured their eternal welfare, embellished their
terrestrial domain, and benefited their subjects. Kings or nobles originating in Banepa
naturally often turned to nearby Panauti, whose auspicious siteing at Sac:-tirtha
augmented the virtue of their pious undertakings. It was undoubtedly this
At Khopasi and Dumja, for example (D. Vajracharya 1973: inscrs. 68, 92 [274-278. 3771).

' Because the name "Bhota"

is a!so applied to Tibet, scholars have been misled respecting the
identification of the "Bhotariijya" (Petech 1958: 29). The subjects of the Banepa kingdom were known
as "Bhonta" (Bhvanta) and similar terms; Banepa residents are known even now to Newari speakers
as "Bhomi." On this identification see also Regmi 1965: pt. I . 66-68. The Bhotarajya was finally
liquidated during the reign of Yaksa Malla (A.D. 1428-1482) but under one of his descendants
Banepa and its surroundings had an ephemeral existence as an independent "kingdom" during the
sixteenth century.
%s it had been from the mid-twelfth century when ~nandadevaI (ca. A.D. 1 147-1 166) established
his capital there and built the Tripura palace.
For example, Jayadeva, ~himadeva,~nandadeva.Rajadeva, and Arjunadeva whose reigns.
alternating with non-Banepa kings, fell within the years A.D. 1256 to 1381.
'O For an introduction to these fascinating figures ofNepalese history, see Petech 1958: 145-1 54; D.
Vajracharya 1965; and Tewari et al. 1967.
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consideration which motivated the Banepa princess, virarnadevr, to consecrate the
Indresvara linga and its monumental temple in that place. For according to the
it was she who "built Aindrakuta in 414
culturally reliable ~opdlardjrr-vam&va1~~
V a i s a a [A.D. 1294]."" This attribution is also affirmed by the VK (Kaisher
~amkivali),in the cultural domain another equally reliable early chroni~le.'~
That the
name "Indresvara" should be rendered variously as Aindrakuta, Endrakuta, or
Indraklda is not surprising. The archaic Newari and corrupt Sanskrit in which these
chronicles are written is well recognized. Aindrat'ndra is Indra and k;ra/kuta means
a building in general. as in the Licchavi palace name, Kail&ak&. Other spellings for
lndresvara are also encountered, as in the colophon of a manuscript completed in
Panauti in A.D. 1395 where it is written "Indesura.""
VirarnadevT was jaurajinr (Crown Princess), the wife of the Malla Crown
Prince Jayaditya. of Banepa origin. He was the elder brother of the ill-starred
handadeva 11, a well-known figure of Nepali history who occupied the Malla throne
from about A.D. 1308 to 1320. Jayaditya, however. was not destined to rule, dying
[A.D. 1293].14Thus is seems
while still a prince in N.S. 41 3 ~hd~una-sukla-astamT
likely that it was in his memory that in the following year the widowed princess,
~iramadevi. consecrated the $ivalinga Indresvara. The consecration of a

' I Fols. 26b-27a. On the reliability o f this and other chronicles, see Slusser and Vajracharya 1973:
79-80 ff. I am indebted to G . Vajracharya for preparing the following transcription from the original
text:
[fol. 26b] . . . // punah tirahutiya pravistah // sarnvaccha cari saya ekaraha maghamase I/
jauiiijin; sr/viramadev/ na kr [tya] [fol. 27a] aindrakuta samvacchara cari saya cavudraha / vesakha
mkah tasya putra ~nja~a~aktidevena
endrak~hdhvaj~irohanarn/tatreva
panalika ca krtam / I raja sr:
anantamaladevenah karttavyam munenduh veda Sata samvacchra S d h a sukla paficami budhavasareh
bnpaiupatibh~ihya
svavarnniamkhal~samcchadanakrte/catuskone suvarna svahravaiica / I dhvaja
sarnpurnna pratisthitam/cagundhvajarohanasomesvanimambhagna yananahll
[In Nepal Samvat 4 1 I M k h a the Tirahutiyas entered again. ~aurajinjsrj-~irarnadevibuilt
Aindrakuta in [N.S.] 414 Vaisakha. Her son, i r r - ~ a ~ i a k t i d e placed
va
a standard on Endrakuta. He
also built a fountain there. In N.S. 417 on Wednesday, the fifth day o f the bright half o f G d h a , King
bn-~nantaMalla covered [the temple of] Lord Piupati with gold hmkhali [streamers?] and placed
heraldic lions at the four comers. He placed a standard on [the temple ofl Changu and did [something
to] Somesvara temple.]

'I

Pp. 10-1 1.

"

Petech 1958: 148

" Goplaraja-vamhalr. fol. 44b. Regmi 1965: pt. 1, 243. 246 cites conflicting death dates. N.S. 413
and N.S.437, but the former is correct. However. it is incorrectly footnoted by the author to fol. 35b
which in fact refers to Jayaditya's birth.
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commemorative linga in this way is a commonplace of Nepali history from the
Licchavi Period onward."
It would not be unlikely that the Panauti linga was consecrated as
"Jayesvara," a name soon dropped in favor of "Indresvara." the one it now bears.
Both compounds of the latter. viz., "Indra" and "Isvara," mean "lord." But the name.
whether the original or a popular bestowal, almost certainly comes from the strong
association of Indra with haci-tirtha. The Nepala-mahdtmya affirms that Indra
himself established the linga there.IbThe cult of Indra had probably existed at Panauti
fiom about the tenth century, the time at which as it waned in India, it began to wax
in Nepal.
~ i r a m a d e vwas
r apparently as devout as she was wealthy. She is also credited
with sheathing Paiupati's great bull in gilt copper, rebuilding the temple of Changu
Narayana, and erecting the temple of Somesvara." The latter, by the subsequent
frequency of its mention was clearly another important temple but has not been
r the mother of Jayaiaktideva.IBHe apparently continued
identified. ~ i r a m a d e v was
the family tie with Indresvara for he "placed a standard on Endraklita [and] also built
a fountain there.'"' Donation after donation followed as Indresvara emerged as one
of the most esteemed deities of Nepal." The noble Jayasimha Ramavarddhana was
a particular patron. A towering personality of Nepalese history who exercised his
authority over the Bhotarajya and contested Sthitiraja Malla for the mastery of all
Nepal, Jayasimha behaved no less than a king. The ~o~dlardja-varnS;val~records
that he donated a culakd (?) to Indresvara'l and a posthumous copperplate inscription
at the temple records other gifts. Prepared shortly after Jayasunha's death in N.S. 521

I' D. Vajracharya 1973: inscrs. 20. 38. 87 (82-87. 170-174. 366-367). Inscription 87 occurs on a
fragmentary stone slab which in "Nepalese Caityas. Mirror of Medieval Architecture" and in Nepal
Mandala (both in press) I have shown to be the roof of a Licchavi avarana, a roofed shelter for a
Sivalinga. It covered a linga established in the memory of King Amsuvaman by his widow.

l6

Chap. 5, vv. 15-1 8 (Khanal 197 1 : 44).

" ~ o p i l a r @ a - v n m 6 v a lfol.
~ 27a; VK, pp. 10-1 I . Although likely mere coincidence, it is interesting
that King Anantamalla (ca. A.D. 1274-1307), is credited with donations to exactly the same three
shrines (see note I I).

Gopalaraja-vamGvali, fols. 27a. 36a
l9

Gopolarija-vam&ali,

fol. 27a

20 lndrejvara is mentioned as one of the eminent places of pilgrimage in the NepiIa-muhalmya (chap.
5, vv. 15-1 8 [Khanal 197 I: 441); it is listed among the fifty-one most famous ririhas of Nepal and
India which the Rani Pokhri inscription, Kathmandu, records; and it appears among the sixty-four
listed in the ~ a n k h u - v a m h v a l i ( ~ l a r1957:
k
168, 174). It is popular still and every twelfth year is the
site of an important religious fair (mela).

"

Fol. 29b.
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Kartika [A.D. 14001, the inscription affirms that he established at the temple an
image of Visnu, offered his own weight in gold, and gave to the officiating Brahmans
a "golden chariot equipped with horses, an elephant, and an excellent wishing tree."22
Entrusted with Jayasimha's "royal" duties, his family lavished still more gifts on
Indreivara. They sheathed the four-faced linga in gilt copper and placed in the deity's
shrine a golden image of Visnu together with that of an unspecified goddess,
.
Rama, like a king, perceived
presumably the god's consort. ~ a k s m i Jayasimha
himself as Visnu incarnate, adopting the name "Gopinarayana"as one of his noble
titles." Thus his survivors saw fit to name the golden image of Visnu in the same
way and to have had it fashioned "in Jayasima Rama's own likeness."24

22

Tewari et al. 1967

l'

Regmi 1965: pt. 1. 384. 389.

"The copperplate was discovered just a few years ago in the custody o f one o f the temple priests. Like
the early chonicles. the Inscription is only incidentally concerned with Jayasimha's political deeds-an
outstanding aspect o f which was the crowning o f two kings-but reports in some detail his many acts
in the cultural realm. Besides the gifts to Indresvara. these included a replacement for the linga o f
i
and the commission o f an elaborate copy o f the
Pasupati. previously smashed in a M u s l i ~ i raid.
Afahuhliu~.arn The inscription is in Sanskrit followed by a shorter. modified version in Newari.
Because o f its exceptional interest. a full translation follows:
[In Sanskrit] Salutations to s r i - ~ o ~ i n a r a ~ a May
n a . good fortune be yours. This excellent
~ u r n a v a t r[Panauti] is fanious in Nepal. Here is Lord lndresvara Mahadeva.
The falllous Jayaslniha Rama used to be king o f this city. He erected the image o f srrI'aiupati. He anointed (pu~pc&hiscku)King Jayirjuna. He also crowned ( p a ~ h h i s r k o )K i n g Sthitiraja
Malla.
He established here at Indresvara an image o f Tularcana Madhuripu and during the sun's
eclipse perrorlned srtvurnu 1111udunu.He also gave as a munificent gift to the scholar Brahmans a
golden cliar~otequipped with horses. an elephant. and an excellent wishing tree.
Patiently he had copied eighteen sections o f the Mahub&ruru. Listening to the vona-porvon
[forest section]. Jayasinilia Rama went to heaven.
i
and the v)~oriparoyoguon the fourteenth day o f
On Sunday under the ~ i v i n constellation
the bright halfoTKanika in Nepal Sanivat 521 [A.D. 14001. Jayasi~nhaRama who loved his people,
entrusted his royal duties to his family and because o f ill fortune went to heaven.
Jayasilnha Rama was a tree which bore the fruits o f hope and everyone. Brahman, scholar,
yogi. and the poor, and which yielded the blossoms o f farne. Alas! The tree has been felled by the Lord
o f Death. Yamaraja.
Then his image in the likeness o f Gopinarayana and a four-faced gilt covering [ k o h l were
established in this excellent temple o f lndresvara Mahadeva. May they endure as the sun and the
moon.
[In Newari] On the fourteenth o f the bright half o f Kartika . . . in N.S. 521 the chief minister
and great n~uhrrrhu[Priliie Minister/Councillor, literally, elder] Jayasimha Rama went to heaven. For
his well-being a golden image o f Gopiniriiyana created i n Jayasimha Rarna's own likeness, together
with a goddess, were established in this temple. A golden four-faced covering Ibr [the stone]
lndreivara Mahadeva also was offered.
Every year on this day make an oblation o f the five precious nectars to s r r - s r i - ~ a i u ~ a ttoi ,
bri-changu Narayana. and the srr- isn nu rirrho Gold was also offered to feast the Brahmans and
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That we should accept a date of A.D. 1294 for the consecration of lndreivara
Mahdeva solely on the evidence of the chronicles demands a word of explanation.
as
in Bhaktapur at the court of Sthitiraja
The ~ o ~ a l a r a j a - v a m & v a l ~ wcompiled
Malla between about A.D. 1382 and 1395; the fragmentary VK is of the same
period.25Both attempt to chronicle the gamut of Nepali history. beginning with the
remote and possibly legendary Gopila kings. The scribes' interest. however, turned
more to recording religious than political history. The number of vanquished enemies
or the secular triumphs of a given king were of far less consequence than his pious
deeds. What temples he had built, repaired, or embellished. what image he had
consecrated, or what fountain or dharmakila he had offered constituted his
k17rti (glory) and in Nepali perception these were his acts of primary significance.26
Thus, though the years of a king's reign may be wrong or the order of his accession
muddled, the chronicles are amazingly accurate in the cultural domain. We know so
because they can so often be corroborated by contemporary documents. An excellent
example is provided by the Jalaiayana Ngyana of Budhanilkantha, a splendid stone
sculpture which the Gopularaja-varn&va/~attributesto King Visnugupta, ruler of
Nepal from about A.D. 633 to 643. In this case the chroniclers' memory cannot be
faulted for their affirmation is amply supported by the king's own inscriptions." Thus
if the accuracy of the chroniclers holds good for cultural events that took place seven
centuries before them, it seems incumbent upon us to accept their word concerning
an event in which their very grandfathers may have been involved in nearby Panauti.
There can be little doubt that the linga and temple of Indresvara Mahadeva were
established by the Banepa princess in A.D. 1294 as the chronicles affirm.

The temple of Indreivara Mahideva is elevated on a single plinth in the middle of a
large, partially tiled courtyard (Figs. 1-5). Shared by companion shnnes and images,
the courtyard is in part walled and in part hemmed by Newar cottages. The temple
is of brick and wood sparingly embellished with gilt copper repousse. It employs the
square mandala plan with four doorways. Only two are functional: the principle entry
on the west and the southern one (Fig. 6). The doorways are approached by stairs
guarded with paired stone lions; on the northern side a large makara spout serving

'' Slusser and Vajracharya 1973: 79-80.
26

27

On the concept of kirti,

krrtana.

see D. Vajracharya 1973: 180-1 8 1 , 209.

On this and the validity of other culturally concerned entries in the chronicles, see Slusser and
Vajracharya 1973.
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to drain off the deity's oblations interferes with the appr~ach.~'
The sanctum (garbha
grha) is surrounded by an ambulatory, enclosed by the outer wall of the temple (Fig.
2). Now, at least, it serves only the priests and temple officials. Four doorways open
into the sanctum, each decorated with gilt repoussi ornament. In the center stands the
symbol of Indrdvara. a stone caturmukhalinga, resplendent since A.D. 1400 in the
Ramavarddhana's gilt sheath ( k o h , kavaca).
The temple rises in diminishing stages marked by its three hipped roofs, the
lower two tiled, the upper one in part of sheet copper. Only the southem and western
slopes of the top roof are copper sheathed, a most unusual mixing of materials on a
single roof. In relation to the ponderous lower roof, the upper two are
disproportionately small. It is essentially this imbalance which makes the temple
seem ill proportioned and ungainly. The upswept comers of the top roof are
embellished by freestanding metal birds; the comers of the two lower roofs terminate
with aviform tiles, known in Newari as kumpa, literally "comer protector." The
joined slopes of the middle roof, the hips, are protected in the traditional way with
flat, overlapping tiles reminiscent of a slightly collapsed loaf of sliced bread; the
cementing of the inferior hips derives from recent restoration. Small bells hang from
the eaves of the two lower roofs; the upper one terminates in a gilt finial
(guj~rru)flanked by Siva's trident. The temple is laden with votive offerings
consisting of pots, pans, and other secular bric-a-brac which though an esthetic
in~pa~rment.
are of ethnographic and historic interest (Figs. 1, 6 . 7, 1 6).2'
In keeping with the Newar style architectural canon, the brick walls
incorporate a quantity of carved wood. On the upper stories such carving is limited
to the cornices and blind windows, but on the ground level the amount of carved
wood surpasses that of visible brick. Almost the entire ground floor wall on each side
is occupied by a triple doorway. elaborated with tympanum (forana), elongated
lintels and sills, wing-like flanges, and flanking blind windows, all of wood (Figs. 6,
8). The carving of the cornice and faqade elements is sumptuous but not outstanding.
Indeed, in this respect it is far outshone by the brilliant wood carving of the adjacent
and regrettably ruined Siva shrine (Fig. 9).
To appreciate the charm of the Indresvara temple, one must turn to the carved
which help to support the ponderous overhanging roofs.
wooden brackets (funula.~)
Canted at a forty-five degree angle. the brackets are braced between the roof beams

'' It is likely that the makaro spout was a subsequent donation which necessitated removal of the stairs
and entailed an interruption of the otherwise orderly plan; the plan in Figure 2 reconstitutes this north
stairway.
It was a custom to inscribe and date some of the votive offerings, those in the viharas and temples
often bearing surprisingly early dates. Thus, examination of the offerings attached to the temple might
unequivocally corroborate the chronicles' attribution.The only known document respecting this genre
of gifts to lndreivara is contained in a copperplate inscription dated $aka Samvat 1634 Stiivana [A.D.
17 121. It records the donation of pots and vessels together with a milking cow (Rajvamshi 1967).
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and the encircling cornice of brick, tile. and wood. They are arranged in an ascending
pattern of six. four, and two on each side of the temple and are supplemented with
longer and larger brackets and each comer. There is thus a grand total of sixty
brackets. All appear to be the originals with the exception of eight of the uppermost
brackets, replaced with plain beams (Fig. 7). None of the carved brackets is seriously
damaged although a number are badly split and some are weather stained; one image
has lost a hand (Figs. 13-23). Most are superficially impaired with layers of dust
(making for hzzy photographs, for example Fig. 28). festoons of spider web. and the
nests of mud wasps (Fig. 20). None bear on the plain butt ends inscriptions to
identify or date the carvings, as such brackets often do (Fig. 1 0).l0
In keeping with most Newar style temples. the massive comer brackets of the
Panauti temple are carved in the form of heraldic animals. chimeras which are
essentially lions (Grdulas) or griffons (Fig. 11). They function not only as roof
supports but as the defenders and spiritual protectors of the temple. At lndreivara the
number of &r&Ias equals the number of griffons: four hrdr;las support the top roof,
four griffons the middle one, and, alternately, two ihrdulas and two griffons the
lower one. All stand on symbolically carved rocky caves within which squats a
praying devotee or perhaps a donor.
With the exception of the twelve comer brackets, the rest of the carved ones,
forty in all, conform in general design. Each is composed of a major figure which.
canopied by foliage, is borne by caryatids in the form of paired minor figures
ensconced in a symbolic rocky setting (Figs. 13-25, 28-33). Each major images
depicts a deity, a demigod, or an epic hero or heroine. The supporting minor figures
are amatory couples (mithuna), two men, two women, dwarfs (ganas), and in one
instance, monkeys.
The principle images of the lowest set of roof brackets, the largest, are more
than life-size and iconographically the most significant. Comer brackets excepted,
there are twenty-four in all. Depicted on the main facade, the western, are six of the
chief characters of the Ramayana (Fig. 12). They are, left to right, Hanumin (Fig.
13). Satrughna. ~ T t i ,&a (Fig. 14), Bharata, and Laksmana. Adjacent to them, on
the southern side, are companion heroes from the Mahabharata, the five Pandava
brothers and their common wife, Draupadi (Fig. 6). They are, left to right,
Yudhisthira (Fig. 15), Draupadi, hi ma, Arjuna (Figs. 16, 17), Nakula, and
Sahadeva. At the rear of the temple, the eastern exposure, are three male and three
female figures, traditionally identified as Brahma, Siva, and Visnu with their
consorts. Iconographically, however, this identification cannot be upheld. They seem
such as constitute, in smaller scale,
to be merely undifferentiatedyahas and
all of the bracket supports of the middle roof (Figs. 7, 18).

I0

Bracket inscriptions also sometimes help date the temple itself. That o f Figure 10, for example.
provides a terminus odquem for the otherwise undocumented temple to which it is attached, important
as one o f only two with four super-imposed roofs.
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The remaining ground floor images, on the northern side of the temple, are
chiefly concerned with the Matrkas, divinities of signal importance in Nepal.
Apparently because of the limitation imposed by the six brackets, no attempt was
made to represent the traditional Nepali complement of Eight Mothers, the
Astamatrka. Instead. the carvers ostensibly simply chose some of the Nepali
favorites. It is noteworthy that Camunda, who outshines the rest of the Mothers in
Nepali esteem. was represented twice, once at each end of the group (Figs. 19-22).
,
by Siva's cognizances, the
Beside the right hand Cimunda is ~ a h e s v a r r identified
double-headed dmm (damaru) and trident (lriizila), the latter terminating in a grisly
skull wand, the k h h g a (Fig. 23). Mahesvari, dancing ecstatically on Siva's bull,
Nandi, was also selected as the presiding deity of the nearby toram (Fig. 8). Next to
the bracket Mihesvari is Bhairava, the f e h l manifestation of Siva and in Nepal the
ubiquitous companion of the Matrkas (Fig. 24). Indeed, they commonly share a
temple, as they do at one side of the lndresvara compound (Fig. 5, x).
There are two remaining figures in the northern group, one male, one female.
Neither bear attributes or are accompanied by vehicles that would distinguish them
as belonging to the Matrh complement. Except for an upraised sword displayed by
the male, they have no other symbols than an accompanying parrot and both are
borne on mrrhuna (Figs. 25, 33). Thus they appear to be simply a yaksa pair, the
y a k ~ balancing
i
Mahesvari at the right side of the group, the yak& paired with
Bhairava at the center.
The brackets of the temple of lndresvara are carved from a single beam,
probably of sal (&la, Shorea robusta), an insect-resistant hardwood much used by
Nepali builders. In a classic example of form following function, the lndresvara
carvers have respected the bracket function and composed compact designs
admirably suited to the limitations of a long, narrow beam. This restraint was
abandoned in later years when it became the fashion to piece on limbs, ornaments,
and attributes with disastrous esthetic results (Fig. 10). Although the Panauti carvings
are in very high relief, the skillful undercutting and daring wholesale removal of
wood gives the impression of sculptures in the round. This illusion is furthered by
carrying some of the ornamental carving around the sides of the beams (Figs. 13, 15,
25).
The bracket images. backed against the temple whose roofs they help support,
are meant to be viewed frontally. But this circumstance by no means imposes on the
Ir~dresvaraimages a stiff formality. They are animated by their postures, activities,
expressive faces, and the play of ornament. The most common pose adopted for the
large figures is the graceful triple-curve (~ribhanga)in which an outthrust hip is
rhythmically counterbalanced by head and lower limbs (Figs. 13, 16, 18,23-25). The
latter are frequently crossed in the classic pose of the tree-fertilizing
( ~ i g s16,
.
18, 23, 24). ~ a h e i v a r ; is enlivened by a dance pose, while the immediacy of
Bhairava's arrival beneath his arbor is evident in the swing of his heavy girdle (Figs.
23, 24). The symbolic plucking of the leaves and fruits of the sheltering trees also
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serves to inspirit the images while providing at the same time a design suited to the
narrow beam (Figs. 13-1 8. 23-25). A number of images are further enlivened by
their expressive faces. H a n h i n appears resolute, Rims smiles introspectively,
Yudhisthira is benign, Cimunda fixes a baleful stare, while Mahesvari seems
blisshlly intent of the rhythms of her dance (Figs. 13-1 5, 20, 22.23). More lively
still are the poses and expressions of the accessory figures, discussed further along.
It is in the extraordinary sumptuous treatment of dress and coiffure. attributes
and ornaments of the principal bracket images that the master carvers of Panauti
perhaps best reveal their virtuosity. They have garbed their gods and demigods,
heroes and heroines, in richly patterned textiles (Figs. 13,21), in scarves and pleated
girdles, or in armor whose every overlapping plate is precisely chiselled (Fig. 17).
Hair is made to cascade in ropes and ringlets (Figs. 13-1 5), coil in great buns (Fig.
25), or rise in fearhl tongues as flame (Figs. 20, 22, 24). The bows of Ralna and
Arjuna seem no less real or elegant than those which the royal armorers might in fact
have destined for princely hands (Figs. 14, 16, 17); the cover of Yudhisthira's book
is carved as precisely as those protecting texts stored in the sanctum below (Fig. 15);
~ i h e s v a r r ' swand is crisply carved in all its fearsome detail (Fig. 23). Particularly,
the Indresvara images are lavishly provided with a dazzling treasure of regal
ornaments: crowns, tiaras, and jeweled caps, earrings, necklaces, chains, and
pectorals, girdles, bracelets on upper arms and wrists, legs and foot. and, most
uncommonly, occasionally even rings (Fig. 14). By no means rough approximations,
the carved jewelry is as meticulously fashioned as the goldsmith's creations, and
indeed simply translates them into wood. Crowns are jewel-inlaid and splendidly cut
into freestanding crests or intricate filigree; caps are heavy with pendent jewels:
chains are fashioned of convincing links (Figs. 14, 15. 25). Hanuman's pectoral. it
' ~ and bracelets loaned to some
seems, could be removed at will, the y u ~ F chain
Newari bride in lieu of the gilt duplicates she uses even now (Figs. 14, 25).
The Panauti carvers undoubtedly achieved their most extraordinary tour de
force in the representation of ceremonial regalia of human bone, once significant in
tantric ritual (Figs. 26, 27)" Four images wear it, all fierce manifestations on the
northern faqade: Bhairava, ~ a h e s v a r i ,and the two C h u n d a s (Figs. 19-24).
Normally including a cap, the regalia on these images is confined to a bone bead
collar, arm ornaments, and the principal piece, a skirt-like over garment or apron.
Each of the latter is wondrously worked as if it were an authentic piece draped
around the finished figures. Bead upon bead compose a network of chains that are
often unsupported traceries and bells swing free. As in the authentic regalia, the
wooden duplicates are h i s h e d with medallions meticulously carved with geometric
ornament or the popular Face of Glory (k;rrirnukha). And like real aprons, the

" Certain Kusale, traditionally an unclean Newar caste, still annually don these grisly ornaments for
a few days when with skull cup and damaru in hand they go begging through the streets. This reflects
their former role as Kapalikas, "skull men," an extremist Saiva sect allied to the Pkupatas.
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wooden plaques of the sustaining girdle are carved with sacred images, here an
impeccable likeness of the fearsome Mahakala, the Great Black One (Figs. 19-24).
Of the twenty-four principal bracket images, a number are especially
outstanding. Among the epic heroes one must surely select Hanuman, Rama,
Yudhisthira. and Arjuna (Figs. 13-1 7), from the gods and demigods, the four fierce
deities and the soulful y a b / ( ~ i g s .19-25). Among them all, none is more impressive
than the awesome Camunda, hideous manifestation of Durga, symbol of the
ineluctable passage of Time, and ministrant of death and destruction (Figs. 19-22).'*
One almost suspects that the two Cimundas are rival compositions, each designed
as the supreme evocation of this terrible chthonic force of dissolution. Supported by
symmetrically paired gunas, allusion perhaps to the vanquished Canda and Munda,
one image half turns to her left, the other, right. The one still proclaims her
generative power by her symbolic grasp of the foliage overhead, and both are
accompanied by parrots, at once symbol of love and fearful haunt of the tantric
cremation ground. Paragon of living death, the goddess glares balefully from a
sunken face pierced with fang-filled mouth and framed in bristling locks of flame,
skull-emblazoned crown, and immense loop earrings. Semi-nude crones, the deities'
bony limbs are fittingly hung with the carved bones of the dead. The limp, longnailed. and fleshless hands of the one contend in gruesome imagery with the withered
breasts and extreme emaciation of the other. To choose the better C h u n d a is
difficult; both are immensely successful sculptures without parallel in the enormous
repertory of Nepali wood carvings. In any medium it would be difficult to find
images which better embody this terrible, but in Nepal infinitely popular, goddess.
Preoccupation with the principal images of the lndresvara brackets should not
entail neglect of the accessory images placed below them. In their charm, diversity,
ingenious composition. and skillful carving, the attendant images almost surpass the
images they attend. Always paired as males, females, couples, dwarfs. and in one
instance, monkeys. the figures are compressed into artful compositions admirably
organized in terms of the restricted space. The little figures stand, kneel, sit, squat,
or gayly disport (Figs. 13, 16, 18, 19, 22-24, 28-33). One may lean on a staff,
another display some object, while a third plays a musical instrument (Figs. 23,29,
30). A much favored occupation is the affectionate embrace (Figs. 16, 18. 30-33).
But in this they are very different than their successors whose erotic posturing, albeit
a potent tourist attraction. is ultimately merely ugly, if not ridiculous (Fig. 34)." The
charming lndresvara mithuna, tender and chaste, are spiritually closer to Bharhut or

Theoretically there are two manifestations of Durga-as ministrant of death: Kafi,-chief of the
Mallavidyii, and Cimu* a Ma&. But they are essentially one, as is evident in their origin legends.
In Nepal they are not distinguished conceptually or iconographically and the names are used
interchangeably for a single divinity. In effect, she is Kali-Camunda.

l2

Such brackets, while common to Hindu temples, are rarely found on Buddhist shrines. A complete
sampling of Nepali bracket erotica will be found in Tucci 1969.

"
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~ & c h than
r
to the blatant seventeenth-eighteenth century Nepali rnithuna, only a few
centuries removed in time. Reminiscent of portraits, the faces of the little accessory
figures are individualized and expressive; they appear to be amused. to give ear to
their partner's music, to converse, or to be receptive to, or discreetly turn from.
amatory play (Figs. 29-33). Most of the attendant figures are nude or lightly clothed
but. like their masters, some are elegantly coiffed and some bejeweled (Figs. 28-32).
Further enlivening these little masterpieces of cawed wood are the serpents,
peacocks, and parrots which often inhabit the rocks below (Figs. 29.33).

There are fewer than a dozen monuments in and near the Kathmandu Valley where
there are bracket images to match or surpass those of the temple of Indresvara. For
the most part they are remnant twos and threes and often badly damaged.
Numerically, together they fall short of the Panauti's impressive set.
Best endowed is he vihdra known as Uku-bahal. Patan which conserves three
brackets on the shnne f a ~ a d eand six overlooking the grassy courtyard behind (Fig.
at nearby Tyagal-to1 (Fig.
35). There are six more on a decaying public shelter (pi)
36), a few at Twaya-bahal, and two more not far away at the vihura of Su-bahal (Fig.
37). Kathmandu is less favored with early brackets: four at Yatkha-bahal (Fig. 38)
and three in lamentable condition at nearby Itum-bahal (Fig. 39). For in situ brackets
of this quality. a monumental truncated carving in Bungamati village essentially
completes the known inventory (Fig. 40). The provenience or current whereabouts
of an exquisite bracket image illustrated some years back in unknown.'"
The above brackets are complemented by a few more which though
stylistically closely related are esthetically less successful. There are a few in
a
in Sulihma-tol, Patan (Fig. 41). One
Bhaktapur and a number embellish a ~ i v temple
of the most complete, if damaged, groups, six brackets in all, adorns the little temple
of Ikhanarayana (Narayana of the Boundary) in Kathmandu (Figs. 42, 43). The
differences in quality among the six suggest that they either are not coeval or are the
works of different carvers.
A comparative study of these bracket images is beyond the scope of this
paper. But they must be cursorily regarded in terms of their relationship to the
Indresvara carvings, critical touchstone for fixing all of them in time. Aside from the
Indresvara brackets, no others can be documented; with the possible exception of the
carvings at Uku- and Itum-bahal, there seems to be no likelihood of doing so.
Traditionally, Uku-bahal (Rudravama-mahavihira) is considered to be a foundation
of King Sivadeva I (ca. A.D. 590-604) and to have been rebuilt and restored by King

l4

Hagen

et al. 1961 :

fig. 65
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Rudradeva. or Rudravama, 11 (ca. A.D. 1 167-1 1 74).15Licchavi inscriptions confirm
that there was a royal foundation known as Sivadeva-vihara.j6 and much about the
Patan vihdra suggests that the traditions respecting it are in fact history. The brackets
may well have been installed at the time when Rudradeva took a hand with the
decaying monastery. and thus may predate the lndresvara brackets by more than a
century. Artistically. whatever their date, the Patan yaksir far surpass the latter. It
may be fairly said that each is a glorious example of the "sensuous immortals" (Fig.
35).
As for Itum-bahal (Kescandra-samskarita-mahavihara), we know that the
Ramavarddhanas. who also enjoyed feudal rights in Kathmandu, gave rich gifts to it
in A.D. 1382. thus establishing at least a terminus ad quem for the otherwise undated
foundation." There is less substantial evidence that the monastery was in existence
by A.D. 1233." If we rely on our only secure date, viz., A.D. 1382, the Itum-bahal
brackets could postdate those of lndresvara by a century. But it is likely that the
Kathmandu vihurrr is in fact far older. The Ramavarddhana gifts were made to an
existing establishment; thus it must antedate A.D. 1382. As one of the eighteen chief
viharas of Kathmandu. Itum-bahal is the socio-religious hub of a network of
dependent branch vihiras, a key position which argues for its longevity. Like Ukubahal. physically also there is much about Itum-bahal to suggest that it is a venerable
institution. All these factors coupled with the appearance of the bracket images.
stylistically so close to those of Uku-bahal, suggests that in all likelihood they belong
to about the same time. Thus both sets of brackets may be at least provisionally
assigned to the twelfth century. Until better documentation is forthcoming, the
remaining stylistically related brackets can then be dated somewhat the same way.

" Shakya 1970.
" D . Vajracharya 1973: inscrs. 133. 134 (496-506)
Presented in N.S. 502 sadh ha, the gifts included gilt images o f ~ i p a n k a r aBuddha and Tara (D.
Vajracharya 1965: 33-36).
I'

"Such a date is suggested by a cloth scroll which is displayed in the monastery courtyard at the annual
exhibition o f relics known as buhi-+o-bovc~gu. Probably painted in the eighteenth century and
restored in the nineteenth, the banner tells the story o f the vihc~ro'sfoundation and bears a clear date.
V.S. 1280 [A.D. 12331. The date is certainly not that o f the present painting which, however. may be
the most recent o f a succession o f faithful copies o f an earlier painting which did bear a corresponding
date; at that time, however, it would certainly have been stated in the Nepal Samvat. That there are
earlier versions is confirmed by the existence in the monastery now o f a very tattered painting, the date
effaced, which must have served as the model o f the later one. However, the evidence is too
insubstantial and for the time being, A.D. 1382 must remain as the lirst doculnentation for the viliara's
existence.
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Certainly a twelfth-thirteenth century date harmonizes with the fact that as surviving
wooden sculptures of that period they are not unique (Fig. 44).J9
The bracket carvings provisionally assigned to the twelfth-thirteenth century
should assist in the chronological placement of other wood carvings. Not least of
them would be the stylistically related but esthetically less satisfying bracket images
(Figs. 4 1 4 3 ) . Unless they merely reflect differences in individual artistic skill, these
brackets appear to be transitional carvings which foreshadow the decline in this art.
so painhlly apparent by the seventeenth century (Figs. 10, 34). But drawing closer
to them in time, they are still far removed esthetically. Like most of the earlier
bracket images, the temples to which these apparently intermediate ones are affixed
are undated. Inscriptions at the Sulihma-to1 temple provide no clue to its early
history; nothing is known about the foundation of Ikanarayana. Completely
dismantled and restored in 1970. the Kathmandu temple's oldest associable date.
inscribed on the adjacent Garudadhvaja, corresponds to A.D. 1663. But that tells very
little since the Garuda may well have been given long after the consecration of the
temple.
A stylistically ordered series of bracket images. when it is carefully
undertaken, might also assist in bringing chronological order to the scores of wooden
sculptures stored away in the Kathmandu Valley vihdras. They are rarely seen except
for a few wondrous days of the hahidyo-boyegu, the annual exhibition of Buddhist
relics. and their study is long o ~ e r d u e . ' ~
Art historically. it is of profound interest that at the time when Nepali wood
carvers were able to execute such admirable works as the twelfth-thirteenth century
'
bracket images, the art of the stone carvers had long been in d e ~ l i n e . ~The
magnificent sculpturing in stone that had been the glory of Licchavi Nepal (Fig. 45).
had become a lost art. That it was not altogether dead. however. is evident.
Transferred to the able hands of the wood carvers, it clearly flourished at least into
the thirteenth century, as the bracket images so eloquently attest. Indeed, it is startling
to observe how profoundly the medieval wood carvings are infused with the ghosts
of the Licchavi stone carvers. Not only at Uku- and Itum-bahal, at Tyagal-to1 and
Bungamati do the wondrously sensuous forms of the immortals survive. but there
also linger the accessory images and decoration so evidently cherished by the
Licchavis. When we regard the ubiquitous Licchavi gana caryatid. or rocky Licchavi
landscapes garnished with trees and inhabited with birds and animals (Fig. 46,47),
it is not difficult to perceive the inspiration of the later wood carvers. In a different

39

The question o f the almost certain survival o f ancient wood carvings in the Kathmandu Valley is
more thoroughly explored in Nepal Mandala.
40

Some are illustrated by Slusser 1974: figs. 8, 10, 13. 14

" For example. see Pal 1974: figs. 35.36.38.43.45.46
1973: fig. 6.

and many more; also Slusser and Vajracharya
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medium and a different time they continued to carve the same fauna-filled rocks and
upon them placed the same wonderful gunu caryatids (Figs. 35. 38,40, 42).42
It would be of exceptional interest to investigate furlher the interrelationship
of the two crafts. stone and wood carving, in the Kathmandu Valley. How, in fact,
explain the early decline in Nepali stone carving when the arts practiced in metal and
wood endured for so long so well? Why. if the thirteenth-century wood carvers at
Panauti. and their predecessors at Uku- and Itum-hahal. could compete so
successfully with the Licchavi stone carvers. did their fellow masons fail so utterly?
And are we to understand from the existing evidence that the stone carvers had
largely abandoned their traditional medium to work in wood? That this may be so
is suggested by contemporary evidence. When UNESCO recently undertook the
restoration of Hanuman Dhoka, the old Kathmandu palace, all the wood carvers who
could be assenlbled. by tradition belonged to the stone masons' caste.43

There is little to be said about the other arts associated with the temple of Indresvara.
I t is difficult for non-Hindus to view the gilt-sheathed linga or other accoutrements
of the inner
Casually assembled in the ambulatory just outside the
sanctum door. I once glimpsed a sizable collection of bronzes; two that have been
published. an image of ~ a i i j u s r ;and one of Indra. respectively works of about the
twelfth and fourteenth century, provide our only information about them.45A
thorough study of these bronzes might discover the "Gopinarayana" portrait image
of Jayasimha Ramavarddhana and the accompanying goddess. But despite the jealous
guard of the Indresvara temple and other Panauti shrines, they have been much
ravished in recent times and it is quite possible that the Ramavarddhana gifts have
been dispersed. We are not likely to find there now the portrait image or the "golden
chariot equipped with horses. an elephant, and an excellent wishing tree."
There are many sculptures in the temple courtyard (Fig. 5). For the most part
they are examples of a declining art although they are not without iconographic
interest. One of them. for example, is a syncretic image of Visnu and ~ a k s m i .
" I have pursued these

parallels at length in Ntpol blundulo to illustrate how the architectural arts of
the Licchavis. known principally from stone surface debris. is faithfully reflected in wood in the
structure and decoration of existing buildings o f the Malla period.
4'

Sanday 1974: 12.

41

Even "foreign" Hindus, that is Nepalis who do not live in Panauti. are often suspect. Temple
guardians and priests see in all outsiders. even eminent local scholars. a threat to the security of their
charges.
Thapa 1970: pls. 28.29 identifies ~ a h j u s r ;as Vairocana and places both images in the thirteenth
century.

4'
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technically referred to as ~ a k s m i - ~ a s u d e vora Vasudeva-Kamalaja (Fig. 5 , u).
Modelled on the well-known ~ r d h a n a r i ~ v a theme,
ra
such an androgynous Visnu
image is known only textually outside of Nepal. Another stone sculpture is of interest
in quite another way. It too is an image of Visnu, this time in his supreme
(para) form. known as Para Vasudeva. It is enshrined in a commanding position at
the western end of the compound's ceremonial platform. the rlabali. facing the
temple's principal facade and the linga within (Figs. 5 , b. 48). Locally. the image is
identified as "Tulanirayana." Narayana of the Weighing Scales. It is clearly a work
of the Malla Period and therefore very unusual for its size. Measuring eight and a half
feet tall, it is one of the largest monolithic sculptures ever created after the close of
the Licchavi Period.
Artistically. the large Visnu leaves much to be desired. although it is not
without technical interest. Not only is it unusually large for its time but it combines
a freestanding sculpt~re,the upper half, with high relief. the lower. Stylistically i t is
quite compatible with fourteenth or fifteenth century stone carving. There can be
little doubt that it is the image of "Tularcana Madhuripu." Visnu of the Tuladana
Ceremony, Jaysimha's donation and the boast of his descendants.
As the name implies and as the copperplate inscription affirms. Jayasimha
donated an image of Visnu to Indresvara "during the sun's eclipse [when he]
performed suvarna ruladana. In this rite. the donor is weighed against an equal
quantity of riches, usually gold and jewels. In Nepal it was a custom practiced into
recent times. In A.D. 1655. for example, a Nepali king, dressed In armor, had h~mself
weighed in this way." The goods were distributed to the Brahmans who together w ~ t h
princes and pandits had assembled to witness the event and to enjoy a play especially
written for the occasion. More recently still. in the late nineteenth century the Nepali
Prime Minister, Jang Bahadur Rana, substituting grain for gold, performed more than
once the tuldddna for the benefit of the Brahmans and the poor." The facts that the
"Nirayana of the Weighing Scales" is the modern name for the image and that the
stone upright of a scales (tulo) still stands nearby (Fig. 5 , d), effectively certify the
identification of the image as Tulicana Madhuripu. Thus with some certainty it can
be assigned to Jayasimha Ramavarddhana as the donor and be dated to the late
fourteenth century. Because it is one of the few Malla Period stone sculptures of such
dimensions, the dating of such an otherwise pedestrian image assumes some
importance. Very likely the year of its consecration could be further pinpointed
through an investigation of the occurrence of solar eclipses around the end of the
century.
The identification of this heretofore anonymous image is of further interest
from quite another point of view. The Ramavarddhana nobles considered themselves
"

46

Shastri 1905: I, xxxvi-xxxvii.

47

Rana 1974: 238.253.
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kings a ~ i dtook pains to behave as such. We have already seen that, like bona fide
Nepali kings, Jayasirnha Rama thought of himself as Visnu incarnate, a fantasy
perpetuated by his descendants through the Gopinarayana portrait image. Ignoring
the royal authority at Bhaktapur, they frankly name him "king" in the Indresvara
copperplate and as his heirs assume his "royal" duties. Moreover, it was the
Ramavarddhanas who intercepted the Chinese ambassadors heading for the Nepali
court at Bhaktapur and palmed themselves off as the legitimate kings of Nepal. The
deceived Chinese continued to treat with the Ramavarddhanas through the last
e scarcely doubt that
ambassadorial mission which the Mings sent to N e ~ a l . ~ % n can
in ofiering the outsized Visnu to Indresvara, Jayasimha sought to emulate a famous
Nepali predecessor: Visnugupta. .He was another noble with pretensions to royalty
but unlike Jayasi~nliaRania. successfully contrived to rule Nepal. Sometime during
the approximate decade of his reign, A.D. 633 to 643. Visnugupta audaciously had
a colossal image of Supreme Visnu fashioned in his and his princeling sons' own
like~iesses.~'
Visnugupta was also the donor of two colossal images of Jalaiayana
Narayrma. one at Budhanilkantha. the other, an intriguing example of syncretism, at
Balaju (Fig. 45). Thus it can hardly be coincidence that Jayasimha and his younger
brother and survivor. Madanasimha offered parallel large-scale images: the one
Supreme Visnu. the other Jalaiayana Narayana. Madanasimha's donation, a sevenfoot stone sculpture of little artistic consequence, today lies abandoned near
Palanchok."'This mountain-top village was once part of the Bhotaijya and provided
the last stronghold of the Ramavarddhanas. Here they inscribed their last record in
A.D. 1405; and according to the Chinese annals, here they clung until at least A.D.
1427, the date of the last Chinese mission to Nepal for centuries to come.5' In secular
context, the name of the Ramavarddhanas is heard no more. But like so many other
kings and nobles of Nepal. their kir/i lives on in the form of their pious undertakings.
Except for these. we would be little concerned with the Ramavarddhanas today nor
.
a princess of Banepa.
with ~ i r a m a d e v ionce
The interest to art and history of the Tularcana Madhuripu sculpture
notwithstanding. the importance of the lndresvara complex rests on the fact that the
temple is the oldest dated elevation of a Newar style temple now known in and
nearby the Kathmandu Valley. It thus provides another link in an unbroken
architectural coriti~luuniwhich can be demonstrated for Nepal. considerations that are

4'

Petech 1958: 20 1-209

49

On the usurping ~ b h ~Guptas
ra
and the portrait image, see Slusser and Vajracharya 1973: 80-84.
127-131, fig. 19: 1973a: 269-270. figs. 1-3.

"'On Madanasi~nha'simage see Slusser and Vajracharya 1973: 127, fig. 18

" Dated N.S. 525 Asadha. i t is the inscription o f Saktisimha. Madanasimha's son (D.Vajracharya
1965: 32); Petech 1958: 208-209.
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beyond the scope of this paper. The temple's hierarchical position as an art treasure
rests on its splendid wood carvings. These can be quite securely dated to A.D. 1294
and thus provide the critical touchstone for the dating of other early wood carvings.
one of the unquestioned splendors of medieval Nepal.

In the years since this paper was written decay and, above all, theft have taken a
terrible toll respecting many of the carved wooden brackets discussed in this paper.
Only those of Indresvara have escaped the ravages of nature and rapacity of man. The
Tyagal-to1
has been destroyed and with it the lovely yaks,' brackets-if they
have not in fact entered the art market, as it isrurnored. Similarly, all of the old
Ikhanarayapa brackets at Bangemudha-tol, Kathmandu are gone as are those of lturnbahal. So, too, the charming brackets at Sulihma-tol. Currently being restored under
the auspices of the Kathmandu Valley Preservation Trust, the temple's brackets are
slated for replication using my 1970s photos as a model but no matter how well they
are done it is unlikely that they will measure up to the originals.
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The temple of IndreJvara Mahiideva, wesrcrn farjaue, Pauauu, Nepal,
A.D. 1294 (Photograph courtesy of Niels Gutschow).

Fig. 2 The temple of lndreivara Mahiitleva,
elevation, section and plitn.

Fig. 3 s~A-&ha (lower left), Panauti village, and, center, the IndreSvara temple
compound (Photograph courtesy of Niels Gutschow).

Fig. 4&&&vara

temple compound and adjacent houses (detail of Fig. 3).

Fig. 5 Plan of the Indreivara compound (Niels Gutschow. Miinster 15.8.79, after
Toffin a. Kom). a) Main gateway. b) Tul%rcana Madhuripu, c) Ceremonial
platform, d) Fragmentary scales, e ) Houses, 0 Venudhara Krishna,
g) Surya, h) Modem school. i ) Sivalinga, k) Nandi, 1) IndreSvara, m) Siva
temple, n) Uma- Maheivara. o) Ahalya, p) ~ i v a l i n ~q)
a , ~ i v a l i n ~r)a ,Para
Vasudeva, s) Dham~aiiilas,t ) Gateway to ghats, u) Vasudeva- Karnalajii,
v) Para Viisudeva, w) Siva, x) MStrkasBhairava, y) Gateway to Rosi
Khola.

Fig. 6 South fagade of the Indregvara temple with brackets depicting characters
from the Mah-bh-rata.

-

Fig. 7 Upper stories of the Indre6va.m temple, south faqade.

rlg. 8 l o r w surmounting the northern temple doorway with dancing m e h &
as the principal divinity.

Fig. 9 The carving of this "evil eye'3blind window (cinkhijhyci) on a temple ruin in
the Indreivara compound excels even that of the principal temple (Author's
photograph reprinted by permission of Priacetn URiversiry Rest+).

Pig. 10 A bracket mscnbed with the aonor's name and date, N.S. 774 [A.D. 16541,
Bhagavati temple, Nala

Fig. 11 A massive comer bracket in the form of a griffonlike chimera, temple of
Indregvara, ground floor, northwest comer.
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Fig. 12 Chart identifying the twenty-four ground floor brackets of the temple of
Indreivara.

Fig. 13 Hmiimib, ground floor, western fapde, IndreSvara temple (bracket no. 1).

Fig. 14 Detail of m a , western faqade (bracket no. 4).

15 Detail of Yudhi~@ii,southern fa~ade(bracket no. 7).

Fig. 17 Detail of Arjuna, Pig. 16.

Fig. 18 A *ha, eastern faqade (bracket no. 17).

Fig. 19 ChtqdH, northern fasade (bracket no. 19).

Fig.

Detail of CWundB, Fig. 19 (Author's photograph reprinted by permission
of
Univ.ersity Press).

~~

Fig. 21 C m w s patterned skht and s h l a t e d bane apron, detail, Fig. 19.

Fig. 22 A second intapretation of CSmtqdB, northern fagade (bracket no. 24).

Fig. 23 MaheSvd, northern faqade (bracket no. 23).

w.24 Bhairava, northem faqade (bracket no. 22).

Fig. 25 yaks; and parrot, detail, northern faqade (bracket no. 20).

Fig. 26 Ceremonial apron and cap adorned with carved human bone
(Private collection, photograph cowtesy Dorothy Shepherd Payer).

Fig. 27 Central belt plaques, detail Fig. 26 (Photograph courtesy Dorothy
Shepherd Payer).

Fig. 28 Women attendants, laden with jewels and dust, supports of Bhairava,
&tail Fig. 24 (bracket no. 22).

Fig. 29 A quixotic couple support a yaba (bracket no. 14).

Rg.30 Mithwra, the support of R@w, Fig. 14 (bracket IQ&
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Fig. 3 1 Mithuna, the support of ya&$, detail (bracket no. 16).

Pig.32 Mirhuna, the support of yakq~,dedail Fig. 18 (bracket no. 17).

Fig. 33 Mithuna, the support of yak$,
Fig. 25 (bracket no. 20).

Fig. 34 Blatant caryatid erotica, typical of seventeenth-eighteenthcentury bracket
figures on Hindu temples, Gokarna Mahsdeva (Photograph courtesy of
Bany Bishop).

Fig. 35 yak-$ and caryatid, Uku-bahal, Patan, ca. 12th century.

1
Fig. 36

bracket figures adorn a public shelter, Patan, 12- 13th century.

Fig. 37 yakS;and caryatid,
Su-bahal, Patan,
12th-13th century.

Rg. 39 Yak.$ with child and caryatid, Itum-b&al, Kathmandu, 12th-l=utcentury.

Fig. 41 yak$ and caryatid, Sulihma-tol, Patan, 15th-16th century.

Fig. 42 yak$ with child and caryatid,
temple of Ikhh&ayaqa,
Bangmudha-tol, Kathmandu,
LWQ@-r
0

Fig. 43

In this way. one by one, most of the medieval bracket carvings have
been destroyed, IkhWHyaqa, Bmgemudha-tol, hthmandu.

Fig. 44 Maitreya, wood, gilt and polychrome, H. 83/8 in., 12th-13th century.
(The Cleveland Museum of Art, Gift of George P. Bickfmd).
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Fig. 45 Vigugupta's syncretic 'Jalas'ayaqaNiirByaqa," stone, L. 14 ft. 9 in.,
Balaju, Kathmandu, ca. A.D. 633443.

Fig. 46 Stone caryatid from Licchavl toundation course, Deopatan, 7th-8th century.

Fig.47 Detail from a ~ a i v arelief, stone, Naghal-tol, Kathmandu, 7th-8thcentury.

Fig. 48 Tulhana Madhuripu, the image of Para Vbudeva donated by Jayasiqha
Ftiiatavstone, H.8'12 ft., Panauti, ca. A.D. 1400.

NEPALESE CAITYAS AS MIRRORS OF
MEDIAEVAL ARCHITECTURE^

The Kathmandu Valley is filled with architectural splendors. For the most part they
appear to date from the last two centuries of Malla rule which came to a close in A.D.
1769. Among a variety of structures-the dwellings of kings and commoners,
dharmagilds, pillars and platforms, tanks and fountains. monastery quadrangles and
temples-it is the multi-roofed temples of brick. carved wood. and metal repousse
which have commanded the most attention. While it is generally believed that almost
all of these temples, the so-called "pagodas." were built in the slsteenth and
seventeenth centuries. a great many rise on foundations that were l a ~ db j the
Licchavis. masters of Nepal from about A.D. 300 to 879.' Cases in point are the t h o
most prestigious shrines of Hindu Nepal. Paiupathinatha and Changu Narayana. the
foundations of both of which can almost certainly be established as no later than the
fourth century A.D.' Furthermore. there are even some temple elevations which at
least in part long predate the close of the Malla Period. One is the celebrated
dharrna&lu and temple known as Gshamandapa, the Wooden Pavilion, from which
the Nepali capital city, Kathmandu, derives its name. The existence of
Kastharnandapa can be documented to at least the mid-twelfth centuq;' it still stands
as it long has. at the side of the former Trans-Himalayan trade route which bisects the

' Reprinted

from The Srlrpa Irs Religious. Hisrorical and Archirrctural Signrjicance, eds. A.
Dallapiccola and S. Zingel-Ave Lallemant. Wiesbaden. 1985. pp. 157-165 with permission of the
publisher.

'

A mastery contended by the ~ b h [ GGuptas who were occasionally kings and often the power behind
the throne. See Slusser. M. and G. Vajracharya, Some Nepalese Stone Sculptures: A Reappraisal
Within Their Cultural and Historical Context. In: Arribus Asiae 35: 112 (1973). pp. 80-83.
Such dating is substantiated in the writer's forthcoming book, Nepal Mandalo: A Cultural Hirtory
ofthe Kathmandu Valley. Princeton University Press (in press).

' Slusser, M. and G. Vajracharya, Two Medieval Nepalese Buildings: An Architectural and Cultural
Study. In: Artibus Asiae 36:3 (1974). pp. 206-207.
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old city. Another early structure, the second largest temple in Nepal, is that of
lndreivara Mahadeva in Panauti village, just east of the Valley proper. Decorated
with some of the most sublime carvings in the realm, the temple was erected in A.D.
1294.4 There is also a number of other buildings-particularly
the one-time
monastery quadrangles, the vihdvas-which can almost certainly be dated at least as
early as the two previously mentioned buildings. But beyond these few, almost
nothing has been known about the antecedents of the traditional architecture of the
Kathmandu Valley. Indeed, the chief information heretofore available appears to
liave been the oft-quoted commentary of the seventh-century Chinese envoy, Wang
Hsuan-t'se.' As is now well known. he passed through the Kathmandu Valley on
three different occasions as part of embassies to the court of Harsavardhana at
Kanauj. En route. the envoy was well received by Narendradeva, the Licchavi
incumbent from about A.D. 643 to 679, whose court he described together with one
of the palace buildings. The envoy also referred to storeyed temples and commented
on the nature of the common house.
Now. however, by following various avenues of research. it has been possible
to considerably expand our knowledge about this hitherto obscure aspect of the
Nepali past. One source of information is provided by native documents. We now
.~
have
have almost n4.o hundred inscriptions left by the Licchavis t h e m s e l ~ e sMany
only recently come to light. and many contain important cultural information. There
are also diverse. and in the cultural sense, largely untapped. documentary sources for
the subsequent Transitional and Early Malla years. namely about A.D. 879 to 1482.
For illutninating the architectural past, a second source is provided by the
fomler buildings tliemselves. fragments of which lie scattered over the surface of the
Valley. Pending a time when traditional subsoil archaeological excavations may be
undertaken in the sacred Kathmandu Valley,' such "surface archaeology" is very
'The G'optrluraJu-i~a~r~.~~~~ulrr
(fols. 26b-27a), a fifteenth-century Nepali chronicle proven extreliiely
reliable in the cultural realni, aftiniis that it was built by ~ i r a m a d e v i then
.
wife o f the Crown Prince
~urtr&rni) and the niother o f King ~nandadeva,in N.S. 4 14 [A.D. 12941. The superb woodcarvings
which decorate the temple are also stylistically consonant with thal date. On the Gopdlurajt~i~cun.cin~uli
see Slusser, M. and G . Vajracharya. Sorne Nepalese Stone Sculptures (see footnote I). pp.
79-80.

'

Levi. S.. Lr N&pul. ~ i u d eHisloriyrrr d'un Roj.arirne Hindou. 3 vols. Paris: Ernest Li.roux.
190.5-1908. vol. 1, pp. 157-1 59. 163-166.

'Composed in Sanskrit and inscribed in Gupta characters, allnost all o f the known inscriptions may
Kathmandu:
now be consulted in the compendium o f Vajracharya. D..Lic~~hol~ikuluka-ahhil~~kllrr.
Institute of Nepal and Asian Studies, Triblluvan University. 1973. Since the latter's appearance,
approximately allother halfdozen inscriptions have been found bringing the current grand total l o 195.

'

To date, excavations liave been liniited to a month's exploration of two Licchavi occupalion sites
(Deo. S.B., Ar~~hoco/ogicu/
Excuvtr~ions i n A'o~h~nundu:1965. Katlinlandu: Departlnent of
Archaeology. His Majesty's Governlnenl o f Nepal, 1968).
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interesting indeed. At every turn one encounters a variety of architectural
debris-among others, large-scale decorative fragments. door jambs. columns and
pillars, whole or fragmentary. foundation courses. now for the most part functionless,
or sills. their sockets now emptied of tenons. A few of the latter-foundation courses
and sills-are still in situ but most architectural fragments lie forgotten or have been
put to other uses (Figs. 1.2). Indeed, from these two sources alone, documents and
surface fragments. one can show that there are in fact surviving architectural works
which may be securely dated to the seventh century A.D. at the latest. These are the
avaranas, the "covers," mentioned in Licchavi inscriptions.' simple shelters for
Ovalingus. I found a whole constellatio~iof these mjurunus still clustered around the
a
near Lele village. ancient Lembatidranga (Fig. 3), and quite
ruins of a ~ i v temple
disregarded, an almost complete example still stands in the shadow of Paiupadnitha.
Parts of the shrines-monolithic
roofs and distinctive columns-abandoned or
serving other ends. are common elements of the archaeological surface debris (Fig.
1). There need be no doubt about the date of the tn9manusfor there also exists part
of a roof slab, now covering a spring, and a fallen column, each of which bears a
dedicatory inscription.' While unfortunately. neither inscription contains a date, on
the internal evidence of one of them and the palaeography of both, the
inscriptions-and the shrines to which they pertain. therefore-may be assigned to
the first quarter of the seventh century. There is also a related. but more complex,
standing si'valinga shrine in Banepa village. just east of the Valley. It also very likely
may be assigned to the late Licchavi-or early Transitional Period. viz., the ninth or
tenth century."
A third source of evidence respecting the Nepali architectural past is provided
by comparative Indian materials, while the fourth, and the one which concerns us
here, is the stone caityas of the Licchavi Period (Figs. 4-9). These ubiquitous little
stone monuments abound in the Kathmandu Valley and beyond. and while no one
has yet counted them, they certainly number in the thousands. Like avarcmus
clustering around Siva temples, the caifyas, both Licchavi and later. gather around
prestigious slupas such as Dharmadeva in Chabahil, or Svayambhunatha. and are
often incorporated into their platforms. Cairyas are also typically erected in the open
Vajracharya. D., L~cchmihlah-abhilekha(see footnote 6). inscr. 1 13, p. 4 2 9 4 3 0 .
One of the inscriptions was published by Gnoli, R. Nepalese Inscriptions in Guptu Characfers. Serie
Orientale Roma, vol. 10. Materialsfor the Sntdy of Nepalese History and Culture, no. 2 . 2 pts., Rome:
lstituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1956, inscr. 46, p. 61, the other by Shakya. H.,
Abhileka-prokc;.&, Patan, Nepal: 1969, inscr. 7, pp. 14-15. and both appear in Vajracharya. D.,
Licchavikalakd-abhilekha (see footnote 6). inscrs. 87, 182, pp. 366-367, 596. But the use of the
objects on which the inscriptions appeared has not been hitherto understood. The English rendering
in the Shakya work (p. 16) is an error since the inscription itself merely says, "This is the khti
[meritorious work] of Pradyumnaprana" (pradyumnapranasya k&ti).
'O

The shrine is illustrated and discussed in my forthcoming Nepal Mandala.
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inner courts of monastery and domestic quadrangles, stand in the streets and squares,
and are one of the most common objects encountered in the precincts of the public
fountains. As objects of veneration, Licchavi cailyas have suffered diverse fates.
Some are enshrined in temples as the chief cult object under daily ministration of a
priest while others are solicitously sheltered by simple avarana-like structures of
recent date. Some are entirely incased in successive coats of whitewash which
generations of crowding devotees have seen fit to bestow upon them, while others
glow with offerings of vermilion. But many caityas are abandoned. broken and
forgotten and often their scattered parts are put to other uses (Fig. 1). Finally, not a
few caityas in Hinduizing Nepal are taken to be si'valingas and are worshipped as
such."

The briehess of this paper precludes a detailed description of the Licchavi caityas,
a subject amply covered elsewhere.'' Suffice it to say that generally they are quite
small. the average height being two and a half feet and, discounting towering latterday finials. none exceeding four. Apart from the finial, caityas are monolithic or are
composed of one or more separate pedestal segments upon which is seated the
monolithic drum and dome (medh/and a d a ) (Figs. 4-6). The pedestal, or its several
segments, alike or diverse. may be round, square octagonal, or composed of
intersected square and rectangle. The latter is the vim&;brikona, or platform of twenty
angles, a form which the Kriydsamgraha-patijika recommends for stupas and the one
most commonly encountered as the platform of Licchavi cai/yn.v (Figs. 4-6, 8, 9)."
Of considerable interest, few Licchavi caityus bear their original finials but
are now crowned with ill-proportioned replacements crudely cemented into place
(Figs. 4, 5). In keeping with all extant Nepali .s/upa.s and votive caifyas of later date,
the replacement finials nor~nallyconsist of a square harn~ikuemblazoned on each
side with paired eyes and surmounted with a tall spire of thirteen stages, reference to
the hhumis. or thirteen states of perfection. Such renovations, one would suppose,
were dictated by doctrinal considerations, but what these were or when they took

" The possibility thal the cai~yaswere subsequently Hinduized is discussed by Ulrich Wiesner.
Nepalese Votive Stupas o f the Licchavi Period: The Empty Niche. In The Stfipa Its Religious.
Historical and Architectrtral Significance, eds. A. Dallapiccola and S. Zingel-Ave Lallemanr.
Wiesbaden, 1985. pp. 166- 174.
l 2 See Chapter 7 of Nepal Mandala, also Pal, P., Buddhist Art in Licchavi Nepal. Bombay: Marg
Publications. 1974. 7-20.

I'

Bknisti, M., ~ t u d esur le stupa dans I'lnde ancienne. In: Bulletin de 1 ' ~ c o l Fe r o n ~ a i s ed ' f i t r i r n e

Orient, 50: 1 (1960). pp. 37-1 13. p. 4, fig. 6 .
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place, we do not yet know.I4 Although stupa finials of thirteen stages are known in
Indian texts redacted in the first three centuries of the Christian era." it is evident that
it was not the form favored by Licchavi builders. There are about a half-dozen
Licchavi cairyos which unaccountably escaped having their finials altered. All of the
original finials are squat and none are provided with thirteen stages. Typically, they
consist of a square harmika expanded by successive stepped moldings to a broad
cornice topped by a squat pyramid of three or four steps (Fig. 6). Such finials closely
compare to those of the shrpas carved on the walls at Ellora and Ajanta and they may
be of comparable date.
That the thirteen-step finial was not a feature of Licchavi caifyus is also
attested by representations of caifyus which occasionally figure among the pedestal
ornament of the existing monuments. These figurative caifyas bear rather
undistinguished finials which seem to lie midway between the squat Licchavi
survivals and the typical replacement (Fig. 7). Although we do not know when the
original finials were removed from the old cai/yus. it seems unlikely that they began
to be replaced much before the fifteenth century. Cai/yus represented in early Nepali
manuscripts do not show the thirteen-stage finial (nor are there eyes on the
h ~ r m i k b )nor
' ~ do those which appear in the earliest known dated Nepali pu~u,a
Vasudhira-mandala painted in A.D. 1367." Indeed. the earliest evidence I know for
the existence in the Kathmandu Valley of the distinctive finial which now typifies all
Nepali shrpas is provided by another Vasudhora-mandala painted in Nepal in A.D.
1515." There. accessory s~upasbear the distinctive hartnika emblazoned with eyes
and crowned with the thirteen-stage spire. It is not improbable that this type of finial
is related to the Krlyasamgruha-pafijika.a mediaeval text which from the thirteenth
century, at least. was favored by Nepali buildersi9and has served them into recent

"See Wiesner. U., Nepalese Votive Stupas o f the Licchavi Period: The Empty Niche (see footnote
1 I ) for one theory.
I s As pointed out by Gustav Roth. Symbolism o f the Buddhist Stupa. In: The Sflipa 11s Religio~rs.
Hisroricol and Architecrural Signrjicanre. eds A. Dallapiccola and S. Zingel-Ave Lallernant.

Wiesbaden. 1985, pp. 183-209.
''See, for example, illustrations from the two eleventh century manuscripts explored by Foucher, A,,

h u d e sur I'iconographie bouddhique de I'lnde. 2 vols.. vol. 1, d'apres des documents nouveaux.
Paris: Ernest Leroux. 1900.

Thanh Art (Catalog o f an Exhibition. Doris Wiener Gallery, New York, January 12 to February 23,
1974). pl. T. now in a private collection.

I'

Now in the collections o f the Los Angeles County Museum o f Art, Los Angeles, USA

In

"The date o f the K r ~ a m g r a h ocompiled
,
by Kuladatta, is unknown. Benisti, M., ~ t u d esur le stupa
(see footnote 13), p. 94, remarks that it is "certainly posterior to the fifth century," while Gustav Roth
(see foomote 15) places it about the ninth or tenth century. On the Kriyc;sanigroha see Benisti, ibid..
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times.'" The Kr~rr.vumgruhaexpressly recommends the thirteen-step finial as proper
and it seems likely that the eyes painted on the harmika beneath once
to srtrp~~s
signified the presence of the Lokaplus, the Four Guardians of the World which the
KriyLl.vomgrc~hcraffirnis dwell in that very lace.*'
In tenils of architectural history of the Kathmandu Valley-and pertinent to
Asian architectural history in general-it is the lower portion of the ccriryus which is
of greater interest. The pedestals and drums of many are carved with a dazzling
repenory of motifs of human. animal, vegetal, geometric. and architectural origin, all
of ~vhichhave their roots in the classical tradition of Indian art (Figs. 1, 4-9)." Such
motifs, 10 name but a few, include kinnuru, kaluhum.su, makuru, chimera,
k~rritnukhcr,foliage-holding, gunu, gandhurva-ntukhu, the stupu, deer worshipping
the flaming wheel. and varied ornament of architectural derivation. A few cuirya
pedestals are dominated by images of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, in which cases
the dome is often somewhat accessory, or even vestigial." Further, it is largely the
c.urrycu' wealth of decoration which allows us to date them on stylistic
considerations. since few bear inscriptions. I know only four with Licchavi
inscriptions. Of these a single one bears a date, Samvat 182 Asadha. corresponding
to A.D. 758 (Fig. 5).'4 The others can be dated on palaeographic considerations to the
seventh century.

pp. 38. 89-108 (one o f whose texts. it is interesting to note. originated in Nepal) and the above
mentioned paper by Roth.

'"According to an in situ stone inscription the Kriy~.so~~igmhu
was used as the guide for building a
vrlwu in Kathmandu about A.D. 1592. Vajracharya, D.. ed.. Iiilrt:.susu~rihtIIiu~lu
pru~nunu-/)rcir~ieyo.
Patan. Nepal: Jagadamba prakasana, V.S. 2019 [1962], main pt., p. 115, reads the date (recorded in
words) as N.S. 712 [A.D. 15921. Regmi. D., Medieval Nepal. 4 pts. Calcutta and Patna: Firma K. L.
Mukhopadhyay and self-published. Pt. 4. inscr. 27, pp. 37-44 reads the date as N.S. 713 [1593].

" Denisti. M.. ctude sur le stupa (see footnote 13), pp. 100-10 I
'' Further examples may be seen in Pal. P.. Buddhivr Arr in Licchmgi Nepal (see footnote 12). figs. I 1.
13-1 5,22-36.
"See, ror example, Pal, P.. ibid.. figs. 29, 36
A l l the cuit,vu inscriptions are now published in the compendium o f Vajracharya, D.,
LicchikLiluh-aht~ilekho(see footnote 6). inscrs. 98, 165, 167, 174. Pal, P., Buddhi.sr Arr in Licchavi
Nepul (see footnote 12). p. 7 mentions a Licchavi inscription on a caiya at Chabahil but I was unable
to find it. However, there is a Chabahil caiw which is inscribed in Bhujinmol characters. belonging
to about the fourteenth century.

?4
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Among the wealth of caitya ornament, it is the diverse architectural motifs which
have the most direct bearing on architectural history. Many cairyas bear niches
carved in the form of shrines, four or more, in part depending on the number of
pedestal stages (Figs. I, 4-6. 8, 9). Apparently. few niches were furnished with
images-unless they have been removed as Dr. Wiesner believes (see footnote
I I)-although many are now occupied with recent introductions. The arched
surrounds of the niches, their jambs typically offset, are flanked with meticulously
carved pilasters and surmounted with a toruna, making in effect a doorway or in
some instances a veritable portico (Figs. 1,4. 5. 8, 9). The doorways and porticoes
project from the adjacent "walls" often furnished with a molded median course and
above it, a cornice (Figs. 5, 8.9). Typically, from the median course depend festoons
or other decoration and above it is still other distinctive ornament, frequently the
gavakva (Fig. 8). The broad roof cornice is usually bordered below by dentils and
surmounted with various ornaments. characteristically gcrvuku, rocky projections.
and couchant lions (Fig. 8). More rarely there are crenelations (Fig. 9). Sometimes
niches on the upper levels of the pedestal compare to rooftop shrines addorsed to the
cairya's drum. Indeed. many of the cai~yapedestals are often veritable temples upon
whose truncated roof rests the plain hemisphere of the undu Such a one is the Subahal-hiti cuitya, the only caityu to bear a dated inscription (Fig. 5).
The fact that the architectural motifs on the cuiyus are mirrored in early
Indian architecture, again in the fragmentary above ground ruins of ancient Nepali
buildings, and yet again in extant buildings of the Transitional and Malla periods
helps enormously to clarify our perception of Nepali architecture. The structures
which embellish the Valley today are clearly not of local inspiration. They represent
end points in a long tradition whose sources lie elsewhere.
I will illustrate with a single example, namely the pilaster, a ubiquitous
element of caitya pedestal ornament. Typically. the pilasters flank the distinctive
niches I have mentioned, niches which are in effect doorways to the model temples
of which they are a part. Despite the smallness of the pilasters-and some are barely
a few inches high-many bear a distinctive crescent incised in the form of an
inverted "U" (Figs. 6, 9). Many pilasters are surmounted by an umoluku-like
member-f
varied fornls-which cushions the rorana or the bracket-capitals they
support (Figs. 4, 5, 8). The brackets themselves are no less distinctive than the
pilasters. A number are very precisely carved into a particular convoluted form such
as those on the well-known Dhvaka-bahal cuifyu, Kathmandu, a work of the early
seventh century.*' Many other brackets are reduced to rather nondescript flourishes

25

Illustrated by Pal, P.. Buddhisr Art in Licchmi Nepal (see footnote 12). figs. 23, 25-28.
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(Figs. 5, 9) but this is in keeping with the Licchavi stonecarver's tendency to
elaborate plants, animals, or whatever else he fancied into complex and ornate
scrolls. The pilasters and brackets together are, of course, the essential components
of post-and-lintel architecture, the style of building fundamental to all extant
tradit~onalNepali architecture.
Of profound interest, among the architectural debris scattered around the
Valley floor, we find large scale stone columns which must have been once employed
in actual buildings. Whole or in part they lie abandoned or, more often, are put to
other ends. A number, for example, have been used in building a stairway to Kail&a,
the grassy hill adjacent to Paiupatinitha. Others serve as sills to door- and gateways,
as foundation stones. or, broken, as random building blocks and fill (Fig. 2). But
these columns are strangely familiar. for we have seen them on many occasions and
in many places. Like the miniature caifyu pilasters, they too are often carved with an
tmiulaka-like member and. more particularly, bear on each face the distinctive incised
crescent of the pilasters. Indeed, the meaning of the pilaster crescent now becomes
abundantly clear. It is the motif which in the columns announces the transition from
plain square base to the chamfered upper part, each individual facet of which is
outlined by a similar inverted "U." That such columns were used by the Licchavis,
there need be no doubt. They employed the same form for their victory pillars, the
grrnrdadhvujus, although the latter's special role as the vehicle for inscriptions forced
modifications of the shaft. One of these is the famous pillar of Changu Narayana,
dated A.D. 464. and another is the inscribed Hadigaon pillar most likely erected
about the mid-sixth century A.D.2b
Such columns and pillars are by no means confined to the remains of Licchavi
culture, however. For it is the selfsame column which one sees in wood in the extant
post-and-lintel buildings datable to the Transitional and Malla periods (Fig. 10). Not
only do these wooden columns bear the incised crescent and the amalaka-like
element. but they are joined with exactly the same distinctive convoluted brackets
typified by the Dhvaka-bahal caitya. In wood. column and bracket are encountered
in buildings of indeterminate age, in twelfth-century Kasthamandapa, and in many
\~ihara.swhich I believe will be shown to long predate the Late Malla Period to which
they are generally assigned.
In Nepal. then, by means of the Licchavi caitya.~,the architectural remnants,
and the extant architecture. we are able to demonstrate an unbroken continuum in the
column type. Similar, if sometimes less striking parallels may also be demonstrated
with a host of other elements and ornaments. They may be similarly traced by means
of the cairyas, the ruins, and the extant examples.
It is not difficult to recognize in these Nepali caifya pilasters,
garuuhdhvajas, fallen stone columns, and standing wooden ones, the typical columns

"The Hadigaon pillar is undated but both palaeography and internal considerations argue for this date
(Vajracharya, D., Licchmihlaka-abhilekha (see footnote 6), inscr. 35, pp. 158-164).
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of the Gupta order. Columns inside Temple 17 at ~ & c h Tprovide a striking parallel.
But our search for Nepali architectural origins does not end at sailchi. For an
examination of Kusiqa remains-pedestals, railings pillars. lintels, and similar
remnants-reveals the frequent use of miniature pilasters. meticulously incised with
the distinctive crescent, furnished with amalaka-like member. and joined to brackets
which parallel those on the Nepali cai~yas.~'
Obviously, we cannot reconstruct whole buildings on the basis of a single
architectural element, namely the column, or even by means of a dozen or more. But
taking the column together with other cultural aspects permits us to fill to some
degree the void that has hitherto characterized the Nepali architectural past. Thus,
when we look at certain of the cairya pedestals-Figs. 5. 8.9 for example-it seems
evident that the miniature temples we see there in many ways must mirror the larger
buildings they stood among. Indeed, we are offered vivid confirmation of this thesis
by the contemporary scene. Certainly the bracketed pilasters on cuiryas one sees
standing in vihra courtyards are clearly reflected in the bracketed wooden columns
of the surrounding quadrangle. One day. when it becomes possible to dig beneath the
surface of the Kathmandu Valley, it seems almost certain that the same will be
verified for Licchavi Nepal.
Meanwhile, it seems abundantly evident that the architecture of the Malla
Period is the direct descendant of Licchavi antecedents whose OWTI essential roots are
unlikely to have been nurtured in the Kathmandu Valley. Some structures. like the
modest avoranas, certain garudadhvajas, and terraced fountains we know to be
Licchavi works. The houses and palaces. dharmahla~,temples. and viharus that the
Licchavis frequented were almost certainly little different than those of their
descendants as we know them today.

Recent archaeological excavations indicate that the mid-sixth century date posited
for the Hadigaon pillar in this paper is incorrect. I t apparently postdates A.D. 749
(Verardi, G. Excavations at Harigaon Kathmandu. 2 vols. Rome: lstituto Italiano per
il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1992. vol. I, p. 24).
My statement that the Licchavi caityas "certainly number in the thousands"
is an exaggeration. For his monumental study The Nepalese Caityu: F$een-hlmdred
years ofBuddhist Architecture in the Kathmandu Valley (in press). Niels Gutschow's
careful site-by-site tally only records them in the hundreds. My perception was
skewed by their seeming omnipresence.

"Cf. Rosenfield. J. The Dynastic Arts ofthe Kushons. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967.
figs. 29,38,40b.

Fig. 1 Column from a Licchavi Period iivaliriga shrine and a caitya pedestal used
in constructing a modern ghat, Tukucha River, Lazirnpat, Kathmandu
(cdgid p u W o n I pl XI,1).

Fig. 3 A iivalinga shrine (avarana),ca. 7th century A.D., Sarasvati Kund, Lele
village @I. XI, 3).

Fig. 4 This caitya, constructed of separate pieces and the finial modernized,
stands in a monastery courtyard, Uku-bahil, Patan @1. XI, 43.

Fig. 5 Its pedestd a miniature temple with pilastered porticoes, this cairya with
renovated finial is the only one to bear an inscribed date, corresponding to
AD. 758, Su-bahd fouliw Patan @1. XI,5).

Fig.6 A rarity, this caitya has conserved its original finial, Canunati- vih-ra,
Deopam @L XI,6).

Fig. 7 The finial of a figurative caitya, garnished with banderoles and an
umbrella, detail of a Licchavi caitya vis-8-vis the Mahaiila temple,
Kathmandu,Tundikhel (pl. XI, 7).

Fig. 8 Detail of a caitya pedestal in the form of a miniature temple, Tah- bahal,
Patan (pl. XI,8).

Fig. 9 The bracketed pilasters of a portico support a massive cornice surmounted
by cnxialatiw, detail of a cuitpa, Misa-hiti, Patan @I. XI, 9),
.

BODHGAYA AND NEPAL+
THEMAHABAUDDHA TEMPLE

The alleged site of the pipal tree at Bodhgaya under which the Buddha Sakyamuni
attained enlightenment has been a lodestar for Nepalese Buddhists who have long
viewed it as one of the premier places of pilgrimage. One such pilgrimage is said to
have led to the building of a Nepalese replica of the Indian Mahabodhi (Great
Enlightenment) temple constructed in time at the site of the sacred tree. This replica
is known to the Nepalis by the name "Mahabauddha." the Great Buddha, and is
located in the Kathmandu valley in the city of Patan, traditionally a stronghold of
Nepalese Buddhism (Figs. 1-5).
(Buddhist priest)
According to a Nepalese Buddhist chronicle. a ~~ajrachrrrya
from Patan named Abhayaraj went to reside for several years at Bodhgaya and on his
return constructed the copy-a feat simultaneously assigned to a grandson, Jivaraj.
a few pages further along.' The one is said to have lived during the reign of the
Kathmandu king. Amara Malla, whose dates may be fixed at c. 1529-1 560, the other
during the time of a successor. Sadasiva, who ruled c. 1575-1 581. In an unpublished
essay, a resident Sakya of the Mahabauddha community avers that construction was
begun by Abhayaraj in 1564 and completed by his descendants. An exact
construction date of 1601 is provided without source in an official inventory of
Kathmandu Valley monunients.' This general dating of around the end of the
sixteenth century will have to do until accurate inscriptional evidence is forthcoming
(see concluding COMMENT).
The Nepalese chronicle provides an interesting, if somewhat confusing.
commentary regarding the building of the Patan replica of the Mahabodhi. It records
that on leaving Bodhgaya Abhayaraj took with him "a model Bauddha image [and]

'

Reprinted from Bodhgaya, Site oj'Enlightenment, ed. J . Leoshko, Marg Publicalions. Bombay. 1988,
pp. 126-142 with permission of tlie publisher.

' Histoty of Nrpul ed. by Daniel Wright. (Kathmandu. unabridged reprint of 1877 edition, 1972). 204,
208.
Kathmundu Valley: The Preservation ojPhysicol Environment and Cultural Heritage, a Protective
Inventory. 2 vols. (Vienna, 1975). 11: 193.
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on arriving at home . . . built a three-storied Buddhist temple, and erected a Bauddh
[sic] with an image of Sakya Muni, in which he placed the model image."' The entry
is singularly difficult to follow but, like many others in the late Nepalese chronicles,
may have some factual basis. It seems unlikely that a small, portable image of the
Buddha would have been so particularized by the chroniclers or that the returning
pilgrim carried over the difficult mountain paths to the remote Kathmandu Valley an
image of the Buddha large enough to be enshrined as the primary image. More
probably what he brought in his pack basket was a souvenir model of the temple
itself, at once personal talisman and a guide to the stay-at-home architects to whom
he would confide the building of the copy. That such models existed is supported by
those in museum collections, such as one now in the Pacific Asia Museum, Pasadena
(Fig. 6). There were also two-dimensional models impressed in clay, like the
"Bodhgaya plaque" from Patna which depicts the temple as it probably was in
Maurya-Early Kusana times.4 Even today souvenirs from Bodhgaya, such as copies
of the Buddha's footprints, are treasured and carried away by pious pilgrims (Fig. 7
[see also color plate XIV]).
That the Nepalis would construct in the Kathmandu Valley a copy of the
famous temple is quite in keeping with their tradition of creating substitutes for
renowned sacred sites. Believed to incorporate the virtues of the original, such
substilutes are eminently more convenient geographically. There is scarcely a sacred
site in India that does not have such a substitute in Nepal. For example. the Four
Abodes in the old royal centre of the Kathmandu Valley city of Bhaktapur provide
substitutes for what Nepali Hindus conceive as four of the most famous pilgrimage
places in India: Jagannatha, Ramesvaram, Kedarnatha, and Badrinatha. Thus in a
circuit of a few metres, the faithful may perform a pilgrimage that would otherwise
take them across the length and breadth of India. Even local Nepalese rirrhus have
their substitutes-Pasupatinatha in Bhaktapur, for example, or the mountain-girt
Gosainkund in Patan. Thus for the Buddhist communities in Patan and nearby
Kathmandu a "pilgrimage" to Patan Mahabauddha would confer the same rewards
as the more arduous one to distant Bodhgaya.
Whether the Patan architects worked from a souvenir model, a drawing, or
simply hearsay, the brick and terracotta substitute they built is far smaller and only
vaguely reminiscent of the existing Bodhgaya Mahabodhi (Figs. 1-5). It stands in the
south-east quarter of the city, sequestered within the confining courtyard of the
Bodhimandapa-vihara, one of the many former Buddhist monasteries that together
even now provide the physical matrix of Patan. Like the Bodhgaya temple, the Patan
substitute is essentially a sikhara (tower) consisting of a modified square base
housing the cella, above which towers the umulaka-crowned spire. It also follows the

' Wright, op

cit.. 204-205.

' Ananda K . Coomaraswamy, History ojlndian andlndonesian Art (New York,

1965). 8 I . fig. 62.
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panchayatana plan of the Mahabodhi, the large central portion replicated by four
small shrines placed around it above the comers of the broad ground floor storey.
It would be futile to make any detailed architectural comparisons between the
two temples. If, as it seems, the Patan temple was built in the sixteenth century, what
it purported to copy was significantly altered in the course of the cavalier nineteenthcentury remodelling of the Mahabodhi. Further, the Patan temple is largely a
restoration, occasioned by the total demolition of the central tower in the disastrous
1934 earthquake.' More pertinent is a consideration of the Nepalese temple as an
outstanding example of the little known art of terracotta in Nepal and of the
"Nepalization" of arts that have come to it from elsewhere. For although the temple
is essentially a North Indian sikhara, and wholly of brick. stone and terracotta. it
borrows heavily from the Newar-style canon of architecture that typically is
translated in brick and carved wood.6
The regularity of the square plan of the Mahabaudda temple is interrupted on
the principal eastern side by a colonnaded vestibule which gives access to the ground
floor cella, an interior anlbulatory, and stairways to the upper storeys (Fig. 1). The
vestibule is repeated in reduced size on the floor above. The temple elevation is
divided both vertically and horizontally into three sections, possibly an allusion to
Buddha-Dhma-Sangha. the Three Jewels (Buddha, Doctrine, and Community), the
quintessence of Buddhism. The vertical division is created by three rurhas, the
salients that break the faqades into planes and at the same time further modify the
otherwise simple square ground-plan. The three horizontal divisions are provided by
the base (housing the cella and ambulatory), an elaborately developed mid-section
consisting of the lower third of the spire and flanking subsidiary shrines. and the
tapering upper portion. The latter actually contains three more storeys, thus a total of
five, each with an enshrined image, chairya, or symbol. The external horizontal
divisions are demarcated by massive, lavishly decorated stepped cornices, each
surmounting a band of animal heads that in Newar-style buildings are the projecting
ends of upper storey wooden floor beams. Stepped moldings around the base of the
temple and various stringcourses provide subsidiary horizontal divisions and appear
to anchor the structure solidly to the ground.
Situated on the central ratha of the ground-floor level on all but the principal
eastern faqade-fumished with a vestibule-is a large opening which provides light
to the ambulatory (Fig. 2). Above them, on the second storey. are blind windows-a
vestibule on the east-and on all sides, still higher, another five superimposed
windows, some blind. All are flanked by pilasters and surmounted by tympana, some

'

Brahma Shumshere J.B. Rana, Nepalako mahabhukompa 1990 sola [Nepal's great earthquake o f
V.S. 1990 (1934)], 2nd edition (Kathmandu, 1936). plate facing p. 115.
On this style see Mary Shepherd Slusser, Nepal Mandala-A
Valley, 2 vols. (Princeton, 1982). 1: 130-147.
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of which though of moulded terracotta, are otherwise the typical free-standing, canted
Newar-style torana (gateway) of carved wood (Figs. 11-1 3). Like the latter, their
apexes are occupied either by Garuda clutching serpents or a kirtimukha, the sides by
paired makaras. The toranas above the vestibules and the third storey windows,
however. are most unusual in Nepalese architecture. While corresponding to the
wooden ones in general shape and in the adoption of the paired makara motif, they
are surmounted by deer worshipping the wheel of the law, above which are parasol
and chaiwa and below which are birds stair-stepped along the sides and enclosing a
central motif of cusped arch and dependent bells. Similar foranas also crown the
doorways and the principal ground-floor niches of the four pavilions. Behind and
above the third storey window foranas is an elaborate plaque which also features the
worshipping deer motif (Fig. 3).
The dependence on the Newar-style architectural canon in the elaboration of the
Mahabauddha fa~adesis especially apparent in the third storey windows above which
are these very elaborate toranas. Although of terracotta the windows unabashedly
replicate the exuberant carved wooden windows that typify Newar-style architecture.
As frequently observed on the latter, the pilasters of these windows are flanked by
a tier of superimposed animal and human atlantes while beneath the opening are
seven high relief animal busts which appear to support a balcony. On the wooden
windows such sets of seven are typically geese or horses, respectively the creatures
which pull the chariots of the sky-travelling deities. Chandra and Surya. On the
Mahabauddha temple, however, the sets are clockwise from the eastern faqade,
elephants, horses, peacocks, and gandharvas, the vahanas (mounts) of the directional
Buddhas.
On each ratha, beside the sets of animals, birds, and imaginary beings, are
sporting ganus (dwarfs) and fierce deities in bas-relief, and at the same level, at each
corner of the temple, high relief sculptures of demigods riding rampant sardulas.
mythical creatures half-lion, half-griffon. Similar sardula sculptures are repeated
high above at each corner of the topmost turret. A gilt stupa above an umalaka
completes the elevation.
Not without reason Mahabauddha is often referred to by Nepalis as the
"Temple of the Thousand Buddhas." But as even a casual count makes clear, a closer
number would be more than ten times that. There are almost three thousand Buddha
images on the ground-floor fafades alone. As free-standing sculptures, images of the
Buddha occupy the cella and some of the larger niches, and as bas-reliefs literally
sheath the temple from bottom to top. The larger relief images encircling the two
lower storeys are set in cusped niches separated by pilasters (Fig. 4). On the upper
storeys and the spires of the pavilions, each image occupies a separate niche
surmounted by the wheel of the law. Wherever possible, smaller images enshrined
in continuous arcades provide bands of ornament that together with the profusion of
non-figural decoration wonderfully enliven this interesting Nepalese temple.
Individually, however, the Buddha images are of minimal artistic merit. The majority
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depicts the Buddha seated in meditation (Fig. 3). Most of the rest depict him with the
right hand in the earth-touching gesture (bhumisparsa mudra), specific reference to
the demon Mara's attempt to dissuade him from his quest for enlightenment at
Bodhgaya (Figs. 4.5).

MARAVIJAYA.
THE ASSAULT
A N D DEFEAT
OF MARA
Although nowhere in Nepal is there such a concentration of images of the Buddha
Sakyamuni referring to this event as on the Mahabauddha temple, for well over a
millennium it has been a popular theme in Nepalese Buddhist sculpture and painting
(Figs. 8-15). This episode. known as the Maravijaya (Victory over Mara), is
conceived to have taken place just prior to the successful conclusion of Sakyamuni's
long quest for an answer to the meaning of life and death. his enlightenment, attained
while meditating on the diamond seat under the sacred pipal at Bodhgaya. In
response to the attack of Mara and his army, Sakyamuni touched the ground
(bhumisparsa mudra) to call upon the earth goddess to bear witness to his right to
enlightenment. She responded affirmatively with a thundering roar. thus convincing
the implacable Mara who with his legions then fled in ignominious defeat.
One of the earliest Nepali representations of the Maravijaya theme is a partial
relief in which the principal protagonist, the Buddha. is missing (Fig. 8). There
remain only Mara's two seductive daughters and some of his demonic horde,
crowding one upon the other as they press toward the unseen meditating Buddha.
One of the horde, at the upper left, a terrible creature with fangs, bulbous eyes,
animal ears and wild locks, blows a horn to distract Sakyamuni. Beside him another
monster holds aloft a buffalo head while a third grimaces beneath his animal-head
cap. Beneath them are two other demonic figures, one a rotund. elephant-headed
being who brandishes a battleaxe and points toward the Buddha or to his own
monstrous companion. She is an emaciated Kali, hair bound in a death's head fillet.
a dangling human hand as one of her ear ornaments, and a limp cadaver supported
on her head. A last demon kneels peacefully at the lower left.
Of the daughters Mara brought along to seduce the Buddha, the larger is
elaborately coiffed and royally ornamented with a tiara and diverse jewellery among
which is a large tubular ear ornament. It most likely represents a bamboo tube such
as the seventh-century Chinese envoy Wang Hsuan-t'se saw the Nepalis wearing
when he passed through the Kathmandu Valley on his way to the court of
Harshavardhana. The second daughter, more simply arrayed, stands behind her sister
in the sensuous pose of a yakshi.
It appears that neither the planned composition nor even the existing part was
ever completed but that for some reason the work was halted in the process of being
carved around the eighth century. That the existing part of the relief is unfinished is
quite obvious. The body of the upper left demon and the horn he plays are barely
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roughed out. Kali's hair, her human-hand right ear ornament and the corpse she
carries are incomplete, as are the necklaces of the buffalo head-bearing demon and
the larger daughter. The latter's girdle is also unfinished as are many other details
throughout. What is most puzzling, however, is how the existing portion would have
fitted into tlie planned larger composition since the three left-hand figures all partially
wrap around that edge of the panel. Whatever the reason for suspending work, it is
a pity because judging by some of the finished elements, notably the animal-capped
demon in the upper right comer, it would have been a remarkable contribution to the
corpus of early Nepalese stone carving.
Even more impressive than the stone carving is a Nepali painting which also
depicts this aspect of the story of the enlightenment (Fig. 9 [see also color plate XV]).
It is a polychrome miniature preserved on a fragmentary folio of an eleventh-century
palm-leaf manuscript. It, too, is incomplete and most likely represents the left-hand
portion of a triptych in which the Buddha occupied the central panel, and a
corresponding demonic legion. or perhaps the seductive daughters, the right-hand
one. Within a small space, the painter has marvellously conveyed the turbulent drama
of the demonic assault. Nine terrible multi-hued, and sometimes multi-armed,
monsters are compressed into the tiny space, each more horrible than the last. Two
are doubly so since they are udurumukhus, mythical creatures each endowed with a
demonic face on the abdomen-and in this painting, even on the shoulder of one. In
their disruptive attack two of Mara's minions blow horns, another makes faces, two
spit serpents. and another, flames. One can almost hear the bellowing and braying as
they hurl a huge rock, a skeleton, and unspeakable insults against the imperturbable
Buddha.
The action takes place against a vivid red background filled with scrolls
which together with the wide undulating band at the bottom further augment the
extraordinary dynamism contained in this miniature composition. The form of this
band and its ochrous colour evoke the appearance of roiling storm clouds upon which
the menacing horde is borne.
Among the ferocious legion. at the top of the painling. is an altogether
different figure, a calm and princely personage. crowned and bejewelled. Since
Nepali artists usually render Mara in like demonic guise as the horde he commands.
this enigmatic inclusion is unlikely to be he. The position of the figure at the very top
of the painting above the surging mob, the particular shape of the crown, and what
appears to be a damaged horizontal third eye. suggest that the figure is the cloudborne rain god, Indra, observing with compassion the drama unfolding below. It
would be in conformance with many Nepalese paintings in which this popular deity
so appears.
Instructive with respect to the Nepali view of the importance of Mara's
assault, is a didactic bronze which depicts ten notable incidents in the life of the
Buddha Sakyamuni. two more than the standard eight (Fig. 10, originally color).
Realized as miniature vignettes surrounding a central image of a seated Buddha, the
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scenes are dynamically interconnected by a burgeoning lotus plant whose blooms
provide each scene a separate platform. Beginning bottom right and ~roceeding
counter-clockwise. we see the Buddha's birth and an allusion to his first seven steps
when as Chakravartin he announced his lordship over the universe. Eschewing
chronological order, the episodes continue with Sakyamuni's welcome by Indra and
Brahma on his descent from the Trayastrimsa heaven, his first sermon at Sarnath, and
the monkey's gift of honey at Vaisali. The parinirvana occupies the apex of the
composition where the deceased Sakya prince is shown surrounded by mourners and
two meditating disciples. In descending order. on the left side, the Enlightened One
appears to explain the Law, probably to his deceased mother in her heavenly abode.
Next is the multiplication of Buddhas in the miracle at Sravasti, the subjugation of
the mad elephant, Nalagiri, and finally the Buddha emaciated by the fruitless
austerities suffered during one stage in his quest for enlightenment.
The tenth miracle is provided by the large. central image. It illustrates what
Nepalis view as the most important event of all. Sakyamuni's enlightenment at
Bodhgaya. That there may be no mistaking the event. the bodhisauva-flanked Buddha
displays the bhumisparsa mudra, his head is aureoled with pipal leaves among or
above which celestial beings adore him with floral offerings, and beneath his seat is
an upright thunderbolt, symbol of the adamantine throne at Bodhgaya, the vajrasana
where enlightenment was achieved. Moreover, the artist specifies that it is the
moment of Mara's assault when the stalwart Buddha begged Earth to bear witness to
his right to seek enlightemlent. This is achieved by encapsulating the terrible drama
in terms of the Buddha's gesture and the two earth goddesses who appear below his
seat.
The same economy to symbolize the event also was employed by a Nepalese
woodcarver in an elaborate torana carved for a Buddhist monastery in 1700 (Fig. 1 1 ).
Placed above the doorway into the principal shrine. the torana shows the nagaclutching Gamda at the apex, jewel-emitting makaras at the sides, and within this
h e a number of seated. multi-armed deities and other diverse figures among which
is a pair of wonderfully convoluted winged monsters. This assemblage surrounds a
central shrine whose own torana features a kirtimukha grasping a second pair of
personified nagas, each of which lustrates the enshrined Buddha. Incorporated far
above, next to Garuda, are the familiar garland-bearing celestials such as are seen
among the pipal leaves of the previously described bronze sculpture. The caryatids
that support the intricately decorated capitals upon which the lustrating nagas sit are
two buxom dancing girls. They unquestionably allude to the daughters of Mara who
were supposed to seduce the ascetic Buddha and thus put an end to his quest. The
image of the Buddha Sakyamuni in bhumisparsa mudra is of gilt bronze and
represents the only example known to me of such an inclusion among score upon
score of such carved wooden toranas in Nepal. Unfortunately, sometime between
1969 when the accompanying photograph was taken and 1982 the bronze image was
removed.
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By contrast to these two economically told stories of Maravijaya, a
wonderfully con~plexand imaginative eighteenth-century rorana in another old
Kathmandu monastery tells it in the greatest possible detail (Figs. 12, 13). In this case
the torana is not above the shnne door but the entrance to the monastery quadrangle,
a thirteenth-century foundation popularly known as Itum-bahal. The action is
presented in a half-dozen roughly horizontal bands, somewhat in the manner of
certain Nepalese expository mural and banner paintings but, like the bronze scenes
of the Buddha's life (Fig. lo), is unified by means of a luxurious plant within whose
twining tendrils the scenes are framed.
On this remarkable torana. Garuda's usual place on the apex is occupied by
a scene which transpires just beneath the chairya-sheltering, cloud-wrapped, tiered
parasol. It depicts the Buddha Sakyamuni flanked by garland-bearing celestials and
preaching to several persons in pious attitudes-perhaps an allusion to his first
sermon at Sarnath or. alternatively. to the instruction given his mother in the Tusita
paradise (Fig. 13). Beneath the scene is the displaced naga-clutching Garuda and, in
descending order. an equally large, multi-armed Bhairava who lustrates the seated
Buddha, again flanked by garland-bearing celestials here seen at shoulder height. In
two large medallions adjacent to the makaras' recurved snouts, left and right, are
Chandra and Surya respectively in their geese- and horse-drawn chariots, an
auspicious pair of divinities rarely absent in one form or another in Nepalese art.
The artist has also included Bhairava's companions, the Eight Mothers, a set
of divinities omnipresent in late Nepalese art. Beginning just above the makaras'
snouts, arranged around the periphery of the composition, four to a side, the
goddesses are seen as minor figures, each upon her distinctive animal vehicle.
Theoretically. like Chandra. Surya, and Bhairava pertaining to the Hindu pantheon,
their inclusion in a Buddhist work is quite in harmony with the generally typical allembracing nature of Nepalese religion.
With the exception of numerous minor figures whose roles are difficult to
identify and which essentially may be simply space fillers in this crowded wood
carving, the rest of the composition is devoted to the story of Mara's assault on the
questing Buddha and of his defeat.
Assailed by every possible temptation that ought to interrupt his
concentration. a smiling Buddha in bhumisparsa mudru sits unruffled on the
diamond seat at Bodhgaya. The artist imagines it as a chair-like throne, such as
Nepalese images often occupy, with a back and legs. Shown on the apron may be a
likeness of the earth goddess. Sakyamuni's witness. In the register immediately above
the Buddha two of Mara's company approach on horseback flanked by others on foot.
Beside Chandra and Surya, still others menace with weapons and a pair of teasing
monkeys dart around his head. Four large demons try to unseat him by tugging at the
back and legs of the throne. Beside the lower pair, to tantalize still further, nude
couples shamelessly expose their amorous dalliance to the benign seeker of
enlightenment.
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All these activities are conceived to transpire amidst the terrible cacophony
of the blasting horns, thumping drums and clashing cymbals of a large company of
demonic instrumentalists parading before the Buddha in a narrow frieze just below.
But the artist concludes his pictorial exposition with the knowledge that the forces
Mara has marshalled to deflect Sakyamuni from his quest have availed him nothing.
For in the midst of the devilish band we see the commander, the demon Mara
himself, tumbling backward off the torana in defeat. His downfall is observed by two
pious companies at either end of the frieze of musicians, one of which, at the left, is
engaged in worshipping a choitya.
A most remarkable sixteenth-century banner painting. apauhha, provides a
last example of the Nepalese penchant for telling and retelling the story of
Maravijaya in bronze and stone. paint and wood (Figs. 14. 15). Exhibiting a marked
sense of narrative, the painter, like the Itum-bahal roror~awoodcarver, has chosen to
pictorialize it in minute detail.
A meditating Sakyamuni displaying the earth-touching gesture occupies the
centre of the painting.' He is crowned. bejewelled and clad in princely robes befitting
his celestial nature. The diamond seat is conceived as an elaborate, shrine-like throne.
or the Mahabodhi temple itself, set under the bodhi tree among whose leafy branches
tiny monkeys and birds cavort. The immediate seat of Sakyamuni. a double lotus.
rests on a massive tiered base decorated with lions and various mouldings. Over the
centre hangs an elaborately patterned carpet beneath which. as on the Itum-bahal
torana, is a representation of the earth goddess. Sakyamuni's witness. The broad base
supports a complex superstructure which surrounds the Buddha-at each side a
multi-facetted pilaster paired with a tier of three small shrines viewed from the side.
. interior of
and overhead a stepped arch upon which are arranged five c h a i ~ a sThe
the arch is multi-lobed, repeating the outline of the complex probhamanclala (halo)
that frames the Buddha.
The serenely composed Sakyamuni and the architectural solidity of the
diamond seat provide an eloquent counterpoint to the surrounding frenzied
commotion of Mara's assault. Pressing upon Sakyarnuni from every direction, the
demonic legion in its diversity rivals the wildest imaginings of the arch demon
inventor, Hieronymous Bosch, the near-contemporary Dutch painter. Bosch's weird
conjurings of the demon world are well typified in his familiar painting of a similar
temptation story, that of Saint Anthony who, like the Buddha. suffered demonic
torments and exposure to temptations of the flesh.
In the Nepali painting, above the arch on either side of the apical chaitya is
encountered among the pipal leaves one of the many monstrous types which populate
this master painter's gruesome collection. They are two terrible zoomorphic ogres
who either gnaw the entrails of dangling cadavers or perhaps prepare to drop them

' I am unfamiliar with its colouration, a description of which will have to be deferred
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on Sakyamuni below-nce
again a detail of the painting which reflects the Itumbahal torana where a similar pair flanks Bhairava (Fig. 15). Just beside the half-seen
cadavers are two large demons of different mien. With bulging, wind-filled cheeks
and equally bulging eyes that glare through bandit masks, they blow short, ocarinalike horns, while a similar pair with long trumpets clamber from the tree onto the
superstructure to blast the very ears of the immobile Sakyarnuni. Their noise is
augmented on the right by a fanged demon who sounds a short curved horn of still
a third type, though his opposite on the left prefers to disrupt with a menacing sword.
Still closer to Sakyamuni, a pair of demons creeps between the uppermost c h a i ~ a s
to tug at the prabhamandala, while another entirely different pair, seen crouching
behind the two lowermost chaityus, spews serpents from grinning mouths and thrust
others toward the sage's unresponsive cheeks. Just below the capitals on which these
chaitya.~rest is a fourth set of trumpeters, this time with long, curved instruments of
still a different type. Below them, at either side are a pair of demonic creatures, one
bandit-masked, the other with roaring animal head, who menace Sakyamuni with a
khanlanga-like club and a drawn bow respectively. Finally, four huge demons
attempt to shake the throne's foundations, again reminiscent of the Itum-bahal torana.
With flaming hair and covered with chain-mail, they are urlaramukhas with
abdominal faces more horrible even than the principal ones.
Crowding in upon this villainous company which swarms around the throne
come still more of Mara's threatening ranks, a terrible legion intent on reaching
Sakyamuni and carrying out their commander's will by any and every vile means.
Among this outer concourse, directly above the right-hand cadaver-gnawing monster,
is a bandit-masked udaramukha upon whose shoulders squats a companion. Hands
at mouth, he either gnaws some foul thing or more likely adds his shrill whistle to the
trumpets' din. Next to the same cadaver-eating monster a kinnara of demonic mien
pushes forward while in the corresponding place on the left side an udaramukha
threatens with upraised sword. Near these two figures, kinnara and udaramukha, are
still two more udaramukhus, made doubly frightening with multiple heads and
staring eyes on their shoulders. One thrusts a trident into a prone nude, the other aims
an arrow at the perceived enemy. the enthroned Sakyamuni.
Midway in the painting, at either side of the lowermost chuirya, appears a
skeletal Kali (Fig. 15). She is deep in conference with an equally fleshless demon,
who in his left-hand appearance quaffs blood from a human skull as she somewhat
absent-mindedly brandishes her sword. Directly beneath each bony pair is another
distinctive couple in amorous dalliance. The female is depicted as a semi-nude
sensuous beauty, her partner a stocky figure with bald head, bandit mask, hairy chest,
and nude except for a skimpy loin cloth-the characteristic Nepalese representation
of a wrestler.
Among all of these described figures are squeezed still more of Mara's terrible
minions so that not an inch around Sakyarnuni is free of them. Further, if all this
surrounding noise, menace and horror should fail to distract Sakyamuni, the wily
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Mara has supplied a troupe of bare-breasted dancing girls to beguile him.
Accompanied by four fierce theriomorphs, two beating drums and two clashing
symbols, they disport themselves provocatively before the throne. At the left of this
troupe we see Mara himself, drawn bow in hand, rushing to the fray with some
chosen companions in a war chariot drawn by galloping horses. The latter plod ofT
at the right, pulling the chariot now occupied by the defeated and weaponless
company who with hanging heads gaze back dejectedly at the unconquerable
Sakyarnuni. Beneath this register runs an inscription which informs us that the donor
was a Sakyabhiksu, a Buddhist monk, who had the painting consecrated on a
Thursday in early April of 1560.' Beneath the inscription, though badly preserved,
is the scene of the consecration itself.
Probably the most interesting and altogether surprising aspect of this
fascinating painting is contained in the topmost register. For there, among and
accompanied by demonic companions, a number of the principal Hindu gods are also
arrayed against Sakyamuni. In order from the upper left they are Brahrna on his goose
(with Ganesa just below), Siva on Nandi, Indra on Airavata, and Vishnu astride a
bandit-masked Garuda. Brandishing arms and whipping their mounts to eye-rolling
frenzy, the divine company rush forward among Mara's cohort. And it is the god
Vishnu, the Preserver, who, next to the whistling demon. raises aloft a huge rock to
hurl on the stoic Sakyarnuni below. The same deities appear in subdued and defeated
guise on the right, in order, Brahrna. Ganesa (with Vishnu below), lndra and Siva.
Although absent on the left side, Karttikeya on his peacock joins the right-hand
group, just beneath Brahrna.
The various plastic interpretations of the Maravijaya story discussed in this
essay offer an interesting insight concerning Buddhist and Hindu sectarianism, or
lack of it, in the Kathmandu Valley. By including Hindu deities such as Indra,
Bhairava and others as Buddha's companions and allies, the painter of the manuscript
miniature or the wood-carver of the Itum-bahal torana supports the argument for
peacehl co-existence of the two faiths that for millennia has supposedly
characterized the nature of religion within the restricted confines of the little Valley.
But thepaubha, no less than certain inscriptional, archeological and anthropological
evidence, declares that this was not the universal norm. Certainly the painter of this
Maravijaya story, or the Buddhist monk who commissioned it, was an ardent
sectarian with uncommonly strong opinions about the place of Hinduism in the
Buddhist world.
Sectarian or not, the two exceptional Nepalese paintings discussed here,
miniature and paubha, could not have better picturized the passion of the demonic
assault on Sakyamuni, as vividly expressed in Indian poetry:

T h e eighth of the bright half of Caitra, N.S.680 although the Museum of Fine Arts reads the year as
681.
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"Then Mara called to mind his own army . . . and his followers swarmed
around, wearing different forms and carrying arrows, trees, darts, clubs and swords
in their hands . . . some . . . leaped about wildly, others danced upon one another,
some sported about in the sky, others went along on the tops of the trees . . . but the
great sage . . . remained untroubled and suffered no perturbation, like a lion seated
in the midst of oxen."'
A question to ponder with respect to these various depictions of the
Maravijaya in four diverse media as illustrated here, is why the Nepali artists seem
to have been so captivated with the theme. Worth considering is the role of tantrism
with its enormous host of strange and fearsome deities, the conception of which
provided ready models for the demonic host that so enliven the Nepalese
representations of Mara's assault and defeat.

Although it is far beyond the scope of this paper, the similarity between the
Mahabodhi figural chaifyas and those of the Kathmandu Valley should be mentioned.
If nothing more, it may at least provoke a study of this interesting and neglected
subject.
There are a number of charurmukha chairyas at Bodhgaya which are
essentially dome-capped pillars that bear on each of the four faces a standing figure
of the Buddha-never bodhisattvas-in high relief. Only occasionally are they set
back into a shallow niche, as the example illustrated in Figure 16. While such a
chaitya type does not appear to be encountered elsewhere in India, it is a common
one in Nepal (Fig. 18).1°Therefore, some exchange of ideas between the two places,
Bodhgaya and the Kathmandu Valley, respecting this particular chaitya construction
does seem to be signalled. But which way the influence, if any, flowed remains
unclear. Certainly such chaityas appear quite early in Nepalese history, such as the
Svayambhunath example illustrated here which still stands inside the ruined
foundations of a Licchavi Period shrine. and there are Indian examples which appear
to date from the Pala period. Perhaps the coming and going of pilgrims between the
two places encouraged the exchange. Like Abhayaraj's model of the Mahabodhi
temple, clay votive tablets which illustrate chaityas could have provided the medium.
These tablets are known to both Bodghaya and Nepal. One example was recently
discovered in Deopatan, not far from Kathmandu proper (Fig. 18). Forthcoming
perhaps are other styles of votive plaques that do picture the more elaborate type of
chairyo and it is not impossible that, like the souvenir temple models, there were also

The lilies o f Asvaghosha, previously quoted in a similar context by Pratapaditya Pal, The Arts of
Nepal. 2 vols. (Leiden. 1978). 11: 79-80.
10

Slusser, op. cit., vol. 11, pls. 273-277, 472.
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similar chaitya models that in effect served as portable shrines-conjectures, to be
sure, that call for further exploration.
In any event, it is abundantly clear that the sacred aura of the site of the
Buddha's enlightenment, radiating far and wide in the Buddhist world, also
illuminated the remote little mountain valley of Kathmandu. Because of it, the
Nepalese architects, painters, wood-carvers, bronze casters, and stone masons have
left us a treasure we otherwise would not enjoy.

According to Niels Gutschow (The Nepalese Caitya: Fveen-hundred Years of
Buddhist Architecture in the Kathmandu Valley, in press) members of Sakya families
living in the vicinity of the temple aver that Abhayaraj began construction of the
temple in Nepal Samvat 685lA.D. 1564 but did not get beyond the foundations. His
sons and grandsons completed the work in A.D. 1610 when the temple was
"consecrated by King Sivasimha on the auspicious day of ahaya rrtiya, the
auspicious 'indestructible third' day after the full moon in April."
The clay molds for the Mahabauddha terracotta Buddhas are said to have
been enshrined by the potters in a terracotta caitya located at Nyauta-to1 in the eastern
quarter of Patan. Now disastrously renovated with cement. the cai@a occupies the
center of a courtyard around which still dwell families of the potter caste. The four
niches repeat in quarter size the motifs of the temple tympani. They relate to the the
first discourse the Buddha delivered in the Deer Park of Sarnath near Benares and
represent a unique ensemble that for over a hundred years to come was never applied
outside Patan.

Fig. 1 Plan of Mahabauddha temple. Scale 1:20. Preliminary drawing courtesy
Niels Gutschow.

Fig. 2 Mahabauddha temple, Patan, Kathmandu valley, Nepal, as viewed from the
west. Constructed late 16th cenhuy, regtored 20th century. Briek, stone and
@aaSmm"

Fig. 3 Detail of the terracotta decoration and torana above the third storey
window, eastern faqade of the Mahabauddha temple.

Fig. 4 Detail of Mahabauddha temple plinth with terracotta decoration and images
of the enshrined Buddha Sakyamuni, western faqade.

Fig. 5 Detail of moulded terracotta decoration and an enshrined image of the
Buddha Sakyamuni in the earth-touching pose, western fqade of the
lMslkabauddha mlp1e,
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Fig. 7 Thi8 Tibetan m d prepares a colourful copy of the sacred footprints of the
Buddha Sakyamuni impressed at the Mahabodhi temple of Bodhgaya. Like
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Fig. 9 Partial representation of Mara's assault: fragment of a folio from a
Nepalese Ashtasaharika Prajnaparamita manuscript. 1 1th century. Palmkwf with inIr and wakr-soluble polychrome paint. Illustration 6 x 4.9 cm.
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Fig. 10 Scenes from the Life of the Buddha, from Nepal. 12th century. Copper
alloy with traces of gilt. 26.7 cm. Los Angeles County Museum of Art,

gift af Mr.and Mrs. Niche1 PhiUips.
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Fig. 11 Mara's assault depicted on carved wooden torana with a gilt bronze
Buddha inset, Pimchem-b&d (Jambunanadavana-vihara), Kathmandu,
Nepal. A.D. 1700.

1

Fig. 13 Detail of Fig. 12.

Fig. 14 Maravijaya from Nepal. A.D. 1560. Opaque water-colours on cotton.
108.5 x 63 cm. Museum of F i e Arts, Boston, gift of John Goelet.

Fig. 15 Detail of Fig. 14 showing a company of Hindu gods and demons attacking
tb xwditatbg Sdcyamuni- Museumof Fine Arts, Boston, gift of John
Godct.

Fig. 16 Chaturmukha chaitya with four addorsed figures of the Buddha, from
Bodhgaya 1 lth century? Stone. c. 1.2 m. Bodhgaya Site Museum,Bodhgaya

Fig. 17 Chaturmukha chaitya with four addorsed figures of the Buddha and a
modem finial, Svayambhunath, Kathmandu valley, Nepal. c. 7th century.
Stone.c. 1.2 In.

Fig. 18 Votive tablet depicting the Buddha in bhumisparsa mudra enshrined in a
chaifya and surrounded by others, from Dmpatm, Nepal. C. 7th oenturyMtmbW
Elhme~wrc.5 m.&hate c&&h, Nqd.

CULTURE IN MICROCOSM:
THE NEPALESE INK-WELL+
The art of Nepal has become increasingly familiar to the outside world since 1964,
the year in which the first major exhibition of Nepalese art was held, at Asia House,
New York. Nepali bronzes and paintings have been the most admired aspect and,
more recently as they become more familiar if less readily collectable, stone and
wood carvings. Less well known and poorly represented in public and private
collections is the art of the goldsmith, one that provides sumptuous confections in
gems and precious metals for the delectation of the gods. Appreciation is also long
overdue for a class of objects that is usually viewed as ethnographic and
utilitarian-oil lamps, water vessels, or the tools for spinning and weaving for
example. But it is generally not realized that in the Nepali cultural context these
apparently secular objects have sacred purpose as well and were in fact created by the
selfsame hands and minds that fashioned what we now choose to categorize as art.
A case in point is provided by the Nepali ink-well.
The traditional Nepali ink-well has not been used for many decades and is
today simply an old-fashioned curiosity to be disposed of in the curio shops or at the
smelters' works. But for centuries these little utilitarian objects issued from the same
Kathmandu Valley workshops that produced the splendid images of the gods. Like
them, they were usually cast by the lost-wax method and often embellished with
chasing. One ink-well, at least, unique to the corpus with which we are familiar, was
fashioned in repousse, another popular technique of the Nepali metalworker (Fig.
21). This particular vessel was composed of separately fabricated parts, a technique
also used in the cast examples, if with restraint.
Ink-wells are most commonly made of brass, sometimes bronze, and
occasionally, as in the repousse example, of copper. Rarely exceeding a dozen
centimetres in height, and many half that, the containers are footed, vase-shaped
flasks, usually laterally compressed into a pair of broad faces defined by narrow
sides, a shape not unlike the well known Chinese snuff bottle. Like the latter, the inkwell was designed to be portable so a pair of perforated lugs was attached to its
shoulders to accommodate chains. These chains were joined by a third one to secure
'Written jointly with Manuela Fuller. Reprinted from Arrs ofAsia, vol. 17, no. 4 (July-August 1987).
pp. 78-87 with permission of the co-author and publisher.
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the stopper, and often by still others attached to a long metal case for holding a
number of reeds which served as pens (Figs. 1,7,27). For the itinerant the equipment
could thus be safely transported suspended at the belt or when not in use hooked on
a wall out of harm's way (Fig. 2). In the traditional Nepali house with scant furniture
and furnishings, and where writing even now is often done cross-legged on the floor,
this was quite likely to be an important consideration (Fig. 3).
The ink-well is universally decorated, and whether simply or elaborately
conceived, its dominant motif is vegetal. The most common element is the lotus
whose petals may surround the foot, the base of the reservoir, its shoulder, neck, and
stopper (Figs. 1,4,6-8, 10-12,20,2 1,27,29). In one instance, as a large unfolding
blossom, the lotus in essence becomes the reservoir itself (Fig. 4a). Upturned,
elongated overlapping lotus petals in high relief often embellish the sides, their tips
gracefully out-turned beneath the suspension lugs (Figs. 4b, 4c, 27). In addition
plants of various other types festoon the reservoir's shoulder and opposing basal area
and frequently, in bold relief or delicate chasing, riot with unrestrained abandon over
all the space between. Such fields are sometimes inhabited by real and mythic fauna:
paired deer, deer and panther, kinnaras (half bird, half human), makaras or makaralike composite water monsters, and paired serpents in the grasp of the ubiquitous
kirtimukha, the demonic Face of Glory (Figs. 1, 5,20). Often too the floral fields are
interrupted with bold relief representations of the gods (Figs. 6, 12, 20, 29).
Complementary vegetal, faunal, and divine motifs also occur on the pen case whose
shape provides an especially appropriate vehicle for displaying the inhabited tendril
motif (Figs. 7, 27).
After the lotus and related vegetation the most common decorative element
is the lizard. Rendered in high relief and often with great naturalism, the lizard is
always paired and invariably occupies the ink-well's narrow sides where each crawls
toward, or at times seems to support, the suspension lug (Figs. 6 , 7 , 10, 11, 12,29).
Just as the lizard displaces the bold relief lotus petals from the sides they are in turn
sometimes displaced by paired dragons, by naturalistic serpents, by
anthropomorphised ones (the Nagas and Naginis), by heraldic beasts (sardulas), or
by various other gods and demigods in human form (Figs. 8,20).
Many ink-wells bear another decorative motif that is neither flora nor fauna.
It consists of a hatched moulding used most frequently to delineate all or some of the
various elements that comprise the ink-well: encircling the base of the foot, its
juncture with the reservoir, the latter's shoulder, its juncture with the neck, the
latter's rim, and the edge of the everted collar with which some necks are finished
(Figs. I, 4b, 5-8, 10-12,21,27). On many of the pots it is an unobtrusive motif that
scarcely bears notice and apparently largely served to conceal joints between
separately cast elements, such as neck and foot to the reservoir. On other vessels
these hatched mouldings dominate the decoration. Then such a moulding--often
embellished with floral and other appendages-boldly festoons the shoulder of the
reservoir and from it depend other mouldings in the form of vertical ribs. Typically,
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the latter terminate at the moulding separating foot from reservoir (Fig. 10). In one
or two instances the vertical strips are replaced by diagonal ones to form a diamond
pattern (Fig. 11).
The inescapable deduction is that these cord mouldings recall an earlier
method of carrying and storing some kind of ink container in a net bag, a common
method in India and Nepal for transporting various vessels (Fig. 9). ?hat even the
artisans had not forgotten the significance of this element seems apparent since on
a number of vessels the crawling lizards are made to grasp the nearby mouldings. In
one example the reference to a flexible cord is particularly evident since the lizard's
clutch pulls the moulding out of line (Fig. 12).
An analysis of the form and decoration of the Nepali ink-well leads us to
another far more important conclusion. There can be little doubt that it replicates the
sacred water vessel, an object and concept long fundamental in the Hindu-Buddhist
milieu. Known most commonly in Sanskrit as purna kalasha or purna ghata (full
vessel), this vessel when f i l l e d 4 r in art imagined filled-with water and the
vegetation it nourishes is viewed as an auspicious icon in its own right and can also
double as the symbol of other divinities (Fig. 14). It appears in Indian art from
earliest times, as at Bharhut and Sanchi, and continues through two millennia of
Nepali art (Figs. 13-1 5, 19,23-25). It persists in current Nepali social and religious
practices where, for example, it would be unthinkable to celebrate the great national
Dasain festival without the inaugural Ghata-sthapana. This is the ceremonial Setting
up the Water Vessel day on which such a vegetation and water-filled vessel is placed
on public view. Similarly, no important social event or family rite of consequence
would be complete, nor deemed successful, without the presence of the auspicious
vessel.
That it is what the vessel contains rather than the vessel itself that is the actual
object of veneration is evident by its inauspicious nature when empty, then an evil
omen to be avoided at all costs. In Indian cosmology water itself is divine, the
terrestrial manifestation of amrita, the immortalising elixir of the gods. Lifegenerating and life-sustaining, water circulates as rain, as vegetative sap, as blood,
as milk, as generative semen, and more. It is the essence of mortality from which life
itself proceeds. It is not only worshipped in primal form-flowing in stream and
fountain, stilled in pond and vessel-but in anthropomorphic, zoomorphic, and
vegetal symbols. Highly venerated rivers-the Ganges and Jumna for example-are
personified as goddesses, an identification assisted by pairing them with other water
symbols such as the makara (or variously, crocodile or lizard) and the turtle (Figs. 20,
24).
The arch symbol and primary embodiment of water is the serpent, a creature
often personified as the semi-human Nagas and Naginis or their ruler, the serpentcanopied Nagaraja (Figs. 8% 16,20a). Amphibious creatures such as the turtle, frog,
crocodile, and lizard also incarnate water, as do semi-aquatic creatures like the boar,
or water-dwelling animals or plants-the fish, conch, and lotus for example. The
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boar's natural association with wetlands and water is enhanced by its relation to the
illustrious Vishnu. In one of his avatars, Vishnu-at once the Cosmic Waters and the
Cosmic Serpent-assumed the form of a boar to rescue the goddess Earth from the
watery abyss. Like the boar, the fish and turtle are also Vishnu avatars.
Mythical creatures such as the reptilian makara, interchangeable with lizard
and crocodile, and the half-bird, half-human kinnara. provide still more symbols of
water. The latter is commonly depicted in pairs, each bearing a puma kalasha toward
the fountain spout it is conceived to nourish (Figs. 17, 18). The kinnaras in keeping
with all the above named creatures not only signify water but control it, denying or
dispensing it as it suits their will. With the sacred contents of the auspicious water
vessel, kinnaras are also wont to lustrate gods and kings, a function sometimes
usurped by apsaras (celestial nymphs), elephants, or ascetics (Fig. 19).
With this symbology in mind an attentive examination of the Nepali ink-wells
admits no doubt that whatever their utilitarian purpose as ink containers they were
also conceived as the auspicious puma kalasha. Function certainly dictated
modification in form-a flattened flask carries more readily than a bulbous pot-and
vegetation could hardly exude from the neck of a stoppered vessel into which a pen
was meant to be introduced. But rather than abandoning this primary element of the
puma kalasha, the vegetation was reinterpreted on the vessel surfaces in the way we
have seen. The bold relief lotus petals, symbolic lizard, dragon, snake, Naga and
Nagini, or personified rivers quite handily replaced the customary drooping plants,
and the water association was further intensified by the abundance of accessory
symbols. Some ink-wells even bear the conventional representation of water
employed in Nepalese art, typically a scale pattern of closely spaced, curved parallel
lines (Figs. 10.2 1.22,26). The watery fields of one of the ink-wells illustrated here
are occupied by giant lizards, while those of the other, perhaps representing a pool,
nourish luxuriant vegetation.
Some ink-wells are as crowded with water symbolism as the royal fountain
illustrated in Figures 17 and 18. One, for example, wreathed in the customary vegetal
motifs, bears on one face pairs of fish, conch shells, makaras, boars, and a turtle (Fig.
20b). On the opposite face are representations of three Nagas and Naginis, one in
combat with their adversary, the sun-bird Garuda. More vegetation and two
minuscule unidentified figures, human or divine, are applied to the sides.
Another example would alone dispel any lingering doubts about the water
symbolism inherent in the Nepali ink-well (Fig. 20a). On one face of the reservoir,
supported by a lotus and enveloped in scrolling vegetation, is a bold relief
representation of a Nagaraja seated on a makara-three potent motifs emblematic of
water. On the opposite face, again supported by the symbolic lotus and surrounded
by vegetation, is a representation of Kubera, or as Hindus know him, Vaisravana or
Dhanada. He is a guardian of earth's subterranean treasures-not only precious
metals and gem stones, but water. The sides of this complex vessel continue the
theme with representations of the goddesses Ganga and Yarnuna, personifications of
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Hinduism's most sacred rivers, the Ganges and Jumna. One stands on her watersymbolizing vehicle, the crocodile-lizard-makara, the other her tortoise, and each
displays a water vessel in upraised hand. These riverine goddesses stand beneath
suspension lugs that have been metamorphosed into makaras, probably meant to
represent fountain spouts, the form in which they exist all over the Kathmandu
Valley (Fig. 17). Astride each makara spout. or more likely meant to be airborne
above it, is a pair of miniature figures that together would not cover a thumbnail.
They represent apsaras who bear to one makara fountain a garland and a water vessel,
to the other a pair of vessels, the fountains' ultimate source.
A similar ink-well is among the collections of the British Museum, one face
displaying Kubera, the other a Nagaraja. A pair of apsaras with banners flank the
former while a second pair hasten toward the Nagaraja with splashing vessels of
water.
If we have demonstrated that the ink-well represents the auspicious water
vessel, we cannot now offer a satisfactory explanation of why this should be so. One
possible explanation relates to the sage Agastya, a form of Siva, to whom in the
Hindu world the invention of writing is sometimes ascribed. Born from a purna
kalasha, Agastya is usually represented as a penitent seated upon a water vessel and
bearing another and a manuscript in his hands (Fig. 23). The presumed inventor's
intimate association with the auspicious vessel might well be reason enough to model
the ink-well after it.
A second possibility relates to the function of the liquid the ink-well contains.
Manuscripts were written in the Kathmandu Valley from at least the ninth century
and-as suggested by far earlier inscriptions on stone-probably long before. This
practice continued into the twentieth century, the electric printing press making a
tardy appearance only in 1912. With few exceptions these teeming manuscripts
contain sacred matter: Buddhist sutras and Hindu shasrras, tantras, astrological
works, religious dramas, and more. Even essentially secular material such as business
and government matters commonly contain invocations to the gods and other nonsecular aspects. Thus it may be that the material with which the sacred word was
written-no less than the water of which it was largely composed-was perceived
as a sacred substance that guaranteed the sanctity of the vessel that contained it. In
turn, that there might be no mistake about the vessel's sacrosanct content, it was
lavished with every possible symbol to denote it.
Be this as it may, the sacred nature of the Nepali ink-well is evident in other
ways than in its replication of the purna kalasha. In addition to all the symbolic
motifs we have described, many vessels also bear detailed representations of gods
and goddesses (Figs. 6, 12.29). In those we have examined, the most frequent are
Vishnu (one with the Cosmic Serpent and the Cosmic Waters), Sarasvati (goddess
of music and literature), Siva, his consort Durga-Parvati in various manifestations,
and their sons Karttikeya and Ganesa. Often exquisitely fashioned in bold relief,
these miniature icons are for the most part badly worn, but whether fiom worship or
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normal handling of the ink-well cannot now be determined. At least one or two,
however, retain traces of sindur, the red powder exacted in Nepali worship, itself a
suggestive factor.
A study of the Nepali ink-well in relation to the psychological and physical
milieu in which it was confected is illuminating for, simply put, the ink-well is that
world in microcosm. The minuscule lizards that ascend the vessels' sides are found
in larger format on the water fountains, among the wood carvings that mantle
traditional house and shrine, or on the portals that give access to the dwellings of the
gods (Figs. 24,25). In all these places and more are the companion dragons, makaras,
kinnaras, serpents, Nagas and Naginis. sardulas, personified rivers, thriving
vegetation, water-emblematic scale pattern (Fig. 26), and representations of the puma
kalasha, all familiars of the ink-well. Moreover, these motifs and the style in which
they are executed often maintain artistic traditions that may be traced back for
centuries in Nepal and India. For example, the paired kimaras with enormous
convoluted, foliate tails depicted on one vessel seem almost to have been copied from
a seventh century stone relief that once embellished a temple in Kathmandu-a relief
that in t u n draws its own inspiration from more ancient Gupta India (Figs. 5,28).
On two other vessels, one in a private collection the other in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, there is a Vaishnava relief that almost certainly was meant to
duplicate a particular Kathmandu stone sculpture (Figs. 29,30). Ensconced since the
seventeenth century in a palace precinct to which it was transferred from a nearby
ruin. the ponderous sculpture depicts Vishnu in the guise of the child Krishna
subduing the troublesome serpent Kaliya. But unique to this representation of the
well known theme, in Nepal or in India (copies excepted), two youthhl figures, male
and female, are seen among the massed coils below. These have usually been ignored
or identified as Krishna's cowherd companions. From a damaged stone inscription
near the sculpture it seems probable that these two in fact represent real persons who
once lived in the Kathmandu Valley. The youth, one Virapala. eulogised in the
inscription as "wise [and] born like the moon from the sea", apparently met an
untimely death. His wife, Gangalaksmi, "chaste, polite, and fortunate", as sati
immediately accompanied her husband on his funeral pyre. To commemorate this
meritorious act, the son's father "ceased mourning", we are told, and established an
image that would include a portrait of his daughter-in-law "carved with the desire
that she could live [in heaven with her husband]." The inscription concludes with the
supplication: "May people be healthy . . . happy and not separated from their sons
and daughters-in-law." Stylistically this sculpture, often lauded as the supreme
artistic achievement in Nepal, is usually dated around the seventh century but the
palaeography of the poignant inscription suggests a considerably later date-matters
for scholars to ponder elsewhere.
Curiously, despite the many remarkable things imparted by a study of these
appealing ink-wells, we know very little about who used them or when. Few Nepalis
now recognize their function or, if they do, simply aver that they were "used by
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school children" or "in government offices." Nonetheless, given the ink-wells' sacred
iconography, it is logical to infer that they had more important purpose and were at
one time used by the Buddhist monks and learned Brahmans in the copying of
religious texts. Portable equipment would be particularly practical for the Buddhist
scholars and monks who constantly trod the pathways between the Kathmandu
Valley, the Tibetan plateau, and the great monastic centres of northern India. An
anomaly that bears mention, however, is that although the vast majority of Nepali
manuscripts are Buddhist, all of the ink-wells that we have examined exclusively
feature deities of the Hindu pantheon. An exception might be Kubera-VaisravanaDhanada, a multi-named deity that has both a Hindu and a Buddhist manifestation.
In the peculiar syncretic religious climate of Nepal where deities that are essentially
Hindu are also revered by Buddhists, perhaps this is simply happenstance and
without particular significance.
One must further suppose that the portable Nepali ink-wells were also used
by the hyastha, a caste of professional scribes whose business was essentially an
ambulatory one. We have one turn of the century eyewitness to their employ in the
hands of an ambulating government clerk, a functionary delegated to keep an eye on
the doings of a visiting traveller-author. a German by name Kurt Boeck. To end the
clerk's incessant note taking detailing his every activity, the disgruntled Boeck
purchased the offending equipment outright. He later illustrated the ink-well in the
account of his Himalayan journey.
There was at least one other use for these ink-welis. Tradition affirms that a
prospective bridegroom when visiting the family of his intended displayed an inkwell on his person as visible proof of his education and culture.
When such ink-wells began to be used and when they ceased to be also eludes
us.None bear dated inscriptions, there is no archaeological evidence respecting them,
they do not appear among the offerings of household equipment affixed to temple
exteriors, nor as far as we know are any incorporated in the temple treasuries within
(Fig. 3). Neither are ink-wells included among the diverse ritual objects frequently
depicted in paintings or sculptures which could provide a means of dating them. The
ink-well that the sun god Surya's acolyte, the scribe Pingala, invariably holds is no
help since it is simply shown as a conventional little pot that has nothing in common
with the ink-well we have described (Fig. 3 1). The extreme wear exhibited by some
of the vessels is no index of age, as one might suppose, but merely reflects the
amount of use or perhaps devotion. Particularly beloved metal icons of the gods and
goddesses, though known to be quite recent by virtue of dated inscriptions on them.
are frequently as worn as some less-favored ones that pre-date them by a millennium.
If our type of ink-well has a history even as remote as the medieval
manuscripts copied from the ink they held, it is unlikely that many would have
survived the Nepali habit of recycling damaged or outdated metal objects. To the
historian's dismay, this practice includes ancient copper plate inscriptions. Consigned
to the greedy crucibles of the craftsmen, these objects-that are at once often historic
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documents and artistic masterpieces-are simply melted down and cast anew. In
ancient Nepal there was even a special caste devoted to scavenging the gilt from such
recycling operations.
As more modem writing and printing material became available in Nepal
after it opened its doors to the outside world in the mid nineteenth century, one must
suppose that the portable ink-well and accompanying reed pen fell into disuse. The
last certain employ that we have been able to establish was by Dr. Boeck's surveillant
around 1895. although one Nepali informant affirmed that she had seen such an inkwell in use "about thirty years ago".
Not only do we not know the functioning life span of the Nepali ink-well, we
cannot even date the existing corpus. An exception is provided by those that evidence
shared traditions of Sino-Tibetan art, particularly in the manner of handling certain
vegetal motifs or the employ of the dragon, exotics that did not enter Nepal much
before the mid seventeenth century (Figs. 26, 27). For the present, taking into
consideration all that we do know that bears on the problem, we would hazard that
most of the examples we have studied, now almost a hundred, were executed
between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, a generalised dating that hture study
will perhaps refine.
It is a curious-and altogether frustrating-anomaly that whereas there is an
extensive literature devoted to the preparation of Asian manuscripts, to the palm
leaves and papers employed in them, to writing instruments, to the composition of
various inks, and to related subjects, the ink-well itself has escaped all but passing
notice. Thus there are scant pickings to assist in establishing the relation of what we
have designated the "Nepali" ink-well with those of neighbouring India or Tibet.
Nepali culture, whatever its reinterpretation into a distinctive Nepali idiom,
is undeniably in large measure an Indian derivative. Logic thus dictates that it is to
India we must also look for the inspiration of the Nepali ink-well. When we consider
that the art of writing, the Sanskrit language, the socio-religious concepts, and the
gods and goddesses that we have mentioned in this paper all came to Nepal from this
source there would seem little reason to doubt that so did the ink-well. Such an
assumption is made all the more certain by the very terms by which the Nepali inkwell, pen, and pen holder are known-mashidan, kalam, kalamdan-terms that are
derived from Sanskrit and closely compare with certain other languages spoken in
India.
Nonetheless, despite the logic of this assumption we have not been able to
identify an Indian counterpart to the corpus that we know was actually made and
ultimately acquired in the Kathmandu Valley. Like Pingala's ink pot in Nepali
sculptures of Surya, those in Indian ones are equally conventional renderings,
includng those in Gandharan reliefs that represent the Buddha on his way to school.
No more comparable is a ninth to tenth century ink-well that was excavated at
Nalanda, an illustrious North Indian monastic centre that Nepali monks are known
to have frequented for centuries. Further, existing antique Indian ink-wells though
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sharing certain aspects of the Nepali ones do not in fact very closely resemble them
(Fig. 2).
We are no better off when we search across the northern frontier into Tibet.
The most common type of Tibetan ink-well has little in common with the Nepali
examples though there is a flask-like type that in shape, at least. is broadly
comparable. The Tibetan pen holder, however, mirrors those from Nepal. That such
similarities should exist between the writing equipment of these two countries is
hardly surprising when we consider that they enjoyed intimate commercial and
religious relations for centuries. Such traffic was particularly intense in the period to
which we have broadly assigned the existing Nepali ink-wells, the sixteenth through
the nineteenth centuries.
It is evident that a study of the Nepali ink-well, its iconography, its purposes
both utilitarian and otherwise, its dating. and its relationship with neighbouring
countries has scarcely begun. It is to be hoped that this preliminary paper will alert
collectors and scholars alike to this untapped field of research. Perhaps in time our
combined efforts will supply the missing links in the Indian connection. establish
more secure datings, and provide answers to other provocative questions this study
has raised. Above all, such collaboration may help us to better understand the relation
of this modest piece of human equipment to the profound mysteries of the cosmic
puma kalasha, the water-filled vessel that is at once the womb and the inexhaustible.
imperishable source of life itself.

Subsequent to the publication of this paper the authors came upon several
illustrations of inkwells and pencases depicted in Mughal paintings. An inkwell and
pencase like those discussed in our paper is among the accoutrements of a young
Muslim scholar in a sixteenth-century painting and another lies beside a holy man in
an early seventeeth-century painting (Color plate XVI see also Stuart Cary Welch,
A Flower for Every Meadow m e w York: Asia Society, 19731, pp. 89, 105). In
another Mughal painting, ca. 1525, a similar inkwell is in use by a scribe (Stuart Cary
Welch, India: Arts and Culture 1300-1900 m e w York: Metropolitan Museum of
Art, ca. 19851, p. 341). As suggested by these and other painted representations it
seems likely that the inkwell and pencase used in medieval Nepal, like many other
cultural artifacts of the time, has its origins in Mughal India.
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Fig. 2 The Nepali ink-well and pen case could be stored on a wall hook like this
Indian example illustrated in 1886 (Journal of Indian Art, vo1.1).

Fig. 3 A Nepali pundit eschews the traditional reed pen and ink-well for his
inventory of these monastery treasures, but like his forbears does his
writing an a handyJmee.

Fig. 4a-c A lotus blossom, lotus petals, and other types of vegetation provide the
principal decoration of these Xhree ink-wells.Brass. Heights 10,7.6 and
6.5 ems. Ian h o p Collection.

Fig. 6 Fahaps reprcmting Vishnu on his boar avatar, this well worn deity dames
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Fig. 7 The undulating tendrils inhabited by varied fauna and deities of this pen
case complement the luxuriant vegetation of the accompanying ink-well.
Brass, cast and chased. Ink-well height 6.4 cms. Victoria and Albert
Museum Collection. Photograph courtesy of the Board of Trustees of the
Victoria and Albert Museum.

Fig. 8a-b As the primary symbol of warn, bold relief Naga and Nagini on one
vessel and naturalistic serpents on the other provide poteat reference to
the vessels' contents.Brass. teft beigtit 7.5 m a , Ian Alsop C&&?~QR.
Righe height 6'9 arm, Ibbuwla F* Cotlecdan.

Fig. 9 In this detail from a sixteenth century Nepali painting (See also color plate
IV), a sacred vessel of water is carried in a net which is hung from a pole
supported on the shoulders of two men, a common method for transporting
various vessels. A. Peter Burleigh Collection.

Fig. 10 The extensive use of cord moulding dominates the decoration of this inkweII an which unusually large lizards ppeside over the conventional
rqmm@tiu)fld wata. Brass. Efaight 11 crw. Mmmk Fuller t3lhtim.

Fig. 11

The arrangement of the cord marking is reminiscent of a net bag, a
reference perhaps to an earlier carrying method. Brass. Height 9 cms.
Mary Shepherd Slusser Collection.

Fii. 12 That the cord moulding refers to cording is evident by its flexibility in the
lizard's grasp. Victoria and Albert Museum CoUection. Photograph
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Fig. 14 The portal of this shrine is spiritually protecred by the baleful eyes of
Bhairava, diverse auspicious symbols, and the sacred water vessels which
flank it as wooden relief plaques, which are incorporated into the intricate
carving of the jambs, anstwhich, inpaiat(fhMbm the leA),txxagya
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Fig. 15 Two of the most potent sybols in Nepal share this stamp: a portrait of
the reigning monad, and the auspicious water vessel. The latter's sacred
contants are elucidated by^the 1otus:conch shell, vegetation, and'a pair of
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Fig. 16 Arch symbol of water, the serpent is deified as the snake-canopied King
of the Nagas enthroned on a lotus flanked by a pair of mythical, watersymbolizing m k s . Wood. Guje-Patan.

Fig. 17 This makara-form waterspout, its channel cover a lizard, and its sides
charged with water symbols, once assured a copious supply to a palace
fountain. A.D. 1688. Gilt copper repousd. Sundhara, Bhaktapur.

Fig. 18 (Detail of Fig. 17) Among the multiple symbols of water-serpent, fish,
frog, water-fowl and turtle-a k i a r a bears a puma kalasha toward the
waterspout it nourishes.
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Fig. 19 Flanked by vegetal scrolls replicating those of the ink-well, and
accompanied by diverse attendants, a pair of ascetics lustrate the god
Rmm from upturned water vessels. Wood. B e - W E , ESh&ta@m.
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Fig. 20ab The left vessel displays a Nagaraja (on reverse, Kubera), and on the
sides personified rivers on turtle and makara,makara lugs, and paired
apsaras bearing a garland and water vessels. The right vessel bears on
one face paired fish, conch shells, rnakaras, boars, and a turtle; on the
other face, Nagas and Naginis in oombat with Gmda. Brass. Heights 7
and 5.3 cms. Ian Alsop Collection.

Fig. 21 The conventional representation of water that surround this luxuriant plant
emphasizes its dependence on the divine substance. Copper repuss&.
t&ig& 103 mw.
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Fig. 22 Under a canopy bearing makaras and reverential Naga and Nagini, Vishnu
and his serpent alter ego behind, stand enshrined above a body of water
beside which sit anthropomorphized Nagas and other deities. Detail,
Vishnu Mandala, Nepal, 1681,655/16x 5618 inchesl165.9 x 128.6 cm.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Museum Associates Acquisitions
Fund.
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pot and manuscript in hand, the sage Agastya sits in penitential
-Fig.23 Water
fgshion above the puma kalasha from which he is generated. 16th-17th

mntwy. &me. Wght 215 cms. Private Collectioa,

Fig. 24 A 19th century drawing of the gilt metal repusd Golden Gate erexxd
the Tdeju temple, Bbktapur, in A.D. 1753 reflects in rllacrocosm the

Fig. 25 The puma kalasha carved in the pilaster and-beneath the left windowgiving birth to wondrous inhabited tendrils, the ubiquitous vegetation, and
the Wds and Nagm and Naginis of this exquisite traditional Kathmandu
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Fig. 26 These elegant dragons, fluid as the intertwining vegetation or the water in
which they both flourish-represented by the scale pattern surrounding
the panel-are at home on the Nepali ink-well and replicate the dragons
on the pen case illustrated in Fig. 27. Monastery window detail. Mu-bahal,
Kathmandu.

Fig. 27 To symbolize water the ink-well depends on lush vegetation alone but is
reinforced on the pen case by the presence of sinuous, makara-like
dragons. Brass. Ink-well height 6.4 cms. Victoria and Albert Museum
Collection. Photograph courtesy of the Board of Trustees of the Victoria
and Albert Museum.

Fig. 28 On this relief that once embellished a Kathmandu temple, lotus- bearing
khmas with flamboyant foliate tails flank a vegetation-filled auspicious
vessel composed of a conch shell. 7th century. Stone 42 x 95 am.Police
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Rg. 29 K r i h subduibg the serpent Kaliya. Brass. Height 8.5 cms. Vi&a and
-. Ahst Museuon c30-.
PhoItpgmgh eomtesy af the board 'of"I:ms.tees
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Fig. 30 Vishnu as the child Krishna subdues the serpent Kaliya while what may
represent a historic, star-crossedNepali couple occupy places among the
Astic c&. l)omiMy 7th matmy. &ma Ha@ 231
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Fig. 31 The ink-well held by the scribe Pingala (extreme lower left) is too
conventional in this and other representations in Nepal and India to shed
light on the antiquity of the Nepali ink-well. Circa 15th century. Stone.
H&&t 74 cms. Purano Bhwar, KEIthnmdu.
.
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Plate I Polychron~ewooden image of Avalokiteivara and attendants at Guitabahi, Patan (see Fig. 13, "The Wooden Sculptures of Nepal").

Plate I1 ~adcara-~iirii~aqa,
May 1996, showing how few sculptures and
inscriptions remain among those photographed ca. 1966
(as seen in Fig. 1, "The Saugal-to1 Temple of Patan).
m

I

Plate III Illustrations from Svayambhii-puriim. Opaque water colors on
c0tton,15~/~
x 5 1 ' 1 ~inches (39 x 130.2 cm.). Nepal, dated 1635. The
Cleveland Museum of Art. Gift of Mrs. Albert S. Ingalls. CMA 54.788
photograph courtesy of the museum (see Fig. 1, "Serpents, Sages, and
Sorcerors in Cleveland").

,

Plate IV Svayarnbhiinatha and sacred sites of the Kathmandu Valley, opaque
watercolors on cotton, H. 1.01 m. A.D. 1565. Collection A. Peter
Burleigh (see Fig. 1, "On A Sixteenth-Century Pictorial Pilgrim's
' . ,. - Guide from NepJ").
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Plate V A Kanphatta yogi speeds along the Bagmati toward Svayambhii. Detail
of Fig. 1 (see Fig. 2:F-3) (see Fig. 12, "On a Sixteenth- Century Pictorial
. .-i&&
Pilgrim's Guide from Nepal").

Plate VI A vertical segment of the banner depicting Bramani and Maheihvari,
the iaktis or female emanations of Brama and Shiva (see Fig. 2, "An
.
India-import Devi MahisE~a-MardiniScroll from Nepal").
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Plate VIII Obverse and reverse of folio 88 of an unidentified Buddhist canonical
text, gold Tibetan script on blue-black paper. Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution (S 1991.143.4), gift of Mr. and Mrs.
H. Robert Slusser, photograph courtesy of the Gallery. (See Fig. 1,
"A Document on Himalayan Painting").

Plate IX Exterior of the top cover of the manuscript with green painted foliate
design on a crimson ground surrounding mantras in gilt Raiijana script.
14'1~
x 4 inches (36.8 x 10.2 cm). Arthur M. Sackler Gallery.
Smithsonian Institution (S 1991.143. I), gift of Mr. and Mrs. H,Robert
Slusser, photograph courtesy of the Gallery. (See Fig 2, "A Document
on Himalayan Painting").

Plate X Pen and ink sketch for the top cover of the manuscript (a), and the
painting done from it (b). Photograph courtesy of the Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution. (See Fig 3a, b, "A Document on
Himalayan Painting").

Plate XI Pen and ink sketch for the bottom cover (a) and the painting done from
it (b). Photograph courtesy of the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,
Smithsonian Institution. (See Fig 4a, b, "A Document on Himalayan
-. . ,. r .
- ..
,*,Painting").
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Plate XIIa, b The "Spice Goddesses": A, obverse, the Green Goddess,
15th century, Tsang Province (?), Tibet, opaque watercolor and gilt
on silk over layered paper with cutwork; B, detail. H. 34.1 cm.
LTS 1985.1.584 National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution. Gift of John Gellatly, 1929.8.584. Courtesy Arthur M.
Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution. (See Fig. la, b, "The
'Spice Goddesses': Notes on a Tibetan Painting").

Plate XIIIa, b The "Spice Goddesses": A, reverse, the Red Goddess, 15th
century, Tsang Province (?), Tibet, opaque watercolor and gilt on
silk over layered paper with cutwork; B, detail. H. 34.1 cm.
LTS1985.1.584 National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian
Institution. Gift of John Gellatly, 1929.8.584. Courtesy Arthut
M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution. (See Fig. 2a, b,
"The 'Spice Goddesses': Notes on a Tibetan Painting").
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Plate XIV This Tibetan monk prepares a colourful copy of the sacred footprints
of the Buddha Sakyarnuni impressed at the Mahabodhi temple of
Bodhgaya. Like the temple model, it provides an easily portable relic
of the sacred site. (See Fig. 7, "Bodhgaya and Nepal").
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Plate XV Partial representation of Mara's assault: fragment of a folio from a
Nepalese Ashtasahasrika Prajnaparamita manuscript. I 1 th century.
Palm-leaf with ink and water-soluble polychrome paint. Illustration
6 x 4.9 cm. Los Angeles County Museum of Art from the Nasli and
Alice Heeramaneck Collection, photograph courtesy of the museum
(see Fig. 9, "Bodhgaya and Nepal").

Rafe XWI At fhe l o w left, beside one of these five holy men is a Mughd inkwell and pen case similar to Nepalese examples. Painting attribuM ~IQ
3tl. Riqmb.4 with pamission b m Stwart CW
it&%&@w@&k% & i t l 1 % d ~ $ l 9 3Pi*
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